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for maximum dependability in transformer
products has swung UTC production into high gear
on Hermetic designs. Work at our Varick Street plant,
for example, is now 98% Hermetic.
The need

May we cooperate with you on design savings for your applications...war or postwar?

ISO VARICK STREET
EXPORT DIVISION: 13 EAST

NEW YORK 13. N. Y.

40th STREET, NEW YORK 16,

N. Y..
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SPECIFICATIONS OF JUST ONE TYPE OF THE MANY TOBE OIL -IMPREGNATED
AND OIL-FILLED PAPER CAPACITORS

...

OD5-CAPACITORS
RATINGS:

600 UDC

1,000

VDC

Single Units
Dual Units
Triple Units

.05, 0.1, .25 Mfd.
.05, 0.1,
"
.05, 0.1,

Single Units
Dual Units

.05, 0.1
.05, 0.1

Triple Units

Mfd.

.05

STANDARD CAPACITANCE TOLERANCE

plus or minus 20.%"

TEST VOLTAGE

twice DC rating

GROUND TEST

2,500 Volts DC

OPERATING TEMPERATURE

55°F. to 185°F.

SHUNT RESISTANCE:

.05 to 0.1
.25 Mfd.

POWER FACTOR

.

.

Mfd.-20,000 Megohms
-12,000 Megohms

1,000 cycles-.002 to .005

CONTAINER SIZE:

Width 9/16'; length 1.11/16; height 1-17/32"
2.1/8"
MOUNTING HOLE CENTERS

Illustration shows capacitor with bottom terminals. Capacitors also available with top terminals.

A SMALL PART IN VICTORY TODAY
2

OD -CAPACITOR

-A

`Data sheets showing complete code
number for units having a specific capaci-

tance value and voltage ratings available
on request.'"Other tolerances available.

BIG PART IN INDUSTRY TOMORROW
March

1945- ELECTRONICS

Not afraid of

GHQ

ff11 ocuîx
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

TRACING CLOTH
Ir's moisture -proofing that makes PHOENIX Tracing Cloth
resist damp hands and arms. It will even stand up to ten

minutes immersion in water. That's why it's proof against

moisture ghosts

- the ghosts that haunt prints made from

tracing cloths that show perspiration stains.
Besides, PHOENIX is smudge ghost -proof. You can use

harder pencils and still get solid, opaque lines. They'll smudge
less.

And erasure ghost -proof too. Erasing leaves less scars on

PHOENIX. Redrawn pencil lines are smooth. Ink won't feather.
For the full story and a sample, write on your letterhead to

Keuffel & Esser Co., Hoboken, N. J.

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
EST.

1867

Drafting, Reproduction, Surveying Equipment
and Materials. Slide Rules. Measuring Tapes.

CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS

ELECTRON CS

-

NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO

March 1945

HOBOKEN
LOS ANGELES

DETROIT
MONTREAL

3
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30,000,000

TELEVISION

84.9% of

electrical failures:,
can be avoided
by better insu-

lations.

A

From a Qecenf

Surve.

4
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RECEIVERS WHOSE US

WILL DEPEND ON
.grom the moment tomorrow's television
receivers start rolling down assembly
lines, twenty years of previous radio
manufacturing experience will become
history. And there'll be thirty million

customers anxious to discard outmoded
"sets" to buy the unit that will bring
both sight and sound into America's
living room.
In this highly competitive market,
the manufacturer who builds extra long
life as well as high fidelity reception
into his receivers will have a keener
edge on the sales tools he employs to
fashion his market.
To the problem of the insulation of

UL LIFE

Mitil4#«

electrical and electronic equipment of
all kinds, the Mica Insulator Company
brings fifty years of experience in the
manufacture and marketing of a wide
range of insulating materials. And today
offers to manufacturers a single supply
source ... an undivided responsibility
in the fabrication of specialized insu-

lating forms.

Engineers of the Mica Insulator
Company will be glad to work with
your staff to solve any specific design
requirement.

MAIN OFFICES:

200 Vorick Sheet, New York 14, New York
Factory: Schenectady, N. Y.
Chicago
Los Angeles

Models

ELECTRONICS

-
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Sales Offices:
Cleveland Detroit Houston
Cincinnati
New York Son Francisco Seattle

5

"All clear" is a welcome greeting

when returning from a sortie.

As one of our DFC boys puts it:

"Going on twenty-five missions

is a

tough

job-

but it's getting back to the base that counts."

... Super-Pros are on the job every minute with the AACS.

TUE UAMMADOND

MFG. CO.,INCS,400 YL34T'STS,NIYIC.

MANUFACTURERS OF PRECISION COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
6
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AND

COOLED

TRANSMITTING AND

RECTIFYING TUBES

In the production of Amperes tubes every
construction step is carefully watched to insure greater operating efficiency and lower
operating costs. Welding, for instance, is done
in an inert or reducing atmosphere in specially
designed apparatus. This "Amperextra" means
that there is no oxidation of metal parts. As a
consequence, there is much less liberation of
gas later on in the life of the tube, and a more
consistent hard vacuum is maintained.
More than 70% of all electro -medical apparatus
in this country is equipped with Amperex tubes.
More than 40% of the nation's broadcasting
stations also specify our products as standard
components. There's an Amperes type for every
application in every field using transmitting

and rectifying tubes. Your inquiries, for present or peacetime assignments, receive prompt

attention

NOTE: Many of our standard tube types are now available through leading radio equipment distributors.

A111PEREX ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.
WASHINGTON STREET
Export Division: 13 E. 40th St.. New York 16, N. Y., Cables: "Arlab"
711

NOW

IS

THE TIME WHEN YOUR DOLLARS COUNT

ELECTRONICS

-
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PLEASE SUPPORT THE RED CROSS WAR FUND
7

NOW WE CAN SERVE YOU
.. . FOR DELIVERY NOW

We Solicit

Your Inquiries

. . .

for Engineering or Production

March 1945
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"Our Business, Like Yours,

...isDieieeoat./

le,

A few comments based on
the

first

50

years of the

JAMES G. BIDDLE COMPANY

BUSINESSES. like people, usually have distinct, individual personalities. The smaller the business, the
more clearly it will reflect the character of the man who

Mr. Riddte or his associates during the last half century.

built it.
In 1895, when the electrical industry was in its infancy, James G. Biddle went into business as a manufacturer's agent, selliág electrical measuring instruments
and scientific apparatus. One of his basic aims in the
conduct of the business was to be more than a mere
source of supply. Ile decided to provide a service that
was outstanding by reason of its alert, interested. personal character. This aim has never been changed by

We are committed to this.

JAMES G. BIDDLE CO.

1211-13

It will continue to be an important factor in the policies
of the James G. Biddle Company in the -ears to come.

In celebration of our 50th anniversary,

we have prepared a

brief booklet entitled "Report at Mid -Century." It touches
upon interesting points regarding the growth and advancements of the electrical field in general and our business

in particular.

ir e

would be pleased to send you a copy

upon request.

ARCH STREET

PHILADELPHIA 7, PENNA.

"MEGGER"* INSULATION TESTERS, GROUND TESTERS AND OHMMETERS
"FRAHM" TACHOMETERS AND
FREQUENCY METERS
"JAGABI" RHEOSTATS INDICATING HAND TACHOMETERS SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
*TRADE MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

ELECTRONICS

-

March 1945
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It "frAted

be right

The non-ferrous metals made in Western
mills are held as rigidly to the specifications
as an apothecary's prescription. At Western,
we take specifications literally. There can be
no deviation, any more than a druggist can
deviate from his prescribed number of grams.
That degree of exactitude is common
practice here in producing brass and
other copper base alloys. If your special
requirements call for extremely close
tolerances and exacting tempers or fin -

ishes, the metal will be made that waycustom made to exactly suit the part it is to
play in your production plans.

Western mills at East Alton, Ill., and New
Haven, Conn., are supplying copper and related alloys in stamped parts, sheet, strip and
long coils-highest quality metals that meet
every requirement. Much of our large capacity
is devoted to war needs but it is possible we can serve you and will welcome
the opportunity. Western Brass Mills,
LLS

ASS

East Alton, Ill., Division of Olin
Industries, Inc.

WESTERN BRASS MILLS

DIVISION OF

óaoá
BRASS
10

BRONZE

PHOSPHOR

BRONZE

NICKEL

SILVER

COPPER
March 1945
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To build BIG tubes

takes BIG experience
G -E

"know-how"

is

your safeguard when

buying heavy-duty, high -power amplifiers

TYPES GL -861-A AND GL -898-A
PRICE
the modern 50 -kw broadcast station requires powerful tubes
ke the water-cooled husky at the right. These large triodes
represent a substantial investment-must be dependable,
tulty efficient.
I

The water-cooled transmitting tube
with tungsten filament and copper
anode was pioneered by G -E in
1919-one of an impressive group of
General Electric electronic "firsts."
Since that time the record has been
one of continuous development and
progress. At ohe time 500 to 1,000
hours was the average life of a high power transmitting tube. Today this
term is but a fraction of what may
be expected in period of service.
Numerous technical improvements
have punctuated the years since
these large tubes were developed.
Some of the most significant apply
to the current models GL-862-A and

-

March 1945

EACH

These 3 -electrode, water-cooled power tubes, for use au:
radio -frequency amplifiers, oscillators, or Class F
modulators, also are widely employed industrially in
high -frequency heating. They will dissipate 50 to 100
kw, depending on the t'pe of service. Filament voltage
for both tubes is 33 v; current is 207 amp for 862-A,
and 70 amp for each ctâ the three filament sections of
898-A. Maximum plat ratings for both tubes in Class
C service are 20,000 y and 10 amp. Frequency at
maximum ratings, 1.6 megacycles.

GL-898-A as against their predecessors. One such important advancement is the self-supporting filament
and grid structure, which obviates the
need of internal insulators, as well as
helps do away with the problem of
"transients" such as temporary over voltage. GL -862-A and GL -898-A

also are much easier to "break
in." Despite improvements of this
nature constantly being introduced,
new G -E production methods and
equipment made possible by large
demand have brought about substantial cost savings, by reason of
which the price of these tubes recently has been lowered from $1,650

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS

$750

to $750-a drop of more than onehalf!
Telephone your nearest G -E office
or distributor for information on
high -power transmitting tubes or
any other type included in the complete G -E line. Prices, ratings, performance charts, and other descriptive data will be furnished you
to
promptly. Or write direct
Electronics Dept., General Electric,
Schenectady 5, N. Y.

...

G -E radio programs: "The World
Today" news, Monday through Friday, 6:45
p.m., EWT, CBS. "The G -E All-Girl Orchestra," Sunday go p. m.,;EWT, NBC. "The G-E
House Party, Monday through Friday 4 p. m.,
EWT, CBS.

Hear the

ELECTRIC
1lI.Pe-ue

II

100

-

NOISE OF
NIAGARA
FALLS

90

FULL

ORCHESTRA_-

80

-

10-

does

it

60

More than double the Dynamic Range
A vast new program naturalness for your listeners
Dynamic Range-the infinite contrasts
of sound intensities from soft to loudgive hearing its perspective. Match in
true magnitude the sounds of a whisper,
the full orchestra, the lion's roar and
you have dynamic range that provides
reception in all its glorious realism.
FM captures shades of sound that vastly
widen dynamic range. It removes the
unreality of artificially controlled sound
levels that compress the fortissimo-for
an FM broadcast transmitter requires no
limiting of audio peaks in a program
pick-up. It eliminates the unnaturalness
of the expanded pianissimo that AM
needs to over-ride high background
noise levels-for an FM receiver does
away with background noise that normally masks AM reception, particularly
at low sound levels.
Consider the reasons why an FM broadcast program is able to provide over
twice the dynamic range of an AM broadcast program. The intensities of ordinary
sounds range from the threshold of hearing at 0 decibels to the crash of thunder
at 110 decibels. In this range, AM is
capable of reproducing sound intensities
from the average minimum noise level
of a typical AM receiver at 40 decibels to
its maximum audio sound -handling
ability at 70 decibels-a dynamic range
of 30 decibels. Compare this limited
range with that of FM which is capable
of reproducing faithfully sound intensities from the minimum noise level of a

STUDIO AN

50

40

typical FM receiver at about 20 decibels
to its maximum audio sound -handling
ability at approximately 80 decibels-a
dynamic range of 60 decibels! FM's
ability to handle a greater range of sound
intensities will bring a new dimension
to your. program reception, increase
listener interest, and provide a better
service for your advertisers.
When you plan your FM station, look to
General Electric. G.E. is the one radio
manufacturer with experience in designing and building complete FM broadcast systems-from transmitters to receivers. G.E. has designed and built
more FM broadcast transmitters than
any other manufacturer. G.E. built the
first FM home receivers and has furnished a large percentage of the half
million now in use. Today, the six studio transmitter FM relay links now operating in the 340 -megacycle band are all
G.E.-with thousands of hours of regular
operation to their credit. And at Schenectady, G.E. operates its own FM proving ground station, WGFM. For information
on General Electric FM broadcast equip-

ment, write Electronics Department,
General Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.
Establish a priority on delivery of your FM
equipment. Write for your copy of the "G -E

Equipment Reservation Plan" which ex.
plains General Electric's plan to help you
obtain early delivery of transmitters and
associated equipment.

STATION EQUIPMENT

GENERAL

-`
-

VERY SOFT

MUSIC

30-

20

WHISPER

-

------

10-

THRESHOLD__- 0
OF HEARING

t

rSOUND INTENSITY FROM
LOUDSPEAKER (DECIBELS)

50 FM BROADCAST
STATIONS ARE ON
THE

AIR; OVER 370

APPLICATIONS
ARE PENDING.

TRAN'SMITTERS.

ELECTRIC
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AM
AM broaccast pogroms lack realism
because ha range of natural sound
intensities is artificially limited.

-

FM
:so1

0-

GIO UND NOISE .EVEL

broadccst zograms have glori-"

oes realism because sound intensities
o:hieve truer proportion.

FM DOES IT
FM gives your audience programs with visually no
FM multiplies your effecnoise or static.

ma -made

FM minimizes station
tive coverage day and night.
interference. e FM gives your programs vivid naturalFM conness with greater dynamic sound range.

tributes to the economy of a broadcast system.

G-E radio programs: "The World
Today" news, Monday through Friday, 645 p.m.,
EWT, CBS "The G-E All-Girl Orchestra," Sunday 10p.m., EWT, NBC "The G -E House Party,"
Monday through Friday.. 4 p. m,,, EWT, CBS.

Hear the

The G -E

pre-war

50-k.s. FM transmitter

ANTENNAS

General Electric's new frequency -modulated
equipment will include revolutionary circuit
developments, new component designs, and
improved layout features

-

ELECTRONIC TUBES

FMTELEVISIONAM

HOME

R

E,

EC É íV ER` S`

ONE OF A SERIES EXPLAINING HOW ELECTRONIC TUBES CAN BE USED TO IMPROVE EQUIPMENT DESIGN

Current rectification and motor
control by the THYRATRON

Two of the chief applications of electronic tubes in equipment design may be
named as (1) to rectify electrical current without the use of rotating equipment,
(2) to provide automatic regulation of speeds, temperature, etc. In the thyratron
-most versatile of tubes-these functions are efficiently combined.
Thyratron equipment is employed to operate small d -c motors from an a -c power
source, and at the same time keep these motors running at the proper speed,
regardless of varying loads. The thyratron is a gas -filled tube with one or more
grids to control power with split-second precision. Pioneered by General Electric,
it performs numerous valuable functions in industry with which design engineers
may profitably acquaint themselves.
The many advantages of electronic-tube applications of various types justify a
thoroughgoing study of such applications in every case where a design is on your
boards for development. General Electric will be glad to cooperate in this study,
by providing engineering advice on which you may safely base final construction
plans. For general or specific information about G -E electronic tubes and their
industrial applications, consult your nearest G -E office or distributor. Also ask
for the illustrated book on "How Electronic Tubes Work." It is filled with facts
about the way tubes operate, how they are classified by ;design and function,
and the many difficult tasks you may turn over to them with confidence.
Electronics Department, General Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.
General Electric's "The World Today" and hear the news from the men who see it
happen, every evening except Sunday at 6:45 E.W.T. over CBS network. On Sunday evening listen
to the G -E "All Girl Orchestra" at 10 E.W.T. over NBC.
TUNE IN

THYRATRON GL -3C23

$9

PRICE

This widely used thyratron is a rectifier regulator, 3 -electrode tube of medium
output -1,250 v (peak inverse) and 1.5
amp (average). The coated -filament
cathode is a quick -heating type; only 15
seconds are required. Exemplifying an
important industrial use of the thyratron
group, type GL -3C23 is especially applicable to motor control circuits. Singly it
can be used for motors of '/a to 1/2 hp,
and in pairs for larger motors up to 3 hp
where 3 amp is required.
The gas mixture of argon and mercury
vapor helps to provide constancy over
an exceptionally wide temperature range
-from -40 to +80 C-which is important where motors must be started in subzero weather or function at high temperature levels. Another feature is uniformity of electrical characteristics. This
gives assurance of successful operation
to the design engineer who includes the
GL-3C23 in his circuits.

G. E. HAS MADE MORE BASIC ELECTRONIC-TUBE DEVELOPMENTS THAN ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER

GENERAL
14

ELECTRIC
162-02-6850
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Vel,a0 Veiged4
VICT,?RV

SPEEC

SNIP IT, SEAL IT, SHIP IT!
i- See Va.4
let %aca
Tubular Form -1000 Foot Reels
Make quickly in you? own plant TITE-SEAL Cellophane Bags of any size that
seal out dust, air, water and moisture -vapor. They protect military supplies

from damage in transport or storage.
Acceptable for Methods I and IA, type III packaging
3, 4, 6

and

8

inch widths under proper priority

... available in

... 1000 feet to the reel. Saves

stocking large quantities of special -sized bags. (Stock Bags also available in
above widths.)

"All -Size" Containers and custom made bags can be furnished plain or

printed in any widths or lengths desired on special orders of sufficient quantity.
Heavy foil-lined laminated bags meet every requirement of Methods I,
IA and II Military Packaging. LOXTITE Partitions give crash protection to
fuses, rations, and delicate or fragile items.

Reasonably prompt shipment can be made on government orders bearing

end use.

TRAVER
CORPORATION
358-368

Dept. ET35

West Ontario Street

Chicago 10, Illinois

BOX PARTIT ON DIVISION

404 N. Sacramento Blvd., Chkaya 12

ELECTRONICS

-
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STRUTHERS-DUNN
INC.

TYPES OF

RELAYS
Each available in

countless coil combinations
1321 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.
DISTRICT ENGINEERING OFFICES: ATLANTA
BALTIMORE
BOSTON
DALLAS
DENVER
DETROIT
HARTFORD
INDIANAPOLIS
NEW

16

YORK

PITTSBURGH

ST.

LOUIS

SAN

FRANCISCO

BUFFALO
LOS

SEATTLE

CHICAGO
ANGELES
SYRACUSE

CINCINNATI
MINNEAPOLIS
TORONTO

CLEVELAND

MONTREAL

WASHINGTON

March 1945
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ARE
H OF THESE

R PROBEFINIS?
Scan this list -then take a minute to read

whyso many
alert manufacturers employ dag dispersions of
colloidal graphite to help solve problems like these:

Carbonizing Grids and Plates.

Lubrication of Radio Parts.

Production of Special ElectrodesIonization Chambers, Geiger -Mueller
Tubes, Light -Sensitive Cells, Cathode
Ray Tubes, Insulation Tests, etc.
Dag colloidal graphite is versatile.
Dispersed in numerous liquids, this
unique material is trouble -shooting
over a wide range of industry. Applications include high and low tem-

perature lubrication, conductive
films, parting compounds, and surface coatings.
Even though you now use dag
colloidal graphite in some phase of

-

your business, take this opportunity
to send for the new products list and
the booklet, "Dag Colloidal Graphite-Its Importance to Modern Industry." This free literature may suggest
new applications for dag graphite
dispersions which may prove to be
even more valuable to you than the
benefits you are now deriving from
colloidal

graphite.

colloidal graphite
ACHESON COLLOIDS CORPORATION,
L«d,

Port Huron, Michigan

AcheJou CollordJ Corporatrun

TO GET THESE
These new bulletins on specific applications for

ACHESON COLLOIDS CORPORATION
PORT HURON. MICHIGAN
DEPT. 5-C

dag colloidal graphite are yours for the asking
I4'11

dag colloidal graphite for

ASSEMBLING
AND RUNNING - IN ENGINES AND MACHINERY

colloidal graphite
[4221 dag
PARTING COMPOUND

'

`

dag colloidal graphite for
IMPREGNATION AND SURFACE COATINGS

colloidal graphite in
14321 dag
FIELD OF ELECTRONICS

-Just fill in

ELECTRONICS

-

the

dag colloidal graphite,

obligation, your general booklet
and also free copies of the specific bul-

letins checked below:

as a

colloidal graphite as a
4231 dag
HIGH TEMPERATURE LUBRICANT

4311

Please send me, without

on

'

No. 421

NAME

No. 422

POSITION

No. 423
No. 431
No. 432

FIRM

]

ADDRESS

ZONE No.

CITY

__STATE

OUR PRESENT OIL SUPPLIER IS

(Lubricants containing

and clip the convenient coupon opposite

March 1945

dag colloidal graphite

'

are available from

major oil companies.)
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For years, RCA broadcast transmitters and RCA studio equipment have been known as
the finest. This reputation for quality, plus the outstanding engineering and design features
of these equipments, have made them the undisputed first choice of broadcast stations for
the past decade.
During this ten-year period, most of the major advances in transmitter design have
appeared first in RCA transmitters-including high-level Class B modulation, air-cooled.
high -power tubes, front -of-panel access and many others. Postwar, RCA transmitters will

L

-types-the

RCA microphones
44-B for
high -quality, studio pickups, the
77-C for special, directional pickups
and the 88-A for field use-are the
symbols of the industry.
MICROPHONES

of these three

-

2.

7. AUDIO AMPLIFIERS The individual
units of deluxe, RCA, audio equipments are also available separately.
There are special units for use as
pre -amplifiers, line amplifiers, monitoring amplifiers, etc. Also racks,

B

MONITORING EQUIPMENT-RCA

14.

modulation monitors, frequency
monitors and phase monitors are
standard units, designed specifically
for broadcast use and built to match
other RCA broadcast units.

LOW

POWER TRANSMITTERS-Mod-

ern-styled,

RCA transmitters of

3.

-

The RCA,
Broadcast Field Intensity
Meter, designed for field or mobile
use, is the standard measuring instrument used by most consultants
and station engineers.
308-A

-

KW TRANSMITTER
RCA engineers developed the first air-cooled 5
KW transmitter a number of years
ago and have been constantly improving on it ever since. The 5E /10E,
latest model in this series is shown
here at WMCA.

transmitter) .

FIELD INTENSITY METER

-

RECORDERS
The RCA 73-B high quality recording equipment is the
finest broadcast -type recorder produced today. The OR-1A portable
recorder and the 72-D recording attachment are also popular.

9. 5/10

proven performance and reliability
are available in all powers. The unit
above is the 1 KW (the left-hand
section alone is a complete 250 watt

shelves, etc.

13.

- -

TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLES
The
with combination vertical and lateral pickup
head-is the standard to which
others are compared, over a thousand in use.

RCA 70-C Turntable

15.

-The RCA,
68-B Audio Oscillator and the RCA,
69-C Distortion Meter are uniMEASURING EQUIPMENT

versally used for determining the
frequency response and distortion
characteristics of broadcast installations.

¡Nurz7dgasiIIo1/pils
embody new features developed from the unequalled experience of RCA engineers in
building the most advanced types of electronic equipment for the military services.
Moreover, it is worthy of note that only RCA actually builds all of the equipment
items-microphones, turntables, amplifiers, transmitters, antennas, etc.-which are required
in a modern broadcast station. These equipments are designed to work together and thus
provide maximum convenience, efficiency and performance. Most important, they are.
proven units which RCA has built in the past and is building today.

ti4.

PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
This is the
RCA OP -6 portable pickup equipment. A companion unit, the OP-7,
provides a four -position, high-level
mixing system also suitable for outside use.

10. 50

-

KW TRANSMITTER
The RCA,
50-E Transmitter, shown here, is
also air-cooled. It uses the highlevel, high -efficiency, Class B modu-

lation circuit first introduced to
broadcasting in RCA transmitters.

S.

-

STUDIO CONSOLETTE
The RCA 76B2 Studio Consolette is a complete

6.

speech -input equipment for small
and medium-sized stations. Provides the advantages of RCA quality
in a "package" unit.

11.

ANTENNA

PHASING EQUIPMENT

-

RCA custom-built antenna coupling

12.

and phasing units (for both directional and nondirectional systems)
are another industry standard. Built
in several sizes and cabinet models.

DELUXE STUDIO

-

CONSOLES-Custom-

built RCA consoles and rack assemblies
such as this one at
WFBR-represent the very finest in
broadcast studio equipments. In use
in many network studios.

-

After the war, RCA
will offer AM antenna towers in
several designs, thereby bringing to
ANTENNAS

broadcast stations the full advantages of overall, RCA engineering
and responsibility.

.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR

-

DIVISION

.

CAMDEN, N. J.

In Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal

16. MONITORING ASSEMBLIES
RCA,
custom built assemblies of audio and

monitoring units for the transmitter
station represent the most advanced
and finest type of equipment for the
purpose.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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How many places can you use
this VERSATILE CERAMIC?
ANTENNA SPREADERS

ENTRANCE

BUSHINGS

TUBE BAS

Ir

CO

TRANSFORMER
BUSHINGS

TUBE
SOCKETS

-AXIAL GAS -FILLED

ANTENNA ASSEMBLIES

BUSHINGS

TERMINAL
BOARD
VIBRATOR

COIL
FORMS

ROWER SUPPLY

Illustration from Westinghouse book B-3244

How ZIRCON PRESTITE compares

NEW HIGH -STRENGTH ZIRCON PRESTITE IMPROVES
INSULATION ON EVERY TYPE OF

*Zircon

Specific Gravity

COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCT

This new, strong Zircon Prestite created by
Westinghouse brings many advantages to designers
and manufacturers of every type and size of communications equipment.
Zircon Prestite is a low -loss ceramic with exceptionally high resistance to thermal and mechanical
shock (see table). Combined with the exclusive
Westinghouse Solder -Seal process, it provides a gastight hermetic seal that excludes dirt, moisture and
corrosive atmospheres permanently and maintains
dielectric characteristics of enclosed gases regardless
of temperature, humidity and pressure cycles.
Your nearest Westinghouse office can give you
complete information on the many uses of this versatile Zircon Prestite for modern communications and
electronics equipment. Or write Westinghouse Electric
J-94660
Ss Mfg. Co., P.O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

Prestite

Property

s

Water Absorption in %
Dye Penetration
**Linear Coeff. of Thermal Expansion (20
to 700 deg C) per deg C
Tensile Strength, lbs per sq in
Compressive Strength, lbs per sq in.
Transverse Strength, lbs per sq in
Impact Resistance (modified Charpy
method) in gm per sq cm

High Tension
Porcelain
2.4

3.68
0.00

0.00

None

None

4.9 x 10-6

12,700
90,000
25,000

5.3 x 10-6
5,000
48,000
11,000

17,800

6,000

*Approved as L-4 material by the Army -Navy Electronics Standards
Agency.
**This is one of the characteristics that gives Zircon Prestite its
remarkable thermal shock properties and warrants comparison with
other low -loss, high -frequency ceramic materials.

Westinghouse
March 1945
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... one

of many Westinghouse
contributions to improve
electronic and communication
design
measurement are typical of the problems solved
by these new Westinghouse developments.
Here is a quick check list of these important
products
what they are, where to use them,
what they will do. Like Zircon Prestite, each
possesses characteristics giving designers greater

...

Zircon Prestite is just one of many Westinghouse developments to improve modern electronic and communications design.
Weight reduction, high altitude and humidity
resistance, greater strength and sensitive

freedom in design.
Your nearest Westinghouse office can give
complete data on any of these exceptional communications products. Ask for the book number
shown in parentheses on each item.

A QUICK CHECK LIST OF WESTINGHOUSE COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS

Hipersil

...

Hipersil cores-made of new electrical steel
with 1/3 greater flux -carrying capacity-eliminate time -wasting stacking of tissue -thin core
laminations by hand. Available in 3 types for
low to very high frequencies, pre -assembled
Hipersil cores are delivered in two ready -to assemble pieces for each core. (B -3223-A)

Dyna motors ...
Smooth, functional design gives Westinghouse
dynamotors high flexibility for radio equipment
where space is precious. Lightweight and compact, these long-lived dynamotors are supplied
for input ratings from 12 to 28 volts. (B-3242)

Capacitors...
Light weight, small volume and high reliability
are advantages of Westinghouse Inerteen Capacitors for d -c service at 400 to 250,000 volts.

Aluminum foil electrodes, noninflammable
Inerteen and Westinghouse Solder -Sealing
give these capacitors outstanding performance values. (B-3300)

Insulating Materials ...
Westinghouse "Tuffernell" Iñsulating Materials will supply the right grade needed
for numberless communications jobs. Backed
by more than 50 years of field tests, these
materials are adequately tested and proved
for every application. (B-3322)

Electronic Tubes ...,
Uniform, trouble -free, long -life service of
electronics equipment depends to a high
degree on the tube itself. Westinghouse
electronic tubes are made with complete
quality control in every stage of production
for the complete Westinghouse line . . .
Pliotrons, Kenotrons, Phototubes, Thyratrons and Ignitrons.

Instruments
isfflOweammiew

EQUIPMENT

FOR

COMMUNICATIONS

ELECTRONICS

-

March 1945

THE

INDUSTRY

...

Westinghouse instruments range in sizes
and types from miniature panel instruments
to 4 -foot boiler room indicators for all types
of mountings-round, wide -flange; round,
narrow -flange; rectangular; and American
War Standard. (B-3283)
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/ BLILEY CRYSTALS, of course,
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f

fly with

..:

A' A new star has been added

Bliley acid etched* crystals persistently show up wherever there is an
important communications job to be
done such as the combination twoway telephone and telegraph and
range finder systems of Pan American World Airways. In peace and
in war Bliley crystals have flówn
millions of world-wide miles with
their famous Clippers.
Bliley crystals are pre-conditioned
for just such rugged assignments. In
the Bliley Electric Company plant
there is a large section where Bliley

Pan American

acid etched* crystals receive their
pedigree. Here each crystal gets
"the works". Its activity and frequency are proved under tough laboratory created service conditions of
altitude, humidity, temperature, immersion, shock and vibration.
But licking tough assignments is a
tradition with Bliley engineers and
craftsmen. This background of research and skill has been responsible
for the distinguished record of Bliley
Crystals in every field of radio communication. Whatever your crystal
problem may be-specify Bliley.

*Acid etching quartz crystals to frequency is a patented Bliley process.

United States Patent No. 2,364,601

CRYSTALS
BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY
22

UNION STATION BUILDING

Do more than before

buy

ERIE

extra

...

War Bends

PENNSYLVANIA
March 1945
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When insulator
design
calls for

When time is of the utmost importance the ease and precision
with which Mykroy can be fabricated into insulator parts makes
it exceptionally useful to electronic and electrical engineers.
make them quickly
Make those design changes on the spot
and economically with Mykroy, for, here is a ceramic which can
be worked in your own shop. Just transfer your design to the
prothen using conventional shop tools
Mykroy sheet
duce the desired part by simple cutting, grinding, drilling, tapping and polishing techniques.

A representative group of ports fabricated in Mykroy to
customer's specifications in our own plant. We have
complete facilities to produce such parts in any quantities on rapid delivery schedules. Send us your speci-

...

fications.

...

...

HARDNESS

Mohs Scale 3-4 BHN. BHN 500 K9 Load. 63-74
ASTM Charpy .34-.41 ft. lbs.
IMPACT STRENGTH
42000 psi
COMPRESSION STRENGTH
2.75-3.8
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
000006 per Degree Fahr.
THERMAL EXPANSION
APPEARANCE
Brownish Grey to Light Tan

Because it has high structural strengti and physical stability
Mykroy can be machined to critical tolerances more readily than
other types of ceramics. In addition, its electrical characteristics
are of the highest order and do not shift under any conditions
short of actual destruction of the insulation
itself. This, plus excellent chemical and
physical properties, makes it one of the best
insulating materials ever developed for
general and high frequency applications.
Get the full facts about
Ask for a copy of the
which describes the new
now available and call
with your problems.

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES*

6.5-7
630 Volts per Mil
001-.002 (Meets AWS L-41
*THESE VALUES COVER THE VARIOUS
GRADES OF MYKROY
GRADE 8. Best for low loss requirements.

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH ('A")

POWER FACTOR

Best for low loss combined with high mechanical' strength.
GRADE 51. Best for molding applications.
Special formulas compounded for special requirements.

GRADE 38.

this versatile dielectri: now.
new MYKROY BULLETIN 102
larger (19/4" x 293/4') sheet
upon our engineers to help

.024

014

70 CLIFTON BLVD., CLIFTON, N.
CHICAGO

47, 1917

SUPPLIED

ELECTRONICS

-

IN

SHEETS AND RODS

-

N. Springfield Ave., Tel. Albany 4310

MACHINED OR

r

Ol0

p
..

.006

002
J.

EXPORT OFFICE: 89 Broad Street, New York 4, New York

IS

.

i

re.020

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

MYKROY

18000-21000psi

MODULUS OF RUPTURE

100

0.

1

MEGACYCLES

At 70'

F

Based on Power Factor Measurements made by
Boonton Radio Corp. on standard Mykroy stock.

MOLDED TO SPECIFICATIONS

March 1945
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Increased production facilities
make possible early delivery on
additional orders for the following insulations
which continue
to be essential to the war effort.

-

VARNISHED CAMBRIC AND
TAPE

VARNISHED FIBERGLAS
ALTERNATES FOR VARNISHED
SILK

VARNISHED PAPERS
SLOT INSULATIONS

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

INSULATING PUNCHINGS
VARNISHED TUBINGS AND

a

SATURATED SLEEVINGS
EXTRUDED PLASTIC TUBINGS

WIRE MARKERS

o
o

FIBRON PLASTIC TAPES

INSULATING VARNISHES
For information, write Department 106

IRVINGTON VARNISH & INSULATOR COMPANY
IRVINGTON 11, NEW JERSEY

PLANTS IN IRVINGTON, NEW JERSEY AND HAMILTON, ONTARIO, CANADA

I4

March 1945
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® 7184
ELECTRONICS

di

Mt a AMU

=1111

The Army an 3 Navy have found Temco to be a dependable source for the development and production

e

116ä

nVIATION OROt-ND
STATION EQUIPMENT

technically advanced communication equipment.
Because Temco is one of the very few organizations
endowed with -hat rare combination .. engineering
versatility-production flexibility plus peerless standards of craftsmanship, our war contribution has stationed us at the forefront of advancec radio communication research.

of

-

MUNICIPAL SERVI=ES
CENTRAL ST AU DN.

Radio is no longer simple! As a result of war -born
Radar requirements which have introduced mechanical
and electrical complexities of the highest standardsTemco post war equipment will reflect and incorporate
great technical achievements.
SIPECIAL VHF

As rapidly es our war program draws to completion
our efforts are turning to peacetime production. New

types of Temco communication equipment are under
way-will be ready for delivery at an early date.

'.ABOVATOR"

lEST EOUIP.MENT

MARINE

RADIO TELEPHONES

Watch ow advertisements for announcements about
new models,.

MARINE RADIO
BEACONS

RADIO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

TRANSMITTER

EQUIPMENT MFG. CO., INC.

345 Hudson Street. New York 14, N. Y.

MUNICIPAL MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS

www.americanradiohistory.com

SMALLEST PAPER
CAPACITOR - - yet 100%

TYPE

P5N

MOISTUREPROOF

TYPE

P4N

FEATURES
1.

Bakelite Resinoid Ends. Lead wire cannot
pull out, even under hot conditions.

2. Non -Inductive.
3.

Excellent Temperature Coefficient.

4.

Very high leakage Resistance.

5. Fine

Power -Factor.

6.

Range from 20 MMFD to .25 MFD.
From 150 volts to 600 volts.

7.

Types P4N, P5N for 100% humidity operation.

B.

Types P4, P5 for 95% humidity operation.
Samples and price

.

.

on Request

EXTRA WAR

BUY

Pea.

Pena.

list

.

BONDS

.TIL THE WAR

IS

..

.

OVER

UUÑONT
MFR

S

OF

CAPACITORS FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT

34 HUBERT STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
March 1945
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Accuracy plus Speed

in Cathode -Ray Tube Production Tests

Cothoáe-Roy Tube
Characteristic
ZeS\Sex

... forDeflMa
=

Or Electra -Static
ype Tubes

.

Designed to check 3", 5", 7" magnetic type
focus and delection Cathode -Ray Tubes.
1

Can be modified to check 2", 3", 5", 7" electro-

C-2

static type deflection Cathode -Ray Tubes.
Designed to cover all phases of safety.

This Sherron Model

Readings of voltages and currents on meters
located on front panel accelerate production tests.

C-2 has been conceived
to inspect Cathode -Ray

This

tubes for the following:

PRE-4EATING FOR INSPECTION OF TUBE
HEATER CURRENT

ANODE CURRENT
GAS
VOLTAGE BREAKDOWNS
GRID CUT-OFF

#1, GRID #2

GRID

SCREEN QUALITY

LIGHT OUTPUT OF SCREEN
FOCUSING CURRENT (AMPERE TURNS)
SPOT POSITION

AND DISPLACEMENT

BEAM CURRENT
LINE WIDTHS

be

equipped

with automatic

The performance of the Cathode -Ray Tube in the

ELECTRICAL SHORTS BETWEEN ELEMENTS

LEAKAGE:

unit can

ejector to remove tube at completion of test.

Sherron
Electronics

wartime scheme of things presages an extraordinary
range of applications in the peacetime future.
We foresee quality control as a factor of everincreasing significance. With an eye to tube
manufacturers' high quality standards, we are
projecting our model C-2 to anticipate their
requirements. This Sherron unit will be
available on a custom-built basis. It will be
manufactured to the individual manufacturer's
specifications. It can be manufactured to check the
persistency of the different type screens used
in Cathode -Ray Tubes, classified or unclassified.
SHERRON ELECTRONICS COMPANY
Division of Sherron Metallic Corporation
1201 FLUSHING AVENUE, BROOKLYN 6,

'"Where the Ideal is the Standard, Sherron
ELECTRONICS

-

are

an

I

:

N. Y.

)1171
27
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What are the uses of
Carbonyl Iron Powders

*type Powder
cores for
f

The examples illustrated may suggest more specific
applications of G.A.F. Carbonyl Iron Powders to many
electrical design engineers. Other members of the profession, however, may desire a more detailed description
of these powders. This is given below.
G.A.F. Carbonyl Iron Powders are obtained by thermal decomposition of iron penta -carbonyl. There are
five different grades in production, which are designated
as "L;' "C; "E;' "TH;' and "SF" Powder. Each of these
five types of iron powder is obtained by special process
methods and has its special field of application.

Grade
L

C
E

TH
SF

0.005-0.03
0.03
0.65
0.5
0.5

-0.12
-0.80
-0.6
-0.6

0.1
0.1

-0.2
-0.3

0.45-0.60
0.5
0.7

-0.7
-0.8

u n inc3

The particles making up the powders "E;' "TH;' and
"SF;' are spherical with a characteristic structure of concentric shells. The particles of "L" and "C" are made up
of homogenous spheres and agglomerates.
The chemical analysis, the weight -average particle
size, the "tap density" (i.e. the density of the powder
after a container is filled with loose powder has been
tapped in a prescribed manner), and the apparent density or bulking factor as determined in a Scott Volumeter
are given in the following table for the five different
grades:

TABLE
Chemical Analysis
% Carbon
% Oxygen

used in

permeability

1

Top
Density

Apparent

% Nitrogen

Wt. Ave.
diameter
microns

g/cm3

g/cm3

0.005-0.05

20

-0.1
0.6 -0.7

10

3.5-4.0
4.4-4.7
4.4-4.7
4.4-4.7
4.7-4.8

1.8-3.0
2.5-3.0
2.5-3.5
2.5-3.5
2.5-3.5

0.01

0.5
0.5

Spectroscopic analysis shows that other elements, if
any, are present in traces only.

8

-0.4

5

-0.6

3

Density

Carbonyl Iron Powders are primarily useful as electromagnetic material over the entire communication
frequency spectrum.
March 1945
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CARBONYL IRON POWDERS AND SOME OF THEIR PRESENT USES

--

The different grades of CARBONYL IRON POWDERS as seen in the microscope

--

--

\

.0"/*

(c&)
C

\

/

cozb

I

1

//
*N.

--=
Powder

E

Powder

TH

SF

Powder

II

II

II

Powder

7

r

"C"
E

Type Powder for

-cores in filter coils.

For antenna coils, "E"
Type Powder used in

"TH" Type Powder

cores

coils

is em-

ployed for cup shields in

One use of "SF" Type

Powder is in high frequency choke cores (with
%Paled -in lends).

Table 2 below gives relative Q values (quality factors) and effective permeabilities for the different grades
of carbonyl iron powder. The values given in the table
are derived from measurements on straight cylindrical
cores placed in simple solenoidal coils. Although the

data were not obtained at optimum conditions, the Q
values as expressed in percentage of the best core give
an indication of the useful frequency ranges for the different powder grades.
"L" and "C" powders are also used as powder metal -

TABLE 2
Effective

Relative Quality Factor at

Permeability at

Carbonyl
Iron Grade

kc

10 kc

4.16
3.65
3.09
2.97
2.17

100
94

1

L

C
E

TH

150 kc

200 kc

96

90
96

100
94
93

81
81

100
98
78

1

Mc

43
72
97
100
84

100 Mc

3

30
54
100

71
62
(Note: The actually measured O values can be abºained by multiplying the rows respectively with: 0.75. 1.09, 1.25, 2.63, and 1.62.)

SF

lurgical material because of their low sintering temperatures, high tensile strengths, and other very desirable
qualities. (Sintering begins below 500° C and tensile
strengths reach 150,000 psi.)

Further information can be obtained from the Special Products Sales Dept., General Aniline & Film Corporation 435 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y.

CARBONYL /RON POWDERS
ELECTRONICS

-
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¡tal in the control of many parts and funcur new giant planes. Automatic flying,
tion, navigation and actual combat equip varying degree on the satisfactory
end

CONTROL

elay

F

All

designed to assure troublefree servadverse conditions resulting from
terri
temerat re chan es, altitude and excessive
vibrat on. heth the re irements are for power
applic ion r ext me sen ' ivity where the relay
must o rate under almost ne ligible power, Allied
design -ets he sev= est tests.
ice

=d re) ys a e

nder he

st
-

-

Ilied has bee forem t in engine - ring and design
special app ications. If
ur product re ires electrical control we ecommend t t you specify
_

f relays f
Allied.

ALLIED

CONTROL

2 EAST END AVENUE
FACTORIES: NEW YORK CITY

COMPANY,

(AT 79th STREET)

PLANTSVILLE, CONN.

INC.

NEW YORK 21, N. Y.
CHICAGO, ILL.

30

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
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If you want the job
A group of Hytron engineers decided in
1938 that to get those ideal tubes for "ham"

-

radio
they must build them themselves.
Combining years of experience in tube
manufacture with exact knowledge of the
tube characteristics desired, they went to
work.
First they concentrated their efforts.
Low and medium power types were most
needed by the majority of hams. Hytron
was equipped to make them. Gradually
the engineers translated ideals into a comprehensive line-v-h-f triodes and pentodes,
low and medium mu triodes, instant -heating r. f. beam tetrodes, and sub -miniatures.

OF

OLDEST

EXCLUSIVE

ELECTRONICS

-

March 1945

right-

Hams themselves, the engineers knew
their brain children would be given the
works. They built the tubes rugged; rated
them conservatively. And did the amateur
go for them! The v -h -f types
HY75,
HY114B, HY615
soon became accepted
standards. Today's WERS operators use
them almost exclusively.
Performance in the proving ground of
amateur radio was the proof of the pudding.
You will find Hytron transmitting and
special purpose tubes in war and civilian
jobs of all kinds. Like the BANTAM GT
and BANTAM JR., they are popular because they are built right for the job.

-

RADIO

RECEIVING

-

TUBES

MANUFACTURER

N

SALEM

done

AND

E

W g V R Y

P

O

R

BUY ANOTHER WAR BOND
If

ca.aete,

ifflommaimie

ispr

d6e#teÁ

446e4 u./ter/
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stew RCA 170A

AUDIO CHANALYST

that tests everything-from microphone to multiple speakers
Available on rated orders

With the 170-A you can
systematically test any sound
system completely for failure
to operate, weak output, interrupted operation, and distorted or noisy output.
You can check the presence, absence, or character of
a signal throughout its pathfrom source to load.

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

Use The Coupon

Test & Measuring Equipment

Dept. 11,0C_
Radio Corporation of America,
Camden, New Jersey
Please send me complete information about the new RCA 170-A
Audio Chanalyst,

You can check gains or
losses, measure component
values, and test the voltages

of any item supporting or
controlling the signal.

You can use it to solve
signal -interruption problems
by multi -channel monitoring.

In an emergency, you can
use the RCA Audio Chanalyst
to substitute for defective amplifiers by bridging the signal

You can narrow down poor
performance to its cause, and
locate the defective part in an through it, and thus around
amazingly short time.
the defect.
BUY MORE WAR BONDS

Name
Company
Street....m

City....

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

..,.

State.........

RCA VICTOR DIVISION

__..

10.417x.110

J

In Canada, RCA VICTOR

CAMDEN, N. J.
COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal

March 1945
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"The Only Ticket I Get
For High -Speed Driving
... is the Inspector's
OK Tag!"
...and he's making faster
fastenings every day with
AMERICAN PHILLIPS SCREWS
The slowest workers become highly efficient when you equip them
with American Phillips Screws and power drivers. They're no
longer slowed down by frequent fumbling and dropping, by crooked driving, or by
screws with broken heads that must be backed out and replaced.
And the driving process itself is far faster, with American Phillips Screws. For the
driving bit and screw align themselves into one straight driving unit ... can't twist
apart .. don't have to be held in line by main strength. This permits the use of power
drivers, multiplies man power, and gives maximum return on screw -driving costs, to
small users as well as large.
The American brand of Phillips Recessed Head Screws is made under rigid laboratory check, and a unique system of piece inspection. Delivery service is maintained
by high-speed production. And engineering service is at your service on any problem.

AMERICAN SCREW COMPANY
PROVIDENCE 1, RHODE ISLAND

Chicago

11:

589

E.

Illinois Street

Detroit 2: 502 Stephenson Building

Take a Recess from Slotted -Screw Costs and Troubles

the Tapered, Engineered Recess of

AM ERICA H
Put the Screws
on the Japs

BUY BONDS
PHILUPSPATENTS
ELECTRONICS
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MAKE JOBS
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WILCO

NOW EQDIPPED
for large scale production of

JACKETED
WIRE
WILCO wire, tubing and other products are used in various electronic applications for the
Army and Navy. In response to the wartime demand for these various products, the H. A.
Wilson Company has enlarged its plant, increased its manufacturing facilities, added essential new equipment and developed new products and techniques. Both present and future
customers will find these new WILCO developments of great advantage.
The H. A. Wilson Company manufactures and is interested in receiving inquiries regarding the following typical productsWILCO JACKETED WIRE

WILCO JACKETED TUBING

Silver (Fine, Sterling or Coin)
Silver Jacketed Copper
Silver Jacketed Invar
Silver Jacketed Brass
Silver Jacketed Steel
Gold Jacketed Silver (Fine, Sterling, Coin)
Gold Jacketed Brass or Bronze
Copper Jacketed Monel
Nickel Jacketed Copper

Silver Tubing (Fine, Sterling or Coin)
Gold Tubing (any Color or Karat)
Silver Jacketed Brass or Bronze (one or both sides)
Gold Jacketed Silver (one or both sides)
Gold Jacketed Brass or Bronze (one or both sides)
WILCO STRIP MATERIAL

Silver (Fine, Sterling or Coin) on Brass or Bronze (Inlay or Overlay)
Gold on Silver (any Karat on Fine, Sterling or Coin)
Gold on Brass or Bronze

Other WILCO products include Electrical ContactsSilver, Platinum, Tungsten. Alloys, Powder Metal. Thermostatic Bimetal (High and Low Temperature with new high temperature deflection rates:) Precious Metal Collector Rings For Rotating
controls. Silver Clad Steel. Rolled Gold Plate. Special Materials.

Let us analr:e your problems.

THE H. A. WILSON COMPANY
105 Chestnut Street, Newark 5, N. J.

Branches: Detroit
34
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If You

ANY
_

Have

enterprising individuals will

make fortunes in the operation of

television stations-and have a barrel of fun
doing it. Right now, some of these people
are asking if there's enough cost data available to discuss economics and television

potentials in the same breath.

We think we have most of the answersgained through DuMont's: 1-design and
construction of 3 of the nation's 9 television stations (more than any other company) ; 2-experimental operation of our
own pioneer television station, WA BD
New York, for more than 4 years, and
3-development of commercial program-

ming techniques in collaboration with leading advertisers and advertising agencies.
DuMont's television economics are strongly

weighted by the low operating cost, extreme flexibility and rugged dependability
of DuMont station equipment.

It is important that prospective station
operators arrange now for early postwar
delivery of station equipment ... and anticipate needs in trained operating personnel. Both are assured through the DuMont
Equipment Reservation Plan. Our aid, too,
will be given gladly in preparing applications to the Federal Communications Commission. Call, write or telegraph today.
Copyright 1945, Allen

B.

DuMont laboratories, Inc.

ALLEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES, INC., GENERAL OFFICES, 2 MAIN AVE., PASSAIC, N. J.
TELEVISION STUDIOS AND STATION WABD, 515 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

ELECTRONICS
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"what

about that
postwar coil pro
b/ems,,,

Solved,
logical
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B.!-Br¡

has airea dYsupplier
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o
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INCLUDE BRIDGEPORT IN YOUR POSTWAR PLANS!
Bridgeport ManufacturingCompany
is your logical supplier for R. F. coils
and chokes, I. F. transformers and
transmitting coils and chokes. Right
now we're turning out search coils
and variometers by the carload for
the Armed Forces. After V-day, the
same facilities now devoted to this
big job and the same personnel that
are meeting the most rigid military

Bridgeport's location, near the

population center of America, assures you fast, trunk line service
to any of your plants. Write to us
NOW to insure early postwar
delivery.

specifications will be available for
your job.

BRIDGEPORT
MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

Bridgeport, Illinois

R. F.

Coils

R. F.

I. F. Transformers
Transmitting Chokes

Chokes

Transmitting Coils

.

March 1945
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THE NEW MULTIRANGE FLUXMETER
MODEL F

FOR THE
MEASUREMENT OF

MAGNETIC CIRCUIT
CONDITIONS
AND
ASSOCIATED TESTS

RANGE
LINES PER SQ. CM.
TO
30.000,000 LINES PER SQ. CM.
5

SEARCH COIL RESISTANCE
INCREASED TO 15 OHMS.

THIS NEW DESIGN REPRESENTS THE FIRST MAJOR IMPROVEMENT IN THIS TYPE OF INSTRUMENT
IN THE PAST 25 YEARS. A COMPLETE TECHNICAL BULLETIN WILL BE GLADLY SENT ON REQUEST.

-6

INSTRUMENT
N
9-I1 ELM AVE.

%
`".,:

IRESIE,IRCISIENSIITIIVIE

COMPANY
MOUNT VERNON N.Y.

-Pc.,-11.4rAwnwnt,4vnc._
ELECTRO N CS
I

-
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W+enfJunces Co
.40`

waist*

SORENSON

FEATHERWEIGHT

Variable Voltage Auto -Transformers
We here at Sorensen are just a little proud of our ability
to clip the weight on airborne electronic equipment.
If your company is faced with such a problem in
electro-mechanics-where it is necessary to have light
servo -equipment to follow an electrical function, please
feel free to write us.

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
Weight 2 Lbs. 4 Ozs.
The adjustment dial is"ShakeProof" and positive locking. A

twirl of the fingers locks it

se-

knurled for
curely. Surface
better gripping. Case is
stamped aluminum with non is

glare, baked black wrinkle
finish. Dial markers in white

for easy reading.

AUTO -TRANSFORMER
Surface Mounted 500 to V.A.
The transformer illustrated to the left is designed for an

input of 115 volts and an output of 0 to 130 Volts -3.85
amperes maximum. Frequency range 350

tó 2400

cycles.

It is furnished with an A.N. connector to fit automatic

circuit disconnect plug. Overall size, 6" x 47/s" x
Total weight two pounds four ounces.

2%43".

Full specifications will be sent on request.

SORENSEN & COMPANY
AIRBORNE ELECTRONICS
38

STAMFORD, CONN.
March 1945
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YEARS AHEAD OF ITS TIME
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and

---. FM lQndsCowers

Model 5-36
-

-

EXACTLY five years ago in 1940 Hallicrafters introduced a very high
frequency communications receiver with a range of 27.8 to 143 Mc. This
model was clearly five years ahead of its time in its anticipation of new and
exciting possibilities for superior performance on the higher frequencies.
Today Model S-36 stands by itself as the only commercially built receiver covering this range. It is outstanding for sensitivity, stability, high fidelity. With its
extraordinary VHE versatility it is ready for immediate application in the ever
widening fields of FM and higher frequency development work. Engineering
imagination at Hallicrafters is reaching out beyond the next five years, beyond
the present known limits of radio technique so that Hallicrafters equipment will
continue to be always ahead of its time, above and beyond your best expectations.

hI1ìn-ftPr5

&UY A WAR

BOND TODAY!

RADIO

THE HALLICRAFTERS COMPANY, MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U.

ELECTRONICS
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TO 115 VOLTS ±
Ordinary A.C. line voltages as taken from supply
mains often vary as much as from 95 to 130
volts. This impairs the precision operatl'on of
electrical equipment.
A Raytheon Voltage Stabilizer, built into new
products or incorporated into equipment already in use, overcomes the disadvantage of
fluctuating voltages by providing an accurately controlled source of power to
Here's what a Raytheon Stabilizer doesstabilizes varying input voltage from 95 to 130
¡c-70 within 2 cycles..
volts to 115 volts

t

EFFECT

OF VARIABLE

FREQUENCY

Since partial resonance is a requisite design
feature, these devices are sensitive to frequency changes. The output voltage will vary
in the same direction and 1.4 times the percentage change in frequency, over a range of
5% of the normal frequency.

t /%

at
Stabilization, however, will be within
the output voltage which is established by the
frequency.

Raytheon Voltage Stabilizers are entirely automatic. They require no adjustments or repeated
maintenance. No moving parts assure long life.
Write for bulletin DL 48-537.

r

s,.

TYPE VR 2
INPUT VS OUTPUT VOLTAGE

f@-

FOR VARIOUS FREQUENCIES

5.

i

-

r

i7/
M.1,61

newspaper
Tune in the Raytheon radio program: "MEET YOUR NAVY," every Saturday night on the Blue Network. Consult your local

RAYTHEON

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Electrical Eauiprrent Division

190 WILLOW STREET, WALTHAM, MASS.

for time and station

The coveted Army -Navy "E," for
Excellence in the manufacture of

war equipment and tubes, flies

over all four Raytheon Plants
where over 16,000 men and women are producing for VICTORY.

Devoted to research and manufacture of complete electronic equipment; receiving, trainsmit'tling and hearing aid tuhes; transformers; and voltage stabilizers.

40
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ORIGINAL AWARD JULY 27, 1942

SECOND AWARD FEB. 13, 1943

THIRD AWARD SEPT. 25, 1943

FOURTH AWARD MAY 27, 1944

FIFTH AWARD DEC. 2, 1944

For the fifth consecutive time, the men and women of American Lava
have earned the Army -Navy "E" Award "for continued excellence in

quantity and quality of essential war production." All of us are very
thankful that the necessary knowledge, experience and skill were available
at American Lava to maintain the high standard of quality of ALSIMAG

products, while meeting production schedules that once seemed incredible.

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION

Chattanooga 5, Tennessee

43RD YEAR OF CERAMIC LEADERSHIP

A,L,SI MAG
TRADE MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFFICE

CERAMIC INSULATORS
For the in:
Electronic Devices
Electrical Circuits and
Appliances
Gas and Oil Heating
Automotive Equipment
Chemical Processes

That SOLA CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER,

built into our equipment, will eliminate a
majority of our most critical field problems

Every sales manager of electrical
equipment knows the number of ex-e
pensive service calls, the number of
complaints of sub -standard performance that can be traced directly to
unstable line voltages.
A majority of them can be avoided
by simply specifying `.`SOLA Constant
Voltage Transfotllners" while the
equipment is still on the drafting
board.
The inclusion of SoLA Constant
Voltage Transformers in the basic

design can generally be accomplished

at n actual savinggn cost. Their use
frequently eliminates the need for
other component parts whose only
function is to provide superfluous
manual control over the equipment.
SoLA Constant Voltage Transformers require no supervision. They have
no moving parts or delicate networks
to get out of order. They react instantly and automatically to line
voltage disturbances, correct fluctuations as great as 30% to the safe

operating limits called for on the label.
They protect both themselves and
the equipment against short circuit.

To

Consta9

ruiners

Transformers fort Constant Voltage Cold Cathode lighting Mercury
Oil Burner Ignition

Radio

Power Controls

Signal Systems

Lamps

Series Lighting

Door Bells and Chimes

etc.

details of design specifications.
Ai fer We% DCIMIII2

Fluorescent Lighting

SOLA ELECTRIC CO.,

4t

Manufacturers:

Built-in voltage control guarantees the voltage called for on your
label. Consult our engineers on

X -Ray

Equipment

Mireh 1945
www.americanradiohistory.com

Luminous Tube Signs

2325 Clybourn Ave., Chicago 14, III.
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These are the reasons
Heintz and Kaufman endorses
TUBE STANDARDIZATION

STANDARDIZATION IS A
WARTIME NECESSITY
Colonel C. C. Irwin, commanding officer of the
Signal Corps Standards Agency, recently stated that
a majority of Signal Corps contractors are heartily

cooperating with the standardization program

sponsored by his agency to the end that approved
component parts and materials are used wherever
possible in equipment supplied to the Signal Corps.
"However, there are some," Colonel Irwin said,
"fortunately only a few, who view this program as
an attempt to put an unsound theory into practice.
Such is, of course, not the case. Standardization is
vitally necessary, not only to relieve bottlenecks in
production and distribution; to facilitate maintenance by providing interchangeability of parts; but
more important, to reduce equipment failures in

the field.

'There is no theory in a Gold Star.
"If the reasons behind the laconic phrases `killed
in action," missing,' and 'plane failed to return'

could be explained, it is quite probable that equipment failures would bulk large among the reasons.
"It is not expected that the use of approved
standardcomponent parts will eliminate equipment
failures. but it most certainly will reduce them."

EQUALLY ADVANTAGEOUS IN
THE POSTWAR PERIOD
Joint Army and Navy Specifications ("Jan - lA
specs") have already established standards of electrical similarity and physical dimensions for vacuum
tubes. Heintz and Kaufman will voluntarily continue to apply these engineering standards to postwar Gammatrons as the benefits are so obvious that
we believe the designers of communications equipment will insist upon their continuation:
1. Standardization of specifications will facilitate
equipment design and production, since it assures
ELECTRONICS

-
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the designer that there will be no physical or electrical changes made in the tube type he has selected.
Often such changes have necessitated extensive redesign of equipment.
2. It will assure performance where performance
is vital... in air transport and marine communications, in navigation and direction finding.
3. By establishing rigid electrical and physical
requirements and tests, tube failures will be materially reduced. Such failures often reflect on the
manufacturer of equipment; and must be guarded
against just as carefully in peacetime as in war.

STANDARDIZATION DOES NOT
LIMIT NEW DESIGN
Standardization of the specifications for current
Gammatron tube types will not restrict the development of additional types to meet future needs. (Next
month we will list here the Gammatron tubes which
will be available indefinitely under our voluntary
standardization program.)

Have you written for
data on the HK -257B
(JAN. 4E27)7

H

NTZ

E I
SOUTH

SAN

AND

KAUFMAN

FRANCISCO

KEEP BUYING

LTD.

CALIFORNIA

WAR BONDS

940totatteut 7ciled
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WATCHFUL EYES

This ideally arranged Mica Inspection Departequipped with most modern facilities so that accuracy beyond a
doubt at all times possible. Each inspector is highly trained in this important job of inspection. Mica Capacitors play a vital part in the correct
functioning of many types of equipment. Thus, expert inspection
must be
maintained constantly.

iment
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is

EXCEL

the minutest
to even
in
owention
and
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vigilance
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ESTABLISHED

SANGAMO ELECTRIC
1898

MICA, CAPACITORS
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MICA
CAPACITORS
'ca
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Long trouble -free life of mica capacitors is
entirely dependent upon the quality of the
mica dielectric used in the. capacitor. Careful splitting, precision gauging, accurate
sorting, and clean punching of mica sheets,
contribute to long trouble -free life of finished capacitors. Every piece of mica must
be carefully inspected before it is assembled
into a capacitor unit. Such inspection is
necessary to assure freedom from all flaws
such as fractures, cracks, air bubbles, pinholes, or the inclusion of metallic or other
extraneous material..
The slightest fracture at the edge of a
mica film will tend_ to run when the capacitor is moulded and will ultimately result
in dielectric breakdown of the entire unit.
Ultimate failure of the dielectric may also
be expected when air bubbles are present.
The inclusion of impurities in mica result
in higher losses and, in many cases, in ultimate failure of the capacitor.
The keen eyes of alert, well trained operators are quick to detect the slightest imperfections of the punched mica sheets, so that
only mica films free from flaws are passed to
be used in the final assembly operations.

COMPANY
WATT
ELECTRONICS

-
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VARIABLE
RESISTOR 1',iv/y%rnó..

NO. 35

NO. GC -352

NO. 352

NO. AC -35

NO. GC -45

NO. 252

NO. GC-252
NO. GC -25

P`ts-

Perhaps you didn't realize that you had any "variable
resistor problems." It frequently happens that woy.
That is why, years ago, Chicago Telephone Supply
established the practice of submitting a sample whenever o customer orders variable resistors made to new
specifications.

Before starting production on such an order, CTS just
wants to make certain that no unforeseen problems

??ttt..,Lx
a

exist. And in the course of many years' experience, the
soundness of this practice has been demonstrated time
and time again. It has saved many a manufacturer
untold grief and very considerable sums of money.
Chicago Telephone Supply Company is a specialist in
the field of variable resistors. As such, they feel obligated to do more than merely fill orders. They do their
utmost to make sure that their variable resistors will
do the job they are meant for.

{llYltir ECtCOiliptestlelcC W>sycsemekes
VARIABLE
PLUGS

RESISTORS

AND JACKS

SWITCHES, RINGERS
TELEPHONE GENERATORS

asb

REPRESENTATIVES
R. W. Farris Co.
406 West Thirty-fourth Street
Kansas City 2, Missouri
Phone: Logan 7495
Frank A. Emmet Co.
2837 West Pico Boulevard
los Angeles 6, California

Phone: Rochester 9111
BRANCH OFFICES

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY

J. Hutchinson, Jr.
401 North Broad Street
S.

Philadelphia B, Pennsylvania
Phone: Walnut 5369
IN CANADA

Meredith 8. Co.
Stneetsvi Ile. Ontario

C. C.

ELKHART

46

INDIANA
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International Bureau in Sevrés, France,
there is a peculiarly shaped rod, a -sicture of which
is sh awn above. Thai rod s the internationally
acceyted length of .he meter, the basic unit o_ the
enetr e system. Its length determined mathematically as a part of the terrestrial meridian contained
between the north pole and the equator, its shape
develcp<d after much experimentation and its
composition a, special platinum and iridium alloy,
N THE

BUY WAR BONDS

THE

L,ECTRC)NiCti

\ARD

standard of r alty to which the whole
In -he ;udging of any product,
iorla refers
if is the quality .hat

it

is a

...

the antenna
Ir
,

ficl:l, 1-E

WARD PRODUCTS CORPORA-

ION is a national.y kretivr manufacturer of quality
proúuet. WARD iectioaal_and one-piece antennas
aie .he workmar.si ip.of _raftsmen using modern
For quality
equ-p n nt undo- _dell conditions
WARD.
to
look
all
for
applications,
aritcnzas

.:.

-

PRODUCTS CORPORATION,

1523eí, 45TH S-PE_í, CLEVELAND

-

3,

OHIO
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SCHEMATIC TEST CIRCUIT
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FREQUENCY -MEGACYCLES
Curve showing insertion loss of
a Sprague HYPASS Capacitor.

7de

S

ea "WHAT

TO DO

WITH ANTI -RESONANT FREQUENCIES?"
Conventional methods of getting rid of vibrator "hash" usually call for the
use of a by-pass capacitor, shunted by a mica capacitor. This system, howeve{,
has at least one anti -resonant frequency. Of course the engineer juggles his
constants so that this anti -resonant frequency comes where it causes the least
trouble-BUT, in today's all -wave devices, there just isn't any such place!
The New Sprague Method is simply to utilize the Sprague HYPASS Capacitor. Technically, this is a 3 -terminal network which, at low frequencies,
"looks" like a capacitor in respect to its capacity, voltage rating, and size.
At high frequencies-well, the above diagram tells the story. Although accurate measurements of their performance at the very high end of the spectrum
are difficult to obtain as yet, qualitative indications show that HYPASS
units do the job at 100 megacycles and more-so much so that, if you have
a "hash" problem, we'd welcome an opportunity to stack them against
it.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY, North Adams, Mass.
(Formerly Sprague
Specialties Co.)

r

M REG

u

5 PAT

OFRC[

SPRAGUE
48
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WHO

s14

Pardon us, if we presume to insert the "first," but in casting about
for suppliers you've asked that question, perhaps hundreds of times.

-

Users of ceramic sockets will recognize the types illustrated. The
No. 267 was the first ceramic miniature socket
still widely used, and

formed the basic design for the later types with cylindrical metal shield
(Yes, Johnson makes them too, our No. 277B.)
base.
The No. 228 octal is one of a series of oval ceramic wafer sockets
originated 7 years ago. Engineering improvements then made over existing types (such as mounting bosses, countersunk rivet heads, "non turning" contacts, etc.) established it a favorite for Signal Corps and
Navy equipment.

a

Almost equally familiar is the basic square design of the No. 247,
series started 6 years ago, embodying essential features of the smaller

CONDENSERS
INSULATORS
SOCKETS
PLUGS

INDUCTORS
CHOKES
COUPLINGS
ANTENNA

PHASING

UNITS

Johnson sockets.

But to get back to the first question, "Who (first) made it?" when
you're looking for original parts, tube sockets, or other components why
not avail yourself of our kind of engineering and production experience?
Ask for catalog 968(D)

damous name in )2id'io
E.

F.

JOHNSON

ELECTRONICS
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The values of Lexel insulation tape for
low tension circuits have been proved in
many military applications. If your products call for insulation with any or all
of the following characteristics, consider
Lexel tape in your planning:

Perfect centering of the conductor
within the helically -wound, heatsealed tape.

Noncorrosive
absorption.

.

.

.

low moisture

Ask for detailed information and samples.

Dobeckmun engineers will help you test
Lexel tape for future use, or for present
products with necessary priorities.
CUSTOM-MADE INSULATION

As a regular service, Dobeckmun engineers also

develop laminated insulation products, custommade to special purpose specifications, such as
slot cell and phase insulation for motors, insulation for shipboard cables and other uses. If
your requirements are unusual, call on us.

Saves about 25% weight and bulk
in primary insulation.

High dielectric strength and insulation resistance.

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF "DOBAR" LAMINATED PAPER INSULATION

C°MPANY
LEXEL"

is a registered
trade -mark of
The Dobeekmon Compatit

HEDOBE

C K

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
WESTERN SALES HEADQUARTERS

M

U N

CLEVELAND 13, OHIO

SAN FRANCISCO 4, CALIF.

March 1945
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COLLINS 10130-C MULTI -CHANNEL TRA.,SMITTF.

F'

Smart engineering design halves the cost per channel
IN THIS 2500 watter, Collins engineering has struck an ingenious balance of quality,
efficiency and economy.
The right hand cabinet contains t uo vertical rf sections. Through application of the
principles of quick shift (less than 2, econds) each section can be used interchangeably on
two channels, such as may be called for by day and night transmission. These channels
are not limited to the pass band of the if circuits but may be located anywhere within the
to 20 ans.
tuning range of the equipment
The cost per section is comparable to that of conventional single channel sections. The
actual cost per channel is thus eut approximately in half.
In addition, relays permit ¿election of three crystals per channel (six per vertical section)
spaced within 2% of the nominal center frequency. Twelve frequencies are therefore
available in a single cabinets arranged as needed within the four channels.
In the equipment illustrated above, the left hand cabinet contains the of and modulator
sections. The power supplg cabinet is in the center. All section* are of highly advanced
design, and are of the vertical chassis type.
We shall be glad to discuss applications of this rugged, versatile

-4

Available: Additional
af-modulator and rf
multi -channel sections...
Supplemental Collins Autotuns
rf section ... Frequency shift
keying ... Complete remote
control, built to your
requirements.

equipment to suit youi operating requirements.
Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

IN RADIO COMMUNICATIONS, IT'S

ELECTRONICS
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Here, the moisture -permeability
of a synthetic is tested, over a
time period, under conditions

equivalent to years of difficult

service...one of a multitude of
separate explorations.

lU

How most effectively to use the new materials? Which
synthetic polymer is best for insulation in dampness?

How improve the vulcanization of butyl rubber ?
How get both high tensile strength and low temperature flexibility in Buna S? ... In the General Cable
Research Laboratory, most completely equipped and
manned institution in the world devoted exclusively
to wires and cables, a tireless group of scientists is
seeking and finding the answers to a host of urgent,
practical questions. The work being done opens new
vistas of product serviceability in many fields.

GENERAL CABLE
CORPORATION
Manufacturers of Bare and Insulated Wires and Cables
for Every Electrical Purpose

www.americanradiohistory.com

`[he 9eaI
THAT MEANS
PERFECT

HERMETIC SEALING

IMMERSION VACUUM TEST of each unitnot just random units-after final assembly, is standard procedure at AmerTran.
Quality control of hermetic sealing is thus

rigidly maintained.

üt,itez,5"zleÇase

INDUCTION SOLDERING insures quality
sealing of all case seams enabling the unit
to withstand vibration and severe air
pressure changes.

like infra red preheating
cores and coils before compound filling, torque gauging and resilient gaskets to prdtect ceramic
terminals provide full protection against moisture, temperature changes, and pressures encountered in airborne
service. Yet AmerTran Hermetically Sealed Transformers are designed to minimum weight and dimensions. Write for complete details.

VACUUM IMPREGNATION with varnish
removes moisture from coil and provides
excellent turn, layer and section insulation, resulting in long trouble -free life.

.

of

THE AMERICAN TRANSFORMER CO., 118 Emmet

St, Newark 5,

N.J.

1901

4i r,Fv..:HR

N

J.

Pioneer Manufacturers of Transformers, keoctors and
Rectifiers for Electronics end Power Tr,4nsmission
North
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For Television

Transmission

BACKGROUND FOR
LEADERSHIP IN
TELEVISION

sack in 1927, Bell Labs and Western Electric
transmitted black and while images over wire
circuits and also by radio.

le 11929, the first public demonstration of fulica/or television marked another advance by
Bell Labs and Western Electric.

... count on

Wesrerri Electric
equipment to lead the way!
Just as soon as final Victory opens the door to post-war progress in television,
Western Electric plans an active program of development work as well as manufacture of television transmitters. In this field, as in sound broadcasting, you
can be sure of advanced design and highest quality equipment engineered by
Bell Telephone Laboratories and made by Western Electric.

Buy all the War Bonds you can
ELECTRONICS

-

March

945

... and keep all you buy!

Here is a fanned out section of the latest type
of Western Electric coaxial cable-destined
for-an important place in television networks.

Development wank by scientists of Bell tab:
void lead to more pioneering advances it
television for tomorrow.,

PLASTIC
PARTS
.. ..
PRODUCED TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

PRINTING
DIE CUTTING
CEMENTING
Wide experience by all known
processes in the application of

printing, engraving, silk screen
ing, die cutting and cementing

of all thermoplastics.

FORMING
Specialists in deep drawing radio

dial windows, embossing, swag-

ing and bending in Acetate,
Vinylite and Acrylics.

MACHINING
Precision threading, screw machine, milling, drilling, turning

of Polystyrene, Acrylics, Phenolics, nylon Tenite sheets, tubes

and rods; through spindle capac-

ity up to 254" rod.

ASSEMBLY
Our engineers can assist you in

problems of design and assembly

of your plastic units.

PRINTLOID, 9«.

93 Mercer Street
New York 12, N. Y.

March 1945
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Vitreous enamel resistors, plugs,

UTAH'S "PRECISION PLUS" MANUFACTURE

switches, and other
component parts for
electronic applications.

... SPEAKS FOR ITSELF!
Utalins* at work ... welding ... and proud
as punch at the technique they've developed. They know welding is just one of several steps in the production of Utah's radio
parts and electronic devices. But they give
it that "precision plus" accuracy that Utah
demands all the way.
Every phase of manufacture done in Utah's
own factory is to perfection standards.

First comes the careful purchase of quality raw materials. Then Utalins make the
tools that make the Utah products. The
modern methods of production, the testing,
the supervision, even the infinite care in
shipping all add up to Utah's comprehensive process-an infallible system of manufacture that enables Utah-and you-to be
proud of the finished products.
Utah products finally become hidden
parts of your radio, and the world listenswith pleasure-as Utah performance speaks
for itself!
'Utalins-Utah's helpers

RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY
CHICAGO ILLINOIS

Utah Radio Products Co., 820 Orleans St .,Chicago 10,111.
Utah Products (Canada) Ltd., 300 Chambly Rd., Lon`ueuil, Montreal (23) P. 0.

www.americanradiohistory.com

NDUCTION HEATING

Here is a history -making application of a Megatherm Induction Hewing Unit.
On this typical production line setup, 75 bearing pins a
minute are surface hardened. This hardening is done after
finish grinding has been completed.
In one high-speed operation the pins are hardened to Rockwell
C60-above file hardness-and costly finish grinding of
hardened steel is avoided because scale and distortion are
eliminated.
The pins are 2'h" long and'/s" in diameter, made of chromium
molybdenum steel. To heat treat 4,500 bearing pins an
hour costa approximately 50c.
Each pin is heated above critical temperature in less than one
second. Quick heating and quenching prevents scaling or
distortion and gives accurate control over the hardened
ease de th.
This is only one of the many new applications of Megatherm Heat in the metal industry. Pieces as small as Vs" diameter or
bearing surfaces up to 6" are handled as
I

easily, all with Megatherm.
More information on how Federal's Mega therm High Frequency Heat can save you
money on your production line is yours
for the asking. Check Megatherm now.

This Microphoto

,,-.

...

magnified 100 diameters shows
the hardened surface derelaped on bearing pins. The white
portion is that of the hardened
outside layer which extends b.
a depth of 25 thousandths of an
inch. At no point in the cone
between the fully hardened case
a-Tin-re unhardened core was
there anysofteningortemperinr.

10O

X

Federal Telephone anti HH do Córporatron
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS DIVISION
*556.

.y

45

$

Newark

1,

N. J.

U. S. PAT. OFFICE

Merci, 1945
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Enamel -Coated
FINE WIRE to
meet your
specifications

r.

This precision instrument checks finished enameled fine
wire and instantly registers insulation defects should any
be present. Ibis is but one of many rigid tests to which
NORELCO enameled fine wire is subjected.

This mierophoto shows- 'leads
enamel due to poor wire -coating
technique and process control.
Magnification 40X.

Microphoto of the even enamel
coating on OR E Lit) fine wire, the
result of advanced coaling techniques and rigid process control.
Magnification 40X.

Where Noum.cu Fine Wires Are Used in the
Electronics Field-Precision wire -wound resisEnamel -coated fine wire is judged chiefly for its insulation qualities. Uneven coating, a high percentage of pin
holes,. a tendency of the enamel to crack or peel, nonuniform resistance makes wire useless for precision
electronic applications.
The draw ing and ; oating of high quality fine wire with
rigid requirements of dose tolerance, perfect roundness
and faultless surface condition, are exacting processes in
which the North American Philips Company have long
been specialists. Aside from the advanced techniques
developed by our engineers for producing high quality
enamel coating, the finished product is subjected to rigid
voltage, pin hole, resistance and bead tests that meet all
customers specifications.
North American Philips manufacture fine wire below
.003" diameter in silver, copper, nickel chrome, aluminum
alloy and other metal alloys. We plate many types of
wire, silver, tungsten, molybdenum and alloys up to
.010" with gold, copper or other metals. Manufacturers

tors; hearing aids; radio headphones: sensitive
recording and indicating meters; sensitive relays;
electronic tube grids and filaments; fractional
horsepower motors; and hundreds of other uses
wherever fine wire is required.

have found our unusual skill of great value in he ping
them meet wartime production schedules. North American
Philips have the knowledge of processes and techniques
developed by an organization with a background of over
half a century in the electrical field. Gall on our specialized
engineering service whenever you have a fine -wire problem
OTHER PRODUCTS: In addition to fine wire and diamond dies
for our own drawing, we make: Tungsten and Molyhde
products; Quartz Oscillator Plates; Amplifier, Transmitting,
Rectifier and Cathode Ray Tubes; Seareihray (Industrial
X-ray) Equipment; X-ray Diffraction Apparatus; Medical
X-ray Equipment, Tubes and Accessories. When in New
York, be sure to visit our Industrial Electronics Showroom.

Send for NORELCO
Fine Wire Booklet
on your letterhead.
It containevaluable
conversion tables
for ready reference

o.

re co

Reg U. S. Pat. Off.

yz

of buyers and de-

sign engineers.

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS by

NORTH AMERICAN

North American Philips Company, Inc.
100 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
Please send me a copy of your booklet
"Norelco Fine Wire".
Name
Title

PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.

Executive Offices: 100 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
N. Y.; Mount Vernon, N. Y. (Metalix Division); Lewiston, Maine (Elmet Division)

Company
Address

Factories is Dobbs Ferry,

ELECTRONIC'S

-
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Ideal General Purpose Condensers
_

STYLE B

STYLE A

ce 35
I._

__

__

Vh 3Si

went

U

GC 41:.7.

STYLE

+

>> K

-------

430 }imi'.

C

STYLE D
c

4b
2o+3,9

STYLE

E

CC

46

TH 51115

met

STYLE

F

STYLE K

STYLE

When Erie Resistor introduced the first silvered ceramic
condensers in this country several years ago, engineers
were provided with a simple method of compensating for
frequency drift in other components.
Expanded war time demand for condensers has definitely proved that Ceramicons are also superior as general
purpose condensers in circuits where some moderate degree of capacity change with temperature is permissible.
For example, Ceramicons make excellent coupling condensers, particularly plate -to -grid, where high insulation
resistance is of paramount importance.
When specifying Ceramicons under JAN -C-20 for
general purpose use, temperature coefficient characteristic
"SL" should be given. If Erie designations are used, specify

"any temperature coefficient between P100 and N750."
The temperature coefficient of these Ceramicons will be
between +150 and -870 parts/million/°C, as determined
by measurement at 25°C and 85°C. Particularly in the low
capacity ranges, this temperature coefficient limit will, in
many cases, permit us to ship quickly from stock, since the
Ceramicons can be selected from any one of the 10 stand-

L

and temperature coefficients between P120 and N750. The
capacity range for equivalent physical size is given in the

table below.

May we submit samples of Erie Ceramicons to you
for your general purpose applications?
CHARACTERISTICS
MAXIMUM OVERALL

JAN-C-20

ERIE

STYLE

STYLE

A

111 to 360

CC20
CC21
CC2S
CC26
CC35
CC36

M

.200
.250
.200
.250
.265
.340

361 to 510

CC40

D

.375 z 1.110

511 to 820

CC45

E

.375 x 1.560

821 to 1100

CC45

F

.375 z 2.00

CAPACITY RANGE
IN

1

I

MMF

to 51

52 to 110

K
B
L

C

DIMENSIONS

.400
.562
.656
.812
x 1.125
z 1.328

x
z

x
x

5Gect/to.cic4 Dcuceia«
* Ceramicon is the registered

trade name of silvered ceramic condensers made by
Erie Resistor Corporation.

ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA.
LONDON, ENGLAND
o

TORONTO, CANADA
EXTRA

Wor Bonds

* * *
March 1945
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Increased Output from
RAYTHEON
OZ4 and OZ4G Tubes
Many manufacturers realize the advantages of small ionically
heated cathode gas rectifiers which require no heater power, can be
used under any atmospheric condition, and yet operate with very low
internal power losses. Convincing evidence is the widespread use of
such tubes in automobile radios and other equipment where maximum performance must be obtained with minimum power input.
Millions of Raytheon OZ4 and OZ4G tubes have given reliable and
service which will prompt
efficient service in such equipment
engineers to incorporate them in numerous postwar products.
First developed by Raytheon as a refinement of the BH to obtain
internal drops comparable to the larger directly heated cathode
types, these tubes are now further improved to the point where the
output rating has been increased from 75 ma to 90 ma when
functioning as a full wave rectifier. Hence, it can be used to
advantage in supplying the extra "B" drain imposed by larger
receivers or low -power mobile transmitters.
The OZ4 and OZ4G are examples of Raytheon's ability to design
tubes which will he in great demand
and produce better tubes
in the postwar radio and electronics industry.

...

Specifications of OZ4 & OZ4G
Maximum Overall Length
Maximum Seated Height
Maximum Diameter

OZ4

OZ4G

2-5/8 in.
2-1/16 in.
1-5/16 in.

2-5/8 in.
2-1/16 in.
1-3/64 in.

Typical Operation Ratings as a Full Wave
Condenser Input Rectifier:
Heater Power
Minimum DC Output Current
Maximum DC Output Current
Maximum Peak Anode Current
Minimum Starting VoltagePeak (P to K)
Average Dynamic Voltage Drop
Maximum Peak Inverse Voltage

None
30 ma
90 ma

270 ma
320 volts
24 volts
880 volts

...

RAYTHEON

eultax.xeigetu

RADIO RECEIVING TUBE DIVISION

All Four Divisions

ENTIRE BLUE NETWORK

Have Been Awarded

Coast -to -Coast

Newton, Mass.

Los Angeles

New York

.

Chicago

Atlanta

Army -Navy "E"
with Star,

Listen to
"MEET YOUR NAVY"
Every Saturday Night

181

Stations

DEVOTED TO RESEARCH AND THE MANUFACTURE OF TUBES AND EQUIPMENT FOR THE NEW ERA OF ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONICS

-
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One of a serins of Electra -Voice advertisements explaining in detail
the applications and specifications of Electro-Voice microphones

. a general-purpose dynamic microphone with an
exceptionally wide and flat frequency response-for
both indoor and outdoor speech and music pick-up
-is required .. .

eecereice, MODEL 630
This versatile, moderately priced microphone is excellent for public address, all
types of dispatching and call systems, paging systems, churches, auditoriums,

hotels, recording studios and broadcast remote pick-ups. Though somewhat
lighter in weight, it is a sturdy microphone, built with typical Electro-Voiçe
care to serve satisfactorily over a long period of time. Attractively styled, it is
finished in lustrous chromium. The Model 630 is unusually flat through lower
and middle register, rising 5 db on upper frequencies for added crispness of
speech. Operates efficiently in salt air and humidity.
OUTPUT LEVEL: Power ratings: 54 db below 6
milliwatts for 10 bar pressure. Voltage rating

(high impedance) 7 db above .001 volt/bar, open
circuit. Voltage developed by normal speech (10
bars) 0224 volt.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 90-8000 c.p.s., with
slightly rising characteristics.
WEIGHT:

11/2

pounds.

TILTABLE HEAD: 90°

TRANSFORMER CORE: Nickel alloy; hydrogen annealed, low capacity windings
DIAPHRAGM: Fine quality, heat-treated duralumin;
corrosion -inhibited for use in salt air and humidity.

CONDUCTOR CABLE: 20 -ft well shielded cable
and connector, low impedance balanced to ground
HI -Z (DIRECT TO GRID) or 50, 200, 250 and 500

ohms.

tiltable head for directional

or non -directional operation.

CABLE CONNECTOR: Built-in cable connector permits movement of head without moving the cable.

CASE: Built of highest quality, high impact pres-

sure cast metal.

SCIENTIFICALLY

DESIGNED GRILLE: Reduces
wind noise
ON-OFF SWITCH: Standard 5/8"-27 stand coupler
MAGNETIC CIRCUIT: Employs Alnico V and Armco
magnetic iron.
List Price, $30.00

Contact your nearest radio parts distributor today His knowledge of Electro -Voice microphones may aid
you in selecting the appropriate type for your individual need He may also be an important factor in
speeding your order

/

.
i/CZ

THE RED CROSS
ASKS YOUR HELP
,

..

GIVE GENEROUSLY

MICROPHONES

ELECTRO -VOICE CORPORATION

Expo

Dirìaean

13

Ea

1239 SOUTH BEND AVENUE SOUTH BEND 24, INDIANA
40e11 Seel, N,,, To,k 16, N Y
U. S. A
Caet,, A,Uole
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CONSIDER PEDIGREE

QUALITY

where

COUNTS

E4

.

.

.

the Quality resistance alloy
by Driver -Harris

made

e

45 years of continuous research devoted entirely to
the perfection of the World's finest resistance alloy
.

.

that

is

the pedigree of NICHROME*.

oxidation resisting alloys-NICHROME.
Although there are several excellent Nickel Chromium combinations, there is only one NICHROME and

For just as champions are created through selective

scientific breeding, so do Driver -Harris Engineers, by

it is made only by Driver -Harris.

finishing processes and exclusive quality controls,

"stamp of quality" on your post-war
products by assuring dependable performance anc
longer life with NICHROME and other D -H resist-

succeed in producing the champion of all heat and

ance alloys.

means of perfected melting, hot rolling and cold

So put the

+Trade Mark Res. U. S. Pst. Ufg.

D river -Ha rris
COMPANY

HARRISON,
BRANCHES: CHICAGO

DETROIT

CLEVELAND

NEW

JERSEY

LOS ANGELES

www.americanradiohistory.com

SAN FRANCISCO

SEATTLE

widest range
ee
o
1t

°

aeginitting and
-service
e%ectronic

assemblies

Critical equipment designers, builders and users are insuring their assemblies with Aerovox rating -plus capacitors. That Aerovox extra safety factor
is widely recognized today. Service
records speak for themselves.
All Aerovox paper -capacitor voltage
ratings are for standard temperature,

pressure and humidity conditions,

namely, 20° C., 30 inches of mercury
(760 millimeters), and 50% relative
humidity.
Where Aerovox capacitors are in hermetically -sealed cases, the only effect
caused by changes in standard conditions will be in the external flash -over
voltage occurring at lower voltages for
conditions involving reduced pressure
and increased humidity. The capacitor
proper remains unaffected.

The maximum operating temperature
for continuous operation at razed voltage is 65° C. ambient. If temperature is

greater, operáting voltage must be reduced. Derating data will be supplied,
on request.
Yes indeed, it will pay you to look
into this matter of Aerovox rating -plus
insurance. Remember, it costs no more
but it can save you much expense and
trouble.

Submit your capacitance problems.
Literature on request.

INDIVIDUALLY TESTED
AERiVJX OORPURATION, NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U.S. A.
Exprrt: 13 E. 40 ST., NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
Cabl: 'ARLAB'

SALES OFFICES
-

IN

In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA

ALL
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ANNOUNCING AN ENTIRELY NEW
CERAMIC

DIELECTRIC

CAPACITOR

MYCALEX K
The MYCALEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA has developed and now has in production
a new capacitor dielectric which embodies important new advancements in properties.
Designated MYCALEX "K," this new ceramic
material is 'unique in that it offers a selective
range of dielectric constants, from 8 to 15 at
one megacycle.
Engineers whose requirements call for a material with a dielectric constant of 10, need only
specify MYCALEX K-10. If a dielectric constant
of 8 is indicated, MYCALEX K-8 will meet that
exact requirement. Other applications might call
for use of MYCALEX K-11 or K-12, etc.
MYCALEX K-10 already has been approved
by the Army and Navy as Grade H1C5H4 Class
H material (JAN-I-12). While other Class H materials are available, to the best of our knowledge these are all steatite or bonded titania or
titanate types, obtainable only in relatively small
dimensions and subject to wide variations In tolerances. MYCALEX I{, is available in sheets 14"
x 18" in thicknesses of I" to 1"; in thicknesses
down to 1/32" in smaller sheets, and in rods
to 1" in diameter.
Of importance also is the fact that MYCALEX
K series can be molded to specifications, with
electrodes or metal inserts molded in. It can be
fabricated to close tolerances.
So far as we are aware, the MYCALEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA is the exclusive developer and only supplier of this kind of capacitor dielectric.
Write today for further information to Department 12.

MYCALEX K-10

Grade H1 C5H4, in accordance with JAN -I-12
10.6 1
Dielectric constant
1 megacycle
Q-Factor
310
0 034
Loss Factor
6.0 x 101E ohms-cros.
Volume resistivity
270 volts/mil (0.10" thickness)
Dielectric strength
Modulus of rupture
9000 lbs./sq.in.
Fractional decrease of
capacitance with tem0 0056
perature change
Fractional increase of
temwith
capacitance
0.0076
perature change
Porosity-no dye penetration after six hours at 10,000
lbs./sq.in.
The above properties were measured in accordance with the procedures of JAN -I.12.
0 116 lbs. per cu.in.
Density
3 22
Specific gravity
400° C.
Softening temperature
DIEL ECTRIt CONS
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insulation, as
and
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insulation. fortis.
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avail
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n regular
MOLDED
1C
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able to specifications
into which
shapes and be incorporated.
inserts may
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THE INSULATOR
TRADE MART REO. u.

D.

PAT,
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Á

FREQUENCY -KILOCYCLES
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I

R

MYCALEX CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
"OWNERS OF 'MYCALEX' PATENTS"
Plant and General
Offices
Clifton, N. J.
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Executive Offices
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, N. Y.
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UNITS
CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER
AND MOTORS

MODEL J 50 A BLOWER UNIT
60 CYCLES
115 VOLTS
Delivers 10 cu. ft. per minute of free air.
Weight 21.5 oz. Overall diameter 31jjs".
Overall length

POWERED BY MODEL J 49 C
1/300 H.P.
115 VOLTS
Weight 16 oz. Diameter 1%". Length 2%"
60 CYCLES

OIHE

R

E

31 A
331

MODEL

00

p

.

OTHER
rHER

15

Volts.

flow

Fanauty.

50
orcon{enuus
auks,
rnittent

371--b0
amete

Cen.gal
CFM.MOJ804---60Ctis.ll5

Delivers

F

115 Volts.
d-

y.

j3 Continuous
engaht3l/8
35/Ib
s.

J72-400

TsMML

Blower.

Vo 1t s

Cycles'
for ¡nte
motor

MOD50Ft

I

`Delivers

MODEL

22C

2

Gy°1es.

UN

DC

DaRe+ec

9ht

BLOWER

.

HP'Wt5
length 29/3°1e

IfIgg [

CEN TR

-

igCycles.
t

38 {o¡

Volts.

Axial

3 Vies.
'
11 5

`Jol ts

mlt{en{
intermittent

MODEL
Js1

31/8

1/ 15 H.P Length
fan duty.
continuous

8 OWEE

for
3duty or

UNIT
400

EASTERN AIR DEVICES, INC.
An Affiliate of the Fred Goat Co., Inc., Est. 1893
585 DEAN STREET, BROOKLYN 17, N. Y.

Delivers CYCLES.
22

11 5

21

min.

ejght

Length

cu.

{t

VOLTS

9.32 or., Diameter
ánreferper o{free

3/I, I6air
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AC L

T H AT WILL

lHAP:

Among all the miracles that hove been talked about or a great
and glorious postwar era, here is one thing on which you can rea ly count:
JENSEN Speakers w:ll be built around the wartime developed 41N/6175 r JENSEN naturally
pioneered in the use of this remarkable new magnet material which weighs only a
fraction of other magnetic alloys of equal strength. Thus JENSEN postwar speakers with AI//'ca5
will be lighter and more compact, but still as highly efficient and' rucged as
ever. JENScN military loud speakers are now using 4IN/cQ5 in great quantities.
And as soon as conditions permit, *41 V/CO 5 will
become a feature of JENSEN PM Speakers.

ICfl4Cfl

SPEAKERS WITH

tí

ieen aged _i7ezn.ulirclcrre r1 ,r-ícrrr.&

JENSEN RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ELECTRONICS

-

6601 SOUTH

March 1945
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LARAMIE AVENUE, CHICAGO 38, ILLINOIS
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OUTPUT RAISER!

COST

It puts a crimp in production to drive screws by hand

..

AMAZER!

and then have to file off burrs. But that's what a certain
washing machine maker had to da as long as he used
slotted screws inside his tanks.

But when he changed to Phillips Recessed Head Screws,
he eliminated burrs. And no longer having driver skids to
worry about, he switched to power driving ... upped output tremendously ... and got truly amazing cost-savings.

TRAIL BLAZER!

COMPETITION

Besides reducing costs and speeding up production, bse of
Phillips Screws also shows up in product strength and
rigidity. Screws with the Phillips Recess help designers
and get
plan
much stronger, tighter fastenings.

Here's the final place where Phillips Screws give you an
edge on competition. Any product with these better-looking, burr -free fastenings
that never disfigure surfaces
or snag clothing
is ¡use that much easier to sell!

...

...

/ts

...

AUER!
...

the engineered recess!
In the Phillips Recess, mechanical principles are so correctly applied
that every angle, plane, and dimension contributes fully to screw-driving
efficiency.

It's the exact pitch of the angles that eliminates driver skids.
It's the engineered design of the 16 planes that makes it easy to apply
full turning power - without reaming.
. It's the "just -right" depth of recess that enables Phillips Screw Heads
to take heaviest driving pressures.
With such precise engineering, is it any wonder that Phillips Screws
speed driving as much as 50% - cut costs correspondingly?
To give workers a chance to do their best, give them faster, easier driving Phillips Recessed Head Screws. Plan Phillips Screws into your
product now.
.
,

PHILLIPS
WOOD SCREWS

MACHINE SCREWS
Made in

American Screw Co.. Providence, R. I.
Atlantic Screw Works, Hartford, Conn.
The Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Central Screw Co., Chicago. III.
Chandler Products Corp.. Cleveland. Ohio
Continental Screw Co.. New Bedford. Mass.
The Corbin Screw Corp., New Britain, Conn.
General Screw Mfg. Co.. Chicago. Ill.

SCREWS
SELF -TAPPING SCREWS

STOVE BOLTS

all sizes, types and head style

The H. M. Harper Co., Chicago, Ill.
International Screw Co.. Detroit, Mich.
The Lamson & Sessions Co., Cleveland. Ohio
Manufacturers Screw Products, Chicago, Ill.
Milford Rivet and Machine Co., Milford, Conn.
The National Screw & Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio
New England Screw Co., Keene, N. H.
Parker-Kalon Corp.. New York, N. Y.

h8

Pawtucket Screw Co., Pawtucket. R. I.
Pheoll Manufacturing Co.. Chicago, Ill.
Reading Screw Co., Norristown, Pa.
Russell Burdsall & Ward Bolt & Nut Co.. Port Chester, N.Y.
Seovill Manufacturing Co., Waterville, Conn.
Shakeproof Inc., Chicago, Ill.
The Southington Hardware Mfg. Co.. Southington, Conn.
Wolverine Bolt Co.. Detroit, Mich.
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The gadget above is a junctioñ box for a co -axial gas filled transmission line. It is one of a series of coupling units, end seals and other fittings for high frequency transmission-designed and built by Lapp.
To this type of construction, Lapp brings several
innovations and improvements. For example, such a
line from Lapp parts is genuinely leak -proof. Every
gasket is under spring loading, so there's no leakage
created by vibration or thermal change.
Whether or not you're interested in gas -filled
transmission lines, you ought to know about Lapp.
Here is an organization of engineers and manufacturers with broad basic knowledge of ceramics and
their application. With experience in hundreds upon
hundreds of special-purpose electronic parts, we
have been able countless times to improve performance, or reduce costs, or cut production time through

ENGINEERING AND PRODUCTION

the application of our specialized skills to design and
manufacture of parts involving porcelain or steatite
and associated metal parts.
For quick and efficient assistance on a war production subcontract-or for the competitive advantage
Lapp -designed and Lapp -built parts will give to you
in the postwar battle-an inquiry to Lapp now may
pay you dividends. Lapp InsulatorCo., Inc., LeRoy, N. Y.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Have it your way
The connectors in these four insulated assemblies are all different. There are
punch -press lugs and screw -machine parts. They look simple enough but they represent jobs that our customers wanted to have done in a certain way. Their way.
And their way, or yours, is all right with us. Ucinite is set up to handle orders
as they come. In fact we take pride in using our specialized skill and equipment to
get things done according to the customer's specifications
the way he wants
them and when he wants them.

...

The IJCIN1TE CO.Newtonville 60, Mass.

Specialists in RADIO

LAMINATED BAKELITE ASSEMBLIES
CERAMIC SOCKETS

Division of United -Carr Fastener Corp.

& ELECTRONICS

.JACKS

70

PLUGS

BANANA PINS &

CONNECTORS
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HOW QUICK
Indicating
Instrument

IS A

WINK
Tap Switch

High -gain
DC Amplifier

110

Power
Supply

Volts

60 Cycles

Light Source
(1

Phototube and
Preamplifier

Amplifier

Electronic Swit:h

Voltage Regulator

1

Another new ¡oh

¢or capacitors

WHILE we have not yet measured the quickness of a wink
with the time -interval meter, we
know that it will do more practical
jobs like measuring the time required for a camera shutter to open,
or the time that it remains open.
This meter is also being used to
synchronize flash -bulb contacts on
camera shutters, test relay performance, and measure the velocity of moving bodies.
Here's how Pyranor capacitors
are used in its circuit: An external
contact or a phototube, working
through the amplifier, causes the
electronic switch to close during
the time period to be measured.
While the electronic switch is
closed, one of the Pyranol capacitors is charged at a constant rate
through a precision resistor. Thus,
the voltage developed across the

Pyranol capacitor is a
direct measure of the
required time interval.
Four Pyranol capacitors and several charging resistors are used to
obtain eight full-scale
ranges (0.001, 0.003,
0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3,

1,

This sensitive electronic instrument accurately measures
time intervals as short as 1/10,000 second. It is being
used here to measure the time the man takes to react
and turn off the lamp after it has been turned on by the
girl. (Reaction time on this test: 175-200 milliseconds.)

and 3 seconds). A tap
switch on the instrument panel is
used to select the correct Pyranol
capacitor and resistor for the
desired scale range.
An inverse feed-back arrangement holds the charging rate constant while the Pyranol capacitor is
charging, and also corrects for leakage in several elements. The feedback principle also enables the use
of a direct indicating instrument to
measure the capacitor charge, without discharging the capacitor.
The way Pyranol capacitors are

used in this circuit may suggest a
better way to do some job in one
of your circuits. Remember that
the high capacitance per cubic
inch of Pyranol capacitors, their
compact, space -saving shapes, and
long life make them ideal for a wide
variety of built-in applications.
Booklets on our various lines-h-f
paper dielectric, h -f parallel plate, Lectrofilm, as well as Pyranol units-are
yours for the asking. General Electric,
Schenectady 5, N. Y.
*Trade -mark Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

GENERAL 9f ELECTRIC
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ELENIUM RECTIFIERS

FROM

10

MICRO-AMPERES

PERMANENT characteristics and
adaptability to all types of circuits
and loads solves your rectification
problems. The unlimited life, immunity
to atmospheric changes as well as
high efficiency per unit weight is fast

TO

10,000 AMPERES

making this method of rectification
standard in industry.
SELENIUM rectifiers are now
available in quantity for prompt delivery. Send us your specifications or
orders today.

COPY OF SELENIUM'S
COMPREHENSIVE RECTIFIER CATALOG

SEND

FOR

YOUR

SELENIUM CORPORATION
1719 WEST
FOREIGN

IN

72

PICO BOULEVARD

DIVISION: FRAZAR

CANADA.

8

BURLEC

HANSEN

LTD

of AMERICA

LOS ANGELES
3O1

CLAY

STREET

TORONTO

15,

SAN FRANCISCO

13

CALIFORNIA
11, CALIFORNIA

ONTARIO,
March 1945
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THE DEVELOPMENT STORY OF A POTENTIO

te-

More and more manufacturers of
electrical products are turning to the
versatility of phenolic plastics for
the answer to material problems
created in developing the imaginative ideas of their product engineers.
An excellent example of this is the
DeJur-Amsco Corp., of Long Island
City, manufacturers of the potentiometer case illustrated above.
This case serves as a support for
the surrounding resistance coil and
forms the inside of the unit. A
brass insert molded integrally into the base serves as a guide for
the drive shaft. As you can see,
the design of this potentiometer is
unusually complex. Yet the custom
molder was able to mold the en-

tire job in a single operation, with
the insert an integral part of the
piece. This, in turn, made for simplified assembly of the finished
product.
The plastic material used in this
case is a Durez phenolic molding
compound. The reason for the selection of this compound is readily
understandable when you realize
that it possesses such versatile
properties as self-insulation, dielectric strength, excellent moldability,
and resistance to acids, alkalies,
greases, water and heat.
Perhaps you are in the process of
developing a design idea and considering the use of plastics. We
suggest that first you consult your

custom molder whose wartime activities have advanced molding
methods and processes by decades.
After this preliminary discussion,
we suggest that you benefit from
the vast experience which Durez
technicians have acquired through
active participation in successful
product development during the
past quarter century by availing
yourself of their services.
The wealth of data in our files plus
the complete cooperation of the
Durez staff are available towards
the solution of any materials problem which you may have.
Durez Plastics & Chemicals, Inc.,
323 Walck Road, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

MOLDING COMPOUNDS;

INDUSTRIAL RESIN

El, ECTRON9CS

-

PLASTICS THAT FIT THE JOB
73
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STANDARD, MIDGET

AND ELF

For more than two decades the name
CENTRALAB on a volume control has been a
synonym for QUALITY.
The long wa -type resistance sector, the smooth
I

performance end the satisfactory operation of
these controls are in no small measure responsible for the fame cf Centrolab. Whether for original equipment or replacement always specify

CENTRALAB Radiohors

Di+is'on of GLOBE-LNION INC., Milwaukee
Produc.-S cf VARIA3LE RESISTORS-SELECTCR SWITCHES-CERAMIC CAPACITORS,
FIXED AN D MARIABLE
STEATITE INSULATORS
SILVER MICA CAPACITORS

-

-

74
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ÓWD -L%°M'D148
You can tell just by looking at it-this tube is built
to l -a -s -t.

This new air-cooled Westinghouse Pliotron
No. WL473 is small, compact and designed especially for dielectric and induction heating. It is extremely economical in operation, having the lowest
cost per R.F. kilowatt hour of any tube in its class
on the market today.

For technicaldata or any other information on the
Pliotron No. WL473 or any Westinghouse Élee-

tronic Tube, consult your nearest Westinghouse
Office or write to Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Electronic Tube Division,
Bloomfield, New Jersey.

èstinghou s e
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES

OFFICES EVERYWHERE

714
ELECTRONICS

-
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eeflie

WHO

A

IS THE LIAR

IN THIS ONE

BorC?

AND WHY?
is a missionary interviewing
three natives of a country
where everyone has either
black or white feet. The white
footed ones can tell only the
truth and the black footed natives can tell only lies. All three
natives are wearing boots:

D

D

WHO
IS
THE LIAR

IN

... "What is the color of

to A

THIS ONE
B or C?

your feet"?

A

...

mumbles incoherently.

D

to

...

B

... "A says

C

..."

B

"What did A say"?
lies,

B

he has

AND
WHY?

white feet".

A says he

has

black feet"

YES

The answer to this one will be given in next month's advertisement or in reply to your written query. But don't
give up, it's simple to solve as is our ability to solve your

SIR-

?e rte 9,1ad p

désign, fabricating, production and assembly problems.

,

especially if they involve design,' fabrication,
production or assembly of small metal and
laminated parts. Here at Franklin you will find engineers who know how to design for efficient
coordinated production and economical use of materials ... tool and die makers who have a background of wide experience and an enviable record for making the tools and dies right the first time
... facilities for compression molding of bakelite parts ... equipment for the manufacture of plastic
parts including laminations ... machinery for the fabrication of small metal parts ... hot tinning...
plating

... parkerizing ... Vacuum impregnation ... tropicalization ... Franklin

do the job from the raw product to the finished part

has the facilities to

and complete assembly.

Franklin coordinated engineering, design and production assures efficient operation at low competitive prices and quick certain deliveries. Bring your production problems to Franklin where their
solution is a routine matter.

T

Fitjf
-I

SOCKETS

TERMINAL STRIPS

1

PLUGS

MANUFACTURING CORP.
175 VARICK ST., NEW YORK 14, N.Y.
SWITCHES

PLASTIC FABRICATION

METAL STAMPINGS

March 1945
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C0iPIF0iIE#TS
No, we don't claim to be a "Jack of all trades"! Our
line is, and has been-for more than two decades-

radio components.
When Uncle Sam sounded the sos for highest -standard,
precision instruments in our specialized field we were
ready to turn them out, and ship them out, in mass quantities
to the far horizons of the war fronts of the world. This
job still claims our all-out attention.
`

But we will be in a strategic position when reconversion time
comes. For we shall return without undue effort or interruption
to the production of our original line of variable condensers,
tuning units, actuators and record changers. There'll be innovations
and improvements, of course-and new items, too, such as our

recently announced SPEAKER line-all obviously and logically
in our specialized realm of radio components.
We

O

-._.

still have capacity for urgent war assignments.

EVEL

NSTBUlllEli'
z

CORPORATION

ELECTRONICS

-
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MECHANICALLY STRONG
DIMENSIONALLY - ACCURATE

ELECTRICALLY- STABLE
EXACTING characteristics are
necessary for steatite bases used in the production
of electronic equipment. The bases illustrated, produced by the Stupakoff method of precision manufacture, minimize production losses due to breakage and misfits in rapid assembly lines. Carefully
selected, laboratory controlled materials reflect
proper electrical characteristics into your completed assemblies. The highly vitreous state to

which these bases are fired assures greater stability.

Stupakoff-manufacturers and developers of
thousands of ceramic type insulators-offers specific solutions to your insulation problems. Modern
production methods, trained personnel and com-

petent engineering give assurance of sound
ceramic service. Your inquiries will be given
immediate consideration.

STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING CO., TATROBE, PA.
"FOR GREAT
ACHIEVEMENT"

eelbeitiC4 det tde 29o1d ad awepteueied
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TERISTIC
$ING DIAGRAM
Receiver Tubes

rronsm.ner Tubes
Cathode Roy Tubes
V

STITUTION cN
Tubes

Condensers
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ANSFORMER DAT

ONDENSER DAT

DATA
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ELECTRONICS
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CODES;
U

1

A e'
Ords

The new ELECTRONIC ENGINEER'S REFERENCE MANUAL
now makes available to the practical
engineer all the essential up-to-theminute facts about electron tubes
and related parts. More than 900
types of Receiving, Transmitting,
Cathode -Ray and Photo Tubes are
described-with physical specifications, characteristics, typical operat-

March 1945

ing conditions, basing diagrams,
war -time substitution chart and other
data. All this and more in one handy
quick-reference book of 146 pages
that you can tuck in your pocket.
Note ring binding which makes the
pages lie flat when book is open.
Price $1.00. For copies write
National Union Radio Corporation,
Newark 2, New Jersey.
'T9
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G -E CAPACITORS
that conform to

AMERICAN
WAR STANDARD
Fixed paper -dielectric G -E capacitors that conform to American
War Standard proposed JAN C-25
(superseding C-75.16-1944) are
now available with characteristics
E and F, and with capacitance
tolerance of 10 per cent (K), in the
following case styles:
CP-50, -51, -52, -60, -62, -64, and
-70.

The CP-70 units are available
with B (solder lug) terminals, and
with D and E (pillar insulator)
terminals.
Removable mounting brackets of
either the footed type or the screw spade -lug type can be supplied for
mounting the CP-70 units.

Some of the fixed paper -dielectric G -E capacitors that conform to American

STANDARD RATINGS
CP-50, -51, AND -32

CHARACTERISTIC

Buy all the BONDS you can

-and

keep all you buy

Voltage

Single Section
.05 to 2.0
.05 to 1.0

600
1000

Triple Section*

Dual Section*
.05 to
.05 to

CP-60, -62, AND -64

.35 to .5
.35 to .25

1.0%"

.5

CHARACTERISTICS

E

AND

F

AND

F

Range of Capacitance Values in Mu f

Voltage
600
1000
1500

Single Section

*Dual Section

.05 to 1.0
.01 to .5

.05to.5
.01 to .25
.01 to .05

CP-70 (SINGLE SECTION)
Voltage
600
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
4000
5000
6000
7500
10000
12500

CHARACTERISTICS

E

Range of Capacitance Values in Mu f

Terminals
.25 to 10
.1 to 15
.1 to 15

E

Terminals

Terminals

D

.25 to 10
.1

to15

.1

to 15
to 15
to 12

.1
.1
.1
.1

to6

to
to
.1 to
1.0 to
.1 to
.5 to
.1

-

.1 to 6
.1 to

4
4

-

2

2
2
2

.1

to .5

.1

to.25

*Capacitance per section of dual and triple sect on units. Dual and triple section units have
capacitance tolerance of plus 20 per cent, minus 10 per cent (V).

GENERAL

minstaismittok

F

Range of Capacitance Values in Mu f

B

The service reliability of these
G -E capacitors is backed by more
than a quarter centilry's experience
in the manufacture of capacitors of
all types. For complete data, write
for Bulletin GEA -4357.

War Standard

ELECTRIC
March 1945
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Timely Highlights
on G -E Components
A

LOT OF

INSTRUMENT

in a little space
These thin, internal -pivot
panel instruments have high
torque, good damping, and a
lightweight moving element

that withstands vibration. They
respond rapidly and accurately.
the
They give you more instrument in less space, because
asseminternal -pivot construction makes the entire element
types. Ask for
bly 20 per cent thinner than outside -pivoted
details of the Type DW voltmeter or ammeter-milli,
micro, or radio frequency. Bulletin GEA -4064.

TO KEEP TABS ON TIME
For applications in which it is
desired to keep track of the total
operating time of electronic
tubes or other electric devices,
our Type KT time meters can
provide an accurate record-in
hours, tenths of hours, or
minutes. Powered by precise,
long-lived Telechron synchronous motors, these meters are available for panel or conduit
25
mounting, and in portable form..For use on 60-, 50-, or -

cycle circuits of 11 to 460 volts, to match the operating
-3299.
characteristics of various machines. Bulletin GEA

VOLUME -LEVEL INDICATION
via
vu standard
To standardize measurement of sound, and
make broadcast monitoring more effective,
these vu volume -level
indicators were developed to meet the rigid
electric, dynamic, and
mechanical specifications formulated by NBC, Columbia, and
Bell Telephone Laboratory engineers. This G -E instrument
zero
employs the vu, a new standard of measurement. The
and the vu
reference is one milliwatt in a load of 600 ohms,
unit is numerically equal to the number of decibels above
or below this reference level. Ask for Bulletin GEA -3145A.

Capacitors *Sensitive control and time -delay
relays Limit switches Motors, dynamotors,
Alnico
Motor -generator sets
amplidynes
Formex
magnets Small panel instrumens
magnet wire Radio transformers Switchettes
Selsyns Chokes also tubes, crystals, plastics
products, insulation materials, and many others
General Electric Company, SccB642-6,
Schenectady 5, N. Y.
Please send me
GEA -4357 (on fixed paper-dielectric
capacitors)
GEA -4064 (on small panel
instruments)
GEA -3299 (on time meters)
GEA -3145A (on volume -level
indicators)

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS

CITY

ELECTRONICS
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eben a laboratory
instrument goes
so war * *
-oil -impregnated,
t3se of mineral

hermet-

icallY.sealed, paper capacitors.

of certain caIncrease in voltage rating
greater factor of safety.
pacitors for

straps on capacitors
Addition of mounting
to breakage in transit.
subject
of high -voltage wire in high -voltage
Use
standard wire.
circuits in place of previous

tube clamps for tubes subject
Addition of
loose in transit.
te
on chassis assembly to
Addition of flange
strength against rough hanextra
provide
dling
bank supports to prevent
Addition of four
handling.
of banks during rough
mechanical refinements - betNumerous
elastic stop nuts, rolled bead
ter sockets,
tube shield, additional
en cathode-ray
brackets.
rectifier from Type lv
e of negative
Navy preferred Type 6X5GT/G

óp,tmY

to ArmYfrom ' 4 -watt neon tube
Gbangepreferred Type 991 voltage raga
tube for greater stability.
frequency range adjustment
intme base as factory
nclut
accurate time -base trepotts
eniometer
eterit, for
setting.
eie
Army
from Type 6F8G tubes to
preferred Type 6SN7GT, with im
-

levyved performance.

"composition resistors operated at less
rating; capacitors at
4000 of power
-

is

g09,ó of

voltage rating.

Du MONT type soss

OSCILLOGRAPH
Oui of the rigorous trials of military service there
emerges a better Type 208 DuMont Oscillograph.
Listed herewith are some of the mayor design changes
and refinements effected during the past two years and currently incorporated in the Type 208B. In every instance the
change or refinement has been incorporated in order to improve electrical or mechanical performance.
Thus an already popular oscillograph which has found
the widest usage in peace times becomes a better, more
rugged, and more dependable instrument under the trying
conditions of field service.

e

e Write for literature
® ALLEN

ALLEN

B. Du

MONT LABORATORIES, INC., PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY

B. DUMONT LABORATORIES.

INC.

CABLE ADDRESS: WESPEXLIN, NEW YORK

March 1945
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callite components are at work
in this pocket-size miracle
The Sonotone h ., ing aid, with its
midget air and bone i nduction ear
receiver, gives an acoustic output of

efficient tubes just about an inch
long.

100 decibels in a device so small it
fits into a vest pocket.

In these tubes, Callite fine molybdenum and tungsten grid and filament wires are specified by Sonotone
-Callite "moly" for its excellent

Designing 2 and 3 -tube amplifier
circuits with an associated microphone within such minute space involved the development of highly

working propetties and complete
freedom from oxidation Callite
thoriated tungsten wire for its rug-

-

ged strength, plus required electronic emission values.

For cooperation in designing and
applying metallurgical components, call on Callite. Our specialized knowledge and experience
may save you time and money.
Callite Tungsten Corporation, 544
Thirty-ninth St., Union City, N. J.

Branches: Chicago, Cleveland.

Hard glass leads, tungsten and maljbdenum wire, rod, and sheet, formed parts,
and other components for electronic tubes
and incandescent lamps.

í

FOR 25 YEARS PIONEERS IN TUNGSTEN METALLURGY
ELECTRONICS

-
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...SAFE FROM ITS PERFORMANCE SABOTEUR, FUNGI!
Fungi and mold, saboteurs of the tropics,
attack the many delicate parts of the fine,
factory -built precision performance you
build into communication and electrical
equipment. An insidious enemy, ever-present
at the moisture -laden tropical fighting fronts,
it interferes with the split-second timing
of mobile war's operations, where communications play such a vital part in victory.
Manufacturers of such equipment destined
for the Pacific and other tropical climates,
now safeguard their products by dipping

or brushing components as a post-assembly
procedure with Tropicalized Q-Max A-27
H.F. Lacquer. This anti -fungicidal lacquer
is so effective, that it not only prevents
infection of the surface by micro-organisms,
but actually provides a zone of inhibition
around the coated areas as well.
Write for complete details about this
factory -mixed fungicide -and -lacquer combination that comes in a convenient container-marked Tropicalized, for sure identification., on the Q -Max label.

PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC.
Q -MAX CHEMICAL DIVISION: 346 BERGEN AVENUE, JERSEY CITY 5, N. J.
Coaxial Transmission Lines & Fittings Sterling Switches Auto Dryaire
Tropicalized O-Max A-27 H. F. Lacquer
84

Antenna

&

Radiating Systems
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How to get UNIFORM Spring Performance
IS A safe bet that no two things haee
ever been made which were exactly
alike. how then is it possible to cslntain fran
two, two hundred, or two million springs a
performance in your product which is uniform? Well, it isn't possible except within
certain tolerance limits. The probability of
securing uniform performance is. however,
mathematically and actually increased by
the application of statistical methods in
quality control. By an application of such
methods, in use for years at the Hunter
Pressed Steel Company, it is possible to
check and control all of the various factors
which may influence the quality characterITT

STILL

AVAILABLE
Thousands of copies of the
Hunter Data Bock, an original work on spring design
and specifications, have been
requested by product designers and manufacturers.

Copies are still available
without charge if requested
on your letterhead.

SPRINRS-The chances that in any batch of springs (as those below) you will secure the performance
to establish
you require, are greatly increased by the application of statistical methods in quality control. In order
confidential.
still
are
of
which
details
inspection,
fast
of
methods
revolutionary
deviser.
control,
Hunter
quality
CONTROLLED

0111111111eiea

H

JEER

istics of the final product, to detect the
tendency of a job to run ont of control, and.
to make immediately the adjustments nec
essary to keep it in control. Statistical
control of quality increases the probability
of securing a greater number of okay springs
in any given quantity and therefore immeasurably increases your certainty of obtaining springs which will perform with a
greater degree of uniformity.
Statistical methods in quality control
are, you can be sure, here to stay. Hunter
has been a user of the science since 1932
as well as a contributor. Is there any reason
any longer to buy guesswork springs?

PRESSED STEEL COMPANY, LANSDA_E, PENNA.
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Ground -to -Air Navigation and CommunicaSystems and Airport Traffic Controls

RADIO RECEPTOR was one of the first ür the world to design, develop and pro-

Partial List
Installations:

RADIO RECEPTOR

Floyd Bennett Field-Brooklyn, N. Y.
LaGuardia Airport-New York, N. Y,

Washington National AirportWashington, D. C.
DuPont Airport-Wilmington, Del.
St. Joseph's

Airport-South

Bend, Ind.

duce radio ground equipment for the safety, comfort and efficiency of air
travel and transporoafon. Our specialized experiences have been extensively
employed in airports and air highways around the globe where RADIO RECEPTOR
ec$uiprnent is prefe-red for dependability, service, long life and ease of
maintenance.
RADIO RECEPTOR eng`reors do a complete job! Facilities for entire installa.

aaywhere, are afforded to municipalities and private air fields. Tropical
installations receive special attention. RADIO RECEPTOR service engineers make
peiadic check-ups, arc aeovide special emergency service, all over the United
States. We ore always giicd to cooperate with engineers, consultants and local
contractors in '-he construction and layout of any airport-large or small.

State of Pa. Range & Marker Beacons

Important Airports of Soviet Russia
U.S. Army Airports All Over the World

on complete airport traffic conand ground -to -air navigation and communications systems.

PlanNow1we are prepared to quote

Trans -Canada Airways

tra inctallatons

Write far sur free nor-techrsiraïm itue,i let, "HIGHWAYS

OF

THE

AIR", Address, Dept

E-3

Ixc.
RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY,
NEW YORK 11. N.Y.
2.51 WEST

tOlk STREET
SINCE
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creative
capacito
ar

a1

engineering.eersn
C D

TYPE

6K

MEDIUM

POWER

MICA

CAPACITOR

Ideal for high stability tuned circuits where constant capacity is required. A compensated unit which
can be made having any temperature
coefficient between the limits of
+.003% to -.005% per degree C.
(tolerance '.001% per degree C)
over a temperature range from
-40° C to +70° C, made in a wide
range of capacity and voltage ratings.

The name Corner-Dubilier on capacitors is more
than a 35 -year old symbol of dependability.
It stands for creative capacitor engineering-the technical ingenuity capable of designing and building
peak -efficiency capacitors for every application. C -D's
engineering ability acknowledged today, was already
recognized when Secretary of the Navy, Josephus
Daniels, wrote on March 8, 1919:
"Mr. Dubilier's improved condenser has been
of value in increasing the compactness
and reliability of radio transmitters."

William Dubilier, pioneer of modern capacitors,
set a high precedent for Cornell-Dubilier engineers.
Today, he works with them-counsels them with the
wisdom of a lifetime devoted to capacitor engineering. He has inspired them to further creative efforts.
The result: Basic innovations in capacitor design,
engineering and manufacture-such as the first seriesstack mica capacitor.

CORNELL»DUBILIER
Mfg. - PAPER

ELECTRONICS

-

.WCIAN.

We welcome the opportunity to demonstrate to you
our ability to design and build any type capacitor for
your needs. Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corporation,
South Plainfield, N. J. Other Plants: New Bedford,
Brookline, Worcester, Mass. and Providence, R. I.

.T,YnCS

March 1945
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In your plans to manufacture radios and similar electronic
equipment you must include Mica Trimmers of every type.
Therefore, this Trimmer Catalog will be of considerable help
tq you In it we have listed and clearly illustrated all the
standard types. Complete specifications are given for each
.type including Capacity curves and outline drawings showing
every essential dimension.
Every Design Engineer and Purchasing Agent should have
a copy of our Trimmer Catalog handy for ready reference.
When Civilian Production is again permissable we are
prepared to resume our position as the world's largest Mica
Trimmer manufacturer .and to continue to serve your needs
with R. F. and I. F. Coils and Transformers.

TRANSFORMERS

CHOKE COILS

1/TOM/il/C

R. F.

COILS

MANUFACTURING
COR POR ATION í
COMPLETE
9 0 0

ELECTRONIC

PASSAIC

ASSEMBLIES

A V E.

&

COMPONENT
EAST N W A
E

PARTS
R

K,

N. 1.

Formerly AUTOMATIC WINDING CO., INC,
March 1945
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AMERICA WANTS COMPETITION
Only American Initiative Can Preserve It in World Trade
AMERICANS generally agree upon what constitutes
a desirable pattern of international economic relationships. We want an expanding world trade, with
minimum recourse to government -imposed trade barriers
and discriminatory trading arrangements, and offering
ample scope for competitive private enterprise. Because
they are necessary to such trade, we want also stability
of exchange rates, and national currencies that are mutually convertible at least for the settlement of current
accounts. We want, too, arrangements to facilitate long -

terra capital loans with security to the lender and advantage to the borrower.
Few other nations subscribe to these aims with enthusiastic conviction. Some reject them flatly as impractical under the conditions likely to prevail during the
postwar period, or achievable only at prohibitive cost to
their domestic economies.
Unless, therefore, we can formulate a practical and
comprehensive program to carry out our aims, and convince other nations that we will take a sustained and responsible part in making it effective, the international
trade of the world surely will be conducted under a system of exchange controls, bilateral agreements, cartel
bargains, import quotas, and direct government purchasing arrangements that are the very antithesis of the competitive system that we favor.
To agree upon a concrete American program, and to
convince other nations that it is to their advantage as
well as ours to accept it, is a major task of economic
statesmanship. It entails reversing a trend which has
persisted since World War I, and which has been intensified during the depression years of the nineteen -thirties
and by the exigencies of World War II.
Clearly, that is not a task to be assumed lightly. We can
hope to be successful only if (1) we have a deep conviction that what we seek is fundamentally important to the
American interest, and (2) if we will take pains to understand why other nations fear that such a program may
jeopardize their interests, and then make whatever accommodations may be necessary to resolve their doubts.
An expansive foreign trade policy has been advocated
so vigorously and repeatedly in America recently that
The Economist (of London) comments wryly upon what
it terms the ironic circumstance that "the acceptance of
the principles of free trade by the more literate (American) public should come at a time when the doctrines in
their simplest nineteenth-century form have been pretty
generally emasculated in fact and repudiated in principle
by the rest of the world".
ir

ú

ir

Why are we opposed to managed world trade, and for
competitive world trade?
First, we are against rigged and managed international markets because we know that successful partici-

pation necessitates a comparable degree of control over
the domestic economy as well. There is little debate of
this fact, and those nations which accept a managed external trade as a necessary protective measure are generally willing to pay the price in internal regimentation. We are not. For us to do that would be as alien to
our genius as it is repugnant to our conviction.
Second, we believe that the United States will be able
to compete successfully in world markets, even though
we have, and intend to maintain, wage scales far higher
than those of the nations whose competition we must
meet.

There is impressive evidence to substantiate the soundness of this conviction:
1. Wage scales, of themselves, do not determine the

competitive position. They are meaningful only

when translated into labor costs, by dividing wage
rates by units produced. A recent War Production
Board study shows that in manufacturing industries
generally, during the period immediately before the
present war, production per man kour in the United
States exceeded that in the United Kingdom, Germany and Soviet Russia by a ratio of more than
2% to 1, and that of Japan by more than 4 to 1.
When comparison is made with available wage data,
it appears that our labor costs are generally on a competitive plane.
2. Perhaps the best evidence of our ability to compete in export markets is the record of our demonstrated capacity to do so in the past. During the entire
period between World Wars I and II, the United
States consistently commanded a greater share of
the world's export trade than any other nation,
although the United Kingdom took a larger percentage
of world imports.
3. We have been particularly successful in world
trade competition in the export of machinery, vehicles,
a variety of manufactured specialties, and certain
agricultural products. Except in the last-named field,
there is every evidence that we enjoy genuine competitive advantage over other nations, and this advantage will have been increased rather than diminished
by developments during the Second World War. It is
noteworthy that the goods in which we have been
able to compete most successfully have generally been
the products of our high wage industries rather than
those in which low wages have prevailed.
Yi
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It is clear that, on a price basis, we shall be able to
compete successfully in postwar markets in numerous
lines. It is equally clear that such an opportunity is by
no means of negligible importance to our own economy
as a whole. During the years in which the censuses
were taken between 1909 and 1939, our exports amounted

to from 7 to 16 per cent of our entire production of movable
goods. In the year 1938 our exports in each of the
following lines accounted for more than 10 per cent of
total domestic production of the particular product.
(The figures in parenthesis are the percentages of total

production exported.)

CRUDE MATERIALS: Phosphate rock (51.5), cotton (30.5), tobacco (29.4).
FOODSTUFFS AND BEVERAGES: Linseed (49.4),
dried fruits (36.2), canned sardines (29.4), rice (21.0),
fresh pears (15.9), canned salmon (13.8), canned asparagus '(13.2), canned fruits (13.0), wheat (12.2),
lard (11.7).
SEMI -MANUFACTURES AND FINISHED MANUFACTURES: Refined copper (53.1), paraffin wax
(46.3), gum turpentine (42.6), carbon black (40.8),
gum rosin (38.0), borax (35.9), crude sulphur (35.6),
aircraft and parts (26.8), office appliances (22.3),
carbons and electrodes (21.8), printing and bookbinding machinery (18.2), agricultural implements and
machinery (17.0), biologic pharmaceuticals (15.3), industrial machinery (14.4), dental instruments and
supplies (14.3), automobiles (14.1), benzol (13.3), goat
and kid upper leather (12.8), refined lead (12.0), radio
apparatus (11.8), caustic soda (11.4), refined mineral
oils (10.6).
It is of major concern to alI engaged in these lines of
activity and in many others that foreign markets be not
closed to us. It is particularly to our interest to have
export outlets for our war -expanded capital goods and
equipment industries. Since we undertook an important
percentage of such expansion in order to furnish munitions to our Allies, it is reasonable to ask their cooperation in cushioning what inevitably must be a drastic
readjustment here. The case is strengthened by the fact
that the postwar world will desperately need the equipment items that we, alone, can supply.
But our demonstrated ability to compete on a price
basis will not, of itself, assure us of foreign market outlets.
Transportation costs, quality of product, marketing skill,
technical and repair service-all are basically important.
Still more important are non-discriminatory open markets and the command of dollar exchange by prospective
purchasers. Our export potentials will surely be cramped
in a world organized on the basis of bilateral deals and
exchange controls. The availability of dollar exchange
must depend upon the level of American imports and
the volume of American capital loans.
*
How are we to explain the skepticism of other nations
toward an order which to us seems so clearly to represent
not only our interest but the long-range interest of the
world as well?
Soviet Russia, of course, is committed to conducting
its external trade through its central government. But
what of the United Kingdom? Why are there so many
British voices that counsel the abandonment of what has
been Britain's traditional position for more than a century? If we can understand that, we shall understand
the dissent from our position of most nations whose
economic positions have weakened and whose fiscal problems have multiplied during the two World Wars and
the ill-starred period between them.
Essentially, their case is this:

Partly, they were forced into managed external trade
policies by the Axis self-sufficiency programs, adopted
in preparation for aggressive war. That can be corrected
only by crushing the Axis, and by establishing a world
security system that will make self-sufficiency a less
compelling need.
But primarily, the reluctance of peaceably inclined
nations to forego restrictive controls over postwar foreign
trade stems from a deep-seated fear that is even more
difficult to resolve. They fear, on the basis of past experience, that their efforts to meet payment balances
arising from normal foreign trade would force a deflation
of their internal economies, affecting prices, credit, wages,
and finally employment. Faced with the choice, as they
see it, between making adjustments in foreign trade or
in their domestic economies, they lean toward the former
as, at worst, the lesser of two evils.
Since the kind of world trade system we seek is dependent upon international arrangements to assure reasonable stability of exchange rates between national
currencies, we are challenged to find a formula that both
will provide this and at the same time allay what other
nations believe are legitimate fears with respect to their
domestic economies.
But at least two major steps toward resolving such
doubts can be taken upon our own initiative without
recourse to the intricate process of international negotiation.
One is the rational overhauling of our tariff system,
to provide other nations with increased opportunity to
export to us. We can, and should, do this in a way that
avoids undue cost to any segment of our economy.
The other, and probably the greatest contribution we
can make toward winning a reluctant world to our point
of view, will be to offer ample and convincing evidence
that we are ready and able to provide a high level of
employment in the United States. If we can do that, the
rest of the world will wish to expose itself to our influence rather than to insulate against it, since prosperity
here is the greatest single contributing factor to worldwide prosperity.
Balance of payment problems are minimized in a
world of thriving trade. Britain would have little reason
to resort to exchange controls if the total of postwar
world imports and exports reaches an 80 billion dollar
level. She may well be in a desperate plight if it should
revert to the 1935 level of 40 billions.
The United States wants a world in which private
enterprise and competition play a major role. To obtain
such a world will require a wiser, more understanding
and firmer world leadership than this nation, or perhaps
any nation, ever has exerted heretofore.

President, McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.

TELEVISION ISIIERE!

Eimac 10007 tab'. i,
an amplifier stage of
W6XAO aremsmi.ter,
Hollywooa

At Don Lee Hollywood...Staflon KTSL
using EIMAC TUBES since 1938

Julia Lee Wright. noted Home Economics
Director of "The Family Circle" magazine
being interviewed, and telecast revealing
tricks of her trade.

Two young comedians, Robert Sweeny and

Hal March, currently on transcontinental
radio show, give a preview of their talents
for television broadcast ever W6XAO.

Write for your copy of Electronic
Telesis-a 64 page booklet fuly illustrated-coverirg the fundamentals of
Electronics and many of its impor ant
applications. In éayman's language.

Work on television station W6XAO
(Commercial station KTSL) began in
November 1930; and thirteen months
later, Dec. 23, 1931, it was on the air
on the ultra high frequencies, the first
present day television to operate on
schedule. Today the station occupies

elaborate copper sheathed studios
which stand 1700 feet above Hollywood with an antenna on a 300 -foot
tower.
The program log shows almost every
type of presentation. Highest in interest and achievement are the, remote
pick-ups and special event broadcasts
made simultaneously or recorded on
film for release later. Studio presentations, especially those directed to war
activities, have become a duration standard.
Under the direction of Harry R.
Lubcke, television station KTSL will

be in daily schedule immediately after
the war. Mr. Lubcke says: "We have
been using Eimac tubes in our television transmitter since about 1938 ...
We have found them good and reliable
performers...their design is such that a
favorable ratio of power output to tube
and circuit capacitance is obtained...
we look forward to using new Eimac
tubes which may be forthcoming."
Here again is a statement from a
leader in the field, which offers clear

evidence that Eimac tubes are first
choice of leading electronic engineers
throughout the world.
Follow the leaders to

EITELMcCULLOUGH, Inc. 991 San Moteo Avenue, San Bruno, Calif.
Plants located at: San Bruno, California and Salt Lake City, Utah
Export Agents: Frazer & Hansen, 301 Clay St., San Francisco 11, Calif., U. S. A.
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Make the Brains of
Your Electronic Products a

Mallory Circuit Selector Switch

NOTHING makes a product more saleable than ease of operation. And nothing will make
your electrical or electronic circuits operate more easily
more dependably
over
a longer lifetime
than a Mallory Circuit Selector Switch.

...

...

...

These switches, rotary types capable of handling an almost infinite number of circuits as well
as both single and multiple push button switches, have special advantages for use in export
products. They can be fully "tropicalized" to withstand extreme humidity and high temperatures and to prevent the growth of fungus. For aircraft use or export to frigid climates, special
lubricants assure efficient operation in sub -zero temperatures.
Other advantages include:

Better moisture -proofing for insulating sections.
Improved impregnation to assure high leakage resistance.
New materials and platings for longer life.
All electrical contacts with self-wiping silver surfaces.
!"Hill
-and -valley" indexing of rotary switches for smooth,
positive action.
selection of standard Mallory switches is available from
your nearby Mallory Distributor. Ask him for a free copy of
the Mallory catalog, or write us today. We'll gladly help with
circuit problems where the right switch may make your
design "click."
A large

P. R.

Some Switch
Applications
AM -FM or Television

Equipment
Laboratory Equipment
Test Equipment
Industrial Electronic .
Equipment
Electronic Control Devices
Medical or Dental Equipment
Household Electrical
Appliances

MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
P.R.MALLORY a

CO. Inc

MALLORY
Industrial and Electronic Swite
March 1945
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ELECTRONICS....REITH HENNEY....Edi tor _MARCH, 1945

CROSS

TALK

...

Before the present war, it was beCULTURE
lieved rather widely that the Germans led the world
in scientific endeavor. Whatever the truth, there is no
doubt that German text books were translated into
all the languages of Europe and in this manner transmitted German culture and German ideals to all the
people of that war-torn land. Even if the national
spirit of the individual peoples into whose schools
these texts found their way appeared in the translations, the' illustrations were German and showed German apparatus. Laboratory equipment-microscopes,
electrical instruments, research tools of all kinds-was
invariably German.
At the end of the present conflict, it is extremely
doubtful if Belgians, French, Scandinavians and other
freed nations will wish to perpetuate this situation.
Universities wrecked by the Nazis will hardly be
reequipped with Nazi instruments-provided other
apparatus is available. America has an incredibly
important opportunity in this circumstance. Not
only must the hated culture be removed from schools
and scientific laboratories, but it must be replaced by
one founded on more democratic ideals. Manufacturers
of measuring equipment, upon which any scientific
course of study is founded, must be prepared to engage
in international distribution to a vastly greater extent
that heretofore. Publishers of text books should
have arrangements whereby American books are
translated into the languages of Europe. The immediate value in terms of business is not the only one
that will accrue by such preparedness; it is the longterm benefits that will be most important.

...

IRE
After many years of "living around," first
here, then there, the Institute of Radio Engineers is
embarking on a campaign for funds from its members
and from its friends in industry. The funds are to
be used in purchasing a suitable headquarters in New
York City and for maintaining those headquarters.
ELECTRONICS

-

This "once in a lifetime" campaign merits the support of every individual, every group which has a
stake in the future of electronics.
Since the IRE has maintained its headquarters staff
in the McGraw-Hill building for many years, opportunity has been provided for the staff of ELECTRONICS
to get acquainted with the IRE staff and to know the
difficulties under which that staff works. Cramped
into quarters much too small for the volume of work
to be done, the situation at present is critical. The
time is ripe for a move. This time the move should
be into a building owned by the Institute itself.
Since 1940 the membership of IRE has doubled; the
volume of work connected with the mere job of keeping track of members so that they receive the Proceedings regularly cannot be conceived by anyone not
experienced in the publishing business. In addition,
the correspondence with Sections and with the many
important committees is heavy and is growing.
Providing proper space and equipment and manpower for headquarters functions, however, is not the
only reason which should impel members and industry
to generously back this campaign.
No American enterprise owes more to engineering
than does electronics; and if the engineer is to assume
his rightful place in this vast new industry, he must
be backed by a strong professional society. Proper
housing is a most important step in the development
of that society.

...

The "blue" book report of the FCC giving
FCC
the proposed allocation of frequencies from 25,000 kc
to 30,000 Mc provides most stimulating reading. Regardless of how individuals may feel about specific
allocations, the overall effect of reading the report is
respect for the handling of such a tremendous job
with such foresight and courage. This report, with
subsequent modifications, will be a guidebook to the
future of radio communication.

March 1945
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The

FCC

Allocation Plan

An appraisal of the technical and economic significance of the proposal. New and
expanded services in the 25 to 30,000-Mc region present many opportunities for electronic
industry expansion, in industrial as well as in communications applications

the FCC on proposed allocations from 25 Mc
to 30,000 Mc, issued January 16th,
is in many ways a unique document
in the history of governmental regulation. It is unique because it is
strictly an engineering report. Nowhere in evidence is the government -vs-industry attitude which
has often characterized such reports in recent years.
The report indicates that the
electronic industry is not only expected but freely invited to produce
goods required to make the allocation plan a reality, and to sell it to
waiting consumers without fear of
a sudden change of rules. The
rules are set up to protect the consumer of goods and services.
The details of the proposed allocations are shown in the accompanying chart and table. The chart
compares the FCC proposals with
the recommendations made by
Panel 2 of the Radio Technical
Planning Board and the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee at the Allocations Hearing held
last October (ELECTRONICS, December 1944, page 92). Generally speaking, the FCC has followed the
RTPB and IRAC recommendations.
The table serves as an index to the
type of service, the number of channels, and channel widths, which
cannot be shown in detail on the
THE REPORT of

chart.
F -M

Shifted to 84-102 Mc

The outstanding difference between the RTPB-IRAC recommendations and the FCC proposals is
the position in the spectrum of f -m
broadcasting. The FCC proposes to
allot 90 f-m channels in the region
84 to 102 Mc, rather than in the 40
to 60-Mc region suggested at the
hearings. There is little quarrel
with the proposed number of chan-

nels (RTPB had recommended 75
channels, IRAC 60). But the shift
in frequency obsoletes all present
f -m equipment, which includes 46
licensed stations, 7 stations operating under construction permits and
some 100,000 to 500,000 receivers,
the precise number of receivers in
use being a controversial question.
Applications for 248 additional station licenses, on file before the Commission in October and based on the
old allocation, must be withdrawn,
recomputed and resubmitted as
soon as the FCC action becomes
final.
This is a serious matter to the
owners of equipment. The FCC justifies the change by citing evidence

presented at the hearing, particularly that offered by Dr. K. A. Norton, a propagation specialist formerly on the Commission staff and
now on leave to the War Department. Dr. Norton reported that
long-distance interference, partticularly from skywaves reflected
from the E and F. layers of the
ionosphere, is much more prevalent
than had been realized when the
original allocation of 42-50 Mc was
made. He based this statement on
measurements performed by the
Interservice Radio Propagation
Laboratory at the Bureau Standards, operated for the Army and
Navy, as well as on measurements
collected, as a military measure,
from many other parts of the
world. Dr. Norton's data had to do
mainly with F. reflections. Computations based on IRPL measurements indicate that in years of
sun -spot maxima a station on 44
Mc would receive interference some
1800 hours per year from a similar
station 2500 miles away. L. P.
Wheeler of the Commission staff
also offered measurements showing
that sporadic -E interference in

Georgia, received from the Paxton,
Mass. 44.3 Mc, 50 -kw f -m station,
had caused interference át the 50
µv/m contour 12 percent of the time
in July 1944. The FCC points out
that neither of these .reports was
available to RTPB and IRAC before they made their recommendations. The Commission stated that
other interference effects, notably,
the burst type of interference associated with meteorite tracks, and
multi -path distortion, were not adjudged serious by the witnesses at
the hearings and had been discounted in determining the position of the f-m band.
The industry is by no means convinced that the interference in the
40 to 60 -Mc band is as serious as
Drs. Norton and Wheeler believe it
to be. At all events, the principal
economic objection to the change
was that facing the broadcasters.
The public investment in receivers,
mostly combination units, would
have to be largely abandoned in
any event as a result of enlargement of the band beyond its present limits, which all agree is needed.
The 90 channels assigned to f-m
are divided three ways: 20 channels (84-88 Mc) reserved for noncommercial edicational stations;
50 channels open to present holders
of commercial f-m or standard
broadcast station licenses, as well
as existing applicants and 20 channels reserved for issue to other applicants who may not be in a position to join the mad scramble immediately after the new frequencies become effective but who
should not be permanently ruled
off the boards on that account.
The bandwidth is maintained at
the value set down by Major E. H.
Armstrong in his original work,
200 kc. The reasoning of the Commission follows Armstrong's very
March 1945
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ALLOCATIONS vs. .RTPB-IRAC
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government and non -government,
wherever needed, provided that the
television service can be protected
from interference. It was pointed
out that low-power transmitters
with low antennas may readily operate in the alternate channels between television assignments in any
one city, and generally throughout
rural regions.
Questioned concerning the interference effects on the 40-80 Mc
channels (those which caused the
f -m move), Commissioner Jett said
the interference would be less
serious to television because of the
higher field -strengths required to
give adequate service. He also
stated that these channels were not
the permanent home of television,
in all probability, and would there 93

fore have to suffer the interference
as a temporary measure. F -M, on
the other hand, was being put into
a permanent home once and for all,
and hence must be protected.
The largest ether space, expressed as a percentage of the
center frequency, in the entire spectrum is that offered to television
for future experimentation. This
band comprises 440 Mc, from 480
to 920 Mc. This region, the Commission made plain, is looked upon
as the eventual final home of television, with wideband channels,
higher definition, color, etc. No
bandwidth is specified, but the industry is urged to make full use of
the band at the earliest opportunity to develop a new service. The
widest band suggested (20 Mc, by
Panel 6 of RTPB) would permit
some 22 separate allocations. This
is believed to be adequate for a national allocation, when and as the
new service comes into being as a
fully tested and economically feasible system.
The ticklish question of how to
avoid obsoleting equipment, when
the time for the new system arrives, was mentioned by Commissioner Jett at the press conference.
Speaking for himself only and unofficially, he said that he believed
that stations on the present channels would continue to operate
alongside the improved service until the public had no further use for
them. This point of view, however
unofficial, was very heartening to
the television group, who believe
that the public must have some assurance of continuing utility on
present frequencies before largescale buying of television receivers
begins.
All Aviation Requests Granted
One of the few services to receive all the space requested was

aviation. The Commission, noting
that post-war aviation is expected
to expand far beyond pre-war levels
and that radio is a prime necessity
in high -density air traffic, proposes
to allocate some 2140 Mc in 14
bands to this service. The allocations very closely follow the recommendations of RTPB and IRAC.
The space from 108 to 132 Mc is
divided into four bands, for instrument approach localizers, v -h -f radio ranges, airport traffic control

and

air -ground communications.

An additional band at 225-400 Mc
is reserved for air -ground and another at 1550-1650 Mc for experimental air -ground work.
By far the largest assignment
goes for air navigation aids. In addition to the localizers and ranges

previously mentioned, bands are
allocated for this purpose at 170180 Mc and 420-450 Mc, 450-460,
508-524 (the latter to make way for
experimental television as soon as
possible), 960-1125, 1450-1550, 23002500 and 2800-3900 Mc. It is no
secret that these large bands of
space are, at least in part, reserved
for navigational devices now employed by the Army .and Navy,
many of which will be made available for commercial operation, possibly before the end of the war.
Mobile and Fixed Services

The large blocks of space marked
MF in the chart are assigned to
mobile and fixed services, that is,
communication between mobile
units (cars, trucks, trains, etc.) and
fixed stations of the same system.
The four most important blocks of
space so assigned are (1) 30-44 Mc,
(2) shared service on certain of
the commercial television channels
(54-78 and 192-216 Mc), (3) 156162 Mc, and (4) the majority of the
space above 1500 Mc. The table
shows the approximate breakdown
of this space assignment to specific
mobile -fixed services (police, fire
service, forestry, public utilities,
provisional, geophysics, motion picture, railroad, general mobile). The
channel widths are 40 kc in the
30-44 Mc region, and 60 kc in the
156-162 Mc region. Channels are
shared among several services as a
general rule. An exclusive band is
allotted to police service, between
152 and 156 Mc.
The majority of these services

are already established and are expected to continue, in expanded
form, after the war. But two categories are new insofar as FCC regulations are concerned, the railroad
radio service and the general mobile service. Special hearings on
railroad radio had been held by the
Commission previous to the allocation hearings. At these hearings it
was established that carrier-current communication (pick-up in
the induction field between rails and

nearby telegraph wires) in use by
railroads for some time, does not
provide a complete answer to the
problems, especially in regions
where wire lines are impractical,
and in freight yards and terminals.
The most important use of the proposed v -h -f service is the so-called
end -to -end radio, by which the conductor of a freight, in the caboose,
can keep in constant touch with the
engineer, warning him of impending trouble. Train -to -train communication is also envisaged, and
contact with fixed stations would be
available to report wrecks from remote localities. For this service,
shared service with commercial
television will be permissible in
many parts of the country. Twenty
such channels are set up in the television bands for terminal systems.
Thirty-three adjacent channels, 60
Mc wide, are assigned for end -to end, train -to -train and station -train
service in the 156-162 Mc band.
Bands above 1900 Mc open to general mobile -fixed service will also
be available for further experimentation on railroad radio equipment.
The general mobile service is intended primarily as an aid to the
dispatching of buses, trucks and
taxicabs, and for emergency service in reporting accidents from locations where telephone service is
not available. Common carrier telephone service to buses and taxicabs
is also planned. The FCC allocation
sets up two categories; urban mobile and land stations in the 156162 Mc band, and highway mobile
and land stations in the 30-44 Mc
band.
Amateur and Citizen's Services

The amateurs lose none of their
present space above 25 Mc and gain
six new bands above 400 Mc. The
10 -meter band stays as is; the 5 meter band is shifted to 50-54 Mc ;
the 2k -meter band is shifted to
144-148 Mc; the 1I -meter band is
shifted to 220-225 Mc, and the 400401 band is shifted to 420-450. Five
other bands, ending at 21,000-22,000 Mc, are set up. The latter frequency corresponds to 1.5 centimeters, a wavelength which before
the war was considered the upper
limit of the radio spectrum. The
fact that the amateurs are to be encouraged to play with such microwaves is some indication of what
March 1945
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has happened, meantime, behind
the closed doors of war research.
A new service, somewhat akin to
the amateur service, is the citizens
radio communication service on
460-470 Mc. Transmitter and operator licenses will be available for
this service merely upon presenting
evidence of knowledge of the communications law. No technical
knowledge will be required. The
band is intended particularly for
walkie-talkie low -power point-topoint and mobile service, and for
use by the general public for any
purpose except the carrying of toll
messages for hire. In addition to
the many short -haul uses in rural
districts (tractor -to -farm, farm-to farm communication) the service
will also be available for doctor's
calling service and similar professional activity. It may be used, in
fact, for industrial and control purposes, such as the opening of garage doors by a gadget carried in
the car. No bandwidth is specified,
and since simple equipment is proposed, the frequency stability is not
expected to be of a high order.

PROPOSED ALLOCATIONS, BY SERVICES
Number
of
Channel
70

-

88-102

200 kc

Modulation

Type of Service
Provisional
(Petroleum)

Frequency

20

84-88

200 kc

Modulation
(Educational)
Television
(Commercial)

12

6 Mc

44-50; 54-84,
180-216
480-920

Television
(Experimental)

27
10

Geophysics
(Motion Picture)
(Relay Press)
Facsimile

(Commercial)

22
4

1225-1325

Aviation

70

25-28
30-40
156-162

40 kc
60 kc

25-28
156-162

Any FM 200

470-480

Facsimile

*Railroad

*General Mobile
(Taxicabs, etc.)

Aviation

20

33

Aviation
(Air-Ground)

50

122-132

200 kc

*Citizens Radio
Communication

(Walkie-talkie)
*Rural Telephone

Aviation

1550-1650

(Experimental)

Aviation
(Navigation Aids)

170-180;
420-460;
508-524;
960-1125;
1450-1550;
2300-2500;
2700-3900

*Rural Telephone
(Experimental)

47

40 kc
60 lac

60 kc

156-162
44-50,
54-78,
192-216

40 kc
40 kc
60 kc

30-40
42-44

30-40
156-162

33
27

40 kc
60 kc

30-40
156-162

Coastal Ship

15

40 kc

60 kc

25-44
156-162

Relay Broadcast

5

10

40 kc

25-44

4

40 kc
60 kc

30-40
156-162

Special Emergency

6

44-50, 54-78,
192-216

40.98

1225-1325;
1900-2300;
3900-4550;
5750-7050,
10,500-13,000
16,000-18,000
26,000-30,000

44-50, 54-78,
192-216;
940-960;
1900-2300;
3900-4550,
5750-7050;.
10,500-13,000;
16,000-18,000;
26,000-30,000

Services

40 kc
60 kc

56-1 62

460-470

0.05% 13.66, 27.32,

Fixed Public

20

15

1

1900-2300;
1900-4550;
5750-7050;
10,500-13,000,
16,000-18,000;
26,000-30,000

Systems

33
7

22
4

(Utilities)
Transit Utilities

-

940-960

Polion
(Exp. Facsimile)

Electric, Gas,
Water, Steam

30-44
152-156

-

*Industrial,
Medical
(Scientific)

28-30; 50-54;
144-148;
Relay
220-225;
420-450;
1125-1225;
2500-2700;
5200-5750;
10,000-10,500,
21,000-22,000

Amateur

12
12
7

118-122

200 kc

(Traffic Control)

Forestry

84-102

kc

Channel

(simplex)

108-118

200 kc

(Instrument
Landing and
Radio Ranges)

Fire Service

(Mc)

40 kc
40 kc
60 kc

20

Police

Location
in Spectrum

(Experimental)

Television
(Relay)

* New

Number
of
Channel
Channels Width

9

(Commercial)

Facsimile broadcasting will be
permitted on any of the f -m channels, by station licensees, but not

ELECTRONICS

(Mc)

Channels Width

Type of Service
Frequency

Other Services

simultaneously with sound programs. The restriction to simplex
operation, rather than the multiplex operation urged by Major
Armstrong, may be removed when
the technical feasibility of simultaneous transmission is demonstrated. The band from 470 to 480
Mc is reserved for experimental,
facsimile broadcasting from which
may develop a commercial service.
Facsimile will not be permitted in
the television channels.
Three assignments are set up
for the use of scientific, industrial
and medical oscillators, not used for
communication but capable of causing interference, at 13.66, 27.32
and 40.98 Mc. The bands allotted
are only plus or minus 0.05 percent
of the center frequency. This implies crystal control of the oscillators and hence does not provide
relief from the wandering type of
a -c modulated diathermy interference. However, the setting up of
these bands is a constructive step
which will provide for many cases,
particularly those in scientific and

Location
in Spectrum

40 kc
60 kc
40 kc
60 kc

30-44
156-162

25-28
156-162

Studio -Transmitter

940-960
192-216

Development

920-960

Broadcast

class of service

industrial

establishments

where

economic factors permit crystal
control.
The use of v -h -f and u -h -f radio
for relaying signals of all types
(telegraph, telephone, facsimile,
television, etc.) in circumstances
where wirelines are impractical, is
provided in the assignment of
shared facilities in the mobile and
fixed bands, as follows: 1225-1325,
1900-2300, 3900-4550, 5750-7050,

Mcirch 1945

10,500-13,000, 16,000-18,000, and
26,000-30,000 Mc. The initial assignments for relaying in these
bands will be on an experimental
basis, to be followed by regular operation as the need and technical
feasibility is proved. Television relaying will also be permitted on the
192-216 Mc and 480-920 Mc bands
until these frequencies are needed,
in a given area, for broadcast service-D.G.F.
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Square -Loop
F-M ANTENNA

Built around the top of an a-m tower used by WJBO rather than on a flagpole extension,
the 44.5 -Mc radiator at WBRL added little weight and wind resistance. Theory, details
of construction, and tuning procedures are described
HE SIX -LAYER square -loop antenna now in use at f -m station WBRL, Baton Rouge, Louisiana is of considerable interest because of its high gain, because it is
supported by one of the towers of
a -m station WJBO and, particularly, because it is built around the
top of the tower rather than on an
extension.
Where, as in this instance, the
height of an existing tower is comparable with that of suitably -located tall buildings or natural terrain, it is of obvious advantage to

stations contemplating f -m
service to utilize the tower for both
services. First of all, there is an
important saving in installation
cost because there is no need to buy
property, rent building -space or
erect a supporting structure. Second, there is usually a saving in
operating and maintenance cost
since both transmitters may generally be located in the same building and operated by the same operator.
There are also some disadvantages to placing an f -m antenna on
a -m

an a -m tower and these should be

recognized

and fully considered.
is some inconvenience to maintenance and operation
in that work on either the a -m or
f -m antenna will be dependent upon
the program schedule of the other.
Second, in the case of insulated
towers provision must be made for
bringing the feed line for the f -m
antenna around the base insulators.
For low -power transmitters this is
not too difficult. For higher powers
it involves fairly substantial coupling equipment.

First of all, there

1-The three -tower directive system
at a -m station WJBO in Baton Rouge. A
six -layer square -loop f -m antenna was
mounted around the top of the center
tower for station WBRL
FIG.

2-The

six-layer square -loop f -m anstation WBRL. Taken from the
ground, this picture showing the antenna
500 ft up was retouched to more clearly
show the position of the radiators

FIG.

tenna
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that the radiation is approximately

Quorter wove

phasing stubs

(a)
.e

r

L

(b)

equal in all directions.
On the other hand, at any point
normal (vertical) to the loop (e
or f in Fig. 6) the distance to the
two oppositely placed radiating
elements 1 and 3 is the same. The
voltages from these arrive out of
phase and thereby cancel each
other. The same is true of the voltages from elements 2 and 4. Thus
the radiation upward from the
square -loop type antenna is theoretically zero. The net result is
higher signal along the horizontal,
where it is wanted, and ne signal
vertically, where it is of no use
Because the square -loop type antenna has, in effect, twice as many
radiating elements as the turnstile,
it has a somewhat higher gain -per
layer than the turnstile. Moreover,
because the mutual impedance between layers is relatively low, spat
ings of one-half wavelength are
practical. As a result, gain -per
height, which is the true criterion
in an antenna of this kind (where
weight and upsetting movement
are the limiting factors) , is greater
than for the circular antenna. Comparative gains are shown in Fig. '7.
-

(e)

-

FIG. 5-When the radiators of a square loop ore bent out into a straight line for
study they look like (a) and the currents

are ln phase- The voltages (b) are also
in phase. But when the radiators are
formed Into a square (c) the voltages on
opposite radiators are oppositely phased

Fig. 5. it will be noted in Fig. 5(a)
that the currents are in phase in
all four radiators, this result being
accomplished by placing quarterwave phasing stubs between each
pair of radiators. The voltages in
the four radiators are also in
phase when these radiators are arranged in line, as in Fig. 5(b).
However, when they are bent
around into a square, as in Fig.
5(c), the voltages in oppositely
placed radiators are 180 deg out of
phase.
The resulting field-pattern can
be visualized by noting the space
relation of these radiators in Fig.
6. A.t point a, which is in the horizontal plane of the loops, the voltages -riving from radiating elements ] and 3 will be in phase
(since element 3 is a half -wave further away) and hence will be additive. The same is true at point c.
Elements 2 slid 4 similarly radiate
in phase to points b and d. At other
points in the same horizontal plane
there will be voltages from all four
radiating elements. These will be
out of phase in an amount determined by the angle, but they add
up to a final signal component such

How It Is Fed

An antenna of this type care be
fed in several ways. The simplest
is to tap off, with an open -wire balanced line, from one of the stubs it
a point which will reflect an impedance to match the line. In order to
insure a balance of currents arounr
the läop it is better to feed ai; two
points as shown in Fig. 8(ah lr.
the case of an f-m broadcast. an-

tenna mounted on a tower it becomes more convenient and practe
cal to feed the array with concer--tric lines (oppositely phased ae,
shown in Fig. 8(b).
The feed arrangement for a single layer, as actually used a;
WBRL, is shown diagramaticall
in Fig. 8(b). Points on two diametrically opposed stubs are fed
power through short lengths of
concentric lines which are tappet
on to two branch lines which rut
up through the full length of the
array. The points where these
short lines are connected to the'
stubs are chosen to reflect; an impedance of 12 ohms to the line. The
length of these short lines is such

that they are electrically

a

quarter

-

wave long. Thus ,frotta the relation
Z = VZ,Z2 = 70 ohms) each of
these lines looks like 420 ohms at

the point where it joins the branch
lines. Since there are two such
short lines coming in to the branch
lines at each level, the impedance
reflected on the branch lines is 21)
ohms per layer.
Six layers are spaced one hait
wave apart. The overall connections are shown in Fig. 9. Sine.each line looks into 210 ohms per
layer, and the layers are effectivety
in parallel, the total reflected impedance may be considered as 210/6
or 35 ohms. At the bottom of the
array, one line is connected to a
main junction box by a quarter
wave line and the other by a three
quarter -wave line. The extra half
wavelength in the second provides
the required 180 -deg phasing. Each
tine looks like 140 ohms te the
-function point and (since they are
fed in parallel) like 70 ohms total
to the main feed line which runs
from this point down the tower to
the transmitter.
--

--

-

Construction and Mounting

The mechanical design of an an-'e-nna of the square -loop type is

6-The field voltages from oppo
sitely-placed radiators are additive ut
points in the horizontal plane of the loop.
(a,b,c,d), but cancel at points in the 4er
tical plane (e,f), thereby providing 3e
sizable gain in the horizontal direction
11G.

0

2

3

Heigh+ in Halt-

Wa,ee-a'-

FIG. 7-Comparative gains of the squa.e000, turnstile and circular antenna, plot
ed against height in half-wwelenglb:,
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The proper point for shorting
the diagonals (in order to provide
the correct length of matching
stub) was found to be 23 in. out
from the center of the tower. At
this point, therefore, a heavy brass
strap connects the diagonals together and also ties to the feed
lines in order to provide a support
for the latter. The inner conductors of the two lines are tied to the
two diagonals at a point some 15
in. further out.

adiot--

to)

1

1

6g.

,2n

Tuning
70-J2 ,ones

2,012

one
.eon

q uorte,ono

(b)

8-Feeding power to two stubs (a) provides a more
even current distribution. Concentric feed lines (b) are
more practical for tower installations, and were used to
feed power to the six layers of the WBRL f-m antenna
FIG.

FIG. 9-Connections of
branch lines, with re-

flected impedance
each junction

at

quite a problem. Fortunately, the
inner ends of the quarter-wave
stubs are at ground potential and
hence the loop can be supported
without the use of insulators by
simply continuing these stubs inward to the tower. Even so, the
supporting pieces must carry the
weight of the radiating elements
which are attached to their outer
ends like outriggers. Thus they
must be stronger, for instance, than
the elements of a turnstile antenna
which need support only their own
weight. At the same time, they
must be light in weight if the advantages are to be retained.
After a number of tests, it was
decided to make the diagonals of
1i -in. lightweight steel tubing as
shown in Fig. 10. The radiators
themselves were cut from i -in.
thin -wall steel conduit. The advantage in using copper would have
been very small. Moreover, the use
of steel allowed all joints to be
welded, thereby adding strength
and rigidity to the assembly. Each
radiator was welded to two diagonals, an operation which could be
performed on the ground. In addition, for each of the six layers a
welded criss-cross of tubing was
made up for center support. This
was made of heavier tubing having
an inside diameter of Li in. so that
the ends of the diagonals would fit

In erecting the array, one of the
welded criss-crosses was first
mounted on angle irons (omitted
from the drawing) attached to the
tower at each layer level. Then the
triangular sections, each consisting of a radiator and two diagonals,
were hoisted and the ends of the
diagonals slid into the openings of
the criss-cross piece. The diagonals were then clamped to the tower
and the lines were raised into place.
The construction of the feed lines
also involved some interesting
problems. Although only 1 kw was
installed, provision was made in the
design for possible later increase to
3 kw. Hard -drawn i -in. concentric
line was used throughout. This
size line is large enough so that it
will not flash over even if pressure
is lost. Insofar as the short feeder lengths were concerned, these were
simply filled with dry air and sealed
off at each end, thereby reducing
the number of end seals to be made
gas -tight from some seventy-five
to less than ten. A photograph of
the feed line arrangement at each
level is shown in Fig. 11. Since the
short feed lines had to be a quarter wave long, while they tap on the
stubs at a point less than that out
from the tower, it. was necessary
to put elbows in them, as can be
seen. Also, one pair had to be
crossed over to maintain proper

in snugly.

phasing.
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Tuning an f -m array of this type
is a matter of dimensioning. The
first step is to determine the proper
lengths of the radiating elements
and their supports; the second, to
locate the proper points for connecting the feed lines; and the
third, to calculate or otherwise determine the proper length of the
feed -line section. All of these steps
must be taken before the antenna
is mounted in its fixed position on
the tower.
Lacking adequate information on
velocity of propagation, effect of
end seals, etc., it is almost necessary to determine final dimensions
by cut -and -try methods. At WBRL
doing this was made easier by the
fact that the tower on which it was
proposed to mount the array was
being moved anyway and this fortuitous circumstance made it possible to borrow the top 25 -ft section for a few days. This section
was set up on the ground and used
in making tests not only of the
proper dimensions of the radiating system but also of the best
means of mounting the system on
the tower.
Three layers of the ultimate antenna were erected on the 25 -ft
section. Most tests were made on
the center square-loop in order to
approximate, as nearly as possible,
the conditions of final operation.
A small crystal-controlled power
source capable of providing about
10 watts at the operating frequency of 44.5 Mc was used in making the tests. The first operation
was to feed power into a phasing
stub and determine (by checking
the standing waves along the adjacent radiators) the proper length
to cut the radiating elements. This
length was found to be 10 ft, 6
inches. The length of the diagonal
99
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supports (7 ft, 5 in.) could then
be determined. Using this information, the radiating elements for
the three layers were constructed
and mounted on the tower section.
Shorting bars were placed equidistant on all four phasing-stubs of
each layer. Feeding power to the
center layer, the position of these
shorting bars was varied simultaneously until a check of standing waves indicated the proper positions. These positions are such
that the bars are 23 in. out from
the center of the tower.
The next step was to determine
the correct feed -points on the stubs.
This was done by making use of
the slotted-line method of measuring impedance. A piece of concentric line something over a wavelength long was used to feed power
to the center layer of the array.
This line had holes in the outer
conductor at 3 -in. intervals,
through which a vacuum -tube voltmeter probe could be inserted. By
this means, the standing-wave
ratio on the line could be determined. A ratio of six -to-one indicated the desired impedance termination. The position of the feed

than a physical
quarter wave, not only because of
the velocity constant of the lines,
but also because the end seals add
lumped capacitance which further
reduces this length. As a result it
siderably less

FIG. 11-Closeup showing the feeder arrangement required at each level. These
lines are set up on the ground, hence the
supporting element does not appear in

the photograph

points was, therefore, varied until
such a ratio was obtained.
The point arrived at by this procedure, 15 in. out from the shorting bar, was assumed to be the correct feed point and a set of lines to
fit this condition was then designed
As mentioned
and constructed.
previously, the short lines had to
have an elbow in them in order to
obtain the desired electrical length.
Incidentally, it should be noted
that the physical length of these
lines (to make them act like quarter -wave electrical lines) is con-

is desirable to determine the proper length by experiment. This
can easily be done (remembering
that a true quarter -wave shorted
at the far end reflects an infinite
impedance at the near end) by

starting with a length something
over a quarter-wave, cutting off a
half -inch at a time until the section, when shorted at the far end,
presents a maximum impedance to
a source of power at the near end.
By this means it was determined
that an overall length of 47 in. was
correct for the WBRL short lines.
After the proper dimensions of
the radiating and feed lines had
been determined in this way, all
pieces were cut and the system
erected at the top of the 500 -ft.
tower. No further adjustments
were attempted, on the assumption that any small improvements
that might be made when working
under such difficult conditions
would not justify the effort.

/0'6"
Main concentric
' feeder lines

/BO°out of phase

Standard-,

Junction
boxes

Clamps

'This copper strap acts
as a shorting -bar for

stub and support for
feeder /Ines

1011" between loyers
/.a

steel airplane -

tubing

i2

thin- walled conduit

Welded corners

FIG. 10-Mounting arrangement at each layer. The diagonals which support the radiating elements, and whose outer ends form the matching stubs, are inserted into a welded
center -piece and then clamped to the tower. R -F feeders are shown
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FIG. 1-Work-rotating and quenching arrangement used for hardening gear
teeth. High -frequency power is obtained from the Lepel spark -gap converter
unit in the background. The work coil is water-cooled, and has flattened turns

2-Heating and quenching arrangement for
hardening the bearing surfaces of a crankshaft.
An air -core transformer feeds the work coil
FIG.

INDUCTION HARDENING
Rotation of work eliminates surface irregularities caused by the coil pattern when heating
steel rapidly by induction heating for shallow case hardening

FOR HARDENING APPLICATIONS

by

induction heating, the work is
generally placed within a load coil.
The clearance between the work
and coil is made small (about ?s
inch clearance) for shallow case
hardening. If the case depth is not
too critical (above 24 inch), a spacing of to As inch is satisfactory.
With small clearances between the
work and a load coil having one or
two turns, the heat can be concentrated on a narrow portion of the
part which moves through the coil
at a given rate of speed. Through
high concentration of power on
such a small area, a hardening case
of 0.007 inch can easily be obtained
on diameters of inch with 30 kw
input from the line and at a frequency of 350 kc.
Such rapid and continuous heating and quenching results in very
little distortion and there is practically no scale formation on the
From a paper presented at the Conference on Induction and Dielectric Heating,
Chicago, 1945.
ELECTRONICS
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By OTTO WEITMANN
Research Department
Lepel High Frequency Labs., Inc.
New York City

part. Shafts of any length can be
hardened by this progressive
method. The shaft must, however,
rotate at a slow speed while passing through the heating coil to
eliminate any irregularities in surface hardness due to cold spots produced by the coil turn pattern. A
similar rotating procedure is followed in the heat treating of gears,
illustrated in Fig. 1.
On parts where it is impractical
to slip a coil over the surface, an
arrangement like that shown in
Fig. 2 is used. The part is slowly
rotated against a semi -circular
work coil, and quickly quenched as
soon as it has reached the desired
temperature. The quench ring is
shown in both illustrations. The
heating cycle and the quenching

cycle are automatically controlled
by a timer to assure uniform results on all parts treated.
Tunable and highly flexible spark
gap converters for induction heating have been in constant use in
industry for over 17 years. Many
have operated continuously for over
20 hours daily.

Their low maintenance cost is
due primarily to improved spark
gap and circuit designs. These
units operate at unity power factor
and are provided with a power
control switch which permits a
step-by-step power output reduction of 83 percent. Normally-loaded
heating coils having one turn, with
inside diameter as large as 48
inches or as small as it inch, can be
connected to the converter output
leads without requiring any auxiliary equipment or expense for reconversion. Starting is instantaneous and water consumption is low
(2 gallons per minute). Power and
water are used only while the converter is in actual operation.
101
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Direct -Reading
Color Densitometer
Nine-stage multiplier phototube increases sensitivity of commercial black -and -white
densitometer sufficiently for accurate measurements of modern color film at three different
wavelengths, permitting accurate checking of product quality in film manufacture
In a sense, this expression is incomplete because it does not specify
the spectral character of the radiation nor the sensitivity of the receiver.
Fortunately,
ordinary
black-and -white films (silver images) are reasonably non-selective
in their spectral absorption, so that
in most circumstances once an in-

Color densitometer in use, with multiplier phototube head raised to permit placing
film in position over light -source aperture. The five knobs are zero adjustment
controls. Power pack for amplifier tube is at right, behind meter

density measurement on ordinary blackand white photographic silver images has been met by the use of
reasonably straightforward optical and electronic designs. However, the sensitometric evaluation
of modern reversible color film requires an enormous increase in instrument sensitivity because the
density of the samples must be
measured at each of three wavelengths for spectral density values
THE PROBLEM of

up to 3.0.
By using a photomultiplier tube
in conjunction with a simple log-

arithmic circuit, an instrument
having the desired sensitivity was
designed and built for routine
laboratory use on all films. Before .describing the final design,
some of the problems encountered

in designing reliable densitometers
will be considered.
Optical Density

In sound engineering, the decibel
unit of measurement than the voltage or current
ratio. For similar physiological
reasons optical density is more
useful in photographic practice
than transmission or opacity. Over
a remarkably wide -range of values,
the human eye discriminates equal
changes in log B where B is the
brightness of the area examined
(Fechner's Law) . Therefore, in
optics it is customary to express
the light -absorbing properties of
films in terms of density D = log
1/T, where T is the transmission.
A density of 2.0 thus corresponds
to a transmission of 1/100.

strument is properly calibrated it
will give readings which have a
broad application to ordinary photographic problems. All specimens
of modern color film, on the other
hand, are distinctly selective in
their spectral absorption. Even
areas which appear gray (colorless) to the eye are not neutral
(non -selective with respect to spectral absorption), as can be seen
from Fig. 1. The curve of integral
density shows the effective density
of all three layers of the film together as a function of wavelength.
The other curves show the spectral
absorption characteristics of the
individual layers of which the film
is composed, Y being yellow (dense
in the blue, transparent in the

is a more useful
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FIG. 1-Density-wavelength relations for a
typical multi -layer emulsion of gray sample
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green end red), M being magenta
(dense in the green, transparent in
the blue and red) and C being cyan
(dense in the red, transparent Ir.
the blue and green).
The sample depicted in this
graph appears gray to the eye and
represents the closest approach to
a non -selective specimen of which
the color process involved is capable
at that general density level.
Asalysis of Color Film

Many problems associated with.

the manufacture and use of color
film rnak.e it necessary to determine
the density contribution of each individual layer of a given specimen,
since the color of every elemental
area of the film is determined by
the densities of these three dye layers. For instance, in production
control of the film itself, it is essential to know, quantitatively, the
density contributed by each layer
for specimens which have been exposed and processed according t,3
specific standards.
71 is evident that if spectrally
pure density readings are made at
440, 540 and 680 millimicrons, the
relative amounts of the three dye:'
present in the specimen can be estimated. There will obviously be
some error, small for the magenta
and : a n dyes and significant an.
_.

Interior yew

color densitometer, showing 700 -volt Minimax batiery pack
for dynodes and anode of multiplier phototube

of

problem will reveal that it is essential to use nearly pure monochromatic light in making the measurements. With ordinary -black and
white densitometers
unfiltered
tight (from al incandescent lamp)
is used and the total energy incident on the specimen may be a
thousandfold. greater than that in eider' on it when all but a narrow
wavelength band of radiation is

the yellow dye evaluathe instrument is call :rated ti read integral spectral
:hese three waveiensities
engths, the extent of departure
from gray- for practical sen.si:.umetrie :specimens will ordinarily
L3ermit the uidi:vidual dye densities
the Lase
:ion, but

),I:

of

be measured directly with reat'mable 1c uracy.
+nrther :onsideration of the
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FIG. 3-Schematic diagram of black -and -white densitometer
shown in Fig. 2, uei,,g ordinary phototube and amplifier tube
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eliminated from the system. Therefore in the analysis of color film
the sensitivity of the instrument
must be greatly increased to compensate for the radiation absorbed
by the isolation filters.
Uniform -Scale Black -and -White
Densitometers

Of the direct -reading densitometers commercially available;
and giving an indication of the
density of the specimen immediately upon the insertion of the
sample in the photometric beam,
one which had been previously de-

veloped by Ansco' seemed capable
of adaption for use in measuring

From Richardson's equation,
Russell- and others have shown
that the relationship between log
grid current and grid voltage (or

plate current)

is theoretically
linear. Since D = log 1/T, this circuit arrangement permits the design of an instrument whose scale
is linear in terms of density. In
practice, however, it has been
found necessary to use a specific
plate load resistance in order to
maintain linearity of scale reading
with respect to density at high grid
currents (above 5µa) and an extremely high grid resistor (1000
megohms) to maintain linearity at
low grid current values (0.08 µa

Electron multiplier phototube

0-1 ma

-l-

Rect

output meter

tAmplifier

r

Mercury
switch

-i

o

BF5

J

700 -volt battery pack

these instruments was equipped
with a motion picture projection
lamp (250 watt), a double -lens condenser, a heat -absorbing element
and color filters. Without changing
the electronic circuit, it was possible to measure the color densities of specimens over the same
0-3 density range with this system.
However, the requirements for
spectral purity are far more severe
with integral tri -pack color film
than when nearly neutral specimens are to be evaluated. The integral density curve in Fig. 1
shows that even the most nearly
neutral specimens of color film have
characteristic absorption bands.
An attempt to compensate for
the absorption of monochromatic
color filters by increasing the intensity of the light source to the
point that would still excite the
phototube failed. It would have
been possible to use such a system
for the green and blue spectral
regions in which the S-4 photo surface is quite sensitive but in
the red region this photo -surface
has negligible relative sensitivity
and the necessary phototube response at 660 millimicrons could
not be obtained.
Method of Improving Sensitivity

FIG. 4-Schematic diagram of densitometer as modified for evaluation of modern
reversible color film

color densities with adequate spectral purity. This instruiment is a
reasonably compact unit possessing good stabilitl and a uniform
density scale over ,the entire density range of i0-31 Its operation
may be understood by referring to
Fig. 2 and 3. Light from a 15-cp
auto lamp is condensed by an
aspheric lens on an aperture (not
shown) over which the sample is
located. Light transmitted by the
sample is absorbed by the surface
of a type 929 phototube. The photo tube is connected in series with
the grid of the 6F5 triode so that
the grid current is common with
the phototube current for all except extremely low current values.
A rugged 1 -ma d -c meter having a
long (8k -inch) scale, indicates the
densities of the sample directly
and is calibrated in 0.02 density

per division.

and less). Although the plate load
resistor is effective at all density
levels the grid bias is ineffective at
grid current values corresponding
to specimen densities lower than 2.
The grid bias serves to buck out
slight gas current and residual
current from other causes which
would otherwise result in too low
an effective photo -current amplification in the high -density range.
A small constant -voltage transformer serves to stabilize the voltages applied to the lamp, triode and
phototube. Under proper conditions an accuracy of - 0.01 may
be obtained over the whole density
range.
Use

of Simple Densitometer for Color
Analysis

In connection with an investigation of the spectral characteristics
of photographic wedges' one of

For obvious reasons, it is impracticable to obtain increased
sensitivity by amplifying the output voltage developed across the
6F5 load resistor. Improved sensitivity in this type of circuit must
be developed in the photoelement
if the desirable features of the original instrument are to be retained. The substitution of a
photo -multiplier tube for the
simple phototube was considered,
but at first no satisfactory way
could be found to couple it to the
grid circuit of the 6F5. The 6F5
cannot be operated successfully at
grid currents much above 20 µa
and the grid impedance corresponding to 0.02 µa (this value represents the grid current which results when a density of 3 is measured and the maximum or zero density grid current is 20 µa) is of
the order of 1000 megohms.
Polarity relationships demand
that the multiplier and its power
pack be connected directly to the
grid and that its anode be tied to
the 6F5 cathode. Consequently, the
March 1945-ELECTRONICS
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far better than necessary. The current drain for all
dynode stages is negligible in comparison with the load for which
the batteries were designed. The
life is therefore the same as the
shelf life and in practice the batteries can be used for up to two
years without replacement.
The 6F5, normally located in the
measuring arm, was remounted in
the interior of the instrument
case and the regular power supply
was remounted behind the instrument. No difficulty had previously
been experienced with oscillation
in the production of the commercial
model of the instrument. However,
in this adaption a definite tendency to oscillate exists at density
readings above 2.1 where the grid to -cathode impedance becomes extremely high. This was suppressed
by using a 0.01-µf capacitor between grid and ground. Although
desirable from the standpoint of
oscillation, a larger capacitor
would have made readings sluggish
at high densities.
The dark current of many commercial multiplier tubes is prohibitively high for use in the present instrument. Fortunately, there
is a large individual variation and
some tubes have been found with
dark currents as low as 0.002 µa at
70 v per stage and room temperais, of course,

3.0

R
R

F3

s

LO

500

CuCi2

600

Wavelength

700

in Millimicrons_

FIG. 5-Density-wavelength relations for
the filter combinations used in the color

densitometer

entire power pack has to be insulated with respect to ground, to
an impedance value of the order of
1000 megohms. This is entirely
out of the question for conventional
methods of coupling. Furthermore,
in mensuration circuits of this sort
the stability demanded of the multiplier -tube power supply is excessive and the power supply circuits
recommended in the literature for
use with multiplier tubes would be
relatively cumbersome in comparison with the remainder, of the
instrument.
In giving special attention to
the requirements for a power supply of unusual stability, it became
apparent that the recently developed miniature dry batteries intended for portable radio use form
an ideal solution to this problem.
Nominally, they yield 67h volts per
battery, and actually 71 volts when
new. Other characteristics render
them suitable from the standpoint
of physical size, long life and ease
of shielding.
Ten Minimax batteries were used
in series, one for each dynode and
one for the anode, as shown in Fig.
4. Operating at 70 volts per stage
the multiplier tube gave an increase
in sensitivity of about 20,000 over
the simple phototube. The pack
measured 4 x 5 x 7 inches and was
supported on polystyrene cones for
insulation inside a shielded wooden
box. In order to minimize leakage
the multiplier tube leads are guided
by a single polystyrene bushing at
the base of the measuring arm.
Connections to the multiplier tube
were soldered to avoid the leakage
associated with a tube socket.
The stability of the battery pack
ELECTRON ICS
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ture. A dark current in excess of
0.005 µa cannot be tolerated because the dark current is inherently unstable and a variation of
20 percent of the total dark current
would introduce inaccuracies in
the higher density readings if the
absolute value of dark currents
were larger than about 0.005 µa.
A similar tube -to-tube variation
exists with respect to the relative
red -to -blue sensitivity of the photo surface. Since a tube of the highest
possible red sensitivity is required,
tubes are selected for this characteristic as well as for low dark
current.

- fApPrture

Optical System

In order to obtain the spectrally
pure radiation necessary for valid
measurements, relatively dense
gelatin filters were used in three
special combinations. Wratten filters 36, 2A and 38A isolated the
blue and Wratten 62 and 16 the
green. A Wratten 70 and 16 filter
combination used in conjunction
with a 2 -percent solution of CuCI, 1
cm thick isolated the red radiation.
The spectral quality of these combinations is shown in Fig. 5.
In Fig. 6 is a pictorial diagram
of the optical system. It will be
seen that the CuCl2 filter is permanently interposed in the light beam.
Since this filter has practically zero
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used in the color
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density to green and blue radiation it has no significant effect upon
the spectral character of the radiation in these portions of the spectrum. However, in the course of
using the instrument it was discovered that the solution became
more dense during normal heating
of the instrument as a whole. The
insertion of a Jena BG 17 glass
heat -absorbing filter on the source
side of the CuCIZ filter largely
eliminated this difficulty with heat
from the lamp.
When the different color filter
combinations are interposed the intensity of the light source must be
changed in order to maintain the
same zero density reading. A tap
switch, electrically and mechanically coupled to individual potentiometers and the filter disc, enabled the operator to set the potentiometers at the proper values
and, thereafter, leave them undisturbed in spite of different color
filter measurements.
Calibration

Commercial phototubes -having
different kinds of photo-surfaces,
even though they may both be of
the vacuum type, in general have
markedly different relative illumination vs photocurrent relationships (non-linear). This is true,
even at extremely low flux (and
current) levels and when all of the
special precautions advised by the
manufacturer are carefully followed. Since this effect is very
pronounced when phototubes of
the S-2 and S-4 types are compared,
the possibility of using both types
(one where high green and blue
sensitivity is required and the
other for the red) is eliminated unless two scales are provided and
circuit complications are introduced.

Fortunately, however, it was discovered that when only a single
photosurf ace (at least of the S-4
type) was involved the same relative illumination vs photo -current
relationship existed for monochromatic radiation, even at widely
separated wavelengths, when compared at identical levels of photo current. This circumstance made
it possible to use a single scale for
all three color density readings.
The scale was calibrated to agree
with a standardized silver wedge

of known spectral density charac-

teristics.
In the finished instrument, the
on -off switch controls the power supply both for the 6F5 tube and the
optical system. After three or four
minutes warm-up the instrument is
ready for use. Compared with the
simpler black-and -white densitometer it is inherently somewhat
less stable and there is a greater
tendency to drift. However, it enables the operator to analyze the
dye densities of large numbers of
specimens quickly and reliably. In
spite of its greater complexity it is
still far simpler to use and much
more sensitive than conventional
colorimeters and spectrophotometers which would otherwise have
to be used for these measurements.
High -Density Measurements

When the filter disc is oriented
that the beam is not intercepted
by any filter, black-and -white densities can be measured directly. Due
to the extremely high sensitivity of
the multiplier tube the meter can
be made to read zero when a density of 3.0 is interposed, by simply
readjusting the intensity of the
light source. Under these circumstances, the instrument will read
densities between 3.0 and 6.0; the
operator simply adds 3.0 to the
scale reading. This general procedure can be extended to the point
where a density of 7.3 reads 3.0
on the output meter scale. To prevent accidental overload of the
multiplier tube when reading high
densities, a momentary-close pushbutton switch is inserted in the
high-density
potentiometer
as
shown in Fig. 7.
Because of the high sensitivity
of the multiplier tube to room
light, when the measuring arm is
lifted there is danger of overloading the 6F5 grid. Therefore, a mercury switch was mounted in the
base of the arm to open the multiplier anode -to-ground circuit whenever the arm is raised.
so

Other Applications

In many respects the problem of
measuring color reflection densities
is similar to that of measuring
color transmission densities. A reflection head has been made which
can be secured to the measuring
arm when desired. It accommo-

dates a miniature lamp, light from
which strikes the reflection specimen at an angle of 45 degrees. The
vertical component of the reflected
beam is received by the photomultiplier cathodes. Color filters are
placed immediately in front of the
multiplier tube. In this way the
instrument has been used as a direct -reading reflection color densitometer in routine analysis of
reflection color print materials.
The combination of a logarithmic response and extremely high
sensitivity makes the instrument
useful for other purposes than
those already mentioned. For example, it has been used to record
automatically the decay characteristics of phosphorescent substances.
The fact that a 1 -ma output meter
is used in the basic instrument together with a 25,000 -ohm plate load
resistance made it unnecessary to
alter the circuit to obtain these
graphs. A standard model 1 -ma
Esterline-Angus ink recorder was
substituted for the regular output
meter and the curves were plotted
directly.
Another example where the characteristics of the circuit are of
considerable advantage is in microdensitometry for such purposes as
the analysis of x-ray diffraction
patterns and line spectrograms.
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Engineering Aspects of
TELEVISION PROGRAMMING
Up to thirty fixed -position television cameras per studio, all under finger-tip control of the
program director at a compact control-room console, are considered essential to provide
the frequent viewpoint changes to which moviegoers have become accustomed

By VIRGINIA M. BRADLEY
Formerly daaistant to Program Manager
Television Station W3XE
Philco Radio k Television Corp.
Philadelphia, Pa.

often expressed,
those who have seen a
large number of experimental telecasts, that successful commercialization requires more improvement
in television programs than in picture quality. On first consideration
it may seem that program production problems are the exclusive
province of program directors.
Such a viewpoint is contrary to
good practice in other fields, where
analysis of purpose and process are
a part of the design engineer's job.
It is difficult for design engineers to apply thoroughly the principle of performance analysis to
telecasting equipment; such analysis would require a knowledge of
the complex, specialized field of programming. Pioneering program
directors, on tile other hand, are
proceeding justifiably by trial and
error methods. They are forging a
new technique by borrowing from
older arts-journalism, advertising, painting, broadcasting, motion
picture production, and 3000 years'
experience in theater arts. These
men are artists struggling with
equipment
elaborate
technical
necessary for televising the sub-

I.

`t

HE OPINION is

ject material they create.
A specialist in engineering can
rarely become a specialist in programming as well, but the design
engineer must find working answers to two basic questions: What
subject material is interesting
when televised? What equipment
is needed for the most effective and
inexpensive handling of material?
ELECTRONICS
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This Westinghouse installation of large banks of fluorescent lamps and reflector

spotlights provides illumination flexibility which would supplement the camera
flexibility considered essential by the author

Future television programs fall
into two main groups: (1) Live
programs telecast as presented in
a studio or by remote pickup; (2)
canned programs recorded on still
or motion picture film. The table
on the following page indicates the
general types of programs available
for television use in each of these
groups.
Audiences Expect Changing Viewpoints

Regardless of subject or origination point, television equipment
must take into account the psychology of sight and man's seeing habits. In life the human eye is shifting from particular to particular in
endless movement. This eye movement pattern is so strong it is extremely difficult for man to gaze
steadily at one spot without blink-

ing, for prolonged periods of time.
In a telecast the camera becomes
the viewer's eye. Its picture -frame
limits what he will see. Therefore,
if the receiving screen is to hold
his continuous attention, the camera must supply the movements
which his eye cannot make. It
can do so by (1) moving toward or
away from the subject, (2) by following a moving subject, and (3)
by changing the viewpoint.
The first two alterations can be
made while the viewer is watching
the picture. The last requires the
use of a second camera whose picture must be framed, focused, and
checked by a director before it can
be broadcast to the viewer. Studio
experience has shown that at least
a minute and a half is needed to do
this, and it must be done while the
107
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TYPES OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS
CANNED SUBJECT MATERIAL

LIVE SUBJECT MATERIAL

Special Effects Studio Origination

Studio Origination

Remote Origination

NEWS:

NEWS:

Commentators

Accidents

more informal approach, with
Television permits
maps, sketches, diagrams and pictures being used as
visual aids. Viewers, however, do not want to see
the commentator discuss the news-they want to
visualize what he speaks aiiciut.

Fires

Inaugurations
Fairs

Parades

Conventions
Political Meetings
Legislatures
Civil Courts
Faithfully trans-

poliicians.

SPORTS:

Archery
Baseball
Basketball

Horse Racing
Horse Shows

Football

Golf

Tennis

Ice Skating

Wrestling

Crew Racing

SPORTS:
Ping-Pong

Billiards
Wrestling
Boxing

Lacrosse

Polo
Skeet Shooting
Ski Jumping
Swimming

Bowling
Boxing

NEWS PHOTOS:
Picture articles, with commentary similar
to popular pictorial magazines
Recorded local news can be presented for workers
about dinner time, but regular newsreels and documentary films should come later in evening.

"Town Hall" Meetings
Brings inaccessible scenes to viewers.
mits personality of local and national

NEWSREELS:
Daily local news, by silent Film with
commentary
Newsreel reports, in "March of Time"
manner

HockeyWinter $

P Orts

High in viewer interest. No longer confined to small.
brilliantly lighted spaces (sensitivity of camera pick-up
tubes has been greatly increased as result of war -

Card games
Sports commentators can employ visual aids. Television can give even greater enjoyment than on -thespot viewing of many indoor as well as outdoor sports.
Thus, in televising a card game with a multi -camera
set-up, cards and facial expressions of each player in
turn can be shown as play progresses around the table.

SPORT FILMS:
Newsreels of sporting events too distant
for remote pickup
Films of complete events, taken for tele casting at a more convenient or de sirable later time
Documentaries of sport subjects, showing
prowess and_ techniques of famous
athletes
Films of this nature can serve satisfactorily until such
time as great national television networks are available.

sponsored research).

PERSONALITY PROGRAMS:

PERSONALITY PROGRAMS:

DRAMATIC PROGRAMS:

Personality Note: Televising pretty girls is a pro gramming must. They will be employed as announcers
and For purely decorative effect

Interviews
Special human -interest features

Roving Television Interviewer
Interviews at special events
"People are Funny" types of programs

MOTION

DRAMATIC PROGRAMS:

Opera
Operettas

Opera
Operetta

Mono -dramas

Plays

Plays

Puppets
Spontaneous Drama

Variety shows
Vaudeville
Mono -dramas
Televising theatre bills by remote pickup takes the
viewer where he would like to be, and brings dramatic
events he might not otherwise enjoy. Drama produced
especially for television will have its own special
technique.

DANCING:

Vaudeville

cartoons
Note: Marionettes are well suited for television,
and provide a complete adult theatre requiring only
Puppets, controlled by hand manipua small space.
lotion rather than strings, have identical advantages
and are especially good for commercials.

DANCING:
Ballet

Night clubs

Chorus dancing

Interpretive
Folk dancing
Dance pantomimes

Dancing, with its visual appeal, makes excellent. elevision material.

Special Concert Artists

Marionettes

Spontaneous drama, popular in the theatre of the 16th
and 17th centuries, involves impromptu dialog with
audience
prearranged plot outlines, and has unusual
holding Power.

Ballet

MUSIC:
Opera
Operetta

PICTURES:

Full-length feature pictures, shorts and

MUSIC:
Musical

MUSIC:
visual

Mood music, employing visual com-

music having added visual attractions should be
televised. Pictures, scores. commentators, and closeups of performing artists can be shown.

Need not be elaborate. Can be edited from film
libraries or still pictures at which the viewer need
glance only occasionally.

programs,
program notes

employing

mentary

Only

LECTURES:

Any subject-travel,

LECTURES:

University lectures
"Town Hall" series

DEMONSTRATIONS:
Department stores
Universities, on scientific subjects

art, science

All

lectures should be supplemented with still or
motion pictures, diagrams, models, etc. Informal
armchair approach can be used. Sketches can be
drawn while speaking.

DEMONSTRATIONS:

Any

art, craft or hobby
demonstration

capable

of

Many commercials will be in this form.

EXHIBITS:
Commercial shows
Department store displays
Museums
Commercials here can well permit window-shopping
Remote pickups are almost essential for
at home.
showing heavy merchandise like furniture and autos.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS:
University classes
Public school classes

EXHIBITS:
Fashion shows

Collector's exhibits
A well-informed announcer

is

required

as

r -aster of

ceremonies, to explain items.

EDUCATICNAL PROGRAMS:,
Broadly' speaking, all informational programs might be considered educational. True educational programs,
however, would contain subject matter arranged for instruction only. Such programs would employ the techniques of illustrated lectures, demonstrations; exhibits, and all the devices of visual education.
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viewer is watching another picture.
Both in the motion picture and
television the maximum duration
of a viewpoint, without loss of
viewer attention, is about one minute. Actually audiences are conditioned by current film practice
where the average length of a shot
is 10 to 15 seconds, and hence they
expect another viewpoint before a
minute has passed. Because a second camera cannot be prepared in
this time interval, at least three
cameras are essential.
Even a three -camera system is
limited. Although any combination
of two alternating viewpoints can
be shown while a third is being set
up, the pattern of changing these
viewpoints must be continually repeated. An example of a three camera sequence would be 1, 2, 1, 2
until 3 is set up, then 3, 2, 3, 2 until 1 is again ready, and so forth.
This pattern is too monotonous to
be satisfying.
Using a greater number of cameras, say from 4 to 8, offers more
variety, but it also adds to studio

confusion, increasing the margin
for error, since each camera requires one to two operators.
Need For Visual Rhythm

Aside from these limitations and
hazards, there is a still greater
weakness of the system. Audiences
are conditioned not only by the rapidly changing viewpoint as now
used in the film, but by the rhythm
created thereby. Although this
rhythm is so subtle it escapes the
viewer's notice, it nevertheless has
a powerful emotional effect upon
him similar to the rhythms in
music or poetry. The effect of it is
apparent in less artistic presentations. A radio listener is immediately aware whether the person he
hears is reading or speaking extemporaneously. This subtle element is so important that announcers meticulously cultivate the
patterns of impromptu speech.
When a subject is presented with an
inappropriate visual ryhthm, or
even without one at all, the audience is conscious that something is
lacking.
Television programs are comparable to the motion picture in
this respect. The present equipment, even employing the maximum of six cameras, is too cumberELECTRONICS
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some to present subjects with any
visual rhythm. Until more flexible
equipment is designed this element,
essential to satisfying programs,
will be missing.
In order to create a visual rhythm
of presentation, the program director must have a variety of viewpoints at his command without
having to wait for any one to be
set up during an actual telecast.
Therefore, it is desirable to have
from 15 to 30 cameras, mounted and
fixed in positions predetermined by
the director according to the subjects to be televised, and supplement these with an operator -con-

trolled camera for viewpoints
changed while being telecast.
Present television cameras are
too bulky and heavy to be used in
this manner, with the possible exception of follow shots. Instead,
smaller cameras are needed, about
the size of a standard theater spot
light and easily carried and set up
by one studio hand. All mounting
fixtures should be standardized to
permit multiple use of cameras in
studios and at remote locations.
Greater sensitivity is urgently
needed. Television, at present, compares unfavorably with the motion
picture in its ability to present
mood through the use of lighting,
as in scenes lighted by an open
fire. Greater sensitivity is also
needed to televise theater productions by remote pickup.
Control Room Requirements

The control room preview panel
for a system of many cameras in
fixed positions need have no more
pictures than are now contemplated.
Five is a workable number : No. 1
for the picture being telecast, No.
2 to preview the next viewpoint to
be broadcast, No. 3 for an additional previewing picture, No. 4
for preparing shots changed during presentation, and No. 5 for
such special effects as motion picture cut-ins, titles, and models.
A switchboard for the director
(perhaps patterned after a typewriter keyboard or an- organ console) is another essential piece of
control room equipment. The time
lag between the director's verbal
command for a switch of viewpoint
and the actual change, when made
by a second person, is extremely
undesirable. Furthermore, the di-

rector's position to the preview
panel should correspond to that of
the average home viewer.
Advantages of Fixed Cameras

There are many desirable aspects
of a fixed camera system. First of
all, studio rehearsals can be eliminated, and performers will not need
to rehearse before the cameras.
Their only requirement is to practice lines, movement and business
in a space equal in size and corresponding in shape to the actual studio. This is necessary because movements must be rehearsed on the exact scale to be used in the telecast.
Forearmed with full details of the
subject and business of a program,
the director can choose camera
viewpoints, plot the sequence of
changes, and direct the telecast
from his personal cue sheet.
Cameras can be set up and
checked before a program goes on
the air.
The director can function as
critic. By fencing with a repertoire of ready viewpoints the director can place more emphasis
upon his function as idealized spectator, continually anticipating the
viewer's desire for a fresh angle
of the subject. He can concentrate
on the final result because he is not
preoccupied with the mechanics of
directing camera changes during
the actual televising.
Staffs can be smaller. Cameras
in fixed positions do not require
operators, and a crew of camera
hands can service more than one

program.
Cameras in fixed positions are
suitable for remote pickups.
Mounted before a telecast, their
use eliminates the activity and confusion of operator-controlled cameras, an objectionable feature of
the present system.
Conclusion

New types of studio and camera
equipment are needed to meet the
demands for speed and flexibility
of operation during television programs. The solution lies essentially in the development of a simpler television camera that can be
economically used in large numbers
in fixed positions, with corresponding changes in control room design
to permit effective changing of
viewpoints by the director.
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Tracking Angle
Distortion due to tracking error can be
minimized by bending the pickup arm
and overhanging the needle. Equations
are developed for determining optimum
bending and overhang for any given conditions, and a design chart is provided for
use with 12 -inch records
By

B. BAUER

B.

Chief Engineer

Shure Brothers,
Chicago, Ill.

Example of well-designed modern
tone arm. Proper choice of offset angle and needle overhang
reduce tracking-error distortion
to a negligible value

EVERYONE
conversant
with phonograph reproduction
ALMOST
is familiar with the fact that in a
straight tone -arm the needle enters
the groove laterally at an angle.
which has some undesirable effects
upon the record and upon the quality of reproduction. The exact nature and the quantitative amounts
of these effects appear to be considerably less well known.
It is widely recognized that such
effects can be corrected by offsetting the tone -aim head and adjusting its position in respect to the
center of the turntable. Theory
dealing with the actual amóunt of
the necessary adjustments, however, is not generally available to
tone -arm designers and users. The
purpose of this article is to present
to phonograph designers, in readily useful form, quantitative information regarding tracking angle and its effects, and means for
minimizing these effects in modern
phonograph equipment.
It is generally accepted that
tracking angle produces the follow -

ing effects: (a) Record wear; (b)
Distortion; (c) Side -thrust upon
the record grooves. Much has been
written in the past ten years about
these effects. Oftentimes only one
of them has been emphasized at
the expense of the others. This resulted in many offset arm designs
which were inferior in performance
to the equivalent straight arms.
Additional factors have entered
the picture recently as a result of
the introduction of home recording, light -weight pickups, permanent -point styli, and the widespread use of record changers. In
order to deal with these subjects
systematically the various effects
will be treated in the following
order: (1) Geometry of the tracking angle; (2) Record wear; (3)
Side thrust; (4) Distortion; (5)
Best arm offset; (6) Optimum arm
design.
Definition of Tracking Angle

Let a tone arm having an effective length l inches (distance from
the center of the pivot to the needle

point) be mounted on a motorboard with its pivot d inches away
from the center of the record, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). When the
needle point is r inches away from
the center of the record the following relationships exist:
rs

rs

+ P - 2rt cos 0 = d2
+ is - 2rt gin = ds
l5

where O is the angle included between the lines l and r, and 4, is
the tracking angle between l and
a line tangent to the groove at the
needle point. Solving for sin 4):
rin ß = +
2l

is

2lr
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(3)

It will be seen that the amount of
arm overhang D (swing of the needle point beyond the center of the
turntable) is a significant parameter. Taking advantage of the fact
that d = l D, Eq. (3) may be rewritten as
_ r 2lD Ds
4
gin
21r
2i +
( )
Equation (4) . is precise in every
respect, but does not lend itself to
simple analytical treatment. We
shall therefore make two simplifying assumptions, that D' is negligibly small compared with 21D, and
that sin 4. = ¢ in radians. When
this is done, Eq. (4) can be rewritten as

-

-

ds

3l

+
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in Phonograph Pickups
°deg

= 57.3

r

h¿ +

r)

(6)

The approximations tend to be mutually compensatory, and Eq. (6)
provides values of 95 which are correct within approximately 1 deg, as
can be readily demonstrated by
substituting assumed values of
variables in Eq. (4) and (6). This
degree of approximation is ample
for the problem on hand, and it is
well justified in view of the labor
saving which it affords. In all the
derivations which follow, 95,0a is
conveniently used. This is multiplied by 57.3 to obtain
for use
in final calculations.

,r,

Tracking Angle Curves

zero-degree ordinate on the graph
to any given value of p). It should
be noted that ß is measured clockwise from the line connecting the
needle point with the pivot point;
it is not, as it is sometimes erroneously assumed, the angle between
the body and the head of the tone
arm.
As an example, if the needle
point overhang D is lay inch as for
curve EE in Fig. 1(b), the tracking angle varies from 32 deg -at 6
inches through 27 deg at 3.3 inches
back to 32 deg at the 2 -inch radius.
Now, if the pickup head is bent at
a 29.5 -deg angle, the departure of
the needle from tangency is reduced to only 2.5 deg on either side.
The difference between the tracking angle, ¢, and the offset angle,
ß, has been termed tracking error
x, for it indicates how short of perfect the scheme is.
The above procedure for tracking
angle correction (giving minimum
a) appeared to remedy all of the
straight-arm objections, and it was
widely adopted in many reproducers built in the years of 19381941. This was somewhat unfortunate, for it was shown later that
minimum a is not a valid criterion
of best tracking.

Figure 1(b) shows graphically
the values of 4'a,ó as a function of
the radius for a 7i -inch arm and
for various values of arm overhang D. The custom in the early
'30s was to use straight tone arms
pivoted in such a manner that the
needle point passed through the
center of the record. The tracking
angle corresponding to this condition is represented by curve AA
for D
O. It is seen that
at the
5.75 -inch radius is 22 deg, and this
gradually decreases to 7.6 deg at
the inner radius of 2 inches. The
thought of a needle point entering
Record Wear
the record grooves at a substantial
lateral angle, together with the fact
The theory behind record wear
that this angle changed throughout due to improper tracking angle was
a wide range of values and thereby based upon the fact that the spheriinvolved continuous regrinding of cal point of a steel needle rapidly
the tip, was not especially reassur- wears down to a chisel -point after
ing to phonograph designers.
the playing of the first few grooves.
The most obvious answer-that As the tracking angle varies
of greatly lengthening the tone- throughout the playing of the recarm-was found to be impractical ord, the chisel -point turns with rebecause oaf motorboard space limi- spect to the grooves and is contations. ' A .study of curves similar stantly reground, thereby increasto those of Fig. 1(b) .:ví1icated that ing record wear over and above
the remedy might lie in perform- that which would normally exist.'
ing two operations : (1) Swinging
With rare-metal or sapphire the arm beyond the center of the tipped needles, the point remains
record, as exemplified by curves LIE spherical for many hundreds or
in Fig. 1(b) ; (2) Bending or off- even thousands of plays. There is
setting the head through an angle therefore little or no justification
ß, approximately equal to the aver- flar fearing increased record wear
age angle over the range of radii due to moderate amounts of track(this is equivalent to raising the ing ' angle with modern playback

-
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1-Diagram showing dimensions
and angles involved in tone arm design, and curves showing how tracking
angle varies with groove radius for different values of needle overhang D. All
linear dimensions are in inches
FIG.

equipment if the permanent-point
needles are not employed beyond
their rated life.
Side Thrust

Due to friction between the needle
and the groove, there is a force
F upon the needle point in the direction of the line tangent to the
groove. This force is quite independent of the angle which the
pickup head makes with the groove,
and it depends only upon the vertical needle force F. and upon the

,-Fundamenta/
Fundamental
--"plus 3rd

r"

\

harmonic

,-3rd harmonic

Frequency -modulated

i

3rd harmonic

FIG.

2-Manner

in which a sinusoidal wave form is distorted

FIG.

coefficient of friction µ between
the needle point and the record
(F = µF.). The value ofµ varies
with the type of record material
and also with the amount of groove

modulation. For most record materials and light needle forces, p, is
roughly *. With heavy pickups and
soft records, p. may be considerably

greater.
The force diagram at the needle
point in Fig. 1(a) indicates the action of the frictional force. It is
seen that F has a tangential component F, which is borne by the
arm pivot, and a radial component
F, which tends to pull the pickup
toward the center of the record and
which is borne by the inner side of
the record groove. From the force
parallelogram it is seen that F,
tan cp. This force is not altered by
any conceivable twisting of the
pickup head. For any given record
and pickup, F, is therefore a function only of r and D.
Take again the case of a 7t -inch
arm with the needle passing
through the center of the record,
corresponding to curve AA in Fig.
1(b). The tracking angle is 22.5
deg (tan-' 0.415) at the 6 -inch radius and 7.6 deg (tan-' 0.133) at
the 2 -inch radius. If p. is assumed
to be *, the side thrust corresponding to these angles, in a 1 -oz
pickup, is 0.14 and 0.05 oz respectively.
If D is inch as for curve CC in
Fig. 1(b), the angles are 28 deg
(tan -1 0.53) and 22 deg. (tan-' 0.40)
and the corresponding side thrust
is 0.18 and 0.13 oz respectively.
Swinging the arm beyond the center of the record thus increases the
side thrust and keeps it more or
less uniform throughout the playing of the record.
It has been pointed out that moderate side thrust may not be detrimental because it helps to overcome
pivot bearing friction. On the other

-F

in phonograph pickup
output due to tracking error

3-Frequency modulation effect

due to tracking error

hand, the unduly large values of
D employed in some instances increase F, beyond the safe point.
Some phonographs cannot reproduce home-recording records because the side thrust becomes large
enough to pull the tone-arm out of
the groove toward the center of the
record.
Record Changer Requirements

The effect of arm placement upon
the side thrust is most pronounced
at inner radii of the record. This
makes side thrust of special interest
in connection with record changers.
Some changers require a force directed away from the center of the
record to actuate the tripping mechanism. In supplying this force, the
tone arm is aided by the use of low
and negative values of D. Other
changers require a force directed
toward the center of the record.
This can be aided by the use of
larger values of D. Such procedure
may not be consistent with the conditions of minimum tracking -error
distortion. In record changers, a slight compromise in distortion
may be justified if reliable operation of the tripping mechanism is
helped thereby.
An occasional source of greatly
increased side thrust is found in
some of the needles which have recently appeared on the market.
Many of these needles are forwardly bent so that the effective
value of D is increased by * to
inch. In general, there are no apparent ill effects due to the use of
such needles; however, instances
are known when tracking has been
impaired because of increased side -

thrust.
The effect of sidethrust can be
kept within safe limits if it is
recognized that the tone arm is
often called upon to track at groowe
radii less than 2 inches. Becriuse
of this, a minimum radius cif 1e

inches is used in all the following
calculatións pertaining to 12 -inch
records. When this precaution is
observed, side thrust developed
with optimum values of D is quite
harmless in low-weight pickups.
Distortion

When the axis of the pickup
cartridge is not tangent to the
groove, the needle motion is not
perpendicular to the groove, giving
rise to distortion. Mathematical
analysis of this distortion has been
made by Baerwald'. The simplified
derivation given below helps to
bring out the essential physical
factors involved and yields results
which are sufficiently accurate for
all intents and purposes. The solid
line in Fig. 2 represents a sine wave modulated record groove, and
the dotted line is the distorted sinusoid representing the needle motion when a = 30 deg.
When a = 0, the equation of
needle point displacement is the
same as that of the groove. (Elastic deformation of the record material and pinch effect are neglected).
Assume that initially the needle
point is at O and a = 0. When the
groove travels a distance x (from
O to X), the needle moves from 0
to P and its lateral displacement y
in inches equals
(7')
2ax/X
where A is maximum groove amplitude in inches, and A is th,e wavelength of groove modulation in
inches. However, if the tracking
error a > 0, the needle point moves
to Q .instead of P ; in so doing it advances 'norizontally a distance approximately equal to d = ya, where
a Is in radians. This is approximate, but close enough for our purpose. Instead of being at X, the
horizontal projection of the needle
point is now at X,. The equation of
the motion described by the needle
y

---

A sin
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point is
= A sin xi =

yt

211-

A sin

(x {- ya)

(8)

Substituting in Eq. (8) the expression for y in Eq. (7) now
gives
yt

A

sin

(

Zrrx

2Aa
+,r

sin

2rrx

(9)

A

If the groove moves with a velocity of V inches per second, then
x = Vt and f = V/X cycles per sec-

yz

ond, and
cut)
yt=A sin (wt+wr--emw/
(10)
What is of interest is not y, but
the lateral motion of the needle
point, which is y, = y,/cosa; therefore,
yz

=cos a sin ( wt +

w

y a sin wt)

(11)

w,=

w(1+wAa cos cut)

w

cos

w

II

A

a

sin

r

wt

A
Y2

yz

cos a

V

a sin cot)]
I

exceeded.

(b) Differentiating Eq. (7) with
respect to time, it is found that
maximum groove modulation velocity equals (AA. Distortion is
therefore directly proportional to
the velocity of groove modulation.
(c) Distortion is inversely proportional to the speed of the record.
For equal distortion, more careful
tracking angle correction is required in 33 -rpm discs than in 78 rpm discs, other factors being the

1

- cosA

¡ em wt + wAa sin wt cos wt 1

(sin

wt

+

co

A «

2V

sin

2

cat)

(13)

Second Harmonic Distortion

Equation (13) consists of a
fundamental and a double -frequency term, representing second
harmonic distortion. Distortion is
given by the modulus of the second
term in parentheses:

(12)

same.
Example of Distortion

As a specific example of distortion due to straight arms, assume a
modulation amplitude of 0.0017
inch and a frequency of 250 cps,

Percent 2nd harmonic
(amplitude)

Va

_

X 100

(14)

equivalent to a modulation velocity
wA of 2.67 inches per second. These
conditions are chosen because they
constitute a maximum velocity on
an Audiotone test record which has
a constant amplitude characteristic from 50 to 250 cps and a constant velocity characteristic thereafter. In a 78 -rpm record w, =
21r(78/60) = 8.16 radians per second. Now, take the case of a

This is on an amplitude basis; on a
velocity basis harmonics are accentuated in proportion to the frequency, hence
Percent 2nd harmonic
(velocity)

-

a

w

V

X 100

(15)

For ease in interpreting Eq. (15)
let the angular velocity w, of the

ß-21° '0,-25_
¡

. 1°per
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(a) Distortion is proportional to
the ratio between tracking error a
and groove radius r. The ratio a/r
may therefore be considered as an
index of distortion. If distortion
is not to exceed a given value
throughout the playing of the record, this value of a/r must not be

V

in the expansion of Eq. (11) gives

The instantaneous frequency of
the signal is thus modulated at a
rate equal to its own frequency
and with a frequency deviation of
wAa/V. This is of special interest
when the wave is complex, consisting of a large -amplitude, low-frequency fundamental f and a small amplitude higher-frequency component f,. This effect is indicated
graphically in Fig. 3. It may be
shown that f, is modulated at a frequency f by the amount given in
parentheses in Eq. (12). In a manner identical to other frequency -

Q
z 10

cluded :

r
¡wAa sin wt
Lain wt cos
cos wt sin

(16)

r

From Eq. (16) the following is con-

Substituting these simplifications

cos wt

v 20

w,

``
/wyasinwt)rwVa
sin wl

S1

>G

=wVa

COs as

Percent 2nd harmonic =
w A a X
100

It will be shown later\\\ that normally wAa/V<0.06 radian; therefore, with an error not in excess
of 1 percent, one may state that

Examination of Eq. (11) shows
that there is a slight increase in
playback level due to the 1/cosa
term, and frequency modulation of
the signal. In Eq. (10), let y'
A sin tp. Differentiating
to obtain instantaneous angular velocity w,,
w;=

=

A

+

Frequency -Modulation Effect

w2

record be 2a times speed in rps.
Then the linear groove velocity is
proportional to the radius, and
hence V = corr. Inserting this in
Eq. (15) gives

modulation phenomena, this gives
rise to inharmonic terms having
frequencies (f + f1), (f + 2f1), etc.
Analysis of the nuisance value of
this distortion is somewhat complex' but the overall results may be
roughly estimated from harmonic
analysis of Eq. (11) . This equation
may be expanded algebraically into
its harmonic components :

4
in Inches

0

ii

7
r

4

2

6

10o

in Inches

4
2
r in Inches

6

4-Graphical procedure for determining the best arm offset angle for
various overhang values ranging from no overhang (a) to 0.78 -inch overhang (d)
FIG.
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straight pickup with the needle
passing through the center of the
record. From Eq. (5), tracking
angle (and, in this case, tracking
error a) equals r/2l radians and
a/r equals 1/2l radians per inch.
Substituting these values into Eq.
(16), it is found that, in the constant -velocity portion, distortion is
constant at all radii and equals 2.2
percent. This constancy is to be
expected from considerations made
in connection with Eq. (16).
It is doubtful that this amount
of distortion is significant in the
majority of phonograph apparatus.
However, questions arise regarding distortion on records with levels
higher than the Audiotone.
The relative levels of modulation
velocity may be determined by examination of the width of reflected
light patterns.' Comparison of pat ern width of commercial pressings
with the Audiotone record indicates
that the former exhibit modulation
levels 2 to 2i times greater than the
latter. Therefore, in playing commercial recordings, a tracking error distortion of 4 to 6 percent may
be expected with straight-arm reproducers. These values are comparable to other distortions found
in phonograph reproduction ; no one
should expect, therefore, startling
improvements in fidelity due to
elimination of tracking error. However, even a moderate amount of
distortion added on top of other
distortions in the system may become greatly annoying, especially
in extended -range systems.
Determining Arm Offset

To determine the proper arm offset for any given D, we use tracking angle curves like those in Fig.
1(b). Curves for four selected
values of D have been drawn in
Fig. 4. In each instance we shall
find the value of ß for the least a/r,
corresponding to the least distortion possible with the given D. In
so doing we shall also have solved
"What
the converse problem:
should D be for an arm of given ß"?
In Fig. 4(a), 4> is shown for the
condition of l = 7.5 inches and D
= 0. Tracking angle 0 varies
from 22 deg at the 5.75 -inch radius
to 6.7 deg at the 1.75 -inch radius.
For straight arms a = 0, and a/r
= 22/5.75 3.8 deg per inch. This
has been found to produce distor-

-

tion of from four to six percent.
Consider now the arm which is
offset at an angle of 10.3 deg. Here
a at 5.75 -inch radius is 22
10.3 =
11.7 deg; a at 1.75 -inch radius is
10.3
6.7 = 3.6 deg. For both radii, a/r is now 2 deg per inch.
Offsetting the arm 10.3 deg has reduced distortion by a ratio of almost 2:1.
An offset of 10.3 deg produces
lowest distortion in a 7.5 -inch arm,
if D equals zero. This can be easily
verified by repeating the above calculations for values of ß other than
10.3 deg. If one extends two lines
from the 10.3-deg point on the
zero -inch ordinate to the two
terminals of the ¢ curve, as shown
in dotted lines in Fig. 4(a), it becomes apparent that the slopes m,
and m2, in degrees per inch, are
equal and opposite. It is not difficult to reason out that this is a
necessary and sufficient condition
for least a/r. Therefore, in determining the arm offset for any given
D, the following procedure may always be employed:
Draw the 0-curve corresponding
to the given l and D between the
limits r, and r2. Extend straight
lines just bounding the 0 -curve on
each side from a point ß on the
zero -inch ordinate such that the
slopes m, and m2 are equal and opposite. Angle ß is then the offset
angle yielding least tracking error
distortion. This procedure is valid
for any and all values of 1, D, r,
and r,.
In the instance when the slope
lines touch the two extremities of
the 0 -curve (as in the above example), ß can also be found analytically without any difficulty. Tracking angles 0t and 02 in radians at
radii r, and r, are

when the needle passes through
the center of the record. If ß = 0,

-

-

bl
4'2

= r,/21
= r2/21

-{-

D/ri

(17)

+

D/r2

(18)

If the two slope lines are equal,
(fi

- 0i)/ri = - ß)/r2
(02

(19)

Substituting Eq. (17) and (18)
into (19) and solving for ß, radians,
1

ß

-

1

r,

If D =

D

r22

+

+1l

1

(20)
20

r;

0,
1

ß=

(1
i

ri

1)

(21)

r2

This gives the best arm offset

1

D

1)
rig

This indicates that straight arms
should be underhung for least distortion.
Equation (20) represents a family of straight lines. This family,
for 12 -inch discs, is given in Fig.
5, and it extends from the 0 -deg
ordinate to the inclined dotted line
labelled "Limit of simple placement
equation."
For values of D greater than indicated by the limit line, Eq. (20)
is no longer valid because the lower
slope -line ml touches the 0-curve
at a point other than 0.,. Such a
situation is shown in Fig. 4(b) for
a 7.5 -inch arm when D = 3/8 inch.
For the least a/r, ß is now found
to be 20.3 deg by employing the
graphical method given before.
The analytical relation between /3
and D is given in this instance by

D=
T2

TZ

2

l

(11 1+
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(32

-1)

(rd
(23)

The derivation of this equation is
not difficult, but it is tedious
enough to be relegated to the Appendix. The family of curves represented is a set of curved lines
which are extensions of the
straight lines of Eq. (20).
A careful study of Fig. 1(b) or
Fig. 4 reveals that progressive increase of D (and use of the cor-

responding best ß) diminishes the
distortion index a/r. This is shown
by the diminishing angle between
the two bounding lines in, and m,.
In the instance of D = 3/8 inch
given above, a/r is 1.0 deg per
inch, which is a 4:1 decrease compared with a straight arm.
As D is increased further, the
point is finally reached when a/r
is minimum and, distortionwise,
optimum arm design is achieved.
This is shown in Fig. 4 (c) where
a/r is only 0.6 deg per inch. In Fig.
5, the relation between ßoPt and
Dop, is given by the straight dotted
line labeled "Line of optimum arm
design."
Example of Excessive Offset

Beyond the optimum point, the
upper slope -line m, passes through
March
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95 and the angle between m, and
m, again increases-and so does

0.8

distortion and side thrust. This
condition occurs in a number of
pre-war arms.
Figure 4(d) shows proper placement of a 7i -inch arm having an
offset angle of 30 deg. The best
value of D here is 0.78 inch.
The derivation of the best placement equation is given in the Appendix. For least distortion, the
relation between ß (radians) and
the corresponding D (inches) is as

oP

e

0.6

Ç..-

liiillllilli.!áliii!!:s á

2((
l\

ll(1/\41+_
(ß

+

11111111

1)

This equation represents a series
of lines which are practically
straight and which are shown in
Fig. 5 extending beyond the "Line
of optimum arm design." Figure 5
can be used, therefore, as a universal chart for properly locating
arms with pre -determined ß, or for
determination of ß in arms requiring a given amount of overhang
because of tracking reasons.

02

r2

r1

(26)

(27)

-

From condition (2), ß
mr1 =
Substituting the values of ß from
Eq. (27), m from Eq. (25), and
4), from Eq. (17) and solving for
ELECTRONICS

-0.4

-

111111111

30

20

10

0

Offset Angle ß in Degrees
FIG. 5-Design chart for tone arms used with 12 -inch records, in which minimum groove radius r, is 1.75 inches and maximum groove radius r, is 5.75 inches

-

2

D =

r1

lL \1 +
((

rr

l rx]1
r2/'+

inches

(28)

ß

=

r,t1\
radians
1[y4, l+ 12+ ra
r2

(29)

The values of ß and D as given
by Eq. (28) and (29) provide the
minimum distortion attainable in a
pivoted tone arm, and they should
always be employed in tone -arm
design unless this is not feasible
because of other considerations.
The reduction in distortion over

the straight-arm situation is
roughly 6:1. This renders tracking error distortion completely
negligible.
APPENDIX

To derive the equation of arm
placement in the region of tangency, it is first necessary to find
the slope m, of the lower slope line tangent to the 4) curve and
passing through the point ß on the
zero -inch ordinate. The slope of

the line connecting ß with any
point on the 4)-curve is

-ß

m

r

ß
r

r

Substituting the value of
Eq. (5) gives

D,

length values in inches

MWAZ

(25)

Substituting values of 4,, and 4),
from Eq. (17) and (18) and solving for ß gives

ß=Dr,+r2
r2

I -Arm1011111111

in Eq. (27) now gives

Keeping in mind the procedure
for obtaining best ß, the following
conditions are fulfilled when a/r is
minimum: (1) Both extremities
of the 4) -curve touch the upper
slope -line m2; (2) The lower slope
line m, is equal and oppositely
slanted (m1 = -m2) and just
touches the lower side of the
4) -curve.
This situation is shown in Fig.
4(c). The relation between 1, r, r,,
D, and ß corresponding to this instance will now be derived.
The slope of the line tangent to
the 4) -curve and passing through ß
is given in the Appendix as

- ß2/4D radians per inch
condition (1) above,
-ß -ß

Well

Substituting this expression for D

Optimum Arm Design

= 1/21

-0.2

(24)

3

°}`°i111í

É

o

From

meff5eq

E

D=

-

III

,e

0.4

iimu

°f si9n

°fIIIIIII1IIlIIIJ!I.Jfl41,

d
V

follows:

m

/%/:%
113//////.'/.
311333113%%%/%%%'
.2siIIde

4)

m

+

21

ß

(31)

The point of tangency occurs
when the slope is minimum; differentiating Eq. (31) gives
dm

ß

dr

r2

2D

rI

For minimum slope
0,

m

(32)

dm/dr =

and
ß =

2D/r

(33)

Substituting Eq. (33) in Eq. (31),
(34)
m, = 1121- i32/4D
In order to fulfill the procedure for
or
least a/r, m2 must equal
m2

= ß2/4D

-m
- 1/21

(35)

But the upper slope m, equals
m2

=

(4)2

- ß)/r2

(36)

from Eq. (18) and
m2 from Eq. (35), Eq. (23) is
obtained.
Beyond the point of optimum
arm design, m, makes contact with
Equation (36)
4)1 instead of 4),.

Substituting

(6.2

becomes
m2

m2

=

(4'1

- ß)/r,

(37)

from (Eq. (17) and
from Eq. (35), Eq. (24) follows.

Substituting

4),
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Effects of Humidity on
Moisture absorption decreases leakage resistance and changes dielectric constant of a terminal strip. Resulting adverse effects on circuit operation can be avoided by the design
and layout techniques which are discussed and illustrated

By LOUIS L.

and accurate operation of radio and other electronic equipment under extreme
conditions of high temperature
(+50 deg C) and relative humidity
(95 percent) requires, among other
factors, careful consideration of
terminal -strip design. Most failures experienced during tests conducted on a variety of equipment
under these extreme conditions
have been traced to faults either
in the design or dielectric material
of terminal strips. If an analysis
is made of the circuit and the particular terminal strip in question,
it is possible to develop a good design and so considerably reduce
fáilures of this type.

GEORGE, JR.

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C.

DEPENDABLE

Mounting terminal strip on half -inch standoff insulators prevents leakage to ground

Effects of Leakage

Leakage resistance may be decreased by moisture absorption in
the material itself or by a moisture
film on its surface. Capacitance
changes are also present since the
dielectric constant of the material
will also change with moisture content. This will disturb the frequency stability of a tuned circuit.
For example, the resulting equivalent circuit of a parallel LC circuit
is shown in Fig. 1, L and C being
shunted by the capacitance C1 in
series with the leakage resistance
R1. Thus the circuit Q and the resonant frequency will be subject to
change.
In the case of a terminal strip
upon which are mounted resistors
and fixed capacitors, leakage may
exist not only to ground but from
lug to lug. The effect upon circuit
operation in the presence of leakage in a strip upon which these
components are mounted is fre-

if the plate load resistance is high.
A voltage divider is formed by the
plate load resistance R1 and the
leakage resistance R, in parallel
with R2, so that the maximum voltage applied to the plate depends
upon the relative values of these resistances. For instance, with the
values shown, the plate voltage cannot exceed 150 volts.
It is also evident that if leakage
exists between plate and grid, a
d -c potential will be applied to the
grid by the voltage -divider action
of the leakage resistance R,, and the
grid resistor R,. Again, its magnitude will depend upon the relative
values of these resistances. A small
amount of leakage at this point
can, of course, greatly disturb the
grid bias and cause improper operation. Similar action can take place
between the plate and screen grid
when the tube is a pentode.
Moisture Increases Leakage

Although the moisture absorption of this
material is high, slotting the strip provides
satisfactorily low leakage

quently serious. For example, the
time constant of an RC network
can be materially changed.
A variation in time constant can
upset the desired circuit operation
by affecting frequency response and
phase shift. If the circuit is to pass
a square wave, the leakage may
actually differentiate it. The reverse condition may also occur in
an integrating circuit.
Figure 2 (a) shows examples of
leakage paths that can exist in a
resistance -coupled amplifier. Low
leakage resistance from plate to
ground will limit the positive plate voltage swings and cause distortion

The amount of moisture absorption by a terminal strip varies with
the material used. Wax impregnation of the strip will reduce absorption, but it must be remembered
that it is not by any means a cureall. None of the commonly used impregnating agents afford 100 percent protection; they merely retard the process of absorption, and
once moisture is absorbed the impregnation tends to retain it.
When equipment is subjected to
high temperature and humidity
conditions for long periods of time,
say two months, the amount of absorption may be considerable. While
it is true that when the equipment
is operated heat dissipated within
the unit will tend to dry it, the time
March 1945
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Terminal -Strip Design
+30q.

+

'Grounded
support

R3: 10m

300 volts

I) insulated

support

i

(3)

(a)

FIG.

1-Leakage can change both the
and

fa

Q

of a resonant circuit

required for this process can be excessively long, sometimes a matter
of hours. Selection of a material
possessing high resistance to moisture absorption is therefore of
prime importance.
Surface leakage will also be present regardless of the strip material.
This type of leakage results from a
film of moisture on the surface of
the strip and is aided in formation
and maintained by the accumulation of dust particles.
Layout Reduces Leakage

Figure 2(b) shows means that
may be used in combating leakages. Obviously, if the spacing between lugs is increased, less leakage may be expected. Slotting of
the strip will provide long paths
between lugs and at the same time
enable the terminal -strip size to be
maintained within reasonable proportions. Leakage to grounded terminal -strip supports may be eliminated by using small stand-off insulators for mounting. Another
method sometimes used to prevent
d -c leakage from plate to grid is the
insertion of a grounded lug between these two points. Any leakage existing in that path will then
be to ground instead of to the
grid. Care must be taken with this
application, however, since leakage from grid to ground may be introduced, which may or may not
interfere with correct circuit operation, depending upon the circuit.
When designing a terminal
strip it is advisable to keep high impedance points on it removed as
ELECTRONICS
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Grounded

lug
lb)

2-Leakage paths to ground supports and between mounting lugs, shown
dotted at (a), can be minimized by rearranging and changing as indicated at (b)
FIG.

far as possible from low-impedance
points as well as grounds. The same
precaution should also be taken
with points of high d -c potential
differences. In this way the possibility of a voltage breakdown due
to leakage, may be prevented or at
least reduced.
Also, leads from high impedance
circuits should be dressed. The insulation on the lead itself can provide a leakage path between two
adjacent points. When leads are
cabled together, leakage through
the insulation to other leads can
occur if they are not satisfactorily
protected against humidity. If in -

sulation is not protected against
moisture, leads to the affected circuit should be run directly instead
of by cabling.
The effect of leakage in a terminal strip can easily be observed

by simulating leakage resistance
with fixed resistors of one or more
megohms and connecting them between points on the strip where
leakage is suspected or probable.
In any event, if impedances are
kept as low as can be tolerated in
the circuit design, effects of extreme conditions of high temperature and humidity may be dealt
with more easily.

(c;

Direct -current leakage with the arrangement at (a) is prevented by rearranging components to interpose a ground lead as at (b) between high and low -voltage lugs
117

FREQUENCY- RESPONSE
Details of a laboratory unit capable of directly drawing frequency -response curves of
microphones and loudspeakers. Electronic warbling is used to give constant cycles or
constant percent bandwidth as required

measurement of frequency response of microphones and loudspeakers is severely hampered by: 1. Standing
waves in the medium; and 2. Sharp
resonances in the standard pressure source.
Over a long period of years, the
first source of error has been attacked by making sound rooms with
walls having a low percent of the
energy reflective. This results in
standing waves of low intensity and
consequently the pressure at any
given point can be predicted. The
rooms are nevertheless expensive
to build when it is desired to keep
the percentage of error low. If
standing waves exist, changes in
position from node to antinode may
produce errors of 10 db.
The second source of error difficult to compensate for is the sharp
dip or peak in the pressure generator. Practically speaking, only
the smooth variations can be accounted for by equalizing circuits.
A statistical method of obtaining
the most probable frequency response when standing waves or
sharp dips or peaks occur, is to
average the pressure-frequency
response over small and overlapping bandwidths. If the signal is
slightly warbled or frequency
modulated, the process can be performed with standard meters and
curve drawing equipment. This is
due to the fact that warbling gives
a saddle-shaped energy distribution
of the frequency. In the past this
type of warbling was obtained mechanically by rotating a capacitor
in parallel with the tank circuit of
the oscillator.
With this method it is difficult to
change the percentage and the rate
ACOUSTiC
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By HARRY B. SHAPER
Brush Development
Cleveland, Ohio

Co.

The basic idea involved in elec-

tronic warbling is the use of the
audio frequency of the oscillator itof warble and to obtain sinusoidal self to determine the extent of the
modulations. Furthermore, it is cycles of warble.
The method of achieving this revery difficult to obtain constant percent bandwidth by the mechani- sult is shown in Fig. 2. Beat oscilcal method. In order to average out lator (A) has an incremental varistanding -wave errors, constant -cy- able inductance tube (B) across
cles bandwidth is required. In order the fixed -frequency tank. The grid
to cancel out dips and peaks in a of the variable inductance tube is
pressure generator, constant-per- driven by both the 180-kc fixed -tank
cent bandwidth is required. This frequency and the low frequency of
flexibility is difficult to achieve with the warble rate.
Amplitude of the low-frequency
a mechanical method of warbling,
signal
is determined by the warblebut has been solved by electronic
extent controller, (C). Two signals
methods.
are applied to the grid of the warLaboratory Unit
ble-extent controller. One is a d -c
The method of obtaining the fre- signal from the frequency discrimquency response curve is shown in inator (D) and the other is an a -c
Fig. 1. A sheet of standard linear- signal from the low -frequency genlog paper is wrapped around the erator, (E). The frequency disdrum and adjusted so its frequency criminator is fed from the audio
is aligned with the frequency of output at constant voltage, indethe oscillator dial. The gain of the pendent of frequency.
Thus all circuit blocks operating
microphone amplifier is adjusted so
the master attenuator which drives in unison produce a warbled audio
the pen is set at a desired point output whose warble is a prescribed
on the paper and gives a convenient function of the audio frequency as
meter reading. When the hand determined by the frequency disoperated drum is rotated, the fre- criminator circuit.
A detailed examination of each
quency is changed in synchronism
block will show the pitfalls and
with the rotation of the paper.
Changes in level of the device merits of this system.
under test are compensated by roBeat Oscillator
tating the master attenuator so
that the meter is returned to the
The oscillator is a General Radio
original value. Thus, since the at- -type 713. A beat oscillator type
tenuator controller keeps the meter of audio signal generator allows
reading constant while the paper is simple control of the warble, since
driven, the pen records the level all the operations are performed
of the device directly on the paper. on a tank whose frequency remains
Since the controller is a db attenua - constant. Thus, the circuit eletor, and the paper is linear -log, the ments can be calculated for fixed
frequency response is recorded in constants. The oscillator employed
db versus frequency.
must be such that the shunting
March 1945
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CURVE TRACER
Power amplifier

±eat frequency oscillator
Output
Microphone

amplifier

-Output
meter
-Master
aftenuafor

Warble
rate and
amplitude

contro/s

FIG. 1-Laboratory model of frequency -

response curve tracer has parts arranged
as labelled. Linear-log paper is wrapped
around drum and master attenuator is
used to maintain constant output as frequency run is made with coupled paper
and oscillator drive

variable element can change the
frequency and yet not load the tank
to produce amplitude distortions.
In other words, an operating
point must be found such that a
high -impedance pentode will not
materially load it with a resistive
component while reflecting a variable capacitance or inductance.
This particular oscillator has a logThis
arithmic frequency dial.
makes for a simple paper drive,
since the paper can be standard linear -log paper, giving a db level
versus a logarithmic frequency
scale.
Variable Inductance

There are a number of means of
obtaining a controlled variable reactance. The circuit selected was
the simplest. It was possible to
mount the 956 tube and related
component parts directly in the oscillator housing. This eliminated
any stray field pickup and long
leads. The leads to the tank must
be connected in an extremely rigid
ELECTRONICS-March
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fashion or small vibrations will introduce spurious frequency drifts.
This simple method of obtaining
a controlled variable inductance,
however, requires a regulated B
supply. If a push-pull arrangement is used-namely, having in
parallel a variable inductance tube
and a variable capacitance tube,
and if the two reactance -tube grids
are driven in push-pull --wider
swings can be obtained with better
stability for line voltage fluctuations.
In the arrangement shown in the

variable inductance, the tank -frequency signal delivers a quadrature
leading current to the 0.00003-µf
capacitor and the 1500 -ohm resistor, since the latter is an order of
magnitude smaller than the capacitive reactance of the former at 180
kc (0.00003-4 or 30,000 ohms.)
However, the voltage across the resistor is in phase with the current
and leads the voltage of the 180-kc
tank. This voltage causes the 956
plate to draw Iagging current from
the tank; or in other words the
tube is an inductance across it.
119
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2 ---Interaction of component sections of curve tracer results in a warbled audio
output whose modulation is determined in extent by the audio frequency of the oscillator
itself. Completely automatic motor -driven versions have been built for production use

FIG.

Now, since the 956 is a variable mu tube, the current drawn will depend on the grid bias. If the grid
is now swung at a low frequency
rate over a wide grid bias voltage,
the lagging current will vary in
magnitude or effectively become a
variable inductance proportional to
the low frequency swings. For
small changes in inductance the frequency swing is linear since
1

1

2a

LL.

L+L.

(1)

C

where f° is the fixed frequency, L,
is the inductance reflected by the
pentode, and L and C are the tank
elements.
Now, if the tube inductance L, is
caused to vary by a value i
f. -

1

2aC%5

-f- (L. -I- A )
(L.
A)

[LL

+

%

where f° is the variable frequency
or
°

L+L,
1rLL,+LA+

- 27rC

Since

A

A

S5

+LA] (3)
is small compared with L,
1

LL.

L+L.

f°__ 2irCl L LL,

A

l3

+ LL.]

(4)

Expanding Eq. (4) to the first approximation
f

27rC

r(
L \L LL.

+ 2 LL. (LLLLB)-ss+
Substituting back f
=

(6)
+ L. f°
Thus a change in shunt inductance causes a linear change in frefn

quency provided the change is a
small one. Since the change in
grid bias (over a selected portion)
produces a change in
propor-

g

tional to the bias, the frequency
swing will be linear with the amplitude of the low frequency signal.
Warble -Extent Controller

In this section a variable -mu tube
provides the automatic change in
level of signal supplied to the variable inductance. A d -c signal from
the frequency discriminator controls the level of a -c output.
In another application where
even wider range of control was
desired, two stages were successfully used. The same frequency
discriminator produced a square of
the change in low frequency amplitude over that of a single stage.
For this laboratory curve tracer,
the variation in low -frequency signal required was such that logarithmic change in amplitude was
March 1945
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obtained from 100 cycles to 10,000,
or 100:1. This is just about the
limit of control realizable for a
single stage of variable -mu tube.
However, to get logarithmic control a special function of d -c bias
voltage must be obtained from the
frequency discriminator since the
characteristic of the tube is not logarithmic. The a -c low-frequency
signal is kept constant throughout
a frequency run.
Once a logarithmic a -c output is
obtained and fed to the volume control in the warble -extent controller,
then settings of any value of constant percent are obtained from
zero up to 10 percent by simply setting this potentiometer at any desired value. In the event that constant -cycle bandwidth is required,
the discriminating circuit is reduced to a set of resistors, and
fixed d -c independent of frequency,
is fed to the warble -extent controller grid.
-

Frequency Discriminator

The d -c voltage fed to the grid
the warble -extent controller
must have a function of frequency
such that a prescribed a -c low -frequency signal is fed to the grid of
the variable inductance. Since the
variable -mu tube varies in accordance with some' arbitrary function,
the equalizing circuit is so adjusted
that a d -c voltage is obtained such

of

that its product with the tube characteristic produces at any specific
oscillator audio frequency, the required frequency swing. In this
case the audio voltage was taken
from the 6L6s of the beat oscillator.
The audio voltage is essentially
constant -amplitude with frequency
and fairly independent of line voltage.
The procedure for selecting the
required d -c is: 1. Place a known
a -c on the grid of the 956 and plot
warble -extent versus a -c signal.
This can be done at any audio frequency with a narrow-band meter
such as the GR wave analyzer. 2.
Vary the d -c on the grid of the 6SF7
until it produces the required a -c
low -frequency amplitude. 3. Produce the required d -c from the frequency discriminator which will
give logarithmic control versus frequency. 4. Filter the a -c signal
from the equalizer section as
shown.
ELECTRONICS
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An RC oscillator is used in the
low -frequency generator unit because low frequencies of 3, 6, and 9
cycles are easily obtainable with
two tubes and simple components.
In addition, an RC oscillator is inherently stable enough for the low

frequency requirement.
Three, 6, and 9 cycles are made
available since amplitude variations occur in the warble band under test due to sharp dips or peaks.
An amplitude variation might occur at the resonant frequency of
an auxiliary meter and cause difficult reading. All that is necessary
in this case is to switch to a different low frequency and avoid the
meter resonance.
Higher frequencies of warble
cannot be used since at the low frequency end of the audio-say 20
cycles-the warble rate would introduce large frequency errors.
Hence for low -frequency audio
measurement the 3 -cycle rate must
be used. At higher frequencies of
1000 cycles or more, even higher
rates than 9 cycles could be used
but there is no advantage in this
direction as far as accuracy is concerned.
Microphone Amplifier

The amplifier used here is a stabilized amplifier which gives a reading at 10 microvolts and reads full
scale on the meter at 100 microvolts.
The master attenuator,
coupled to the pen drive, is in the
output stage. It controls the meter
reading. The recording paper is
wrapped around the drum and set
so that its frequency is aligned
with the frequency of the oscillator
dial. The amplifier gain is so set

that, with the attenuator at some
arbitrary db level, the meter gives

reading-say 500 microvolts in the input.
As the drum driving the beat
oscillator is rotated through the
audio band, the meter is kept at
constant reading by means of hand
a convenient

adjustment on the master attenua tor controller. In this particular
model, the attenuator provides 40 db attenuation in i -db steps with
the shorting position providing

i -db

steps.
Conclusions

This unit has been satisfactory
for frequency-response runs from
A fully -autofrequency-response curve
tracer for supersonic testing at fre40 cycles to 15,000.

matic

quencies of 100 cycles to 150 kilocycles is now in use. Either constant cycles or constant percent
band-width is obtained, varying
smoothly from zero to 3000 cycles
or zero to 10 percent respectively.
For laboratory use the hand driven unit is more useful because
it is possible to obtain greater accuracy. Hand operation also permits careful exploring around any
frequency point. In the motor-driven system, errors are encountered
as soon as rapid excursions are required in curve drawing. This is
avoided in hand operations because
the operator stops rotation of the
frequency dial while he carefully
sets the attenuator to the correct
reading. For production runs,
however, the motor -driven automatic system is preferable-some
of the human element in setting the
attenuator for constant meter-reading being avoided.

1000

Frequency in Cycles per Seconds

Frequency -response curve drawn by tracer. Control of hand -operated model
as to permit detailed exploration around critical breaks in the curve

is such
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DEFLECTING
ELECTRODES
CONTROL
ELECTRODE

CATHODE
CROSS -OVER

MASKING
APERTURE

SECONDARY-EMI SS ION -

SHIELD APERTURE

1-A conventional cathode-ray tube electron gun. in which the first anode
operates at a positive potential and contains a masking aperture which is
shown at AA
FIG.

Improved ELECTRON
Gun design involving zero current for first anode simplifies power -supply problem and gives
sharper focus. The beam is also less subject to stray fields capable of causing variation in
spot brightness. Several constructional advantages are inherent in the design

CATHODE-RAY

oscilloscope tubes

that provide improved operating characteristics have recently
been designed. The improvement is
achieved by the use of a modified
electron gun which requires no
first -anode current and gives
sharper focus.
Figure 1 is a conventional gun.
The oxide-coated cathode provides
a supply of electrons that pass
through the control -electrode aperture. The first anode, which operates at positive potential, acceler-

ates the electrons toward the gun
axis and causes them to cross over
at the point indicated. It is this
cross -over, rather than the cathode
surface, which is imaged on the
fluorescent screen.
The cross -over size and intensity
depend on the control -electrode bias
voltage. The electrons travel
through the first -anode cylinder in
straight lines and at a uniform velocity until they reach the end of
the cylinder. Near the end of the
cylinder the electron-beam diameter is limited by a masking aperture shown at AA. The central
section of the beam passes into the
accelerating and focusing field between the end of the first anode and

By L. E. SWEDLUND
RCA -Victor Dirision

Radio Corporation of America

Lancaster, Penna.

the second anode. This field constitutes another electron lens, often
called the final focusing lens. Its
strength, or focal length, is varied
by varying the first -anode voltage.
The beam is usually limited in
diameter again at the second -anode
aperture, as indicated at BB. This
procedure insures that the beam is
small and well centered as it passes
the deflecting electrodes. The deflecting electrodes are used to apply
an electric field at right angles to
the beam. This field bends the beam
proportionately to the potential applied. The set of deflecting electrodes nearer the gun provides deflection at right angles to that of
the other set. The beam converges
to a focus, or second cross -over, at
the fluorescent screen.
Desirable Characteristics

A gun approaching ideal performance for an electrostatic-deflection type of cathode-ray tube

should have the following charac-

teristics:
(1) A small, focused electron spot

of high brilliance which exhibits only a small increase in
size as it is deflected across
the screen.
(2) The ability to operate at low
final -anode voltage.
(3) High deflection sensitivity.
(4) Short overall length.
(5) Sensitive control of spot

brightness.

brilliant spot can be
achieved by operating the final
anode at as high a voltage as possible, by making the gun long and
the gun -to-screen distance short,
by using a high -emission cathode,
by forming the first cross -over at
as high a voltage as possible, and
by permitting a wide beam divergence angle.' On the other
hand, to produce a small change of
spot size with deflection, the beam
should have a small diameter in
the deflecting field; that is, the
beam divergence angle should be
small, and it should be deflected
through only a small angle, thus
requiring a long gun -to-screen
distance.'
Deflection distortion occurs in
electrostatic deflection cathode-ray
tubes because the electric field
which deflects the beam also accelerates one side of it more than the
other. The side nearest the posi A small
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2-Current density across beam
before it enters masking aperture, for
two different operating conditions
FIG.

3-Gun design introduced in 1937, in which the gun shown in Fig. 1
was modified by placing adjacent to the control electrode an accelerating
electrode connected to the second anode
FIG.

,a

GUN for C -R TUBES
tive deflecting electrode is deflected
less than the side nearest the negative deflecting electrode. The result is that the focused spot is
elongated in the direction of deflection in proportion to the square
of the deflection. This spot distortion is inversely proportional to the
diameter of the beam in the deflecting region.
Operation at low final -anode
voltage is desired because it results in a compact, low-cost, anode
power supply and high deflection
sensitivity. However, as the anode
voltage is increased, the beam current rises as the 3/2 power of the
voltage, the spot size decreases due
to less space -charge effect, and the
fluorescent screen becomes more
efficient, giving the overall result
that the spot brightness for a given
spot size goes up somewhat faster
than the square of the anode voltage. Thus, the anode voltage must
be high enough to provide sufficient
sharpness of focus and brilliance
for the maximum required spotdisplacement velocity. It generally
cannot be less than 500 volts and
may be as high as 15,000 volts.
It is to be noted that space
charge increases spot size because
of the mutual repulsion of the
electrons in the beam.
High deflection sensitivity requires long, closely spaced deflecting electrodes and long gun -to screen distance. These requirements tend to produce a spot of
low brilliance.
Short overall length permits a
ELECTRONICS

-

design for small spot size but at
the expense of deflection sensitivity and increased distortion with
deflection angle.
Sensitive control of spot brightness, sometimes called small grid
drive, requires that as large a portion of the current from the cathode as possible go to the screen. In
the past, brightness control has
usually been a semi -permanent
manual adjustment. Sharper focus
was secured at the expense of small
grid drive. Now the brightness is
often modulated at high frequency
by an amplifier so that sensitivity
is important.
Beam Considerations

The maximum deflection angle,
the length of the deflecting electrodes, and the amount of distortion with deflection that can be
tolerated determine the maximum
permissible diameter of the beam
at the end of the gun. Since even
with this limitation the current in
the beam should be as high as possible, it is an important gun -design
consideration to make the current
high without at the same time producing a large focused spot.
It is possible to generate a narrow enough beam to pass through
the masking aperture without limiting, but usually a large beam is
masked down to the desired size.
Generation of a narrow beam without masking provides better utilization of the high -voltage current and
sensitive control of the beam current but has the disadvantage of

March 1945

providing lower maximum current
to the screen. The reason for this
is that the beam is more intense at
the core than at the edge and this
core density rises rapidly with
beam size.
The current density across the
beam before it enters the masking
aperture is shown graphically in
curve A of Fig. 2. If the aperture
diameter of the control electrode is
reduced or the bias voltage of the
control electrode is increased, or
the accelerating -electrode aperture
is moved farther away, the distribution becomes similar to curve
B. The beam diameter is reduced
but the total current is reduced
much more.
By placing a masking aperture
in the beam, usually in a region
which is field -free, as shown at AA
(Fig. 1), only the intense central
core of the beam is passed through
the gun to the deflecting electrodes.
The beam is also usually masked in
the second -anode aperture as shown
at BB. The latter arrangement
prevents the beam from striking
the deflecting electrodes in case of
misalignment. In addition, current
masked at this electrode reduces
the amount which has to be
handled in the first -anode circuit.
By enlarging the control -electrode aperture diameter, it is possible to increase the current density at the center of the beam. This
enlargement must not be carried
very far because it increases the
amount of masked current and the
size of the cross -over. The latter,
123
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since it is imaged at the screen,
produces a larger focused-spot
size. However, as the control -electrode bias is increased, the control electrode -aperture diameter is in
effect decreased and, therefore, at
lower currents a smaller spot size
is obtained.
By 'proper design it is thus possible to have a small spot for fine
detail as well as a brighter large
spot for high-speed traces.
Modified Gun Design

Figure

shows a sectional view
of a gun design introduced when
the RCA-902 was announced in the
autumn of 1937. The gun structure
of Fig. 1 was modified by placing
adjacent to the control electrode an
accelerating electrode connected to
the second anode. This arrangement overcame the interaction between focus and brightness control.
It also permitted the electron
cross -over to be formed at a
higher voltage with the result, as
developed in Langmuir's paper,'
that a smaller focused spot was
obtained at the screen.
Because high voltage was used
on the accelerating electrode, its
spacing to the control electrode
could be made greater. The increased spacing offered two important advantages : first, a narrower beam was generated, and second, mechanical alignment of the
apertures was not as critical. The
latter resulted because the electrostatic fields acted to pull the beam
through the centers of the apertures. Thus, the closer the spacing
the farther the beam was bent
away from the axis for a given
3

amount of misalignment.
In Fig. 4 a gun construction is

ACCELERATING
ELECTRODE
CONTROL
ELECTRODE

shown in which the accelerating
electrode has been lengthened to
carry a masking aperture and the
first anode shortened to a disc
which is used only for focusing.
This structure is known as a zero first -anode -current gun. It offers
design possibilities of better focus
and has the important circuit advantage of requiring no current
from the focusing connection on the
power -supply bleeder.
Since cathode-ray oscilloscope
tubes require relatively small currents, it is cheaper and simpler to
supply the first -anode circuit from
a bleeder across the second anode
supply than to provide a separate
first -anode supply. However, if the
first anode requires a current
greater than that required by the
second anode, which is now often
the case, a large percent of the
current from the supply must flow
through the bleeder to furnish
reasonably good voltage regulation
in the first -anode circuit.

It so happens that poorer firstanode voltage regulation than
second -anode voltage regulation
can be tolerated because the first anode voltage for optimum focus
decreases slightly with increased
values of beam current. Generally,
however, enough current can not be
used in the bleeder to provide the
desired regulation. Moreover, the
first -anode current varies too much
from tube to tube to make such
compensation entirely satisfactory.
The result is that the focus has to
be corrected even for fairly small
changes in current.
On the other hand, with the zero first -anode-current gun, the focus
ratio of first -anode voltage to second -anode voltage is determined

SECOND
ANODE

FIRST

ANODE

FLUORESCENT
SCREEN

\i

rl

1

From the viewpoint of tube construction, this gun offers several
advantages. The longer accelerating -electrode cylinder is easier to
support accurately. The beam is
reduced to a small size before reaching the final focusing field. Because of this feature, badly aber rated rays from the edge of the
focusing field are prevented from
entering the second -anode aperture and thus causing stray current to the deflecting electrodes
and the screen. The first anode can
be made either as a cylinder or an
apertured disc. By changing the
length and diameter of the cylinder or the diameter of the aperture, it is possible to vary the focus
voltage over a wide range. Therefore, it is easy to match focus voltage specifications set by previous designs. There is also freedom
from reverse currents due to secondary emission from low -voltage
electrodes since they are not required to mask the beam. Consequently, aperture discs previously
used in the first anode as electrostatic shields against secondary
emission can be removed.
Other designs which are practical have been proposed.'
An application of a zero -voltage,
zero -current focusing electrode to
an electrostatic -focus electron microscope is also of interest' In
this case, fine adjustments of focus
are made by moving the image
surface.

MASKING
APERTURE

.

Langmuir. D. B.. Theoretical ConsidlHus of Cathode-Ray Tubes. Proc. I.R.E.,

.

DEFLECTING
ELECTRODES

FIG. 4-Gun design based on zero first -anode current, in which the accelerating electrode has been lengthened to carry a masking aperture and the
first anode shortened to a disc which is used for focusing
124

Constructional Advantages
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only by the bleeder tap instead of
being influenced by first -anode current, and thus larger changes in
beam current can be made without
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the bleeder current enough to use
less filter capacitance than now required, but even without any decrease in bleeder current, there is
still the advantage of less change in
focus with beam -current change.
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Cathode -Ray Null Detector
For WIEN BRIDGE
An accuracy of better than 0.1 percent is obtainable when a cathode-ray tube is used as the phase detecting element of a Wien bridge circuit for
determining frequency. An elliptical pattern on
the fluorescent screen of the tube gradually changes
to a straight diagonal line as balance is reached
By CHARLES

J. MARKEY

lirhartment of Neurology, Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons and
the Neurological Institute of New York

Circuit of Wien bridge for determining
frequency and connections to the vertical and horizontal amplifiers of the
oscilloscope

T

following method was developed to determine small
changes in frequency. The frequencies under test were of the order of 5000 cycles per second and
the changes were between plus and
minus 5 cycles. The Wien bridge
was used and the usual null detectors were tried, but a balance
was difficult to obtain because of
HE

the large percentage of harmonics.
The cathode-ray tube was used
as a phase -detecting device by connecting its horizontal axis to one
of the detector terminals (X) , and
its vertical axis to the other detector terminal (Y). The bridge
was grounded as shown and a
ground was placed on the cathoderay tube. When the bridge is balanced, indicating a zero phase shift
between the detector terminals, a
ELECTRONICS

-
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straight line is formed on the
screen. By adjusting the X and Y
amplifiers of the cathode-ray tube,
this line is inclined to a 45 -degree
angle with the horizontal. When
the bridge is unbalanced, an ellipse
is formed, indicating a phase shift.
At balance, the two sides of the
ellipse come together and the line
formed becomes twice as brilliant.
A desirable feature of this arrangement is that the oscillator is
grounded, which is usual in practice. A Wagner ground or a bridge
transformer is not necessary.
When the Wien bridge was first
tried with only the vertical axis
of the cathode-ray tube as the null
indicator, the screen showed a
large 60 -cycle pattern in addition
to the harmonics present. This oc -

Trace obtained on the screen of the
c -r tube when the bridge is unbalanced.
Phase shift is indicated by ellipse

curred even at balance of the
bridge. When the cathode-ray tube
is used to indicate phase shift as
described, with the bridge unbalanced, the ellipse is perfectly
formed with no indication of any
disturbance.
The Wien bridge was used as a
frequency meter as follows : When
the ratio arms are made such that
A is twice B and the resistances R
are equal (identical slide wire resistors mounted on the same shaft),
and with the two capacitances C
equal, the frequency at balance will
be f = 1/2iRC. The variable resistors R can be calibrated directly
in terms of frequency. For detecting small changes in frequency, the
accuracy obtainable was better than
0.1 percent.

When the ellipse draws together to
form a straight line, the bridge is balanced and there is zero phase shift
125

Contours Of
Development of equations specifying the sha pe of rotor plates to give constant change of
frequency with rotation, and constant rate -of -change of frequency with rotation. The
analytic technique is also applicable to the design of other types of variable capacitors

THE

change of capacitance with

angular rotor position of
variable capacitors depends on the
contour of the capacitor plates.
Where the change in capacitance vs.
angular position is specified, the
shape of the rotor plate necessary
to produce this variation must be
determined. The steps involved in
deriving an expression for the required shape are to be indicated by
solving three typical cases.
In each case it is assumed that
the stator plates are large compared to the rotor plates. Also,
end effects will be disregarded
throughout these developments.
However, both of these simplifications are justifiable; the stator
plates are usually made considerably larger than the rotor plates,
and the spacing between plates is
usually small compared to the other
dimensions of the plates.

By LYELL
C. G.

given in handbooks, the derivation is usually missing. In this capacitor the plates are so shaped that
in an L -C circuit it will cause the
resonant frequency to change a constant amount for each unit change
of the rotor's angular position. Expressed mathematically, this criterion is
is.

df=/de = K,

radians

f. = resonant frequency in cps
fo = upper limit of fa., correspond-

J:

Ki=-

the formula for
straight-line frequency capacitors

(2)

Ja

K,=fo

K, is the rate of frequency change
in cps per radian.
Replacing the constants in Eq. (2)
by their values gives
f0 g

+fo

(3)

Now from circuit theory

f: =

radians

Straight -Line Frequency

Ks

7r

f

Co = minimum capacitance of
the circuit, including the minimum
capacitance of the variable capacitor, in farads
C. = incremental capacitance of
the variable capacitor, in farads
L = circuit inductance in henrys

= K, 0 +

where K, is a proportionality factor and K, is a constant of integration. Knowing that when O = 0
radians, f. = fo, and when B = it
radians, f. = f., the two constants
can be evaluated.

ing to an angular rotor position of
zero radians
= lower limit of f., corresponding to an angular rotor position of
it

(1)

Solving this differential equation
yields an expression for f. as a
function of the rotor's angular position,

B

tween the limits of zero and a

Conn Ltd.

Elkhart, Ind.

Explanation of Symbols

= angular position of the rotor
in radians. It can have values be-

J. McDONALD

TABLE

I.

+ C:)

1/271-1/L (Co

(4)

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

C

iv

fr

in kc

In kc

inµµf

1600

500

370

Type 2: Constant rate of
frequency change. Ka =
37.1% radian

1600

500

370

Type 3: Capacitor in
R -C oscillator.
Ka =
37.1% radian

fu,

Type l: Straight-line
Frequency. K1 = 350
radian

Although

n

= 20, d =

kc'

Equation (4) is exact for series
resonant circuits, and only slightly
in error for parallel resonant circuits having Q values upwards of
ten.
Solving Eq. (4) for C.,
C. _ [1/4 (irfr)2L1 -Co
(5)
When C..= 0, f.= fo, and
L = 1/4 (irfo)2Co

C. =

11.0

400

0.027in.,r=0.25in.,Co=40µ,d

126

Co

(fo/f=)2

Co

(7)

f. given by Eq. (3)
Cofoz

C
[Jo

+

(f,r

-

fo) (e/Zr)]2

Co

(8)

Consider the geometry of the capacitor plate shown in Fig. 1. Here
p = F (9) describes the contour of
the rotor plate, where p is the distance from the center of rotation to
the edge of the plate, and r is the
radius of the section removed from
the stator plate to accommodate the
rotor shaft. Obviously this section
can contribute nothing to the capacitance. Let dB be a differential
angle; then the difference in the
magnitudes of p and p' is infinitesimal. Let ds be the length of the
curve p = F(9) between p and p'.
It follows that ds is infinitesimal
and therefore is essentially the same
as a straight line drawn between
the extremities of ds. The differential area, dA', inclosed by p, p' and
p = F(9) is that of a triangle
dA' = pds/2. But ds = pd9 and
dA' = p2d9/2.
Similarly, the area dA inclosed
by p, p' and p _ r is dA" = r'd9/2.
Then the area effective in accounting for C. is
Hence

= dA'

- dA" -P2 2

dA/de =

(p2

- r2)/2

r2

de
(9)

From the properties of capacitors
a general it can be written that
March 1945
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Substituting in Eq. (7) the value of

dA

f, =

(6)

Replacing L in Eq. (5) by the
value of L given in Eq. (6)

-

ELECTRONICS

Capacitor Rotor Plates
FIG. 1-Rotor plate, showing the manner in which the plate is
broken into differential areas. Distance ds along the plate edge is
subtended by the differential angle dO. The semi -circle with
radius r is cut from the stator plate to accomodate the rotor
shaft. The variable radius, p, of the rotor plate is to be determined as a function of O

Solving Eq. (17) for
metric units,
P

FIG.

2-Contours

=

of

capacitors discussed
in the text

rotor angular position) proportional
to the resonant frequency. To illustrate: if the rotor position was originally 10 degrees and is changed
(n - 1)a
farads/cm
K.
to 15 degrees, òr if the rotor posi(361rd)1011
tion was 160 degrees and is changed
where
n = total number of rotor and to 165 degrees, the percentage
change of frequency with reference
stator plates
a = dielectric constant (unity to the respective original frequency
will be the same in both instances.
for air)
The method of development is the
d = separation of the rotor and
same as above and, therefore, some
stator plates in cm.
Differentiating Ca = K,A with details will be omitted. A mathematical statement for this manner
respect to 9,
of frequency variation is
dC:
P2

C=

KEA, where K, is a constant
relating area A in sq cm to capacitance in farads and has the value

K dA
de

=

K

-2

(10)

r2

Differentiating Eq. (8) with respect to

0

dC:

2f02Co (fo

a[f0

+

(Tr

-

fo)

4fo2Co(fo
Zr

Ke[Jo

+

dfs/de = K3f,,

f.)de

(ere

(11)

- f,

(f.- fo) (0/7r)13+

r2

+ K4
(14)
The constants are evaluated by
the use of the same limits defined in
evaluating K, and K2 in the previous
derivation.

The plates of this capacitor are
designed so as to change the resonant frequency of an L -C circuit
an amount (per unit change of
ELECTRONICS
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K30

= loge fo
Substituting these values of
and K. in Eq. (14),
K3

=

f=

= fo (fr/fo)B'*

K2
(15)

/r
Co (Jo/f,r)2e

-

Co

(18)

Differentiating Eq. (16) with respect to 0 and equating the result to
the righthand
of Eq. (10),
2C__2

((J.l6/

\

loge (sides

(A)=K`(P2-r2)
2
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(17)

and using

\77,/ + r2
R -C Oscillator

(18)

loge

in an

The capacitor to be designed in
this section is to give a constant
rate of frequency change, as was
the capacitor previously considered,
but in this case the circuit in which
the capacitor is to operate is a resistance -tuned sine -wave oscillator
of the feedback type wherein the
two resistive components are equal,
as are thé two capacitive components. For such an arrangement,
the frequency of oscillation is given
by
(19)
fz = 1/2 aR (Co +Cs)
where R is the value of one of the
resistances, Co is the total minimum
capacitance, and Cm is the incremental capacitance of one of the
capacitors. Solving Eq. (19) for R

at

f0,
R

=

(20)

1/27rfoCo

Replacing R in Eq. (19) by the
righthand side of Eq. (20),
(21)
+ C.
Equating the righthand sides of
Eq. (15) and (21) and solving for

fs

Co

Colo

Cm,

C. =

Co
Jfx

The value of f,, as given by Eq.
(15) is now substituted in Eq. (7) :
C. =

Constant Rafe of Frequency Change

=

loge (f././0)1/7; K4

(12)

where p and r are measured in centimeters, and K, is in farads/cm.

(13)

Solving Eq. (13) yields
loge f,,

Equating the right sides of Eq.
(10) and (11) and solving for p
gives the polar equation for the contour of the straight-line frequency
capacitor plate
P

l2e/x

Capacitor

the three types of

ale

(

1 zrKe \f- /

p

lJ

e

/,r
Co

(22)

Differentiating Eq. (22) with respect to 0, equating the result to the
righthand side of Eq. (10) and solving for yields
P=

eI2o¡fo\B,Aloge(rx/+r2
l

(23)

I:.J

Examples

The three types of capacitor contours are shown in Fig. 2. Design
values for a specific application of
each type are given in Table I.
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The CAA

Instrument Landing System...
Details of localizer transmitter, sideband generators, marker transmitters, monitor units,
and receivers used in planes to feed the cross -pointer indicator for the blind landing system
now officially adopted for civil aviation in this country. This concluding part also analyzes
effects of nearby hills and buildings on localizer performance

for
the radio instrument landing
system adopted by the Civil Aeronautics Administration for use
throughout the United States is already under way, and will attain
full volume after the war. The resulting new equipment requirements at airports and for localizer
and marker receivers in planes constitute an important post-war market for radio equipment and component manufacturers. With standardized facilities throughout the
country, civilian flying can become increasingly independent of
THE INSTALLATION PROGRAM

weather conditions and thereby
achieve greater popularity.
In the first part of this article,
in the February 1945 issue of ELECTRONICS, an overall picture of the
new system was given, including
general descriptions of the three
main elements at an airport-the
runway localizer, the marker transmitters and the glide path localizer.
Technical features of the runway
localizer will now be taken up in
detail.
Localizer Transmitter

The localizer transmitter proper

Carrier and a// sidebands>z, carrier antenna
Field monitors

Sidebands only

Amplitude
and phase
control unit:

}To

sideband antenna

Localizer
monitor 47,
Carrier!
Carrier only?

Phaser

1

transmitter

90^./5q N

1

Sideband
generator

voice

Hybrid

Remote

transformer

control
equipment

ISOLA'unit
Voltage

Field

regulators

excitation

Rectifier

II
11
Alternator

Voice
equipment

control

_AuxiIiar
auto .

transformer

L

J

90Nand 150'
motor alternator

To

230V.

To115V

60^'
source

L

Voice
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an ordinary crystal -controlled
type with the usual frequency multipliers, producing about 200 watts
of carrier which can be plate modulated. Connections are made to the
grid tank of the power amplifier,
for exciting the sideband generator, by means of i -inch coaxial
line (air dielectric). The power
taken for this purpose is between
five and ten watts, of which only a
small portion is used to drive sideband generator tubes (type 8001);
most of it supplies losses in the
circuits necessary to build up the
grid voltage to the required value.
In one particular arrangement
used, the grid circuit of the side band generator is tuned to parallel
resonance and the line from the
transmitter is made effectively a
half-wave to reflect as high an impedance as possible to the p.a. grid
tank, thereby minimizing the disturbing effect on this tank.
The design of a satisfactory side band generator presents the usual
problem of a class C amplifier for
the frequencies involved, but in
this case some of the factors are
more critical. Thus, it is imperative that the plate circuit have very
love losses and be balanced if a satisfactory value of plate efficiency
is expected. Small unbalances cause
considerable drop in efficiency due
to the carrier current introduced as
well as due to the drop in sideband
power. A low efficiency in turn results in larger alternators, which is
undesirable for obvious reasons.
The efficiency of the units now in
use is of the order of 40 percent.
The efficiency of the grid circuit
is
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is also important from the standpoint of minimizing the power absorbed from the transmitter. An
important consideration in the design of the sideband generator is
that of stability (and its associate,
resetability) over the range of service conditions. In practice the
equipment is adjusted properly and
then permitted to operate unattended. Variations in temperature,
humidity or line voltage which may
occur during such operation should
not affect the tuning of the unit appreciably. If it becomes necessary
to readjust the tuning controls for
any reason, it should be possible to

set them properly without having
to readjust the antenna system. To
this end, the tuning elements have
been made heavy and rigidly
mounted and the controls provided
with very slow drives.
Associated Units

A phaser unit is included as an
integral part of the sideband generator to assist in phasing the side band antennas, as a whole, with respect to the carrier antennas. A
monitor, consisting of a 6H6 rectifier with a d -c milliammeter, is
capacitively coupled to the r -f output of the sideband generator, and
is used also to assist in tuning. A
block diagram of the localizer transmitter with its associated units is
given in Fig. 13.
The phaser used is made up of a
variable length of coaxial line
folded back on itself. The total
range of variation of phase is 45
deg for each phaser, or a total of
90 deg for the sideband antennas
ELECTRONICS
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Marker station, with antennas and counterpoise

since they have two of these in
series. By using the proper fixed
lengths of transmission lines, the
phasing adjustments for the side band antennas (relative to the carrier) are brought within the range
of the phaser units.
In the same rack with the side band generator are mounted the
amplitude and phase control unit,
the hybrid unit and the controls for
the alternators supplying 90 cps
and 150 eps. These latter controls
permit the voltages of the two machines to be varied simultaneously
and also permit the ratio of the two
voltages to be varied: This latter
is convenient as it provides compensation for any slight discrimination, in the system, between the
two frequencies; it also provides a
means for correcting a slight misalignment of the course (say onehalf degree). The alternators themselves are driven by and mounted
on a common shaft with a syn-

chronous motor to stabilize both
frequency and output voltage.
The only other equipment in the
localizer building is the control
rack and an engine generator (for
standby power) in an adjacent
room. The rack contains Strowger
equipment for remote operation and
a monitor panel which provides
visual indication of the output of
the course monitor, and contains a
jack for checking the output of the
clearance monitor. This is mainly
used in the tuneup process as described later.
Figure 14 shows a typical layout
of a localizer without standby
equipment. The equipment itself
is, however, all designed for adaptation into a main -and -standby arrangement with means for remote
(but not automatic) changeover.
Coaxial Lines and Radiators

transmission line (except
between transmitter and
used
that
All
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sideband generator) is of the i -inch
coaxial, air-dielectric type filled
with nitrogen at a pressure of about
five pounds. The balanced line originally used was practically impossible to keep balanced and resulted
in variable and haphazard phase relationships that made of the system an amorphous complex very
difficult to adjust Coaxial line does
away with all this trouble and is
easier to handle. The transformation from unbalanced to balanced
line, to feed the balanced radiators,
is done very close to the radiators
themselves by a quarter-wave section of balanced line. The coaxial
line is then matched by an appropriate stub on the generator side
of the balancing section.
The radiators themselves are
mounted on pipe pedestals set in
concrete and are about four feet
above the effective ground plane.
This is the plane on which occur reflections which reach the aircraft
making a normal approach, and is
usually the level of the runway.
The actual height of the antennas
above ground frequently is considerably greater than four feet.
The array is mounted in a long
wooden shelter (for protection
against the weather) either integral with or separate from the
main building. Eight loops covering a span of 1600 electrical degrees are used in most installations, though ten loops are used
where it is necessary to increase
directivity (to clear obstructions).
In either case, however, the height
of the structure is such as to clear
a 40:1 angle with respect to the
nearest end of the runway as a
safety precaution for aircraft making low -angle landings or take -offs.
Marker Transmitters

The marker transmitters (which
are all alike except in the modulation frequency) are straightforward crystal -controlled affairs with
an output of some 4 to 6 watts at
75

Mc.

They were designed as

standard units to be used either independently (as in this case) or as
driver units for multipliers or
power amplifiers. Three of these
markers are usually employed at
distances of approximately 200 ft
(inner marker), 4800 ft (middle
marker) and 4.5 miles (outer
marker), all from the approach

end of the runway. These are modulated respectively at 3,000 cps
(unkeyed), 1,300 cps (keyed at six
dots per second) and 400 cps
(keyed at two dashes per second).
The aircraft generally starts the
approach glide over the outer
marker at an altitude of approximately 1,000 ft and a glide angle of
roughly two degrees. This brings
it over the inner marker at about

aural and graphic indication of the
performance of the system. To accomplish this, a set of control lines
connects each part of the system
with the control room. Signals
(from field monitors at the localizer and from the equipment itself
at the markers) are brought in

over these lines and amplified, filtered and rectified so they can operate the various instruments. In
fifty feet.
many cases, it is undesirable to
The marker antenna is simply a place this rack in the control tower
linear horizontal radiator, one and a separate instrument console
wavelength long, fed at the center is used in the latter position. This
console carries only indicating instruments and start -stop switches.
To minimize the size and cost of
the equipment, a single recorder
and a single alarm circuit are used
to monitor all parts of the system.
This is accomplished by a commutator device which scans the various functions at the rate of one
minute per function for the recorder and 10 seconds per function
for the alarm.
The operator thus has continuous indication of levels and clearance and at the same time, a loud
gong will warn him of faulty operation even if he does not happen to
notice his instruments. The graphical record is of value in controlling the operation and maintenance
of the system.
The localizer portion really moniInstrument console used in control tower tors clearance off course, as already
for operation and supervision of localizer
stated, and only indirectly monitors course alignment and signal
level. Clearance is measured by filand supported above a counter- tering and separately rectifying the
poise at a height of 47 deg for the 90 -cps and 150 -cps components and
boundary marker and 90 deg for then applying them through a difthe middle and outer markers. The ferential circuit to a microammeter
radiator is aligned with the axis of (see Fig. 15). The sum (instead
the runway and its radiation pat- of the difference) of these compontern is relatively narrow in a direc- ents is applied to another microamtion parallel to this axis and con- meter for indicating level. An essiderably broader in a direction at sentially similar circuit is used in
right angles to the runway; it fur- the aircraft receiver, except that
ther has an appreciable gain in the the level indicator is omitted.
vertical direction. The exact patThe two audio filters present a
tern shape is unimportant and in problem of design due to the wide
general, not more than one or two range of temperature over which
watts are used to drive the antenna. they are expected to operate. Without special precautions, their inMonitor and Control Units
sertion loss varies with temperaOf some interest is the monitor ture (due mostly to capacitor variand control equipment used with ation) and not at the same rate for
the system. It has two basic pur- the two filters. Both clearance and
poses: to permit the various facil- level indications would thus be serities to be turned on or off from the iously affected. Special capacitors
control room, and to provide visual, and special inductor construction
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the resulting variable a -f signal
will cause the operation of the
visual indicator to be erratic. As
noted previously, the apparent
clearance is a function of the absolute values of the two voltages
as well as their difference.
The antenna is a horizontal V
of which each leg is approximately
X/4 long and the included angle is
about 80 deg. It feeds a balanced
line connected to points several
inches from the apex (selected to
obtain a reasonable impedance
match) .
The marker receiver is also a
superheterodyne receiver, but with
a crystal-controlled oscillator. Figure 17 shows the manner in which
the audio output of this receiver
is utilized to operate one of three
small lamps (on the instrument
board) depending on which of the
three markers is being received.
These lamps are actually operated
from the a -c power supply, and the
receiver output serves merely to
control the current through the
lamps. Within narrow limits, the
brilliance of the lamps varies with
the intensity of the received signal.

are used to minimize these variations. To the same end, all rectifiers (of the copper-oxide or selenium type) are kept in an automatic oven at practically constant
temperature.
Receivers Used in Planes

The localizer aircraft receiving
equipment consists chiefly of a
straightforward superheterodyne
receiver covering the necessary frequency band. The output of the
receiver may either be used aurally
or visually. For the latter case, the
output is separated into its 90 -cps
and 150 -cps components by bandpass filters, rectified and the difference between the two rectified
voltages applied to the visual indicator (see Fig. 16).
The receiver used in the plane
has provision for manual tuning as
well as push-button tuning. A meter
is used to measure the ave cathode
current to indicate to the pilot
whether or not an adequate r -f signal is being received. Without this,
it would be difficult to tell whether
zero indication of the visual indicator was due to an equi -signal zone
or merely no signal. Furthermore,
if the receiver is not sufficiently
controlled by ave, it will respond to
variations in r -f field strength and

Effect of Mountainous Terrain

Of considerable importance in the
operation of the localizer is the to-
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equipment in localizer transmitter building

..

FIG. 15-Differential circuit used in monitor
for localizer

pography of the surrounding terrain as well as the presence of large
objects (such as trees, hills, buildings) in the vicinity of the antenna
array. These factors can introduce
signal reflections that interfere
seriously with the production of a
desired pattern. The effects of
these factors may be to distort or
otherwise affect the course, or to
affect the clearance at various
values of azimuth, or both.
The effect of topography may be
seen by reference to Fig. 18, which
shows the ground profile along some
particular value of azimuth. With
such ground there is more than one
point (Q, Q', etc.) from which the
reflected ray reaches the point P.
Consider first, the reflection at Q.
This can be replaced by the image
antenna b below the plane AB of
the reflecting surface. The field at
P is then, for small values of 9,
approximately equal to
(2ckc/),) (hH/r ).
If an additional reflecting point
Q' exists, it will introduce another
image at a different position in
space, and the radiation from this
image is to be added (with proper
consideration of phase) to the
above. The only effect of these reflections, however, is on the absolute amplitude of the field. The
various components of the field
(carrier, 90 -cps sidebands and 150 cps sidebands) are all equally affected and their relationships are
not disturbed. There will therefore
be no changes in clearance (or
course bends) due to the vertical
profile of the ground. The changes
in field strength can, however, be
quite large in certain extreme
cases, resulting in surges and fades
which may take the receiver completely out of ave. This is found in

certain vhf ranges located in mountainous territory, but not usually
d31
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of

the cross -pointer instrument that guides the pilot down along the glide path

instrument landing facilities
where the usable zone is not too
rough in contour. It is, of course,
necessary to avoid protubrances or
large vertical objects which might
interfere with line of sight.
in

the clearance at points receiving
the reflected signals. In particular,
if one of these points is on course,
where clearance is normally zero,
the reflector will introduce a course
bend.

In Appendix II is given the analysis of the effect of a reflector parallel to the course and located e deg.
off course. The use of this particular orientation for the reflector
does not cause any loss in generality since the form of the resulting
equation is not affected (the magnitudes of the results, however,
are). Consider, for example, a reflecting surface 4,000 feet away
from the antenna at B = 10 deg.
In this case ß- = 180 deg, G, = 2.05,
G2 = 0.475 (see Fig. 4, Part I),
hence at a point 8,000 ft away from
the antenna along the normal di -

Effect of Reflecting Structures

Reflections which are not wholly
in a vertical plane are far more important since the horizontal radiation patterns are involved. A reflecting surface will receive two
signals of different magnitude for
the two modulation frequencies. It
will reflect these unequal signals
to some point where they will be

superimposed on the signals normally present at this point, and
thereby disturb the ratio between
the two modulation frequencies. In
other words, the reflector affects
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FIG. 17-Receiver arrangement used in planes to pick up the three marker signals
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rection of the course, the ratio of
90 -cps field to 150 -cps field is, by

using Eq.

(4)

of Appendix

II,

= 2.06 instead of unity as it
should be. From Fig. 4, it is evident that an aircraft at this point
would have to move about 2.5 deg
away from the normal course, and
on the 150 -cps side, to find an actual
course again. The magnitude and
position of this course shift are
obviously not tolerable. A hangar
or building so situated with respect
to a localizer would thus constitute
a serious interference to its proper

functioning.
As pointed out in Appendix II,
the height of the reflecting structure determines the height of the
point affected. Such structures
should therefore be kept as low and
as far from the antenna as possible.
Consider, for example, a typical
airport as indicated on Fig. 19. A
fifty -foot structure 1,250 feet away
from the localizer antenna will affect the entire approach path. By
moving it away from the antenna,
a smaller portion of the approach
path is affected until at 4,000 feet
it affects the path up to a point
slightly beyond the inner marker.
This maximum altitude at which a
structure causes interference is the
same all around a station.
Actually, the probable effect of
the reflector would not be as serious as indicated above since the
coefficient of reflection is not always unity. In practice, it would be
usually smaller-and possibly much
March 1945
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dent signal because of distance, the
detailed electrical characteristics
of the reflecting surface, etc. The
former of these can easily be accounted for by an appropriate
modification of the factor G. The
other factors introduce complexities beyond the purpose of this

smaller-due chiefly to the geometric and electrical characteristics of the surface, and the angle
of incidence. A rigorous analysis of
any specific structure is obviously
impracticable, but the above calculations give an approximation
which permits quantitative estimate of the effects of reflecting
structures and terrain with useful
accuracy.

paper..,
APPENDIX III

APPENDIX II

A radiator over a reflecting surface, such as the earth, acts mathematically as though it were associated with an image on the other
side of the surface. If it also has a
reflecting surface on its side, . it
acts as though it were associated
with three images. To avoid needless complexity, in the application
to the localizer, it is assumed that
the reflecting surface is a vertical
plane parallel to the course. There
is no loss of generality in this assumption since the orientation affects the magnitude of the interference phenomenon, through the
geometry of the system, but not
the form of the mathematical expressions.
Referring to Fig. 20 and assuming that G is the horizontal pattern of the array as shown in Fig.
4 and is taken as unity at O = 0,
the fields at the point P due to the
system are

- r,,/c) lra-aP
(1)
e, = -G cos
(t - r,/c
= bP, etc.
ea =
cos
(t - ra/c)
If r = OP, h - OA and f = OQ, then
ro = r - h sin ß
rb=r+h sin 0
ro=ra+2f sin
= r -h sin + 2f sin
(2)
sin
e, = cos
eb

=

w

(t

-cosw(t-rb/c)

1 rb

w

G

)

w

B

ra=rb+2f

4'

B

B

=r+h sin 0+2f sin

B

Cross -pointer instrument used with new
CAA instrument landing system

If

ß1- (27rh/ X)

the sum is

e

sin 0 and
= B cos (wt'

/
where
- ¢) (4rrf

A)

f32-11=..

sin 0,

B2=4sin2ß2(1-G cos ß1+G2)
4,-a-

=

tan' [(1 -G cos 132)/G sin

2 sin ßl (1
'l')
(wt'
e

-

ß21

-G cos + G2)" cos
132

(3)

For a given reflecting surface,
the value of G will be different for
90 -cps and 150 -cps modulation. If
subscript 1 is used for the first and
2 for the second of these, then
(e°o/eiso)2

- (1 -- Gi cos
cos ß2
(1

ß2

G2

{

G?)

(4)
4

It should be noted that the height
of the reflection point H, is such
that H,/g0 = tan cp. Reflections at
higher points will affect higher
points P, and vice versa.
The above analysis is obviously
elementary and is intended solely
to provide a basis for estimating
the probable effects of certain obstructions. For more accurate
work, it would be necessary to consider the attenuation of the inci-

The operation of the radiating
system as described above (and in
Appendix I) is predicated upon
zero mutual inductance between the
various radiating elements. This
is obviously an impossible condition. At the center of the array,
especially, where the loops are close
together and the current amplitudes are highest, there is a considerable amount of parasitic action.
This is of two types : induced voltages in one or more sideband pairs
due to currents in the carrier pair,
and induced voltages in sideband
pairs due to currents in a sideband
pair. Parasitic currents in the carrier pair due to currents in any
sideband pair are similar to the second of these two types and minimized in the same manner described
below.

The parasitics in the sideband
pairs must be reduced to a minimum in order to obtain the desired
space patterns. This is accomplished by choosing the proper
length of transmission line to connect the two loops of a pair. The
operation of this adjustment may
be understood from the following

considerations.
Figure 21 represents, in simplified schematic form, the equivalent
circuit of the combination of car -
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FIG. 18-Effect of ground profile on signal produced at P

by localizer transmitter at point a near an airport
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FIG. 19-Effect of structures of various heights (dotted profiles)
on localizer signal
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duced voltages are equal, the above
expression can be written

an exact duplicate of that used for
the measurement.
In the case of parasitics in one
i,,'=k(2-2cos ,)1 /2 cos(wl e)
pair of sideband loops due to curIt is evident that if ¢ is my (n rent in another pair, the voltages
even), the magnitude of i; is zero, at the center of the line (due to
whereas for n odd, the magnitude parasitics) are in phase and hence
of ip is a maximum, or 2k. Had the above procedure is not applithe two loops been connected so cable. The more direct procedure
they could be driven in phase the is in this case also the simplest,
parasitic action would have been and the two loops are set up and
minimized by making ¢ an odd the length of the tie -line adjusted
number of half -wavelengths, and for minimum induced currents.
maximized by making ¢ equal to The feed line is then connected to
an even number of half-wave- the exact center of the tie -line.
lengths.
It is obviously impossible to minFigure 22 shows the magnitude imize both types of parasitic curof iP (in percent of its maximum rents by the adjustment of a single
value 2k) for various values of ¢. parameter since the requirements
A departure from the optimum are conflicting. The second type
value of ¢ by five or six degrees described has been neglected in the
(slightly over an inch for 4 -inch tuning procedure so far used, with
coaxial line, air dielectric, at 110 no serious ill effects. Further work
Mc) results in a parasitic current may reveal the desirability of elimequal to four or five percent of inating this form of coupling, of
maximum, and this can readily be which the chief objection is its inobserved. The length of tie line can fluence on the effective phase of
therefore be adjusted quite accur- radiation from the loops affected.
ately (to within several degrees).
The placement of the feed point
The adjustment of the length of at the exact center of each sideband
the line can, of course, be made by pair is quite important since it afobserving the parasitic currents as fects the angles at which radiation
the length is varied. In practice, nulls occur (as well as parasitic
this is tedious and a much simpler currents). If the distances from
procedure is used. This is based on the feed point to the two loops difthe fact that the induced voltage in fer from each other by u electrical
each loop causes a voltage wave to degrees, the pattern is given by
travel along the tie -line toward the p = k sin (u -1- S sin 0) , so that
other loop. In the case of parasitics nulls occur for values of 0 satisfyin sideband loops due to current in ing the relation u -{- S sin O = n ir,
the carrier loops there are thus two where n = 0, 1, 2, etc. If u = 0 and
voltage waves traveling in opposite n = 0, then O = 0 for all the side directions. At the center of the line band pairs, so that on course
these voltages will be equal and
(0 = 0) no contribution is made
opposite so that the effective volt- by the sideband loops. This is as it
age across the line is zero. This is, should be. If u
0, the null will
in effect, a short-circuit and an occur at some value of O other than
actual short-circuit can be placed zero. If all the sideband pairs had
at that point without changing any- nulls at this same value of 0, the
thing. The procedure then is to
connect slightly more than half the
anticipated tie -line to one of the
loops, with a short circuit at the
free end. This simulates the presLoops
ence of the other half of the sysin phase
tem, and the position of the short
is adjusted until the parasitic cur-Loops /80°
out of' phase
rent in the loop is a minimum. (A
tuned thermocouple meter is used
'100' 120 r44 160 reo :
'Tie -Line ir(Dégrq¢
to read this current.) The final position of the short represents the
exact center of the system; the feed FIG. 22-Variation of parasitic current in
a loop with the length of the tie -line
line is connected at this point, and
the line to the other loop is made

-

20-Effect

of reflecting surface on
localizer signal

FIG.

FIG.

21-Equivalent circuit for carrier loops
and one sideband pair

rier loops and one (any) sideband
pair. The former (the center
mesh) are considered to be driven
from a source e and the latter are
driven only by induction from the
center loops. The induced voltages
in the sideband loops are in the
same direction, as shown, and effectively in series. If the interconnecting line were an integral number of wavelengths long, the two
induced voltages would effectively
be in series -aiding (by virtue of
the reversal in connections to one
of the loops to permit feeding them
out of phase). This would result
in maximum parasitic current. By
making the tie -line an odd number
of half-waves long the voltages are
effectively in series -opposing, and
if the two loops are identical and
symmetrically placed with respect
to the center loops the parasitic
current will be zero. The parasitic
current in either loop is
ip

=

k (ei

- e-t/d)

where tp is the phase shift introduced by the tie line. If the in134

W,
=
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Crysta-controlled localizer transmitter

Sideband generator

course would also be at this angle.
It is more likely that the nulls will
occur at different angles. In either
case, at = 0 there will be unequal
amounts of the two modulation
frequencies due to the unsymmetrical contribution from the side band loops. To establish a course
at this position, therefore, it will
be necessary to unbalance the outputs of the 90 -cps and 150 -cps
sources by a corresponding amount.
Under these circumstances, the
course may be ill-defined and broad.
Furthermore, it will be less stable
than normal since now its -alignment is determined by more factors
than in the normal arrangement
where the sideband loops contribute
nothing to the on -course signal.
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NOTE: On page 121 of l'art I of this
article in the Feb. 1915 issue, in the righthand column just under Eig. 9. is a statement concerning percent modulation at various azimuth values. The inthor points out
that actually the modulation percentage is
always at least 1110 percent, although for
most values of azimuth it is not greatly in
excess of this value.
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ZERO PHASE SHIFT
AMPLIFIER DESIGN
Equations and circuits for design of wide -band amplifiers having extended frequency
ranges of flat phase and amplitude respon se. Negative feedback between successive
stages is shown to be simpler and as effective as conventional shunt inductive and capacitive compensation
(a)

By LEONARD R. MALLING
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1-The two curves at (a) show phase
and amplitude characteristics of a typical
RC -coupled amplifier. When negative feedback is applied to this amplifier, its characteristics become those shown at (b)
FIG.

fused with video -frequency amplifiers having linear phase -shift characteristics with frequency. These
latter amplifiers do not preserve
the phase relationship between voltage and current existing at their
input terminals nor is any attempt
made to do this. Designers of
video -frequency amplifiers have had
recourse to the principle of constant time delay of transmitted signals to overcome difficulties of designing phase distortionless amplifiers.'
In the typical video amplifier the
phase relation between the input
and output signals might rotate
through several hundred degrees

over the frequency band. Such a

characteristic with certain reservations has proven to be satisfactory
for television picture reproduction.
The most useful criterion of performance for a television amplifier
has thus become related not to the
phase characteristics but to the
time of transmission through the
amplifier. An amplifier which has

constant time of transmission over
the desired frequency band is ob-tained when the angular rotation
of phase is kept constant with respect to frequency or when t = 0/u>,
where t is the time of transmission,
0 is in radians and w is in radians
per second. If an attempt were

for faithful reproduction
of the input signal both in
phase and amplitude in wide -band
amplifiers necessitates rigid control
of amplifier phase characteristics.
The purpose of this article is to
show how this requirement may be
met in wide -band amplifier design
by employing negative feedback
for phase control, provided certain
precautions are observed.
EED

Video Amplifier Design

Amplifiers having zero phase
characteristics should not be con 136

FIG.

2-At high frequencies

the coupling network of an amplifier contains an
effective shunt capacitance C,
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amplifier characteristic obtainable with stabilized negative
feedback shows wide, flat phase as well as frequency response

made to obtain a television amplifier having zero phase characteristics there would not only be little
appreciable gain in fidelity of picture reproduction but also a great
increase in complexity because simple amplitude filters could not be
used without corresponding phase
shifting devices. These difficulties
would be particularly apparent in
the design of the radio and intermediate -frequency channels.
However, in measuring equipment such as oscilloscopes for use
in transient analysis or in observing non-linear characteristics' it is
frequently necessary and generally
desirable that the system have zero
phase shift and flat response.
Requirements for Zero Phase -Shift
Amplifiers

When considering the design of
zero phase -shift amplifiers, it
should be borne in mind that each
tube in a multi -stage amplifier will
rotate the phase 180 degrees. Two
tubes in tandem will give a 360 degree change or effectively restore
the phase to its original position.
No time delay is involved in such a
phase reversal where the frequency
is such that tube transit -time effects can be neglected, and this will
always be the case within the frequency band under discussion.
As with video amplifiers, transformer couplings cannot be tolerated owing to their inherently poor
phase transmission characteristics.
Thus resistance coupling and cathode followers for impedance transformations are the major design
features of zero phase-shift amplifiers.
Conventional RC -coupled amplifiers are characterized by a lagging
phase angle at high frequencies due
ELECTRONICS
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to shunt capacitances and a leading
phase angle at low frequencies due
to the finite time constant of the

coupling capacitance and grid resistance. Figure 1 shows representative curves for the phase and
amplitude characteristics of a typical RC -coupled amplifier, and the
effect of feedback on these characteristics when no attempt is made
to stabilize the phase and amplitude at the extreme edges of the
required frequency spectrum.
Some compromise is usually
necessary in a zero phase-shift
amplifier between the conflicting
factors of flat amplitude response
and flat phase characteristic. An
amplifier having flat amplitude response within a fraction of a db
may have phase errors as high as 20
or 30 degrees. Similarly, a flat phase amplifier may have amplitude variations of the order of a db
or more. Because the purpose of
this article is to bring out the salient points in the design of amplifiers having flat phase response, the
conventional viewpoint of design-

FIG.

ing for fiat amplitude will be
dropped in favor of designing for
flat phase characteristics with the
best possible amplitude response.
In general, application of negative feedback will considerably reduce phase distortion from some
undesirable amount, but not necessarily to zero.' Additional techniques must be applied to insure
a completely flat phase characteristic and methods will be suggested
to advance or retard phase the required degree. This additional compensation required to correct for
the angular displacements at the
extreme edges of the pass -band extends the effective working range
of the amplifier. Correction of
phase distortion of this type in
negative -feedback amplifiers will
also improve the amplitude response in the same regions.
High-Frequency

Phase

Equalization

A typical two -stage RC -coupled
amplifier is shown in Fig. 2. The
phase shift between the input and
output terminals is determined, in

3-Shunt inductive compensation improves high -frequency response
of

resistance -capacitance coupled amplifier
137

the absence of feedback, by the
time constant of the plate resistor
Rn and the sum of the tube and
stray capacitances C,. Gain and
phase angle are given by
lip (1

A

1

-

+

- jwCeRp)
(wC,Rp)2

tan-, wC,R,

(1)
(2)

In this case 4) represents the angle
by which the voltage e2 lags behind
the applied voltage e, (Fig. 2).
For a small phase -angle depar-

be 5000 ohms and with C, = 20 µµf
and L = 500 µh the gain is 25

per stage with negligible phase distortion.
A more complete idea of the circuit performance can be gained and
the effect of frequency upon stage
gain estimated from the plate impedance for the LC,RP circuit described above as given in Eq. (5).
Z

- w2LCe) - C,Rpr]
- Rp (1jw- [Lw2LC,)2
(wCrRp)2
-}-

5-A small capacitance in the cathode
circuit advances the phase angle of the
high -frequency voltage applied to the grid
FIG.

(1

-I-

(5)

j2wC,Rp
1

-A oßo

(8)

The phase distortion is thus reduced by the factor 1/(1-A,ß,)
and the amplitude will remain constant for the above assumption.

FIG.

4-Negative feedback from grid

of following stage to cathode of preceding
stage improves the phase response of the coupling network

ture and constant amplitude it can
be seen that the product wC,R, must
be kept to a minimum. Assuming
for example that w = 106, for a
phase shift of the order of one degree the product C,R, should not be
greater than 10-8. Because it is difficult to keep the total capacitance
C, below 20 µµf, R,,, can be only 500
ohms for a phase lag of 49 = 0.6 degrees, or much too low for useful

stage gain.
If a small inductor L is added in
series with R,,, the phase error
may be reduced to zero and at the
same time a higher plate load can
be used. Figure 3 shows the addition of L. The phase angle for such
a combination of L, C, and R,, is
= tan'w [L (1 - w'LC,) - C,Rp2]/Rp (3)
If L is made equal to C,R', then
= tan-1 (wC,Rp)'
(4)
As wC,R will in general be less
95

than unity, this residual phase
error, being very much less than
one degree, may be neglected. With
tubes having a g, of 5000, R,, may

We are only interested in the real
part of this equation, which is
Z =

Rp

(1

- w'LCe)'

-Ì-

(ec,Rp)2

(6)

Substituting L = CIR,' and solving
for the stage gain we obtain
A

- 1

gmRp

(7)

(we,Rp)2

Equation (7) shows that amplitude
is substantially flat over the frequency band of interest because
(wC,R,)2 is considerably less than
unity for the previously chosen
values.
High -Frequency Compensation by
Negative Feedback

The reduction of phase errors at
high frequencies by negative feedback is done by means of the circuit
of Fig. 4. The response ratio, middle -frequency to high -frequency
gain ratio, is given by Eq. (8) if
wC,R, is less than unity and

C,=C,1=C,2.
R h'ah-

1

-

-

1
Aoßo
Aoßo -1- j2wC,Rp

Taking the figures given for the
amplifier in the previous example
and assuming a feedback factor of
Auß = -5, the phase error will be
reduced by a factor of six. Thus a
phase error of -11.6 degrees is reduced to a phase error of -L9
degrees at w = 106. Additional
phase correction must be used to
reduce this angle to zero.
One very convenient method of
doing this is to add a small capacitance across a normally unbypassed
cathode resistance as in Fig. 5.
This capacitance effectively advances the phase of the signal applied to the tube grid in relation to
the signal applied to the input circuit. The voltage applied to the
grid is e, = e,
e, and assuming
wR,C, to be less than unity, the
impedance of the cathode circuit
can be expressed as R. (1-jwC,R,)

-

that

so
e,,

e,

- e, =

(e,

-
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j

(9)

Thus it can be seen that an effectively leading phase angle is applied to the tube grid voltage. In
the case of the two -stage feedback
amplifier, the capacitor C, is
shunted across the cathode feedback resistor. The effect of this capacitor on the phase of the output
signal is exactly equivalent to the
addition of an inductor in series
with the plate resistor. The capacitor is advantageous in its ease
of application and adjustment.
Minimum phase distortion is obtained at low frequencies when the
March
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jWC,R,,)
(1
g>nR,) -I- wC,Ro2g.

g,,R,
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time constant of the coupling capacitor and grid resistor is made a
maximum. Ideally a direct coupling would be used. Limitations to
increasing the time constant arise
from physical bulk of the coupling
capacitor, which due to stray capacitance causes considerable phase
shifts at the high frequencies and
gas currents in the vacuum tube
which prevent the grid resistor
from being increased. An insufficiently large time constant will
cause the phase to become advanced
as the signal passes through the
amplifier.
Low -Frequency Phase

= 9,,,R,

(1

4 j/R0wC0)

(10)

The phase angle of the equalized
plate circuit impedance is

_

- tan RI

Ao(3o=-2

i

ú
;._

°

CIRI2

R,[1+(wCIRI)21

(11)

However R, may be regarded as a
high -impedance shunt provided
for d -c feed across the capacitor C,
and in' most cases can be neglected.
Thus C, may be considered simply
as in series with
giving an effective impedance Z.

R

Z=R,-j/wC,

(12)

-20

AoÌ3o=

-40
2x102-

Equalization

A convenient method of retarding the phase to its normal value
is to shunt part of the anode load
with a capacitor as in Fig. 6.
R0C, will cause e2 to lead e,. R,C,
will give a corresponding lagging
phase which, by suitable choice,
will counteract the lead introduced
by R,C,. The gain without compensation is
A

iAo(3o=-5

103

104

Angular Velocity in Radians per Sec.

FIG. 7-If the feedback network time constant is twice the grid coupling net work time constant, the phase characteristic at low frequencies varies with
feedback factor as this family of curves shows

The phase angle of Z is
4' =
tan-' (1/coCiRp)
(13)
It can be seen from Eq. (10) and
(13) that an effective cancellation
of low -frequency phase errors is
obtained when the time constant of
R5C, is made equal to the grid coupling time constant R,C,.

-

Low -Frequency Compensation by'
Negative Feedback

As in the case of high -frequency
correction, feedback may also be
used for phase correction at low
frequencies, with the corresponding advantages of gain stabilization by the circuit of Fig. 4. Thus,
although two types of circuit are
required for phase compensation,

one for high -frequency and one for
low -frequency compensation, a single feedback network, if properly

designed, provides both high and
low-frequency phase correction.
However, unless care is exercised
in the choice of coupling components, the phase errors may be seriously increased. The greatest difficulty is maintaining in circuits of
this type a high enough time constant in the feedback loop without
adversely affecting the high -frequency characteristics.
For high feedback factor Aoßo it
is essential to keep the ratio of
feedback time constant to the coupling time constant high. The response ratio for low -frequency amplification compared to mid -band frequency amplification is
RtO..

=

(of)

wT (wT

1-A0ß0

- j)
jwT(1±P
1-A0ß0

(14

where T = feedback time constant CJ, R1s
P = CI, Rib/CO R0

Figure 7 shows the effect of increasing the feedback without increasing the time constant ratio P.
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TRANSMISSION -LINE
Impedance along transmission line or length of line necessary
to transform one impedance to another are quickly determined
at R=1, X=1.2 which has an angular coordinate of about 60.5 degrees (for a negative reactance)
indicating that the first voltage
minimum is 60.5 electrical degrees
from the load. Had the load been
inductive, ZL/Z° would have been
1+11.2 and the first voltage minimum would have been 119.5 electrical degrees from the load. There
would have been a voltage maximum 119.5°-90°=29.5° from the
load. In either case, since the
point falls on the Q=3.1 circle, the
ratio of maximum to minimum
voltage is 3.1.
An unknown load impedance can
be determined from measurements
on a line of known characteristic
impedance, using the chart. As a
specific illustration, the standing
wave ratio is 3 and the voltage
FIG. 1-Basic coordinate system from which transmission -line
calculator is derived

for this vhf calculator were derived from the
equation for the voltage reflection coefficient K = (ZL-Z°)/(ZL + Z°).
This equation is transformed to
ZL/Z° = (K + 1)/(1-K) in which
ZL/Zo = R + jX is the ratio of load
impedance to characteristic line imTHE CURVES

pedance, and K is a complex number which can be represented by its
rectangular coordinates u + jv.
Chart Construction

Equating the real components of
this equation, we obtain the equation of a circle for a fixed value of
R with center at u = R/(R + 1), y
=0 and radius 1/(R+1.) Because
R cannot be negative, none of these
circles can have a radius greater
than unity.
In a similar manner, the imaginary components yield an equation
for two circles, because jX can be
either positive or negative for a
given arithmetic value of X, with
centers at u=1, v=1/X and u=1,
v= -1/X and with radius 1/X.
140:

These two families of circles are
plotted in Fig. 1. Superimposed on
these circles are the polar coordinates which locate the complex
number K-that is, K=u+jv=ka.
The transmission -line chart in
Fig. 2 is a modification of this diagram. Concentric k circles from
Fig. 1 are used on the chart to represent standing wave ratio Q,
where Q=(1+k)/(1-k), and the
radial a lines are used to give distance along the transmission line
where 0= (a+180°)/2 is the distance in electrical degrees from the
load end of the line to the first voltage minimum. If 0 is between 0
and 90 degrees, X is negative; and
if O is between 90 and 180 degrees,
X is positive.
Examples of Chart Applications

As an application of the chart in
determining points of maximum
and minimum, take the case of a
line terminated by a capacitive im-

pedance such that ZL/Z°=1- j 1.2.
On the chart this point is located

minimum or current maximum is
50 electrical degrees from the load.
This data locates a point at Q=3,
0=50° on the chart. At this point
R=0.7, X=0.9. Here X is negative
because 0<90°. The load impedance is Z°(0.7
j0.9). Had the
voltage minimum occurred 130 degrees from the load, the load ilrlpedance would have been numerically
the same but inductive because
0<90° in this case.
Another useful application of
this chart is in determining impedance at one point on a line if
impedance at another point is
known. A problem such as this
arises in matching impedances by
interposing quarter -wave line sections. For example, what is the
wave impedance on a line at a point
one quarter wave length from an
impedance such that ZL/Z°=2.5ji? This given impedance locates
a point on the chart at which Q=3,
0=81 degrees; 90 degrees from this
point, i. e., at Q=3, 0=81°+90°=
171° on the chart, is the point R=
0.34, X = +0.14. Thus the wave
impedance on the line a quarter
wavelength from ZL is Zo(0.34+

-

j0.14.
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give distance along the transmission
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DISCRIMINATOR
The correlation of electrical characteristics in resonant coupled circuits and staggered cascade circuits is demonstrated. From this result discriminator action is explained and conditions for best linearity established. Theoretical linearity curves are plotted

B. ARGUIMBAU
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tween half -power points. On this
basis the impedance becomes:
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1-Relative resonance characteristic

or

showing absolute value of impedance as a
function of Q and the ratio of frequency
off resonance to the resonant frequency

Z_

R

v1

+

(3)

x'

where

are
widely used to convert frequency-modulated signals to audio frequency voltages. For this purpose it is desirable that the direct
output vary linearly with the input
frequency. This article discusses
that linearity.
Logically we might write down
the equations governing discriminator action without preliminary
work. However, the relationships
in a discriminator can be obtained
as an extension of the problem of
tuned coupled circuits. The response curves for tuned coupled
circuits are, in turn, very closely
related to those for simple tuned
circuits. For these reasons it seems
easiest to treat these three problems as a unit. In explaining discriminator action we shall therefore begin with a brief review of
simple parallel resonance and of
coupled circuits.
ISCRIMINATOR

CIRCUITS

x=2Q¿fjJo
of = frequency off resonance
Figure 1 is a plot of the well-known
normalized resonance curve.
To get a physical picture of what
takes place in coupled circuits we
can think of the response curve as
the product of two resonance curves
staggered in frequency a certain
number of bandwidths.
For example, two resonant circuits can be regarded as the coupling impedances in a two -stage
amplifier as indicated in Fig. 2.

Circuits

R

jooL+jwC

0

.

2

x,"3

4;

FIG. 4-Symmetrically detuned resonant
circuits combine to give critical flatness at
a 1. The ordinates of the product curve

-

are multiplied by two to improve readability

The voltage amplification is given
by:
E2

E0=gm2R211+j(x+a)1[1+j(x-a)]
(4)

or
gm2 R2

E2

+ a)21 [1 + (x - a)2l
Here each circuit is resonated a
E0

d[1

+

(5)

(x

half -bandwidths from the mean
frequency.
In the case of the coupled circuits shown in Fig. 3, we try to
obtain an analogous expression for
the transfer impedance, E2/10. It
will be worth working this out in
detail because the results are directly applicable to the discriminator. In Fig. 3 we have
Z1 (Z1

+ Z2)
+ Z,

2Z1

and

jo

Z1
E'

FIG. 2-Staggered resonant circuits used
as coupling elements in cascade amplifier

.Z1

+

E_

Z,2

t.}Zl

EZ

(1)

FIG. 3-Identically tuned coupled -resonant
circuits could be used as a coupling

element

2Z1

+ Z2
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we
(g)

The impedance Z, is that of a
physical capacitor. It is very convenient, however, to neglect the
variation of this capacitance over
the small percentage range of frequencies considered in the resonance curves. This enables us to simplify Z, to
Z,

=

- jkR.
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(6)

(7)

El

Z2

Combining Eq. (6) and (7)
have:
!0

Z2

It is customary to simplify this expression by normalizing the frequency variation in terms of the
bandwidth of the tuned circuit be -

'st

2

El

The impedance of a resonant circuit of parallel R, L and C is given
by:
Z

0

r3

:

,a,

Review of Resonant and Coupled

4

(2)

0.2

-

(9)
ELECTRONICS

LINEARITY
Substituting Eq. (2) and (9) in
Eq. (8), we obtain
[R/(1 +jx)]2
jkR
[2R/(1 -4- jx)]

E2

-

lo

(10)

or
E2

(2- jk-}-kx)(1+jx)
1

IoR

(11)

Comparison of Symmetrically Detuned
Cascaded Circuits with Identically
Resonated Coupled Circuits

It would be desirable to reduce
Eq. (11) to a form similar to that
of Eq. (4). In order to do this it
is clearly necessary to get the coefficient of x in the second factor
of Eq. (11) changed from k to j.
This is accomplished by multiplying numerator and denominator by

j/k:
j/k

E2

+ j (x + 2/k)] [1 + jx]
If we measure normalized frequency
deviations from 1/k instead of
from zero by changing the variable,
so that x + 1/K
y, Eq. (12) beIoR

[1

-

comes
E2

IoR

[1

+ j (y +

j/ k
1/k] [l

+j

(y

- 1/k)]
(13)

Except for a multiplying factor and
a shift of abscissas this is identical
to Eq. (4), the equation for staggered circuits. In Eq. (13) 1/k is
to be identified with a, the half
bandwidths off resonance, of Eq.
(4).
The choice of direct capacitive
coupling rather than mutual inductive coupling was made to simplify
the computation. If inductive
coupling had been used the results
would have been the same except
that no shift in abscissas would
have occurred.
The relationship between staggered and resonant circuits provides the physical interpretation
of the resultant curves. The product of two widely -spaced curves
gives a double resonant peak while
the product of two coincident peaks
yields a single sharp peak. Thus we
are led to investigate the possibility of choosing the spacing between
peaks in such a manner as to make
ELECTRONICS
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the two peaks coalesce to give a

critically -flat curve.
One way of determining the conditions of this consists of differentiating Eq. (5) with respect to x
and determining the value of a that
would make the two peaks just
meet. A second method consists of
setting the second derivative of
the curve equal to zero at x
0 and
solving for a. As is well-known,
these conditions lead to the choice
of a = 1 for critical flatness. Curves
showing the two resonant curves
and their product for this condition
are shown in Fig. 4.

FIG.

5-Simple staggered resonant -circuit
discriminator

-

FIG.

6-Basic coupled resonant -circuit discriminator

Discriminators

Eout

1

We found it convenient to obtain a physical picture of coupled
circuits by means of cascaded stag-

10RII 2

111+(x-a)2

gered circuits. In just the same
way it is useful to consider a very
simple discriminator circuit before
considering the general case. Figure 5 shows an idealized discriminator circuit of this sort.
Detectors are arranged to provide two opposing direct voltages
one of which is proportional to the
magnitude of the impedance of one
circuit while the other is proportional to the impedance of the second circuit. As before the resonant
frequency of each circuit is staggered from a mean value by a half bandwidths. Thus we have

FIG.

1

'/1 + (x -}- a)2
has been pointed

(14)

It
out by
Travis' that the more conventional
type of discriminator has a characteristic expressible in this form.
Let us consider the circuit shown
in Fig. 6. From our previous analysis, we see that while the frequency
discrimination of the circuit of Fig.
5 corresponds to that of the circuit
in Fig. 2, the discriminator of Fig.
6 behaves like the coupled circuits
of Fig. 3.
The voltages E, and E,, in Fig. 6
are fed to separate linear rectifiers
whose outputs are opposed. It is assumed that the coils in Fig. 6 are

7-Practical discriminator circuit which has the same action as the basic
coupled resonant circuit of Fig.

6
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inductively coupled. If negligible
load current is drawn from the
points a and b the voltage E. is
made up of half the difference between the primary and secondary
voltages. Similarly the voltage E,
is made up of half the sum of these
two voltages. Whether the primary
and secondary circuits are inductively coupled or capacitively coupled makes no essential difference.
Hence except for a shift in the variable and a constant factor, the primary and secondary circuits of Fig.
6 are related in the same way that
the corresponding circuits in Fig. 3
are related. Thus we are led to
consider the magnitudes lE,
E21
and lE1
E2I in Fig. 3. Combining
Eq. (6) and (8) we write:

08

0.4

o

0.8

FIG. 8-Discriminator characteristics which
result from a coupling equivalent to a
frequency spacing between circuit reson-

ances which corresponds to a

=

V

3/2

-

+ Z:)12Z,+Z,

Z, ;(Z,

E2

Io

0.8

h

h

0.6

_1

y =x+ 1/k

FIG. 9-Discriminator curves for various

values of a
0.10

(17)

jx

and
1

IoR

-j
-2-jk-kx

jk)

E,-E2 _ l+jx

P"

0.05

k(

2

1+jx

J

(18)

Forming the difference between
the magnitudes of Eq. (17) and
(18) we write

E,+E2I-IE,-E2I_

ó.-.

S
>

-

..

4

-Ç:

o

--`'sN

-0.05

Io1R

1

1

(19)

111+x' 1(1+(x +2/k)2
Making the substitution y = x +
1/k as before and writing h (y)
for the value of the function we ob-

tain

h(y)=111+(y-a)2
1

1

,11

+

(y

+

a)2

(20)

where a = 1/k.
This has the same form as Eq.
(14).
The
practical
discriminator
shown in Fig. 7' can be made the
same as that shown in Fig. 6 provided that proper turns ratios are
used between the primary and secondary windings and provided the
two windings have the same Q. The
two rectifier outputs are proportional to 1E,1 and W.I.
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=

rt' (0) =
'. (0)

-

-

6a (2a2
3)
(1 .+ a')'r2
0

30a (8a4

- 40a' + 15)

(1+a')"3

t'r (0) =
h VII (0) _

00

2Z,+Z2

11

¿1 -}-

=0

-

-

78a4 + 90a'
35)
+ a')a"
It will be noticed that for a =
1l3/2 the second, third, and fourth
derivatives are all zero, making for
exceptionally good linearity.
Figure 8 shows the discriminator characteristic for this critical
case where the third derivative vanishes. Figure 9 shows a family of
curves for various values of a between 1 and 2. For convenience the
lower halves of these curves have
been omitted.
It would have been useful to permit the frequency deviation y to
vary sinusoidally and to expand
the resultant curve for h(y) as a
Fourier series. This would permit
the computation of distortion factors for various values of a and
frequency swing. Unfortunately
lack of time has prevented the completion of this numerical work.
However, some estimates of the distortion can be obtained from a
study of the curves in Fig. 10:
These curves show the difference
between the discriminator curves
of Fig. 9 and tangents drawn to
them at the origin. It will be noticed that the curve for a = N/3/2
differs from its tangent by less
than 0.2 percent for values of y less
than 0.5. However, the curve for
a = 1.5 lies close to its tangent over
a considerably larger interval.

(1

Z, Z2

(16)

IoR

rr (0)

h
04

(15)

Substituting the equivalent expressions for the impedances, we have

Ei+E.

h

h HI (0)

and
Ei

2a
a') -ail

(1 -{-

630a (226a'

Z,(Z1+Z2)+Z,2=Z,
2Z, + Z2

Io

4

y

o.

-

Ei+E2

2

the curves given by Eq. (20).
Clearly if we let the two generating
resonance curves be spaced by too
great a frequency the resultant
curve will be badly nonlinear. Similarly the curve for an opposite extreme will have a reverse curvature
and will be just as undesirable. If
we investigate the linearity at the
center by considering the derivatives at the point y = 0 we find,

-0.100"

05

Y

10

\,1.5

FIG. 10-Deviations of discriminator curves
from tangents at their cross-over point

The symmetrical conditions assumed in Fig. 2 in deriving coupled circuit relationships are by no
means necessary but are mathematically convenient. Similarly it is
likely that symmetrical conditions
are not necessary in the case of discriminators. Nevertheless the assumption of such conditions is very
helpful in carrying out the arithmetic in each case. The writer has
not tried to get a solution of unsymmetrical cases.
Condition for Best Linearity

Let us investigate the shapes of

REFERENCES
(1) Travis, Charles, Automatic Frequency
Control, Proc. IRE, 23, Oct. 1935, p. 1125.
(2) Foster, D. E. and Seely, S. W., Automatic Tuning. Simplified Circuits. and Design Practice, Proc. 111E, 25, Mar. 1937,
p. 289.
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IT'S "KNOW HOW"
"Objective gained"; It's Know How that gets
them there. CINCH set out some years ago to

dependability must be attributed to the
"Know How" ii the (manufacture. Cinch was

mrke a socket for every need in communica-

first in the field with a complete line of

tions; every size and type. Today "more often

miniature

than not the socket in service

nut straps and associated items.

CINCH Fasteners * Minóature Sockets
Filler Necks * OCVal Sockets * Lugs
Terminal Strips * Metal Stampings
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is

a CINCH".

'

Such

socket

assemblies,

together with

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
X335 West Van Buren Street, Chkayo

22,

Illinois

Subsidiary of UNITED-CARR FASTENER CORPORATION, Cambridge, Mass.
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BAND-PASS

Filter Design

J. MERCHANT

By C.

The Brush Development Co.

lgervinnd, Ohio
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Generalized impedance tables from which filter impedances are quickly calculated with a reactance slide -rule if the upper cut-off frequency, mid-band
frequency and terminating impedance of a band-pass filter all are known.
These dimensionless impedance tables are obtained by specifying filter component values as functions of mid-band frequency and terminating impedance
for various values of upper to mid -band frequency ratio
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pedance. Band-pass filters introduce
an additional quantity, the bandwidth, and therefore require three
quantities to specify their performance, but their calculation can be
simplified by means of a reactance
slide-rule technique similar to that
described in a previous reference
sheet (February 1945 issue of
ELECTRONICS)

.

The accompanying charts give
the reactance constants, in ohms, of
T and 7r band-pass sections in terms
of thé terminating impedance R,
the upper cut-off frequency f2, and
the mid -band frequency fm, which
is the geometric mean of the upper
and lower cut-off frequencies and is
given by
V f2f3.
For example, to design a 3 -section filter of is -sections with cut-off
frequencies at 770 cps and 1300 cps
and terminated in 1000 ohms, first
find f, = \/770 x 1300 = 1000 cps.
Find f2/f. = 1300/1000 = 1.30.
Then set the reactance slide-rule
at f./R = 1000/1000 = 1 cps, and
find the inductances whose reactances in ohms.at 1 cps are the values
given on the chart opposite f2/f, =

f,=

TTSECTIONS

in -SECTION,

C2

R

}.
h

FULL

Li

e,

,

0.6

completely specified in terms
of two quantities, the cut-off frequency and the terminating im-

1.30. Then reset the rule at fmR =
1000 x 1000 = 1 Mc and find the

capacitances in like manner.
When f 2/f, is greater than 1.50,
the filter can be more economically
designed by cascading low and
high-pass sections whose pass bands overlap.
In specifying values for the actual filter design, elements appearing directly in parallel or in series
after cascading should be combined.
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Fine Example
of Versatile Contact Material
A

MALLORY" D-54*
TYPICAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
(Annealed)
Conductivity %IACS
Hardness (Rockwell)
Tensile Strength PSI
Density Grams p
In.3
Tr. Oz PererCC

N electrical contact material must have
versatility to be specified by design

engineers for many electrical contact
applications. The complete versatility of
Mallory D-54 contacts is demonstrated by
their use in a broad range of voltage and
current applications. This heavy-duty,
current carrying contact material offers
all of the many unusual mechanical and
electrical advantages of silver and cadmium oxide.
Mallory D-54 is also adaptable to the main
contact of heavy-duty circuit breakers
where occasional arcing proves so destructive to silver contacts.

:5-85
35-15 F
16,000
9.6-9.8
5 07-5.17

One manufacturer of motor -starting controls uses Mallory D-54 contacts to carry
and interrupt a 600-ampere maximum
load -100 -ampere normal load-with a
maximum operating voltage of 460 volts
AC. Another application requires contacts
of this material to close on inrush currents of 2,400 amperes at 28 volts DC.
Still another manufacturer has bought in
the last year over 1,150,000 pieces of
Mallory D-54 for fifteen different applications. Mallory D-54 has been tried-and
not found wanting.

Mallory Manufactures Contacts for Every Application
P. R.

MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
*Trade Mark

P.R. MALLORY 8 CO..Inc.

ALL0 R
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS AND CONTACT ASSEMBLIES
ELECTRONICS
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INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
Chicago Conference on Induction and Dielectric Heating
Electronic X-Ray Current Regulator

148
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Chicago Conference on Induction and Dielectric Heating
ALMOST 5,000 REQUESTS were received for tickets to attend the

afternoon and evening technical
sessions of the Conference on Induction and Dielectric Heating,
sponsored by the Great Lakes
Power Club in cooperation with
the Chicago Lighting
Institute and held January 16, 17 and
18, at the Marquette Assembly
Hall, Chicago. Average attendance
per session was over 380.
'

Fundamentals of High -Frequency
Heating

In opening the technical session
Tuesday afternoon, J. P. Jordan of
General Electric Co. stated : "There
is great need for better understanding of what electronic heating-and
induction heating in particularcan do and what it cannot do."

Otto Weitmann of Lepel High Frequency Laboratories gave a general
talk on this subject, illustrating his
remarks with slides showing the
construction of output coils for various applications and outlining the
water -quenching technique which
is commonly used in heat treatment
of metals. (A condensed version of
his paper appears on page 101 of
this issue of ELECTRONICS.)
Electronic Brazing and Soldering
H. U. Hjermstad of Federal Elec-

tric

Co., speaking on

"Applications

of High Frequency Heating to
Brazing and Low Temperature
Soldering," gave practical pointers
for proper preparation of joints
and connections which are to be
brazed or soldered. Proper spacing
between joints is necessary so

solder will flow to all portions of the
joint by appropriate capillary action after suitable fluxing. In general, clearances of about 0.001 or
0.002 inch were found to give the
strongest bonds between the two
metals. Cleanliness in preparing
the surfaces to be joined cannot be
too greatly emphasized. A series of
slides was given showing recommended and poor practices in pre-

paring materials far joining by
sOldering or brazing.
Molecular Friction Makes Heat
J. W. Cable of the Induction
Heating Corp. discussed "Fundamentals of High Frequency Heating." Principles involved in heating
by alternate stress of the molecules
within dielectric materials were
brought out. The advantage of dielectric heating in providing uniform temperature rise throughout
the material (neglecting radiation
losses from the surface of the material) was shown to be a distinct
advantage over other methods of
heating.
New Frequency -Changer Unit
A brief talk was given by F. R.

Durand of the Allis-Chalmers Mfg.
Co. on "Mercury Arc Frequency

After outlining the fundamental
principles of operation, he pointed
out some of the advantages and
limitations of induction heating
equipment. It was shown, for example, that materials of reasonably
high resistivity 'could be heated
more efficiently than materials such
as aluminum, copper or silver, having very low resistivity. Electronic
heating is, according to Mr. Jordan, expensive compared to other
types of heating because the initial
equipment and the power required
are both expensive. For this reason induction heating is not economically applicable for all purposes. However, it does have many
applications in hardening, heat treatment, brazing, soldering, and
similar applications. The user
should not expect induction heating equipment to solve all of his
headaches. The industrial engineer
should consult with the induction
heating engineer to ascertain the
most economical and suitable applications in a given plant.
Under the title, "Heat Treatment
of Metals With High Frequency"
148

Designed for induction -heating applications, this Allis-Chalmers Excitron-type mercury
arc unit electronically multiplies the frequency of a-e power
March 1945
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THE

IM

`AT
NEW

FRW

WIRE WOUND RESISTORS
Flat as a flounder, efficient as a standard tubular wire wound .... and available
the new Type FRW packs a wealth of features to
right now for essential uses

...

recommend it for many limited -space applications.
Five standard sizes, covering the 0.1

to 22,000 ohm range, are now being

built to JAN -R-26 specifications for RW20, RW21, RW22, RW23 and RW24
requirements.
Non-magnetic mounting brackets extending through the resistor allow easy and
economical mounting, aid in uniform heat distribution along the entire length of
the resistor, and serve as conductors to transfer internal heat to the. chassis.

may be mounted vertically or horizontally, either singly or "stacked."
Although light in weight, they have exceptional mechanical strength and withstand
FRW's

severe vibration. They reflect in every detail IRC's traditional high quality.

For more complete details
write for FRW engineering data bulletin, now in

preparation.

I NTERNATIONAL
RESISTANCE CO.
Dept.

1-c

401 NORTH BROAD STREET, PHILADELPHIA

B,

PA.

IRC makes more types of resistance units, in more shcpes, for more applications than any other

manufacturer in the world.

COMING.... COMING....
AN 3155

MantaELECTRONICS

-

BTA-1 watt
BTR-1/4 watt
Insulated Resistor Insulated Resistor

Grade 1-Class
Resistors

1

Type FRW
Resistor
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Changers for Induction Heating,"
describing a new method of providing high power and high efficiency
at frequencies in the range of about
500 to 3000 cycles per second. The

with the load on the generator, the
frequency of the frequency changer
varies likewise.

method developed by Allis-Chalmers is still quite new so that field
experience is based on the installation of only a few units whose
power outputs have been in the
range from 200 to 300 kw. Efficiencies of 90 percent or more may
be obtained with this unit for loads

Paul D. Zottu of The Girdler
Corp., spoke on "Application of
Dielectric Heating to Wood Products." In tracing the history of
this technique, Mr. Zottu pointed
out that a paper delivered by von
Siemens in 1864 before the Academy of Science in Berlin antici-

Dielectric Heating of Plywood

J-phase, 60 -cycle

Work underr

input

treatment

frequency
determined

-

by L C

y00000000,
oaoò4º!tºººººA..

ozsaogssatr

o

I

Electronic
timing and

firing

circuits
controlling

grids of
Excitrons

Schematic diagram illustrating principle of Allis-Chalmers Excitron frequency changer
for electronic induction heating. It multiplies the power -line frequency to any desired
value in the range from about 500 to 3000 cps

which are 50 percent or more of
the rated capacity of the unit.
Fundamentally the mercury arc
frequency changer for induction
heating consists of a bank of Ex citron rectifiers supplied from a
60-cycle power source, a means for
providing power transfer from the
rectifier circuits to the load circuit,
a means for tuning the load circuit
to frequencies in the range of from
about 500 to 3000 cycles, and an
electronic firing and control mechanism operating on the grids of the
Excitrons to multiply the frequency. The frequency.changing is
accomplished by operating on the
grids of the Excitrons at a rate dependent on the LC constants of the
work circuits. Since these vary

pated dielectric heating in the following paragraphs:
"As it appeared probable to me
that the glass wall of the Leyden
jar must be heated by its charge
and discharge, I have arranged an
apparatus, by which very slight
heatings can be observed with certainty. The result of the experiments made with it fully corresponded with my anticipations.
The heating observed cannot
arise through conduction of the
mass of the glass, nor through its
compression by the attraction of
the coatings, nor lastly, through
the penetration of electricity into
the mass of glass lying next to the
coatings.
If, on the other hand, we assume

with Faraday that the charge and
discharge depend on the occurrence
of molecular motion in the insulator separating the coatings, there
remains nothing remarkable in the
fact of the heating of the insulator."
Up to 1880, a few experiments
were conducted verifying the results of von Siemens. From 1890 to
1900 Tesla performed a number of
induction and dielectric heating experiments with higher r -f.
The invention of the vacuum tube
and its development during and
after the last war resulted in an
extensive use of high -frequency
medical diathermy equipment in
the period of 1920 to 1935, along
with some experimental use of
high -frequency equipment in industry. Serious industrial utilization started along about 1935 to
1937. By 1940, Girdler Corp. engineers were demonstrating repeatedly the use of high -frequency
equipment in connection with drying of wood and setting of glues.
The first commercial plywood installation of industrial dielectric
heating, involving two 300 -kw
units, has been in continuous operation ever since its installation in
1942.

There are very many applications of high -frequency heating in
the wood-working industry according to Mr. Zottu. Here, as in the
case of induction heating, careful
consideration must be given to the
economics of the problem. Uniform
heat treatment throughout the
work is one advantage. Drying of
wood products is a legitimate application only where the reduced
time of drying is important or
where economy of power is not an
important consideration, because
the same amount of heat is required
to dry a given quantity of wood,
and electronically generated power
for heating is more expensive than
other types.
The following questions were
asked and answered:
Q. Is dielectric heating equipnnent for industrial use regarded as safe for inexperienced personnel, and does the use of such

equipment increase fire hazards for insurance rates? A.. The only danger of electrocution in high -power units comes from the
d -c source of supply used to operate the
oscillators. It is common practice for all
manufacturers of equipment to provide suitable safety locks and interlocking doors so
that operating personnel could not possibly
come in contact with dangerous circuits.
High frequencyenergy used in heat treat March 1945
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Helps Check The Quality of MURDOCK-Made Head Sets
The W. J. Murdock Company of Chelsea, Massachusetts,
relies on a HARVEY Regulated Power Supply
106 PA to determine that head sets manufactured
by them for the Armed Services meet Signal Corps and
Navy Department Specifications.
The HARVEY 106 PA, teamed with a wide range
beat frequency oscillator, supplies a constant D.C.
voltage for an amplifier testing the output of Murdock
type R14 head sets. Input is three volts. Earphones are
tested at four frequencies within the range of 500 to
2500 kc., to check various decibel readings within
that range.

The HARVEY Regulated Power Supply 106 PA is
operating successfully with constant frequency oscillators, amplifiers, pulse generators, measurement
equipment and other apparatus requiring a constant
source of D.C. current. It operates on 115 volts, 50-60
cycles A.C., and has a D.C. output variable from between 200 to 300 volts that is regulated to within one
per cent.
If you need a constant, thoroughly dependable source
of D.C. power, better look into the HARVEY Regulated Power Supply 106 PA. The whole story is contained in a new bulletin. We'd be pleased to send it.

HARVEY
OF

CAMBRIDGE

HARVEY RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.
439 CONCORD AVENUE
ELECTRONICS

-

Morcb

CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS
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ment can produce burns if the operator
comes in contact with the electrodes, but
this would not produce shock. Commercial
dieelectric heating equipment is generally
provided with safety guarde which cover the
electrodes during operation of the machine.
It was also disclosed that the only physiological effect of exposure to the electric
field is a slight rise in temperature, but the
o Serator is not ordinarily in a sufficiently
intense field to be affected. Dielectric heating equipment is as safe as a properly
protected punch pressor any other piece of
industrial equipment.
Arcing sometimes occurs between the electrodes of dielectric heating units, and for
this reason dielectric heating units should
not be operated in areas subject to explosive
and volatile vapors.
Q. Is it practical to use one centralized
generating system to feed a number of outlets distributed throughout the plant? A.
Yes, provided all of the loads are identical
and do not have to be heated simultaneously. The output of the generator is fed to
one load at a time, in sequence. Such centralized operation does not appear to be
feasible for loads which are operated in
parallel indiscriminately, since each additional increase in load would reduce the
available voltage and thereby alter the time
required for suitable heat treatment. Operators cannot be eÌpected to compensate for
such frequent and unpredictable variations
in loads.
Q. What are the possible uses of dielectric
heating in the food industry/ A. Milk has
been successfully pasteurized. Sterilization
of bottles is not regarded as a good application, however, because the heat generated
by the dielectric heating equipment does not
produce a sufficiently high temperature to
kill all of the bacteria.
More promising applications are processing wheat and cereals and killing germs in
fresh cereal. The slight increase in cost is
an objection in the processing of cereals.
but sterilizing of packaged products appears
to be economical. Psychological and advertising advantages of sterilization should more
than offset any slight increases in processing
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Q. Is dielectric heating well suited to the
drying of dielectric products? A. Although
technically this application is entirely feasible, economical aspects are unfavorable except where factors like uniform heating or
fast dehydration are important. One manufacturer reports considerable success in drying skeins of rayon, a high -value product
that can absorb the slight increase in cost
because processing time is reduced by dielectric heating. Power cost per Btu is at
least twice as much for high-frequency heating as for 60 cycle heating, and much more
than for steam heating.
Q. Does variable density in certain sections of a plywood presa cause uneven heating? A. Theoretically, yes, but in practice
no such effect has been observed. The loss
factor of the material is much more important than the density.
Q. Is the temperature of the plates of a
dielectric heating unit uniform? A. The
plates do not show any temperature rise of
themselves except what is caused by conduction or radiation from the mass of material undergoing heat treatment between the
plates.
Q. What is the cost of operating dielectric
heating units? A. The cost depends upon
the cost of electric power. Dielectric heating units operate at approximately 60 percent efficiency, which gives some indication
of the power requirement for a specified
output. Small -size units are relatively higher
in initial cost. For unite up to about 3 kw
rating, the equipment cost is approximately
$1,200 per kw. One 11/4 -kw unit has a price
of $2,100, while a 200 -kw unit has been
sold for $60,000.

Accelerated Transfer of Heat

Stanley Schneider of Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. pointed
out that with dielectric heating we
can increase the rate of heat transfer from about 6 Btu per minute
182
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Choose the Right Fastenings-

PLAN THEM EARLY
In the Product Design Stage
eM

"Cold-forging"-proof #29

Standard Fastenings
for Production Efficiency
3

1 Phillips Recessed Head

Screws-The modern, effective, time -saving fastening
device proven in tens of thousands of assembly lines. Other
standard head styles are also
available.
pelf -Tapping Machine
Li Screws Eliminate sep-

-

arate tapping operations for
fastenings to castings, heavy
gauge sheet metal, and plas-

tics. Also available with
Philláps Recessed Head.

Washer -Screw Assem-

blies-When use of lock
washers is indicated, the timesaving of pre -assemblies is
obvious. Also available in
standard slotted head styles.

... more each month

The degree of perfection you will obtain on that vital fast
assembly job may very well depend on the fastenings
chosen for your product. That's why it is important to
play safe by making your precise choice early in the
design stage. Remember no assembled product can be
better than its fastenings.
Whether your need be a featured standard fastening or
a part especially designed to meet your specific requirements Scovill can help you. Our broad experience in
fastenings and our demonstrated ability in special design
make Scovill your logical choice.
The special purpose item featured above (in intermediate and finished stages) is one of many examples of our
ingenuity in special design and cold -forging. Our special
processing of this part, too, meant substantial savings in
money- materials motions.
Call our Fastenings Expert to help you choose-profit
by Scovill skill in design and cold -forging. Call today.

-

-

-

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
WATERVILLE
DIVISION
SCREWPRODUCTS

WATERVILLE 48, CONN.

l

il

TEL. WATERBURY 3-3151

NEW YORK, Chrysler Building

DETROIT, 714 Fisher Building
CHICAGO, 135 South LaSalle Street . PHILADELPHIA, 18 W. Chelten Avenue Building
PITTSBURGH, 2882 W. Liberty Ave. SYRACUSE, Syracuse Kemper Insurance Bldg. LOS ANGELES, 2627 S. Soto St. . SAN FRANCISCO, 434 Brannan St
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ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTAL

LABORATORY

per square inch for older methods
of convection and conduction to
100 or even more Btu per minute
per square inch of material. Among
the applications of dielectric heating utilizing this important factor
are drying of yarn, ropes, curing
of agricultural products such as tobacco, and heating of preforms in
plastics to make possible the utilization of smaller presses and at the
same time provide a better product
because of the uniform heat treatment.
Electronic Cooking Possibilities

THE laboratory shown is part of the unique Union air setup that is at present turning out Electrical
Assemblies for the war effort. It develops and tests
'new devices and methods connected with Electrical
Equipment.
When the time comes that we can put to commercial
use the results of the concentrated research and development of the war years in Electrical Assemblies,
this laboratory may be yours.

It will be part of the Unionair service in making Electrical Assemblies to Customers' Specifications.
Our new booklet titled, "Electrical Assemblies made
to Customers' Specifications" is available on request.
Write to: Union Aircraft Products Corp., Dept. E,
245 East 23rd Street, New York 10, N. Y.

A paper, "Use of Dielectric Heating For Sterilization, Pasteurizaation, Cooking and Enzyme Control in Foods and Drugs" was given
by Wiley Wenger, Radio CorporaMr. Wenger
tion of America.
pointed out that 60-cycle power had
originally been used for the cooking of hot dogs more than a decade
ago but that bursting due to generation of steam and electrolysis from
contacts which became contaminated were not favorable to the process. Undesirable effects of electrolysis could be made negligible by going up to 50 kc in frequency. It is
generally inadvisable to attempt to
heat non -homogeneous materials;
for food products, particles not
larger than about 1 inch in diameter might be regarded as being
reasonably homogeneous. Thus, radio frequency heating may_ be successfully applied to ground meat
but might not be successful for
heat treatment of solid meat such
as ham, chicken, steak, nor would
it be particularly well adapted to
the processing of meat having bone
and both lean and fat portions.
Q. 1Vhat is the method in measuring temperature in food processed by electronic
heating? A. Liquid thermometers are too
sluggish in operation and may be of appreciable size compared to the sample under
test. Reasonably satisfactory results have

been obtained by using small thermocouples
so placed in the electric field as to be perpendicular to the electric field so that the
heat generated in the thermocouple itself is

minimum. The leads for the thermocouple
should not be longer than 1 inch if this is
at all feasible. During heating, the thermocouples are disconnected, and relays are
used to make connections immediately after
r -f power is cut off.
Q. Is it possible to kill bacteria in starch
without affecting the starch particles themselves?' A. Experimental results to date
have not been undertaken on a sufficient
scale to make a positive statement. Undesired living objects must have sufficient
mass to absorb power to raise their body
temperature beyond that which will sustain
life. For this reason the process appears to
he more suitable for the killing of insects
than for the killing of bacteria.
Q. Will a single treatment of radio -frequency energy kill la ra as well as insects
a

o
Electrical Assemblies-Hydraulic Fittings
Conduit Fittings-Junction Boxes
UNION AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS CORP., NEW YORK
154
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ELECTRONIC PREHEATING

STEPS UP

O(JTPIJTAT CHICAGO PIE MOLD PLANT
CASE HISTORIES SHOW BIG

PRODUCTION

GAINS WHEN NEW METHOD AIDS MOLDING
Chicago Die Mold Company's first RCA electronic generator was installed many months ago to break a bottleneck in the production of a highly important molded
piece for the armed forces. Output from the molding
press was immediately stepped up from 18 shots per
hour to 32! Here are the details:
THE PART:

MATERIAL:

See photo, lower right.
Bakelite XM-15000 (very hard; medium -high im-

pact resistance).
MOLDS: A 16-cavity mold. Washer -shaped preforms were
placed in the cavities flatwise.
PREHEATING:

oven.

Previously, preforms were heated in an electric

The high -impact material tended to damage the
hobbed cavities badly. A number of sunk cavities resulted
from attempts to mold this part. Rejects were high. All these
things put production behind schedule.
SOLUTION: One RCA, 2000 -watt, electronic preheating unit
was installed. Applicator was arranged to heat 16 preforms
simultaneously. As mentioned above, production was greatly
increased. Rejects were substantially reduced.
PROBLEMS:

The success of this first installation led to the purchase of seven additional units-the most
recent being two RCA Model 2B generators especially designed
for the plastics industry. According to Mr. E. A. Petersen, President of Chicago Die Mold, "we long ago ceased thinking of
electronic preheating as 'experimental' and are using it extensively in a Wide variety of molding work. The results obtained
more than justify the cost of the equipment."

ADDITIONAL UNITS INSTALLED:

View of latest RCA 2B units in plant of Chicago Die Meld Ca., molding cover
Oahe of 8M-021. RCA electronic preheating unit beside press preheats
complete charge (2 preforms weighing 204 grams) in 30 seconds.
Electronic preheating stepped output from 23 to 33 plates per hour, and
reduced rejects to less than 10%

If quick, uniform preheating and the
resulting ideal plasticity can help you, or if you see other possible
benefits to you, be sure to get in touch with us. Our engineers have
had wide experience in the application of electronic heating to
plastics; our plastics -molding operations in our own plant serve
as an excellent "proving ground" for RCA equipment. Address
inquiries to: RCA, Electronic Apparatus Section, Box 70-19011,
Camden, N. J.

Note thick sections in this
microphone case which is
successfully molded with RCA
electronic preheating. Material: BM -3510. Charge:
pound for 2 cavities. Preheating time: 22 seconds.
Cure time: 2 minutes.

RCA ELECTRONIC HEAT

Production on this piece was
increased from 18 to 32 shots
per hour (16 pieces per shot)
by electronic heating. See

WHAT IS YOUR PROBLEM?

y

text for details.

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

RCA,

Electronic Apparatus Sect., Box 70-190H, Camden, N. J.

ease send me "Electronic Heating Speeds Plastics Molding"
and "RCA Electronic Power Generator, Model 2B."

RADIO CORPORATION

R..I
RCA VICTOR DIVISION,

AMDEN, N. J.

NAME
POSITION
COMPANY
ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE

STATE
70.62s6.110
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in grain? A. Yes. It is possible to kill all
stages of insect life with temperatures between 135 deg and 140 deg. No caking or
redistribution of moisture has been observed.
Q. Are mold conditions created by the
distribution of moisture when packaged
products are subjected to dielectric heating?
A. No, so far as is known.
Q. Are mold spores killed by the application of radio -frequency energy? A. Usually
they are not, because they are much harder
to kill than insects.
Q. Can paper to be used for packaging
food be sterilized? A. Yes. The temperature
of the paper can be raised beyond the
scorching point for a few seconds without
actually damaging the paper. It is believed
that such a temperature rise would produce

MURDOCK
RADIO

PHS

A soldier writes, "You don't have to 'sell' ME on your radio
phones. They were a favorite of mine before the war ... and
today I find they're even better than before! When come
back to the States, I'll be sure to ask for my old stand-bys,
MURDOCK RADIO PHONES."
CHECK THESE
Yes, more and more servicemen
ADVANTAGES!
will call for MURDOCK when they
Ì CUSHIONED COMFORT
return to civilian life and em2 CLEAR -TONE RECEPployment. We're looking ahead
TION
... using our greater "know how"
No
3 SOLIDLY BUILT
loose parts
learned from wartime production
4 TWO-WAY HEADBAND
methods to keep giving you the
I

-

ADJUSTMENT

5

band covered
with genuine
leather

7

LIGHTWEIGHT

Write for
Catalog
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Dr. Harry B. Osborn, Jr. of the
Ohio Crankshaft Co. emphasized
that the temperature rise in induction heating is produced by
power induced into the work circuit
or secondary instead of directly by

Orifices for pressure spraying
of hued surface
Quench
...--medium inlet
Inductor to

setup
nee

High

frequency

freid at

netic

desired
oreo

Fart

tobe
locally

surface

Area inductively heated by

z,dened

hysteresis and eddy currents

SUB -CONTRACTS INVITED

Though busy on war work, we have

some facilities available to give
you quick and efficient assistance
for making more Radio Phones and
related parts on a sub -contract
basis. Write us now.

WM. I. MURDOCK CO.
178

Rotating Equipment for Induction
Heating

keenest ears in Radio.

CONCEALED
TERMINALS

6 STAINLESS STEEL head-

sterilization.
Q. Is it possible to use dielectric heating
to replace the cumbersome steam -heating
now required in government specifications
for the sterilization of cotton and bandages?
A. It is possible to raise the temperature of
bulk cotton to 300 or 330 deg I3' In ten
minutes or less, and this would appear to be
satisfactory for purposes of sterilization.
Adequate experimental evidence would be
required to get government specifications revised. With packaged cotton products, however, the paper would heat more rapidly
and to higher temperature than the cotton
and consequently might char before the
cotton was completely sterilized.
Q. Can macaroni be dried as it comes from
the extrusion tube? A. Considerable power
would probably be required, and consequently such an application may not be
justified on economic principles. The rate at
which heat is applied must be sufficient to
produce satisfactory drawing, but it must
not be carried to the point where steam is
generated since this would crack open the
macaroni.

Carter St., Chelsea 50, Mass.

Schematic diagram of an inductor turn
and integral quench for hardening a
cylindrical section

conduction as in electrical heating.
The three chief sources of high frequency current for induction
heating are (1) Rotating equipment (motor generators) with frequencies of 1,000 to 10,000 cycles
and ratings up to 1,000 kw, (2)
Spark oscillator equipment generating frequencies in the range of
March
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In a glass bomb such as this, Foote produces pure

Ductile Zirconium by deposition. Ductile Zirconium

rapidly increasing in use, becoming the seed of many
new and interesting developments. The deposition
process, improved and perfected by Foote engineers,
is only one example of Foote's forward march,in ores,
is

minerals, alloys and chemicals.

PHILADELPHIA
ASBESTOS
EXTON, PENNSYLVANIA
Home Office: 1617 SUMMER STREET, PHILADELPHIA 3, PA.
English R.pr.: Ernst I. Weslman, Lld., London, Eng,

Wes/ Coo,) Reps., Griffin Chemical Co., San Francisco, Calif.
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A NEW STAR

IN THE ELECTRONIC FIELD
The stage is set for something new in Universal's line of products. Next month will bring the appearance of a new microphone
to meet markets made by present and postwar demands. This
will be the first microphone of its kind offered by Universal since
the Wár. Universal has, since before Pearl Harbor, been manufacturing microphones and electronic voice communication components for the U. S. Army Signal Corps.
We are still pleased to manufacture all the microphones our
fighting men require and we are pleased to make a new microphone to fill their and essential home front needs.
Emblems of quality in war production

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
FOREIGN DIVISION: 301 CLAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

11,

CALIIORNIA

CANADIAN DIVISION: 560 RING

STREET WEST, TORONTO

1, ONTARIO, CANADA.
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LRCIWcABLSS mean light and
cation to the deep sea divertheir efficiency -depends on waterresisterit insulatiof They typify the exting service for which VINYLITE plastic
wire and c ble°insulation is exceptionally
well suited. It retains its excellent electrical chaiacteristics though immersed in
salt o; fresh water during long periods.

Besides its high water resistance, VINYLITE
i, last4insulation gives the electrical field
;che-Tilvantages of unusual resistance to
ils, grease, alkalies, chemical fumes,
abras:on, and the deteriorating action of
air and sunlight. It remains flexible at
ow temperatures. It can be made in a
wide variety of colors. Certain types are
non-Eammable, others are slow -burning.
Their thin-wall construction and high

dielectric strength permit a greater number of circuits in existing conduits.
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allocated WO per ce
cations. 1 ren made a
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use, it will bring new
service life wherever its water resistan
or other properties are needed by public
utilities, industrial and construction concerns, and marine, automotive, and aircraft manufacturers. Booklet VR describes VINYLITE resin compounds for
wire and cable insulation and shows their
advantages for specific uses. Write Department 18 for your copy.

BAKELITE CORPORA'T'ION
Unit of
Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

30 EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK 17. N.Y.
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100 to 200 kc, with ratings up to
about 30 kw, and (3) Vacuum -tube

ONE CENTRAL SOURCE FOR

4eid«9

?/la/¢e¢ as

RESISTORS $RHEOSTATS

oscillators generating frequencies
usually around 500 kc, with ratings
up to 50 kw and higher.
With rotating equipment, the
cost per kw decreases as the output
of the motor-generator is increased.
In induction hardening it is necessary to heat the piece fast enough
to prevent too rapid conduction of
heat, but it is not practical to use a

CONVENTIONAL
METHOD

MACHINE OR
START WITH
BREECH

FORGE

DOWN

DIAM.

BORE

TIMKEN
METHOD

FOR BREECH.

TOCCO
PIERCE

START WITH
TUBE DIAM.

HEAT

AND UPSET

By means of induction heating, gun

barrels are made from seamless steel
tubing. At Timken Ordnance plant,
Tocco equipment heats the gun breech,
which is then upset to size. In the
conventional method, the longer barrel
is machined or forged down

9/q/'OU get the very type of units you reuire
in the shortest time possible

...

. , from Allied. All the well-known
makes such as OHMITE, MALLORY,
IRC, CENTRALAB, and SPRAGUE are
concentrated here under one roof. In stock
are fixed, adjustable, precision resistors

.

-rheostats-potentiometers-volume
controls-for all kinds of applications.
This complete, centralized service simplifies and speeds procurement for industry, government and
Helpful
laboratories. You save
BUYING
hours, days and effort.
GUIDE
Available
on Request

Write for it!

Thousands Call ALLIED First
Write, Wire or Phone
HAYmarket 6800

EVERYTHING IN
ELECTRONICS & RADIO

It's faster, simpler to
get all your electronic
andradio supplies from
this one central source.

carry the largest
and most complete
stocks of parts and
We

equipment under one
roof
ready for immediate shipment.
Our close contact
with all leading man-

...

ufacturers aids procurement. Engineering
service is available.

Dept. 24-C-5 Chicago

7,

Illinois

SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC PARTS AND EQUIPMENT TO INDUSTRIAL AMERICA
Electronic Tubes, Rectifiers, Power Supplies, Intercommunicating Systems, Sound Systems, Photo-Cell Equipment, Batteries, Chargers, Converters, Generators, Supplies for Resistance Welders, Fuses, Test Instruments,
Meters, Broadcast Station Equipment, Relays, Condensers, Capacitors, Resistors, Rheostats, Transformers,
Switches, Coaxial Cable, Wire, Soldering Irons, Microphones, Speakers, Technical Books, etc.
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Melting

Frank T. Chestnut of the Ajax
Electrothermic Corp. spoke on
"Melting and Heat Treating of
Large Masses of Metal." This talk
was devoted almost exclusively to
the development and application of
rotating equipment for induction
heating.
Forging

ALLIED
RADIO
CORPORATION
833 W. Jackson Blvd.

heating time less than about 1 second duration. Between 5 and 15
kw of power are required for each
square inch of surface for shallow
depth of hardening. On the basis of
this calculation a 50-kw generator
can surface -harden only about 10
square inches of metal at one time.

Harold A. Strickland of the Budd
Wheel Co., speaking on "Forging
of Metals," pointed out that -the application of induction heating to
forging is not new, but technical
improvements and lowered equipment prices have brought such
equipment into general use within

the past five years.. With induction
heating no appreciable scale is
March 1945-ELECTRONICS
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11111111NUT
PREVENT FATIGUE
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PATENT APPLIED FOR

DaesaibtatjO

OF RESILIENT SECTION

MAKE SURE YOUR PRODUCT WON'T HAVE THE

WOBßZrES"
This is no ordinary bolt and nut. It is new and
unique
a custom-made cure for the "wobbles".
It illustrates how manufacturers are improving
their products by consulting with National on
fasteners:
The American Fork and Hoe Company, in
redesigning their new line of "True Temper"
products, needed a bolt and nut assembly for
certain applications that would lock up tight, yet
permit delicate adjustment for proper functioning
of the tools, and be capable of easy disassembly
for sharpening.
The nut had to be thin, light in weight, onepiece construction. Existing types of lock nuts
were too cumbersome.
They put it up to us to find the answer. We
designed a new type of lock nut (patent applied
for) which, when tightened, develops a spring or

...

THE
ELECTRONICS

flexing action that eliminates the possibility of the
nut loosening in action.
Appearance was a factor, too. This was improved by making the top of

the bolt slightly oval, and rounding the point so as to blend
in assembly with the radii of
the nut.
Let us diagnose your products
for possible fastener improvement. It's often surprising what
can be done.
.

NATIONAL SCREW & MFG. CO., CLEVELAND 4, 0.

-
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EVERYDAY IS WASHDAY AT

Trip1ett

The special equipment and solutions with which jewels are washed are
minor parts of the Triplett method of manufacturing fine electrical
measuring instruments but they Are significant. They typify the dozens
of out -of-sight Extra Precautions that assure your permanent satisfaction
with Triplett Instruments. These Extra Care provisions are routine in
Triplett plants but through them Triplett maintains in mass production
the hand -made quality of fine instruments.

Extra Care in our work puts Extra Value in your Triplett Instrument.

kit-

Triplett
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

BLUFFTON, OHIO

March 1945
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and Sickles `Submersible" R. F. Components are unharmed
WATER, corrosive chemicals

and gases, even fungi are harmless to
Sickles "Submersible" T F Component.
.

They are hermetically -sealed with wide soldered joints in sturdy deep drawn zinc "hulls." They are equipped with fused metal -to -glass
bushings. All adjustments are under rugged "hatches" that are sealed
with Neoprene gaskets.

-

Permanent efficiency- is sealed IN
harmful elements are sealed OUT

Flexibility is practically unlimited. Tell us your needs, give us plenty
of room and we can produce a "Submersible" R. F. Component that
once installed can be forgotten.

For best in circuit components, specify Sickles.
THE F. W. SICKLES COMPANY

.

CHICOPEE, MASSACHUSETTS

and aecr,zonic 4ecídtcò 643e %dar
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HARDWICK, HINDLE PRODUCTS
ARE SUBJECT TO

HIGH PRIORITY RATINGS

formed on the surface, whereas in
gas furnaces 4 percent of the material is scale and in oil -fired furnaces
about 6 percent of the total mass is
scale. Elimination of scale saves
materials, eliminates scale -removing operations, and extends the life
of dies.
Production of a high tempera-

ture for heat -treating in a short
time is particularly advantageous
for short runs or experimental work
where it may not be economical to
fire a furnace. The space requirements for induction heating are approximately a third of that required for conventional forging
furnaces, and the cleanliness of induction heating units is an important, if indirect, factor in promoting its use. Both temperature
and heat pattern can be duplicated
with a high degree of precision that
is difficult to obtain in furnaces.
By suitable coil design it is possible
to get a sharp change in temperature with radio -frequency heating,
and this also is impossible with furnace firing.
OHMS

Max.

AMPS.®

HARDWICK HINDLE INC.
pEWAAK,si.

Ji

A.

Like many other fine products, they
are subject also to first call by Uncle
Sam.

We are proud of the service they are
performing in so many defense jobs.

Q. Why 1108 not rotating generating equipment been applied to the heating of nonferrous metals? A. Brass has been melted
by this process since 1926. Silver has been
melted since 1921. Gold and other precious
metals used by various government mints use
this method of melting metals. The process
is particularly suitable for these applications because it introduces no contamination
and is much cleaner than other methods of
melting metals. Zinc and lead have melting
points which are too low to make the process economically feasible, but recent work
shows promise for the melting of magnesium.
Q. Is it possible to heat uniformly, to temperatures of 1200 to 1300 deg F, strap
steel
0.0015 to 0.0025 -inch thick and 8 inches
wide when the steel is traveling at 800 feet
per minute? A. While such a method Is distinctly possible, it does not appear to have
sufficient commercial advantages. The process required is similar to that developed by
Westinghouse for flowing tin on steel strips.
Q. Why are some units built in
cabinets, while others use metal? A.wood
Because greater efficiency, greater flexibility,
and lower cost can often be achieved with
wood housings.
Q. What are the relative merits of spark
and tube equipment? A. with the present
designs, greater power output can be obtained from tube equipment. The efficiency
in both cases is approximately the same.
The spark equipment appears to have some
advantages in flexibility, ruggedness, economy of initial cost and low maintenance.

Electronic Heating Laboratory

HARDWICK, HINDLE, INC.
RHEOSTATS and RESISTORS
DIVISION

OF

THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1886

Newark

5, N.

J., U.

S.

A.

W. M. Woll of the Commonwealth
Edison Co., talking on "Function of
the Electric Utility in High Frequency Heating," described numerous ways in which a public utility
could help customers apply high frequency heating. Commonwealth
Edison has maintained a laboratory
for many years, and last year ran
March 1945
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Announces

its New Research
and Development'

Service
Now available to the

Electronic World

awordea

to
v.,.e. rang Is
land Plan for out.

ding o: hieve

men7rn war prcducrior

-

PRESS WIFELESS,

INC.

Executive and Sales Office
1475 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18

PARIS ROO DE JANIERO MONTEVIDEO BERNE SANTIAGO DE CHILE NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES LONDON HAVANA
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Put your plans for peacetime

products through the

pakKeS
find the
"FASTENING BUGS" NOW

avoid
COSTLY CHANGES LATER
LENS of the "Par -Ka -Scope" is the eagle eye of a ParkerKalon Assembly Engineer. He can help you focus on the
"fastening bugs" that usually hide out until you are all
set up for production, then start running up costs.
"
THE "BUGS" may be needless tapping, slow bolt -and -nut
assembly, costly inserts in plastics that slow .up molding,
riveting in hard -to -reach places. Whatever they are, he'll
help you find them now, when a changeover to the
short-cut fastening method . . . with P-K Self -tap -

ping Screws

... requires

only a little pencil work.
SAVINGS OF 30% to 500/e are the common experience
of thousands of manufacturers who have adopted this
short cut method of assembling metals or plastics.
THE P -K ASSEMBLY ENGINEER'S

advice is unbiased.
He'll recommend only the best Self -tapping Screw, for
the job - Parker -Kalov makes all types. Tell us when
you'd like him to call, or send details of fastening jobs
for recommendations.

THIS MANUFACTURER FOUND A MILLION "TAPPING

BUGS"...

FIND YOURS NOW!

By switching to P-K Type "U" Drive Screws in assembly of Hexacon Soldering
Irons, the Hexacon Electric Co.. Roselle, N. J., eliminated a million tapping
operations a year formerly needed for machine screws. Time saving is more
than 25%. Fastening is better, stronger titan when machine screws (and before
that, taper pins) were used.
In application (B), the heads of the Type "U" P-K Screws are ground off after
they are driven, making a permanent, tamper -proof fastening.

GET THIS

1r

PAR KER-KALON
SELFTAPPPYG SCREWS

GUIDE-IT'S

FREE

The P -K "Users' Guide" describes all types of ParkerKalon Self -tapping Screws,
and tells where and how to
use them. Arranged so you
can find the facts you need
quickly. Write for it. ParkerKalou Corp., 208 Varick St.,
New York 14, N. Y.

PARKERIALON
Qttatitq Contrulted
SEIFTAPPING SCREWS

For Every Metal and Plastic Assembly
166
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Wide Range

Wide Range
of Types

of Insulations

The question faced by every user of electrical
wire and cable is: What is the specific job, what
are the special qualities needed? The answer can
be readily found at Auto -Lite.
Auto -Lite engineers will be glad to help you determine just what size, type and shape cf wire you
need, what material to use and what insulation.
TUNE

IN

"EVERYTHING

FOR

THE

BOYS"

STARRING

Auto -Lite research has anticipated the problem,
has engineered the solution. The manufacturing
facilities in the big Auto -Lite plant are diverse
enough to furnish the kind and quantity of electrical wire and cable you need. Address your inquiries to
THE ELECTRIC AUTO -LITE COMPANY
SARNIA, ONT.

DICK

HAYMES

Wire and Cable Divicon

-

EVERY

TUESDAY

PORT HURON, MICH.

NIGHT-

NBC

NETWORK

l

ELECTRONICS
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New -Sensational

CRYSTAL

EDGING

MACHINE
Pre - Dimensional

-

-

INCREASE PRODUCTION MORE THAN 50',
YOUR OVERHEAD REMAINS STATIC

approximately 200 tests with their
electronic heating unit for customers desiring to investigate applications to their particular problems.
Customers appear more willing to
discuss their problems with a public utility than with manufacturers,
because of the absence of direct
sales pressure.
Unusual Applications

Speaking òn "Uncommon Fields
of Application of High Frequency,"
Edwin D. Tillson of the Commonwealth Edison Co. outlined some of
the problems investigated by their
laboratory during the past year.
One manufacturer brought in small
armatures which were to be preheated before enameling and subsequent baking of the enamel. In
another instance, heating and
quenching of permanent magnets
were investigated. A method was
develdped for fixing the head -to the
shaft bf a golf club. Drying of paint
on tubes of tooth paste, folding and
fastening of the ends of toothpaste
tubes, bluing of band straps for
wooden cases, melting of polystyrene patterns from molds, curing of
cores and molds, melting of thorium
oxide, forming of cork inserts in
leather sport shoes, polymerization
of binding resins and plastic molds
for artificial teeth, preheating
brake lining for automobiles, curing neoprene shoe soles, drying
nylon, killing insects in mechanics
soap, sterilizing ampoules, cases
hardening of Sheep gut for surgical
operations and preheating of peanuts in the manufacture of peanut
brittle were also subjects for in.

vestigation.
Q. Has any roughening of the surface of
metals or non-conductors during electronic
heating been observed? A. Ordinarily no
such action takes place. It is possible to
harden polished surfaces without requiring
repolishing. Electronic heating produces only
effects due to heat, so will cause roughening only when other of the heating methods

*

do.

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS AND PRICES

VOLKEL BROS.
MACHINE WORKS
1943 West Manchester

Los Angeles

44, Calif.

Q. In sterilizing ampoules is the glass
heated? A. Yes; this is necessary to evaporate the water from the ampoules prior to
their sterilization.
Q. Is it desirable to rotate work during
electronic heating? A. More 'uniform 'case
hardening can sometimes be achieved by this
procedure, especially at low frequencies and
with a single-turn output coil that cannot
provide uniform heating throughout a complete angle of 360 deg. Rotation should not
be too rapid. It is believed that uniform
quench of the case -hardening metal is more
important than rotation of the heated piece.
Q. lias induction heating been applied to
sintering of powdered metallurgical products? A. Yes, metallic powder can be sintered. Some applications have already been
made using tungsten, for example. Bullet
cores and bushings have been successfully
made this way.
Q. la there any selective heat-Wig when a
.

Designers and Manufacturers or
of

ISPECIAL DEVICES

fr

EQUIPMENT
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BH EXTRA FLEXIBLE FIBERGLAS SLEEVING

adrgi

Hold a match under a piece of BH Extra
Flexible Fiberglas Sleeving. The flame does
not bum, char or otherwise affect it. And tern
peratures much higher than usually encou
tered electrically are just as readily resisted
by the inorganic Fiberglas!

8H EXTRA FLEXIBLE FIBERGLAS SLEEVING

FEW electrical insulations can double in brass as heat
insulations. Yet so effectively heat resistant is BH Extra
Flexible Fiberglas Sleeving that actual service records
show it refuses to burn even in direct contact with heat
units. The reason-both yarns and impregnation are
non -inflammable!
A special gum base and dye applied by an exclusive BH
process is responsible for many more features. It permanently prevents fraying, stiffening and abrasive wear.
The sleeving is unusually flexible and takes the roughest
handling without fraying. It does not harden and crack
with age-lasts indefinitely without deterioration. It is
also non -crystallizing at low temperatures.
Fiberglas is non-absorbent and unaffected by moisture,
oil or grease-qualities ideally suited to appliance manufacture for instance. And it has high dielectric and. tensile
strength.
"Punishment" tests prove that BH Extra Flexible
Fiberglas Sleeving is the most logical insulation for a host
of tough jobs. Why not see for yourself? It's available in
all standard colors and all sizes from No. 20 to %", inclusive. Write for samples today and compare!
BH

SPECIAL TREATED

FIBERGLAS

UNAFFECTED BY HEAT UP TO

NON -FRAYING

NON -STIFFENING

SLEEVING

1200°F!

This is a high quality sleeving that will not fray when cut
and withstands heat up to 1200°F. Yet no saturant is used
in the exclusive BH process! Flexible as string, too. Made
in natural color only-all standard sizes. Try it!

SLOW4ILIRNIUZi
ALSO SLOW -BURNING IMPREGNATED MAGNETO TUBING
SATURATED AND NON -SATURATED SLEEVING
FLEXIBLE VARNISHED TUBING

BENTLEY, HARRIS MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. E Conshohocken, Penna.
ELECTRONICS
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Ptthlished in the Interests of Better Sight and Sound
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Well -Equipped Sylvania Plant Makes Own Small Parts
to Assure Top Quality in Radio Tubes
To insure that all Sylvania -made radio tubes will be
of the very best quality, the well equipped tube plant
in Emporium, Pennsylvania, provides extensive facilities for making over 8500 of the delicate small parts
that go into Sylvania tubes.
I;ach month over 600 million small parts are turned
out. In making these intricate parts. Sylvania craftsmen work with a variety of metals such as tungsten,
steel. copper. phosphor bronze. ben ilium 'copper and

tantalum.
The Emporium staff includes highly skilled production engineers, tool and design men, and expert
tube makers.

Many of the special tools required for turning
out small tube part, All. tailnr-maderignt at ti I'.ania's
Emporium plant.

Tiny tube parts are magnified and their outlines
superimposed on scale drawings to insure meeting the
extremely close dimensional tolerances required.

SYLVANIA

By a sampling method, watchful Sylvania inspector- :uefully study each batch of small parts for

detailed perfection.

eTLECTRIC

Sß'1.\'.1 N l:`w ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., Emporium, Pa.
FIXTURES, ACCESSORIES; INCANDESCENT LAMPS
MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES; CATHODt RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS,
170
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FOR'Gte,Zq ELECTRONIC NEED
Although specialists in the design and quantity production of trans farmers for a quarter century, the demands of the past few years have
brought about many developments. The requirements for military and
essential industry purposes have multiplied many -fold with further
emphasis on exactness and uniformity.
Transformer specialists before the War-great strides have been
Wade in anticipating and meeting requirements of greatly varied
diaracter that have multiplied many -fold for military and essential
i idustrial purposes.
Reports from all over the world emphasize the reliability of Jeffersin Electric Transformers. Wherever used-en land, sea or in the airi i the frozen North, or hot, dry or humid tropics, the value of "quality"
is being demonstrated daily.
Now is a good time to study your transffr ner ºegtiirements and let
Jefferson engineers make recommendations that will save your time later.

JEFFERSON ELECTRIC COMPANY

BELLWOOD

6UIURI OF

CHICAGO)

ILLINOIS

IN CANADA: CANADIAN JEFFERSON ELECTRIC CO. LTD., 384 PAPE AVENUE, TORONTO, ONT.
ELECTRONICS

-
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Conant
Instrument
Rectifiers

nmoDiw
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ce.u-
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group of needles, all pointing the same way,
are subjected to electronic heating! A. Ordinarily the orientation would have no effect
if all of the needles are in contact with one
another and if the mass may be considered
homogeneous. However, there may be some
local heating at contact points when only a
small number of needles is involved. Steel
wool is not homogeneous, and flare-ups due
to local heating may be expected.
Q. Will the rapid evaporation of water
from nylon yarn affect the tensile strength?
A. No. In a number of instances the tensile
strength was actually increased by the application of electronic heating methods.

o
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Heating Effects Can Be Predicted

,

rn......4
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SPECIFICATIONS (STANDARD TYPES)
Col.

2

l

Type

Inter-

Dimensions

nal

(Ieches)

Series Circuit
500

1

HS

500

2

T

500

3

500

4

M

H

B

160

1

BHS

160

2

81

160

3

4

BH

160

B -C

160-C

1

160-C

2

BHS-C

4

1

BT -C

160-C

3

BH -C

160-C

4

A

B

CD

6

5

E

3

taneous
4

Volts Mils

minent
Volts Mils
20

60

3

15

100

10

3

no red no

30

100

20
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2

red no

---

100

15

100

2-56

3.400

4

red no blk no

30

2-56
2-56

2.880

3
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2.880

3

no red no

13.012

4
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.890 .500 .400 .800 .392

6-32
6-32

9.158
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.625 .550 .375 .250 .250
.625 .550 .375 .250 .250

.345 .297 .310 .220 .200
.345 .297 .310 .220 .200

2

Inter-

Insten-

Terminal
Number
1

30

6-32

.345 .297 .310 .220 .200
.345 .297 .310 .220 .200

PEAK ELECTRICAL RATINGS

Color,

blk no
red no blk

.890 .500 .485 .800 .328
.890 .500 .445 .800 .360

.625

10

9

7

MountNo. of
ing
TerScrew Weight
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Size

red no

-

Con -

Urinous

Volts Mils
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Price

10
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5
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03.50
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60

10

30
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10

60

5

30
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15

20

10

10

5

3.50

15

15

10

10

5

30

15

20

10

10

5

2.70

15

15

10

10

5

5

1.50

2.70

2-56

2.700

2

red no

none

1.743

4

30

15

20

10

5

3.50

none

1.385

3

15

15

10

10

5

5

30

15

20
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10

5

2.70
2.70

lS
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5

S

1.50

none

1.385

3

red no blk 00
red no Elk
no red no
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1.293

2

red no
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Dr. Eugene Mittelmann spoke on
"Fundamentals of High Frequency
Heating," giving basic equations
for both dielectric and induction
heating, discussing problems of
heating magnetic materials beyond
the Curie temperature, and outlining advantages of dielective heating for plastic preforms.

Over ninety per cent of all rectifier requirements are served by 12 types -4 basic
assemblies in 3 series. These 3 series are the three primary units of Conant rec-,
tifiers. Special types, however, can be developed as needed, and you'll find
Conant ready to cooperate.
500 UNITS are for general applications requiring greater
output current for meters, relays or other apparatus requiring more
than 1 milliampere. Recommended for all such applications at commercial and the lower audio frequencies. Will also operate up to
50,000 c.p.s. in special applications wherein accuracy of readings is
not essential.
SERIES 160 and 160-C are for applications requiring good frequency response over the entire commercial and audio range and
especially when the meter, relay or other apparatus requires less
than 1 milliampere for operation. In some special applications these
units may be operated at frequencies up to 15,000,000 c.p.s. with
special circuit treatment.
SPECIAL TYPES are available in both series 500 and 160-C. When
requesting a quotation on a special type include a sketch of the
rectifier required or a circuit diagram showing source and frequency of the input voltage, resistance and kind of load, required
load current and the ambient temperatures.
SERIES 500 Disc diameter .500 inch. Area each disc .15 square inch.
Furnished with 3" braided, tinned copper leads. Finished in clear
lacquer. Nickel plated end plates.
SERIES 160 Disc diameter .160 inch: Area each disc .02 square inch.
Furnished with 3" stranded, tinned double silk covered copper
leads. Nickel plated case. Assembly sealed with specially developed

Economic Studies Are Essential
V. W. Sherman of Federal Telephone & Radio Corp., covering "Use
of Dielectric Heating For Plastics,

Rubber and Rubber Substitutes,"
discussed advantages of electronic
heating, and emphasized the need

SERIES

a.

moisture proof compound.

160-C Disc diameter .160 inch. Disc area, lead wire and
length and moisture proof seal are identical with Series 160. Dimensions of the nickel plated case have been reduced to the most compact size. These units may be mounted in a standard midget fuse
clip.
Conant Instrument Rectifiers are available from leading radio jobbers everywhere -consult your local jobber.
SERIES

t-

rY2ß1!/yhen 1J?ee4re4ß
ELECTRICAL LABORATORIES

Cam``

CON
20 Vesey St., New York 7, New York
85 E. Gay St., Columbus, Ohio
600 5. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, III.
1215 Harmon Pl., Minneapolis 3, Minn,

6500 0

STREET, LINCOLN 5, NEBRASKA, U. S. A.

2017 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
7935 Eustis St., Dallas 18, TO/(C13
4018 Greer Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
1526 Ivy SI., Denver, Colo.

4214 Country Club Dr.,Long Bea ch7, Cal.
4205 N.E. 22nd Ave., Portland 11, Ore.
Calms Postal 930, Sao Paulo, Brazil
50 Yarmout'Rd., Toronto, Canada

Lb

Steam

infra -red

Three different methods of pre -heating
phenolic material compared in terms
of heating cost per pound and production In pounds per hour. Arbitrary
units are shown on the cost per pound
scale. Supplied by a leading molding
plant. the data applies to phenolic material in a 7-in. press under a load of
V3 lb.
A Federal Megatherm unit was
.
used for electronic heating

for a fair and complete economic
study before installing such equipment, particularly if electronic devices are to supersede other methods of heating. Preheating of plastic preforms makes it possible to
mold larger parts and do precision
molding. Frequencies as high as 10
megacycles or even higher may be
used to get power into the work at
reasonable voltages across the
electrodes.
Q.

Has dielectric heating been applied to
March 1945
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ONE OF A SERIES PORTRAYING "THE SPEED NUT FAMILY OF FASTENERS"

If your product requires brackets
for assembly, why not use brackets
with self-locking nuts built right in
them? Why fumble around with
separate lock washers and threaded
nuts and use a wrench besides to
keep them from turning? Why
handle 9 parts (bracket, 2 screws,
2 lock washers, 2 nuts, screw driver
and wrench), when 4 parts will do a

-

better job? (SPEED NUT, 2 screws,
and screw driver). Think of the savings in manhours and materials
this could mean in your plant!
These SPEED NUTS lock with a
firm spring tension that permanently
prevents vibration loosening. They

reduce weight, speed up assembly,
and strengthen the structure. And
since they are produced on high
speed automatic machines, these
self-locking brackets are not expensive.
Hundreds of manufacturers have
improved both their products and
assembly methods by changing
over to Tinnerman angle brackets.
Write for samples, mentioning part
numbers of the type that interests
you most.

TINNERMAN PRODUCTS, INC.
2.1.06 Fulton Road,

Cleveland 13, Ohio

In Canada: Wallace Barnes Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario
In England: Simmonds Aerocessories, Ltd., London

T-IE BASIC PRINCIPLE

FASTES
ELECTRONICS

-

T
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THING

IN

FASTENINGS
PATENTED

'Trade Mark

Reg. U. S. Par.

Off.

of Spring -Tension Lock is
Embodied in all Speed Nut Designs
173

A direct result of laróe-scale engineering

and research in the electronic tube design
and manufacture, this

E

Ballast Tube

-E

type 3-16 embodies the ruggedness and

quality characteristics associated with this
specialized vacuum tube line.
Especially suited for use in series with a
string of 300 M.A. filament tubes fed from
a fluctuating voltage supply.

operation

is

Satisfactory

assured under voltage varia-

tions normally causing faulty operation.
E

-E engineers are

available for collabora -

on in ballast tube problems. Inquiries are

nvited-no obligation

is

incurred.

WRITE FOR DATA BOOK

complete volume, describing

A

E -E

power and transmit inç tubes-mercury
and high vacuum r_ctifers, power and

amplifiers, modu ators, oscillators, grid
control rectifiers, etc. Maximum ratings,
cnaracter:stics, mechanical

c-r:uit information

dimension;,'

included.

a=e

ELECTRONIC.,
ENTERPRISES Hon
GENERAL OFFICES:

65-61 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEWARK, 4,

N.

J.

-

EXPORT DEPT. 25 WARREN STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY, U. Y..

CAREE ADDRESS: SIMONTRICE, N. Y.

March
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For many years, the quality of Wilcox communications apparatus has been relied upon by broadcasting stations, commercial
airlines and governmental agencies. Throughout the United
States and over the world flight schedules have been accurately
and safely maintained through use of Wilcox ground and aircraft
transmitters, receivers and control equipment. From the urgency
and new demands of war have been developed many Wilcox
improvements for the radio and radar fields. Now, and in the
future-look to Wilcox for all radio equipment needs.

of 96C Transmitters, combined with the 36A Rectifier and 50A Modulator, furnishing plate power and high-level modulation facilities respectively, form
flexible, multi -frequency station for either simultaneous transmission on a number of frequencies, or the selection of an individul frequency best suited to the particular communication problem. The use of an individual channel for each frequency
avoids the complications of frequency shifting mechanisms.
A number
a

Engineered to the needs of those services requiring reliable radio communinications, the Wilcox Electric Company 96C equipment represents an advanced stage of
design in the field of medium frequency, medium power
transmitters. Each unit is a complete, fixed -frequency 2.5
KW RF transmitter, for either telegraph or telephone operation in the range of 2.20 MC.

WILCOXey)

ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
Manufacturers of Radio Equipment

Fourteenth and Chestnut
ELECTRONICS
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Kansas City, Mo.

the vulcanization of cables? A. Yes, with
materials to be vulcanized as they are extruded, and with two pieces of sheet to be
vulcanized. In such cases, heating electrodes
are clamped in place to become part of a
mold as well as the electrodes. Such electrodes are frequently made of copper.
Q. In heating materials by electronic
means, are the physical characteristics
changed as the result of molecular friction?
A. No, unless such physical characteristics
would be altered by the application of heat
in any other form.

STREAMLINING
LOW RESISTANCE
MEASUREMENTS
Are you required to make hundreds of
accurate "Go, No -Go" low resistance
measurements? The Shallcross Portable
Low -Resistance Test Sets are ideal for making rapid measurements in bond testing,
switch and relay contact resistance testing,
bar -to -bar commutator readings, etc. Write
for Bulletin LRT.

Heating Units On Display
The following manufacturers
of induction and dielectric electronic heating equipment had working units on display and in operation at the conference:

SHALLCROSS PORTABLE
TYPE 645 FOR FIELD

INSPECTION WORK

Electrothermic Corp., Ajax Park,
Trenton, N. J.
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, WisAjax

r

HIGH -VOLTAGE
MEASUREMENT
PROBLEMS SOLVED

consin
Budd Wheel Co., Detroit, Michigan
Federal Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp., Newark,

k,

Shallcross Portable Kilovoltmeters, Kilovoltmeter Multipliers (for use with external
meters) and Corona Protected Resistors (for
voltages up to 200 KV) comprise a complete line of high voltage measuring apparatus. Over a period of years
Shallcross engineers have pioneered in the field of modern
high -voltage measurements. They will welcome an
opportunity to put their experience
to work on your problem.

TYPES UP TO

313

KV AVAILABLE

York, N. Y.

FOR

RAPID DELIVERY!

TYPE

638-2

BRIDGE

Combining both Kelvin and Wheatstone
bridges, this popular Shallcross instrument
provides a resistance measurement range
from 0.0001 to 11.11 megohms in a single
portable instrument. Just the thing for maintenance, production line tests, field investigations, school and laboratory
work, etc.

ACCURATE VOLTAGE

DIVIDERS
Shallcross Voltage Dividers (Decade Potentiometers) are available in a wide range of total
resistance and voltage increments. Many special units
regularly produced for special applications. Write for
latest data bulletins on any Shallcross instrument type.

a

TYPE NO. 845

POPULAR
3 -DECADE UNIT

S

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
DEPT. E35,

ENGINEERING
176

COLLINGDALE, PA.

DESIGNING

Ohio Crankshaft Co., Cleveland, Ohio
Radio Corporation of America, Camden, New

Jersey
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., East
Pittsburgh, I'a.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Radio &
X-Ray Div., Baltimore, Md.

ONE BRIDGE THAT
DOES THE WORK OF TWO

COMBINED KELVIN
AND WHEATSTONE

N. J.
General Electric Co.. Schenectady, N. Y.
The Girdler Corp. ('I'hermex Div.); Louisville, Iiy.
Illinois Tool Works, Chicago, Ill.
Induction Heating Corp., New York, N. Y.
Lepel High Frequency Laboratories, New

MANUFACTURING

Electronic X -Ray Current
Regulator
A NEW ELECTRONIC REGULATOR in-

sures constant current in x-ray
tubes where a small change in
power -supply voltage makes a
large difference in current delivered. The unit connects into the
high -voltage circuit of the x-ray
tube and hence is sensitive directly
to changes in the quantity desired
constant-the x-ray tube current.
The regulator holds the current
constant by operating on the x-ray
tube filament through a stepless
saturable reactor. Tube current is
held within two percent plus or
minus over, for example, the current range of 4 to 30 milliamperes
and a voltage band of 30,000 to
150,000 volts. The regulator makes
possible precalibrated current dials
and reduces the work of the operator to making the current selection
and pressing a button. It makes
sure that the tube delivers the current ordered, regardless of any
fluctuation in supply -line voltage or
whether the set has been operating
and is hot or whether it is starting
cold, regardless of the anode cathode voltage.
March 1945
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Phenolite Bobbies
help speed the production of high stre

NYLON Yarn

No, not for ladies' hosiery r ht now, but for Unçle
Sam's war needs-such altierachute fabrics and
glider tow ropes-Phenolite laminated Bakelite
Bobbins play an important role. Their exceptional
resistance to deformation at high speeds and
stresses-combined with their lightness in weightcontributes to the uniformity of the nylon yarn in the
high speed "spinning" and "throwing" operations.
This application of Phenolite is typical, illustrating how the unusual combination of properties of
this laminated plastic may be utilized in practically
every industry to good advantage.
National Engineers are at your service to assist in
the design of your improved products ... in w ch
Phenolite may have an advantageous
application. Wire, phone or write today!
u

NATIONAL
Wilmington, Delawa
E'

ECTRONICS

-

MI6,ANIZED

FIBRE

Offices in Principal Cities
ties
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STEEL

EQUIPMENT

COMPANY

Experience and "know-how" are why so many of America's leading manufacturers depend upon "Cole Steel Equipment" for

We welcome tough assignments .. instrument housings ..
water -test boxes . . chassis; some made to extreme precision,
others to gauge limits. Send us your blueprints!
.

.

.

Send for our Brochure

"the Plant Behind Your Plant"
349 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.
Factory: Brooklyn, N. Y.

COLE STEEL
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
will again be available
after the war
t

7 8
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TUBES AT WORK
Radar Principles Described by R. L. Smith -Rose
Quartz Blanks Multiplied by Division
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Radar Principles Described by R. L. Smith-Rose
FOR THE FIRST TIME in print, the
fundamental principles of radar
are described in the February, 1945
issue of the British magazine,
Wireless World (Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E. 1).
The paper was written by R. L.
Smith -Rose of the National Physical Laboratory and is abstracted in
the following paragraphs
Radiolocation or radar may be
described as the art of using radio
waves for the detection and location
of an object, fixed or moving, by the
aid of the difference of its electrical
properties from those of the medium adjacent to or surrounding
:

tion is made easier by the fact that
the first medium is air under normal atmospheric conditions, when
its electrical conductivity is very
small and its dielectric constant is
approximately unity.
Reflection

If the second medium is a sheet
of copper, of which the conductivity
is very high, nearly all the incident energy in the arriving waves
will be reflected; this is the result

has both a moderate conductivity
and an intermediate value of permittivity, a portion only of the incident wave energy will be reflected,
the remaining energy passing into
the medium to form the refracted
waves.
From these considerations, it is
seen that reflection of radio waves
is caused at a discontinuity or
boundary between two media, and
when waves in air strike a surface,
which may be either a metallic
conductor or an insulating medium,
the waves are reflected in some degree by the surface. If this surface
is smooth in the sense that it is
free from irregularities of a size
approaching the wavelength, then
the reflection is of the specular type
such as we meet with in light
waves ; and in such cases if the
waves impinge normally on the sur -

it...

An aeroplane, ship, building or
human being, is merely required to
reflect or scatter some of the radiation which reaches it from a radio
transmitter forming part of the
whole radar installation. The detected object is thus merely a
source of secondary radiation which
results from its being illuminated,
as it were, by the incident radiation from the primary sending
station
When electric waves,
3f whatever length, impinge on the
boundary separating two media of
different electrical properties, the
path of transmission of the waves
is altered; some of the wave energy
passes across the boundary, but in
doing so its path is bent or refracted; another portion of the
wave energy is turned back from
the boundary, and forms the reflected portion of the waves on the
same side as the incident waves.
The relative magnitudes of the
reflected and refracted waves depend upon the electrical properties
of the media on the two sides of the
boundary, the angle of incidence,
and the frequency or wavelength of
the waves. If these quantities are
known, the reflecting power of the
surface of separation of the two
media can be calculated ; and in
many practical cases, this calcula-

...

180

1-Radar makes use of pulses of radio waves marked P, to P, which are emitted
at regular intervals to determine the distance of the target T from the sending and
receiving antennas A, and A_ by measuring the time of travel of the pulses along
the path A,TA_
Fig.

of the re -radiation from the conduction currents set up in the copper sheet by the arriving waves.
Alternatively, the same result will
be obtained with radio waves if the
second medium consists of fresh
water ; for although in this case the
conductivity is low, its permittivity
is high and thus strong dielectric
currents will be set up, particularly

at high radio frequencies.
In the case of soil or earth, which

face, they will be reflected back
along the original direction towards
the source of the incident waves. If
the surface is not sufficiently
smooth the reflection will take place
in vario is directions, or the incident waves are scattered, as it is
termed; and in this case only a portion of the reflected or scattered energy is returned along the path of
the incident waves. . . .
A complete station consists of a
March 1945
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"Basic
many varation

meets special applications
time

saves
If your application requires a specially designed relay
Guardian engineers can be of great help to you. But, as
a result of their wide experience in designing "specials" they
have evolved a standard design so flexible that it is now specified in numerous applications that would ordinarily require a
specially designed unit. Perhaps you can use it in your "special"
application ... with a saving in money and delivery time. This
unusually flexible relay is the SERIES 345. Its chief features are
the large coil winding area, numerous contact combinations, the
non -binding pin type armature hinge pin, its resistance to shock
and vibration, and an ability to operate in extremes of temperature. It is now being used in aircraft, radio, and other exact -

.

.

.

saves

tooling

.

.

.

speeds delivery!

dependable performance.
STANDARD SERIES 345-The ample coil winding area of
the SERIES 345 gives you a wide range of windings for various
voltages and currents. Coil winding area is approximately .75
cubic inches. Average power required is 3.56 watts with three
pole, double throw contacts of 121/2 amp. capacity. Coils are
available for either A.C. or D.C. operation.
The maximum switch capacity of the Standard Series 345 is
three pole, double throw. Contacts are rated at 121 amperes
at 110 volts, 60 cycles, non -inductive A.C. Moving contacts are
attached to but insulated from the armature by a bakelite
plate. Terminals are solder lugs. Weight is 61/2 ounces.
ing applications to insure

VARIATIONS OF THE SERIES 345 RELAY
WINDING-Multi-wound

coils are available for operation on two or more circuits.
Or coil may be wound to operate on the
discharge of a 3 mfd. condenser.

CONTACTS-Normal switch capacity

is

three pole, double throw; maximum switch
TIME DELAY
capacity may be up to six pole double
throw with 121/2 amp. contacts, or any variation of contact combinations within this range,
including the operation of contacts in sequence.
The flexibility of the contact springs may be
increased through the use of coil spring rivets.

TIME DELAY-On D.C. coils a time delay of
0.25 seconds on release or 0.06 second on
attract may be achieved through the use of
copper slugs which require these time intervals
for saturation or de -energizing depending on
whether they are used on the heel or head of

sionally or where solder lug terminals are
not otherwise practical.

INTERLOCKING-The

SERIES 345 may
be used in combination with various coils t.)
achieve a mechanical interlock. One of the
most recent developments is the use of the
DUST COVER
SERIES 345 in an overload application. Excessive current energizes the SERIES 345
coil. The armature is then mechanically locked
in the energized position by an arm attached
to a Series 405 coil and is held in the locked
position until the Series 405 coil is energized
by a push-button arrangement. If current
through the Series 345 is still excessive, relay
remains in locked position even though .-

leased by push-button control.
INTERLOCKING UNIT
Normal
Volts

the coil.

DUST COVER-For applications where this relay may be
subject to injury or in atmosphere where dust may be present
in sufficient quantity to impede operation, the SERIES 345 may
be equipped with a metal dustproof cover.

SCREW TERMINALS-Screw type terminals are optional
for applications where terminals must be disconnected occa-

SERIES 345 RELAY DATA
Minimum
Volts

4.8
9.8

6
12

24
32
115

18

25.6
92

Normal
M.A.

Minimum
M.A.

600
300

480
245

148
112

111

31

89
25

Coil
[

sist.

10

40
162
287

3720

Normal

Wattage
3.56
3.56
3.56
3

I

56

3.56

23

Minimum operating wattage

If you will write

us about your relay problems our engineers will be glad to make recommendations
which may save you time and money. Should you desire o quotation, please mention quantity.

GUARDIAN
1625-C W. WALNUT STREET
A
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THE UNUSUAL properties inherent in Plaskon
Materials make them especially suitable for the
molding of parts, complete units, or assembly of,
attractive and serviceable products in wide variety.
Plaskon Materials for molding are high in utility
and decorative properties, giving products made from
them impressive sales advantages.
Plaskon Urea -Formaldehyde Compound

1. Wide range of lightfast hues, from translucent natural and
pure white to jet black.

2. Smooth surface, eye-catching, warm to touch.
3. Completely resistant to common organic solvents, impervious
to oils and grease.

4. Possesses extremely high flexural, impact and tensile strength.
5. Highly resistant to arcing and tracking under high voltages
and high frequencies.

Plaskon Grade 2 Compound

1. A Plaskon urea -formaldehyde of good quality, lower in price

2.
3.
1.

2.
3.

Plaskor. Molded Cor Adapter Cone
on Army Dental X -Ray Machine.

4.
1.

2.
3.

than regular Plaskon, and adaptable to economy production
requirements.
High resistance to, and retains lustre, surface and color in.
presence of water, common organic solvents, soaps, etc.
Identical unusual dielectric strength and freedom from arcing
and tracking as regular Plaskon.
Furnished in one shade of black and brown only.
Plaskon Melamine Compound
Assures ample protection where water or high humidity
prevent the use of urea compounds.
Exceptional resistance to acids and alkalies. Non -porous,
non -corrodible.
Under extreme conditions of heat and humidity, is non tracking, highly resistant to arcing, and has high dielectric
strength.
Highest heat resistance of all light-colored plastics.
Plaskon Resin Glue
Materials bonded by Plaskon Resin Glue cannot be separated
at glue line-the material fails first.
Plaskon glue line is completely moisture -resistant, cannot be
weakened by mold or fungi.
Maintains its tenacious grip in heavy-duty service for years,
under water, on land, in the air.

PLASKON DIVISION
2136 Sylvan Ave., Toledo 6, Ohio
Canadian Agent: Canadian Industries, Ltd., Montreal, Que.

LIBBEY OWENS FORD GLASS CO.

:trcctuv,

Mo ded Plc/short Urea-

orr:aldehyde

Radio Cabinet.

Uso

.it ii',8

i

11*

iuE

u.

Household Thermosh,i

Housing of Plaskon
Molded Color.

Electrical Circuit Breaker Parts of
Plaskon Molded Color,

Piaskon Low-P-essu re Lamir.atin Resins

fcr Heavy D}.ty..Structural Members.....
182
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CJMECK
* * MEANS PERFECTION * *
John Meck crystals are now-and always will be-characterized by
high quality and rigid precision. In an industry as exacting in mechanical design and as intricate in conception and execution as the field of
sound electrically controlled and amplified, the engineering staff must
work to standards of "absolute" precision. This devotion to accuracy
is reflected in the attitude and work of every individual contributing
to the completion of John Meck products. The low percentage of final
test rejections at John Meek Industries is a tribute to the splendid,
conscientious personnel and their ability.

JOHN MECK INDUSTRIES, INC.
PLYMOUTH, INDIANA, U.

Jo `n ec `
ùstries,'
will produce radio receivers and

phonographs on the resumption

of civilian produc:tion.Your salesmen will find that our purchasing department is interested in

ELECTRONICS
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esta i" s `ïñg"'I epee able sources`
for parts and supplies. Our requirements will represent a
growing volume of
T

business through
the years.
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BETTER

PERMANENT MAGNETS
c

RADIO, SOUND and
COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT

o

0

,

AUTOMOTIVE

and AVIATION
EQUIPMENT

combination of a transmitter and
receiver. The transmitting or sending portion emits radiation over a
broad arc in the approximate direction it is desired to explore. When
this radiation strikes an object
having an appreciable conductivity
or dielectric constant, some of the
energy is reflected or scattered back
towards the receiver which is installed moderately close to the
transmitter. If the latter emits the
radio waves in short trains or
pulses, the time of transit of these
to the reflecting target and back
to the receiver can be measured, by
displaying the received signals on
the screen of a cathode-ray tube.
The arrangement is indicated
schematically in Fig. 1, where successive pulses P,P2P,P4 have been
emitted from the sending aerial
A the first two pulses having already reached the target and been
reflected back towards the receiving aerial A2. It is now required to
determine the time of transit of
any one of the pulses over the path
A, TA,.

INSTRUMENTS

However advanced your own product -development work may be .. .
however new or revolutionary the permanent magnets you require
.. Arnold engineers can be of considerable assistance to you in supplying the proper permanent magnets in volume. They're precision-built
entirely in our own plant, under the closest metallurgical, mechanical and magnetic control to assure peak efficiency at the lowest cost.
Get your copy of this valuable, up to -the-minute manual on the design,
production and application of modern Alnico permanent magnets. Write us, on your company letterhead, today.

NEW!

The pulses of radio-frequency
oscillations arriving at the receiving aerial are suitably amplified
and rectified, and then applied to
the vertical deflecting plates of a
cathode-ray tube. If the horizontal deflecting plates are connected
to a suitable time-base circuit operating in synchronism with the
pulse generating circuit in the
transmitter, then for a fixed distance A,TA_, the received pulses
will appear superimposed on one
another as vertical deflections from
the horizontal time -base. If, furthermore, the time-base is made
to start its deflection from the lefthand side of the screen at the same
instant as the pulse of radiation
leaves the sending aerial, then the
distance along the time -base from
its origin to the position of the
pulse displayed on it is a measure
of the length of path A,TA2.
One Type of Trace

Specialists in the manufacture of
ALNICO PERMANENT MAGNETS

THE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY

The type of picture obtained on
the screen of the cathode-ray tube
is illustrated in Fig. 2, in which
the line OA represents the time base which is locked to the transmitter in such a way that the
length OT, represents the time
taken by an emitted pulse to arrive
back at the receiver after reflection
from a target T,. As we know that
.

147 EAST ONTARIO STREET, CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
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MAILED. FREE on request!

At last! Industries' new and revolutionary heating process explained in a language understandable to everyone. In
fifteen minutes reading time, you will
gain a complete basic knowledge of

Electronic Heating. This important
handbook discusses all the essential facts
you have to know in considering the
application of Electronic Heating to
your own manufacturing methods.

It contains a brief record of the historical background and development of
the process explains the principle of
its operation describes the two chief
methods and fields of application and
lists many proved present-day uses.
Let us send you a complimentary copy
at once. Fill in the coupon or write on
your company letterhead.

--

Manufacturers of Vacuum Tube and Spark Gap Converters since

s

USE THIS

COUPON FOR CONVENIENCE

SCIENTIFIC ELECTRIC

107 Monroe

DIVISION OF "S" CORRUGATED QUENCHED GAP COMPANY

107 Monroe Street

Garfield, New Jersey

Street, Garfield, N. J.
I
Please rush my complimentary copy of The ABC
of Electronic Heating today to:
i
Name
Title
Company Address
Cite

ELECTRONICS
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-
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Today, our electrical equipment encircles the globe; some serving at
Greenland's ice cap or in Kiska's fogs :.. others stewing in the swamps
of a Pacific atoll.

Laboratory Standards

With the destinations of war-products totally unknown, manufacturers logically have preferred "building -in" WESTONS on their control panels. They know that a WESTON will perform dependably
anywhere ... that there is sound reason behind WESTONS acceptance
as the international standard.
And tomorrow, with equipment reaching known markets, instrument
preferences will remain unchanged. For while human life no longer will
be at stake, reputations will. So manufacturers will continue to "build in" the instruments which consistently tell -the -truth ... to build broader
market acceptance and customer good -will, and assure highest
efficiency from the machines which bear their name.

Precision DC and AC Portables

Instrument Transformers
Sensitive Relays
DC, AC, and Thermo Switchboard

and Panel Instruments
Specialized Test Equipment
Light Measurement
and Control Devices
Exposure Meters

Aircratt Instruments
Electric Tachometers

Weston

Dial Thermometers

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
618 FRELINGHUYSEN AVENUE, NEWARK 5, NEW JERSEY
FOR OVER

186

55 YEARS LEADERS IN ELECTRICAL MEASURING EQUIPMENT
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THESE CO TO MOLDED
PLASTICS DIVISION

you can obtain both
molded plastic parts and

YES,

small motor drives or

assemblies from General

Industries. Under one
roof and one general
management we have long
supplied them to leading
manufacturers in a wide
range of industries.

INQUIRE ABOUT
FROM

sari?

GENERAL INDUSTRIES

Few things "stump" our molded plastics
division. Whether it's a big job or a little one, we have
the facilities and the "know-how" to turn it out in an}quantity. Our engineers and mold makers have a habit
of reading between your blueprint lines, to dig out some
way to do the job better, more economically or faster.
Our operators are skilled from many years of experience
in compression, transfer or injection molding, to deliver
work 100% to specifications and on time.

You'll find that same thorough competence in
our small motors division. For many years our Smooth
Power drives have been standard for leading makers of
phonograph and radio equipment, automotive devices
and other low -torque requirements. Many buyers
obtain exactly what they need in our standard line, but
if made-to-order units are called for, our engineers and
plant can deliver them.

So, for molded plastic parts or low -torque

THE

ENERAL
NDUSTRIES
COMPANY

ELYRIA,

OHIO

motors or drives, ask General Industries.
Our military commitmentshave priorities
at present, but a general discussion now
can pave the way for later details. We'll
appreciate it if you'll address the division
involved ... molded plastics or motors.
ELECTRONICS

-
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RADIO PARTS
EQUIPMENT
and ELECTRONIC

A" CONCORD

the velocity of radio, waves is substantially 186,000 miles per second,
the scale of the time -base can be
graduated in miles, so, that the distance of the target T, is seen to be
about 19 miles. A second received
pulse is seen at T2 returned from
another target at a range of about
35 miles. If one or both of these
targets are moving, their changes

What do you need in radio and electronic parts or equipment? If you think
it's hard to get-if you need one or a hundred-order from CONCORD,
by mail, by wire, by telephone. Our shelves are loaded with top-quality
merchandise, nationally -known brands, complete assortments. Our radio
technicians are prepared to work with you and expedite special requirements. Tell us what you need. We can
probably supply it from our huge
Typical Values
stocks-and ship it to you at once.

Available Now!
parts listed

GET IT

the four
Money -saving prices on
thousands of unusual
below are typical
ands
hod
of
by
values offered

Push Button Swi ch, 4 Sections, each 8 pull double

Full Wave Vibrator
Transformer, 6 Volts.
lmput-250 Volts.
60 MA. Output C.T.

565000

Specially Priced,

791.

CONCORD is geared to present-day
demands for fast service. Government,
Industry, and Institutions-the biggest
names in America-have discovered that
they are more likely to get what they want
from CONCORD, and get it sooner. Two
huge shipping warehouses, one in CHICAGO and another in ATLANTA, are
ready to fill and ship your orders immediately, no matter how large or small, no
matter where you are located.

throw, with release
button as illustrated.

Specially priced, 891.

64 -PAGE
"Book of Values"

FREE! NEW

This big 64 -page showing of available now parts for radio and electronics will
be ready about April 1st. It offers thousands of hard to get parts at substantial
savings. Includes new 1945 Revised ListCornell-Dubilier type
I. R. C. type CS Dual
TJL6040, 4 mfd. 600
ings of standard lines of Condensers,
Potentiometer
DC wkg. oil Oiled
volt
ohm.
25
Transformers, Resistors, Test Equipment
2500 ohm and
condenser.
5B2007
$'49 and other essential radio parts. Rush
583015
Specially priced, 49c
Specially priced,
coupon for FREE COPY-mailed to you
as soon as printed.

CONCORD RÁ010 CORPORATION

etetpotagon,

*

265 Peachtree Street

ATLANTA 3. GA.

4 OS
Address
City
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Chicago 7, Illinois
Please send mea FREE copy of the "Book of Values" of radio and electronic parts
and equipment as soon as it's off the press.

Name

ti

W. Jackson Blvd.
CHICAGO 7, LL..,.

901

RUSH FOR FREE 64 -PAGE `[Book
CONCORD RADIO CORPORATION
901 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. G-35.

State
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QUICKLY-from

CHICAGO or ATLANTA

584029

O

2-Type of trace seen on radar
screen. The fluorescent spot sweeps
along the time base OA in synchronism
with the transmitted pulses. The received echoes from two different targets are seen at a distance from O corresponding to the time taken for the
pulses to travel to and from the targets
T, and T:. The time base can be provided with a range scale as shown
Fig.

in position are indicated by the
movement of the pulses along the
base -line on the screen of the cath-

ode-ray tube towards or away from
the point O.
The amplitude of the pulse on
the tube is proportional to the
strength of the received signal, so
that this naturally increases as the
target from which the echo is returned approaches the receiver.
When other conditions remain the
same, the amplitude of the echo
is also a measure to some extent
of the reflecting properties of the
target, for example, its size; and
an experienced observer may be
able to guess the nature of the
target from the echo pulse seen on
the tube screen.
Direction

This measurement of the distance of the reflecting body responsible for the echo signals must
be supplemented by a determination of the direction of arrival of
the waves in both the horizontal
and vertical planes, before the
actual position of the reflector in
space is completely known. These
March 1945
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'At Amphenol all U.H.F. Cable is
thoroly inspected and must bear
affidavit of test approval before

shipment.

Extra significance is attached to the whole idea of Quality when it applies to electronic equipment. High -frequency currents make special demands of a technical
nature that go far beyond the standards of good material and high quality workmanship.
Such requirements are a familiar story to Amphenol, one of the pioneers and
Leaders in the low-loss transmission equipment field. Amphenol makes the most complete line of both solid dielectric flexible U.H.F. Cables and U.H.F. Connectors and
they are now being produced in tremendous volume.
Actually Amphenol's own tests and inspections go beyond required performance
and tolerances. Amphenol tests for outstanding

quality assure dependable performance under
the most difficult of conditions.

Amphenol U.H.F. Coax
Cables with Amphenol
Low -Loss Connectors.
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Types

FOR VICTORY

PLUGS & CONNECTORS
SIGNAL CORPS NAVY SPECIFICATIONS

Types
50-A
54
55
56
58
59
60

61

74

62
63
64

76
77
104
108

65
67
68

PLP
56
59
60
61

62
63

65
67
74
76
77
104

64

114
119
120
124
125
127
149

109
112

PLQ
56
59

60
61

62
63

150
159
160
291-A

to complete sound amplifying and transmitting systems. Ingenious production techniques contribute to Remler precision,

354

reduce costs and speed up deliveries.
PLS

65
67
74
76
77
104

of

radio and electronic devices from humble plugs and connectors

PL

:

Remler is equipped for the mass production of many types

56
59

60
61

62
63

64
65
74
76
77
104

and final Victory

is in

The Axis is on the run

sight. Let us help you finish the job.

Wire or telephone if we can be of assistance
REMLER COMPANY, LTD.

2101 Bryant St.

San Francisco, 10, Calif.

64

NAF
1136-1

No. 212938-1

REMLER
SINCE 1918

Other Designs to Order

1nnounciny

S

Communication Iei.ci rrl.?'It
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In Gear Hardening

Lepel High Frequency Induction Heating Units are made in various sizes.
The same unit can be used for hardening, brazing, soldering, melting, etc., of
both ferrous and non-ferrous metals.
Easily converted to peacetime use at no
cast. Write for catalog.

le

i

e

HE hardening of gears and pinions, long recognized asan ideal
application of high frequency induction
heating, is a field in which Lepel has
pioneerèd and developed many noteworthy improvements. It made possible
localized hardening, practically eliminating warpage and retaining the
toughness and ductility of untreated
areas. It produced superior wearing
dualities, provided greater uniformity
and cut hardening time to a matter of
seconds.
Now Lepel offers another outstanding improvement in the hardening of
gears and other round-section parts.
The new Lepel roto -heating and
quenching unit causes the part to re-

LEPEL

volve at a predetermined speed within
the load coil during the automatically controlled heating and quenching cycles. The result is a degree of uniform-

ity never hitherto achieved by any
new high standhardening process
ard of quality for such parts.
The unit, including motor drive, load
coils and quench rings, is comparatively inexpensive and' can be operated
in connection with any standard Lepel
Induction Heating Unit.'
A Lepel representative will be
pleased to call upon you upon request.
Or Lepel engineers will harden samples
of your parts to your specifications

-a

and furnish complete data without
obligation.

HIGH FREQUENCY LABORATORIES, INC.
Pioneers in Induction Heating

39 WEST 60th

STREET

NEW YORK 23, N. Y.

101.1111%me08.1

HIGH FREQUENCY INDUCTION HEATING UNITS
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LINGO

f

VERTICAL
TnBULAR STEEL
RADIATORS

measurements can be made by well established methods for observing
the bearing or azimuth (4, in Fig.
3) and the angle of elevation above
the horizontal (O, Fig. 3). The first
observation can be made by rotating the receiving aerial, which may
at certain wavelengths be a horizontal dipole, about a vertical axis
until the amplitude of the corresponding pulse decreases to zero; it
is then known that the bearing is in

... now
available
promptly
to stations
with
necessary
priority

3-The position of the target is
defined by its range R, angle of elevation U, and bearing or azimuth
Fig.

line with the direction of the dipole.
Alternatively, a pair of fixed aerials
at right angles to one another can
be used, connected to the field coils
of a radio goniometer in the usual
manner of a direction finder. Rotation of the search coil to the signal minimum position again enables the bearing to be determined.
Height

We are ready now to serve you
again, if you have the proper
priority to purchase new equipment. In planning your modernization program, be sure to

The angle of elevation of the arriving waves can be measured by
comparing the amplitudes of the
voltages induced in two similar
aerials mounted one above the other
at a known distance apart, depending upon the wavelength in use and
the range of angles of elevation it
is desired to cover. This technique
has been used for many years past
by several investigators for measuring the angle of arrival of radio
waves over long-distance communication paths, and it is directly applicable to the problem now under
discussion. If the reflecting object
being observed is an aircraft, then
a knowledge of the range R and elevation O enables the altitude at
which the craft is flying to be determined. If the object of interest
is a ship, then the angle of elevation
is negligible, and the range and
bearing determine its position.
The above considerations all apply to the use of wavelengths of the

investigate the exclusive and
superior features of the Lingo
Vertical Tubular Steel Radiator.
They are available in standard
heights-100 to 500 feet. Orders
placed now can be delivered
within a few weeks. Write at
once for details.
Lingo also produces tubular steel
poles for the support of FM,
Television and other UHF antennas.

Our staff will be pleased to provide you with the complete story
as it applies in your own case.
In writing, please give location,
power, frequency of station, and
indicate radiator height desired.

JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC.
Est. 1897

Camden, New Jersey
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...know the advantages
of this all-purpose insulatio

í

TUR3
*
*
*
*
*

The TURBO group of quality insulations

applicable in the electrical
product and equipment field-in appliances, machines, motors, generators, wiris widely

ing

communication equipment, etc.
Numerous electrical and mechanical advantages are embodied in the diversity
of types. Each offers sp cific characteristics to meet particular application
requirements.
Flexible Varnished Oil Tubirg resists
-

*

4`

FLEXIBLE VARNISHED TUBING

SATURATED SIEEVING

LASS

VARNISHED

TUBING

EXTRUDED TUBING

WIRE IDENTIFICATION MARKERS

alkalis, corrosive fumes and vapors. Also
non -hygroscopic Varnished Glass Tub.
ing withstands high temperature and is
ideal for heavy duty and unventilated
locations. Extruded tubing performs dependably in sub zero temperatures yet
retains full flexibility at all tines.
tab and conTURBO Wire Markers
centric types-are also available. They
offer numerous advantages in facilitating assembly and maintenance.

f

-

WILLIAM BRAND &

;4

4

CO

236 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORE, N.Y.
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The

Organization

has reached its 0-milestone...
During this long and useful life it has
served the Automotive. Electrical. Girt.
Radio. Refrigerator Toy and other Key
Industries as Conrsac Manufacturer
of Metal Products and ssemblies ....

the past Four Years it has
devoted its talents and maximum
For

efforts to war products.. .and earned
the
...Soon we hope for Victory

...when all our talents and increased
facilities will be available again
for indu y.

SONS. INC.

LE GRAMMES
ALLENTOWN
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New

Terminal Design for

MALLORY
VARIABLE
RESISTORS
Makes Your Assembly
Easier, More Durable
THIS new design for terminal lugs of

Mallory Variable Resistors permits
speedier, easier, more solid attachment
of circuit leads, because each lug is
locked in and may be formed or bent to any desired angle without
loosening the rivets.
The lug is designed with a spring action and in a patented shape that
grips the laminated plastic insulator. This maintains a constant spring
pressure and prohibits loosening of the spring caused by bending.
This new Type 3U Mallory Variable Resistor is available in 1V2"
diameter and in resistances from 5000 ohms to 9 megohms.
OTHER VARIABLE WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS-Three types from
2 to 9 watts, 0.5 ohm to 150,000 ohms resistance. In single and multiple
units, with or without switch.
VARIABLE CARBON RESISTORS-Standard and midget types in
values from 5000 ohms to 9 megohms. Noiseless in operation. Resistant
to humidity.

FIXED AND ADJUSTABLE WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS-Rated
from 10 watts to 200 watts, in a wide range of resistance values.
Moisture resistant.

Standard Mallory Approved Precision Products-resistors, volume controls, capacitors, switches, jacks, plugs, vibrators, rectifiers, power
supplies and other electronic parts-are available from your nearest
Mallory Distributor. Ask him for your copy of the informative Mallory
catalog, or write us today.
Make it a policy to consult Mallory for engineering assistance while your designs are still in the blue print stage.
P. R.

MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

FIXED AND VARIABLE
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order of, say, 5 to 50 meters, for
which the dimensions of the aerials
are such as to make it impracticable
to obtain very concentrated beams
of radiation by the use of local reflectors. If, however, much shorter
wavelengths are used, then it becomes possible to arrange what is,
in effect, a radio searchlight, but
with the addition of the facility for

determining distance...

.

Quartz Blanks Multiplied
by Division
BEFORE THE WAR, a radio amateur
in South Africa, a minister, dropped
and broke a one-inch quartz crystal.
Anxious to stay on the air, he tried

Torque 4.5 in. oz. at 5800 RPM
Gy6R.NFTERI5T,C5

pGRrORMRNCE
lNDING

v

SIRIOS

t,oSOR

.OUTNAINtAINFD
VOLtS

CONsfANT

AT

The power output of this
precision motor is exceptionally high in proportion
to its light weight and
small size. Originally

23

D4

I

developed for numerous
aircraft and portable
applications, the characteristics of its performance
can readily be modified
for a variety of new uses.

4

INCH OUNCES
/CROW! IN

FEATURES
MECHANICAL

ELECTRICAL
Series or shunt wound

Completely enclosed

Unidirectional or reversible
High starting torque

Adaptable for any mounting

Laminated field poles

Low starting current

Stainless steel shaft

interference

Two precision ball bearings

Armature and field windings
Varnish impregnated and baked

Mica insulated commutator

Low

RF

Permanent end play adjustment

1600 FRAME MOTORS
Watts Output, Int.
Watts Output, Con.
Torque at 8500 RPM
Torque at 5800 RPM

Series

(max.)

Shunt

22

(max.)

5

(in. oz.)

3

4.5

(in. oz.)

Lack Torque

(in. oz.)

12

1

3

Volts Input

(min.)

5

5

Volts Input

(max.)

32

32

Shaft Diameter

(max.)

.250"

Temperature Rise

50°C.

.250"
40°C.

Weight

12 oz.

12 oz.

11

DYNAMOTORS

Nea

D. C.

1501 W. Congress St., Chicago,

MOTORS

POWER PLANTS

Export: Ad Auriemo, 89 Broad Sr., New York,
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U. S. A.

U.S.A.

CONVERTERS

Cable: Auricmo, New York

the three fragments that resulted
and found that each one still
oscillated satisfactorily. On ordering a new plate from a concern in
the U. S., he forwarded the information that the pieces of the old
one were still operating. The letter, still on file with the company,
aroused a lively discussion among
the engineers although the information was not entirely new.
War needs of quartz plates has
forced replacement of the one -inch
square blanks by tiny units averaging less than 0.3 sq in. in area.
Some measure only 0.125 sq in.
Reduction in size has resulted in
the production of more plates per
pound of raw material and also
in the use of quartz of a size and
quality formerly considered non adaptable. The estimated saving of
quartz in bulk amounts so far to
1200 tons, and the estimated saving
in cost is $24,000,000. Standardization has made possible fewer electrode sizes, simpler sockets and
holders, and fewer crystal specifications. Ninety-five percent of all
crystals procured by Signal Corps
are now in four types of holders.
Prior to Pearl Harbor, there were
some fifteen or twenty firms in
America which could produce not
over a hundred thousand units a
year, and this by laboratory methods that now seem clumsy. War
raised the military needs alone to
millions of crystals yearly. It
seemed impossible that the Signal
Corps could get them but they did
get them-from plants that had
been making lamp shades, coils,
radio cabinets and innumerable
other products.
March 1945
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Name Your Problem
Don't be "stumped" by a seemingly unobtainable tube. Usually such problems are successfully
solved by RAULAND specially -designed tubes having characteristics that meet special requirements.
Your quest may call for a single tube or thousands. In either case the RAULAND organization
will produce them.
RAULAND tube engineers are men of long experience, widely recognized
for achievement, who have opened the way to a broader electronic progress through their creation
of tubes which have solved many, varied applications.
THE ILLUSTRATION:
1.

360° Pickup Phototube, having universal application.

2. Top Anode Connection Phototube with ceramic base to
lower capacity arid increase leakage path, with special
guard ring to further minimize leakage.

RADIO

RADAR

3. Exceptionally High Blue -Sensitive Phototube. (Typical application is in high temperature photo -control).

4. Electronic Beam Tube for negative feedback control devices.
5. Space -Saving Midget End -View Phototube (size

l3

COMMUNICATIONS

SOUND

x1 %6").

TELEVISION

Electroneering is our business
THE RAULAND CORPORATION
CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS
Buy War Bonds and Stamps! Rauland employees are still investing 10% of their salaries in War Bonds
ELECTRONICS
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meeting on Saturday afternoon.
Besides Mr. Allen and Major Armstrong, the following were among
the speakers at this session: H. H.
Beverage of RCA Laboratories;
Harlan T. Stetson of MIT; J. H.
Dellinger of Bureau of Standards;
C. M. Jansky, Jr., chairman of
Panel 5, RTPB; R. A. Hackbush
of Canada's RTPB; D. G. Fink (on
leave from ELECTRONICS), and
K. A. Norton of the War Department. In Mr. Allen's paper, it was
shown that the distances to the
theoretical broadcast contours
which are to be protected from co channel and adjacent channel Interference increase with increasing
frequency, whereas the broadcast
interfering range and the extended
rural broadcast range and mobile
ranges, which are limited by receiver noise, decrease with increasing frequency.
The possibilities of increasing
the service ranges by the use of
transmitting and receiving antennas that provide gain were discussed and practical limits of application indicated for both services.
Ambient noise levels, terrain,

THE ELECTRON ART
IRE 1945 Winter Technical Meeting Includes
Discussion of Proposed F-M Allocation
and prepared in conjunction with
K. A. Norton, former FCC engineer now with the War Department. The paper, entitled "Very High -Frequency and Ultra -High Frequency Signal Ranges as Limited by Noise and Co-Channel Interference", considered the theoretical ranges of ground -wave signals for broadcast and land-mobile
services in the frequency band
from 30 to 3000 Mc.
The crowded program did not
permit discussion of the paper after
presentation but space was made
available to Major E. H. Armstrong
on the afternoon program of the
same day for presenting some figures obtained under operating conditions. Because of the intense interest shown by attending engineers, a special 2i -hour session
was also held at the close of the

IN JUST ABOUT every
phase of radio and electronic engineering were covered by technical
papers presented at the 1945 Winter Technical Meeting, held in New
York from January 24 through
January 27 at the Hotel Commodore. The total of 42 papers delivered by leading engineers included such topics as exalted -carrier reception, vacuum-contained
transmitters, fractional -mu tubes,
quartz crystal x-ray radiation and
quality determination of quartz
plates. A number of papers on industrial applications of electronic
equipment and techniques were
also delivered.
One of the highlights of the
meeting was the interest aroused
in f-m frequency allocations by a
paper delivered on the opening day
by E. W. Allen, Jr., FCC engineer,
SUBJECTS

SERVICE AREAS FOR A STATION WI TH A RADIATED POWER OF 340 KW
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Comparison of service areas expected at 46 and 105 Mc
for transmitting antennas 500 feet high and receiving
antennas 30 feet high. Six db were allowed for irregularities of terrain line loss, and other factors. The outer
circle at 46 Mc and the middle circle at 105 Mc give the
service limits in quiet rural areas where set noise is the
limiting factor, a receiver capable of good performance
at 2µv input is used, and negligible interference is had
from other stations

--

- `s2 4

WAVE ANTENNA

REDUCTION IN SERVICE AREA DU E TO SKY WAVE INTERFERENCE AT 46 MC
SPORADIC

`-

16,776 SO MILES

EXTRA RURAL
AREA 31,179
RADIUS

120

RADIUS 74 MILES

Distance in miles vs frequency for the 500, 50, and 5 ay
per meter contours. The transmitting antenna is considered
as a horizontal dipole 1000 feet high; the receiving antenna
is 30 feet high. Solid lines designate a station of 50 kw;
dashed lines show contours for a 1 -kw station. The dash dot curve applies to a 250-watt land station in the mobile
service using a vertical dipole 100 feet high. The dotted
curve fits a 50 -watt mobile station with a quarter-wave
antenna atop the roof
March 1945-ELECTRONICS
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KINNEY

tion patterns defines a line or plane
in space, which furnishes the pilot
with guidance down the center line
of the runway from any distance up
to approximately 75 miles at 8000
feet.
A cross -pointer meter on the instrument panel indicates the position of the airplane with respect to
the localizer line by movement of
the vertical needle. This needle
moves in a direction to point
toward the course line when the
airplane is inbound to the field for
a landing. One side of the localizer
is designated the blue side and the
other the yellow side.
The localizer is flown with the
aid of the directional gyro, heading
corrections being limited to a very
few degrees because of the sharp -

High Vacuum

PUMPS

The exceptional performance of Kinney Compound Dry Vacuum Pumps is
making headlines in the electronic industry. Year after year, they maintain
extremely low absolute pressures down
to 0.5 micron-reliable, low pressures
which save production time, cut the
percentage of tube rejections and
reduce production costs.
Send today for Bulletin 18

f

Model

CVD Compound
Vacuum Pump

Dry

We also manufacture single stage vacuum
pumps, vacuum tight valves, liquid pumps,
clutches and bituminous distributors.

KINNEY
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
3565

Washington

St.,

Boston 30, Mass.

Branch Offices: New York, Chicago, Philadelphia,
Los Angeles, San Francisco

The glide -path transmitter is installed
in this trailer. The mast supports an
obstruction light (1) and the upper antenna (2). The lower antenna (3) and
a screen reflector (4) are mounted at
the trailer level

ness of the localizer course. (A departure of approximately 3 deg
from the course line on either side
will give full-scale indication.)
Markers consisting of small 75 megacycle transmitters are located
at three places along the localizer
course. The outer marker is placed
44 miles from the field and is identified by a flashing rate of two dashes
per second. The middle marker is
located one mile from the field and
flashes six times per second. The
boundary marker is located approximately 200 feet from the end
of the runway and gives a steady
light.
The glide path is a radio beam
March 1945
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tropospheric propagation effects,
long distance F layer and sporadic
E layer interference, all factors
which may modify the theoretical
ranges, were then considered.
The combined effects of such of
the above factors as may be generalized was given by a comparison
of the expected service areas of two
f -m broadcast stations of equal
power operating at 46 Mc and 105
Mc, when the service range is limited by (1) set noise, (2) the
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Estimated from National Bureau of
Standards ionosphere measurements,
this graph show the percentage of
listening hours and the number of
listening hours (6 a.m. to midnight)
during the last sunspot cycle from
1933-1944 for which the F layer skip
distance was less than the values
shown for particular frequencies

50/µv/m protected contour (3) F
layer interference and (4) sporadic
E layer interference.
As given in the chart, it was
shown that the noise-limited service range is greater at 46 Mc than
at 105 Mc for stations of 1 kw and
340 kw effective radiated powers.
For the large station, the area
within the 50 µv/m contour is
greater. Under conditions of interference via sporadic E from a
station of equal power, the large
station at 46 Mc is expected to have
a reduction in its protected area
for 0.1 percent of the time amounting to 46 percent for a good receiver (2/1 rejection ratio) and to
78 percent for an average receiver
with a 10/1 rejection ratio. The
1 -kw station at 46 Mc will suffer a
5 -percent reduction in its protected
area 0.1 percent of the time for a
200

poor receiver while for a good receiver, reduction in area occurs for
less than 0.1 percent of the time.
For F layer interference, the area
of the large station is estimated to
be reduced for 5 percent of the time
by 86 percent for a good receiver
and by 96 percent for the average
receiver. The small station area
for 5 percent of the time will be
reduced by 41 percent for the good
receiver and by 84 percent for the
average receiver. The times during
which the reduction in area is effective is expected to increase materially with increase in the number
of co -channel stations. In contrast
to the serious interference situation at 46 Mc, sporadic E and F
layer interference is expected to be
negligible at 105 Mc.
In commenting on the data given
in Mr. Allen's paper, Major Armstrong referred to the circles showing the expected service areas at
105 Mc and stated that under similar conditions of antenna height,
distance, and station power, that
he never dared to demonstrate f -m
performance using a dipole antenna. Although his transmissions
were made over what is considered
favorable terrain between Yonkers
and Westhampton, L. I., it was
necessary to use a V antenna with
150 -ft legs for satisfactory demonstrations. Otherwise, fades occurred for two or three minutes every
hour and at times the signal

dropped out completely. He further
stated that sporadic E interference
seemed to offer no problem along a
50-µv contour.
Similar facts were brought out
at the Saturday session and several
speakers urged that further study
of the conditions to be encountered
in the proposed f -m band from 84
to 102 Mc be made.
AAF Instrument Approach System
A description of electronic equipment now being furnished to war
theaters and the Air Transport
Command was given in a paper by
Lieutenant -Colonel F. L. Moseley,
Air Technical Service Command,
Wright Field. The equipment forms
the AAF instrument approach system which picks a pilot up at about
15 miles distant and 3000 feet up
from a landing field and turns him
loose at 50 feet and K mile, in line
with the end of the runway and all
set for landing.
Three facilities are used to provide this, a localizer, marker and
glide path. The localizer is similar
to an ordinary range with two important differences; it indicates the
course line to the pilot visually instead of aurally, and it operates at
ultrahigh frequencies where it is
out of the range of ordinary static.
The localizer course is defined by
the overlapping of two tone -modulated radio patterns. The continuous intersection of the two modula -

With antennas mounted on the roof of the truck, the localizer transmitter is run
out to a point about 1000 feet from the upwind end of the runway
March 1945
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variety of types
to meet every need
a

There's an Ohmite Rheostat to
assure the best unit for each
control need ... from the 1000
watt, 12" diameter, Model "U"
to the 25 watt, 19/16" diameter,
Model "H". Made in single or
tandem units, with uniform
or tapered windings, in stock
or special resistance values. And
large or small-each Ohmite
Rheostat is designed to give
smooth, close control-long life
-and trouble -free service. In
Resistance Control, Ohmite
Experience Makes a Difference.
Write on company letterhead

for Catalog and
Engineering Manual No. 40.
OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO.
4818 Flournoy St., Chicago 44
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110,e sell

not real battleships. But our products
are built like 'em. And for good reason.
Because our business is the manufacture of
radio communications systems for the transportation field, the armed forces. d The beating our equipment takes shouldn't happen to
a dog. It pounds the rails, hits 4 G's-gets hot
And why
flashes, cold chills. But it lasts.
WELL,

To

Aireo

battleships

shouldn't it? It isn't built for polite society.
It's made to give and take. And with precision.
On trains, trucks, planes; on mountains, in
jungles wherever unfailing communication
is a must. at Your engineers and ours should
get together. They'd talk the same language.
And our factories can translate their conversation into what you want.

-

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
Formerly AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES CORPORATION

Radio and Electronics

NEW YORK
ELECTRONICS

-
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CHICAGO

Engineered Power Controls

KANSAS CITY

BURBANK
203

Actual photograph of
scratched aluminum plate.
Small section enlarged 9 times.

what happens to a SCRATCH
...at 400 miles per hour?
. so
The tiniest surface scratch
small you might never notice it .. .
can often grow big and serious under the constant shock and pounding of vibration. For a scratched
part is a weak part that may open
the door to fatigue failure.
To minimize this possibility in
their products, experienced aircraft engineers use forming
blocks fabricated from Laminated
INSUROK, Grades T-601 and CG.
They have found that by using this
précision plastic they can cut costs,
save time, and do better work .. .
both in rubber pad and direct forming of lighter metals.
Laminated INSUROK does not
mar materials; it is approximately
half the weight of aluminum;

therefore easier to handle re-

gardless of size; and oils, greases
and other lubricants have no deteriorating effects. Grade T-601
can be fabricated with high-speed
tools. Grade CG, because of its
graphitic content, gives longer life
than T-601 or usual canvas laminates, hardwoods or hardboard
materials. It can be fabricated with
Carboloy tools.
Whether your products are designed for war or peace . . .
INSUROK forming blocks can benefit you in many important ways.
With Laminated INSUROK sheet
stock, you. can make low-cost dies in

your own plant

. or Richardson
Plasticians will make them for you.
Write us today for information.
.

.

Forming Dies of Laminated INSUROK.
shown here through the courtesy
of Republic Aviation Corporation.

Xe RICHARDSON

COMPANY

LOCKLAND. CINCINNATI 15. OHIO
INDIANAPOLIS 1. IND.
FOUNDED 1868
MELROSE PARK. ILL,
NEW BRUNSWICK. N. J.
NEW YORK OFFICE: 75 WEST STREET, NEW YORK 6, N. Y
DETROIT OFFICE- 6-252 G. M. BUILDING, DETROIT 2. MICHIGAN
CLEVELAND OFFICE: 326-7 PLYMOUTH BLDG CLEVELAND 15. OHIO
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Torture Test- DOUBLED!
The story of a transformer yanked back and forth from Pole to Equator
Men of the U. S. Army Signal Corps say that no matter where they run their lines,"It's either too hot or
too cold." To make sure equipment can take it, the
Corps runs the five -cycle humidity test.
They were giving this test to a Thermador transformer. They put it into a chamber, pressed a button
to get the bleak 50° below. They pressed another
button, the thermometer shot to the 197° of a blazing
equatorial noon. Five times they raised and lowered the
temperature. They watched, through the glass doors,
water dripping onto the transformers-condensation.
After forty-eight hours they took an ice pick to get
at the terminals.
They wiped them dry, connected the current, threw
ELECTRON ICS

- March

on the switch. If, after this torture, the transformer
could take 2,000 volts it would pass the test. They gave
it not 2,000 but 4,000 volts, doubling the test-and, of
course, it took it!
BUY MORE WAR BONDS!
THERMADOR ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO.
5119

South Riverside

Drim

Los Angeles

THERMADOR

TRANSFORMERS
DEFEAT HEAT

1945

COLD

HUMIDITY
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0.00002

10,000 VOLTS

TO

MODEL

descending at a low angle in the
vertical plane. This path starts
from the landing point on the runway and projects out into space at
an angle of approximately 23- deg
to a distance of 15 miles or more.
Indications to the pilot are given
by the horizontal needle of the
course -pointer instrument. When
the plane is above the glide path,
the needle points down and when
the airplane is below the glide path
the needle points up. Both needles
of the cross -pointer indicator are

300

ELECTRONIC

VOLTMETER
MODEL 220
DECADE

-: í.
.._:.,

-i,, %
%X

>E-_

...r...

Glide -path antenna pattern (equi -signal
path) and cross -pointer meter indications

AMPLIFIER

MODEL

402

MULTIPLIER

This enormous range of voltages-five hundred
million to one-is accurately covered by our
Model 300 Electronic Voltmeter and some of the
accessories shown above. Frequency range 10 to
150,000 cycles. Accuracy 2% over most of the
range. AC operation. Five decade ranges with
logarithmic scale make readings especially easy.
Uniform decibel scale also provided. May also
be used as a highly stable amplifier, 70 DB
gain, flat to 150,000 cycles.

Aging of Quarta Plates

diX

BALLitITIE LIBO It :110111 E S,
BOONTON, NEW JERSEY,
206

sensed alike when the airplane is
inbound for a landing. The interception of the two needles on the
indicator face represents the position of the proper flight path in
space.
The localizer transmitter is installed in a K-53 six -wheel truck
which is located approximately
1000 feet from the upwind end of
the runway. The glide path equipment is mounted in a small trailer
and is located at a point approximately 400 feet off the runway and
750 feet in from the approach end
of the runway. The marker transmitters are installed in jeeps.
Although a skilled pilot can use
the instrument approach system to
make a complete blind landing on
the runway, it is believed that operationally this will not be initially
attempted, but rather the system
will be used as an aid to low approach. The final landing would be
completed visually with the aid of
landing lights.

U. S. A.

INC.

Etching in the final stage of crystal manufacture has resulted in
better quality crystals for operation above 6 Mc along with faster
and cheaper production. Virgil E.
Bottom, physicist for the Signal
Corps, reviewed the causes for
March 1945
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this is no secret about Aluminum
but
eta
TO BE

lfGyl

Much of the wartime electronic equipment has to fly. This
necessarily means light weight, and, naturally, Alcoa Aluminum
Alloys. Whether toted on a soldier's back, in a plane or tank,
or behind the big guns of a battleship, it has to withstand severe

Npp

TO BE RUGGE

shock. This requires sturdiness, a property readily built in with
D

aluminum.
Electronic

equipment goes ashore with landing parties,

through steaming swamps and deep into jungles. Certainly
no spot for a sissy. The normal corrosion -resistance of aluminum

and the protective coatings that can be added to it, keep this
IO

BE

CORROSION-RFS/S/4NT

apparatus on the job.
Alcoa engineers will gladly help in postwar employment

of Alcoa Aluminum Alloys. Write ALUMINUM COMPANY
AMERICA, 2136

ELECTRON ICS

-
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Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.
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Type JW

Bradleyometer
Watertight construction is' available in
single,two, and three section adjustable
controls. Will withstand immersion in 30
feet of water. Resistor is molded integrally with terminals, face plate, and
bushing into a one-piece unit. It is not a
film or paint type resistor. Heat, cold,or
moisture does not affect the operation
of the Bradleyometer. War service requirements have emphasized the greatly
superior quality of the Allen-Bradley
adjustable controls.

WATERTIGHT
ADJUSTABLE RADIO CONTROLS

wort

one-half
available in 10 me9ahatt
5,
ohms to

quality
the q ail
in

resistorsaWe5 from la
Tolerances
values
egohms.
0.47 ns
A standard
ohms to
10
from
sheet.
data sh

molded
m

watt ratings available
and one
re
watt units ace 1. Send for technical
an d 20 Per

T,
10,

i+

D

The new type JW Bradleyometer is made expressly for extremely bad war service conditions.
It is a watertight adjustable control for radio and
radar equipment which may be subjected to immersion in water, accidental or otherwise.

The threaded mounting bushing is counterbored
to provide a space around the Bradleyometer
shaft. A resilient packing ring is forced tightly into
this space by two washers riding on the shaft. The
illustration above shows the construction of the
shaft, the washers, and the resilient packing ring,
and also the counterbored mounting bushing.

When the Bradleyometer shaft

is

inserted into

the bushing, the washers force the packing ring

tightly against the face of the bushing and around
the shaft, thus making a watertight seal. If your
application warrants this additional protection,
write for prices and engineering blueprints giving
complete dimensions.

Allen-Bradley Company, 110 W. Greenfield Ave.,
Milwaukee 4, Wisconsin

ALLEN -BRADLEY
FIXED & ADJÚSTABLE RADPO RESISTORS
QUALITY
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A

BASICALLY NEW

IDEA

TRANSMITTERS".

IN

PLUS ALL THE EXTRAS OF SPECIAL
WESTINGHOUSE RESEARCH FOR FM
harmonics up to
kc; s at ± 75 kc -s
swans, distortion is less
than t.5% rms for moduIaLng frequenci-s be
tween 50 and 15,010

VieTeStl nesi1o11Se

y
T°td+NTS IN

ELECTRONICS

-

25 CIIIEi

.

.

(9251

efFlC'cSEvERYMnMERt

cp.e..

Here in a smartly -styled package is a basically new
ccmbined with
approach to FM transmitter design
all the performance extras of special Westinghouse
research for frequency modulation.
Built in 1, 3, 10 and 50 kw ratings, this new design
provides direct generation of the rrodu-ated carrier
by a simple and straightforward ci cuit. Frequency
corrections are independent of critical tuning. Dis_

tortion is low.*
Metal -plate rectifiers --first introduced by Westinghouse for high -voltage, high -current AM applications-virtually eliminate outages caused by rectifier
(tube) failures. Space and cooling requirements are
reduced, operating costs are lowered.
Your nearest Westinghouse office has complete
details of this new triumph in FM transmitter
design in booklet B-3529. Or write Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, Radio Division,
Baltimore, Maryland.
J-08103
XXV

-

-RADIO'S
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changes in activity and frequency
with crystal aging and showed how
etched crystals in water -tight
holders did not have these objectionable features.
Crystals cut from quartz by diamond saws and mechanically lapped
usually increase in frequency and
decrease in activity with age. Examination shows that the surface
has been permanently stressed by
the lapping and eventually the crystal surface becomes loose powder.
Etching in machines into which
semi -finished crystals are fed and
from which they come ready to be
assembled into complete units has
eliminated this trouble with crystals.
Moisture condensing inside the
holder, or causing it to warp, and
the loading of the crystal plates by
substances given off by the usually
used phenolic holders, cause failure
of the unit. To make full use of
AT cuts, where formally the thicker
BT cuts had to be used, the holders
should be hermetically sealed.

Akefkolikf
OF VARIABLE RESISTORS

AND BAND SWITCHES

Vacuum -Contained Triode

Transmitter

3/e.32

THREAD

TYPE WT
SPEED -SECURITY-SAVINGS!

Type WT PALNUTS greatly simplify
and speed up the mounting of variable
resistors and band switches to the
chassis. These one-piece, self-locking
nuts replace a regular nut and lockwasher. Assembly is much faster because one part is handled instead of
two and assembly can be made with
power tools.
Type WT PALNUTS are single thread
nuts made of resilient, tempered spring
steel, accurately formed to fit s"-32
TO

MANUFACTURERS

RESISTORS

AND

OF

BAND

VARIABLE
SWITCHES

Type WT Palnuts are ideal for replacement parts. Include them in shipments to
service trade.

Self-locking
210

PALNUTS
thread bushings. They run onto work
easily, without damage to parts.
Smooth, flat base fits snugly against
chassis. Double locking spring action
holds tight under vibration. Costs less
than regular nut and lockwasher-requires no more space.

Pulse and c -w operation in the
region of 200-700 Mc operation is
provided by a triode with the transmission line built into the vacuum
tube. The design and operation of
this tube were presented in a paper
prepared jointly by Major H. A.
Zahl, J. E. Gorham and G. F.
Rouse of Signal Corps Ground Signal Agency, Asbury Park, N. J.
The tube illustrated contains
four triode sections. Tantalum
shorted parallel-wire transmissiolu
lines are attached to plate and grid.
The coupling between the plate and
grid loops provides the feedback
for the oscillator. The dimensions

WRITE on business stationery for
samples of Type WT PALNUTS and
engineering data.

THE PALNUT COMPANY
77

Cordier St.

Irvington

11, N. J.

PALNUTS

Shorted grid and plate resonant lines
are built within the glass envelope of
this "tube" to obtain the shortest possible electrode connections for operation
between 200 and 700 Mc
March 1945
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KNOW-HOW BEGINS AT HOME
SPECIAL tools, ingenious manufacturing devices,
and elaborate test equipment which makes delicate
measurements almost as easy as telling the time .. .
these things seem to interest our visitors particularly.
We are always proud to point out that most of these

aids to swift, precise production were developed by
our own men and women.
There's a world of skill and experience at Con -

necticut Telephone & Electric Division . . born of
nearly fifty years of practice and progress. This knowhow isn't confined to our engineering departments,
either. Some of our most useful suggestions come
straight from the production lines.
Purchasers of C. T. & E. products benefit from
this skill and ingenuity ... in better, more advanced
devices, produced faster, for less.

CATHODE RAY SCREEN TESTER
Tests a telephone or radio headset for response
over the entire range of audible sound in a matter
of seconds, and charts the results on a television type screen. Developed for our own use by our
own people, this instrument has been a priceless
aid in maintaining high quality and quantity in war
production for the U. S. Signal Corps and Air Corps.

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE

&

ELECTRIC DIVISION

GREAT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES, INC.
TELEPHONIC SYSTEMS

SIGNALLING EQUIPMENT

MERIDEN, CONN.

ELECTRONIC DEVICES

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

HOSPITAL AND SCHOOL COMMUNICATIONS AND SIGNALLING SYSTEMS

ELECTRONICS
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Every
MANUFACTURING
CUSTOMER

Will Benefit
Industrial users of WILCO Products will find the increased facilities, the new products and techniques developed by WILCO for
war service of great advantage
to their own postwar products.
As the Hourglass indicates
. with the
coming of peace, many WILCO products
now making for precision performance in

airplanes, ships, tanks, guns and instruments of the Army and Navy will play an
equally important role in meeting civilian
needs for hundreds of useful and reliable
products.
The demand of all branches of the service for Thermostatic Bimetals and Electrical
Contacts has motivated many WILCO developments of great potential value to postwar industry. New products added to an
already extensive line; increased facilities
for refining and fabricating precious metals;
greatly extended rolling mill facilitiesthese new additions and improvements,
now devoted principally to the war effort,
will prove equally helpful to manufacturing customers in meeting their peacetime
production and marketing problems.
WILCO PRODUCTS ARE: Contacts
Silver, Platinum, Tungsten, Alloys, Sintered Powder Metal. Thermostatic Bimetal
High and Low Temperature with new
high temperature deflection rates. Precious
Metal Collector Rings for rotating controls.
Silver Clad Steel for bearings, shims, reflectors. Jacketed Wire Silver on Steel,
Copper, Invar, or other combinations requested. Rolled Gold Plate. Special materials.

-

-

-

-

THE H. A. WILSON COMPANY
105 Chestnut Street, Newark 5, New Jersey
Branches: Detroit

Chicago

Thermometals-Electrical Contacts
Precious Metal Bimetallic Products
March 1945
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Harnesses for Water Buffalos!
- - yes, WHITAKER makes them

Illustration at right shows
one of many Whitaker Harnesses being used in the production of Water Buffalos
made for our fighting forces
by Food Machinery Corp.

If YOUR production needs include
* WIRING HARNESSES *
* BONDING JUMPERS *

- -

you'1 find WHITAKER

Just as the Water Buffalo is accomplishing great
things on land and sea, so are Whitaker Harnesses
and Cable Assemblies ... Investigate, and YOU
TOO, will find Whitaker is a dependable source.
We have ample production facilities, a
quarter of a century of experience,
skilled personnel-and are able to satis-

CABLE ASSEMBLIES
CABLE orTERMINALS

a

dependable source

factorily produce even the most exacting wiring
jobs so economically that we not only save you
time and grief, but SAVE YOU MONEY.
In addition to an engineered wiring
service, Whitaker also offers a quality
line of standard cable products
We
cordially invite you to write and advise
us of your needs.

...

WHITAKER
CABLE CORPORATION
General Offices: 1307 Burlington Avenue, Kansas City 16, Missouri
Factories: Kansas City, Mo.

ELECTRONICS

-
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VOLTAGE REGULATED
POWER SUPPLIES
Identical in electrical performance, these units differ only in panel
arrangement. Model 1100 is a table model for use in the laboratory,
whereas Model
10 is designed for rack mounting. Continuous operation, excellent regulation and extremely low noise level qualify them for
reliable service wherever efficient operation is essential. These supplies
can be used as sources of "B" or "C" voltage, inasmuch as the regulated high voltage and the unregulated heater winding are isolated from
each other and from the chassis. Two supplies may be connected in
series to double the voltage obtainable from one supply.
1

1

SPECIFICATIONS:

Power Input -105-115-125 volts, 50-60 cycles.
Power Output -200 MA from 225 volts to 300 volts, 180 MA from
300 volts to 320 volts.
Total noise content in output is less than 5 millivolts. Regulation
within 1% from no load to full load.

UnregulatedA.C.voltagefrom 6.3V 5Ampere center tapped windings.
Tubes-One 83 rectifier, three 6B4G series regulator tubes, one
6517 twin triode, one VR105-30 voltage regulator, one VR150-30
voltage regulator.
MODEL
1

100

1110

MOUNTING

LENGTH

Cabinet

16'/e "

Rack

19"

HÉÌGHT

DEPTH

8%n

9 1/2"

91/2r

83/4"

of the two transmission -line circuits determine the frequency of
operation of the tube. However, by
tuning the external filament lines
an approximate range of 30 Mc can
be obtained between half-power
points. The tube operates at approximately 25 percent efficiency
with several kilovolts applied to the
plate.
Filament leads are run out perpendicularly to the plate and grid
transmission lines to reduce the
corona. The plate output leads are
also brought out from the transmission line in such a way as to
provide reduced r -f voltage at the
point of connection, thereby reducing the tendency toward r-f corona
at the points of connection.
In operation, a shield box surrounding the tube was found to increase the available power output.
The shield consisted of a rectangular metal box with a transverse
shelf which held the tube and separated the cavity of the filament
line from the cavity containing the
tube and output circuit. This latter cavity acts as a bazooka or r -f
choke at the end of the concentric
output line, thus accomplishing
transition from the balanced output of the tube to the unbalanced
concentric transmission line.
Chesapeake Bay Radio Relay
That the trend in operation of
radio relay stations has been to-

ward the higher frequencies was
illustrated by a series of comparative tables shown by Ralph Sown
of Bell Laboratories.
He explained that ideal requirements for radio relay performance
are sharp directivity, a low and
steady noise level, small and low
transmission disturbances and unlimited frequency space. The comparative table showed that from
1915 onward each of these four requirements was more closely met
by going continually to higher frequencies.
Following this introduction four
papers were presented by men
Bell Laboratories describing
the Cape Charles -Norfolk multiplex
radio relay system. The first of
these papers by N. F. Schlaack and
A. C. Dickieson dealt with the engineering economics afforded by multiplex telephone transmission. In
the second paper, Charles R. Burrows and Alfred Decino considered
of

WRITE FOR
DESCRIPTIVE

BULLETIN

COMMUNICATION
MEASUREMENTS

LABORATORY
Rotobridge

Electronic Generators

Power

Supply Units

120 GREENWICH ST., NEW YORK 6, N. Y.
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...all standard

and special types

THE PAPER SECTION constructiop used by Anaconda is
exceedingly flexible and a wide variety of coils can be

made by this method. Standard Paper Section Coils may
be wound on round, square or rectangular cores. The
thickness of the inner layer of the paper is especially selected to suit the size of wire used for the winding.

In addition, special types of Paper Section Coils are
designed for high voltages, ranging up to 85,000 volts or
more, such as in the case of X-ray transformers.
Anaconda High Voltage Paper Section Coils are made
with special methods of insulation and construction to
accommodate high potentials. For example, the .paper
margin is substantially larger; the number of inter-layer
paper wraps is graded throughout the coil; the inner and
outer layers of wire are usually wound with increased
pitch to separate the individual tarns; the type of paper
used is carefully selected to meet specific conditions.

Paper Section Coils are one of the many fine engineered
products of Anaconda. Any of our sales offices will be glad
to refer inquiries to our coil engineering staff.

44238

AA

..-.i

ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES: 25

Broadway, New York 4
CHICAGO OFFICE: 20

ELECTRONICS-March

North Wacker Drive 6

Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company
Sales Offices in Principal Cities
215
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Model 1200.
(For DC opera -

Model 1040.

lion.) Quick oc -

lion available

(For AC operation.) Quick ac-

with contact rat-

ings up to

tion available
with contact ratings up to 50

10

amp., DC. Either
quick or time delay action, nor-

amp., A.C. Either
quick or time delay action, normally open or

mally open or
closed.

closed.

HOW THEY WORK

READY, PROMPT TO PERFORM
Under the most exacting conditions ... heat or cold, dirt,

__-o

C-

a

dust or moisture ... Adlake Plunger-type Relays are ready
on the job. Their mechanism, encased in armored glass or
metal cylinders and then hermetically sealed, is impervious to the elements and oxidation.
Adlakes are prompt to give instant contacts, clean
break -offs, because they use fast-moving, liquid metal
mercury
positive in operation; silent and chatterless;
will not burn, pit or stick. Yes, Adlake Relays have snap
action that stays snappy
absolutely no tendency toward lazy, snail -pace motion.
, No other relays are as simple, rugged, dependable. For
timing, load or control circuits, you can design them into
every kind of equipment and be assured of continuous,
trouble-free service.
There's an Adlake Relay for all needs. May we suggest
the type best suited for yours? Write for free bulletin.

ENERGIZED-

Coil C has pulled plunger
P down into mercury.
Mercury thus displaced
enters thimble T through
orifice O. Inert gas in
thimble gradually escapes
through ceramic plug CP

-thus producing time
delay.

...

r

...

ENERGIZEDMercury now fills thimble
T, is completely leveled off
and mercury -to -mercury

contact established between electrodes Eand EE.
Degree of porosity of ceramic plug CP determines
length

of time delay.

!

*E
\

THE

Avuts
ADLAKE

N

HERMETICALLY

vr

&WESTLAKE COMPANY
ELKHART, INDIANA

ESTABLISHED IN 1857

MANUFACTURERS OF

7RAD£ NAR

---

SEALED MERCURY RELAYS

NEW YORK

FOR

216

TIMING, LOAD

AND

CHICAGO

CONTROL
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Low dielectric constunt and power factor
1.

2. Low water
absorption

four important

superiorities of
RESIN

0X1934

for electrical applications
for military and naval end us

-

Dielectric constant at 1 K.C.
4.35 to 4.50
Dielectric constant at 1 M.C.
4.20 to 4.50
Power factor at sx 1 K.C.
0.015 to 0.017
Power factor at xx 1 M.C.
-- 0.0080 to 0.0085

3. Heat
resistance

-only 0.030% by weight
after 24 hours' immersion

4. Molding
Superiority

l'*iii
Relatively high heat resistance-importantwhere leads

Ease and economy in mold-

parts by a hot soldering iron.

mica -filled phenolics hereto fore available to, compression molders.
'

are assembled to molded

ing superior to ordinary

To provide unfailing insulation for medium and high
frequency apparatus, under the severest operating conditions, including especially, high humidity ... that's

the war assignment of Resinox 7934.
This compound (mica -filled), based on a new phenol
formaldehyde resin developed by Monsanto's plastic
research, is available now in commercial quantities to
molders of apparatus for military and naval end use.
Resinox 7934 is suitable for both transfer and compression molding.
For full details write, wire or phone: MONSANTO
CHEMICAL COMPANY, Plastics Division, Springfield 2,
Massachusetts.

The broad and versatile family of Monsanto
Plastics includes: Lustron polystyrenes
Cerex

heat resistant thermoplastics
Vinyl acetals
Nitron cellulose nitrates Fibestos cellulose acetates Resinox phenolics Thalid for impression
molding Resimene melamines. Forms in which
they ore supplied include: Sheets Rods Tubes
Molding Compounds Industrial Resins Coating
Compounds Vuepak rigid, transparent packaging materials.

ELECTRONICS

-
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If we had more

or were producing

hours in our day

less war material

the effect of system non-linearity
on. distortion and cross -talk, and
the methods for combating nonlinearity. The last two papers prepared by D. M. Black, G. Rodwin,
W. T. Wintringham, and R. J.
Kircher, R. W. Friis respectively,
described the recieving and transmitting equipment.
Engineering Economics

We could supply you

with more Webster Electric Pickups
Or we could be less precise in the construction of
our Pickups, we could be
less insistent on obtaining
just the right balance, just
the right needle pressure,
we could be satisfied to
check less carefully on the
materials used. And if we were, we could probably build more
Pickups in the few hours available for this work.
But Webster Electric Pickups must continue to give the clear,

high quality tone reproduction that only the best crystal pickups can give, and we simply cannot produce them in the quantities you want until there is no longer any need for the war
material that absorbs our production capacity now. In the
meantime, we are learning a lot of new things that will make
our products even finer.
In developing your new products you will need to know
the latest developments in fine

ì,y

sound reproducing equip-

.

ment. Write us about Webster
Electric Pickups today. Let us
give you full information.

WEBSTER
Racine, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

Established 1909

Export Dept.:

,pv
-

N

,

All Back the Attack

Buy Extra War Bonds

Street, New York (19),

M.

Y.: Cable Address "ARLAB" New York City

"Where Quality is a Responsibility and Fair Dealing an Obligation"
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ELECTRIC
13 E. 4001,

Piolet signal

Double sideband
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Let's

Multiplex radio transmission
promises the same savings afforded
by multiplex wire transmission.
However even with directive antennas, the required radio frequency
power is large and costly. Efficiency is therefore of great importance. It is impractical to reduce intermodulation by operating
transmitter output tubes at lowsignal amplitudes. Schemes for
spreadband operation have been
used to avoid the most serious intermodulation products but at the
cost of greater bandwidth. However, negative feedback can be applied to reduce intermodulation to
a satisfactory value even at signal
amplitudes approximating the rated
output of the tube in the final
transmitter stage.
The path across the mouth of
Chesapeake Bay is particularly
suitable for multiplex radio. Telephone traffic to and from Cape
Charles had been routed by wire
circuits 450 miles around the bay.
Locating radio equipment at Cape
Charles and East Ocean View, Va.,
replaced this circuitous land route
by a radio link of 26 miles and 12
miles of wire.
The radio transmitters and re -

ceivers were designed to accept
and deliver the twelve channels of
the type K carrier system which lie
in the range from 12 to 60 kc. The
arrangement of sidebands in the
radio transmission is shown in the

illustration.
The radio link was engineered
on the basis that it should be at
least as good in performance as
1000 miles of the type-K system.
This imposed unusual requirements
March 1945
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SUN
GLASSES

SKIING

WELDING

GLASSES

GOGGLES

SELECTION GUIDE TO INCO NICKEL ALLOYS
<,5"

KR"

PROPERTY:

NEI. MONEL

CORROSION

STRENGTH

NICKELINCA

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD GOOD

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

GOOD GOOD

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

GOOD GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

FAIR

HIGH

GOOD

GOOD GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

RESISTANCE

NICKEL

GOOD

MACHINABILITY

.GOOD

HIGH

GOOD

HIGH

GOOD

NON -GALLING

NO

NO

NO

NO

®

NO

NO

NO

NO

HIGH

NO

NO

GOOD

HIGH

HIGH

SPRING
PROPERTIES
ELEC.

POOR

CONDUCTIVITY
HEAT
RESISTANCE

GOOD GOOD

ELECTRONICS
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GOOD GOOD POOR

GOOD

GOOD

HIGH

GOOD GOOD

HIGH

NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

YES

Photo credits (left to right):

''K" MONEL

POOR

NO

NON
MAGNETIC

MONEt

POOR POOR

"S" MONEL

When it's a question of finding a
metal for some tough job you have
in mind there is a quick way to look
for a ready answer...
Take a look at the family of Inco
Nickel Alloys-strong, hard, corrosion -resisting and absolutely free
from rusting, every one of them.
Those are the family characteristics
of the eight Inco Nickel Alloys.
Which one should you choose for
your particular job?
It all depends on what you want
to do.
From this "Selection Guide" you
can see how each one provides a
different combination of advantages
for different types of work.
Then write for a copy of our List
"B-100" which lists more than 100
technical bulletins and publications
that explain the properties, corrosion -resisting characteristics and
practical applications of these INCo
Nickel Alloys. It is yours for the
asking.

A

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY. INC.
67 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y.

Ewing Galloway, N. Y.-American Spectacle Co., N. Y.
American Spectacle Co., N. Y.-Black Star, N. Y.

"R" MONEL

"KR" MONEL

INCONEL

"2"

NICKEL

NICKEL

Sheet... Strip... Red...

March 1945
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For Low Power Voltage

Control...

these NEW

AUTOMATIC
REGULATORS
by SECO
-COMPACT - LIGHT WEIGHT
RÁCK OR CABINET MODELS
NO WAVE -FORM DISTORTION
LOW COST PER KVA

In the past, SECO Automatic Voltage Regulators have found wide
use in maintaining constant voltage to equipment of 6 KVA capacity and
greater. The introduction of SVR 4101 and SVR 4102 provides the SECO

type of electronic voltage control for 1 and 2 KVA applications.
These new models possess many notable improvements to supplement the remarkable characteristics of larger SECO regulators. In
addition to such features as zero wave -form distortion, high efficiency
and adjustable output voltage, the SVR 4101 and SVR 4102 are compact
and light weight. As illustrated, these models are available in selfcontained cabinets and in rack units for installation as a component
part of existing equipment.

SPECIFICATIONS
Input
TypeRange

Voltage

SVR 4101

95-135
95-135
95-135

Nominal
Output
Voltage
115
115
115

Output

Voltage
Range

Phase

Output

Current

Output

Over-all

KVA

Dimensions

100-120
1
10
1
9t/2" x 10" x 195/x"
SVR 4102
100-120
1
20
2
91/2" x 10" x 211/2'
SVR 4106
100-120
1
52
6
91/2" x 10" x 261/2"
*When the regulator is used for mounting in customer's rack, add the letter "R" to the type number. For table or wall
mounting add the letter "H".
Detailed information is gladly given by SECO engineers upon request.

Send for Bulletins 149 LE and 163 LE

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC COMPANY
402
220

LAUREL STREET

BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT
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YOU NEED A CRYSTAL BALL ?

the lives of all good

engineers

handy.
in
HERE are times
come in mighty
a crystal ball wouldmany a Problem where
Twhen
we've hadoccult was the only soluWe know because
from the sound engineering plus
aid
like
looked
that
ittlno
Corning's
found
we
physical properties of answers.
Instead,
t
the
supplied
outstanding usually
help you
electrical glasses
are read to

Which
glass qualities
electronic products.
These same
produce better postwar
do you need?
high resistivity-low
f dielectric constants
High dielectric

-

gas, oil and
g
seals against
glass.
and
hermetic
glass
or
2. Permanent lass and metal
of
g
between
water
to the fine tolerances
fabrication
3. Commercial working
prices metal
precision metal
process
o ire metallizing secification, Permanently
fixed
of fixe
bonded tog asand

areas4.

* *

We'd Le interested
your problems. Address Electronic
Write us about
you.
help
lass can
Division, Corning
in seeing glass
3, Bulb and Tubing
Sales Dept.,ECorning, N. Y.
Glass Works,

factor-wide
frequencies.

all
low losses at

íiÍJE1NINtI
:Jeans

Eleciro,ilc6/assware

VYCOf

.12J;11\11;1J

Iieseari-1 in Glass
<PIREF".
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;
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'srl.l Sl

1'YCOR" and -CORN INC" are registered trade -marks and indicate manufacture b,
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(,rinx (!..

Work

(',:ning,

N. Y.
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in respect to noise, distortion and
intermodulation on both transmitter and receiver.
At the southern end of the circuit, the carrier equipment is installed in the Norfolk toll office so
that transmission to East Ocean
View, a distance of about eleven
miles, is at the K -carrier frequencies. At Cape Charles, the car -

Make Plans Now ...

for the coming

.

.

PLASTIC ERA

\

60

eo

its

Consult

THAN TO RECEIVE

.

.

.

duction of high quality

ROGAN

sound from a low bass response of 40 cycles up to a

Here at Rogan, seasoned

To GIVE a beautiful repro-

high frequency range of
15,000 cycles plus, will pay
broadcasters and manufacturers of home radio, FM
and Television receiving
sets. The American public is
willing to give in proportion
to what it RECEIVES. That's
why the Duplex, the SPEAKER that REVOLUTIONIZES

the methods of sound
REPRODUCTION, was per-

fected.

SEND FOR BULLETINS

1210 TAFT BLDG., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
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engineers are ready and willComplete unattended remote controlled
transmitter

nier equipment is located at the

radio station so that transmission
to the Cape Charles Central Office,
a distance of 1.5 miles, and to the
Onancock central office 40 miles
away is at voice frequencies.
Radio transmission from Cape
Charles to East Ocean View is on
a frequency of 156,300 kc and in
the reverse direction on 160,650 kc.
This does not represent the minimum possible frequency spacing
for this equipment.
The transmitters are crystal controlled and have a carrier power
output of 50 watts. The crystals
are temperature controlled to improve frequency stability and thereby minimize the bandwidth and
hence the noise acceptance of the
receiver. Both transmitters are designed to operate into a balanced
impedance of 140 ohms.
The input circuits of the receivers were designed to connectto
a single 72 ohm coaxial transmission line. Triple detection was

ing to assist you in deter-

mining your post-war Plastic
requirements.

Whether your peacetime
products are to include electronic equipment, electrical
appliances,

stoves

or

what

have you, the Rogan Organi-

zation

will gladly

provide

cost-free advice on all phases

of plastic production.
Send us

Your Specifications Today!

BOGAN BROTHERS
Compression Molders and Branders
of Plastics
2003 So. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

blotch
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TOLL CALL TO
TOKYO ...

PHOTO U. S.
SIGNAL CORPS.

With every resolute stride our valiant men take into enemy
territory, a fine, highly flexible Spen_er-made wire goes forward with the fighting vanguard. From front lines to command
posts, streams of important messages Low in an ever increasing
torrent destined soon to deluge Tokyo and Berlin. And when
the final military call goes through, it'll be "collect"
for
the Axis enemy.

...

FINE STEEL AND ALLOY WIRE
Wire Company
Spencer
WEST BROOKFmELD PLANT
WEST
ELECTRONICS

-

March 1945
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RECISION PLASTIC

PARTS...

Today, the

fabrication of precision plastic parts used in building many
types of urgently needed equipment for our armed forces is
our first consideration. That is why we are doing today and
every day, those things which cannot be put off until tomorrow ... lest our gallant fighting men be deprived of material
which arrived too late!
Our sights are set to victory ... and the facilities of our
entire organization geared to help make that Victory possible.
YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A SOURCE to produce fabricated
parts better... faster and more economically, then send us the specifications on your next job. You are also invited to use the facilities of our
Engineering Department either for consultation or design ideas pertaining to your parts requirements.
1F

.

i)fi:es:

Brunch
DETROIT: 4835

N

CHICAGO: 4317

Ri

wC_WIRD
iW)OD

AVE.
AVE.

recisson
INC.

FABRICATORS,

EAST ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Specification Fabricators of
VULCANIZED FIBRE, CORK, CORPRENE,

PHENOL FIBRE, RUBBER, ASBESTOS
AND OTHER MATERIALS

March
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Freedom to plan for peace
Precision optics for war keep us busy

-

very busy.

Difficult assignments from the Army, Navy and war
contract manufacturers keep coming in. But we still find
time to think and plan for the days when our improved
skills and techniques will be applied toward the betterment of peace -time products.
With our record for meeting the exacting demands of
war goes also the obligation to do our share in helping
industry reconvert speedily fora prosperous peace. We
will be ready when restrictions are removed..
for precision

Manufacturers who bring their post-war optical problems to us, find a cooperative attitude and a rich background of experience that are a great aid to sound
product planning. Our compact group of precision lens
technicians have been trained in a plant that specializes in supplying optical components to those who make
complete products. Nothing else is made here.
We have done much development work in electronic
optics and in other optical fields. Possibly you have
a problem

OPTICS

for which we already have

a solution.

come to

AMERICAN LENS COMPANY, INC.
45 Lispenard Street, New York 13, N. Y.

LENSES..
ELECTRONICS

-

March 1945
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QUALITY
The Industrial Condenser
Corporation manufactures a
complete line of Oil -filled,
Electrolytic,Wax and Special
Mica Capacitors for all in-

DC

WORKING

(Illustrated above) ... 28 inches
high, weight 175 pounds, built by
Industrial Condenser Corporation to meet .Navy specifications.
Oil -filled, oil impregnated. Built
for. 24 hour continuous operation
and total submersion in salt
water.

dustrial, communications
and signalling applications
up to 250,000 volts working.
Complete laboratory and
engineering facilities available for solution and design
of capacitor problems for
special applications.
An Industrial Condenser

50,000 VOLTS

.5 MFD.

adopted for image ,suppression.
Separate, directive, horizontall'ypolarized antennas are used, for
transmitting and' receiving. The
two antennas at each radio terminal
are mounted one above the other on
a
single 196 -foot steel -lattice
tower. The upper antenna at, eaçh
end is used for transmitting and
the lower one for receiving to
equalize transmission losses.,
The arrays consist of forty-eight
one-half -wave elements arranged in
two parallel vertical planes one quarter wavelength apart. The elements in the plane farthest from
the tower are driven in phase
whereas those in the rear plane act
as reflectors.
The elements are made of one -

for

every industrial application.

Antenna towers carry directional receiving and transmitting arrays

PAPER, OIL AND ELECTROLYTIC

CAPACITORS

INDUSTRIAL

CONDENSER
CORPORATION

3243-65 NORTH CALIFORNIA AVE., CHICAGO

18, U.S.A.

DISTRICT OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

half inch diameter copper tubing
supported on a wooden framework
by stand-off insulators. The wooden
framework for each antenna is in
turn supported by six horizontal
timbers which extend across the
sides of the tower and are bolted
to the legs of the tower. The upper
antenna framework is somewhat
larger than the lower in order that
it can support four additional rods
on the bottom to give additional attenuation between the two antennas. A long ground rod across the
top is for lightning protection.
Each antenna has a gain of 17 db
over a single half-wave element at
the same mean height.
A pair of i -inch coaxial transmis March 1945-ELECTRONICS
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MECARAO
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

help bring them back safely

Electronics has made a note -worthy contribution
to the effectiveness and safety of our fighting
planes. Mec-Rad's part in this program is to supply
certain vital, highly precise mechanical and electromechanical components for electronic units. Today
-and as long as they are needed,- our services will
be given over 100% to this work.

mpleted, settler
giant four -motor bomber, it, mi,,ion
down for a safe landing atop one of the '"miracle" steel
A

,

runways, set up at breathtaking speed by Navy Seabees
at a Pacific base.

Our work includes "fancy brass plumbing" of all
types involving soft and hard soldering, close
tolerances, precision machining, careful assembly
and finishes ranging from lacquer to silver and
rhodium plating.
After the war our specialized facilities will be
available to the electronic industry for peacetime
needs. Our engineering "know-how" is at your
disposal now to help you with your post-war plans.

DIVISION -BLACK INDUSTRIES
1400 EAST 222ND STREET -er CLEVELAND
ELECTRONICS

-

March 1945
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MEET THE RELAY OF THE

ermetly seale
1

HIGH CAPACITY
relay>5'

'

At last . . a high capacity Relay engineered for
high altitude performance . . . HERMETICALLY SEALED against MOISTURE, HUMIDITY, EXPLOSIVE VAPORS, DUST,
PRESSURE CHANGE, and CORROSION.
Regardless of how high aircraft ceilings
this is a relay that can
are bumped
take the ride.
Laboratory models have been completed and
tested ... CEILING UNLIMITED.
LIGHT and COMPACT models illustrated
weigh approximately 5 ounces; overall dimensions
approximately: Height, 2"; width, 13/8".
TAMPER PROOF.
CONTACT RATING 20 to 25 amps inductive
load at 30 volts.
Meets winterization requirements.

...

-

-

PRODUCTS SUPPLY CO.
Affiliated with Electrical Products Corp.
1140 Venice Blvd.

Los Angeles 15, Calif.

Unit has withstood Army test, including
overload; vibration 55 cycles per second with
.06' excursion; acceleration of 10 gravity
units; salt spray tests of 240 hours duration.
* * *
This is the Relay of the future . . . also
worth your consideration in many
commercial installations.

March
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TEAM WORK...FOR PANEL PRECISION
1-New

Techrad Knob

...

2-Techrad Interpolating Counterdial

The new Techrad Knob together with the Techrad
Interpolating Counterdial and the Techrad Dial Lock
form a team to insure precision tuning.
Every detail is master engineered. Every feature of
this new Techrad Knob is carefully planned for ease
of operation. As illustrated, the knob is slotted to fit
the male end of the shaft... a feature which completely
absorbs rotary pressure. The knob is available with a
built-in crank -handle at no additional cost for use
where rapid spin -setting of the dial is required. Stock
sizes are of molded bakelite with a 2"
skirt and fit a 34" or s" shaft.
The Techrad Interpolating Counterdial
combines the familiar drum counter with
a flat interpolating disc scale to provide:
200 accurate settings with each turn of
the dial; an accurate log of any position,
making it possible to return to a previ3

...

3-Techrad Dial Lock

ously established setting; together with many other
important advantages.
The Techrad Dial Lock is a superior lock for use
with flat disc dials of various thicknesses. It will not
drag or scrape when disengaged nor distort or bend
the dial scale when locked. The locking discs do not
rotate which insures positive settings.
Originally designed as a team, each unit is readily
adaptable to individual application and may be pur-,

chased separately or as a unit. Write today for complete information and price data.Whether
your problem is that of a complete installation or the need of a better knob...
Techrad will gladly offer advice and
engineered assistance. A letter or sketch

TECHRAD

outlining your requirements will be
treated confidentially and receive prompt
attention.

TECHNICAL RADIO COMPANY
Over ten years of continuous experience
San Francisco 3, California
275 Ninth Street

ELECTRONICS

-

Export Agents: Frazar & Hansen, 301 Clay St., San Francisco 11, California. U.
March 1945

S.

A.
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sion lines connect the transmitter
to its antenna while a single i -inch
line is used in the case of the
receiver. These lines are kept un-

SOUND IfiLVERS at

der gas pressure.
A control over cable circuits enables the radio operator at Norfolk
to shut off the Ocean View transmitter. By communication with the
switchboard operator at Cape
Charles, either over these circuits
or via an overland wire circuit, orders to shut off the Cape Charles
transmitter can be given. This
transmitter power is controlled
over wire circuits by a key in the
Cape Charles switchboard.
A continual check on the distant
transmitter is supplied at both attended locations. An alarm is given
if the frequency deviation exceeds
-±0.002 percent or if the distant
carrier is absent altogether.
In addition to these features
which give the technical operators
at Norfolk control over the system,

ROM

TERMlK

Deluxe 30 -watt power amplifier
Six input channels
microphone; 2 phonograph
Controls
microphone gain; 1 dual phono gain;
1 master gain; 1 treble cut & boost; 1 bass cut & boost
Double tone control for finest equalization
Wide range, hum and distortion free response
4
8 ohm speaker sockets with switch to select speakers and
proper impedances simultaneously
500 ohm terminal strip for multiple speaker systems
Gray wrinkle steel case with handles and hinged top
Size 20 x 10% x 10%, for 105-125V 60 cycles AC
Tubés
6-6SQ7; 1-6SJ7; 2-6L6G; 1-5Z3
MODEL 6729
PRICE $57.15 NET WITH TUBES. F.O.B. N. Y.

-4

-4

-

- -

UTAH PUBLIC

yae

ADDRESS SPEAKERS
Voice Coil

Model
8P

Size
8"
10"

l0P
EI2P

12"
12"

G12P

Impedance
6-8
6-8
6-8

Normal
Power

Peak
Power

7
9
13
17

8

Magnet
Weight

11

5 oz.

14
20
26

12 oz.

Price
F.O.B.N.Y.

12 oz.
46 oz.

$ 3.38
$ 5.44
$ 9.41

$14.26

Terminal #MS1 Floor Stand

Terminal Has Microphones in Stock!

-

lb. 12" diameter base.

11

Shure 55C Unidyne Acclaimed as the
best.
F.O.B. New York
Price, $29.10

Chrome pipe section. Positive locking
clutch.
F.O.B. New York
Price, $6.81

Shure 717B Crystal Economy Hand
Microphone
F.O.B. New York
Price, $5.85

#MS2 Adjustable Table Stand
chrome - weighted base.
- F.O.B. New York
Price,
All

Turner BR Crystal Economy Microphone
Fits all stands
F.O.B. New York
Price, $5.85

Same as MS2, but not adjustable
Price, $2.95 F.O.B. New York

-

-

$3.72

#MS3 Table Stand

-

-

Terminal Utility Wall Battles
Heavy plywood construction.
Tan imitation leatherette finish.
price, $2.00
Fnr 8 -inch speaker
F.O.B., N.Y.
price, $2.80
For 10 -inch speaker
F.O.B., N.Y.
price, $3.20
For 12 -inch speaker
F.O.B., N.Y.

Electro -Voice V-1 Velocity Ribbon
Microphone
Finest of its type.
Price, $16.17 F.O.B. New York

-

-

LARGE SELECTION OF OTHER TYPES
BY ALL MANUFACTURERS IN STOCK!

-

-

;

PRIORITY REQUIREMENTS CHANGE DAILY
WRITE FOR CATALOG ON TERMINAL SOUND SPECIALS
WRITE US FOR UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION ON THE ITEMS YOU NEED

f3fifir"o«),
85

CORTIANDT STREET, NEW

YORK

7,

N.

Y.

Telephone WOrth

2-4415

Unattended crystal controlled receiver
for the radio link

there are transmission alarms and
controls to facilitate maintenance.
By means of piolet signals, indication is given of an open in the system and on which side of the water
barrier it has occurred.
At the western end of the circuit, alarms are provided both at
Ocean View and the Norfolk toll
office for an open radio station
door, high radio cabinet tempera March 1945
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CONNECTOR ¢30.314-1
U. S. SKiNAI CORPS 04 NAVY PART )1C1.41,

.

S. ARMY -NAVY RIGHT ANGLE PLUG

HERE'S an UHF elbow adapter that will prove to be your answer to many a coaxial cable problem.

Engineered and tested to surpass the rigid Army -Navy specifications for this type unit, it will find many

applications where a change in cable direction
all other metal parts,

is

is

desirable.

The die-cast zinc housing, as well as

heavily silver plated. Contact parts, both pin and socket, are made of

special spring -brass and engineered so as to insure positive, vibration -free contact. Insulation

RG
RG

l.{.S.army navy
Co-mint Connectors

-7/U,

-13/ U,

RG -8/11, RG

-9/U,

RG -10/U, RG

-1

1

/U,

RG -12/U,

For engineering data, write today for Bulletin No. 4

11141

:

CONNECTOR DIVISION OF
.noww

tsnr. rn.

polysty-

RG -63/U, RG -65/U.

.

¡

is

Plug is designed to take the following cables: Army -Navy types

rene.

V`7

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
DEPT. C-1, 401 N. BROAD STREET, PHILAGEî.PHiA ä, PA

ELECTRONICS

-

March 1945
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dad" tetylviuttnQ awl cGoxaiC
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COMPACT

EFFICIENT

-

34-

MODEL

1.1/2

Weight (less motor): 2 oz.
Output: 15 C.E.M. at 8000
R.P.M.
.RODEL

h eiç

ht ( ess

2

motor):

3r;Z oz.

CrlFut:
Jt

914 New!

25 C.F.M.
8000 R.P.M.

s

MODEL 212
Weight (less motor): 4 oz.
Output: 50 C.F.M. at 8000
R.P.M.
Height: 41/2"

f
MODEL

3

,"""'.

Weight (less motor): 12 oz.

OJtput: 260
C.F M.
maximum Lightweight.
L -R Blowers produce
space and
housings
with minimum-impact plastic
or counterhe
Turbo-o-tYPr wheels. Clockwise
rotation.
clockwise

,h

L -R

C.F.M. at 8000
2.P.M.
Height: 6172"

MANUFACTURING CO. Division of

R

1.L

ermí`ur91

1ORRiNGTON, CONNECTICUT
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against the

BACK HANG

OF

CORROSION
(cellulose acetate) insulation is effective protection against electro -chemical corrosion, the greatest cause of electrical
failure. It is another example of how
synthetic materials can frequently do
a better job than natural materials, because they can be created from the
start to meet definite objectives.
Lumarith C.A. is not subject to the
built-in hazard of organic decomposition. It resists moisture and contains
no substances which combine with
moisture fo form free acids. Applications involving fine wire, humidity
LUMARITH C.A.

and direct current are particularly well

e7161a/22-e
ELECTRONICS
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served by Lumarith C.A. insulation.
Lumarith C.A. films' and foils' high
dielectric strength (2800-3300
volts/mil.) and high softening point
(146-177° C. depending on formulation) recommend them for many types
of coil insulation. Available also in
sheets, rods, tubing, and molding materials. Films and foils are furnished
plain or with special mat finish that's
easy to see and slip resistant. Write for
the reference booklet "Lumarith for
the Electrical Industry." Celanese

Plastics Corporation,

a

division of

Celanese Corporation of America, 180
Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

e

te
233.

4frt ANDREW
ta ukt

SOLUTION

ANTENNA PROBLEM
Faced with a difficult antenna problem,
111 E. H. Andresen, Chief Engineer of Chicago's Board of Education Station WBEZ, called
on ANDREW engineers for a solution. The problem was that of coupling a 70 -ohm unbalanced
coaxial transmission line to the much smaller
balanced impedance of the antenna. Uncertainty of the exact value of the antenna impedance made the problem difficult, and called
for some kind of an adjustable coupling device.

<la

solved the problem by constructing a
quarter wave impedance transforming section
with a concentric "bazooka" for the balance conversion. Adjustments were made by varying the
average dielectric constant in resonant section.
ANDREW

ture, a -c power failure, low or high
radio station room temperature,
and fire. At Norfolk, the first three
are grouped together to light a
major -alarm lamp, the fourth
lights a minor -alarm lamp, and the
fifth lights a fire -alarm lamp. Two
pairs in the cable between Ocean
View and the Norfolk toll office are
required for the transmission of
these alarms. An additional pair is
used for loop tests and to shut
down the radio transmitter from
Norfolk.
At the eastern end of the circuit,
similar alarms are provided both
at the radio station and the Cape
Charles Central Office.
This new link was placed in service in October, 1941, with two of
the channels used for traffic between Norfolk and Cape Charles
and three others used between Norfolk and the toll center at Onancock.
All channels are now in service,
five between Norfolk and Cape
Charles, four between Norfolk and
Onancock and three for private line telephone circuits.
Multiplex Radio Relay Receiver

The receiver circuit of the Chesapeake Bay system, is shown in
block schematic form. The signal
is supplied to the first detector
f i-om the antenna system and is

This problem is but one of many that the experienced staff of ANDREW engineers are called
upon to solve. As qualified experts in the field

and television antenna equipment
ANDREW engineers have solved many problems
for military and broadcast engineers.
of FM, radio

To

equipment

FOR THE SOLUTION OF YOUR ANTENNA PROBLEMS
. . . FOR THE DESIGNING, ENGINEERING, AND BUILDCONSULT ANDREW
ING OF ANTENNA EQUIPMENT

I F

Avc

rect

3rd

Ou put

det

Filter

Car
amp -'- ind

Car

Car

ind

amp

filter

ind
rect

2nd

IF2

det

am[

Avc

f

o

o

Filter
2

3.4.5 Feed-

back amp

...

o

type K

-carrier

1

s

IFI

clef

Loop

test
Osc

Curve shows standing waves
determined by probing electrostatic field in "piccolo" (section
of transmission line with holes
drilled in outer conductor). Wavy
curve represents initial conditions before adjustment; straight
line shows the final result after
adjustment of matching unit.

363 East 75th Street, Chicago 19, Illinois

B02H

563

tripler

p

Filter

amp

tripleramp

I

Crystal

osc

doubler

Block diagram of triple -detection type
of receiver used in the multiplex radio

relay system

Twin -barreled dehydrating unit especially designed
for WBEZ by ANDREW engineers. Design permits leaving one cartridge in service
while the other cartridge is

being recharged.

there converted to the first i -f value
of approximately 10 Mc. After one
stage of amplification, it is converted to 1,500 kc in the second
detector. The heterodyne frequencies applied to the first and
second detectors are obtained from
a single temperature controlled
March 1945
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larger type, 1-3/32" in diameter
for use where voltages do not exceed 350V, and where wattages
are .4 -watt or less. Can be supplied
with sealed cover. Has positive spiral
spring contact. With switch:Type LPD.

An exceptionally sturdy type only

57/64'

A

diameter for low -wattage
requirements. Has positive -contact
spiral spring to eliminate sliding
contact between rotor arm and center
termina. With switch: Type LMD.

MIDGET

in

STACKPOLE

Only 23/32" in diameterunexcelled for low -wattage
uses where size and weight are
important factors. Widely used
in hearing -aid devices and
similar equipment.

VARIABLE RESISTORS

WHAT DO YOU NEED

IN CARBON?
BRUSHES

-

CONTACTS

(All carbon, graphite, metal and compositoin types)
IRON CORES

RARE METAL CONTACTS

WELDING CARBON PRODUCTS

PACKING, PISTON and SEAL RINGS
RHEOSTAT PLATES and DISCS
POWER TUBE ANODES

BATTERY CARBONS

(Volume, Tone Controls, etc.)
Tested, tried, and proved in all types of equipment calling for units
of this sort, Stackpole Variable Resistors offer maximum dependability under all conditions of use. The line is sufficiently broad to
meet all requirements up to ratings of 2 watts. Large, medium and
midget sizes-with or without switches-high insulation typesstandard, sealed, or insulated shafts-standard and water- and dust proof covers-friction rotor types, and various others.

SPECTROGRAPHITE No.1, etc., etc.

Write for

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

CATALOG- RC6

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY, ST. MARYS, PA.
ELECTRONICS-March

1945
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challenge
of the Jungle with

ELCO meets the

S 1
PRECISION
1,ìe new requirements of the
ELCO e ineers not o s1 _
U. S. Sig al Corps, but :exceeded them by several hundred
percent. Further evidence of the way ELCO tackles a job.

4

RESISTORS!

are so treated to combat
the destruction powers of parasitic organisms. They are made
to stand up in stifling jungle heat and humidity.
ELCO "FUNGUSIZED RESISTORS

IF YOUR RESISTOR SPECIFICATIONS CALL
FOR ANTI -FUNGUS TREATMENT-CALL ELCO

PROMPT DELIVERIES as usual!
SPECIFICATIONS.
"A-1"-15/32 long x yr" dia.-Mountable with
6-32 flat or filester screw. No. 21 tinned
copper wire leads. 1 to 300.000 ohm
value-1/2% standard accuracy-non inductive pie wound -1/2 watt, 30° C. temperature rise in free air -100° C. maximum operating temperature -200 D. C.
maximum operating voltage. Baked varnish finish.
"AR"-Same as A -I, with leads reversed.
"B-1"- 15/16 long x yr" dia.-Mountable with
6-32 flat or filester screw. No. 21 tinned
copper wire leads. 1 to 500.000 ohm
value -1/2% standard accuracy-non inductive pie wound -1 watt. 30° C. temperature rise in free air -100° C. maximum operating temperature -300 D. C.
maximum operating voltage. Baked varnish finish.

"B -R"- Same

as

B-1,

with leads reversed.

"T"- l-1/32 long

x 7/16" dia.-Inductively
wound-I/8 x .015 strap terminals-35 to
-2 watts. 100° C. maximum
operating temperature-normal accuracy
1%. Baked varnish finish.
"M"- 1.13/32 long x '/," dia.-Mountable with
6-32 screw-'/ x .015 thick strap terminals
-non inductive wound -1 meg ohm max.
imum resistance -600 volts maximum operating voltage-100° C. maximum operating temperature -1.5 watts-1°% normal
accuracy Baked varnish finish.

35,000 ohms

"G"-

15/32 long

x

/2"

dia.-Mountable with

head screw. No. 21
tinned copper wire leads. 1 to 500,000
ohm value. 1/2% standard accuracynon inductive pie wound .8 watts, 30°
temperature rise in free air. 100° C. maximum operating temperature. 200 D. C.
maximum operating voltage. Baked var6-32 flat or filester

nish finish.

T

U4 West 18th Street, New York, N.

Telephone Watkins 9-4774-5

Y.

-
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.A33i

rtec>C

Io

SPECIAL SERVICE"
In the electrical as in the elec-

tronic field, National Fabricated

has engineered battery sockets

and receptacles to meet every
specialized need. High speed
production soldering, rugged
construction and positive electrical contact under severe conditions of corrosion and usage

characterize National Fabricated Products Battery Sockets.

er

arre,,,,

tier..

FABRICATED PRODUCTS
2650 WEST BELDEN AVENUE. CHICAGO 41, ILL.

Manufacturers of SOCKETS, TERMINAL ASSEMBLIES, JACKS AND CONNECTORS
for use in every field of electronics.e
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crystal oscillator through a series
of harmonic generators and amplifiers. The output of the loop test
oscillator can be supplied to the
first detector for making local tests
when the distant transmitter is not
operating.
At the 1,500-kc frequency, another single stage amplifier has
its gain varied by the avc circuit.
In addition, there is a three -stage
fixed -gain feedback amplifier and
two sections of band-pass filters to
provide the additional amplification
and selectivity required.
The avc circuit consists of an
amplifier and rectifier that are arranged to give the flat volume control characteristic shown. Another
branch circuit has an amplifier,
narrow band filter, and rectifier together with an alarm relay to indicate carrier failure or frequency
drift. The third detector is a highamplitude diode working into a
low-pass filter whose output is connected directly to the type-K carrier telephone equipment.

SPEC.
MEETS SIGNAL CORPS

71-2202A (dated

4112144)

i

ZA

i

allegelQAFungus Inhibiting

3

ie

Non-metallic

Treatment
Coating for Over-all Equipment*
of Assembled Ground

Moisture -proof. Non -inflammable, (spec. 71-4943).

Actually beats specification requirements for insulating properties and drying time
tack -free

...

in 45 minutes.

NON-TOXIC TO HUMANS-oficial tests show
INSL-X will not cause dermatitis.
*Salicylanilide
ON

"27 SERIES"

27A with Phenyl Mercury

27 PA

THE INSL-X CO: Inc..
Chicago

Detroit

AIR DRY VARNISHES ON REQUEST
with Pentachlorphenol
27SA with Salicylanilide

857 Meeker Ave.
Los Angeles

0

TO

MINT

.r

70
GRID

-

7[

20

M 02CIOR

I 0
1721010701,

IDO

120

Automatic volume control characteristic of rectifier and amplifier

eliminating the possibility of settling out.

LITERATURE

20

SO

The fungicide is completely dissolved thereby

... hard

U

ESTESTIMATEDT

OPERATING POINT

INPUT

Non -corrosive to copper, 52S aluminum, low carbon steel, cadmium plated steel. No deteriorating
effects on coated or adjacent parts.

in 8 minutes

0

º§

Brooklyn 22, N. Y.
Phllas'aüphla

In an ideal filter on an amplitude
modulated carrier, the amplitude of
the two sidebands relative to that
of the carrier may be altered by
the same amount. In this case the
only result is a change in the modulation index or degree of modulation; or the phase of one sideband
may be linearly advanced and the
other linearly retarded by the same
amount relative to the carrier in
which case the signal as a whole is
advanced or delayed. In either case,
the presence of the filter makes no
contribution to the non-linear distortion. In a non -ideal filter, if the
change in amplitude of one side band through the filter is different
from that of the other, or if the
phase advance of one sideband differs from the phase retardation of
the other, intermodulation products
will be produced. The result may
be pictured by considering the wave
March 1945
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PREVIEW OF A STARTLING NEW
FARM TYPE BATTERY

MINI_MAX
p.6,ß

PACK
RADIO BATTERY

NEW

OLD

11/2 -volt "A," 90 -volt "B" A-8 Pack
Dimensions, 1011/16"x613/ 16"x41 8"
Weight, 16 lbs., 13 oz.

11/2 -volt "A," 90 -volt "B" A -B Pack
Dimensions, 15 13 16" x 6 15/16" x 4 15. 32"
Weight, 23 lbs., 11 oz.

The New No. 758

The present No. 748

30% SMALLER, LIGHTER

-BUT SAME CAPACITY!
THIS GIVES YOU an advance look at the latest "farm -type"
radio battery to be developed by National Carbon Company.
A revolutionary construction makes this smaller, lighter
"Eveready" "Mini-Max" battery a reality. Actually it is a
good 30% more compact than the present No. 748 A-B Pack.
Yet not one bit of capacity has been sacrificed in achieving
a valuable reduction in size and weight.
The advantages of this more compact battery will be obvious to you. The way is paved for smaller, less expensive
battery -operated radio sets. And these sets will have the
advantage of being far easier to move about from room to
room. The way is likewise paved for sets of the present size
utilizing the space saved by the new battery to use larger
speakers giving improved receptivity and tonal qualities.
Both add up to a greater demand for farm -type radios and
an important increase in business for you.
This newcomer, known as the "Eveready" No. 753 A -B
Pack, is only one of many improved types of "Eveready" bat-

ELECTRONICS-March

teries which will appear after the war. Look to National
Carbon's exclusive construction, used in the "Mini -Max" battery, for more and equally important news to the trade.

"EVEREADY"

INI-MA
TRAD!MARK

RADIO "B" BATTERIES
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

General Offices: NEW YORK, N. Y.
The trade -marks "Eveready" and "Mini -Max" distinguish products
of National Carbon Company, Inc.
239
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Nile* 1°,°a little

space

netst

I -and

requirements dictate a small relay
service conditions a powerful one ...
here's the relay to fit your needs. It's the
Automatic Electric Class "S" Relay-tiny in
size, light in weight, but dependable and
packed with power.
Class "S" Relays have been designed especially to meet the exacting conditions of service on fast, modern aircraft. They offer a
combination of features never before found
on any relay, large or small. For example:
1'

SPACE.

The

1.

Vibration -resistance is not just "added on"-it's
designed right into Class "S" Relays. And they
withstand with a large margin of safety the most
rigorous operating tests of the Signal Corps and
the Air Forces.

2. A unique spring design provides high contact

pressure within small space limits.
An added assurance of reliability is provided by
twin contacts.
4. The new type of pin -pivoted armature with full
length bearing provides the Class "S" Relay
with exceptionally long life even under the
toughest conditions.
3.

Automatic Electric Catalog gives full details. Write for your copy.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SALES CORPORATION
AND OTHER CONTROL DEVICES

1033 West Von Buren St., Chicago 7, III.

AUTOMATIC
v7r
ELECTRIC

M

Canada:

Automatic Electric (Canada) Limited, Toronto

March 1945
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It will take you to a Sure Cure
for Production Ills

Precision is

winning the

war-

Let it win the peace

for YOU!
A complete

inspection labora-

tory

on wheels

for

ONLY

$185000

THE MOBILE UNIT INCLUDES:
(1) a set of 83 inspection grade gage blocks, (2) a four -range
electric comparator, (3) optical flats, (4) Monolite, l5 master
flat, (6) master square, (7) parallels, 8) pointed accessories,
(9) gage block holders to make gage combinations, (101 precision surface plate, (1 1) a complete set of instructions on the use
of every instrument, (12) set of 3 straight edges, each with 4
blades, 113) 5 -inch sine bar, (14) magnifying light,, and (15) a
vernier gage block.

Where DoALI Gages
Are Mode

Write for new
QUALITY CONTROL BOOK

TOO

INDUSTRY'S NEW SET OF
CONTINENTAL MACHINES, INC.
1366

S.

Washington Ave.

Minneapolis 4, Minn.

& Service Offices: Baltimore, Birmingham, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Denver, Detroit, Erie,, Grand
Rapids, Hartford. Houston, Indianapolis, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New York, Orlando, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
Provider-ce, Rochester, F.ockfoaf, St. Louis, San Francisco, Seattle, Syracuse. Toledo, Tulsa.

Sales

ELECTRONICS
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Specialized Rubber Engineers
and Sole Manufacturers of

Vrjfex VIBRATION INSULATORS (MOUNTS)

7errdeez BEARINGS
7azitex COUPLINGS
HARRIS COMPRESSED
LUBBER BEARINGS

made up of two components, one
formed by the carrier with symmetrical sidebands, and the other
being a single component at the
frequency of one sideband and of
such amplitude and phase as to
represent the difference between
the sideband transmitted through
the filter of this frequency and the
symmetrical sideband component of
the same frequency. The symmetrical components form an undistorted amplitude modulated wave,
the modulation on which may be
recovered without distortion. The
excess or difference component will
be demodulated against the perfectly modulated carrier as a single
sideband signal, with all of the distortion resulting from such demodulation by a linear detector.
More exact analysis confirms the
conclusion of this very rough descriptive analysis. In order that
the non-linear distortion be kept
within satisfactory limits for this
multiplex system, the phase shift
through the filters must be linear
to within a few degrees and the
amplitude distortion over the pass
band of the filter must be less than
a decibel. The measured band-pass
To regular or
artificial antenna

24F,

?4F

Mod

c

amp

Monitor

Crystal asc
400v

rectifier

1000v

rectifier

600v

rectifier

1250v

rectifier

From type!"
carrier amp
/2 to 60 kc

Circuit of

1

m
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A

p

transmitter, power supplies
and monitoring unit

characteristics of the receiver designed to these specifications are
shown.
Unattended

T ransmitter

The transmitter developed for
the multichannel radio link is illustrated in the block schematic diagram. The last stage, which is the
modulator stage, is a bridge capacity -neutralized, plate -modulated,
March 1945
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Whether Amplitude Modulation ... Frequency Modulation... or Television dependability is a must for
all broadcast equipment.
Federal broadcast equipment has earned a reputation for that dependability because it stands up.
For more than thirty-five achievement -studded years
.. from the Poulsen Arc to the new CBS Television
Station ... Federal has served the broadcast industry
with superior equipment.
Federal's background includes such milestones of
electronic progress as the 1000 Kw Bordeaux Transmitter; Micro -ray, the forerunner of modern television
technique; and the first UHF multi-channel telephone
and telegraph circuits, part of a world-wide communi-

-

cations system . . .
All this, plus the war -sharpened techniques that are
the result of ability and experience, combine to give
you craftsmanship
the kind of'eraftsmanship that
builds dependability into all Federal. -equipment.

...

InAM...FM...TV.

. . . your prime need in broadcast equipment is
dependability look to Federal for it.

-

fider,l

Z'1epholle

;7

r
Newark
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PROPER CABLES

EQUIPMENT
PROTECTS ELECTRONIC

Relative deterioration after six years exposure: Left; Okoprene sheath
smooth and unchanged by elements. Right; Saturated braid with
compound eroded and braid destroyed.

The right wire or cable is vital to the electronic equipment you make. Without it
your product cannot stand squarely on its performance merits
cannot do the
failure-free job for which you made it.
Okonite makes a wide range of wires and cables to meet the end -uses of your
electronic product. In process industries, for example, where heat, oils, or chemicals
are encountered, Okoprene sheathed cables are particularly valuable.

-

FACTS TO REMEMBER ABOUT OKOPRE N E
Okoprene, compounded with neoprene, is an exceptionally durable covering for cables developed in the
Okonite Research Laboratories. Applied over the wire insulation or used as a sheath or jacket over assembled conductors, Okoprene can be used to protect practically any
type or design of cable.
MOISTURE AND HEAT RESISTANCE

- Okoprene sheaths

will not rot or deteriorate when subjected to moisture.
The protective covering is flexible at temperatures even
lower than minus 18°C. (0°F.).

-

The Okoprene jacket has excellent resistance to most acids, alkalies and other corrosive chemicals.
CHEMICAL RESISTANCE

-

When exposed to the solvent action
of petroleum products, Okoprene sheaths retain their
full mechanical strength.
OIL RESISTANCE

Single conductor Okolite insulated

and

Okoprene

protected wire.

-

Okoprene itself is an insulating material and thus gives added electrical protection where fibrous coverings do not. When applied over
metallic coverings, it protects them from electrolysis.
Okoprene will not carry static charges, but does prevent
current leakage at terminals and eliminates danger from
electric shock.
Okoprene coverings do not supNON -FLAMMABILITY
port combustion.
ELECTRICAL STRENGTH

-

Okonite engineers are always ready to help you. With
their long experience in the electrical and communication
fields, their viewpoint is especially useful when joined
with that of your own engineers in discussing problems
of electrical transmission. The Okonite Company, Passaic,
New Jersey.

Multi -conductor cable with Okoprene covering over
each insulated conductor. Okoprene sheath over all.

insulated wires and cables

March 1945
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have contributed to four developments that have advanced
the art of crystal processing. Each has solved at least one
problem in the mass production of quartz oscillator plates to
meet the rigid demands of war equipment.
Q -Lap: An exclusive North
American Philips development,
this high-speed machine automatically grinds crystal blanks

parallel to close tolerances, ready
for further production operations.

Utilization of t infared Quartz:

By dev eloping in 1913 a method of
utilizing unfaceg quartz, previously
very difficult and costly to use,
I

North American Philip- materially

increased the as ailahlc supply of
quartz in the nation's limited wartime stock pile.

X -Roy Quartz Analysis
Apparatus: First practical,

commercial device specifically

designed for accurate mass production of quartz crystals. It provides
the hest known method of measuring the precise angles required.

_4utomaticTesting of Crystals:

North American Philips is the only
rr. stal manufacturer, to our knowledge, .,hick has developed special
test emits which test temperature
antis ity and frequency automatically and at high speed.

These four steps ahead in precision crystal processing further
mark the progress of an organization wills a background of over
a half century in research. development and manufacture in the
electrical field. Today, North American Philips is one of the
leading producers of quartz crystals for military communications equipment. Tomorrow, our production of crystals m ill be
available for peacetime radio and electronic equipment. In
these fields precise frequency control and selection at low cost
will be important factors.
We would be glad to send you a copy of an interesting booklet
on, `'How Quartz Crystals Are Manufactured." Just fill in
the coupon and mail today.
Raw qutrtz, properly oriented, os its
way to tte high-speed cutting machines

OTHER PRODUCTS: Amplifier, Transmitting, Rectifier and Cathode
Ray Tubes; Searchray (Industrial X-ray) Apparatus, X-ray Diffraction
Apparatus; Medical X-ray Equipment, Tubes and Accessories; 'Tungsten
and Molybdenum Products: Fine Wire: Diamond Dies. When in New York,
be sure to visit our Industrial Electronics Showroom.

p_.

Send Today for this

Quartz booklet!

ore CO
K ua

North American Philips Co., Inc.
100 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
Kindly mail booklet, "How Quartz Crystals are Manu-

factured" to:

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS by

Name

neon.

Title

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.
Dept. C3, 100 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
N. Y.; Mount Vernon, N. Y. (Metalix Div.); Lewiston, Me. (ElmetDiv:) L

Company
Address

Dept. C-3

Factories in Dobbs Ferry,

ELECTRONICS
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Class C amplifier which delivers
approximately fifty watts of radio
frequency power. The signal modulating power is developed through a
chain of four Class A amplifier
stages. Loosely coupled to the modulator is the demodulator unit from
which the signal envelope voltage
of correct phase is obtained which
is returned to the input of the signal amplifying stages to effect the
negative feedback correction on the
transmitter. A monitor unit designed to check the operation of the
transmitter is connected at the
junction of the output circuit of

\

the modulator and the balanced
coaxial transmission line.

II`

o

,.1I1111
e

60

31111111111111I1113

1111111111111/1
111111111111111113/111111
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4.
FREQUENCY

Overall amplitude-frequency characteristic of the multiplex receiver

from Astatic"

As shown in the block diagram,
a voltmeter is provided in the plate
circuit of stage four to indicate the
peak a -c signal voltage applied to
the modulator. The gain of the
four stages in tandem with 40 db
of negative feedback is such that a
single tone input at 28 db below 1
milliwatt will modulate the transmitter 80 percent. To protect the
signal amplifiers from excessive input signal voltage in case the feed-

look upon a moving,
active, thinking world. Things are happening-fast. Science has rushed
ahead fifty years. Dreams are becoming realities. Truly we are coming closer
to the stars. The Astatic Corporation is a factor in this moving, living plan,
and from Astatic research laboratories come new and improved products for
a new era. Not the least important of these is a zephyr-light pickup for phonograph equipment, which will reproduce the living voices and the instrumental
artistry of the entertainment world with a clarity, beauty and true-to-life
realism heretofore unknown. As FM will contribute to the improvement of
radio reception, so will Astatic sound detection and pickup products advance
the fidelity of phonographic recordings to bring the great American audience
closer to the stars.

HEAR MORE

,C.u.,

we

Today

"You'll

,,,

Front panel of transmitter showing recessed tuning controls
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E -L

DEVELOPS HIGH DEGREE OF VOLTAGE REGULATION
IN VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLIES

REGULATED
DC

OUTPUT

One of the most serious and annoying problems faced
by radio and electrical engineers has been fluctuating
output voltages due to varying input voltages. Now,
Electronic Laboratories has solved this problem by using
a high-efficiency, regulated type transformer system applied to vibrator operation for DC systems.
This type of transformer,
as shown above, consists
of primary and secondary windings having a
linear magnetic leakage
path between them. The
tank condenser. C, is
connected across the sec secondary winding.
The equivalent circuit diFig. (
agram is shown at the
right (see fig. 1). Lk
represents the leakage inductance provided by the magnetic shunts. L, and L, are primary and secondary
inductances respectively, L, working at the saturated portion of its curve.
The net voltage across the output terminals is the vectorial
sum of the equivalent voltage input and the drop across
the reactance L. This drop is due to the condenser current (addative) and the inductive current drawn by the
saturable reactor L, (subtractive). In operation, when the
input voltage rises, there is a proportionali increase in
condenser current. Also, due to the non-linear characteristics of L,, there is a more than proportional increase in
the inductive current. The next effect is an increase in
the inductive (subtractive) drop in the reactor Lk. Thus,
the voltage across the output terminals tends to remain
substantially the same. When the input voltage goes
down, the inductive drop on Lk will fall at a faster rate
than the capacative drop due to C. for reasons explained
above. This results in a net gain in capacitance or
addative drop which prevents the output voltage from
decreasing with the input voltage.
To insure absolutely flat regulation, coils wound on the
primary are connected to buck a small percentage of the
voltage of the secondary as shown by the accompanying
schematic (see fig. 2). The bucking voltage, being a

linear quantity, can
be made to compensate exactly for the
small rise in voltage
across L, as it swings
through its saturation
curve.
An important feature
of this system is its
excellent load regulation. The output will
tend to remain conFig. 2
stant with load, since
the reactive energy stored in the secondary circuit can be
made large compared to the actual energy delivered at
the output. This method of regulation is particularly suited
to battery -operated power supplies, because it is a high
efficiency regulator and not a losser, as available heretofore. In addition, the output wave form approaches a
sine wave, which is especially desirable in certain applications. Also, any number of output voltages and currents, both AC and DC, can be obtained from the secondary circuit of a single transformer.
-

*

«

«

*

Vibrator Power Supplies have wide application in
many fields: radio, electrical, electronic, marine, aviation
and railroad. Their high efficiency and versatility with
multiple inputs and outputs, enable them to meet many
power supply needs. They may be designed to provide
any wave form required for specific equipment.... Economy is assured because of long, efficient service with
minimum maintenance. E -L Engineering Service is available to discuss your power supply problem and to design
a vibrator power supply to meet specific voltage, power,
size and weight requirements.
E -L

EL STANDARD POWER SUPPLY
Model 1566
This typical E -L unit, with voltage regulation, is used
to supply the necessary voltages for the Signal Corps
Model BC -100 Walkie Talkie Transmitter -Receiver, from
a 6, 12, or 24 volt storage battery.
Input Voltages: 6, 12 and 24 volts DC
. 90 volts
Output Voltages: 140 volts DC at 0-55 ma
DC at 30 ma. . . 45 volts DC at 250-550 ma.

Regulation: Output voltages are held constant within
5% over the entire range of load changes listed above,
as well as over input voltage variations, as for
example, 5.7 volts to 7.5 volts.

INC.
LABORATORIES
INDIANAPOLIS
VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLIES FOR LIGHTING, COMMLNICATIONS, ELECTRIC MOTOR OPERATION

ELECTRONICS

-
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Type C-7220 Precision Srap Swi-cl.

Simple Actuating Disc
Eliminates Complicated
Operating Mechanisms...

12 amp.. 30 V Dlts
D. C., 125 V>Itts

A. C.

Type C-28.31 Thermostat. Fcr such
os Reughíns
Controls on O, er
Crystal Ovens.
use

Type

PM

1131)

(NAF-

ASSURE ACCURATE CONTROL

Circuit

3reaker.

OR PROTECTION
Type C-4351 Thermostat. )sed for

WITH

Tube Warming,

DISC -OPERATED CONTROLS

Tube Coolin g.
High Limit
trois, etc.

Con

KLIXON

-

Type

RT

Thermo-

stat. Adjustable
Temosrature ControL
I

Type

ER

Series.

Ambient Compensated Time Delay
Relays.

Take a control that has no relays,
oggles, magnets or other complicated

operating parts and you are bound
Io get. reliable, positive control or
protect ion.
I lixon disc -operated Controls have none
of those fussy parts ...nothing to
wear out or get out of adjustment.
'l'he actuating element ...the simple
st ienl ilically calibrated Spencer thermosl at ic. disc ... snaps open the circuit to a
Iuitrk, clean break or snaps close to a solid
make no matter how often it operates.
Klixon Controls are small, compact, light in
weight.
easily installed in circuits. Their
accurate dependable operation withstands
shock, vibration, motion or altitude. They are
ailable in many types and ratings for such
cord rol applications as motor or transformer overheat protection, thermal time delays or temperature
control for radio equipment.
No matter what your control or protection problem,
investigate Klixon Controls for trouble -free performance.
For information or assistance on your problems, write:

...

a

Type 8-3120 Thermostat and Heater,
Crystal Dew Point
Control.

SPENCER THERMOSTAT COMPANY,

Attleboro, Mass.
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Here's the very heart
of your post-war product!
When your new product ge-s into the

when you specify Ray- O -Vac Batteries.

consumer's hands, the battery that powers

Our engineers are at your service now.

it can spell the difference between con-

For Dependable Power, Use

sumer satisfaction and disappointment.
Ray -0 -Vac Batteries are des'gned and

RAY Q-VAc
BATTERIES

built to deliver plus performance-extra
capacity and dependability at lowest possib!e cost to the user. You take no chances

RAY
OTHER

FACTORIES

ELECTRONICS

-

AT

CLINTON,

MASS.,

ANCASTER, OHIO,

SIOUX

-

0

-VAC CO., MADISON 4, WIS.

CITY, IOWA,

March 1945

FOND

DU

LAC, WIS., MILWAUKEE, WIS
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back voltage is interrupted through
failure of the radio frequency carrier, a relay is used in the grid circuit of the modulator which opens
the primary circuit of the 600-volt
rectifier when the grid current
drops below a given value.
Tests jacks enable maintenance
personnel to introduce a test signal
from a signal generator on the
grid of any stage. Provision is also
made for the insertion of a shielded
vacuum -tube voltmeter on the grid
and on the plate of the stage under
test. The grid of the following
stage is disconnected and grounded,
and the plate voltmeter capacity
made equal to the grid capacity.
This measuring technique allows
the gain frequency characteristic of
each signal frequency amplifier, or

RADIO SPEAKERS

Ali

at/ a Of/calidná

Recently expanded production facilities
combined with complete engineering "know-

how" enable Consolidated Radio Products
Co. to supply the finest radio speakers
available. Speakers can be furnished in the
following ranges:
Dynamic Speakers from 2 inches to 18 inches
Permanent Magnet Speakers from 2 inches to 18 inches
Headsets

Right-hand side of transmitter. Air passing through the filter at bottom is forced
by a blower through a ventilating duct
for distribution to the tubes

of the four in cascade, to be readily

Consolidated Radio

is

also a nationally

known manufacturer of small and medium

transformers including Pulse Transformers,
Solenoid and Search Coils.
Engineering service is available to design

transformers and speakers for special applications, or to your specifications.

obtained.
With respect to neutralization, an
excellent condition was obtained
with the simultaneous minimizing
of the modulator plate currents and
maximizing of the grid currents.
It was found that a suitably linear
relationship between the plate voltage and load current was realized
for a load impedance permitting a
carrier output power of approximately 50 watts. For this condition
the total plate -circuit bandwidth,
for a 3 db reduction in amplitude,
is

approximately

1.8 megacycles.

Klystron Characteristics

Characteristics of Klystrons as
well as conventional tubes are conveniently measured by dynamic
250
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DICO

ronic plumbing makes microwaves beause it is built to the precision standards
aintain the critical mechanical relationships so
to performance of high frequency electronic
pparatus.
e

have

As experienced producers of precision assemblies in all
types of electronic plumbing, DICO offers facilities for
machining, silver soldering, and gold and silver plating
all to rigid performance specifications.

-

Ycur exacting requirements for high frequency
plumbing, in large or small lots, can be satisfied by
DICO. We will quote promptly on any type of
electronic plumbing.
For action, telephone
CRYstal 2200
(thru Boston)

DIAMOrlD
111STRLIMUT CO.
NORTH AVENUE

E_EC1R

0 N ICS
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This Blueprint Must Wait
Until wartime obligations are

In April, 1942 ... nearly 3 years ago
... Rola girded itself for War work
and since has confined its Speaker
manufacturing to authorized experimental models and needed repairs.
From that time, and to meet rising
demands for intricate military com-

completed all needed manpower
and equipment must continue in
the production of vital communications components, but after that,
Rola firmly intends to keep all its
employees and all its equipment
busy. This is a reasonable expectation. The latest developments and
discoveries ... by-products of Rola's

munications equipment, Rola's
facilities have been expanded until
now, nearly three times as many
people are employed. New
machinery has been designed
and built and new manufacturing processes have been

...

are finding
wartime activities
application in new Speaker designs,
that set new standards of Speaker

performance. Aid beyond this,
other things are projected that will
enable Rola to serve more customers, in more ways than ever before.
Specific announcements must wait,
but this, in short, is Rola's declaration of policy to its Employees, to
former Customers and to the
Electronic Industry ... Rola's
blueprint for the future.
THE ROLA COMPANY, INC.

developed and perfected.

MAKERS

OF

THE

FINEST

2530 Superior Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio

IN

SOUND

REPRODUCING

AND

ELECTRONIC
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methods. Coleman Dodd of Sperry
Gyroscope Co. showed how the
method was applied to Klystrons
and presented some of the results
obtained.
To observe some of the dynamic
characteristics of a Klystron amplifier, the arrangement shown in
the diagram was used. A type
410-R Klystron oscillator is used as

Veen Mark Twain said "I rs e'
fe:ks complain about the wec ther
ng about it," he was right Tha-

but no one does and tF
was quite some time >go. But samething has been deft
about it since.
In a Kold-Ho4c1 Alt tt le Chamber, any k nd of weathe
knowr on the fice of Are earth can be developed et will
for testing and/or :caüb-sting both aircraft and elec
tropic equipment_ Tie temperature range available i;
from 176 deg. F. to rr nus 94 leg. F. Pressure ra i le i;
from sea level tmotpbe. c pressure to 1.25 inche; mercury and any degree of he rniditj from 25% RH to 95% Rh.
The weather inside 111E chamber can be changea fpm
that of a tropical jung 'o the ntense cold of the Arc to sphere as rapidly as a pkne cc n climb from sea le% e t7
its ceiling.
Write l'tr Eulletvt AC -447.

diagram showing the method
used to measure dynamically the characteristics of Klystron amplifiers
Block

an excitation source for a Klystron
amplifier whose beam voltage is
modulated at 60 cps. The oscillator
supplies constant drive power to
this first amplifier.
A crystal detector coupled to the
amplifier output supplies an oscilloscope with a signal that is proportional to the power output of the
first Klystron amplifier. This oscilloscope is operated with its sweep
synchronized with the beam modulating voltage, giving a pattern on
the screen of power output vs beam
voltage characteristic for constant
drive power. Beam voltage, modulation voltage, and drive power are

4
1.2
1.0

á as
Ep00NSTANT

06

E

C04

;

0.2

TREORETIGA`

a

00

2

DRIVE

POWER

4
5
(ARBITRARY UNITS)
D

comparison of theoretical and dynamically measured Klystron amplifier
characteristics reduced to common ordinates shows the usefulness of the
method
A

440 N3RE

LANS

i

C..QL,ND

AVENUE

4, MICH"GAN

varied so that a variety of operating conditions can be investigated.
The variable power output of the
first amplifier is used to drive a
second Klystron amplifier. An oscilloscope, monitoring the output of
this amplifier, traces the power output vs drive power characteristic
for the Klystron amplifier operated
March 1945
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A

leaf actuator m,kes this

Switchette into o tiny limit
switch.

Selector switches trade up
of Switchettes provide compact, sag »nce circuit control.
In

this compact multicircuft

switch, Switchettes

says

space and weight.

small but sturdy limit
switch has widespread
application. The Switchette
is actuated by a plunger
This

KSI'
yy

TO tO%IVACT DESIGN

OU can use Switchettes to con-

trol several circuits from a
single location. They can be actuated by cams in selector switches,
or by a bellows or lever in limit
switches. Whichever way you use
them, G -E Switchettes help you
save space and 'make your equipment more compact.
Note the dimensions: 1% by
by % inch. Yet the Switchette
handles up to 10 amperes at 24
volts d -c (230 volts a -c), and is
sturdy enough to withstand millions
of mechanical operations.
Its small size, its lightning -fast
snap action, and its ability to resist
high physical shock and vibration
make it ideal for built-in applications on electric control equipment

that has to "take it." Best of all,

because of its unusual double -break
contact structure, it simplifies the
solution of many tricky circuit control problems.

Don't handicap your important
designs
Your plans for a smaller, lighter,
or more compact equipment need
not be stymied by the lack of a
suitable make -and -break contact
mechanism. More, than 200 modifications of the Switchette are ready
to meet your needs. In addition,
we have a variety of limit switches,
transfer and selector switches, push-

button stations, thermostats and
timers built around the Switchette.
Perhaps you can use some of these

ready-made devices to advantage.

Send for a catalog
If you don't already have a copy

of our Switchette catalog, mail the
coupon below. If none of the forms
listed in the catalog meet your
needs, our engineers will be glad
to work with you to adapt them.
General Electric Co., Schenectady 5,
New York.
General Electric Company, Section F 676-142
Schenectady 5, New York
Please send me Bulletin GEA-3818, which gives
detailed information on Switchettes.

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS

GENERAL
-
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Illustrated is a DILECTO fabric base laminated
phenolic part used in airborne electrical equipment. Since this part is subject to severe mechanical stresses and is also an insulator it must be
strong and remain stable under vibration, high
humidity and temperature extremes. DILECTO
meets all these requirements, with a wide margin

C -D Dielectric materials are engineered to meet

specific electrical and mechanical problems.
There are standard grades developed as a result
of experience gained during 50 years
KL -45
of serving manufacturers in every industry. These standard grades can, howpRODUC?
ever, be modified to meet particular
C -D
D_BuilaupMica
problems. Combinations of the different
¡IICABON Insulation.
Electrical
C -D NON -metallic materials can also be
Forms
Special
pbenolic
and
Plastics
made to provide required combinations
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etn
and
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NEW YORK 17
SPARTANBURG,

S. C.
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MARWOOD LTD., SAN FRANCISCO 3

DIAMOND STATE

likunc/nd

CLEVELAND 14
CHICAGO 11
SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
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FIRST WITH
F. #1.RELAY!
(S.T.L.)
MA55'

wFoa
wG'R

---0-""

[30510N
M. relay operation ... offered by others as a postwar
possibility... is already an REL accomplishment of proven reliability.
F.

For five years, the first studio -to -transmitter F. M. relay ever to be installed has been in continuous practical operation by the Yankee Network without wire connections between studio and transmitter. Programs

originating in Station WEOD, located atop the Buckminster Hotel, Boston, are relayed to Station WGTR
50 kw, also an REL installation in Paxton 43 miles distant, over two hill -ranges and beyond line of sight.
of practical operation-in F. M. relaying,
regarded as one for future development. REL has again established a scientific precedent
to energetically and successfully lead the field in radio pioneering!
Yes, REL has in back of its organization five years

REL

equipment in this installation consists of 250 w.,

a

...

S -T

field generally
and continues

link transmitter operating on 156.75 mc.

Sales Representatives

MICHIGAN
M. N. Duffy & Co., Inc.
2040 Grand River Ave., W.
Detroit, Mich.

PACIFIC COAST

MID WEST
REL Equipment Sales, Inc.
612 N. Michigan Blvd.
Chicago, Ill.

N. B. Neeley
5334 Follywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Cal.

PIONEER MANUFACTURERS OF FM TRANSMITTERS EMPLOYING, ARMSTRONG PHASESHIFT MODULATION

RADIO ENGINEERING LABS., INC.
Agerpi.,
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at a constant beam voltage. Dynamic characteristics obtained in this
way and those predicted by the
theory compare quite well.
This power output vs drive power
characteristic illustrates several
practical conclusions. They are
(1) power output does not reach a
saturation value as the drive power
is increased, but reaches an optimum and then decreases, (2) with
excessive drive, power output will
pass through several maxima and
minima, (3) power gain is about
2.5 times as great at low drive
powers as it is at maximum power
output, and (4) operation beyond
the first maximum is undesirable.
Dynamic methods of observing
Klystron characteristics can be applied equally well to Klystron oscillators. A Klystron oscillator is
:

shown in the accompanying block

Frequency characteristics of Klystron
oscillators as well as their power characteristics can be measured dynamically

Probably the most important single factor in modern
warfare is complete, dependable communications. De-

pendable communications require a dependable power
supply. Pincor fs proud of its part in furnishing portable
gasoline-driven and other electrical power supply units
to the fighting front as well as to the home front.
Look to Pincor for your postwar needs in power plants,
motors, converters and battery chargers.
DYNAMOTORS
GENERATORS

...
....

CONVERTERS
D C

MCTORS

POWER PLANTS...GEN-E-MOTORS

BUY WAR BONDS!

PIONEER

GEN -E -MOTOR
CORPORATION
5841.49 DICKENS AVENUE

CH CAGO 39, ILLINOIS
EXPORT ADDRESS:25 WARREN STREET, NEW (ORK

7,

U.S.A.

CABLE ADDRESS:SIMO NTR ICE, NEW YORK
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diagram which obtains its variable
beam voltage from a standard plate
supply transformer. The output of
the oscillator is monitored by a
crystal detector and oscilloscope.
The pattern on the oscilloscope indicates how power output of the
oscillator varies with changes in
the beam voltage.
Thewavemeter connected to the
output circuit of the Klystron oscillator provides a way of checking
variation in oscillator frequency
as the beam voltage is changed. A
notch will appear in the oscilloscope
trace at the point corresponding to
the frequency at which the wave meter is absorbing power.
Over page is a typical Klystron
oscillator characteristic which was
obtained by this method. Frequency deviation curves at the top
of the figure were obtained by
the absorption type wave -meter
method. Tuning of the resonant
cavities and changing the length of
the feedback line can also be investigated by this method.
Minor trimming adjustments are
March 1995
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The Greeks gave us a word for it .
now we give it to you
Sperry first developed its
velocity -modulated, ultra-high frequency tube, the word "KLYSTRON" was registered as the name
of the new device.
This name from the Greek, as
coined by scientists of Stanford University is an apt description of the
bunching of electrons between spaced
grids within the tube.
"Klystron" is a good name. So
good, that it has come into widespread use as the handy way to designate any tube of its general type,
WHEN

-

-

whether a Sperry product or not.
This is perfectly understandable.
For the technical description of a
Klystron -type tube is unwieldy,
whether in written specifications, in
conversation, or in instructing members of the Armed Forces in the operation of devices employing such tubes.
These conditions have prompted
many requests from standardization
agencies-including those of the
Army and Navy-for unrestricted use
of the name Klystron. In the public
interest, Sperry has been glad to

comply with these requests ...
From now on, the name KLYSTRON
belongs to the public, and may be
used by anyone as the designation
for velocity-modulated tubes of any
manufacture.

Sperry will, of course, continue to
make the many types of Klystrons it
now produces, and to develop new
ones.
On request, information about
Klystrons will be sent, subject to
military restrictions.

SPERRY GYROSCOPE COMPANY, INC. GREAT
rhz

ioet 0/2

41tmey
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LOS ANGELES
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GYROSCOPICS
ELECTRONICS
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RADAR

NECK, N. Y.

oaZion
SAN FRANCISCO
CLEVELAND

AUTOMATIC COMPUTATION
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NEITHER TOO FAT NOR TOO THIN
That skinny chap at the left could do with
some setting up exercises. An extended
course at some accredited physical culture school would put some flesh on his
bones, where it belongs. And as for that
rather portly gentlemen on the right, he's
no Superman. He's too fat.

o

o
gßD

GOOD

Magnets, like people, should be well proportioned. Just the right amounts of metal
at the right places give them the mechanical strength to withstand the necessary
grinding down and subsequent annealing
operations. The shape as well as size has
a bearing on the energy content desired.
A few simple rules on proper proportioning which will help in designing magnets
are discussed in our pamphlet "PERMANENT MAGNET DESIGN." We'll be glad
to send you a copy.
3

-CC -1

CINAUDAGRAPH
CORPORATION
2

Seileck Street

260
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N YOUR DESIGNS

Control Remotely -ELECTRICALLY
ATF precision remote controls are
handling some of the war's most exacting remote control jobs. And
they are finding wide application in planning for the exacting indusfor the accurate adjustment or setting of
trial jobs of tomorrow
communications equipment, machine tools, valves, fuel supplies,
power controls, and other machinery, from remote or obscured points.
If your post-war planning involves a problem of precise positioning, the solution may rest with one of these proved ATF electrical
control units. Their hair -line precision, extreme simplicity, and their
ability to withstand temperature extremes and mechanical abuse
will give your product a decided edge in post-war selling.
Complete literature available. The services of ATF engineers are
freely offered to assist in applying these units to your products.

...

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS
REMOTE CONTROL DIVISION
11
ELECTRONICS

-

West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.
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VOLT -OHM

MILLIAMMETER

A
small, compact, practical
test instrument for labora-

-

and Radio Service
Stores
engineered up to
high HICKOK standards.
Provides for electronic A.C.
and D.C. Voltage measuretories

ment with extremely high
input impedance. Provides
an electronic ohmmeter for
resistance measurement from
.1
of one ohm to 1,000
megohms. Also provides a
milliampere meter giving 5
ranges of measurement to
one ampere.

MODEL 202
Meter cannot be damaged from over -voltage on
any range due to the electronic circuit arrangement.
Built with 4 tubes and pilot light. Power supply is
self-contained. Operates on 110 to 120 volts, 50-60
cycles A.C., with voltage regulation included. Special range control switch, selector switch, ohms
adjust control, zero balance control and a large 5"
square meter with a 17" scale length. Size 101/2"
high, 7W' deep, and 8" wide. Weighs 14 lbs. and
is finished in baked crackle lacquer. It's a honey for
convenience and dependability.

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
1052*

THE STANDARD

Dupont Avenue, Cleveland 8, Ohio
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(ARBITRARY UNITS)

Using the wavemeter and oscilloscope,
these Klystron oscillator characteristics
were obtained (see ELECTRONICS November 1944, p 106)

usually all that are required to
get the tube to work at a static operating condition after it has been
adjusted using this dynamic
method. The equipment was demonstrated and those present had an
opportunity to make adjustments
on 410-R Klystrons and observe the
effects on oscilloscopes.
Two -Resonator

Klystron

Oscillator

Dependence of power output and
frequency of Klystron oscillators
on beam transconductance was explained by D. R. Hamilton of
Sperry Gyroscope Co.
By representing the Klystron oscillator as an ideal pentode with
associated coupled resonant circuit,
phase delay network and feedback
loop; conventional circuit analysis
can be used to predict the behavior
of the Klystron oscillator. The theoretical results are amply verified
by measurements made by the dynamic technique described and demonstrated previously.
Representing the Klystron by an
equivalent oscillator of conventional components indicates that
the difference between the Klystron
and the more conventional arrangement lies in a distinction between
the basic nature of the electronic
transconductance in the Klystron
and in a conventional vacuum tube.
In a triode, transconductance
arises from the control which the
static grid voltage exerts on the
static plate current. In a Klystron,
the r -f current arises from grid
control of the electron velocity in
an already accelerated electron
beam, followed by the resulting
bunching action in a field -free drift
space. A static plate -current vs.
grid-voltage characteristic whose
March 1945-ELECTRONICS
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Ward Leonard resistors include

a

full range of types,

ratings, terminals, mountings and enclosures. They
are built to withstand heat, moisture, vibration and other

sizes,

adverse conditions.

Ward
the commercial production of vitre-

The electrical and electronic industries depend on

Leonard-pioneers in
ous wire -wound resistors-for resistance units to meet each
new development. Ward Leonard engineers are always
glad to assist in working out special applications.
RHEOSTATS AND RELAYS- Ward Leonard is
headquarters for electrical controls of all kinds. A
comprehensive line of rheostats and relays has been
developed hand in hand with the development of

vitreous wire -wound resistors.

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.
N. Y.
32 SOUTH

STREET,

MOUNT

VERNON.

\WARD LEONARD
ELECTRIC
ELECTRC NlCS

-
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TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

OR
CONTROL PROBLEM
CHECK THESE ADVANTAGES OF KEYSTONE
1000000
TYP/CAL NTC
RESISTANCE vs
TEMPERATURE
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TEMPERATURE DEGREES C
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NTC UNITS FOR YOUR APPLICATION
Keystone NTC units are electrical resistors especially developed to
have an unusually high negative temperature coefficient of resistivity. The slopes are much greater than those observed with pure
metals or their alloys. The result is an element with very high
thermal sensitivity, useful on AC or DC, inherently suitable for
remote indication, which has gained wide acceptance for temperature measurement and control purposes. NTC units are made in
wide range of shapes, resistance values, temperature coefficients
and wattage ratings, of which the characteristics at the left are
typical. The circuits below suggest basic means for translating resistance changes into current or voltage variations. Modifications
and extensions of these principles are many, especially in conjunction with electronic apparatus.
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o
TEMPERATURE

TEMPERATURE

This simple series circuit
of voltage source, instrument and NTC unit has
been utilized to indicate
engine coolant temperature, etc. It provides sufficient accuracy for many
applications despite scale
crowding at the bottom.

circuit

bridge
straightens and steepens
the characteristic. Zero center meter may be used
or balance point may be
placed near the lowest
temperature. Electronic
balance indication provides enhanced sensitivity.
Basic

TEMPERATURE

Adding a second NTC
unit, and exposing both to
the temperature to be indicated, gives a double unbalancing effect and increases sensitivity under
certain conditions over
part of the temperature
range.

T>Tr

0

r,>7r

TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE

Two NTC units in adjacent arms is a method of
indicating equality of two
temperatures, or temperature difference or rise.
Temperature of either
source can be obtained by
substitution of standard resistance for other NTC
unit.

Keystone NTC resistors are also valuable for neutralizing the change in resistance with temperature of electrical
indicating instruments and control devices, for introducing time delays and many other applications. Write and
tell us about your problem-we'll be glad to analyze it for the applicability of NTC units.
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slope gives the transconductance of
a triode, is therefore meaningless;
nevertheless, one may still speak
of a dynamic transconductance
which is the ratio of peak r -f cur-

P
- -c

rent passing through the output
resonator to the peak r -f gap voltage across the input resonator.
One may thus proceed along con-

QUARTZ CRYSTAL
XC

cur

PETERSEN RADIO CO.
COUNCIL ILUIIS.IA.
MADE IN U S.A.

For more than 10 gears
manufacturing crystals. Not only
are we crystal manufacturers, but crystal specialists as well. Consult us on your "crystal
problems".
C
we have been

PETERSEN RADIO CO.
Council Bluffs, Iowa
CRYSTALS

EXCLUSIVELY SINCE

1934

NEW T 100
TERMINAL
BOARDS
H.

NORMAN

to fit any wiring layout...
to withstand battlefront

1.101N
.

Serice

SolesYork City, 9

ineerin9'
New
pYC1Nle 6-p867

;9

Broadway,
rphÓñ

A W FRANKLIN MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
Assemblies
Plugs
Sockets... Terminal Strips

...

...

(Eastern Repre,entative)
Transformers...Antenna Loops...Trimmer
Condensers, mica and air dielectric ....Tuning Units
F

W SICKLES COMPANY
F.

COMPANY
Molded Mica Capacitors...Mica Trimmer Capacitors
ELECTRO MOTIVE MANUFACTURING
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brass, hot tinned or cadmium plated, are hollow
for wiring from the un-

derneath to eliminate

DIRECT FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE

Coils...I.

punishment, stresses
and strains. Their sturdy
terminals of swaged

drilling holes in bakelite
plates ... available with
permanent, clear, easy
to read code numbers or
other designations.

ventional lines to analyze the behaviour of the Klystron oscillator
bearing in mind this distinction in
the physical origin in graphical
portrayal of the electronic trans conductance.
Curves obtained from this theory
also show the way in which a Klystron oscillator may be adjusted to
give a linear frequency modulation
characteristic with nearly constant
amplitude, and imply the known
fact that detuning of the resonators
may be utilized to obtain a higher
output over a narrower range of
frequency. (For curves of the type
referred to by Mr. Hamilton and
the method of their derivation see
ELECTRONICS for November 1944.)
Impulse Noise

Measurements of the susceptibility to impulse noise, such as ignition interference in receivers, were
presented by Jerry B. Minter of
Measurements Corp. To obtain
reproducible results, a noise source
consisting of a d -c pulse plus a carrier pulse was used to simulate the
frequency -energy distribution of
ignition wave trains. The synthetic pulse and the signal were
simultaneously applied to the receiver input through a balancing
network.
Test equipment required to perform the measurements are a pulse
generator, a signal generator and
an output meter. For the latter, a
polarized peak -reading vtvm is preferred although an oscilloscope can
be used.
The noise interference is a function of the noise intensity and
therefore measurements should be
made at several noise levels. The
technique consisted of determining what signal level was required
to adequately over-ride the noise
for various receiver conditions.
Results from the measurements
on f-m receivers show that a balanced type of discriminator of
short time -constant gives the best
noise rejection. In television, afc
of the horizontal synchronizing
Mareó
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Special Motor Application ... Improves Machine Performance ..
Meets Mechanical Specifications. Although standard off-the-shelf motors can
often be used in a product, experience proves that when the electric motor is
specially designed for a specific application, the machine operates better, more
economically with less maintenance.
For over 50 years Holtzer-Cabot has concentrated its facilities in the design and
application of special motors, such as those illustrated above, to meet specific
design and performance requirements of such products as machine tools, instruments, business machines and aircraft. And although today, military requirements
get first call on all of Holtzer-Cabot's motor production, our motor development engineers will gladly discuss your postwar fractional H.P. motor
requirements with you. There is no obligation, of course.

HOLTZER-CABOT
Division of First Industrial Corporation

Designers and Builders

of Special Fractional

125 AMORY STREET, BOSTON 19, MASS.

ELECTRONICS

-

HP Motors and Elecrical Apparatus

NEW YORK, N. Y.

March 1945
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PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Good Start for a

Power Transformer

Operator at Allis-Chalmers' Pittsburgh plant
applying Natvar varnished cambric to form the
insulating barrier between core and low voltage
winding of a Power Transformer. Multiple
strand conductor is used for compactness and
for maximum reduction of eddy current losses.

A_LIS_CHALI'IERS Power Transformers are designed and built
for continuity of operation with minimum of maintenance.

In spite of increased industrial loads demanded by the war effort,
these transformers have operated far beyond their rated capacity
for extended periods without interruption, without other than routine maintenance. That's performance!

Varnished cambric-straight cut and bias
Varnished cable tape
Varnished canvas

ft is a source of considerable satisfaction to us that Natvar insulating
materials, because of their high uniformity, were selected for this

Varnished duck

important application.

Varnished papers

Varnished cellulose acetate
Varnished Fiberglas cloth
Varnished tubings and steevings

What are your requirements? Write, wire-or phone us for deliveries
either from the stock of a wholesaler near you or direct from

Varnished identification markers

our own.

Extruded Vinylite identification markers

-

lacquered tubings and sleevings
Extruded Vinylite tubings

NAL VARNISHED PZUC.TS
2 0
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1

TELEPHONE

CABLE ADDRESS

RAHWAY 7-2171

NATVAR: RAHWAY, N. J.

RANDOLPH

AVENUE

*

WOODBRIDGE

NEW
March 1945
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but they mean

-

so much

-

to

so

many

Small, unseen, Electro Motive Capacitors
in
countless numbers
are contributing to the
certainty of our battle communications systems.

when the saint products will be helping to bring
comfort and entertainment to the men they are
now helping to protect.

Upon the continuously reliable performance of
these systems the lives of our fighting men depend. They must not fail.

Electronic Equipment ,Manufacturers: IVrite
on
company letterhead for new Capacitor Catalogue.

Electro Motive is proud of the part its products
are playing now
looks forward to the day

THE ELECTRO MOTIVE MFG. CO.

-

w

-

Willimantic, Connecticut

V

.VIE1Crl

MOLDED MICA

-MICA

TRIMMER

CAPACITORS
ELECTRONICS
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generator has a decided advantage.
Because of the serious effects on
noise susceptibility of detuning.
Mr. Minter recommended afc for
the local oscillator.
X -Ray Irradiation of Quartz Crystals

The various effects produced by
subjecting quartz plates to x-ray
radiations were described by Clifford Frondel, Department of Mineralogy, Harvard University. In
general, the frequency of oscillation decreases continuously during
irradiation to a limiting value, and
types of plates dependent on different elastic constants are affected
unequally. For example, high -frequency BT plates decrease with irradiation between 0.006 and 0.12
percent of the initial fundamental
frequency. (See ELECTRONICS for
Dec., 1944, p. 227.)
The technique is now being used
in production of quartz plates and
rates of frequency change now being accomplished average about 40
cycles per minute of exposure to

35

types of Chace

Thermostatic Bimetals in sheets,
strips, shapes to specifications, and
sub -assemblies are being supplied
to manufacturers for use in vital

the rays. The frequency change
brought about by the x-rays can be
reversed and the plate restored to
its original frequency and color by
baking at temperatures over about
175 deg C. The plates can also be
sensitized to irradiation by prior
baking.
Equipment for X -Raying Quartz
Plates

Description of preliminary experiments which consisted mainly
of radiating many crystals with
various types of x-ray tubes corn-

instruments and controls for
planes, ships, tanks and trucks.

Chace is always ready and anxious
to cooperate with you on any

problems pertaining to actuating
elements for temperature responsive devices.

WM.CHA` E Co
Thermostatic Bimetas and Special Alloys
1630 BEARD AVE
270

DETROIT 9 , MICH.

Xray irradiation unit developed by
North American Philips in collaboration
with Dr. Frondel and the U. S. Army
Signal Corps for lowering the frequency
of

quartz plates
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86 Pieces
Gaged

an s to

MICRO
Autamatrc checking of small parts to assure that they are withir_
allowab:e tolerances is accomplished by this "Gage-O-Matic" precision gaging machine through the use of Micro Switch products_
Built by the General Control Company for the use cf Hami_ton
S:andard Propellers, the "Gage-O-Matic" permits high speed
checking cf seven accurate dimensions at the rate of 85 pieces per
minute.
This is accomplished by pairs of plastic enclosed switches
which monitor each gaging operation. They are actuated by micronne:er heads mounted on a sliding bar. If the part being
tested is in tolerance, one switch is actuated ... if under tolerance,
bctie are. actuated
if over tolerance, neither is actuated.
If :he Dart is over or under tolerance, it drops through a tube
into the p:oper rejection drawer, automatically segregating re-.
jetted parts for their particular defect.

it Works

Here's How

5011.1010

SPRINGTEH

R\

1

e

MICROMETER
ADJUSTMENT

I
SWITCH

...

1,001 Jobs For Micro Switch Products
In war-i-ne production and after victory, there are 1,001 impor-

GAOINO
PLUNGER

ANVIL

The small ports are fed through
a chute by a rotating hopper. As

tant jDDs for Micro Switch products in every branch of industry.
They ooxrol temperature, help package products, limit mactine
operations and serve as sensitive and efficient controls for a limitless nun: het of electrical and electronic devices.
Prcduntion and design engineers, planning new products or
seªkng ways to improve present products, should be thoroughly
farnilia- with the many advantages of these rugged, compact,
sensitive snap -action switches. Write today for Handbook -Catalog No. 5) which gives complete details on electrical characteristics. taus_ngs and actuators.

the part slides down the chute, it
is stopped at different intervals
by solenoid controlled levers. The
part is positioned between the
gaging plunger and anvil, then
the solenoid on the gaging head
is released. The spring drives the
gaging plunger assembly clown
and in contact with the part.
The gaging assembly is then
pulled up by the solenoid and the

LET'S ALL BACK THE

to move to the next state.

part, if acceptable,
ATTACK

BUY EXTRA WAR BONDS

is

permitted

\a\

©lss

the basic switch-a thumb size, feather -light, plastic enclosed,
precision, snap-action switch, UnThis is

A

DIVISION OF FIRST INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION

aelort, Illinois, U. S. A., Sales Offices in Principal Cities

ELECTRONICS

-

March 1945

derwriters' listed and rated at
1200 V. A., at 125 to 460 volts
a -c. Capacity on d -c depends on
load characteristics. Accurate reproducibility of performance is
mantoi,sd over millions of operations. Basic switches of
diferert characteristics are combined with various actuators
and metal housings to meet a wide range of requirements.
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ON LAND

... SEA ... and IN THE AIR

FERRANTI equipment is foremost in our
fight for Victory in '45. The new tanks, the
latest form of underwater sound equipment and
America's newest bombers with their improved
detecting devices, utilize Electronic Equipment
dependent on transformers and inductors for their
efficient and reliable operations.

With a capacity now ten times that of recent years,
and still growing, Ferranti Research, Engineering
and Production facilities have kept ahead of
military needs, and thereby offer unexcelled
Service and prompt deliveries on Transformers,
Chokes, Filters, and other allied QUALITY products for commercial use.

CONSULT WITH FERRANTI-NOW!
Wherever Quality, Service and Prompt Delivery are of paramount importance

FERRANTI ELECTRIC, INC.. R. C. A. BLDG., NEW YORK 20, N. Y.
TRANSFORMERS

ELECTROSTATIC

REACTORS

VOLTMETERS

FILTERS

EQUALIZERS

WIRING AND ASSEMBLY

PROMPT- SERVICE

ATTENUATORS

RECTIFIERS

MODULATION SETS

PLATE -FILAMENT

AERO TRANSFORMERS

DELIVERY

FERRANTI
March 1945
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more efficient
...in miniature

The modern hearing aid is a fine example of greater
efficiency ... in miniature. No longer does the awkward ear trumpet or an apologetic "a little louder
please" embarrass the hard of hearing. The compact hearing aid of today with its inconspicuous ear
button. now admits these people to a world from
which partial deafness had formerly isolated them.
This has been made possible by smaller tubes.

miniature types. The development
of other miniature types to function where larger tubes are now
used is also foreseen.

In countless applications, TUNG-SOL Miniature
Tubes do everything the large old style tubes did
and in most cases are doing it better.

confidertCe.

To manufacturers of radio sets and electronic devices, size and weight reduction is so important that
TUNG-SOL is now producing many of the new

TUNG
ELECTRONICS

-

SOL

LAMP WORKS

-

Designers of electronic equipment are invited to
work with TUNG-SOL engineers in the planning
of circuits and in the selection of tubes. Consultation work of this character is held in strictest

TUNG-SOL
- édeCìi

ELECTRONIC

INC., NEWARK 4,

NEW

TUBES
JERSEY

Also Manufacturers of Miniature Incandescent Lamps, All-Glass Sealed Beam Headlight Lamps and Current Intermittors
March 1945
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(Freight conductor, talking from caboose)
"Charlie, we drop four cars from the rear at
Pikeville, and pick up three from the Saw
Hill siding to hook on in front."
(Engineer, replying) :-"O. K., Joe. We'll
take on water; we're ahead of the card."

In the railroading of tomorrow, express freight trains will be
one of the many public services that will depend on coordination and speed which in turn will depend on perfect
which will depend on perfect crystals.
communications

-

Valpey Crystals, unseen, unobtrusive, will be
the vital servants of this type of communication. Precision -ground by crystal craftsmen,
they can be depended upon for perfect service
whether in the arctic or the tropics.

in planning your peacetime products, be sure to consult
Valpey. Our laboratory and our engineers are ready to help
you with any problem of design or performance.
Write for information on "CRYSTIONICS."
NEW XLS
Special new low f rerfuency unit ...vital
in the newer fields
of electronics.

CM-1
design for normal
frequency control
applications.
A

VAIP[y
ta1

CBCo
Where utmost in

stability requires
constant temperature control in commercial installations.
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CRYSTALS
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mercially available in order to determine empirically the most appropriate conditions of radiation
was made in a paper by Charles
Roddy of North American Philips.
Features of equipment specifically
engineered for irradiating quartz
plates in production were also
given.
From the experiments, it was decided that the following conditions
might be stated as an approximate
specification for a suitable tube.
1. Tubes must have high current
capacity and be capable of continuous operation.
2. Voltage necessary, not in excess of 60 kv. (Limit of voltage on
anode ground tube). Higher voltages, in addition to providing radiation which is not easily absorbed
in the small thicknesses of quartz,
requires larger tube diameter. This
in turn reduces the field intensity
at the irradiated surface, under
present limitations of the mechanics of tube construction.
3. The window material should
be as thin as possible, and of a material with extremely low absorption such as Lindemann glass or
beryllium.
4. The tube should be of the
grounded anode type in order to
facilitate cooling by water at
ground potential.
5. Tube should have as many
windows as possible in order to
utilize as much of the hemisphere
of radiation as possible.
A tube of this general description had been designed for diffraction purposes and had a capacity of
25 ma and 60 kv for continuous operation. This tube was provided
with a redesigned chrome -iron envelope and larger portals arranged
at a higher anode angle, in order to
cover the area necessary. The number of windows was reduced to two.
To protect the thin Lindemann
glass windows from secondary electronic bombardment, the cathode
assembly was shielded so that the
X-ray beam from the anode passed
through a small hole in the shield.
Enlarging this hole provided a
beam of greater cross-section, but
failure of the window became a
problem due to charges built up by
secondary electron bombardment
which puncture the window. This
was overcome by welding two
crossed wires over the aperture to
March 1945
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YES, WE TRAVEL FAR
That compelling force
-the demand for qual-

ity-has spurred Audio discs to ever greater
production. Each month
we manufacture a
larger number of these

superior recording
blanks, but most of this
increase must be devoted to radio pro-

grams for the armed
forces. Yes, ne travel

far to aid the war
effort-and ne have
traveled far in quality
that means better recordings both now and
in the years to come.
AUDIO DEVICES, INC.,444

Madison Ave., New York

ELECTRONICS-Mac
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form an electrostatic barrier to
electron emission. This tube, operated at 25 ma and 50-60 kv with
two windows, gave results which
apparently
approach
practical
speeds. The problem of feeding
crystals into the x-ray beam on
each side of the tube with absolute
safety to the operator was solved
by designing drum shaped fixtures.
(See page 166, ELECTRONICS, Nov.,

sC
`44,:

1944.)

Cie4re
WITHOUT

Army Radio Relay
A description of radio -relay communication systems in the U. S.
Army was presented by Lieutenant Colonel William S. Marks, Jr., Captain O. D. Perkins, and W. R. Clark,
Signal Corps Ground Signal Agency,
Asbury Park, N. J.
The Army's vhf radio relay system may be used either to integrate
wire and radio circuits or as a separate system in much the same
manner as wire circuits.
The heart of this system is the
broad band fm radio set developed
by the Camp Coles Signal Laboratory of the Signal Corps Ground
Signal Agency with the collaboration of Link Radio Corporation.
This set is capable of operation
either as a terminal of a radio cir-

EXCEPTION

FOR USE IN

ARMY

-

ACCURACY CANNOT

BE

COM-

\calm

PROMISED WITH IN THESE WAR
CARLE

DAYS OF LIGHTNING

REPEATERS

CARLE

l

l

CABLE

L'_,J

ES MI.

SPEEDS AND

GR

CARLE

!S NI

ES MI

WIRE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

WORLD WIDE

COMMUNICATIONS,
I

BY PRECISION

GEARS.

REQUIRES LARGE FORCE OF MEN AND MATERIALS
AND MAINTENANCE.

3.

SUBJECT TO INTERRUPTION FROM ENEMY ACTION, EQUIPMENT FAIUIRE,
AND ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE AT AN INFINITE NUMBER OF POINTS
ALONG CABLE ROUTE.

FOR INSTALLATION

A. NOT SUITABLE FOR TRANSMISSION OVER LARGE BODIES OF WATER
OR TERRITORY CONTROLLED BY THE ENEMY

RAMO TERMINAL SEIS AN/TRC

Y

L

2.

A.

INCORPORATED

1910-32 North Front Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

o RADIO COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

APPROXMATELY

25 SHIP -TONS OF EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR A
SYSTEM LENGTH OF 100 MILES IN AVERAGE TERRAIN, INDICATED
NUMBER OF RADIO RELAY SETS MAY BE REDUCED, OR SYSTEM
LENGTH MAY BE INCREASED WITHOUT ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT,
WHEN RADIO SETS ARE INSTALLED ON HIGH ELEVATIONS WHICH
AFFORD LONG TRANSMISSION PATHS (WITHOUT GREATLY EX.
CEEDING LINE -OF -SIGHT) BETWEEN STATIONS.
INSTALLED,OPERATED AND MAINTAINED
MEN

3.

Quaker City Gear Works

3/

-

t e+evw
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FOR A

Y

ALL TUNED INTO OUR PRESENT

TEMPO

APPROXIMATELY 94 SNIP -TONS OF EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
FIXED SYSTEM LENGTH OF 100 MLES.

WITHOUT SPECIAL

EQUIPMENT

BY A SMALL FORCE

OF

OR MATERIALS.

SUBJECT TO INTERRUPTION FROM ENEMY ACTION, EQUIPMENT
FAILURE AND RADIO INTERFERENCE AT S POINTS ONLY.

WELL ADAPTED FOR TRANSMISSION OVER REASONABLY LARGE
BODIES OF WATER OR PORTIONS OF TERRITORY CONTROLLED
BY THE ENEMY.

Tactical comparison of wire and vhf
radio transmission for army use. Terminal equipment is identical for both
systems
March
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SMALLER SIZE
SIMPLER

cuit or as an automatic radio relay.
It is used in conjunction with the
Army's telephone spiral -four carrier -cable system which provides
the practicable terminal equipment
whereby a radio circuit can be integrated with the wire circuit, or
substituted therefor, in whole or in
part, as necessity dictates.
The accompanying table shows a
tactical comparison of wire and vhf
radio transmission facilities. Telephone and telegraph terminal
equipment is common to both the
radio system and the spiral -four
wire system.
Duplex operation is achieved by
the use of separate receiving and
transmitting frequencies at each
radio set. Four telephone channels,
each approximately 2800 cycles
wide, within an audio frequency
band of 200 to 12000 cycles are obtained from the telephone terminal.
Channel 1, operating at voice frequencies, is normally used as an
order channel for intercommunication between terminals and relay
sets for supervision and line-up
purposes within the system. Each
radio set is equipped with filters to
confine the order channel to the
band 200 to 3000 cycles and prevent
mutual interference with the carrier frequency channels.
Ringing over the individual telephone channels is accomplished
from field telephones or switch -

...

ADAPTATION...

LONGER
LIFE

...

Do you need longer life, open blade switches in smaller sizes
to solve many installation problems? If so, you will be delighted with these. Now you can really design for compactness
with switches that users' tests have shown well above ten
million actuations. They can handle 15 amps. at
5 volts A.C.
Made for normally open or normally closed circuits and
double throw. Also well adapted to mounting in multiples.
Standard pressure range from 3 to 5 oz. Engineered with the
same positive beryllium Rolling
Spring action that built the Acro Snap reputation. (Similar characteristics applicable to vertical
mounting model shown below).
ACRO basic pin actuator switch
1

1

code No. HRD7-1A2T approved
under spec. AN -S-39 Dwg.
AN3210-1. Other ACRO Rolling
Spring Switches made to over
1,000 different specifications.
Write for further details.

THE ACRO ELECTRIC
1316 SUPERIOR AVENUE
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COMPANY

CLEVELAND 14, OHIO

of radio communication
field terminal equipment. Transmitter
and receiver are at center

Components

boards by the use of voice frequency ringers which provide a
1000 cycle tone modulated by the
20 cycle telephone ringer. Tone
teletype channels may be provided
over any one telephone channel by
the connection of the telegraph
terminal. Facsimile service may be
obtained by the use of facsimile
terminal equipment.
The field components of a typical
radio set included are a horizontal
three -element antenna array comprising a driven dipole fed by a 50
March 1945
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WHEN YOU SPECIFY SMALL METAL TUBING

to

5/8" MAXIMUM O.D.

IN

THESE METALS:

SEAMLESS:
Stainless Steels
Carbon Steels

"Monel" and "Inconel"

Alloy Steels

Copper and Beryllium Copper

Aluminum

Nickel

W E LDRAW N :

Stainless Steels,"Monel"

TO THESE STANDARD TEMPERS:
...
...
...

Annealed
Temper #1
Half -hard
Temper #2
Full -hard
Temper #3
Special tempers to your specifications

OR ANODE AND CATHODE SLEEVES:
Seamless, Lockseam, Lapseam

ÇaI

Sct.

g

S4144 rx tke
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'eéd

11

I

SMALL
SUPERIOR

TUBE

FOR

COMPANY,

EVERY

NORRISTOWN,

TUBING

SMALL TUBING APPLICATION FROM 5/8"

Seamless in various analyses. WELDRAWN

SUPERIOR

PENNSYLVANIA

'S-EloRAW,

OD

DOWN

Welded and drawn Stainless, "Monel" and "Inconel"

SEAMLESS and Patented LOCKSEAM Cathode Sleeves
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ohm flexible solid dielectric coaxial
transmission line and parasitically
excited reflector and director dipoles, all adjustable in length to the
operating frequency and supported
on a mast head by a 40 -foot sectional steel tube mast, and a 2500-w,
115-v, 60 -cycle, gasoline engine
driven generator.
A 250-w radio -frequency amplifier is available as auxiliary equipment for use with the 50-w radio
transmitter to increase signal
strength over unusually long or
noisy transmission paths.
Commercial vhf fm police radio
sets were used in the North African
Theater of Operations in conjunction with two-tone telegraph terminal apparatus to provide the first

22D

A radio

DYNAMIC

Modernly styled, ruggedly built, yet precision engineered to
deliver accurate transmission of any given sound with unfailing
dependability, TURNER 22D Dynamic microphones have won
world-wide reputation for ACE HIGH performance under any climatic or acoustic condition. In demand today for essential communications, 22D has wide application in military and industrial areas
as well as for critical recording, P.A. or broadcast work.
When you build or design electronic communications equipment it will pay you to
investigate
and TURN to TURNER for
ACE HIGH performance. Write today for
Free TURNER Catalog giving pertinent information on all TURNER Microphones.

...

Free
Turner Catalog.
Write for your copy.

TL?
CEDAR
280
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relay station in North Africa

employment of radio relay systems
and of radio teletype in tactical operations by Allied Military Forces.
Additional radio teletype facilities were provided during the Sicilian campaign by a duplex system from Tunis to Malta with relays
on Cape Bon and Pantelleria.
Radio relay was the link between
American VI Corps at Anzio beachhead and its commanding Fifth
Army whereby primary means of
communication for this vital operation was provided across enemy
territory in a manner impossible
with wire lines.
Early in 1944, plans for the invasion of Europe across the
English channel included the use
of the newly developed vhf fm multichannel equipment. Preliminary
tests along the coast of Maine (over
comparable topography to the tentative cross -channel route performed with the new equipment)
solved technical problems of propagation anticipated in the coming
operation. Facilities were installed
in England prior to D-day.
On the second day after the initial landing on the Normandy coast,
March 1945
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A MODERN SYLLOGISM

MAJOR PREMISE:
Bell Telephone System

serves the American Public.

MINOR PREMISE:
Bell Telephone Laboratories develop the facilities of
the Bell System.

CONCLUSION:
Therefore, Bell Laboratories serve the American Public.

And that

the raison d'être of the Laboratories.
For the Bell Telephone System, the Laboratories
carry on research studies in all the sciences and

equipment, prepare specifications for its construction, and engage in various engineering activities.

development work in all the engineering arts that
relate to electrical communication.

For the Armed Forces of the United States, under

is

For the Western Electric Company, the manufac-

contracts of the Western Electric, the Laboratories
have undertaken more than a thousand development projects
many with spectacular effect upon

turing unit of the System, the Laboratories develop

our enemies.

-

explore and invent, devise and perfect for our Armed
for continued improvements and economies in telephone service.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES

Forces at war and
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peni

develops

volume production

the cross -channel circuit began operation, providing facsimile transmission of air reconnaissance information on military objectives
from Tactical Air Command Headquarters in England to the invasion forces in Normandy. Shortly
thereafter, full multichannel telephone and teletype facilities were
provided from Central Headquarters in England to the field commanders of the First US Army in
France. The Air Forces linked
their base command establishments
by means of similar radio circuits
As the Armed Forces progressed
across France, additional radio relay facilities were established for

of improved Hermetic Seals
Conforming to Army -Navy requirements
for critical field conditions
Transformers, condensers, relays, vibrators
and various component parts can now be
protected against heat and tropical humidity,
salt spray, sand infiltration, fumes, fungus
attack and other varied conditions that cause
sensitive equipment to fail under critical
conditions.
In the laboratories beyond Sperti, Inc., techniques have been discovered which permit
volume production of improved Hermetic
Seals at low cost, safeguarded by unique inspection methods.
Principal features of the improved Sperti
Hermetic Seal are:
1. Small, occupies little space, one piece, no other
hardware needed, simple and easy to attach. (Soldering temperature not critical.)

2. Vacuum tight
tested for leaks.

hermetic

bond,

hydrogen

pressure

4. High flash -over voltage. Does not carbonize.
megohms,

minimum,

6. Thermal operating range -70° C. to 200° C. Will.
withstand sudden temperature changes as great as
140° C.

Wire or phone for information, today. Give as
complete details as possible so that samples and
recommendations may be sent promptly.

Sperti

RESEARCH,

292

DEVELOPMENT,

INCORPORA1

MANUFACTURING,

both tactical requirements in the
forward areas, and for administrative purposes in the rear communication zone. With the installation of additional cross -channel facilities, and of wire lines and other
radio circuits on the continent, the
radio relay systems became part of
a completely integrated and comprehensive network of telephone,
teletype and telegraph circuits.
Electrometer Tube

3. Resistant to corrosion.
5. Insulation resistance, 30,000
after Navy immersion test.

Radio relay terminal equipment as set
up in the field

ED

CINCINNATI,

OHIO

Minute measurements with an
electrometer tube having the functions of the grid and plate reversed were described by W. A.
Hayes of Westinghouse. The sensitivity of the tube is made possible
by an extremely low grid current
and a high grid -to-cathode resistance (ELECTRONICS, December,
1944, page 176).
It was pointed out that special
regulated power supplies, although
useful, are not generally required
for operation of an instrument of
this type. Experience in the laboratory has indicated that ordinary
radio -type batteries, when properly
seasoned, are entirely satisfactory
for the majority of applications.
The amount of measurable drift de March 1945
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INSULATION.
The success story of Fiberglas Insulation abounds with fewer breakdowns, less
maintenance, elimination of waste. say
ings in labor and materials and proves
its value as the optimum in electrical in-

Write for booklet describing
Fiberglas and its electrical insulation uses and properties.
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pends upon the sensitivity of the
indicating galvanometer used in
measurement.
One method of partial compensation for drift is to obtain both filament and bias potentials from a
common source and by suitable adjustment of components the variation is made proportional for both
elements. This method and several others may be used where extreme sensitivity and accuracy is
required. To measure to 0.1 mv,
a 4.5 -9.0 -volt dry battery on the
anode and a 6 -volt storage battery
for filament and bias supply will
provide ample stability to make the
measurement. Readings more accurate than that require compensation. A change of 0.01 mv can be
detected under these conditions using a galvanometer having a sensitivity of 0.0005 µa.
Selectivity of Superregenerative
Receivers

our modern production
facilities, manpower and materials are engaged in supplyAll

ing

our armed forces with
electrical resistance
instruments. Once the Victory
has been won, Broadcast Engineers everywhere can rely on
Tech. Labs. for prompt shipment
on precision attenuators and
potentiometers.

quality

TYPE

600

Stainless silver contacts
and wiper arms eliminate the necessity of
frequent cleaning and
result in less noise.

Better insulation and
moisture proofing result
in

superior performance.

-

TYPE

700

Improved mechanical
construction
pinned
rotor hubs and detent
gears-results in longer
trouble free operation.

MANUFACTURERS OF PRECISION
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE INSTRUMENTS

15 LINCOLN STREET, JERSEY CITY 7, N. J.

214

Selectivity design parameters of
superregenerative receivers were
given by Allan Easton of Emerson
Radio, who stated that, contrary to
popular opinion, the selectivity of a
very high -frequency superregenerative detector is better than can be
obtained with tuned circuits. Study
of the effect of circuit elements on
.the selectivity of a production receiver showed a total bandwith of
5 percent for a double-tuned antenna transformer alone, while it
was 1.75 percent for the superregenerative detector alone.
The receiver examined contajned
a selective antenna transformer,
buffer amplifier, superregenerative
detector, quench oscillator and audio amplifier.

After measurement of the contribution of the antenna and detector
stage transformers to the total selectivity characteristic, it was
found inadvisable to depend upon
antenna transformer selectivity because of leakage of strong signals
which bypass the transformer.
Modification of the superregenerative detector was made to meet the
selectivity requirements.
Data on the effects of quench frequency and amplitude over a wide
range of values showed a dependence of selectivity on these factors.
The total bandwidth is roughly proportional to quench frequency and
amplitude. Although no simple correlation between sensitivity and
March 1945
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A mathematical discussion of the
properties of tuned circuits in
terms of the relations between
bandwidth, resolving power and
repetition rate was presented by
Everard Williams of Air Technical
Service Command, Wright Field,
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quench constants exists, the signalto-noise ratio is greatly improved
as quench frequency and amplitude are reduced. For 100 -Mc operation, optimum values were 50
kc and 3 volts rms amplitude.
It was found that bandwidth in
selectivity decreased by a ratio of
2:1 as the size of the detector grid
capacitor was reduced from 50 µµf
to 10 µµf. Detuning on strong signals was reduced by a larger ratio.
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and Dale Pollack of Templetone Radio Co. The authors discussed two
types of radio -frequency analyzers
-the generalized continuously
tuned spectrum analyzer for radio frequency analysis, and one in
which the analyzer is an adjunct to
a conventional radio receiver, designed to show a band on either
side of the frequency to which the
receiver is tuned. Application of
the theory to the design of a special-purpose analyzer, the air-borne
AN/APA-10, was shown. A complete chassis and several sub -assemblies were shown.
Direct Current from Oscillator

VANATTA

Sound Equipment Corp. of

Block diagram of the essential elements
of the spectrum analyzer

Calif..

3903 San Fernando Rd., Glendale 4, Calif.

Design and construction of a
fractional -mu triode and its use in
an oscillator circuit for supplying
direct current to a cathode-ray tube
was described in a paper by R. C.
Hergenrother and R. L. Freeman
of Hazeltine Corp. If the tube has
March 1945
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SPECIAL DECADE INDUCTANCE:
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steps of .01 volt.

addition neering heretofore associated with
to the highly specialized this name.
N.Y.T. line of custom N.Y.T. engineers have other postwar projections already in the
designed transformers, chokes and
blueprint stage. Each will fulfill
filters is this new precision test a purpose and need in industry ...
equipment. The N.Y.T. Decade each will formulate a nucleus for
Inductance, the N.Y.T. Isolating continued achievement in the
Transformer and the N.Y.T. Volt- field of electronic engineering.
meter Calibrator all embody the Data on request-no obligation
high degree of quality and engi- incurred, of course.
A noteworthy

NEW YORK TRANSFORMER CO.
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an amplification factor less than
unity, it was shown that the direct
voltage developed across the grid
leak greatly exceeds the magnitude
of the anode supply voltage.
Conventional triodes were first
employed as inverted tubes, with

Circuit of conventional triode arranged

with plate and grid reversed to operate
as a fractional -mu tube for high -voltage
output across the grid leak

the grid functioning as the anode
and the plate as the control element.
With this connection, the mu of
the tube becomes the reciprocal of
the conventional value. Large grid
conductance and small allowable
grid dissipation of most tubes limits the anode supply voltage for the
oscillator to less than 100 volts. It
was also found that conventional
tubes are not capable of withstanding high voltage between elements.
It was found that a fractional -mu

is another phase of

r
...

THEY call it LOGISTICS in war
the difficult
science of getting supplies to the fronts where they
can be used. Post -War Reconversion will involve the
same problems
just another phase of war itself.
CORWICO Wires, so long practically non-existent for

...

American industry because of our national emergency,

will figure importantly in the new Logistics of Reconversion. Soon you will be able to get these scientific
strands for peacetime uses ... and the world will stride
into a new era of construction and expansion in which
you'll no longer be daúrq uatlwact

Cornish
WIRE COMPANY,
15

"Aladt
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INC.

Park Row, New York City, New York

Gy

Lnyineats got fnyinaati

Oscillating at a frequency of 125 kc.
this circuit develops a potential across
the grid leak of 16 times the anode
supply voltage. Special construction
of the tube provided a mu less than
unity

oscillator tube to be used as a
generator of d -c voltage of the
order of 6000 volts from anode supply voltages of 300 volts must
conform to these requirements:
(1) The mu should be about 0.1.
(2) The control element should
March 1945
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100 To 500 Mc
THIS NEW oscillator, designed for use as a generalpurpose laboratory instrument, uses the new Butterfly Circuit which obviates the difficulty of sliding
contacts in any part of the circuit and provides a
source of ultra -high -frequency power sufficient for
most laboratory measurement needs.
Some of its features are:
Dial calibrated directly in megacycles with an accuracy of
per cent
Vernier dial with 100 divisions, covering the tuning range in IO turns
1

Output through

a coaxial jack to which is attached
provide variable coupling to the oscillator

a

pick-up loop to

Output of one-half watt with the power supply furnished
Output up to one watt at the highest frequency with a 450 -volt power
supply, provided certain precautions are taken in the operation of the
oscillator
The Type 857 -PI Power Supply furnishes a plate voltage of 350 volts
and filament supply of 2.5 volts for the W. E. Type 316-A tube used
in the oscillator

Electron -ray tube incorporated in the power supply to show oscillator

grid current

.

Type 857-A Oscillator with Type 857-P1 Power Supply. $250
We are in limited production now for high priority war orders; reservation
orders for later deliveries are being accepted.

A complete description appears in the G -R Experimenter for November,
If you do not have a copy, write for Bulletin 930.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
ELECTRONICS-Mara 041

1944.

Cambridge 39, Massachusetts
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES
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CRYSTAL CHECKING
PYROMETER

safely withstand a negative voltage
of 12,000 volts with respect to all
other elements and supports.
(3) The transconductance at
small or zero bias on the control
element should exceed the total circuit conductance.
Several experimental tubes were
made and from these the construction shown in the diagram was
evolved. The central element is a
cathode composed of a directly heated, w-shaped filament or a
parallel array of indirectly heated

Anode 1

99?
-Cathode

>1

'

Control electrode
or grid

* Accurate Within 1V2°... Direct Reading

...Checking Radio Crystals in

Sub -Zero Range

Designed especially for leading radio manufacturers, this Model 40
Elematic Pyrometer is unconditionally guaranteed for accuracy. It
is a high resistance, precision made

instrument-the result of

exhaustive tests by manufacturers, as well as our own engineers.
The Model 40 has many important features:a special compensator

which automatically adjusts instrument for variations in room temperature ... internal shunt that retards pointer swing ... a mirrored
scale to avoid parallax errors
5%" scale with t/a" numerals,
20 divisions ... 6" knife edge pointer ... sapphire jewels and hand lapped pivots. Comes in walnut case with hinged removable
cover and leather carrying handle. Write for further information.
.

.

.

Practical construction of fractional -mu
tube for obtaining several thousand
volts across an oscillator grid leak. The
cathode strips were coated on the side
toward the control electrode

cathodes. The anode consists of a
plate mounted on one side of the
cathode, while the control element
consists of a plate on the other side.
The mu becomes less than unity
when the control element is more
distant from the cathode than the
anode. The anode conductance and
the transconductance is increased
by decreasing the cathode -anode
distance. Coating the cathode on
one side greatly reduces the value
of the uncontrolled anode current.
Tests of this tube in an oscillator

Adaptable to All Types Crystal Holders
and Available in Six Scale Ranges

...

Enlarged view on left shows thermocouple connected to a
standard crystal holder. The Model 40 comes in following
scale ranges:

0°-

Minus
Minus

150° C.

40°-Plus 50°
50°-Plus 100°

C.
C.

Minus 55°-Plus 90° C.
Minus 60°-Plus 100° C.
Minus 8 5°-Plus 8.5° C.

ELEMATIC EQUIPMENT CORP.
6046 WENTWORTH AVENUE, CHICAGO 21, ILLINOIS

Characteristic curves for the fractional mu tube show that 1000 volts can be
obtained at an anode potential of 174
volts
March 1945
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INDUCTORS

circuit were made using a tuned
circuit with a bypassed grid leak
connected in series between the
control element and the cathode,
with a feedback coil in the anode
circuit. The voltage across the
grid -leak was 16 times the anode supply voltage. The efficiency, or
ratio of power developed in the
grid leak to the power input, was
23 percent. The circuit was designed to operate at a frequency of
125 kilocycles. Current of several
hundred µa was available for the
load circuit.
Crystal Quality

hei

... BIG

or LITTLE...

STilDAIID or SPECIAL
NOTE THESE

ADVANTAGES OF
B&W "AIR WOUND"
CONSTRUCTION
Weigh less

Mount easier
Less susceptible to

damage
Offer greater design

adaptability

Here you see a large B&W low -frequency
variometer-type inductor, tailor-made for a
war equipment application, compared in
size to the B&W 75 -watt "Junior" of amateur radio faine. If a 25 -watt "Baby" were
put in the picture you'd hardly see itand some of the new coils just coming off
B&W production lines are many times
smaller than that!
The point is that B&W offers inductors
in the broadest assortment of shapes, sizes,
and types on the market today. Whatever
your requirement, write for recommendations and suggestions.

Wound to uniform

pitch

Exceptionally low
dielectric loss

235 FAIRFIELD AVENUE

UPPER DARBY, PA.

Export: LINDETEVES, INC., 10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y., U.

S.

A.,

The quality of coils and capacitors is defined as the ratio of reactance to resistance and expressed
as the Q of the unit. Need for a
similar expression for the quality of crystals was pointed out in a
paper by I. E. Fair of Bell Laboratories. Factors which determine
the performance of crystals were
discussed and a figure of merit, M,
for expressing quality, and a performance index, PI, were suggested.
The measure of quality, M, is
expressed by the equation M =
Q/r = 1/(w,CoR,) where
w, = the angular frequency of
resonance; C. = the static or parallel capacitance of the crystal;
R, = the series -resonant resistance
of the crystal.
Thus, M provides a ratio of the
Q of the motional arm to the ratio
of capacitance of the crystal.
The quality factor M has no dimensions and is purely an expression of circuital quality.
The performance of a crystal is
determined by M and the frequency
of operation relative to its resonant frequency. The relative frequency is determined primarily by
the magnitude of the circuit capacitance placed across the crystal
by the oscillator. The performance
Index PI is, therefore, an expression of performance. It is an expression of activity in terms of the
crystal constants and the capacitance of the rest of the oscillator.
It is given by the approximate
equation PI =1/[1?,), (C,
C,)']
or PI = M/[c,w,C0 (1 + C,/C,)']
where C, is the circuit capacitance.
It is found that PI is the antiresonant resistance of crystal and
circuit capacitance in parallel at
the oscillating frequency.
The grid current produced in an
Math
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Magnetic Material
Improvements
Metallurgical research is constantly expanding the productivity of permanent magnets,
through the discovery of new magnetic materials and alloys. The permanent magnet of
today is capable of three times the output of
magnetic energy of that of 1939, and nine
times

that of

1917.

The proper utilization of materials in permanent magnets produces a specified ability
to maintain the required magnetic field after
the magnet has been magnetized-often despite severe external demagnetizing forces.
The development of permanent magnet
materials of higher coercive force opens up
many new applications of larger scope. Our
research is facilitating these applications by
employing an experience of more than a third
of a century in the exclusive manufacture of
permanent magnets. Our engineers are available for consultation to help solve your problems in the use of permanent magnets. Write
for specific information; ask for free copy of
pamphlet "Permanent Magnets Have Four
Major Jobs."

n111
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oscillator by a crystal of particular
PI should be considered a characteristic of the oscillator circuit and
not of the crystal. By thus separating the crystal from the oscillator circuit and viewing each on its
own merits, there is provided a
standard of quality which can be
measured readily and accurately.
It also leads to simple formula for
the theoretical study of crystal
quality and facilitates better design of crystals and oscillator
circuits.
The performance index is therefore a term to express crystal performance not in terms of the grid

current of some particular oscillator, but in a fundamental circuital unit-impedance. It is a term
that may be used to compare performance of crystals at different
frequencies. Its value is independent of plate voltage, grid leak resistance or of the plate impedance of

Reduced production costs is the key to
the lower-prices, increased -sales -volume, more -jobs combination needed
for post-war prosperity. Walker -Turner
Flexible Shafting offers a proven way
to bring about this reduction-in products involving remote control or the
transmission of light power loads!

Walker-Turner Flexible
Shafting for complicated gear systems
in these applications, design is substantially simplified. The product is lighter,
more compact. Less material is required. Costly machining is eliminated.
Shipping and storage costs go down.
Write today and let us put our years
of flexible shafting experience to work
By substituting

for you!

WALKER -TURNER CO., INC.
Plainfield.

walkerurne

(OmvAnv in(
P,12,14..1

IF

o°n,

New Jersey

FLEXIBLE SHAFTING
FOR REMOTE CONTROL AND POWER TRANSMISSION

the vacuum tube oscillator. It provides a measuring stick that should
replace the "activity" figures of
grid current insofar as the crystal
is concerned.
Performance Index Meter
A means of measuring the anti resonant resistance of a crystal to
provide a value of PI was described
in a paper by C. W. Harrison of
Bell Laboratories.
The measurement of anti -resonant impedance directly is very difficult. However, this impedance is
readily computed from the expression Q1X,, where Q1 represents the
effective inductance divided by the
effective resistance of the crystal
at the operating frequency and X,
represents the reactance of the capacitance introduced by the oscillator.
The basic circuit used for the
measurement of PI is essentially a
Q -meter circuit with the exception
of an additional circuit to permit
measurements proportional to QX
rather than to just Q. The additional circuit is an attenuator which
varies with frequency in the same
manner as does the reactance, X,.
The output of this network is measured by a vacuum tube voltmeter
and provides readings that are proportional to PI.
The generator differs from the Q
meter in two ways; (1) the source
of energy has to be controlled by
the crystal under test and (2) conMarch 1945
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deuce ea you
RADIO Condenser Company's policy

of direct dealing with its clients-all leaders in the
Radio -Electronic field-means a great deal:
It means the sales expense is turned into engineering know how. Those who represent R/C are recognized variable capacitor experts fully capable of understanding the
problems involved-qualified to make suggestions-backed by
and entirely familiar with the largest, most complete line of variable capacitors on the market today and well fitted to help you
get exactly the best units for your particular product.
That, in large measure, is the "secret" of R/C
speed, economy, quality and service.

-

iu

;ors

CO.
RADIO CONDENSER
CAMDEN,
N. J.

RADIO CONDENSER COMPANY, LTD., TORONTO, CANADA
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PORTABLE POWER PROBLEMS
THIS

MONTH-UNITED AIR LINES' RADIO SIGNAL

TEST

of radio signals from all United Air Lines transmitter stations is
measured at intervals with portable Field Strength Test Meters, powered by Burgess Industrial Batteries. Control of exact radiation from transmitters maintains perfect communication between ground and flight crews, assuring accuracy in guiding planes into airports.
DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY

siderable power is required to oscillate the crystals with the amplitude
at which they are to be used. The
zero generator impedance is simulated by an automatic amplitudecontrolled oscillator, that is, the
output of the generator is essentially independent of the load impedance of the crystal circuit.
The crystal circuit consists of the
crystal under test in series with a
-variable capacitance and measurements are made at the frequency
where these two are series resonant. The frequency is adjusted to
that exact frequency by a phase
shifting network in the oscillator.
The series capacitor is split into
two parts, one which is variable and
the other which is fixed and large
compared to the variable capacitor.
The fixed capacitor provides an
impedance element across which
the voltmeter is connected. The input capacitance of the voltmeter
is incorporated in the magnitude of
the fixed capacitor. A calibrated
capacitor attenuator interposed on
the input of the voltmeter enables
the voltmeter to be used to indicate
voltage ratios in terms of the attenuator calibration. The output of
the attenuator provides the input
to the network whose attenuation
is inversely proportional to frequency.

records full volt intensity of radio signals, showing how far and in what direction radiation extends from a specific antennae or station. Burgess Industrial Batteries are
the standard of quality for commercial uses-they meet every requirement in the operation
of test and control instruments. Production of industrial batteries is severely limited today
by war needs, and the types you require may not be immediately available.
TEST METER

Burgess Battery Company, Freeport, Illinois.

BURGESS
BATTERIES
KEEP YOUR RED CROSS AT HIS SIDE!

Famous for the WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE of dry batteries

296

From circuit equations, it can be
shown that, (1) the ratio of the
generator voltage to the voltage
appearing across the capacitive load
impedance is a function of the performance index of the crystal and
(2) that the calibration permits an
evaluation of its magnitude at
resonance.
The PI meter enables the measurement of crystal activity in absolute terms and is not relative to
some arbitrary standard. It also
makes possible the measurement of
the effective capacitance that the
oscillator circuit shunts across the
crystal terminals and it permits the
measurement of all electrical equivalent circuit constants of a crystal
when used in conjunction with a
capacitance bridge and a frequency
measuring means.
Exalted Carrier Reception

Systems of receiving amplitude
and phase-modulated waves were
described by Murray G. Crosby of
Press Wireless. In these systems,
March 1945
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50 and 100 WATT

KAAR

INSTANT
HEATING

MOBILE OR FIXED RADIOTELEPHONES

A new series of KAAR radiotelephones, offering improved performance and greater convenience, is now

available to police and fire departments, public utilities,
sheriffs' offices, railroads, the forestry service, and similar users of radiotelephone communication. Designed
with the needs of these services in mind, this series
provides instant heating tubes, single channel or five
channel operation, and crystal controlled or tunable
receivers. Notice how compact this equipment is, and
how it is immediately accessible for tuning or servicing,
although the cabinet itself may be permanently secured
to a shelf, wall, vehicle, or vessel.

SERIES

46

50 WATT

KAAR RADIOTELEPHONE
A five channel transmitter with power output of 50 watts. All
five channels are independently tuned, and any one may be instantly selected by turning a knob on the front panel. Standard
frequency range is from 1600 to 6000 Kc. Furnished with companion tunable or fixed tuned crystal -controlled receiver as
desired. Power supply (8"x 8"x 17") is a separate unit, interconnected by a 12 -foot cable. Available for operation on 117 volts
60 cycle A. C., 12, 32 and 110 volts D. C.

COMPARE THE ADVANTAGES
and you will get a KAAR 46!
.

96

100 WATT
KAAR RADIOTELEPHONE

SERIES

(NOT ILLUSTRATED)

* INSTANT HEATING TUBES...Stand-by

current is zero-yet there is no waiting for tubes to
warm up before sending a message! Reduces drain
on batteries
extremely important in mobile or
marine operation.

...

*

FIVE CHANNEL

* CARRY

ONLY

1

SPARE TUBE

... For

simplicity of replacement there is only one type of
tube used in these Kaar transmitters. (For 117 volt AC
operation, 5R4GY rectifier tubes are also employed.)

Five channel instant -heating transmitter,with an output of 100
watts and having a standard frequency range from 1600 to 6000
Kc. The companion receiver may be of the tunable or fixed
tuned crystal -controlled type as desired. R. F. ammeter and
plate milliammeter are mounted on front panel. This 100 watt

*fingerREMOVABLE
-tight

radiotelephone, including transmitter and receiver, is only
191/2:' high, 22" wide, 143/4" deep. Furnished with separate
power supply (8" high, 16" wide, and 17" deep). Available for
operation on 117 volt 60 cycle A.C., 32 or 110 volt D.C. circuits.

* SIMPLE

=/KA4F

TRANSMISSION...

Any one of five channels from 1600 to 6000 Kc can
be instantly selected by tuning the large knob on
the panel.

...

PANEL
By removing six
lugs, the front panel of the transmitter

may be lifted away, exposing all tuning controls.
This allows complete tune-up to be made in a short
time without moving the set.

TO SERVICE...When four

screws

are released, transmitter slides out like a letter file
to simplify tube replacement.

* FITS MOST ANYWHERE...Transmitter
may be placed above or below the receiver, or on
either side of it. Transmitter and receiver units are
each 10" high, 13" wide, 13" deep. This equipment
is easy to install.

ca.

KAAR ENGINEERING CO.
PALO ALTO CALIFORNIA

REASONABLY PRICED...Although
*instant
-heating radiotelephones

Kaar

offer all these

features for convenience and simplicity, they are competitively priced. Your inquiries are cordially invited.

Export Agents: FRAZAR 8 HANSEN, San Francisco

ELECTRONICS
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elimination of the distortion is accomplished by filtering the carrier
and recombining it with the signal
at a raised or exalted level, or by recombining in a type of detector
which inherently eliminates the
carrier -fading distortion.
This type of fading is common in
receiving broadcasts at medium
frequencies in the area where the
sky wave and ground wave are
nearly equal in strength. This occurs at night in the region from
50 to 150 miles from the transmitter. Where the ionosphere is depended on for transmission, as in
high -frequency transmission, carrier fading is practically always
present.
The essential elements of an exalted-carrier receiver are shown in
the block diagram. In this, the

TURRET TERMINAL
LUGS
Made to fit 1/32", 2/32",
3/32", 4/32", 6/32", and
8/32" terminal board thicknesses. Brass, heavily silver
plated. Firmly anchored to
board by swaging. Two
soldering spaces permit two
or more connections with-

out superimposing wiresinsure good contact, neat
appearance.

3

R -F

amplifier

For complete information
write for Bulletin No. 101.

0

First

SPLIT TERMINAL
LUGS
Ideal for use on transformers or
other potted units requiring soldering after potting. For use on terminal boards, a .050 hole through
shaft permits wiring from top or
bottom side of board without

detector
ll

binin9
detector

3

A-F
amplifier

II

3

ascillator

phaseadjuster

Second

detector

I

F

amplifier
ISecond

Ca' ieri
limiter
fi

Second
oscillator

plated. Stocked to fit 3/32" terminal board.
Write for Bulletin No. 102.

ll

Carrier

filter and

AFC dis-

AFC 114
detector

aiminator

Reactance

tube

Block

diagram of

an exalted -carrier
receiving system

blocks numbered from 1 to 7 form
a double-superheterodyne receiver
whose i -f output divides into two
branches. One branch feeds a re-

DOUBLE END
TERMINAL LUGS
Two terminal posts in one simple
swaging operation. May be wired
from top or bottom. Electrical con-

nection perfect, both posts being
part of same lug. Generous soldering spaces make wiring neat and
positive. Stocked in 3/32" terminal board thickness.
Bulletin No. 103 contains complete
information. Write for it.

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION
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amplifier

Recom

H-F

drilling. Brass, heavily silver

439 Concord Avenue

4

First l -F

Cambridge 38, Mass.

combining detector, 12, and the
other branch feeds into carrier filter 9 which separates the carrier
filter from the side bands. After
filtering, the carrier is fed to limiter 10 which holds the carrier
amplitude at a constant value. The
limited and filtered carrier is recombined with the unfiltered signal
at a phase determined by phase adjuster 11. The combination signal
that results is detected in 12 and
supplied to the audio-frequency
amplifier.
The system includes an afc discriminator which employs the same
crystal filter for both the carrier
filter and the frequency discriminMarch
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ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY COMPANY, 316 Eleventh Street, San Francisco 3, California

INSULATION & WIRES, INC., 2127 Pine Street, St. Louis 3, Missouri
INSULATION MANUFACTURERS CORPORATION, 565 Washington Blvd., Chicago 6, Illinois
MICA INSULATOR COMPANY, 200 Varick Street, New York 14, New York

NATIONAL ELECTRIC COIL COMPANY, Columbus 16, Ohio
564 West Monroe Street, Chicago 6, Illinois
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO., Trafford, Pa.

PREHLER ELECTRICAL INSULATION CO.,

DISTRIBUTORS

F011

993 VARNISH

Essential to High Temperature Silicone Insulation
Rapidly growing demands for IT -993 Silicone
Varnish are being filled from stocks of the
above newly -appointed distributors.
Through these representative sources of supply, Dow Corning, first producer of Silicones,
is able to extend the application of this revolutionary insulating material-a heat curing,
high temperature stable, moisture -proof silicone varnish destined for an important place
in the new age of electrical machinery and
equipment.
D
B

OW
OX

JUST OFF THE

copy. It will give you comprehensive
technical information on this new insulating mate-

rial and its applications.

CORNING CORPORATION
592, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN

ELECTRC N!CS

-March

PRESS-This new eight -

page book on ILI -993 Silicone Varnish is now available from any of the
distributors listed above. Write for a
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ator. If separate crystals or afc
circuits were used, careful synchronization would be necessary.
Since the objective is elimination
of distortion caused by overmodulation that results from carrier
fading, this may be done by feeding the carrier to a single diode detector with the amplitude of the
carrier exalted with respect to the
unfiltered signal. The carrier may
7
A

B

Fundamenta/.

--Third

Fifth..,
0

02

04

0.6

0.8

Phase Deviation in Radians

AIRPORT CONTROL TOWERS

lrzuesle

ERCO'S COMPLETE ENGINEERING SERVICE
The heart of every airport is the Control Tower, the pulse of which is its
radio communication equipment. These installations call for top-notch
specialists. That is why many prominent organizations specify ERCO'S
complete engineering service.
ERCO engineering means "experience at work"
from the inception of
plan to the complete airport installation. Such service includes design of
control tower with recommendations for all necessary equipment involving
new technique in complete airport design and operation.
Whether you need modern airport facilities to help win the war or are
interested in developing plans in anticipation of postwar conditions, ERCO
engineers stand ready to serye you. Your inquiry invited.

January 25th

a

Second Star was added

to Erco's Army -Navy "E" flag.

ERCO RADIO LABORATORIES
HEMPSTEAD, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of
300

CUSTOM

BUILT

RADIO APPARATUS

1.0,

Fundamental and harmonic output for
phase -modulation detection. Curve A
shows fundamental output for exalted carrier diode detection with or without
carrier limiting. Curve B gives fundamental output for multi-grid detection
without carrier limiting

then fade to a greater depth before
overmodulation occurs because the
effective percentage of modulation
fed to the detector is reduced.
Other types of detectors and
their advantages and disadvantages were.discussed by Mr. Crosby
as was the effect of limiting the

carrier.
In testing the system, the number of faults marring program re-

ception were counted to determine
the relative number of faults per
minute. Each time fading distortion occurred, a fault was counted.
The observations showed that with
two different antennas the number
of faults with the exalted -carrier
system was about one-third that
for unexalted carrier equipment.
With the exalted-carrier system, it was found that operation
of the avc system when the carrier faded produced a burst of
volume in the receiver output.
This burst effect takes place with
unexalted-carrier detection as well
March
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PLAX CELLULOSE ACETATE BUTYRATE PRODUCTS

-

Plax supplies Cellulose Acetate Butyrate in film,
sheet, slab, rod, tubing, blown ware and fiber in all
colors, from clear to pearlescent. Characteristics are
as follows:

MECHANICAL
2500-6700
Tensile Strength, p.s.i.
Modulus of Elasticity in Tension, p.s.i.x105 0.6-2.0
7500-22,000
Compressive Strength, p.s.i.
2000-13,000
Flexural Strength, p.s.i.
M25 -M69
Rockwell Hardness
Impact Strength, ft. lbs. per in. of notch;
0.8-7.9
1h" x 1/2" notched bar Izod test
1.6.2.1
Water Absorption. 24 hrs., %

ELECTRICAL
Volume Resistivity, ohm. cms.
1010-1012
(50% rel. hum. at 25°C)
Dielectric Strength Short Time. Volts per
250-400
mil, 1/8," thick

THERMAL
Distortion Temperature, °F
Transition Temperature, °F
Softening Point, °F
Specific Heat, cal. per °C per gram
Burning Rate
Thermal Expansion, 10-s per °C
Thermal Conductivity, 10-4 cal. per sec.
per sq. cm/1°C per cm.
Resistance to Heat (continuous) °F

115-215
117-160
140.250
0.3.0.4
Slow
11.16

4.5-7.8
140-220

CHEMICAL EFFECTS
Weak Acids
Strong Acids
Weak Alkalis
Strong Alkalis
Alcohols
Esters

Slight
Decomposes
Slight
Decomposes
Softens
Dissolves
Ketones
Dissolves
Hydrocarbons
Little Effect
Like Cellulose Acetate products, items made from
Cellulose Acetate Butyrate may have dozens of variations of constituents. This material can be virtually
"custom mixed" for your specific application. For
name plates, laminated dials, instrument boards and
various electrical applications, it has interesting possibilities
Fur data on stock sizes, write Plax.

...

The Folloeing illustrated literature is availcble
on re : uest:
Several bulletins on Place Polystyrene predicts
and I ow to machine hem.
Daftz on Plax Celkilose Acetate products.
Datt2 on Place's blown products.

Otter materials offered by Plcx

n

-

1!

various Fcrms

include Ethyl Cellulcse, Methacryiote; Polyethylene :nd Stytamic. In c000eratiDn with the Shaw
Inst Ictor Corn Deny, Irvington i 1, N. J., Plux olers
authoritative help and prcdt,c-s which cover roost
plastic materais and formirg me hods. Write Flax
for tJe Iiterc-ture listed or for irrormation on rlry
plasti o prob em.

ELECTRONICS
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HARTFORD

5,

CONNECTICUT

JAMES KNIGH
'Crystal Controlled'

Frequency Standar

but the volume burst usually contains the distortion which is produced when the carrier fades. An
audio volume -limiter circuit was
used to remove these volume bursts.
Small Two -Channel Oscilloscope
A portable two-channel recording oscilloscope for battery operation was described in a paper by
R. F. Wild and D. C. Culver of
Brown Instrument Co. The unit
was developed as a flight vibration
recorder for and in cooperation

Batteries of the hearing -aid type supply
540 volts to a 24nch c -r tube in this
portable two -channel recording oscilloscope. Made by Browh Instrument, it
uses conventional film packs

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
This is the ideal secondary frequency standard to

check frequency of oscillators and transmitters.
calibrate and align receivers, c -teck frequency 3f
received signals, band edges, etc. Useful many wa/s
in laboratory or factory for making general frequency measurements or as a signal generator to
provide frequencies every 10 kilo:ycles. Can be used
in connection with an impedance bridge as a sour -_e
of alternating voltage to accurately measure inductances, resistances and capacitances at various.
frequencies. Provides output up t3 40 megacycles at
1,000, 100, and 10 kilocycle intervals. Descriptive
catalog sheet on request.

Complete Price Only $59.50
BUY MORE WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY

.r-.

J

The JAMES KNIGHTS

CRYSTALS

SANDWICH, ILLINOIS.

CRYSTALS

IFOIR2

1f IH11E

CRITICAL

with the Technical Development Division of the Civil Aeronautics Administration.
The instrument is designed for
simultaneous recording of two input signals of any frequency between 5 and 300 cps and between
0.5 millivolts to 2 volts amplitude,
derived from vibration pickup devices or strain gauges located at
various points about a plane. Marking signals are also recorded to establish a time base on the records.
A 2 -inch cathode-ray tube operated
at about 540 volts is used, and an
electronic switch operating at about
20 kilocycles is provided for mixing
the signals.
Records are made on 12 -exposure
film pack 21 x 31 inches. An f/2
lens is used in the camera. Signal
traces on the screen of the cathode-ray tube can also be viewed directly by using a port on the side
of the cabinet. Recurrent and single sweep is provided at three different fixed speeds.
The instrument includes batteries of the hearing -aid type,
weighs 27 pounds, has a size of
6 x 121 x 161 inches, and is completely self contained. Its principal
use is the study of flutter in airMarch 1945
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"big gun of electronics" is
bol of Machlett's ability as
This

a syma

tube

manufacturer.

The

difficulties of meeting these

requirements are multiplied many times

plexity, and voltage. They reach an

of the basic requirements common to all electron tubes for
whatever purposes. These are:

all-time high in this 2,0.00,000 -volt d -c

The tube must be structurally sturdy,

X-ray, oscillators, amplifiers or recti-

compact, and completely vacuum -tight.

fiers, look for the Machlett name as

est development

evidence of high technical achievement
protecting your purchase. For information

electron stream.

about available types of Machlett tubes

ing properties.

ELECTRONICS

-

has a

maximum

output of 60K W.

When buying electron tubes, whether

It must embody means for the accu-

adequate heat -dissipat-

c.

oscillator
tube for use in
transmitters, and

X-ray tube.

rate, effective and stable control of an
It must have

880 is

radio

by each increase in size, design -com-

unique tube is found the high-

In this

The ML

write Machlett Laboratories, Inc.,

APPL

Springdale, Conn.

OF

March 1945
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RADIO ITS 46 YEARS
RAY

TUBE

EXPERIENCE
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craft,

supplementing equipment
weighing several hundred pounds,
and particularly in small aircraft
where bulky test equipment cannot
be carried.

From Your Specifications

BLAW- KNOX
WILL DESIGN, FABRICATE
AND ERECT
The Latest Development in

VERTICAL RADIATORS
and Towers for
FM

and

TELEVISION

ANTENNAE
Station Engineers take a load
off their shoulders when their
antenna problem is turned over
to Blaw-Knox. Specifications
are completed under one responsibility. The job is not
done until the tower is up,
tested and approved.

BLAW-KNOX DIVISION
of Blaw-Knox Company
2077 Farmers Bank Bldg.
Pittsburgh

Penna.
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High -Frequency Heating
Although the principles of dielectric heating were well understood
by the opening of this century, it is
only recently that sufficient power
at high enough frequencies has
been available to make this method
industrially feasible.
In bringing out these points,
Paul D. Zottu of Thermex Division,
Girdler Corporation, retraced the
historic development of our knowledge of high -frequency heating.
Electric field heating is readily
controlled, clean and compact. Of
the applications so far of industrial
importance are wood assembly,
plastic heating, molding, bonding,
vulcanizing, sterilizing, drying. A
great deal has yet to be learned of
the use and control of electric field
heating. Dielectric factor, power
factor, a -c and d -c resistance, breakdown due to electric field, nature of
dielectric, heating requirements
and voltage and frequency must
still be studied. The experience
gained so far in applying dielectric
heating has indicated the extent
and importance of these factors
which must be studied. As yet too
little information about them is
known to make possible full utilization of the technique.

Equivalent Triode Networks

Four -terminal networks which
are equivalent to various triode
connections were shown by Harold
A. Wheeler of Hazeltine Corporation.
There are three simple ways of
connecting a triode in a four -terminal network, because the common or grounded electrode may be
the cathode, anode or grid. The
grounded -cathode circuit, shown at
(a) in the figure, is the original
phase -reversing one-way repeater,
amplifying both voltage and current. The grounded -anode (cathode -follower) circuit shown at (b)
is a non -phase-reversing one-way
repeater but amplifies only current.
The grounded -grid circuit shown
at (c) has degenerative feedback
by conductive coupling, in such a
manner that it amplifies only voltage. It may be treated as a hypoMarch 1945
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blades hardened
every 1

The job is to harden only the teeth of hand hack saw blades
with 6 blades completed every 10 seconds, or 36 blades
per minute.
The amazing speed . . . accuracy . . . uniformity, all come
with radio - frequency heating at 8500 Btu's per square inch
per minute. Compare this with the old method, at 5 Btu's per
square inch per minute.
Similar high speeds are possible in every metal heating jobannealing, hardening, brazing, sintering, forging and soldering.
And the heating is so simple that it's a "push button" job for
unskilled help.
Another great advantage comes with Westinghouse design .. .
a single shielded cabinet contains generating equipment and
requiring a minimum
controls, easy to install and maintain .
of space.
Westinghouse Radio - Frequency Generators for induction or
dielectric heating are available in eight different standard sizes
up to 200 kw, with a range of frequencies for all but the most
unusual needs. For added information, write for Descriptive
Data 85-800. Or, for aid on any specific application, ask a
Westinghouse engineer to call. Write Westinghouse Electric 86
Manufacturing Co., P.O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. I -0809e

RADIO -FREQUENCY GENERATOR
This unit has many applications. Its "table
top" work surface eliminates the need for small
tables, and all controls are centralized on the
sloping panel. Large sturdy casters provide

10 KW

speedy mobility.

h us
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PLANTS IN 7$ CITIES
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INDUSTRIAL USES
Gold, silver, platinum and palladium or special precious
metal alloys laminated to base metal have made these things
possible

...

qualities of the precious metals have been added
to the strength or other desirable properties of
base metals, precisely where and as required.
Precious metal properties of corrosion resistance,
electrical superiority, and durability are obtained
without solid precious metal costs.
Uniform maintenance of lamination ratios with
no porosity, pit marks or defects.
Finer, more lasting finishes than are otherwise
obtainable in base metals.
Recent production includes gold, silver, or specially developed precious metal alloys on copper, beryllium copper,
invar, steel, inconel and pure nickel. Likewise, platinum and
palladium are being laminated to inconel and pure nickel.
We can manufacture sheet or strip of precious metal laminated to base metal in any combination of metals and in any
quality or ratio, single or double plate, striped or edgelay.
To assist you in the application of our products to your
products we are maintaining a staff of thoroughly experienced metallurgists, chemists, designers and consultants ...
an up-to-date research and testing laboratory ... and a
splendidly equipped tool room. These are all at your service
to cooperate with your own staff to the full extent of our
facilities.
Your inquiries are cordially invited. Ask, too, for a copy
of our new descriptive folder.

©
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The three ways in which a triode can
be connected and the equivalent circuit
for each

thetical repeater -transformer with
an impedance ratio of p. + 1, which
also multiplies the power in the
same ratio. It has some advantages
at high frequencies because the
grid shields against capacitive
feedback coupling. However, the
plate conductance becomes a feedback element and the mutual conductance becomes an input load
limiting the amplification. Also the
output load is reflected into the
input through the hypothetical
transformer.
Input conductance may be simulated by cathode-lead inductance
to represent tube phase lag and

PRODUCTS
WIRE
TUBING
SOLDERS
FABRICATED PARTS AND ASSEMBLIES

SHEETS

D.

E.

MAKEPEACE COMPANY

Main Office and Plant. ATTLEBORO

MASS

New York Office. 30 Church St
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Equivalent high -frequency circuit which
approximates effect of electron stream
on triode behavior
March 1945
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The raw product comes from
Brazil. As a result of interplay of
elements
over possibly millions
of years-Mother Nature endowed
the raw quartz with the phenomenon of PIEZO-ELECTRICITY
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postwar prospects
We have room for a few able, experienced radio
engineers who would grow with us. Write, in
confidence, to the President.
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NEW YORK 21, N. Y.
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shunt capacitance to simulate input
loading. In this way electron -inertia effects and transit time are approximated. The equivalent circuit
is also shown.

The double -triode circuit with
cathode intercoupling is interesting

Non -phase

reversing cathode -coupled
amplifier

as a non -phase -reversing one-way
voltage and current amplifier with
less than half the transconductance
and much less capacitive feedback
coupling than single -tube circuits.
Radio -Frequency Dehydration

When the Going is Hardest

MERIT TRANSFORMERS
are in the thick of the fight, standing up to the most exacting de-

mands and doing their part to

maintain vital communications and

Pharmaceuticals which are unstable at high temperatures can be
dehydrated by radio -frequency
fields. For example, penicillin lases
activity in a few days upon standing in water even at room temperature, at high temperatures its activity is lost faster. If dried, however,
the penicillin retains its activity and
is therefore dried and stored in this
state and redissolved in distilled
water when required for use.
To prevent destruction of the
penicillin, it has been dried at 50
degrees below zero in a vacuum of
0.1 mm. This technique required
several complicated and special
pieces of equipment such as a refrigerated condenser necessary to
keep the vapor out of the high vac -

operating controls.

MERIT COIL & TRANSFORMER CORP.
TELEPHONE
Long Beach 6311
308

CHICAGO 40, ILL.

Final drying of penicillin is done to
these plastic bottles which are rotated
to hold the penicillin inside by centrifu.
gal force. The vacuum chamber travels
in a continuous -process cycle in which
it is loaded, evacuated. subjected to
an r -f field and finally unloaded

,
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A TEN THOUSAND POUND
OR TEN POUND 'BOW'
Supplementing the loo pound to i000 pound Waugh-Johnson high frequency vibration machines and a special 10,000 pound capacity machine,
Waugh Laboratories offers a new line of six small machines with capacities
of io pounds and 25 pounds and priced from $495.00 to $1,025.00. With
the addition of these smaller equipments, Waugh
presents a complete line of high frequency vibration machines designed to test equipment of all
types which must meet rigid specifications. Write
for specification sheets.

This advertisement
appeared in
trade papers July, 1944

r

`97AST1:iÍ

Pacific Coast Branch: 180 East California St., Pasadena 5, California

Write for Rental
List and Service
ManLal on business letterhead;

420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.
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You can put Teamwork

into Testing!

Condenser Tester-Model 650A.
Measures Capacity, Power Factor and Leakage

Electronic Multimeter --Model 645.
A new Jackson instrument of advanced
design

1000

Multimeter-Model 643.

Ohms per volt. Push key range selection

"Service
Lab"
Assembly of

Standard -Size
Jackson
Instruments

Sensitive Multimeter-Model 642.

20,000 ohms per

Tube

Uses exclusive

volt-complete ranges

Tc,tcr-Mod,.I

J.rti,.,,

,,voz'034. est Method
"1

Test Oscillator-Model 640.
Accurate to t/I% covers full frequency range
YES, TEAMWORK is needed to test and
service a radio set. No one instrument, of
course, can do the full job. Each Jackson
instrument is a specialist, yet a member
of the team-each outstanding in accuracy
and performance, and each backing up
the other.
Every Jackson unit is separate and complete. And besides being matched in qual-

ity and performance, the instruments
shown here are uniform in dimensions,
appearance and finish. They can be

assembled in any combination you choose
-as in the Jackson
-built Service Lab
illustrated (left). 'Whether you need one,
several, or a complete set of instruments,
buy for the future-with Jackson.
BUY WAR BONDS

uum pump used in the process.
To speed up the dehydration
process, a technique described by
George H. Brown and developed by
R. A. Bierwirth and Cyril N. Hoyler and himself, all of RCA Laboratories, was used. It was impossible
to apply a dielectric field to the
equipment in its original condition,
chiefly because at the high vacuum
used, air ionizes most readily. Because of the solvent used, it was
impossible to dehydrate penicillin
at a high vacuum without freezing
the solution.
After several attempts in which

AND STAMPS TODAY

JAC SON
güte ekciicat

edifly elom ber/rnen6

JACKSON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY,
DAYTON, OHIO

Dr. Brown adjusts the r -f energy being
delivered to the penicillin solution dur-

ing the preliminary evaporation stage
in which the dilute solution is concentrated by evaporation at room temper-

ature under reduced pressure

special bottle designs were used, a
technique in which the penicillin
was placed in plastic bottles and the
bottles rotated at high velocity in
to an electric field was found satisfactory. The rotation created sufficient centrifugal force to spread
the solution in a thin layer on the
inside of the bottle, holding it there
at a force 100 times gravity so that
the pencillin was not lost by foaming.
Using a 2 kilowatt oscillator operating at 28 megacycles, a continuous -processing 3 -minute drying

310
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APPROVED
Underrvr
,CahoraoríPs

arccl4naWf
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PLA STITE*ua
CUR
FLEHIDLE
RESISTANT
OIL

- meets a long felt need for
a Cord

of High Dielectric

POSN

Strength that is practically

"Tru-Rip"; Lamps, Clocks, Radios, Light Appliances

Ageless. It has High Abrasive and Impact Resistance.

Other favorable features
are:
Resistance

to

Oil,

Flame,

Alcohol, Water, Alkali and
most Common Solvents!
SSN

Heavy Duty;

Portable Tools, Bus

Ask Your Nearest Graybar Electric
Company Office for
Prices and Samples
fir.

l:

Ala

1669
7EG_u.5

The
ELECTRONICS

-

HITNEY BL

E

EIECt{y1C

CO MPANY

°U

Company

New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.A.
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cycle is now possible. This great
improvement in dehydration suggests that radio frequency can be
applied to other pharmaceuticals.

However, because of an inherent

mistrust of radio -frequency dehydration, it is not likely that pharmacists will apply the technique. It
is up to the electronic engineer to
find and apply this technique where
it is possible. At the close of the

lecture moving pictures of the process in action were shown.

New Types of Radiators
Some new antenna types were
described by A. G. Kandoian of
Federal Tel. & Radio Corp. These
have a radiation pattern which is
essentially equivalent to that 'of a
dipole.

"World's Smallest Transformer"
If you have a space or weight saving problem
you'll want to know all about this remarkable new
midget transformer-how it was developed by
Permoflux engineers with new materials and
manufacturing methods-how it was made small
enough to be incorporated directly into the cases
of earphones and hand-held microphones.
You'll be interested too, in knowing about its many
application possibilities and about its outstanding
operating efficiency and uniform response characteristics. This transformer can be produced to meet
your own special design requirements.
Permoflux welcomes inquiry from design engineers

about this new midget transformer. Write for
our complete technical catalog listing Permoflux

transformers, speakers, headphones and other
acoustical devices.

BUY WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!

One type is intended primarily
for vertical polarization and gives
an omnidirectional pattern in the
horizontal plane. It operates over
several octaves of frequency without a substantial change of either
input impedance or radiation pattern.

The second type discussed is a
loop antenna with an omnidirectional radiation pattern in its own

The radiators forming the
are metallically supported
from the mast or other supporting
structure and both supports and
radiators form part of the coaxial
feeding circuit. A large number of
these antennas may be stacked for
a high degree of directivity in the
vertical plane.
The third antenna described also
consists of a loop and perpendicular
to it is mounted a vertical dipole.
The radiation pattern of this antenna is similar to the other types
but the free space field at all points
has both horizontal and vertical
components in equal amounts. Any
desired ratio of amplitude as well
as phase relationship between the
horizontally and vertically polarized
fields may be obtained.
plane.
loop

Quartz Crystals for War
A review of the prewar quartz

PERM
PERMOFLUX

CORPORATION

4900 WEST GRAND AVE., CHICAGO 39, ILL.
PIONEER MANUFACTURERS OF PERMANENT MAGNET DYNAMIC TRANSDUCERS

crystal manufacturing facilities
and the tremendous changes made
necessary by war needs was presented by Major Edward W. Johnson of the Signal Corps. Before
the war, the then existing industry was only capable of producing
about 100,000 units per year. LabMarch 1945
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FOR THE RADIO OF TOMORROW

...

War -trained hands
fingers educated in
accuracy and speed . . guided by new facts
wrested from the widening frontiers of electronics research
hands that will create
unsurpassed values in "Detrola-built" Radio
Receivers . -. . Television Receivers .
Automatic Record Changers, and other electronic instruments.

...

KEEP YOUR

EYE

ON

DETROLA

UFIHOID RADIO
DIVISION OF

INTERNATIONAL

DETROLA

BEARD AT CHATFIELD

ELECTRONICS
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I, MICH.
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IT CAN'I.
BE DONE!

Time and again this war has proved that
'nothing is impossible! Proved right here in
our own backyard, as Temple engineers and
craftsmen delve along unblazed trails of re-

search and experiment to design and produce
more and better communications equipment
for the battle fronts.
This ability to both design and deliver the
seemingly impossible, under stress of war,

has bred an unfailing inventive capacity
that should prove invaluable in meeting
the vast commercial requirements of peace.

Electronics Division

TEMPLETONE
RADIO MFG. CORP.
New London, Conn.

oratory methods were used and no
standard techniques or production
machinery were available. To further complicate matters, it was
thought that only the best grades of
quartz were suitable for manufacture of oscillating plates.
As a result of the concerted efforts of the Signal Corps and the
industry, the latter was expanded
from some 15 prewar firms to approximately 115, and the capacity
to the point where it is now producing at a rate of approximately 30,000,000 units a year. This expansion resulted from the adoption of
standardized equipment, improved
techniques, and a continued search
for improvements. At the same
time, quality has been vastly improved.
As an example of the wide use of
crystals in the Army, he said that
1200 crystals and 396 coils are required by the 536 pieces of radio
equipment used by one regiment.
The need was met by production of
9 million plates in 1942, 21 million
in 1943 and 30 million in 1944.
Speaking of the changes in size, he
stated that 92 percent of the crystals produced in 1944 were less
than 0.3 sq in. in area; less than 1
percent were 1 in. square, the popular prewar size.
To meet emergency demands for
special frequencies, several field
units for crystal grinding have been
set up in all active theaters. These
are manned by specially trained
personnel.
Induction Heating

From experience with many large
industrial high -frequency heating
installations, Wallace C. Rudd of
Induction Heating Corporation told
what can be expected in the plant.
The industrialist is not accustomed to equipment requiring the
careful technical handling of electronic assemblies, nor is he receptive to acquiring such habits. It
therefore becomes necessary for
the electronic engineer to design
his equipment to stand up under
the conditions of the factory.
Production equipment is not
moved with the care necessary in
handling vacuum tubes. Instructions for tube placement and care
are not followed. It therefore becomes necessary for the electronic
engineer to supervise installation.
In fact, the industrialist is more
March 1945
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Light through an earlobe works an electric meter!
Any light source can be made to operate
meters and meter relays without costly,
bulky amplifiers. Luxtron* photocells,
developed and manufactured by Bradley
Laboratories, do this today for many
purposes ...such as looking at a patient's
earlobe and instantaneously telling you
the oxygen content of his blood ... at a
warehouse and warning of fire
or
at a furna_e to gauge .its temperature.
New chapters in the story of the simplest way tp transform light into electric

...

TRADE MARK REG.

U.S.

energy are daily written by Bradley's
Luxtron photocells. For information on
how they can help you, write Bradley
Laboratories.

Copper Oxide Rectifier Advances
Bradley applies
knowledge of electrical circuits to the
development and
manufacture of a unique line of "Coprox"
rectifiers. Write for illustrated bulletin giving ratings and special advantages.

PAT. OFF.

PHOTOCELLS -MASTERS OF LIGHT

MASTER OF PHOTOCELLS

BRADLEY LABORATORIES, INC., 82
ELECTRONICS

-

MEADOW STREET, NEW HAVEN 10, CONNECTICUT
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likely to demand service for elec-

anc
performHF
proved

e

Customized for Airlines
Airport Traffic Control and Public Safety
COMCO engineers have pioneered in the development of VHF
equipment . . designed for ease of installation and maintenance ... ruggedly constructed to withstand varied climatic conproved performance in commercial
ditions and long service
adopted for military service. We can supply equipment
use
on priority NOW and are accepting non -priority orders for
post-war delivery. Write for complete details.

tronic equipment than with other
types.
Some of the problems must be
licked in design to make the unit
not just automatic, nor fool proof,
but operator proof. The operator
does not want gadgets, just buttons
to push. If safety devices stop operation, there is either a service
call or the safety device is blocked
from operating with a service call
later as a consequence. The solution of these problems is in the
province of the electronic design
engineer.
VHF Tetrode
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50

VHF
COMCO RECEIVER
MODEL 132
Frequency Range:
100

Mc.
300

Mc.

IDD

I25

FREQUENCY DEVIATION DC

db.) at 156-128

to

1

(40

to

1

(50 db.)

COMCO TRANSMITTER
MODEL 170
frequency range
.
50 watts
. Width 23";
100 to 150 Mc.

Constant within
from

db.
3
microvolt-5 to

100

100,000 microvolts..

Sensitivity:

microvolts 30% modulated for 6 mw. output.
Signal -to -Noise:
13 db. at 7 microvolts. Input 30;% modulated.
7.5

... self-

50

ohms for co -axial line.

Audio Output:
Maximum undistorted,
0.5 watt into 500-600 ohms
-balanced output. Audio
response within 6 db.
from 100 to 3000 cycles.
Power Source:
110-120 volts,
A.C., 75 watts.

RADIO

cycles

COMPANY, INC.
CORAL GABLES

AND

ELECTRONIC

34, FLORIDA

EQUIPMENT

CVSTOM/Z
316

60

COMMUNICATIONS

MANUFACTURERS
OF

at 128-100

Antenna Input Impedance:

VHF

Depth 18"; Height 48"
contained unit.

156 Mc.

A.V.C. Action:

,,,

75

to

100

Image Ratio:

Operation well into vhf is made
possible by design features of a
medium -power transmitting tetrode, the Eimac 4-125A, developed
by the Eitel -McCullough Laboratory design group and described by
Clayton E. Murdock of Eitel -McCullough.
A pair of the new Eimac 4-125A's
in a conventional push-pull arrangement is shown in the photograph. A total driving power of
less than 5 watts will satisfy the
requirements for full rated power
output which is over 300 watts
per tube.
Interelectrode capacitances of the
4-125A have been kept to low values for a tube having such power
The plate -to -grid
capabilities.

ELECTRONICS

Driven directly from a signal generator,
these Eimac 4.125A's deliver 750 watts

at

14

Mc

capacitance is 0.03 µµf, and the
input and output capacitances
measure 10.5 µµf and 3.0 µµf respectively. The tube is 2-i inches
in diameter and has a seated height
of 4-# inches.
A disk -type stem and short
heavy electrode connections keep
lead inductance to a minimum. To
aid in holding the screen grid at
March 1945
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MF -66 Glass base material is ready]

Material, facilities and techniques are
at last available for the production in quantity
of the new Formica grade which is superior
to all other grades in low losses at high frequencies.
This material, created to extend the useful working
range of laminated plastics, is ready for prompt
shipment to high priority customers.
THESE ARE ITS CHARACTERISTICS:

WATER

MECHANICAL STRENGTH
(

ABSORPTION

average values)

(average values)

TENSILE

FLEXURAL

COMPRESSIVE

(non -directional)

(flatwise)

(flatwise)

10,000 P.S.I.

4 HRS. IMMERSION AT
25°C
SAMPLE: 3" x 1" x vs"

42,000 P.s

14,000 P.S.I

0.15%

DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES

DIELECTRIC
STRENGTH

(

average values )

(average values)
SHORT

TIME METHOD

1/16"

SHEET

450 v. P. M

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT

POWER FACTOR

kc.

015

mc.

30 mc.

.011

.018

1

1

kc.

4.9

1

mc.

4.7

30 mc.

4.6

Grade MF -66 is recommended for radio and radar coil
forms, antenna bases, terminal strips and molded parts.

Fungus resistance of MF-66 is outstanding due to the absence of cellulose. The
material is readily machinable to close
tolerances into strong, shock-resisting in-

sulating parts. Its low water absorption
insures high electrical and dimensional
stability in humid climates. Ask for quotations?

FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY
4661 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati 32, Ohio
THE

ELECTRONICS

-
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r-1 ground potential, two screen
leads have been provided.

Full output without neutralization at frequencies as high as
100 Mc is possible because of the
combination of low interelectrode
capacitance and small physical size.
Above this frequency, a slight
amount of neutralization is required, but full power output can
be obtained at 120 Mc. Even at
160 Mc, an output of 250 watts per
tube is possible. Preliminary tests
have shown an output of 175 watts
per tube at 215 Mc.
Internal insulators are eliminated. The 32 -watt thoriatedtungsten filament, tantalum control
grid and tantalum screen grid are
supported by their own leads from
the dish -type stem.* The tantalum
plate is supported by a single lead
from the top of the envelope. A
shield which extends from the

LEX
TWINSET
TE

for Commercial Aircraft!
Suggested uses for
TELEX

TWINSET
Switchboard

Airport radio receivers
Radio stations
Sound research laboratories
Dictating Equipment
Medical stethoscopic use
I. C. system for trains
Civic Depts. (find water main
or conduits)
PUBLIC HEARING

Theatres
Churches

Auditoriums

CIVILIAN USE IN PLANES
Pilot
Passenger radio selection

Telegraph
Monitor radio

When firing ceases and air travel returns
to normal, one of the innovations in commercial aircraft will, no doubt, be the
new TELEX TWINSET. This magnetic
receiver is light in weight, convenient
to use, and compact in size-three allimportant factors for use in aircraft.
Cleverly designed to wear under the
chin instead of over the head, the new
TELEX TWINSET is one of the newest engineering developments in electro acoustics. Gone will be the ear pressure
and head fatigue suffered with most
head sets, for the TELEX TWINSET
weighs just 13/4 ounces and only requires space of 5 n 6 inches.
Why not learn how it can help simplify a project on your schedule? Write
for more information about the new
TELEX TWINSET receiver.

TELEX

PRODUCTS COMPANY
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS DIVISION
MINNEAPOLIS 1, MINNESOTA

Parallel line test amplifier at 100 Mc
delivers 750 watts with less than 5 watts
driving power

screen grid and an outside metallic
base shield isolate the input and
output circuits.
Two typical test r-f amplifier
units constructed in connection
with the development of this tube
illustrate its applicability to vhf.
One amplifier unit for low -frequency tests handled an input
power of one kw at a plate
efficiency of 75 percent, and was
driven from a single 6L6 doubler.
For tests at 100 Mc and above,
the unit illustrated (in metal cabinet) was used. There were no significant differences between the
operation of the tubes at 14 Mc and
100 Mc. The driving power at 100
Mc was less than 5 watts per pair
of tubes and plate efficiencies of 75
percent were obtained.
Pushbutton Double - Superheterodyne
The design of a double 'superheterodyne receiver which is tuned
solely by push buttons was de Mdrch
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300

WALLOPS
a minute

For eEi.ient petforrrance

Weltroric Welding Controls
an UNITED libes.

doped

but still these
tubes keep going
For better and more precise control of stop-and-go currents, as
in resistance welding, mechanical methods have given way to
electronics. For this application the WELTRONIC Company of

Detroit, Michigan, builds Electronic Timers and Welding Controls
distinguished for their fine construction and efficient operation.
In the heart of these units lies the toughest proving ground of
tube stamina.
The rapid and instantaneous changes in load conditions imposed on the power tubes in this function would bring sudden
death to tubes built to ordinary standards. Impulses up to 300

per minute are commonplace and put the best tubes to the
severest test.
For this gruelling job WELTRONIC Engineers have standardized on United Mercury Rectifiers. Their sterling workmanship,

unusual physical ruggedness and excellent electrical design are
the reasons underlying this preference. Built to withstand the
continuous, severe conditions of these and other industrial applications, tubes by United are appearing more and more in

important places.
Where the going is extra tough and several thousand hours
of dependable service are essential ... United Mercury Rectifiers
are demonstrating their superior qualities. Get the facts about
these better tubes today. Write for a copy of our latest catalog.

TIEUI

UX 973

D

MERCURY RECTIFIERS

972 A

a. .lee...
-"4

err

UNITED ELECTRONICS COMPANY

NEWARK 2, N. J.

Transmitting tubes exclusively since 1934
ELECTRON ICS

-
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THIS CAN

BE

YOUR STAFF
THE electronic engineers who direct the making
of Pan -El Control Crystals are ready to work with

you in the development of circuits for any application calling for the accurate control of frequency.

Through the War their experience has broadened
tremendously.
In order to intelligently produce the crystals needed
for so many modern purposes, it has been necessary

for these men to know how they are used, and even
to devise variations of crystals and circuits to achieve

specific results heretofore thought impossible.

That kind of knowledge can serve in your postwar
planning, and the men on our staff who have it are
at your service, as are the full facilities of our quan-

tity -production of the most difficult known crystals.

PAN -Electronics LABoratories,

Inc.

500 Spring St., N. W., Atlanta, Georgia

Pao -Ge

QUANTITY PRODUCERS OF STANDARD AND SPECIAL

etiJ

18mErÌ

tailed in a paper by John D. Reid
of Crosley. He described an experimental model made before the
war that has no dial or tuning knob
but has two vertical rows of pushbuttons.
The left-hand row of
eleven buttons allows selection of
the hundreds figure from 5 to 15
-the right-hand row of ten buttons allows selection of the tens
figure from 00 to 90. Thus, any
frequency from 500 to 1590 kc
may be selected by pushing two
buttons. To receive WLW on 700
kc, the 7 button in the first row
is pushed and the 00 button in
the second row.
The first i -f value is approximately 4 megacycles and gives freedom from spurious responses. The
second i -f value is 200 kc and
enables adjacent -channel selectivity to be obtained. The "100" buttons switch -tune the first oscillator and input circuit in steps of
100 kc. The "10" buttons switch tune the second oscillator and input circuit in steps of 10 kc.
By choice of a first i -f value
at least twice the highest frequency it is desired to receive, and
a second i -f value at least half the
lowest frequency it is desired to
receive, spurious responses are
made negligible.
Since the input and output circuits are all tuned to different frequencies, a high overall gain
can be obtained without using
shielded coils or a metal chassis.
A sample receiver was demonstrated which was constructed on
a pressed wood chassis and contained no shields. Although stored
away for several years until it was
recently resurrected, the tuning
was within 5 kc over the broadcast band. It was suggested that
postwar push-button models of
similar design might advantageously make use of crystals.
The performance of the sixtube set was superior to the conventional 6 -tube superheterodyne
with a tuned r-f stage. Listening
tests in suburban Cincinnati
showed that it was possible to receive interference -free signals on
40 of the 106 standard broadcast
channels.
Reflex Oscillators
The transit -time reflex oscillator has distinct advantages as a
low power source in such applicaMarch 1945
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This Type A-31 -1SA Oster
Motor operates dependably_
in many aircraft applications.

TYPE

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE CURVE OF
A-31-tSA SERIES MOTOR AT 26 VOLTS

Now available .':,. an

/.

Motor \,

thermostatically
2

0

4

TORODE

-

6

INCH OUNCES

Rating of type A-31-iSA Motor

- - - 1/50
Winding -Horsepower

intermittent.

10,000 rpm.
Voltage
26 D.C.
series.
Rotation
clockwise viewing rabbet end.
Duty Cycle
15 min. on
30 min. off.
Speed

-

Features of type A-31-1SA Motor

Weight -

Housing
Finish

die cast aluminum, totally enclosed.
black anodized.
11

ounces.

Bearings
High quality single shielded boll
bearings, lubricated with grease suited for
any specific application. Bearing housings
fitted with steel inserts.
Brushes
High grade metal graphite of ample size to assure unusually long brush life.
Thermostatic Protector
Prevents motor burnouts, adjusted to open motor circuit in approximately one minute under locked rotor
conditions at rated voltage.
Temperature Rise
55° C. maximum frame
temperature rise at rated load.
Mounting-Standard 3á" dia. Air Corps rabbet,
Modifications-Special shaft extensions, mounting arrangements, leads, etc. Information regarding motors for specific applications fur-

-

-

-

nished upon request.
Suitable for various aircraft applications.
All ratings and data are approximate.

10

-

p rotected

*

to prevent motor burnouts, and adjusted to open motor circuit in approximately one minute under locked
rotor conditions at rated voltage ...
Here is another Oster motor with features that make it
ideal for many applications in aircraft. The thermostatic
control prolongs the life of the motor by preventing burnouts. Its weight (11 ounces) and body size (11/2 x 3") are
reduced to a minimum without impairing efficiency. The
performance record is backed by 16 years of engineering
experience in the fractional -horsepower field.
You can depend on it to deliver creditable results that
add to your own reputation for selecting sources wisely.
Let us help you fit this or other Oster motors to your requirements. Write for further details.
IN 1955

-

YOU'LL WISH YOU HAD PURCHASED
BUY YOURS TODAY!

"EXTRA" BONDS IN 1945

-

M -2z

John Oster
Manufacturing Co.
DEPARTMENT E-23

ELECTRONICS

.

March 1945

RACINE, WISCONSIN
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tions as a beating oscillator in
double -detection receivers or as a
frequency-modulated oscillator in.
low-power transmitters. So far the
efficiencies which have been attained are quite low, as J. R. Pierce
of Bell Telephone Laboratories
pointed out in presenting the
paper, but, that need not be a
handicap in some applications. It
may be light in weight, need have
no magnetic focusing field, and may
be made to operate at comparatively low voltages.
An electron stream from the
cathode passes through the longitudinal radio frequency field be -

Ingenious New

Technical Methods
Presented in the hope that they will
prove interesting and useful to you.

New Quick -set Dial Drill Sharpener
Keeps 'em
Eliminates Guesswork
Drilling Faster-Longer

...

Attached to the Drill Sharpener, it adjusts
drill edges to the proper angle for precision grinding, putting drill sharpening on
a quick, efficient basis.
QUICK-SET DIAL easily and accurately
adjusts Sharpener for sharpening drill
from 5/32" to 1" sizes. Dial insures accuracy in measuring angles and clearances
on twist drills, preventing trouble and
making drills last longer. Dial -Set sharpened drills cut faster and more accurately,
as the edges are alike and uniformly

sharpened.

Elements off a reflex oscillator that
illustrate the principle of operation
Bottom

1

of Pei' Noie

CenterofI
(kinder

Front view of grinder

Precision built, calibrated and tested,
unit is easy to set up and operate. Saves

wear and tear on drill presses-prolongs
drill life --cots costs-improves quality, speeds output.
Another ;thing worth remembering is
Wrigley's Spearmint Gum. That familiar
red, white and greed package which always meant "a help on your job." No
more of this famous brand and flavor is
being made for anyone now-even for the
Armed Forces overseas-as Wrigley's
stockpile of finest quality raw materials is
all used up. But-remember Wrigley's
Spearmint-The Flavor Lasts.
You can get complete; information from Ameraco
Industrial Specialties, 122 S. Michigan
Avenue, Chicago 3, Illinois
322

tween two resonator grids where
the stream is velocity -modulated,
then into a retarding field produced by a repeller electrode where
the beam becomes bunched. Finally
the bunched stream returns across
the r -f field, exciting the resonant
circuit.
Bunching in a retarding field is
also shown. The retarding field in
this case is the electrostatic potential gradient between resonator
grids and repellers. The drift.
time is the time an electron projected into the field takes to return

Side view of grinder

Z-61

Principle of drift-space bunching
March 1945
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S.

IGMA SENSITIVE
DOUBLE

COIL RELAYS
.. open new possibilities
in circuit functions

to the resonator -grid region. The
medium projection velocity is
and the time to return to the plane
of projection is To.
Electrons projected faster will
return later.; those projected slower
will return- sooner. In this way a
velocity -modulated beam is converted into a density -modulated
beam.
Reflex oscillators can be tuned
electronically by varying the voltage -gradient between resonator
grids and repeller electrode. For
moderate loads, the total electronictuning frequency range between
half -power points is not greatly
affected by loading; for very heavy
loads it is decreased. The rate of
change of frequency with voltage
is faster the heayier the load.
Theoretical curves of relative
power vs frequency and of fre-

Energized from separate sources, coils may be
connected to produce aiding or opposing forces
according to functional requirements.

Freqúency

(a)

IN CASE

above, sources A & B may supply insufficient power to operate the relay separately,
but simultaneous currents cause the relay to

/

y

load

Medium light

lçnd load

1,

operate.
IN CASE 2 equal inputs from sources A & B
create opposing forces which balance and prevent
operation. However, a differential current of only
action.
a few milliwatts will cause positive
Each coil may be drawing power up to many
times that required to operate the relay without
seriously affecting its sensitivity to the differential current. Sigma Series 5 relays are regularly
furnished with two coil terminals on a 5 -pin base.
When three or four coil terminals are needed this
arrangement can be furnished in the F type without cover or base or in the R type with rectangular cover and molded hase carrying terminal lugs
and mounting ears. This permits mounting above
deck and wiring below deck.
In ordering relays for special applications,

be sure to specify full operating characteristics, describing' circuit details and surrounding conditions as fully as possible.
Our varied experience
will help you choose
the right relay for
YOUR job.

Se'/ma Instruments, In

(.e/nde

RELAYS

62 CEYLON ST., BOSTON 21, MASS.

e
Resonanf%/áJUenC

Repel/er voltage

(b)

Effect of load on electronic tuning (a)
output vs frequency characteristic and
(b) frequency vs repeller -voltage curves
of a reflex oscillator

quency vs repeller voltage, which
illustrate this phenomena, are
shown. Measured curves are very
similar.
If, as above for instance, the oscillator is operating off circuit resonance by means of electronic tuning and if the repeller voltage is
kept constant, when the load
is changed in a purely resistive
sense, not changing the resonant
frequency of the resonant circuit,
the frequency of oscillation will
change because of the shifting to
a new frequency -vs -repeller voltage curve.
High -Frequency Wattmeter

The power dissipated in a
high -frequency load is that power
in which interest lies. A watt meter which measures this power
was described by Eugene Mittel March 1945
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BUSINESS

THE

OF

CROWE NAME PLATE &

MANUFACTURING CO.

,S

NOW

KNOWN

AS

CRONIIME
INCORPORATED

MANAGEMENT.

PERSONNEL

FACILITIES. DESIRE TO SERVE
AND THE PHONETICS OF THE
NAME

3701

REMAIN

UNCHANGED

RAVENSWOOD AVENUE

CHICAGO

13,

ILLINOIS

OVER 40 YEARS EXPERIENCE
IN FINE METALCRAFT. A SELF

CONTAINED PLANT WITH
OVER FIVE ACRES OF
MANUFACTURING SPACE

ELECTRONICS
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mann of the Illinois Tool Works.
Because of the wide discrepency
observed between the rated power
output and that actually obtainable from industrial heating equipment, the wattmeter was designed
to measure dissipated power by the
method illustrated in the circuit
diagram.
Because of the current drawn
from the generator by the load,
the voltage across the load will be a
function of the load and the internal impedance of the generator.
The thermocouple -galvanometer instrument is made square law and

Hallicraiters
Photo Courtesy The

be sure

Company

.

consult

RESTER

You can be sure of permanent solder bonds for electrical circuits and other connections by standardizing
on Kester Cored Solders. You'll banish hit-and-miss
methods because Kester Cored Solders carry positive acting flux right in their cores.
Kester Cored Solders are mistake -proof because they are made to be.
They are the result of 46 years' solder experience and laboratory research. They come to you ready for use, and, because of the completeness of the Kester line, in just the right strand and core sizes, and
alloy and flux combinations.
Solder and flux then are applied in the one simple operation. Clean,
tight solder -bonds follow.
Kester Rosin -Core Solder is for electrical work. Eliminates dangers
of short circuits and protects terminals permanently, because the plastic
rosin core does not cause corrosion or injure insulation.
Kester Acid -Core Solder is for general work. Assures unimpaired
fluxing power, because the flux is rapid -acting and all-purpose.
Kester Cored Solders form solder -bonds that hold fast even against
the contraction and expansion of extreme temperature changes -bonds that resist shocks, vibration, bending and twisting. Let Kester
Engineers help you be solder -sure. Their 46 years' experience and
laboratory research are at your service.

KESTER SOLDER

COMPANY

4204 Wrightwood Avenue

Chicago 39, Illinois

Eastern Plant:

Canadian Plant:

Newark, N. J.

*
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BUY WAR

BONDS

Brantford, Ont.

*

Connection of wattmeter to h-f generator to read the voltage across the load.
By means of the resistor, the meter
reading is made proportional to watts.
If the thermo-couple-galvanometer combination is square -law, the wattage

scale is linear

therefore its indication is proportional to the power being dissipated in the load. The meter is
calibrated at no load using the
equivalent no-load loss conductance
of the generator as a standard of
comparison. Although the generator contains vacuum tithes whose
impedances vary with load, measurements on diathermy and industrial dielectric and induction heating equipment over a variety of
loads showed the maximum error
to be within five percent.
Besides measuring power, this
March 1945
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SERGEANT ADAMS!"
Little or no introduction is needed by the
welcoming committee.
The Sergeant has been

through many hells.
As a crew member he's been over Berlin
in giant bombers. Over a lot of other
German cities, too. More recently, he's
been over Tokyo...time and time again
Before long, thousands of fighters
like Sergeant Adams will be back on
!

their jobs in American industry. They
know from experience what American
equipment can do. Many will have firsthand knowledge of the war job performed by Eastern -built equipmentnot only earlier types of amplifiers related to sound systems but also the
newer types of Eastern units related to
wartime and industrial instruments. As
civilians, these men are going to say, "If
it's built by Eastern, it's okay!"

To aid the war effort, our engineers
are available for consultation on any
amplification or electronics problem.
Eastern will continue to apply its resources to designing and manufacturing
war equipment until the day of Victory.
Meanwhile, on request, we will send
you the next of a series of articles on
peacetime sound and electronic equipment, prepared by our engineering staff.
Ask for Brochure 3-F.

Buy MORE War Bonds

AMPLIFIERS
Eastern Amplifier Corporation
ELECTRONICS

-

794

East 140th Street

New York 54, N.Y.
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wattmeter can be used to indicate
proper loading of the generator.
For a given generator there is only
one value of equivalent loss resistance referred back by the external load for which maximum
power dissipation is obtained. It
is possible, therefore, to provide a
marking on the meter dial indicative of this value. To obtain proper
matching the coupling is adjusted
until the meter deflection reaches
this mark.
In an industrial installation, the
wattmeter and its calibrating resistor can be mounted with the

EASTERN PUMPS
FOR VACUUM TUBE
COOLING SYSTEMS
Five ilifferent model, of small centrifrgal
pumps designed for circulating water ;hre-igh
the cooling systems of communication and
X-ray tubes have been successfully t:esigoed
by Eastern Engineering Company, long a
leading manufacturer of small pumps for
big jobs. These puntps may be had for
either land. sea or airborne installations.

AIRBORNE MODELS
(Designated as the .1R grits)
designed

These are

in confcrn:a-.ce

with

Arms and Navy standards. They have the
following outstanding features:
COMPACT
EXTREMELY LIGHT WEIGHT
INTEGRAL. I'UMP AND MOTOR UNIT
VARIED T'ERF(iRMEXPLOSION PROOF
OPTIONAL VOLTAGES
ANCESAVAILABI-E
DELONG LIFE - CONTIN IOUS DUTY

PENDABLE OPERATION
M OU N TIN G

UNIVERSAL

The pump and
motor are one integral twit weighing bitt two and
one-third Pounds

and measuring
over-all 5i " x
Performance up ti

11 P. S. T. and up
5 gallons
per
minute. Models are
available in standard 12 and 24
volt D. C. ratings.

to

Shown are performance curves
for the AT22.

THE

No. 90505

SECONDARY FREQUENCY STANDARD
A Precision Frequency Stando.d for both Laboratory and production uses. Designed around the
GE crystal, having a freituency temperature
coefficient of less than
cycle, Mc /C`. The
crystal is sealed in a standard metal tube envelope. Adjustable output provided at intervals of
10, 25, 100, and 1000 KC with magnitude useful
to 50 MC. Harmonic amplifier with tuned plate
circuit and panel range switch. 800 cycle modulator, with panel control switch. Panel plate
supply control switch. In addition to Oscillators,
Multi -vibrators, Modulators, and Amplifiers, a
built-in Detector with 'phone jack and gain
control on the panel is incorporated. Self contained AC power supply with VR 150-30
voltage regulator. Cabinet sire 9" x 95/e" x
1

101/2", weight 20 lbs.

Commercial application in which the
wattmeter is mounted at the center
with the other generator meters; the
calibrating resistor is to the right of
the wattmeter

other meters. The calibrating resistor, used to adjust the sensitivity
of the meter so that it is reading
true watts, is calibrated as a
multiplier in the case illustrated in
the accompanying photograph.
The Servo Problem

JAMES MILLEN
MFG. CO., INC.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

MALDEN
MASSACHUSETTS

That the purpose of a servo system is to reproduce a signal at a
place or a power level or in a form
that is different from the original
signal but is under its control was
explained in a paper by Enoch B.
Ferrell of Bell Laboratories. The
same can be said for a public-address amplifier, a telephone repeater or an i -f amplifier. The
servo uses negative feedback as do
some of the others and its circuit
-elements include motors, gears or
thermostats. Noise and distortion

and 4. All ntndelbs
have long life and
are rated for continuous duty with the exception of model AR4, which wider 8 P. S. I.
is rated for intermittent duty. While the
curves shown are those for which production
is now standard, it is readily possible to
obtain other characteristics where rttantity
is involved.
The pump is equipped with a mechanical
rotary seal which positively seals against
any leakage. This seal is arljuste,' at the
factory and tested wider excessive pressure.
Once the pump has been released from the
test room no further attention or maintenance is necessary for either motor or rump
during the life of the unit.

LAND AND SEA MODELS
(Designated as E-1 and E-7)
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Both are centrifugal pumps, powered by
General Electric Universal Motors. Model
E-1 is 7" x 33/4j" x ?'ti,t". 4ia IT. f'., weighs
6 lits, and has a Maximum Pressure of 20
lbs. I'. S. 1. with a Maximum Cat achy of
7 G. P. M.
Model E-7 is 9" x 4" x 4",
t!, II- P., weighs 3 lbs. and has a Maximum
Pressure of 30 lbs. P. S. I. and a Maximum
Capacity of 9 G. P. M. Performance curves
for both models are shown above. Both of
these models are designed for long life. They
are equipped with mechanical rotary seals
which completely seal the pumps against
leakage. While the curves shown are those
for which production is now standard, it is
readily possible to obtain other characteristics where quantity is involved. They can
be obtained with motors to meet Navy

Specifications.

EASTERN ENGINEERING

COMPANY

84 FOX STREET - NEW HAVEN 6, CONN.
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SAFEGUARD the Quality
of your

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS
with

PALLITE
TRADE

MARK

PALLADIUM PLATING SOLUTION
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No matter what metals you are using, PALLITE will safeguard the quality
of your Electronic
Instruments. If you are using Silver, a film of Palladium .000001" from our PALLITE
bath will

prevent tarnishing and maintain the Q value without imparting measurable characteristics
to
the silver.

Palladium, by means of a PALLITE bath, can be plated on solder, tungsten, tantalum,
etc., and
if required, gold, copper, etc. can be plated over PALLITE Palladium Plate.

Palladium is easy to use and economical; it has tremendous throwing power
and can be
deposited without difficulty in the most remote corners. Palladium is highly resistant
to corrosion
at elevated and at low temperatures.
PALLITE may be the answer to your plating difficulties; bring your
problems to
tell you how PALLITE is now being used successfully in the electronic
field.

us

and we will

Nun
is made

only by

PRECIMET LABORATORIES
Division of GEORGE C. LAMBROS
Research and Development in Precious Metals
64 Fulton Street
ELECTRONICS

-March

New York 7, N. Y.
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LOOK TO THE LEADER FOR LEADERSHIP

Warm glow
visible
from all angles.

#1218

PILOT LIGHT
ASSEMBLY
for
NEW LOW COST NE
NEON BULBS

51
NE

This Gothard Assembly is especially designed, with new type bakelite base, to

accommodate these latest style bulbs.
Particularly adapted to indicate that a
machine or device is turned "ON" for
operation, because the neon bulbs accommodated will burn several thousand
hours with very low current consumption and infrequent need for replacement, as against the approximate 500
"hour life of ordinary lamps. Operates
on 115 volts, if 200,000 ohm external resistance is provided in series. The unbreakable lucite protective cap, designed
and made for Gothard exclusively, provides perfect light dispersion of its warm
neon glow in all directions. Lucite cap
unscrews for lamp change. Bakelite
socket. Polished and chrome plated jewel
holder. 1" mounting hole. Recommended
colors for lucite cap: clear, amber or
red. Also ask for complete information
on Gothard #1216 Assembly for NE 45
neon bulbs and wide range of other
Gothard L.ghts.

jo

51

are called error in servos but the
basic problems of stability, bandwidth and linearity are the same.
The drawing shows a simple
servo system in which a low -power
input shaft controls a high -power
output shaft. The difference in the
two shaft positions is converted to
a voltage by means of the potentiometer. The voltage is applied to a
motor which drives the output shaft
into agreement with the input
shaft. The potentiometer and motor can be considered as amplifying
elements similar to vacuum tubes.
Negative feedback is introduced
through the drive of the potentiom-

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1310 North Ninth Street,
Springfield, Ill.
Simple servo system which incorporales

Export Division

25

Warren St., New York

negative feedback
7, N. Y.

Cables-Simonerice, New York

bee/Wale- permitted

by

foresight in fabrication methods
The post-war production era deems well to gain
impetus through modification of high price levels and
the retention of functional superiority. BAER fibre
fabrications will go far-as has been proven in
meeting a diversity of wartime urgencies-in effecting manufacturing economies plus operating depend-

ability.

Whether your requirements call for

machining, milling, drilling, punching, stamping or
sawing, BAER up-to-the-minute facilities will produce
as specified. An inquiry does not obligate you in
any way whatsoever; send
blue- prints or sketches for
recommendations.

eter body by the motor shaft. Thus,
unwanted effects of frequency discrimination and non -linearity are
reduced by an amount dependent
upon the signal transmission gain
around the feedback loop.
This transmission characteristic
is designed to give a phase reversal
at low frequencies. If an error exists it is propagated around the
loop and because of this reversal
annuls itself, but at some higher
frequency the reactances introduce
an additional phase reversal and
when the error gets around the
loop it tries to reinforce itself. If
the return signal is larger than
the original error, the error grows
until it is limited by overloading in
the system and the system oscillates. We say it sings around the
loop.

Two margins of safety needed
to avoid this singing have been described by Bode. At gain crossover,
which is the frequency for which
the amplification is unity and the
gain is zero, a phase margin is
needed. At phase crossover, which
is the frequency for which the returned signal is in phase with the
error, a gain margin is needed.
Good design practice provides a
gain margin of 10 to 20 db and a

WRITE FOR
LITERATURE

-

The 6 -page dato
com-

bulletin

plete with tech-

nical compila lions,

specifications,
and
will be

-

characteristics
properties
sent on

request.

Write fo, Bulletin
120.

N. S. BAER COMPANY, 9-11 MONTGOMERY ST., HILLSIDE, N

J

phase margin of 40 to 60 degrees.
To permit the use of more gain, a
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In step with the electronic developments of today are the 122
standard types of permanently insulated wires, cables and cords
developed by Rockbestos to give dependable performance under
severe or unusual operating conditions. Each and every one has
built-in permanent characteristics that provide resistance to heat,
flame, cold, moisture, oil, grease, alkalies, caustics and corrosive
fumes
a permanent insulation for long-lived service.
The Rockbestos line includes wires that are unaffected by insulation -baking temperatures up to 125°C or frigid cold as low as
minus 50°C
wires that are small in diameter, light in weight,
yet possessing unusually high dielectric strength. A few of the
standard constructions are illustrated and others are available
in sizes ranging from No. 30 AWG to 2,500,000 CM in voltages
from 300 to 5000.
where standard construcAnd for those special applications
tions won't do . . Rockbestos Research will gladly develop
wires to meet your particular requirements. Just outline your
problem and write to the nearest branch office or:

...

...

...

.

Rockbestos Products Corp., 421 Nicoll St., New Haven 4, Conn.

ROCKBESTOS RESEARCH
Solves Difficult Wiring Problems

NEW YORK, BUFFALO, CLEVELAND, CHICAGO, PITTSBURGH, ST. LOUIS, LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO,
ELECTRONICS

-
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WEEK
NOT NEXT
NOT NEXT MONTH

NOT NEXT YEAR
BUT_

NOW

HARVEY
for fast delivery
Critical Radio and

has

Electronic Components
and Equipment
TUBES

METERS

RELAYS

TEST EQUIPMENT

CAPACITORS

TRANSFORMERS

RESISTORS

ETC., ETC.

phase -correcting network can be
used to improve the phase margin.
To obtain proper phase margin, the

STATIONS!

transmission characteristic
must have a slope of about 9 db per
octave in the region of gain crossover. With proper phase equalization, the low frequency gain can be
made large and hence the errors in
following can be made small.
Ioop

Disk-Seal Tubes

Union of electronic and electromagnetic circuits is accomplished
by the disk -seal tubes introduced
publicly by E. D. McArthur, Research Laboratory of General Electric.
To obtain usable characteristics
at vhf, it becomes necessary to combine the functions of the circuit inside the envelope and that customarily outside the tube bulb. By
making the tube electrodes a part
of a cavity resonator as illustrated,
the electron stream is brought directly into the electromagnetic circuit, thereby eliminating tube -lead
inductance. Inter -electrode capaci -

GLASS BASE

INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING BLANKS

After

18 years in the radio and
electronic field, HARVEY is adept
at supplying you with equipment
you need-not next week, not next
month, not next year but now,
just when you need it. That's the

The tributes paid to "Black Seal"

discs by many leading engineers

-

have been earned by distinguished service on the turntable.
Your ears will recognize the difference in quality of reproduction, and the longer play-back
life will prove the superiority of
"Black Seal" construction. Choice

service for which we are famous.

Critical items, if not

on

our

shelves, will be traced for you, or
we may be able to suggest effective substitutes. And HARVEY can
help solve your priority problems,
lend a hand with technical advice.
Save time, save money . . . see

of two

tions, recording studios and
schools. Enclosure of your priority rating will facilitate delivery

The center of a cavity, being the best
place at which to current -excite it, is
the ideal position for the electron stream

Old Aluminum Blanks Recanted with
"Black Seal" Formula on Short Notice

Telephone

Orders to
LOngacre 3-1800

TIT

T
TI
RADIO COMPANY

103 WEST 43rd ST., NEW YORK 18,

-

flexible,

or medium weight both with
four holes.
An AA -2X rating is automatically
available to broadcasting sta-

HARVEY-first, last, always!

fill V h

weights- thin,

interchangeable with aluminum,

N. Y.

ties are an integral part of the circuit, and radiation which is the
greatest single factor limiting the
impedances that can be obtained
without shielding at vhf is completely eliminated by using cavities. '
Because of skin effect, the electromagnetic field is confined to the
cavity but heat is conducted to the
outside where its efficient radiation

RECORDING BLANK DIVISION

396

BROADWAY

NEW YORK 13, N. Y.

FTPORT DEPT. ROTAI. NATIONAL COYPANr,
º1 ººOAD 375511, r 1.

/NC.
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ACA

SINRUIE
01M
P

HIGHEST INSULATION EFFICIENCY
Equal to mica and ceramics-superior
to any other commercial plastic-Acadia
Polystyrene combines all desirable electrical properties. Its dielectric strength
and power factor are outstanding.
Other plus values include: zero water
absorption, relative freedom from adverse effects by acids, alkalies, weather,

stack gases, etc.; and high tensile
strength of 3500 to 5000 pounds per
square inch.
Sheets of Acadia Polystyrene

pression -molded

- have

- comproperties

superior to those fabricated by other
methods-no shrinkage at normal temperatures-better heat resistance.
Complete details are available on request. For quick reference a few of

Processors of Synthetic
Rubber and Plastics Sheets
Extrusions Molded Parts

Polystyrene's outstanding points are
summarized here:
Dielectric Constant
2.5 to 2.6 at frequencies 108
.0001 to .0003
Power Factor, 60 cycles
103 cycles
.0001 to .0003
.0001 to .0003
10° cycles
Dielectric Strength, Volts/Mill," thickness
Short time 500 to 700
Step by Step 450 to 600
Volume Resistivity, ohms -cros
Heat Resistance
Softening Point
Specific Gravity

10'7 to 10t9

150°F to 250"F
190°F to 250°F
1.05

ACADAN "Bef
Flexible at -100° F and has many of the
electrical properties of Polystyrene. Ideai.
for numerous electrical applications.
Write for information on forms now available and data on physical and electrical
properties.

PRODUCTS

DIVISION WESTERN FELT WORKS
OF FELT

LARGEST INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS AND CUTTERS
4035-4117 Ogden Avenue, Chicago 23, Illinois
ELECTRONICS

-

March 1985

Branch Offices in All Principal Cities
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will not interfere with the high -

The

draftsman
who jumped to

perfection
by degrees!

Jim used to start with

a

2H-and

end in

a

rage. No

frequency circuit. Likewise, the
application of direct voltages to
the tube electrodes can be done
through the cavity walls, the skin
effect confining the r -f field more
effectively than would chokes in the
feeder leads.
Although the use of parallel
plane electrodes required to give
uniform transit angle throughout
the electron stream reduces the locating of the electrodes to a single
dimensional problem instead of a
two-dimensional problem, as it is in
cylindrical electrode construction,

uniformity-the draftsman's nightmare.
"Look, Jim," we said, "a 2H is always the same 2H
when it's a Typhonite Eldorado. Try it!"
So Jim discovered uniform, accurate grading. He also
discovered density and clarity of line. And the result? Jim's work improved; his enthusiasm
went up; his temper went down! . . . Try Eldorado

yourself!

Stud for a -ode
coo/er Or moz.

Anode d:sk

Z

--Anode

cxec/c...

Past

-Glass
---Anode
Gnd d,sk
Gr,d mesh

:...

Cathode
surface
---- Heater
--G/ass
_Cathode post
PENCIL SALES DEPT

TT)-

l3,

,

JOSEPH DIXON

CRUCIBLE

COMPANY, JERSEY CITY 3, N. J.

fthrie
lad

ever, our Armed Forces are urgently
calling for greater production of Radio Electronic Products.
We look upon our 2nd Award as a renewed challenge, saying: "Back up
our fighting men
Give them the
material strength with which to implement their fighting hearts!"
We shall answer this call with new
records of 'exceptional performance
worthy of the trust placed in us by the
Armed Forces.

Installations

p

rt

InSULInE
CORPORATION

Or

AMERICA

INSULINE BUILDING
334

LONG ISLAND CITY,

Basic constructional details show how
the electronic elements are shaped to
be a past of the electromagnetic circuit

Shielding Dielectric Heating

.

o1RONl

Heater leads

the severe requirements for exact
parallelism and the extremely close
spacing of the electrodes requires
far greater machining tolerances
than heretofore. Mechanical construction of a disk-seal tube is
shown. (The complete paper appeared in ELECTRONICS for February 1945.)

,1u a sdf Yes, Insuline is proud
to announce it. For today, more than

Write for Catalogues describing our extensive line of
Radio -Electronic Products.

Cothoo:

disk

N

Increased industrial use of electronic heating requires that the high -frequency generators used be
properly shielded to prevent interference with other radio services.
In a paper prepared by G. W.
Klingaman and G. H. Williams of
RCA, the results of field measurements made on a typical dielectric
heating installation were presented.
The applicator electrode and
March 1945
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Model 30 DeLuxe Speech Input
Console for use as main studio
control unit for stations up to

Offers You

50,000 watts.

This

* it

Me
it
faki.
4%

4%

4%

___-......_.

Choice of
SPEECH INPUT

CONSOLES

Model 51 CS Studioette Speech
Input Console for smaller stations
and sub -studio operation.

Here are two popular examples of how
Gates equipment is engineered for efficiency
and economy to meet the requirements of
every type of station. These two popular
studio control units meet every demand for
use as a main studio control unit, as sub studio control equipment, for auditorium

pick-ups and for large broadcasts such as

THE MODEL 30 CONSOLE is streamline-designed for real showmanship by one of America's leading industrial designers, and carefully engineered to combine these important
features:
FM frequency response
5 complete pre-amplifiers
Dual program and monitoring amplifiers
instantly interchangeable
All circuits controlled by keys (no pushbuttons employed)
Illuminated VU meter
Massive modernistic appearance

THE MODEL 51 -CS STUDIOETTE is a junior
size of the Model 30, substantially lower in
price and ideally suited for the moderate -size
station, where quality control equipment with
the following features is desired:
FM frequency response
High gain and low distortion
Accommodates 5 microphones, of which an.
3 may be mixed simultaneously
Has 6 remote positions
Complete cueing, monitoring and muting
facilities
Attractive 3 color finish

symphonies, conventions, etc. You'll find these

..

.
Gates units in service all over the world
time-proved by dependable service in more

than 100 U. S. broadcasting stations ranging
from 250 to 50,000 watts.

Wartime restrictions do not allow the sale of new broadcasting equipment
without priority, therefore, this equipment is presented merely to acquaint
you with Gates' current developments.
Ask About Our Priority Plan for Prompt Delivery
Equipment Is Again Available.
When Gates

RADIO COMPANY, Quincy,

Illinois, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS, SPEECH EQUIPMENT, ANTENNA TUNING AND PHASER UNITS,
AMPLIFIERS, REMOTE EQUIPMENT, BROADCAST STATION AND TRANSMITTER ACCESSORIES.
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-
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Visual -Alignment
SIGNAL GENERATOR
The alignment and adjustment of r -f tuned c rcuits is one of
the many jobs this instrument can do in con unction with a
cathode-ray oscilloscope. For production testit.g, research and
development on AM or FM intermediate frequency amplifiers,
radio freqûency amplifiers and various wide band circuits.
Other instruments in the G -E line of laboratory measuring
equipment include: Regulated Power Supplies, R -F Capacitometer, Square -Wave Generator. Write Electronics

Department, General Electric, SchenectaJy 5,

N. Y.

Electronic Measuring Instruments

ELECTRIC

180-P!

worktable were set up about 12 ft
from the generator and connected
with a concentric transmission line.
The incoming power line and remote control station wires were led
through metal conduits. The usual
safety ground was connected directly to a ground pipe. The power
input to the generator was held
constant at 6 kw; the frequency
was 9 Mc.
The initial field strength and
field strength measurements made
after the application of various
types of shielding are given in the
table below. Various types of
shielding both of the applicator
Field
strength

Is/meter
converted
to 1 mile.'

Conditions

As installed-no load shielding

316,
1.3

Single screen cage over load
Generator cabinet shielded
Double screen cage over load
Double screen door on cage
Slot 30 -in. with 8-in. extension

0.12
0.007
0.0036
0.04

worktable and the generator tester
were applied and field measurements made. The results of cut and -try shielding indicated that
all holes and cracks in the generator must be shielded. Continuously bonded bronze screening extending all the way around the cab 7
Shié/d,:'

r

ll

screening

Shielding of worktable was most effec
Live using this double wire screen con
nected to the worktable ground plate

Pyroferric powdered
instrument metal cores have kept
development.
to specification:Pcision
Pace the
They

are manufactured

HIGH
RESISTANCE

as desired

Consult Pyroferric

LOW

FREQUENCYTHIGH

on your Powder

Metallurgy

'MEDIUM
LOW

inet door and wire screening over
meter holes and ventilator grill were
required. A filter in the power
line placed inside the generator
cabinet was necessary and the leads
to the remote control station were
also shielded.
Of several methods of shielding
the worktable, the one shown

proved the most satisfactory. The
two shields consisted of bronze
screening fastened to a wooden
Mardi 194S- ELECTRONICS
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"My Make -Believe Ballroom
Needs Transcription Equipment

That's Really Rugged!"

"That's why our installation is PRESTO"
"Our PRESTO transcription turntables get a real
workout here at WNEW," says Martin Block, popular
announcer and director of the Make -Believe Ballroom program. "We keep them running almost continuously throughout the day. And they're giving
the same fine, clear reproduction today that they
gave when we installed them years ago. As an announcer, that means a lot to me. It's a nice feeling
to know that my transcribed show is getting out
'in good voice !"

From users of PRESTO equipment all over the country
comes the same story: "It's rugged, it's dependable, itI
stands the gaff!" The increased use of transcribed
material in wartime broadcasting has placed a heavy
burden on all recording and playback equipment.
PRESTO users-including many of the major broadcasting stations-have found that their equipment is
handling the job with ease. That's because PRESTO
devices are products of integrity-built to do more
than will ever be expected of them.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER

ESTO

OF INSTANTANEOUS SOUND

RECORDING EQUIPMENT

AND DISCS
ELECTRONICS

-

RECORDING CORPORATION
242 West 55th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
Walter P. Downs Ltd., in Canada
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frame. The screening makes contact with the lower or ground -potential applicator electrode.
An opening was cut in the worktable screening to facilitate placing the load between the applicator plates. A simple door provided for this opening was used
and also an extension around the
opening so that the opening itself
could remain free for continuous
feeding of the worktable.
llirriafluT. Tubes

You can count on

Wincharger Anten-

na Towers. They
combine strong efficient coverage with

built to last qualities that insure you

years of service.
Add to these advantages their strikingly attractive appearance plus a sensationally low initial
cost and it's easy to
see why an ever in-

creasing number of

Wincharger Antenna Towers are being
used for:
Commercial Broadcasting
Police Work
Air Lines
Signal Corps
Plants
Ordnance
To be sure for years ahead
-be sure to specify Win charger Antenna Towers.

Malen c(

INcaaçca
TARN ELECTRIC

SYSt(MS

N(ì-

low.
6C4 -a vhf triode which has about

INC=GER

one-third the interelectrode capacities of the 6J5, gives 2.5 watts at

orsiMotoRs
VERTICAL
RADIATORS

WINCHARGERVERTICAL RADIATOR
ININCHARCER

CORPORATION

Advances in vhf receiving tube
design were described by R. L.
Kelly in a paper prepared by N.
H. Green and himself, both of
RCA Victor.
The 1.4 -volt filament tubes, although not useful at vhf, did nevertheless demonstrate the utility of
small, strong tubes for portable
equipment such as is now in demand by the armed forces. Acorn
tubes, although inconvenient because of their peripheral pins
which require a large -area ringtype mounting, indicated the advantages to be attained at vhf by
using heater type tubes with small
electrodes.
The 9000 series was therefore
developed to replace acorn tubes by
a more useful mechanical design
but of identical static electrical
properties.
Recently additional
tube types have been developed in
this miniature series of 6.3 -volt,
150 -ma, heater -type tubes.
These miniature tubes combine
the advantages of small size, excellent v -h -f performance and
adequate mechanical strength yet
are light in weight.
Although the glass envelope is so
small as to limit heat radiation,
this is not as serious as had been
anticipated and is offset by the
short leads which efficiently conduct heat to the pins for radiation. The all -glass base and low inductance leads account for the
excellent vhf performance.
Some of the characteristics of
the miniature tubes are listed be-

SIOUX CITY. IOWA

150 Mc.
6J6 -a twin -triode of parallel -plane

electrode construction to provide
uniform transit time, delivers 1.5

a'tkdÎOk2f,
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

64TOUGH
POWER PROBLEMS
Whether you need rugged, sturdy dependability for today's
battle conditions-or designing
foresight for tomorrow's sales
markets Winco can help you
with special rotary Electrical
Equipment. Our engineers are
at your service. Consult them
when you have a problem in-

-

volving-

Built-in and Shell Type
Motors
Adjustable Speed Motors
Synchronous Motors
Rotary Electrical Equipment for Aviation

Dynamotors and Inverters

Motor Generator Sets
Railroad Car Lighting
Generators

/NCO 1PO744129
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
WINCHARGIR CORPORATION... SIOUX CITY.IOWA
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ANOTHER

ASSIGNMENT
SUCCESSFULLY
I

. .

a
.4cor

alert minds interpreted this rectifier cabKARP'S
inet for an electronic heater

in functional sheet metal terms.

Skilled, experienced fingers translated it from paper plans
to reality.

ird,o
co your

nsul,
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Complete shop facilities, including hundreds cf stock dies,
made possible this outstanding result at competitive prices.

Planned production assured prompt deliveries

KARPcan handle your problem with

?qual success. We are prepared to completely design, r& design, or
build to your particular requirements. For all s feet metal
products, consult KARP first.

Welsh-MANUS MAU.
124
ELECTRONICS

-

30th STREET

BROOKLYN 32, N.

Y.
ì39
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watts at 250 Mc as a push-pull

CENtEREDEYE
With

DI -ACRO Benders

DI -ACRO Precision

Bending is accurate to

The DI -ACRO Bender

makes perfectly centered
eyes from rod or strip stock
at high hourly production
rates. Both eyes and centering bend are formed
with one operation. Any size eye
may be formed within capacity of
bender and ductile limits of ma-

.001" for duplicated
parts. DI -ACRO Benders
bend angle, channel, rod,

DI -ACRO Bender

No. 1
Forming radius 2'

approx. Capacity

round cold

rolled steel bar or
equivalent.

tubing, wire moulding,
strip stock, etc. Machines
are easily adjustable for

terial.

simple, compound and

reverse bends of varying
radii.

DI -ACRO

"DIE -LESS
DUPLICATING

Bender No. 2
Forming radius

6' approx. Capacity W round

cold rolled steel
bar, formed cold
to l' radius. Also
Bender No. 3,
with forming radius 9' approx.

jtig
ie

t

Send for CATALOG

"DIE -LESS" DUPLICATING showing many kinds

of "dicless" duplicating
produced with DI -ARCO
Benders, Brakes and Shears.
DI -ACRO is Pronounced "DIE-ACK RO"

..

tee

`Ztss

tw ti-etst
t__.,

Mf

^edelMt

;áa

llflEIL-IRWIfl MFG. Co.
321 EIGHTH AVENUE SOUTH

MINNEAPOLIS 15, MINN.

frERME

\/ DFLARLAYS
AMF7\\

Q

L

I

PROVIDE DELAYS RANGING
FROM 1 TO 120 SECONDS

-

Other important features include:

Compensated for ambient temperature
changes from -40° to 110°F.

Is Industrial Technique Different?

1.

2. Contact ratings up to 115V -10a AC.

-

not affected by al3. Hermetically sealed
titude, moisture or other climate changes .. .
Explosion -proof.
4. Octal radio base

AMPMRrI1
DELAY
RELAY

for easy replacement.

E

5. Compact, light, rugged, inexpensive.

with
porcelain

6. Circuits available: SPST Normally Open;
SPST Normally Closed.

WHAT'S YOUR PROBLEM? Send for "Special Problem Sheet" and Descriptive
Bulletin.

heater
MDELAYPeart

RELAY
COY

AMPERITE
In

NEW YORK 12 N561 AY.

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd.
560 King St. W., Toronto

oscillator and can be used as a
push -push mixer or local oscillator
up to 600 Mc and is well suited for
multivibrator and blocking oscillator applications.
6AL5-an r -f pentode for operation
up to 200 Mc and is recommended
for use in video amplifiers. It has
a figure of merit (figure of merit
is gm/(C,a -{- C..t)) of 2120; for
comparison, the figure of merit of
the familiar 6AC7 is only 470.
6AL5-supplants the 6H6 which,
because of its wide cathode -anode
spacing, has an internal drop of 26
volts at 60 ma. The 6AL5 has
closer cathode -anode spacing giving it an internal drop of only 10
volts at 60 ma and a resonant frequency of 700 Mc. The high perveance of the 6AL5 makes it useful
in broad -band detectors.
6J4 -designed for use as a grounded grid oscillator, has the smallest grid
wires wound with the greatest
turns per inch of any tube so far
built commercially and therefore
has the most uniform grid -plane
potential. Three grid -pin connections reduce grid-to -ground impedance. Plate -to -cathode capacitance is 0.2 µµf.
6AQ-6- a triode plus a duo -diode.
6AK6-audio power amplifier having about one watt output with
ten percent harmonic distortion.
2D21 -miniature edition of the
2050 has a peak inverse potential
rating of 1300 volts. Cathode -current rate of rise should not exceed
100 amperes per microsecond, and
the average anode current over a
30 -second period should be limited
to 100 ma.

with heater wound
directly on blade

That industrial electronics differs from communication work, especially in the emphasis on costs
and the type of personnel available
for operation and routine servicing,
was pointed out in a paper by W. D.
Cockrell of General Electric.
Because of the emphasis on reliability in radio, the operating
personnel as well as the station itself must meet minimum standards
and be licensed. Furthermore, it
has been found necessary to have
an operator on duty at all times
when the station is operating.
On the other hand, industrial
electronic equipment must be so
Mbrch
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EQUIP MENT - preeisionised - mechanically and ele>etronieally - for finer perfornennrr._

No.

541 Magnetic
Cutterhead

Freedom from
Fairchild

Portable Recorder

Distortion

.

Laboratory tests measure a distortion freedom of less than
1
when a 400 -cycle note is recorded
with a Fairchild
No. 541 Magnetic Cutterhead
at a level of + 18db
(reference .006 watts) to produce a stylus velocity of 2.5
inches per second.
Exceptional design and precision skill has produced a
magnetic cutterhead that successfully damps the moving
armature through the use of unusually long cushion blocks
and a positive means of adjusting and maintaining the
armature in correct balance.
The result is the long sought correct bass response that
remains free from distortion while producing the finest
possible full volume recordings up to 8,000 cycles.
When mounted in a Fairchild adapter, the No. 541 Mag-

...

-

...

less than

1%

at 400 cycles

netic Cutterhead also provides a sapphire advance ball on a
swivel mount that permits instant change from "in -out" to
"out-in" cut direction ... a micrometer -threaded screw control
of cut depth
and an easily accessible screw adjustment
of the cutting stylus angle.
Standard with the No. 539 Fairchild Recorder, the outstanding performance and operating qualities of the No. 541
Magnetic Cutterhead are now available to all owners of
earlier Fairchild portable models and many other types
of recorders.
Descriptive and priority data are available. Address New
York Office: 475 - 10th Avenue, New York 18; Plant: 88-06
Van Wyck Boulevard, Jamaica 1, N. Y.

...
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Aircraft; Marine,

IS

Electrical, Electronic, Radio, and
Industrial. We are geared to
supply COMPLETE ASSEMBLIES,
housing required G.E. or Westinghouse Lamps. Special empha
sis on NEON applications. Send
data for estimates, suggestions,
and samples.
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Write for
CATALOG
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built that it can be installed by the
average electrician as easily as a
typical motor or magnetic control
panel. It must usually be so designed that it can operate satisfactorily in whatever factory atmosphere it must be used.
The typical manufacturing system utilizes two types of personnel
on machines. The highly- skilled
set-up man "sets up" or adjusts the
machines to perform the desired
function so that the unskilled or
semi -skilled machine operator may
perform the simple operation necessary for each cycle of operation.
Since the average operator at the
machine generally knows little
or nothing about the operation
of the electronic equipment, the
equipment must be so designed
that no incorrect operation on

00

O
z
o

DIRI[0

[á,..J

DIAL LIEHT
900 BROADWAY

NEW YORK 3, N.

L/-)

z
O

Y.

Telephone: ALgonquin 4-5180-1-2-3
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IA(

át.".
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(..3?( 14 l'L'.
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an -c-5
FIXED MICA DIELECTRIC

CAPACITORS

JAIL -C SPECIFICATIONS are called for on new Government contracts. MICAMOLD is supplying,in production
quantities, the many required types in conformance with
JAN C-5 specification.
Also-We

can supply you with: Fixed Paper Dielectric Inon
metallic cases); Fixed Paper Dielectric (hermetically sealed
in metallic cases); Dry Electrolytic Polarized; Ceramic
Dielectric fixed (temperature compensating)

CONFORMING RIGIDLY TO

JAN

SPECIFICATIONS

MICAMO[D Radio Corporation
115

Knickerbocker Ave., Brooklyn 6, N.Y.

Maintenance of the multitude of electronic tubes and circuits at Radio City
Music Hall, New York, cannot be done
by the average theater electrician

the operator's part can damage
it and it must also contain safety
devices so that the operator cannot
be harmed. Other devices such as
photoelectric door openers or smoke
detectors or precipitators must operate for weeks or months at a time
without any supervision.
Servicing is perhaps the most
difficult problem which we face today in the acceptance of electronic
control. There are, of course, no
licensed operators who have passed
an examination in the theory of
their equipment. There is rarely
anyone in the plant from the chief
electrician or plant engineer on
down who had studied any electronic theory or knew anything
about electronics beyond twisting
March 1945
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PRECISION PARTS

STAMPING OUT
FUTURE MIRACLES

These little, multi -holed, stamping assemblies are a part of important electronic
equipment. Today, they ride in great
bombers on a mission of death. Tomorrow,
this same equipment in one form or another,
will have an important part in the miracles
of post-war living.
The whole job, right from the part print,
was handled by Ace. Ace designed the
tools, and built them in their modern tool
and die shop. Ace presses stamped them
out accurately and quickly.
Ace offers other manufacturers this same
blueprint -to -finished -parts service. If you
are thinking of small parts or assemblies
calling for stamping, machining, heat treating, or grinding, you'll find Ace offers
the modern ingenuity and carefully controlled production that result in highly
accurate work, delivered when promised.
Send sketch, blueprint, or sample for
quotation.

the dial of his home radio until a
year or so ago.
Division of industrial electronic
equipment into four classes was
made by Mr. Cockrell. In the first
classification, he included interphone systems, public address systems, and carrier current operation, both for communication and
for relaying.
Another class of industrial electronic equipment comprises industrial amplifiers and oscillator units
in which the frequencies involved
are within the ranges with which
the radio man has worked previously and the precautions to be observed are typical.
However, included with the familiar circuits will be found some
new and unfamiliar circuits which
must be studied carefully both for
themselves and for the unusual ef-

ACE

MANUFACTURING

CORPORATION

for Precision Parts
IMMYlet
1255

ERIE

AVE.,

PHILADELPHIA

24,

PA.

FOOT
SWITCH
Patent No. 2281908

TYPE
SERIAL
AMPS.
yOLTS AMPS

QCOPNER'VM-TS
6Gee,

KERAL CONTROL

CAMBRIDGE, MA55.

th the

"PRESS -

ANYWHERE"
tilting top
FOR FOOT, KNEE.
HAND OR ELBOW OPERATION

If you want switching versatility, the Model
MC has it! This switch can be mounted in so
many positions, and is so easily actuated, its
applications are almost unlimited. The patented "press-anywhere" top means that it can
be actuated by pressure in the center or any-

Typical of the small control devices
mentioned is this general-purpose photoelectric relay

Send for this Ace booklet and keep it
in your post-War planning file.

Model MC

fects which they may create in the
more familiar circuits. In this field,
the radio engineer who has kept up
to date with the circuits used in
television and radar will find himself much better prepared than his
less wide-awake friend. Engineers
who understand the operation of
clipping, discriminating, scanning
and pulsing circuits will find themselves much more at home in this
class of equipment. In this class, he
included such things as oscillators
for high -frequency induction and
dielectric heating, elevator leveling
equipment, diathermy equipment,
metal detection, etc.; amplifiers
used for spectrophotometers, biological experiments, frequency and
time standards, sound meters, etc.
Further removed from communi-

where along the edge-four pounds pressure
with less than 3/16" throw does it!
The contact mechanism is the well-known
Acro switch which will stand all kinds of services, and will perform millions of operations

without failure.
The MC is available with a choice of four
contact types. The fact that it can be used
in any position is one reason it is a standard
component for such items as high frequency
induction heaters, X-ray units, saws, grinders,
drill presses, etc.
Write for Illustrated catalog and

handbook No. 441 which gives
complete details and specifications
on the General Control Company's
line of foot switches.

GENERAL
CONTROL COMPANY
1202 Soldiers' Field Rd., Boston 34, Mass.
March
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FOR

QUICKVISUAL
Characteristics of

G -E

Investigate the Unique

The unique characteristics of General
Electric Neon Glow Lamps recommend
them for a variety of uses in radios and
as indicators, voltelectronic devices
and test lamps.
lights
regulators,
pilot
age
The uses described at right are typical. If
you think G -E Neon Glow Lamps can be
useful to you, write or phone the address
below. Experienced General Electric Lamp
Engineers will be glad to discuss your
problems with you.

Neon Glow Lamps

...

(also NE -16). Indicator
lamps. Special volt-ampere
characteristics of these lamps indicate use as voltage regulators. Screw
base lamp available as NE -45.+
NE -48

CONSIDER THESE ADVANTAGES

*N K-15

Distinctive orange -red glow-no colored cover
glass needed.
2. Dependable performance and long liferated at 3,000 hours.
3. Very low current consumption-less than 1/2
milliampere for smallest lamp.
4. Variety of sizes and wattages.
5. High resistance to vibration, shock.
6. Normally usable on a -c or d -c.
7. Screw base lamps for 105-125 v. circuits;
similar lamps with bayonet bases available
without resistors.
8. Produce practically no heat.
9. Nearly flat volt-ampere characteristics.
10.Insensitive to voltage variations above
critical value.

maven

.4 N -1A oeperifira tine,m for 9i1.

One of the most widely used
NE -2 indicator and test lampspopular because of compactness and
small size. Nominal wattage is only
1/25 watt. This lamp is unbasedhas wire terminals.

Special marking JCG-991 euppli.d for .mall estro ,Mrpe.

1.

ORDER NO.

NE -2

NE -51

NE -17

For general indication, such
NE 51 as showing existence of poacross
various parts of elec.
tential

[rital circuits.

NE -16

NE -48

NE -45

NE -32

NE -30

Indicator and pilot light
lamp that flashes to show
condition of B -battery in portable
radios. Frequency of flashes decreases
as battery runs down.
7

NE - 1

1

NE -34

NE -36

NE -40

NE -42

Watts, Nominal

'hs

'hs

®

h

14

/4

1

1

2

2

3

3

Volts (Circuit)

105-125

105-125

®

105-125

105-125

105-125

105-125

105-125

105-125

105-125

105-125

105-125

65
90

65
90

51

65
90

65
90

60
85

60

60
85

60

60
85

60
85

Cand.
Screw

Medium

D. C.
Bay. Cand.

Medium
Screw

Sk. D. C.
Bay. Cand.

Medium

Screw

Screw

Sk. D. C.
Bay. Cand.

Starting
Voltage

)

0'

ì

AC
DC

Unbased

(Wire

Base

Terminals)

S. C.

Bay. Min.

®

-©

D. C.
D. C.
D. C.
Bay. Cand. Bay. Cand. Bay. Cand.

85

85

Maximum Overall Length

1'/6"

1154"

11"

11/4"

11/2"

11/4"

21/2,"

2"

3311"

31/4"

3V16"

33/4"

List Price
(plus tax)

$.08

$.10

5.45

5.35

5.42

5.40

$.40

$.45

5.50

5.55

5.60

6.65

®
®
®

Meets JAN- A specifications for 991. Special marking JCG-991 supplied at small extra charge.
f) Designed for 67-87 Volts D.C. (D.C. operating voltage at 1.5 milliamperes, 53-65 volts).

s

Applies to lamp when new.
Glass part; wire terminals extend additional 1ldo".
Designed for DC flashing operation in RC circuit.

For further information, write address belote for Bulletin 7100.

NELA SPECIALTY DIVISION LAMP DEPARTMENT

GENERAL
I
ELECTRONICS

-
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Newark Street, Hoboken, N.

J.
34E:

Better quality control-faster production-speedier delivery
of wide range audio transformers using high permeability
nickel alloy laminations and shields. That's what the new 25
KW electric annealing furnace now in operation at Peerless
means to you. The plant includes complete hydrogen gas drying and purifying equipment. An important contribution to
today's war production and of great benefit to post-war radio
manufacturers of FM, television and geophysical equipment.

Wr'te today for new
transformer catalog.

o PEERLESS

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CO.

6920 McKINLEY AVENUE

LOS

ANGELES

1,

CALIFORNIA

NEW!

The ULTIMATE in

SOLDERLESS
CONNECTING DEVICES
LOCK A WIRE TO A WIRE

Write
for SAMPLES
and data

L. S. BRACH

When the Bee nut is screwed
down all the way, its builtin clamp locks a wire to a
wire. No danger of loose
Assures a vibrastrands.
tion -proof, low
resistance connection.

SPACE-

TIME-

SAVING

SAVING

Simply lay stripped
ends of two or more
wires into slot. The
Bee nut will clamp them
together permanently or until you wont them apart. No
lugs, lock nuts or lock washers
required. No soldering, crimping, pressing or insulating.

MFG. CORP., Newark 4, New Jersey

cation electronics is the class of
industrial electronic equipment consisting mostly of the small control
devices such as photoelectric relays,
timers, and contact amplifiers employing only one or two tubes.
These devices usually operate from
raw a -c on the tube plate or anode
and, although the devices are simple, they require a new concept on
the part of the engineer, who
must think in terms of a single
cycle rather than in wave trains.
Control of grid -controlled gas filled tubes by shifting the phase
of the grid brings to light a whole
host of grid -shifting circuits.
Again, amplifiers which must respond to zero frequency or d -c bring
a whole new set of problems.
Regulating circuits in which
hunting of motors may occur, require new concepts of oscillation
in which mechanical devices form
a part of the oscillating circuit.
In another class of industrial
electronic equipment we become almost completely divorced from
radio theory and practice. This is
large power-conversion equipment
such as the ignitron and tank-type
mercury -arc power rectifiers, inverters, and frequency changers.
The fundamental theory of operation of these devices is usually
simple but, because of the sizes of
these equipments and the amount
of power involved, great emphasis
must be placed on such things as
maximum tube capacity, efficiency
of operation, long life and reliability with minimum maintenance
and the effect of harmonics.
A very important consideration
also is the proper circuit breaker
protection for the rectifier, the
transformer, and the a -c and d -c
connected equipment. Since a power
rectifier capable of supplying 5000
amperes at 600 volts d -c is a fairly
common piece of equipment it may
be seen that the power involved in
a short circuit fault on the d -c
system or failure of a tube to rectify can become tremendous.
Since design and installation of
this type of equipment would seem
to be more in the field of the electrical power engineer than that of the
radio or control engineer, he suggested that the radio man interested in this type of equipment
would do best to obtain his training through central station or
power utility sources.
March 1945
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HAS THE ANSWER TO YOUR

MICROMICROFARAD PROBLEM
You don't have to build equipment to suit

the capacity of any particular condensor.
I. C. E.'s advanced research now makes
available to you reliable vacuum condensors in capacities ranging from 10 to 110
micromicrofarads ... in steps of one micromicrofarad. I. C. E. precision assures accuracy of one micromicrofarad, plus or minus.
Standard condensors available in sizes
VC -12 ... VC -25 ...VC -50 and VC -100.
Order your requirements today

I. C. E.

VC -100 VACUUM

CONDENSOR

Send for this Complete Catalog

Research on Your Other Problems

A new catalog, fully illustrated, describes
in detail I. C. E. vacuum condensors as well
as other high precision vacuum equipment.
Write for your free copy today.

The

I. C. E. research laboratory is ready to
serve you in the development and designing of tubes and other vacuum units required by electronic equipment you are
now designing. Write Engineering Department today.

ELECTRONIC TUBES

RESEARCH

DESIGN

INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONICS

-

PRODUCTION

&

COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS

BELMONT, CALIFORNIA
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY
Inventions wanted; national and regional meetings;
Central America's market possibilities; new OWI transmitters; industrial tube potentialities; meetings ahead;
Washington News on licenses, manpower, network
recordings, production, and standardization
Radio and Electrical Engineers Hold Technical Meetings
MORE THAN three thousand
members of IRE crowded the halls
of New York's Commodore Hotel
for the thirty-third annual Winter
Technical Meeting. Last year's attendance was about 1900. At the
opening morning session, incoming
president Everitt spoke of the
things to come for the Institute.
He acknowledged the need for
wider geographical representation
on the board and for greater autonomy in the local sections but put
the winning of the war, as it should
be, first. Other policies which will
be prosecuted throughout the coming year involve the establishment
of a professional staff including a

A FEW

technical secretary and a technical
editor.
Fearing no shrinkage in membership after the war, he exhorted
the members to take over the field
of electronics to which, by conquest,
they are entitled. He suggested
that this might eventually involve
changing the name of the organization-a move requiring careful
thought. As for the problems of
headquarters space, they are to be
solved by new facilities which will
grow out of a building fund to be
handled by a committee headed by
B. E. Shackleford and I. S. Coggeshall. The objective is to be prepared for participation in a com-

bined engineering building or a
separate one as seems most advantageous later on.
Other business of the Institute
took place at the jammed banquet
where the Medal of Honor, the Morris Liebmann Memorial Prize, and
twelve honorary fellowships were
awarded as reported in ELECTRONICS for February. Other features
included participation by exhibitors
to the extent of 60 or more and 42
technical papers. (See The Electron Art, this issue.)
On the evening before the start
of the technical sessions, IRE and
AIEE jointly presented Capt. Jennings B. Dow, USN, director of
the electronics division of the Bureau of Ships (recently retitled
from the radio division) as the
featured speaker of the Edison
Medal presentation to Dr. E. F. W.
Alexanderson.
Dr. Alexanderson, himself famous for amplifiers and other electronic developments, suggested in
his acceptance that the world
should exchange the blue glasses of
the economist for the rosy ones of
the inventor after the war and that
electronic engineers working in the
spirit of Edison might be looked to

Part of the crowd of 1250 who attended the annual banquet of IRE. Seated at the speakers' table from left to right are: Austin
Bailey, R. A. Heising, C. A. Powel, G. P. Adair. Capt. E. M. W ebster, Col. V. B. Bagnall, W. W. Hansen, H. M. Turner, F. C.
de Wolf. H. B. Richmond, W. L. Everitt, H. H. Beverage, O. H. Caldwell. Capt. A. H. Addoms, R. A. Hackbush, E. F. W. Alexanderson, G. W. Bailey, G. B. Hoadley, and J. E. Shepherd
March 1945
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HARMONIC
FREQUENCY GENERATOR

for
C>
C>

E>

FAST

EASY
ACCURATE

WAVEMETERS'

CALIBRATION of
NOW you can obtain precision calibration up to and beyond
2000 megacycles of receivers and wavemetlers at a fraction
of the time previously required. Also, by means of a Beat
Detector built into the instrument, you can calibrate oscillators

and signal generators with equal ease. Output voltages in
multiples of 10 or 40 megacycles are provided wita crystal
controlled accuracy. Itt not only selects 10 or 40 megacycle
series by means of a front panel switch, but identifies any
ONE of these harmonics by means of a Frequency Identifier°,
(supplied separately) p-oviding high attenuation of all voltages except that of the frequency to be identified.

o

--r_
-_-_-------

OSCILLATORS

---

-

In writing for full details, ,please specify the frequency of Identifier

wcrred.

XbwirWorchrial,
RADIO ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

MORGANVILLE, N. J.
Specialists in The Development of UHF Equipment
and in The Man f.
ELECTRONICS

- March

7945

---

:

00

0 00
0_0---------__=
SIGNAL GENERATORS
'e)

111

I

¡ID,.
4®

RECEIVERS

nténnas

You've Heard A Lot About

to revitalize the electrical industry
by starting new enterprises.
Captain Dow spoke about the

eet2

Navy electronics program and
pointed out that the expenditure
for research and development in
1945 is approximately $80 million
as contrasted with roughly $3,800,000 before 1942, drawing the ob -

Why Not Know A
Little More About

STAR
PORCELAIN?
are many kinds of STAR
uses.
for
special
They are used extensively in applications calling for resistance to
electricity, heat, moisture, chemicals
or weathering agents. There are
more than a score of formulas in
actual production in our factory at
There

PORCELAIN
Pei Sw..v
Al CHARACTERISTICS
of
RAMIC

PRODUCTS

one time.
..

.;ü

H. M. Turner, C. A. Powel, E. F. W.

"A Brief Survey of Technical Characteristics of Molded Ceramic Products" is yours for the asking.

COMP..

,.

TRENTON 9, NEW JERSEY

ELECTRONICS DEPT.,

TOUGH/
Cinaudagraph Speakers are made.
to take the tough raps. This is the
built-in result of better manufac-

turing experience. Look at the
record of achiev eurent and you'll
put Cinaudagraph Speakers at he
t

top of your list.
Watch Cinaudagraph
Speakers

\fier

Vic! or>

Cinaudagraph Speakers, Inc.
3911

S.

Export Div., 13

Michigan Ave., Chicago
E.

40th St., New York 16, N. Y.

eIIO

i%n

Sehecthez

in

irv 9/ó2id

.

Alexanderson, R. C. Muir, Capt. J. B.
Dow, and Karl T. Compton pose on the
occasion of the joint IRE-AIEE session
at which Dr. Alexanderson was presented with the Edison Medal

vious conclusion that our peacetime
program has let war catch us with
our guard down. He suggested a
postwar minimum of $25 million a
year.
He continued with a statement
to the effect that the outcome of
the war is largely contingent upon
the relative electronic standings of
the various belligerents. In scope,
he showed that electronic equipment for the Navy has expanded
from the end of 1941, when there
were 2082 vessels and landing craft
(in which were installed at least
one transmitter and two receivers)
to 1944 when there were 37,981 such
vessels. In a large carrier there are
101 complete pieces of equipment.
A battleship has 78, a small motor torpedo boat 7, and some of the
smaller landing craft as many as
13. For the 38,000 vessels, the total
number of pieces of equipment
comes to about 300,000. In dollar
value, the Naval aircraft electronics program is almost identical.
The year 1944 saw delivery of more
than $1,300,000,000 worth of radio,
radar, and sonar apparatus in addition to a large amount purchased
directly from the Army.
Another subject touched upon by
the Captain was the matter of
radar patents and the official position of the Navy with regard to

their

disposition
March 1945
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Cttmm
As basic mechanical elements for power transmission and for remote control, S. S.
White flexible shafts advantageously serve the following purposes in electronic

equipment:

POWER TRANSMISSION

REMOTE CONTROL

As a drive from small motors to operating mechanisms over short or long distances.
For "coupling" power driven elements inside a piece

For connecting control knobs and dials to adjustable
elements and for "coupling" such elements inside a

piece of equipment.
For remote control of elements requiring rotary or
"push-pull" manipulation from more or less remote
points.

of equipment.
For mechanical

power drive from one piece of
equipment to another.
For power take-off from any power source for driv-

For indicating the position of
where it can't be seen.

ing auxiliaries.

of

S. S.

a single flexible shaft you can direct -connect
practically any two points, regardless of their relative locations. This means fewer parts to make and
to assemble-lower costs. The large selection of
S. S. White shafts meets a wide range of power
drive and remote control requirements.

THE S. S. W

Flexible shafts make possible improved designs because they give you a free hand in placing driving
and driven or controlled elements wherever they
should be for best efficiency, easy assembly, space
saving, convenient operation and servicing.

256 -PAGE FLEXIBILE SHAFT HANDBOOK FREE
TO ENGINEERS-Gives complete information and
data about flexible shafts and how to select and apply
them. A free copy will be sent to any engineer who
writes for it direct to us on his business letterhead and
indicates his position.

NITF
TE DENTAL MFG. CO.

INDUSTRIAL
DEPT. E. 10 EAST

40th ST., NEW YORK 16, N.

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS
MOLDED

Oue a
ELECTRONICS

-

moving part located

BASIC ADVANTAGES
White Flexible Shafts for these jobs

With

ilf

a

MOLDED
RESISTORS

DIVISION
Y.

AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES
PLASTICS
FLEXIBLE SHAFT TOOLS

fitheúcaá A.4.44 %d'u'deúal SKtfeitidei
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ON URGENTLY REQUIRED

ADIO PARTS

TUBES

LECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

postwar. Because radar patents
will be widely held in industry, by
foreign interests, among individuals, and by Government, the program he outlined is looked to as a
means of avoiding a situation where
contractors will be unable to supply
the best designs because of adversely -held patents, where excessive costs will result from pyramiding of royalties, or where a great
amount of litigation will follow the
issuance of patents. Essentially,
the scheme involves a patent pool.
He foresaw an average yearly radar
business of $75 million.
Awards were made of the Alfred
Noble prize to W. R. Wilson, GE,
Pittsfield, for a paper on corona in
aircraft at altitude and of the 36th
honorary membership since 1884 to
Dr. Dugald C. Jackson, professor
emeritus of electrical engineering
at MIT. During a joint Eta Kappa
Nu -Tau Beta Pi dinner, V. Karapetoff, professor emeritus of Cornell University, spoke on concepts
of relativity. Registration at the
AIEE meeting ran over 1700, a
figure which was last exceeded in
1941. Following are the technical
papers and sessions bearing possible electronic implications :

Keeps Diesel Engines
Running Efficiently
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OYER 10,000 ITEMS IN STOCK
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

SGelyelsie e 1«
CONDENSERS
METERS
TUBES
RESISTORS TRANSFORMERS
WIRE
TEST INSTRUMENTS
AMPLIFIERS SOUND SYSTEMS,

'LUGS

JACKS

METAL CHASSIS

SWITCHES

RACK PANELS, etc.

PURCHASING AGENTS!
ENGINEERS!
Send for this

FREE

800 PAGE CATALOG!

Write today on your company letterhead for
this massive 800 page Buying
Guide containing everything In
Complete
radio-electronics.
listings of all standard nationally known products
in one handy, bound rotumel Sent free on request
by addressing Box ML
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E. E. Moyer, GE.
Arc Backs in Rectifier Circuits-Artificial Arc-Back Tests, by R. D. Evans and

J. Maslin, Westinghouse.
Rectifier Fault Currents, by C. C. Herskind and H. L. Kellogg, GE.
Voltage and Current Relations for Controlled Rectification with Inductive and
Generative Loads, by K. P. Puchlowskf,
Westinghouse.
Damping and Synchronizing Torques of
Power Selsyns, by C. Concordia and
Gabriel Kron, GE.
Principles of Grid Control for Thyratrous, by P. H. Chin and E. E. Moyer,
A.

GE.
An

Can Help Answer

Interval Timer for Arc Duration, by
Quill, GE.
Modulated Frequency System of Tele metering, by H. E. Renfro and A. P.
Peterson, Control Corp.
Dynamic Measurements on Electromagnetic Devices, by E. L. Norton, Bell Labs.
A Portable Instrument for Measuring
Insulation Resistance at High Voltage,
by F. W. Atkinson and R. B. Taylor,
Takk Corp.
A Comparison of the A -M, F -M, and
Single Sideband Systems for Power -Line
.1. S.

Procurement
Problems,

Y our

A
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Industrial Manufacturers Research
Laboratories Schools - Colleges
Government Agencies Railroads
Public Utilities Broadcast Stations
Police Depts.,
iospitals 'Shipyards
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Frequency Changers
Characteristics,
Applications, and Economics, by S. B.
Crary and R. M. Easley, GE.
Transient Response of Controlled Rectifier Circuits, by P. T. Chin and G. E.
Walter, GE.
A Method for Demonstrating the Voltage and Current Wave Forms of Controlled Rectifiers, by P. T. Chin and

if4

UN RADIO
ELECTRONICS CO.

212 Fulton Street, New York 7, N. Y.

Carrier Transmission, by

TESTS FUEL
INJECTORS

AND HYDRAULIC
DEVICES

At Pressures Up
10,000 p.s.i.

To keep diesel engines operating
at peak efficiency, this portable,
precision-built Adeco Nozzle Tester is indispensable.

Light in weight yet built for heavyduty service, it enables any mechanic to make quick, accurate
tests on injector opening pressure,
spray pattern, etc., and detect
stuck needle valves and leakage
around valve seats. Tests both
large and small injectors, on bench
or engine, at pressures up to 10,000 p.s.i. Prevents costly delays
and possible damage to engine.
Ideal for testing hydraulic devices.
Write for bulletin on this
practical, low-cost unis.

R. C. Cheek,

Westinghouse.
The Resistance -Coupled Amplifier, by
L. G. Cowles, Texas Co.
The Tapered Transmission Line, by J. W.
Milnor, consulting engineer.
Tracer Controlled Position Regulator for
Propeller Milling Machine, by C. R.
Hanna and W. 0. Osbon, Westinghouse ;
and R. A. Hartley, Adel Precision Products.
Application of Electrical Equipment for
Propeller Milling Machine, by H. E.
Morton. Morton Mfg. Co. ; and 0. G.
Rutemiller, Crosley Corp.
Design of Sealed Ignitron Rectifiers for
Three -Wire Service, by M. M. Morack,
GE.
The Combination of Supervisory Control

AIRCRAFT & DIESEL
EQUIPMENT CORP.
4411

NO. RAVENSWOOD
AVE.
CHICAGO 40,
ILLINOIS
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Illustrated at left is

a Langevin
Hermi-Lock hermetically sealed

transformer. Case must be destroyed
before interior of unit can be
reached. Hermi-Lock provides extensive safety factor for combat use.

The failure of a hermetically sealed transformer is largely due to
the fact that solder is depended upon for a mechanical union as
well as the hermetic seal. Solder having a low tensile strength is
readily fractured by thermal action, vibration or shock, and the
seal broken;with failure a probability.

-50°

AMBIENT

LANGEVIN hermetically sealed transformers employ the unique
*Hermi-Lock construction which provides a positive mechanical
union between body, cover and bottom, the solder being simply
the sealing agent. The result is a dependable unit with little chance
of failure under simultaneously adverse conditions.
Your inquiry for transformers of all types up to 5 KVA are solicited.

+65°C AMBIENT

* Trade Mark Registered

Langevin Company

The

INCORPORATED

SOUND REINFORCEMENT AND REPRODUCTION ENGINEERING
NEW YORK
37 W. 65

Sty,

SAN FRANCISCO
23

1050 Howard St.,

LOS ANGELES
3

1000 N. Seward St., 38

Y

In SURco-AmERICUU
PLASTIC TUBIfG
great variety of present
applications speaks volumes for ehe
flexibility of Surco -American Plastic Insulating Tubing. Even under
extreme conditions of heat, cold,
moisture, wear, changen weather,
eerof dilute acids,
and in the pre
The

oils and most solvents, the same
degree of flexibility prevails.
Surtó-American offers a wide

raffige of standard and special

with Other Functions on Power -Line
Carrier Channels, by H. C. Cheek and
W. A. Derr, Westinghouse.
Supervisory Control for New Chicago
Subway, by W. A. Derr, Westinghouse ;
C. J. Buck, Chicago Rapid Transit ; Co. :
and J. A. Stoos, Dept. of Subways and
Superhighways, City of Chicago.
Power -Line Carrier Channels, by M. J.
Brown, Westinghouse.
Mercury-Arc Rectifiers for Railroads, by
S. S. Watkins, Gibbs and Mill. Inc.
Induction Heating of Moving Strip. by
R. M. Baker, Westinghouse.
Preferred Practices for Electrical Control Devices for Aircraft, by F. W. Hottenroth Jr., GE.
* Conference on High -Frequency Cables,
Lt. Comm. John H. Neher, presiding.
Conference on High -Frequency Dielectric I-Ieating, J. J. Orr, presiding.

Items marked with an asterisk (*)
are not intended for publication by
the Institute, either in Transactions or
in reprint form. Others are available
from AIEE, 33 West 39 St., New
York 18, N. Y.

In anticipation of its Spring
elections, AIEE followed up the
meeting with an announcement of
nominations including Dr. W. E.
Wickenden for president.

Attention Inventors!
Kettering, a note
from the National Inventors Council of the Department of Commerce
indicates that the Navy Department has a number of problems un
which it would like to turn the
country's inventors loose.
Among these are: (1) A device
for transmitting .rotary motion
through a moisture-proof barrier
for such applications as radio control knobs and generator shafts;
formulations, clear or in any color,
in(2) Waterproof jacks for microwith such specifications as high
headphones and telephone
phones,
sulating resistance, low power facie
A continuous -sampling
(3)
keys;
tor, or an average dielectric
indicator with auto-gas
combustion
of 1500 volts per mil. thickness.
and
suitable for instalalarm
matic
Every formulation is laboratory
lation in gasoline -driven motor
tested. Available continuous
boats for continuous sampling of
lengths, I. D.1605 to 2". Also
bilge vapors; (4) A small portable
flexible plastic insulated wire, #12
field strength meter about the size
to #48 A.W. C., insulating tape
and weight of a walkie-talkie and
with frequency range from 100 to
and special tubing and wire. Com20,000 kc and capable of measuring
plete echnical data furnished.
intensities from 10 to 1,000 millivolts per meter; (5) Radio antennas up to 300 ft high which can be
handled by unskilled crews; (6) A
ELECTRICAL INSULATION CO. method of measuring elastic
Dept. C
stresses locked up in metallic
84 Purchase St., Boston 10, Mass.
structures; (7) A method of welding light-gage aluminum; (8) A
precision twin -triode vacuum tube
with the general characteristics of
the 6SN7 type but with several
modifications; ('9) An expendable,
compact, lightweight, rugged, mechanical device to permit successive
By exclusive winding and packaging, Surco -American Tubing
closures of up to bight, electrical
SIGNED BY C. F.

.,

stays round on the

A simple, positive, safe and
quick means of testing D.C. voltage-breakdown on materials or
components. Used in the laboratory
or out in the plant. Can be operated
by usual factory personnel.
Plugs into standard A.C. outlet.
Rectifier provides 1 to 4000 v.
(Type P-1 here shown) or 1 to
10,000 v. (P-3 large cabinet
type), D.C., continuously vari-

able.

light indicates "On"
or "live". Variac knob is rotated
until meter reads desired test
voltage.
light indicates
Second panel
when breakdown occurs, and
meter gives the breakdown
voltage.
Current -limiting resistors keep
current to approximately 5
milliammeters on P-1, or 40 milliamperes on P-3, over full range,
as safety measure.
A standard test equipment now
available for prompt delivery.
Red panel

Typical of the large and growing
line of "Industrial Instruments"instrumentation for everyday work
about laboratory or production line
-practical, dependable, moderate
in cost.
Write for Literature

spool.
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POSITIVE HERMETIC SEALING

3

9820

[1

9821

9822
9824

PART
No.

Average of Actual Test Flash Over
or Breakdown Voltage R.M.S.

Recomnended Maximum Use Voltage
at Sea Level R.M.S.

9820
9821
9822
9823
9824

4,750
6,900
9,624
9,300
12,725

2,500
5,000
7,500
7,500
9,000

Actual Size Photograph

KOVAR ELECTRODE
below for
standard styles/
(See

INSULATION RESISTANCE OVER 1,000,000 MEGOHMS

GLASS
KOVAR EYELET

METAL -GLASS SEALS
by

-

GLASS

STUPAKOFF

The series of Stupakoff metal -glass seals illustrated offers maximum electrical qualities consistent with space limitations and
simplicity of design permitting mass production. They are suitable for operation at temperatures from -55° C to +200° C,
and are tested to meet thermal shock specifications of the
services. The construction provides a hermetic seal with a
long electrical leakage path, resistance to thermal shock and
mechanical strength.
Such seals are made possible by the metal, Kovar, a cobalt,
nickel, iron alloy which matches the expansion of certain hard
glasses from -80° C to the annealing point of the glass
(approx. +450° C). Kovar forms a seal through a heating
process in which the oxide of Kovar is dissolved into the glass
to form a perfect bond-pressure and vacuum tight under
extreme climatic conditions.
Stupakoff furnishes Kovar-glass seals with single or multiple electrodes in various styles. For those equipped for glass
working, Stupakoff supplies Kovar as rod, sheet, wire, tubing
or 'fabricated into cups, eyelets or special shapes.
Write Stupakoff today for assistance in developing hermetically sealed components for war applications. Samples and
reprints of this advertisement may be obtained by writing
department K-56.
Do More Than

Before-Buy

STANDARD SIZES (other sizes to your
PART

'

9820
9821
9822
9823
9824

A

G

H

',h

1
,

K

L

',s

'/s

specifications)

!í

3d

is

13i

13

's

"32

"/

%

1!a

'.

'5,2

3.2

34

'.í

1/2

1/2

'í

1Sí
11/

B

C

D

N

M

.040
.060
.080
.080

.212
.340
.380
.500
.672

E

.080

F

STANDARD ELECTRODE STYLES
AVAILABLE IN COMBINATION
(EXCEPT B)

EXTRA

War Bonds

STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA.
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IN-RES-CO

RESISTORS

your

\\Z*

eeeb
Analysis of peace -time requirements indicates a tremendous field for electronic
products-and a comparable
multitude of production and
assembly problems.
The numerous engineering
refinements of IN -RES -CO resistors-products of specialized, automatic high-speed
winding-are attested to be
their wide adoption in communication and control equipment of every description.
Type WL, for example, has
standard tolerance of 10/0,
watt rating and a maximum
resistance of 15,000 ohmsyet measures only 1" long
and 3/16" in diameter.
IN - RES - CO resistor components-meter shunts, multipliers, chokes and solenoids

you LESS

To pay

little

a

more

For SILLCOCKS-MILLER

Precision -made Plastics

were analyzed on
the same basis as feedback amplifiers by Asst. Professor A. C. Hall
of the MIT servo -mechanisms laboratory at a recent meeting of the
New York section of IRE.
In the comparison of servos and
amplifiers, the natural frequency
of the servo was shown to correspond to a resonant rise in amplifier response and damping to correspond to amplifier gain. Conditions for instability and various
degrees of damping were approached from the Nyquist diagrams for feedback stability.
Methods of controlling servo
characteristics derived from this
approach were demonstrated on a
SERVO SYSTEMS

SOURCE

QUALITY

YOUR

FOR DESIGN, DEVELOP-

MENT AND CLOSE

-

PRODUCTION

TOLERANCE

If your plastic parts or products call
for fabrication to extremely close tolerances, look to Sillcocks-Miller specialists

.

.

.

pioneers of precision - made

plastics.
Recognized everywhere for high quality

fabrication, The Sillcocks-Miller Company offers you a combination of long
experience, know-how and outstanding
facilities to help you in the design, de-

1

-represent

It costs

Circuit Theory for Servos

are spec;alist-.
wound
tesolve

circuits with a time interval between closures of about 0.2 to 0.3
sec, and (10) A small, fast -acting,
double -action solenoid to operate on
28 volts dc with a 20 lb pull at
maximum air gap. The plunger
must seat at each end of the travel.
Suggested solutions should be
prepared in sketch and description
form and sent to the National Inventors Council, Department of
Commerce, Washington, D. C., for
consideration and report.

velopment

and

production

of

your

plastic parts requirements.

little more for SillcocksMiller quality, but it costs you less in

You may pay a

an all-inclusive

the long run

line. The new 18 -page catalog will be sent to you free
on request on company letterhead; write today.

-

performance, satisfac-

tion and savings considered.
Write for free booklet presenting a

4-point service to

help designers and

manufacturers.

INSTRUMENT
RESISTORS CO.

SILLCOCKS-MILLER CO.
Office n fado -t
10

25 AMITY STREET
LITTLE FALLS,

356

N. J.

This is the logotype adopted by National
Association of Broadcasters to symbolize
the twenty-fifth anniversary of KDKA's

original operation and thus of the radio
industry

W. PARKER ,AVE., MAPLEWOOD,

N.'i

Moiling Address SOUTH ORANGE,

It Costs You Less to Pay a Little

More for Sillcocks-MillerQuality
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BUY MORE
WAR BONDS

*

ROLLER -SMITH SWITCHBOARD® INSTRUMENTS
OTHER

R

-S

d -c and a -c switchboard .instruments, Roller -Smith has
concentrated on a moving system that will guarantee long-time
accuracy and freedom from trouble. Fine grained hardened and
polished steel pivots rotate in carefully selected jewel bearings.
Springs are phosphor -bronze, well aged to minimize zero shifting.
The rugged bridge construction assures permanent alignment of
all parts and helps maintain calibration.

In both

INSTRUMENTS

Panel and portable instruments of practically every
standard size, shape, capacity, type and style erre
included in the R -S line of electrical instruments.
Shown here are (right)
A. S. A. type 3.5" micro -

ammeter and (left) part¢
ble circuit tester.

This careful construction of the mechanism, coupled with the
best of materials and workmanship plus more than 40 years of
experience in the design and manufacture of precision electrical
instruments all add up to an assurance of accuracy and dependable
performance For complete information, with list of ranges commonly supplied, write for Catalog 4220.

RQER

ÿ

SNiie

ROLLER -SMITH

BETHLEHEM, PENNA.

Canadian Plant: ROLLER -SMITH MARSLAND LTD., Kitchener, Ontario

Sales Representatives
In

all Principal Cities
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laboratory model of a continuouscontrol servo. Damping was shown
to be directly controlled by amplifier gain, and sensitivity to be
governed by the natural frequency

..with Built-in Resistors for
use with NE51 NEON LAMPS!
greater economy, efficiency,
7J HEandfarreliability
of the new NE

of the system.

51

NEON LAMPS has created a great deal
of interest in our newest NEON light
assemblies. Drake No. 50N and No.
51N assemblies are shipped complete
with NE 51 Neon Lamps . . . all
ready to connect to 105 to 125 volt
sources. Attractive plastic shields that
cover and protect the Neon lamps will
be ready about April 1945. Consider
Drake Patented Neon Assemblies . . .
the sturdy units that save power
(1/25 watt)-last longer-(3000 hrs.)
and have a wider voltage range.

SOCKET

AND

Boat -to-Boat

JEWEL

LIGHT

ASSEMBLIES

RADIO -TELEPHONE
communication
between lifeboats at sea will be
feasible with non-skilled men
through the use of a new transceiver by cargo vessels of the U. S.
Maritime Commission. Manual or
automatic telegraph transmission
can also be used. The unit operates
entirely by power from a hand operated generator which permits
unlimited operation without the
limitations of short-lived batteries.
Units are entirely waterproof and
attain, by the use of balloon and
kite antennas, a range ten times
that of present lifeboat transmitters on 500 kc. A range of over a
thousand miles is obtained on the
high frequency of the air/sea res eue program.

Synchronized Advertising
the world will be
able to read the same advertisements at the same time according
to a scheme worked up between
Radio Corp. of America and one of
the New York advertising agencies.
Radiophoto transmission will be
used to flash copy and layout for
simultaneous release to publications
throughout the globe. From these
radiophoto centers, copy and layout would go by air mail to an additional network of cities. The scheme
has already been used in a few
cases and gives promise of pracPEOPLE ALL OVER

,tø'r
FpBa.. ins!
%%In6

ticality.

Central AmericaReceiver Market
A GREAT vacuum in the
home radio field in the Central
American countries, according to
Lazare Gelin of Lear Inc. who has
just returned from a trip through
Mexico, the Central Americas, Colombia, and Venezuela.
Having had a dozen years experience in export work in these countries, Mr. Gelin bases his predictions on commercial estimates and
on comments given him by local
businessmen. He adds to the corn -

THERE IS

enty Years of Experience
ELECTRICAL INSULATION CO.,INC,
12
358

VESTRY

ST., NEW

YORK 13, N. Y.
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BUILD IT IN !

Telechron Electric Radio Switch Clock for quick -moving post-war receiver sales!

Telechron C40, electric radio switch clock, is a top-flight, A-1 sales
booster for lower price receivers. The owner pre-sets the operating

time-C40 turns

on the station, on the dot, and also serves as an

ideal alarm clock. Single control knob. A handsome time-saver
that should be standard equipment on every radio designed for
mass appeal. Low installation cost. Attractive pattern for panel

mounting. Furnished in varying dial sizes, with dial and hand
styles to meet your requirements. Famed Telechron accuracy, long

life, dependability. Other styles and sizes for other radio requirements. Get the full, profitable facts now! Write or wire Automatic
Control Division, Dept. K, Warren Telechron Co., Ashland, Mass.

COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC
PRE -SELECTOR
Telechron Timer C32 offers complete

automatic pre -selection of as many as
48 different 15 -minute radio programs
in sequence. Timer turns radio on for
desired operating period, then turns it
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

off. A flick of the finger sets the keys
around the large and legible clock face.
For panel mounting.

WARREN TELECHRON COMPANY
ELECTRONICS

-

ASHLAND, MASSACHUSETTS
359
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RESISTORS
AND
BALLASTS

ment that there are very few home
receivers left, the admonition that
prospective purchasers will expect
their postwar radios to be considerably better than the prewar prototype.
The market for aircraft radio
will also be huge, he thinks, basing
his prediction on the fact that our
southern neighbors have stepped
directly from the ox -cart age into
the air, age, missing the rail and
automotive transportation steps
that we have gone through. They
are so air -minded, he reported, that
bricks have even been shipped by
airplane in certain areas.

IF YOU'RE PUZZLED
about electronic controls or assemblies for
your postwar plans...

West Coast Speaks
with 300 KW
INTENSIFICATION

of psychological

warfare against the Japanese is

*Troubled

by fluctuating line voltage?
Just include a Clarostat Automatic Line

Voltage Regulator in your assembly-or as
an accessory plugged in between connecting cord and outlet. At 110 volts the resistance is low. Voltage drop is negligible.
But as line voltage increases, the resistance
builds up so as to maintain uniform and
safe voltage to your assembly.

Clarostat also makes voltage -dropping resistors, such as for adapting 110 -volt equipment to 220 -volt power lines. Made either
for built-in applications, or as convenient
plug-in accessories.

marked by the opening on our West
Coast of six new 50,000 -watt transmitters by OWI (Office of War Information) .
With these facilities, almost
double the hours of broadcasting
will be devoted to carrying the
voice of America deeper and more
completely into Japan, China, the
Philippines, and the entire Far
East.
One of the dual transmitters,
KCBA-KCBF is operated by Columbia Broadcasting System at Delano, while the other two dual transmitters, KNBA-KNBC, and KNBIKNBX are run by the National
Broadcasting Co. at Dixon. Programs originate from OWI's new
studios in San Francisco and include news, commentary, and specially designed radio features in
many different languages and dialects.

BELL may have

the answer!
use of electronic controls or as If your post-war plans include the

semblies-as

New Officers for

Control Society
AT THE ANNUAL MEETING of
Submit your resistance or control prob P lems to us for engineering
collaboration
and quotations.

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc.

360

185.1 N.60 St., Brooklyn, N. T.

the

New York Society for Measurement and Control, held in New York
recently, the following officers were
elected for the forthcoming year:
President-Prof. Carl F. Kayan
of Columbia University; vice president-C. H. Colvin of Guggenheim
School of Aeronautics; secretaryH. L. Hildenbrand of The Esterline -Angus Co. Inc.; treasurer-E.
E. Corbett of C. J. Tagliabue Mfg.
Co.; Executive Committee-Irving
H. Blatz and C. D. Corey of Bulova

a part of your prodmeet
a production probuct, or to
lem-we may have the answer.
Our wide experience in designing
and building electronic equipment, carried right through from
early electronic developments to

the latest types of vital electronic devices, qualifies us to
serve you. Your inquiry will not
obligate you in
any way.

1189 Essex Avenue, Columbus 3, Ohio
[(port Ittlae: 4915 Egad Ave., Claudia 3, Phis
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Bracket and extended shoft

for off -panel mounting.

View of

Series 6300 Mossman

mounting with

Heavy Duty Turn Switch.

gland nut for

moisture

-

proof operation.

BASIC
CONTACT FORMS

I

--

-s

-

FORMA

Single Pole Make

FORM

B

Single Pole Break

FORM C
Single Pole Double Throw

FORM C°
Single Pole Double
Throw Open Neutral

MOSSMAN SERIES

6300 HEAVY DUTY TURN

SWITCH

Permits Almost Unlimited Circuit Arrangements
Latest development in the Mossman line of precision heavy duty multiple circuit turn switches
is the Series 6300
a big, husky switch for panel mounting that permits a most versatile
control set-up.

...

Electrical and production engineers will find this switch most useful in such applications as:
Signal systems, alarm systems, controls for machine tools and welding equipment, lighting
systems, =nnunciators and many other types of electronic devices and controls.
The Series 6300 Mossman Heavy Duty Turn Switches are available as either three position (Series 6303) or two position (Series 6302) switches. An almost unlimited series of
combinations of contact assemblies may be built up by use of any combination of the six
basic forms shown.

Standard heavy duty contacts are of 3/16" diameter fine silver, rated at 10 amperes,
110 volts A.C., non -inductive. Extra heavy duty contacts are of 5/16" silver alloy rated at
20 amperes, 110 volts A.C., non -inductive. Breakdown rating of springs to ground is
2000 voles, A.C.
Send fir complete information on the new Series 6300 Mossman switches. Also ask for
catalog which describes the full line of Mossman precision electrical components, including
many types of heavy duty, multiple circuit lever switches, turn switches, push switches, plug
jacks anc other special switching components.

FORM

D

Make Before Break

P.

MOSSMAN, INC., 612 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, III.

1110 S S1IIAX

I

FORM

DONALD

»°izPazlá

E

Brea s -Make -Break
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FOR ANY JOB

ELECTRICITY

-ANYWHERE

ONAN ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANTS

supply reliable, economical electric service

for electronics applications as well as for scores

general uses.

of

Driven by Onan -built, 4 -cycle gasoline engines,
these power units are of single-unit, compact design and sturdy construction. Suitable for mobile,
stationary or emergency service.
Model shown
W2C
3 -KW,

2

from
and

60 -cycle,

115

series,

is

volt; powered by wafer -cooled, 2 -cylinder
engine.

Watch Co.; Harry E. Geddes of
American Airlines Inc.; Robert K.
Farnham of Instrument Publishing
Co.; H. C. Roters of Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp.
At the business meeting preceding the election, a report was given
on the progress of plans to organize a national society for measurement and control.

POWER AND LIONS EOR EVEN NEED

"Models

range from 350 to
A.C. types from

35,000 watts.

115 to 660 volts; 50, 60, 180
cycles, single or three-phase;
400, 500, and 800 cycle, single
phase; also special frequencies.

D.C.

types range from

6

to

'000 volts.
Dual voltage types available.
Write for engineering

assistance or detailed
literature".

Motion Picture Standards
Under Way
Association
has in the works a number of
standards with possible electronic
implications. These include: specifications for Class II Service Model
16 -MM Sound Motion Picture Projection Equipment-Z52.13, Specification for Warble Test Film Used
for Testing 16 -MM Sound Motion
Picture Equipment- -Z52.32, Sound
Records and Scanning Area for 35 MM Sound Motion Picture Prints
-Z52.36, and Method of Determining Signal-to -Noise Ratio of 16 MM Sound Motion Picture Prints
AMERICAN STANDARDS

-Z52.38.

D. W. ONAN et SONS

-

3261 Royalston Ave.
Minneapolis 5, Minn.

Phenomenal Tube Market
for electron tubes will be found in the
manufacturing and processing industries rather than in communication, in the opinion of L. W. Teegarden, general manager of the
tube and equipment department of
the RCA Victor Division, Radio
Corp. of America.
As an illustration, he pointed out
that a single order recently received by the company for power
oscillator tubes to be used in electronic power heating had a combined rated power equal to that of
all radio stations in the United
States.
MAJOR POSTWAR MARKETS

Listen, Jim!

WHERE CAN

ASSOCIATED RESEARCH

I

CET

...

NOT ONLY MANES

V/NROTESTS
for insulation resistance testing but also

for
high voltage breakdown testing, DONUT
transformers, SHUNTS, RESISTORS, and
many other products.
VIBROGROUND for ground testing, HYPOT

VIBROTEST is an outstanding name for
easy simplified and accurate insulation resistance testing. Compact, portable, operated in any position, it is in wide use in
electrical power fields, industry and all electrical departments. But it is only one of
the many products of Associated Research.
BRING YOUR SPECIAL PROBLEMS TO US

no

Cran/izz9.

Cue

y

Self-contained power source.

Easily
read scale shows ohms and megohms.
Vibrotest Model 201 illustrated. Range
0-200 megohms at 500 V. potential,
0-2,000 ohms, 150-300-600 volts AC or
DC. Send for Bulletin on all models.

of our technicians is at your
disposal, with complete facilities for designing, developing and manufacturing to your
requirements. We serve organizations and
individuals. We produce in large and small
quantities. We are equipped for prompt
The experience

delivery.
Engineering Service Representation in all Principal Cities
WIRE OR WRITE FOR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION.

ASSOCIATED RESE&CH,
ceot,aotafed

223 So. Green Street

Chicago 7,

Illinois

Airways Radio Problems
along Federal airways will probably be kept in a
constant state of change, according
to Charles I. Stanton, Deputy Administrator of the CAA (Civil
Aeronautics Administration), as
he spoke before the Radio Technical Committee for Aeronautics
recently. Although CAA expects
to install a complete new v -h -f system of ranges with equipment
which may be available before this
summer and eventually replace all
RADIO RANGES
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...with

SPEER GRAPHITE ANODES

Because Speer Graphite Anodes are
high in thermal conductivity value, produce quicker diffusion and more uniform distribution of heat throughout
the anode material, thus preventing
"hot spots" which result in warping
and fusing.

Speer Graphite Anodes have a very low
expansion, and no softening point
(graphic sublimes without melting at
3500° C.) and do not warp. Their non warping quality permits tube manufacturers to produce closely matched
tubes, the characteristics of which will
remain constant throughout their entire
life.

Speer Graphite Anodes are .manufactured by a method which insures
greater plate dissemination-not only
of heat but also of power. This process
also eliminates shrinkage generally
brought about by high operating power
as well as completely expelling all
gases from the anodes.

.

.

AND THEY ALSO

Increase allowable plate power dissipation.
Lower temperatures of associated tube
parts.
Withstand severe overloads.
Prevent "hot spots" or fused holes.
Minimize bulb darkening and insulator
leakage.
Improve degassing qualities.
Decrease gas troubles.
Enhance tube appearance.
Provide precise anode dimensions.
Produce uniform tube characteristics.
Retain original dimensions in service.
Maintain normal tube characteristics.
Allow wide latitude of anode design.

SPEER

CARBON COMPANY
ST. MARYS, PA.

CHICAGO
MILWAUKEE
ELECTRONICS

-

CLEVELAND DETROIT
NEW YORK PITTSBURGH

®
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low frequency ranges with v -h-f,

Mr. Stanton suggests that continual research and development will
make it necessary to install the

best available equipment and study
developments as they come.
Talking about language difficulties which will inevitably arise
from inter-continental air traffic,
he expressed the hope that a code
system annd signals intelligible to
all nationalities might be developed.

HERMETICALLY
SEALED

TRANSFORMERS

We are completely equipped to build
and test these transformers to meet the
5 -cycle est. We invite inquiries.
DONGAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
2977 Fra.ìk::d

Detroit

The Dongan Line
Since Nineteen -Nine

7, Mich.

We Invite

Inquiries

Association to Cultivate
Good Labor Relations
RECENTLY ORGANIZED

in New York

and located in the Empire State
Building is the Electronics Manufacturers Association Inc. formed
to handle the labor relations of
radio-radar and other electronic product manufacturers in the
greater New York area.
Officers and directors elected for
an annual term include : I. Walter
Wyckoff, Pilot Radio Corp., president; Leslie G. Thomas, Solar Mfg.
Arthur
vice-president;
Corp.,
Freed, Freed Radio Corp., vicepresident; J. J. Kuscher, DeJur
Amsco Corp., secretary; Samuel J.
Novick, Electronic Corp. of America, treasurer, and Erwin Feldman,
general counsel.
MEETINGS TO COME
MARCH 21. AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, New York

Section, Physical Limitations in
Electron Ballistics. Mines Building, Columbia University, New
York, N. Y. Prof. C. W. van der
Merwe, symposium chairman, Dept.
of Physics, Washington Square
College, New York University, New
York, N. Y.
APRIL 12-14. ELECTROCHEMICAL SO-

87th General Meeting, Hotel
Claridge, Atlantic City, N. J. Colin
G. Fink, secretary, Columbia University, New York 27, N. Y.
CIETY,

APRIL 12-14. OPTICAL SOCIETY OF
AMERICA, Cleveland, Ohio. Arthur
C.

Hardy, secretary, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Cambridge
39, Mass.
APRIL 16-20.

NATIONAL ELECTRI-

CAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION,
.

Spring Meeting,
Chicago, Ill

Palmer House,
Cancelled.

APRIL 25-26. AMERICAN INSTITUTE
364
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NEW HIGH VACUUM

VC

50

TO

250 JENNINGS

CAPACI TORS
FOR FASTER, CLEANER AND MORE

UNIFORM INDUCTION HEATING

Westinghouse
has incorporated the Jennings High Vacuum
Capacitors in their standard radio frequency
generating and control equipment, ranging in
frequencies wide enough to meet all probable
dielectric and induction heating needs.

TROPICALIZE your equipment with Jennings Capacitors
Literature will be mailed on request
JENNINGS RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY

1098 EAST WILLIAM STREET
CALIFORNIA
SAN JOSE 12

Transmitting Tubes and Vacuum Condensers
PHOTOGRAPH SHOWS OPERATION OF ROTARY
BASING MACHINE FOR JENNINGS CAPACITORS

ELECTRON ICS

-
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TIMING MOTOR
Available 450 RPM
(or faster) to 1 REV.
per month; menu.
factored to your
specific voltage.
frequency, speed

AC

and

torque

requirements.

ENGINEERS, North
Eastern District Meeting, Buffalo,
N. Y. H. H. Henline, secretary, 29
OF ELECTRICAL

West 39th St., New York 18, N. Y.
APRIL 26-27.

INSTITUTE

OF

5 INCH
CATHODE RAY

THE

National
Light Aircraft Meeting, Detroit,
Mich. Meetings Committee,-New
York 20, N. Y. Subject to postponement or cancellation.
AERONAUTICAL SCIENCES,

MAY
MENTAL

.
SOCIETY FOR EXPERISTRESS ANALYSIS, 1945

Spring Meeting, Buffalo, N. Y.
W. M. Murray, president, P. O.
Box 168 Central Square Station,
Cambridge 39, Mass.

-

TIME

IS PRECIOUS
PLAN TODAY FOR
TOMORROW

Timing is vital today-indispensable tomorrow!
Compact, rugged and with extreme flexibility, Haydon timing
motors lead the field. Manufactured to your specific voltage,
frequency, speed and torque requirements, they are available
with brake for instant stop reversible, and with shift device for
automatic reset.
Whatever Your Timing Problems
May Be ... our timing engineers
are ready and willing to help you
solve them Just drop a line to
our Timing Engineering Service
Department.

-

-

WASHINGTON NEWS
LICENSES. As a convenience to many
licensed and formerly licensed commercial radio operators now in the
military service or employed in
war industries distant from their
homes, a year's extension of license
expiration has been granted by
FCC. Many such operators do not
have actual possession of their licenses at the present time, cannot
ascertain their expiration dates,
and therefore file timely applications for renewal. The new deadline is December 31, 1945.

MAN -POWER

SURVEY

RETURNS.

Names of 1,050 licensed radiotelephone and radiotelegraph operators
have been supplied by FCC to the
War
Manpower
Commission
(WMC) . Operators are those having indicated their availability for
full- or part-time employment in
communications work. Fifth in a
series of such lists, this one is the
first to contain names of radio telegraph as well as radiotelephone licensees. So far some 20,000 of the
nation's radio operators have been
canvassed.
Because of
the scarcity of material and skilled
personnel, FCC has postponed for
an indefinite period consideration
of an order which would have required that recordings be made of
network programs. The Commission stresses its confidence in the
ultimate desirability of such a rule
and points out that many such recordings are currently being, made
and preserved.
NETWORK RECORDINGS.

makem of the
most complete line of
Synchronous Timing
As

Motors, Haydon

Manufacturing Cons;
Pony offers a complete TIMING ENG!.
IYEERING SERVICE
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MAHUrACTUSIKG COMPANY
INCORPORATED
.

.

eoomackomr

I`W

TRANSCONTINENTAL

COAXIAL.

Re-

cent approval by FCC of $3,684,000

Shield body of .025" Mu metal is hydrogen annealed
at 1100° C. for superior
magnetic shielding properties.
Hinged clamp at rear grips
tube base and socket, hold
ing them together firmly
under extreme shock.
Tube base clamp fastens
with wing stud Air-loc, giving secure grip with convenient release for tube

renewal.
Rear clamp and front hood
are sponge rubber cushioned for added shock protection.
Hood fastens to shield with
three stainless steel captive thumb screws.
Plexiglass disc is available.
Clear or dark green.
Molded rubber light shield

(MACO part

J

-583-B)

snaps on hood.
Shield and hood cadmium

-

plated; hood finished dull
black
body, Navy gray.
Designed

for

5JP1, SCP1,

5BP1, 5LP1, & 5CP7 tubes
and can be adapted to

other types to your specification.
Write for catalog
of MACO products.

METALLIC

ARTS

COMPANY

243 BROADWAY CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

I

March

1945-
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A HEAVY WIRING HARNESS
by a Wire Manufacturer

helps solve your manpower problem
Use Lenz Laced Wiring Harnesses, constructed of approved types of color
coded insulation to speed up your assembly operations, and release manpower
for other work on the assembly line.
The Lenz organization, manufacturers of radio and instrument hookup,
has the experienced personnel that can produce these harnesses with
meticulous care and regard for precision, to meet your exact specifications.
Quotations will be gladly furnished on receipt of sketch and specifications.

IN

BUSINESS

ELECTRONICS

S

-

CE

1904

LENZ ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
Chicagw 47, Illinois
1751 North Western Avenue
367
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worth of projected coaxial cable between Shreveport, La. and Dallas,
Tex. relates to another link in the
proposed transcontinental coaxial
route planned by AT&T. The new
cable will run about 205 miles and
contain eight coaxial units, seven
pairs of 19-gage and three quads
of 22-gage conductors with six
pairs loaded for voice frequency
operation.
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SURPLUS DISPOSAL. Electrical machinery and apparatus disposed of
by the Treasury Procurement Division in the month of December,
1944 came to $61,000 with $1,901,000 worth remaining on inventory.
Communication equipment to the
extent of $9,000 was disposed of in
November by Reconstruction Finance Corporation. Still remaining
on inventory with this agency is
$17,806,000 worth of communication equipment.

ro resWY

O.e

INDUSTRIAL SOUND EQUIPMENT. One

MANY ADVANTAGES MAKE MANY

USES

FOR THE

VERSATILE
SELF-LOCKING HOLLOW SET SCREW
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Innumerable applications for the "Unbrako" Self Locker exist in the field of radio, electronics and
fine instruments. Among its valuable features are:
KNURLING-The unique and patented feature of
knurling the point makes it a SelfLocker-vibration positively will not
shake it loose.
STRENGTH- Heat-treated by a special method,
the "Unbrako" is unbelievably strong.
And the "Unbrako" Knurl Pointed Self-Locker
can be used over and over-almost indefinitely.

Now made in sizes so small you can hardly see
To be more
in every detail.
exact: From #0 to I" diameter. All commercial
lengths.
Where the Knurled Point "Unbrako" cannot be used, our

them-yet perfect

Knurled Thread "Unbrako"-also a Self -Locker regardless
of the style of point-does the trick.
Send for the "Unbroko" Catalog of Socket Screw
Products.

Pat'd & Pats. Pend.

Knurling of Socket Screws originated with "Unbrako" years
ago.

STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO.
JENKINTOWN, PENNA., BOX

596

BRANCHES
Boston

Detroit

Indianapolis

Chicago

St. Louis

OVER 40 YEARS IN BUSINESS
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San Francisco

solution advanced in WPB for the
insufficiency of industrial sound
equipment is' the possible use of
commercial equipment not suitable
for military, marine, and foreign
use. Equipment rejected by the
Army and Navy for lack of special
sealing and weather -proofing may
be made available for industry.
EQUIPMENT AVAILABLITY. Although

the current policies of WPB and
FCC will be toward a fairly deep
freeze of installations in new broadcasting stations, such special radio services as airlines, public utilities, and fishing boats may expect
to be allowed to acquire equipment
from existing stock. Standard
broadcast applications will require
hearings unless the construction
will result in -service to a community which does not get primary
service from an existing broadcast
station while simultaneously all requirements of the January 26,
1944 statement of policy must be
met. Changes in existing standard
broadcast facilities which do not
involve substantial construction
work and which cost less than $500
will be allowed.

In a
new listing by War Manpower Commission, all phases of communications operating services and all
branches in the radio -electronic communications
manufacturing
field were classified as critical war
MANPOWER CLASSIFICATION.

March 1945
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G -E

MY(ALX

The development of G -E mycalex, the superior insulator
possessing low dielectric power losses at high temperature,
is of particular interest to the rdib, electronic, industrial
control and heating industries.
G-E mycalex has superior electrical characteristics and good
mechanical strength. It has a low power factor, high arc resistance, chemical and dimensional stability and a low coefficient of thermal expansion. It is impervious to water, oil and
gas and is unaffected by sudden temperature changes. Metallic
inserts can be readily molded into the parts.
General Electric is molding mycalex for rectifier seals, brush
holder studs, tube bases, switch insulation, structural parts in
radio transmitters, arc chutes, relay insulators, terminal insulators, and as inserts in die castirrs and organic plastics.
For further information write Section S-50, Plastics
Divisions, General Electric Company, 1 Plastics Avenue,
Pittsfield, Mass.
Hear the General Electric radio programs: '7he G -E All -girl Orchestra"
Sunday 10 P.M. EWT, NBC. "The World %day' news, every weekday
6:45 P.M. EWT, CBS. "G-E House Party" every weekday 4:00 P.M.
EWT, CBS.

GENERAL
BUY

ELECTRON lCS

-

ELECTRIC

WAR EONDS
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activities. Radio broadcasting and
television were relisted as essential. Considering the workers in
the 26-29 age group, industries in
the essential classification will give
up their male employees to the
armed services first. Critical and
essential industries will both be allowed to retain their men classified
4-F.
DECEMBER

PRODUCTION.

In Com-

munications and electronic equipment, WPB announces that output
declined 1 percent from November,
resulting in a 4 percent falling
short of schedule. As to the total
war production, there was an increase of 1 percent with a 2 percent
deficiency.
COMMERCIAL STANDARDIZATION.

A link between control and
variable circuit element, shaft
coupling design can be an important factor in proper functioning of electronic equipment.

Illustrated are but three of
many Johnson insulated shaft
couplings; among them units
providing a high degree of flexibility but freedom from backlash common to others resembling them; rigid types where accurate shaft alignment is required and torque may be high;
bar types for high voltages or
very high frequencies. All are
characterized by best steatite
insulation properly proportioned
for electrical and mechanical
strength, by accurate metal
parts finished to stand salt
spray test, and by those little
evidences of Johnson engineering and manufacturing skill that
are most appreciated only after
use and comparison.

JOHNSON
Amami name
E. F.

Johnson

in %2adio

Co.

ofa shoe"

want of a
WRENCH a nut
For the

was loose
A handy W

=N

WORCESTER WRENCH

would have tightened that nut
Special Aircraft WRENCHES to

your order.

NEW TELEVISION PERMITS. Five
construction permits are issued by
FCC for experimental television
broadcast stations. Permitees include: Allen B. DuMont Laboratories (Washington, D. C.), Farnsworth Television & Radio Corp.
(Fort Wayne, Ind.), Intermountain
Broadcasting Corp. (Salt Lake
City, Utah) P. R. Mallory & Co.
(Indianapolis, Ind.) and Zenith
Radio Corp (Chicago, Ill.) .

BUSINESS NEWS
FM

BROADCASTERS INC.,

offices

opens new

at 1730 Eye St., N. W., Wash-

ington, D.

C.

DIESEL ELECTRIC CO. has purchased
an 11 -story building at 105 East

for use as
television facilities. The building
contains 14 studios with ample ceiling height and clear areas suitable
for the purpose.
106 St., New York, N. Y.,

Ask for catalog 968(D)

a

To

advise the Department of Commerce and the American Standards
Association on future plans for
standards work, a committee of industrial executives has been appointed by the Secretary of Commerce. Numbering eight, the committee is headed by Charles E. Wilson, president, General Electric Co.,
as chairman. Included among other
members are Frederick M. Feiker,
Dean of Engineering, George
Washington University, and Frank
B. Jewett,
president, National
Academy of Sciences.

want

`For the

Waseca, Mini

COLUMBIA

RECORDING

CORP.

WALD E N
WO RCE

IF R

SHREWSBURY STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
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ac-

quires approximately 350,000 sq ft
of space by purchase of the Kings
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An example of B-L Battery Charger designed to
meet specific needs.

Specially designed B -L

B -L Selenium Rectifier
converts AC to DC.

Transformer delivers 12
voltsfrom the 115 volt output of the power supply.

This B -L Battery Charger meets
special requirements of the Signal Corps
The problem of designing and manufacturing a
charger for Signal Corps equipment which would
meet the needs of increased loads was submitted
to B -L engineers. The result is a Battery Charger
producing three times the rate originally employed.
It charges the batteries, and keeps them charged, in
the Signal Corps equipment shown at the right.

The alternating current power supply is converted to direct current by sturdy, specially built
B -L Selenium Rectifiers which meet the demands
of this unit for charging the 6 -cell 12 -volt batteries.
... The Charger itself is built to withstand rough
usage and the severe moisture of the tropics.

of delivery -5 amperes
amperes
The built-in Thermal Circuit
Breaker protects against overloads the push
button resets . . . The cut-out relay provides
against any discharge of batteries in the event of
power failure
Four fasteners permit handy
removal from or installation to the base.
A switch controls rate

or

...

15

Mobile Unit, with Trailer, made for the U. S. Signal Corps
by The Hallicrafters Co., Chicago.

-

...

Have You a Conversion Problem?
Twenty-five years of B-L specialized skill in AC -DC conversion problems is available to you. We are designers of
Selenium and Copper Sulphide Rectifiers, Battery Chargers,
and DC Power Supplies for practically every requirement.
We invite your inquiries without obligation.

-

COPPER

SELENIUM

1815
DESIGNERS AND

THE BENWOOD LINZE COMPANY

Locust Street
MANUFACTURERS

BATTERY CHARGERS,

ELECTRONICS

-

SULPHIDE

AND

D. C.

St. Louis

3,

Mo.

OF COPPER SULPHIDE AND SELENIUM RECTIFIERS,

POWER

SUPPLIES

FOR

March 1945
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Mills plant of Remington Arms Co.,
Kings Mills, Ohio.

MOLDED

CANADIAN RADIO TECHNICAL PLANNING BOARD is the name given to

an organization to devote its nonprofit energies to frequency allocation and similar problems in Canada.
WIDELY FAVORED because of
NOISELESS operation, DURABILITY

fine PERFORMANCE in
all climates . . .
and

yypE 65X
Actual Size
available
types
Other
values
the lower

STANDARD RANGE
1000 ohms to 10 megohms
At slight additional cost, resistors

different
GIVES FULL
of the
Resistors
It shows illustrations
S. White Molded
types
and
Li

List

in

the Standard Range are supplied with
each resistor noise tested to the following standard: "For the complete audio

S.with

construction,
Price
details about
copy,
request.
on
be mailed

frequency range, resistor shall have
less noise than corresponds to a
change of resistance of 1 part in
1,000,000."

givesof

for it-today,

HIGH VALUES
15 megohms to
1,000,000 megohms

sSO
THE

S. S.

WHIT

INDUSTRIAL

DENTAL MFG. CO.

DEPT.

FLEXIBLE
MOLDED

Ogre

ST

It, I0

EAST

40th

SHAFTS
MOLDED
RESISTORS

ST., NEW

YOU 1{.

CO. launches
an employee retirement and pension plan which provides for the
creation of a cooperative retirement income fund made up of voluntary contributions from the current earnings of employees with
five years or more of service, and
larger contributions from the company.

STROMBERG-CARLSON

NOISE TESTED

RESISTOR BULLETIN 37

now located in
new and larger quarters at 849
North Kedzie Ave., Chicago 51, Ill.
All Capacitron manufacturing facilities will eventually be housed
here.
CAPACITRON Co. is

'

RADIO CORP OF AMERIC

points out

that it has built since the beginning

DIVISION
M. B.

AIRCRAFT ACCISSOHIES
PLASTICS
FLEXIBLE SHAPE EPOS{

flPrReniuú A.4.4r4 TgdAidea41 EWteefrtaea

EISLER EQUIPMENT
..complete and diversified for every phase
of electronic* manufacture!

of the war more than 200 new elec-

tron tubes and 350 different types
of apparatus never previously manufactured.
NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO. and
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. mark the
fifth anniversary of the first television network to be operated as a
service to the public. The occasion
was the establishment of the relay
station atop Helderberg mountain
to connect WNBT and WRGB.

J. TAGLIABUE MFG. Co., Brooklyn,
N. Y. has been taken over by PortC.

able Products Corp., Pittsburgh,
Pa., and *ill be operated as a separate division of the latter corporation.

(A) No. 600-KC3P, 50 KVA

Welder, 3
Spots, Air Operated, 18"
Throat-a high production
unit.
Press Type Spot

Na. 57-8L New Eisler 8
type 'finless Sealing
Machine. Adaptable for all
types and sizes of bulbs.
(B)

head

CHAS. EISLER line of specialized
electronic tools, machines and devices is
complete and diversified. Included are
spot,
innumerable types of welders
seam, butt, rocker, arm, pneumatic and
special types. Also included are hundreds
The

-

*

-

IC) EISLER Special TransReactors
formers and
high or low voltage; air.
cooled, oil immersed or
u n cosed.

-

of devices for vacuum tube manufacture
glass tube cutters, slicers, stem and
sealing machines as well as an all-inclusive line of transformers for every industrial and general need.

EISLER serves 99% of Americon vacuum tube producers today. Write for completely illustrated catalog
now-you incur no obligation.

/

ENGINEERING COMPANY
751 SO.

13th STREET

NEWARK 3, NEW JERSEY

INTERNATIONAL
MABUSINESS
HINES CORP. and GENERAL ELECTRIC
Co. plan to increase the scope of

their proposed television and relay
network. Following the first circuit
which is to link New York and Schenectady, further facilities will connect New York and Washington
via Philadelphia and Baltimore.
Later extensions will take in Richmond, Atlanta, Utica, Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit,
and Chicago.
PRESS WIRELESS, INC.,

Y.

March 1945
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New York,

organized and partially
manned a shipboard communications unit which accompanied Gen N.

-
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"ONE multi -process automatic.
and we can scrap FOUR slow
Standard machine tools, made in America by
the world's leading industry of its type, are
winning the wars. They are the envy .of our
enemies
the backbone of our future.
many of them
are
products
But there
which require specially designed high
.
speed automatic machinery to put them economically within the reach of all. This is a
peacetime problem soon to confront industry.
It is also a problem which many "name"
companies are now entrusting to Atlas for
300 or
solution. We have the personnel
more specialists . . . Engineers, Designers
and Toolmakers, whose varied experience is
pooled for the creating of products, tools,
dies, jigs, special machinery and even com-

...

...

..

...

A TLA S
Castor

8

plete production lines. A complete plant,
equipped with the last word in precision
machines and testing equipment, enables
them to build and prove the means for
making your products better, faster and at
lower costs.
Atlas service is all-inclusive or partial, as
your needs dictate. We work in cooperation
with your staff or "on our own" . . . for
large or small programs, an intricate multi-

purpose machine or

a

single part

.

.

-

electronics, plastics, fine instruments, trans-

portation, refrigeration .. .
too busy with
If you are understaffed
call
war work ... or need specialized aid
Atlas for a consultation. Brochure on request.

...

...

COMPANY
METAL STAMPI GG COMPANY

Kensington

Avenues,

Philadelphia

24,

Pa.
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TECHNICAL
NOTES

Excerpts from New Home
Study Lessons Being Prepared under the Direction
of the CREI Director of
Engineering Texts

Engineers!
Send for This Free
Series of Articles on

CIRCUIT
EQUIVALENTS
CREI has just released Part VI in
a series of articles on the subject of
"Circuit Equivalents." The topic un-

der discussion should prove particularly interesting, both to the audio
and the radio engineer, because transformers are analyzed both of the
audio and r.f. types. Specifically, the
question of reflecting a secondary
load across the primary, as in the case
of audio transformers, or in series
with the primary, as in the case
of r.f. transformers, is discussed just
so that the engineer may appreciate
that these two viewpoints are in harmony with one another. Which one
is employed is merely a question of
circuit convenience.
The above is but one of a variety of topics that are discussed in
this interesting series which appear
monthly in our publication, THE
CREI NEWS. This little paper is
sent free to interested subscribers.
Merely send us your name and address and ask for the March issue of
the CREI NEWS, including the article on Circuit Equivalents. This
will come to you free of charge and
you incur no obligation whatsoever.
The subject of "Circuit Equivalents" is but one of many that
are being constantly revised and
added to CREI lessons by A.
Preisman, Director of Engineering Texts, under the personal
supervision of CREI President,
E. H. Rietzke. CREI home study
courses are of college calibre for
the professional engineer and
technician who recognizes CREI
training as a proved program for
personal advancement in the field
of Radio -Electronics. Complete
details of the home study courses
sent on request. . . .
Ask for 36-page booklet.

eral MacArthur's forces in the
Lingayen Gulf invasion.
SYLVANIA

ELECTRIC

PRODUCTS

opens its twenty-third plant, a unit
located at Jamestown, N. Y., for
production of parts for electron
tubes and other electrical equipment.

the new name of
Crowe Name Plate & Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Ill.
CRONAME INC. is

has
delivered its millionth quartz crystal unit to the U. S. Army Signal
Corps.
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS Co.

PERSONNEL

from chief
engineer to vice president in charge
of engineering at Continental ElecJOHN HUTCHINGS goes

SIZES
CREATÎFVE
GROMMETS
-GEARED COLLARS
I. D.

SIZES Y8" T.

'/a" CLEARANCE

FINE THREAD
ASSURES SNUG FIT

CHAMFERED

THREADS CLEAÑ

EDGES

AND LUBRICATED

ALL HOLES

MATTE

CONCENTRIC

FINISH

\
trie Co. Mr. Hutchings has been
working on the development of industrial electron tubes.
FREDERICK E. TERMAN is dean of
the Stanford University School of
Engineering. He will assume his
duties upon release from his present position as head of the Government Radio Research Laboratory
at Cambridge, Mass.

F. J. BINGLEY, chief television engineer, Philco Radio & Television
Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.,, succeeds
Robert L. Gibson as vice president
of Television Broadcasters Association. He also has been appointed to
the post of engineering committee

Four additional larger sizes of
CREATIVE GROMMETS (up
to I/2" inside diameter) are now
available to manufacturers and
assemblers of radio, electronic
and electrical instruments.

Here's a quick way to determine
how the above seven basic advantages of these 100% phenolic
chairman for 1945.
plastic grommets can improve
CLINTON R. HANNA is appointed associate director of the Westing- your assembly.
house Research Laboratories. Mr.

CAPITOL RADIO
Engineering Institute

Send for our new free
sample card containing
all eight standard sizes.

E. H. RIETZKE, President
Home Study Courses in Practical Radio Electronics Engineering for Professional

Self -Improvement

-

Dept. E-3, 3224
16th St.. N.W.
WASHINGTON 10. D. C.
Contractors to the U. S. Nary
U. S.
Coast Guard-Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

-

-

Producers of Well -trained Technical
Radiomen for Industry.
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Post-war electronics demands new instruments
-hp/instruments are in the vanguard of these new developingly evident that the need for more accurate, highly meats. New -hp- oscillators, signal generators and vacuum tube
specialized instruments becomes greater. Many of the fore- voltmeters are setting new standards for rugged construction
runners of such instruments are already perfected and in use and split -hair accuracy. Technical data on these and others
today, but they are still under cover of strict military censor-! not yet perfected are, of course, not available today, but the
ship. When these new developments and others now in the time is not far off when they can be released.
In contemplating the improvement of your laboprocess of development are released not all, but
ratory or the alteration of your production with
incertainly a good many of the commonly known
post-war activities in mind, it will pay you to consult
your
struments will instantly become obsolete. In
-hp- engineers. These new instruments may be the
plans for post-war activity you should make careful
answer to your problem. Please give us full details
in
time
note of this fact, for it may save you valuable
so we can be of maximum assistance.
future plant or product conversion.
As the "era

of electronics" approaches, it is increas-

-

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
BOX 931A STATION A

931

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

CANADIAN OFFICE; 560 KING
ELECTRON ICS

-

STREET WEST,

TORONTO

2
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Hanna is inventor of the tank-gun
stabilizer which has been widely

1

publicized.

An Unusual

WILLIAM E. CAIRNES,

eight years
with Galvin Manufacturing Corp.,

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
world wide demand
for Seismic Crews provided
The

by

10,000 PARTS immediately
available on priorities.
SAME -DAY SERVICE
Trained expeditors fill your
order the day we receive it.

SINCE 1922 we have been
known as reliable and
responsible jobbers, wholesalers
and manufacturers, of radio
and electronic equipment.

Chicago, Ill., becomes chief engineer for the home radio division.
PAUL A. PORTER is confirmed by

the
Senate in his appointment as FCC
chairman. Mr. Porter was formerly general counsel for Columbia
Broadcasting System.

Men with

WALLIN

becomes

Mathematics or Electronics, who will enter
foreign service are offered an opportunity
leading to responsible
positions in petroleum
exploration.

assistant

.

Nabii) 11jnc

TleviS'
AVE..
100 SOO

DEPT.

E-3,

NEW

Y ORA

NEVADA,

13. N.V

.

N. I.

BOSTON,

WORLD'S LARGEST
RADIO SUPPLY HOUSE

Corp., Chicago, Ill. Mr. Wallin has
been with the company for five

years.
D. W. RENTZEL,

president, Aero-

nautical Radio Inc., becomes vicechairman of the Radio Technical
Commission for Aeronautics.
Originators and
Peacetime Marketers
of the celebrated

Ji/?zye//e

&I'IÖ

\\ rite today for our bargain
flyers and special bulletins.
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M. WISE becomes vice

president in charge of engineering, Sylvania Electric Products Inc. He
goes to the new post from the position of director of engineering.
ROGER

chairman of the
National Defense Research Committee, is an honorary member of
the New York Electrical Society,
New York, N. Y. Dr. Jewett has
FRANK B. JEWETT,

particularly
Geology, Physics,

in

chief engineer of the home radio
division of Galvin Manufacturing

luire

training and

experience

O. B. HANSON, vice president and
chief engineer, National Broadcasting Co., is appointed chairman of
the Television Station Operations,
Standards and Personnel Committee of Television Broadcasters Association for 1945.

Gus

Seismograph Service

Corporation requires an immediate expansion of its
technical personnel.

Applicants who qualify will
be given training in SSC
methods, and those who
show promise may be sent
to South America for further
field experience, and when
proved competent will be
considered for assignments
on Seismic crews throughout
the world.
Applicants in the U. S. A. must
comply with the regulations of the
War Manpower Commission.
writing for details as to training,
a r y, living allowances, etc.,
please state your qualifications and
In

s

a

I

a ge.

SEISMOGRAPH
SERVICE CORPORATION
Kennedy Building
TULSA,

OKLAHOMA, U.S.A.
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a

new "course" for

radio compass

terminals
and made them
and

faster

better for less

Scovill Electro-nents* may give you the same competitive advantages
Electric terminals for radio compasses
were needed faster than screw machines could turn them out of rod
stock. Asked to suggest a speedier
method, Scovill recommended stamping them out of sheet metal. Given
the job, Scovill produced many more
terminals per day at a much lower
cost ... and paid an extra dividend in
the form of better electrical properties. That was because the sheet brass

used had a higher copper content and
higher conductivity than the brass rod
necessary in the former method.
With the same kind of ingenuity
applied to your small electronic components or complete assemblies, the
chances are that Scovill can save you
time and money. Investigate the designing service, manufacturing ability
in all metals, and wide range of metalworking facilities that have won for

Please send me a free copy of "Masters of Metal" booklet describing your facilities. I am interested in the ELECTRONENT*

applications checked.

D Dials

Batteries

D Record Changers
Clips
Condensers

Escutcheons
Jacks
Lugs

Other applications

ELECTRONICS

-

March 1945

Panels
Sockets
Stampings (misc.)

D Tubes

Scovill the title of "Masters of Metal".
Fill in coupon below and mail today.
*Electrönents =Electronic Components

Só;ll
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
WATERBURY, CONN.

SCOYILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Electronic Division
22 Mill Street, Waterbury 91, Connecticut
Name

Company
Address
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just retired as vice president of
AT&T.
S. SCHULTZ JR. is appointed plant manager of Madison
Electrical Products Corp., Madison,
N. J. He has been associated previously with Western Electric .Co.
and with Measurements Corp.
WALTER

goes from Littelfuse Inc. to Universal Microphone
DUNFORD KELLEY

Co., Inglewood, Calif., as electromechanical engineer. His duties
will be related to Army, Navy and
postwar production of microphones.

...for

Special Temperature Problems
4

Some very unusual temperature indication and control
problems have been put up to H-B-such as, checking temperature of air that has been used to cool transmitter tubes, the measurement of gun breech surface temperatures, checking hydraulic
brake oils at minus 70°F. with mercury-thallium thermometers, etc.

For these and other unusual temperature problems, we have been
able to furnish or design and build special equipment, including
thermometers, thermostats, relays and thermo-regulators. Drop us
a line! We can probably be of assistance to you. Instruments
supplied singly or in quantity lots, by a company with 29 years
of successful experience. H -B Instrument Company, 2524 No.
Broad St., Philadelphia 32, Pa.
DOUBLE

THERMOMETERS

THERMOSTATS

THERMO-REGULATORS

DIAMOND

RELAYS

HYDROMETERS

J. H. DELLINGER, chief of the radio
section of the Bureau of Standards
is relected chairman of the Radio
Technical Commission for Aeronautics.
JOSEPH W. CHAPLIN becomes di-

rector of communications for Press
Wireless, Inc. to succeed D. K. de Neuf. Mr. Chaplin is former world
champion telegrapher.
J. L. FIELDS is appointed to the
staff of RCA Mexicana SA as technical consultant to RCA film sound
recording licensees in Mexico. His
headquarters will be in Mexico
City.

Canadian Marconi
president of
the newly organized Canadian Radio Technical Planning Board.
REG M. BROPHY,

Co., Montreal, becomes

AWARDS

An Invitation to All Electrical Designers to

TRY SILVER GRAPHALLOY
FOR BRUSHES

FOR CONTACTS

High current density, low contact drop, low
electrical noise, and self -lubrication are
characteristics of this silver-impregnated
molded graphite that moy be the answer
to your electrical brush problems

low contact resistance and non -welding
when breaking surge currents are inherent
properties of this unique combination of

conductive silver and self-lubricating
graphite.

Workers of the following concerns in the electronic field have
been awarded Army -Navy E burgees for excellence in production:
BARKER & WILLIAMSON

Upper Darby, Pa.
C. P. CLARE & CO.

Chicago, Illinois

Graphalloy will be gladly furnished for test on your applications.
Silver Graphalloy is usually silver plated to permit easy soldering to leaf
Ai S
springs or holders. Why not WRITE NOW for your test samples?
SAMPLES of Silver

GRAPHITE METALLIZING CORPORATION
1055 NEPPERHAN

AVE

YONKERS, NEW YORK

<Or

COMMERCIAL

CONTROLS CORP.

Plants A and B
Rochester, N. Y.
NATIONAL CARBON CO.

Cleveland, Ohio
PACIFIC SOUND EQUIPMENT CO.

Los Angeles, Calif.
SLIP -RING AND COMMUTATOR BRUSHES AND CONTACTS

SPARKS-WITHINGTON CO.

Jackson, Mich.
March 1945
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PHANTOM DOORMAN

MAINTAIN
ASEPSIS IN HOSPITALS'
HELPS

WITH

MUTED CINEPHOIIE
PHOTO - ELECTRIC CONTROL

The Electric Eye Door Opener is already widely in use in restaurants and other
public buildings
In hospitals, where sanitation is of even more importance,
it is still comparatively new. Located between maior operating rooms and the
doctors' scrub room it makes possible the automatic opening and closing of
doors without touch of hands. These controls are the result of the merging of
Yale and Towné s extensive knowledge of mechanical door devices with the
Electronic engineering of United Cinephone Corporation. They can be set to
operate within whatever interval of time is required between the opening and
closing of the door.

...

t,

without
Electronic
Cinephone
sorting,
United
of
counting,
OTHER APPLICATIONSproblem of measuring. gauging'
unreliable, tyouting,
is costly
which
plant,
limit. If you have
ELECTRONICALLY.
in your
problem
the
operation
op
engineersome other
design, en
possibility of solving
the
P
Electronic
in
our
ben, welcome.
want to ere
experience
inquiry
Your
extensive
That's where our
be of nnvaluablechelps
ing, and manufacturing

Electronic fields we cover include:
1. Industrial Controls
2. Aircraft Communications
3. Test -Laboratory Equipment
4. Radio and Audio Equipment

UNITED CINEPHONE CORPORATION
TORItINGTßhi;. CONNECTICUT
ELECTRONICS-March

1995
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NEW PRODUCTS
Month after month, manufacturers develop new materials, new components,
new assemblies, new measuring equipment; issue new technical bulletins, and
new catalogs

non-bridging and the type of wiper
determines the capacity of the selector. The unit is extremely
rugged, measures 2lx3ix3i in., and
has been designed for operating
life of 4,000,000 revolutions at operating speeds up to 60 steps per

Automatic Selector
FTR-800 is a compact automatic selector which functions as a
high speed multi -contact switch for
use as an automatic timing or remote control device for railroad,
radio, airport and other industrial
applications. This unit will make a
MODEL

sec.

Federal Telephone
Newark, N. J.

&

Radio Corp.,

Plug -In Relay
this new
plug-in type relay is encased in a
cylindrical metal housing 21 in. in
diameter and 31 in. high. It is
rigidly supported against shock by
means of a key in the center of an
insulating disc which fits .snugly
in the top of the case. Relays are
made to operate on standard voltages up to 115 v, ac or dc. These
THE RELAY MECHANISM of

connection between a number of
given circuits and a similar number of other circuits, each preselected from a group; control and
perform various operations among
a group of circuits by making consecutive individual connections;
and act as a timing device or switch
when it is used in connection with
time -pulsing apparatus. It may also
be used in telegraph or electronic
equipment, remote control and signalling systems, testing and radio
control. The rotor assembly of the
unit is operated by a stepping mechanism which responds to impulses of current. The stepping mechanism can be controlled manually
by a dial or by other means. Automatic control for the stepping magnet can be provided by interrupter
springs, electronic circuits or relay
circuits. Wipers are available in
either double -ended or single-ended
types and can be either bridging or

audio oscillator from which pulses
are derived, and which insures
clearly defined images at high
speeds. The intensity of light and
the duration of pulse length are
controlled by a light -intensity control switch.
Communication
Measurements
Laboratory, 120 Greenwich St.,
New York, N. Y.

Tropical Dry Battery
present time these
batteries are being manufactured
for the military only, readers will
be interested in anew type of dry
battery which is especially useful
THOUGH AT THE

in the tropics and which is being
used by the government in portable
field communication and ordnance
equipment which require a self-contained source of electrical energy.

newer units are a modification of
units used in small radio transmitters, aircraft control circuits, and
similar applications where space is
limited. DP, DT contacts are rated
4 amp at 115 v, 60 cycles ac, and at
24 v dc, i amp from 25 to 115 v dc.
Ward Leonard Electric Co.,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.

.
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increases the range through which
moving objects can be examined.
Rotary speeds from 600 to 600,000
rpm, or vibrations from 10 to 10,000 cps can be stopped and studied.
A light source, mounted in a small
probe at the end of a 5 -ft flexible
cord makes it possible to view small
objects at close range. Motion of
objects moving at irregular speeds
can also be examined. Where extreme accuracy is desired, the unit
can be operated from an external
tuning fork or crystal standards.
The necessity for constant readjustment of the repetitive rate is
eliminated by the use of a stable

Stroboscope
'

No. 1200 stroboscope is a
newly developed instrument which
MODEL

Samuel Rubin, associated with
P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., and an inventor with
achievements to his credit ih the
fields of electro -chemistry, invented
the new type of battery cells which
are made up of a combination of
materials and construction not
heretofore combined. The cells
(comprising the battery) have what
is called a flat discharge character-

istic.
The new type battery has several
advantages over ordinary dry cell
batteries. It will withstand higher
temperatures and provides from
March 1945
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HERMETICALLY SEALED
11/2" METER

MINIATURE

(MODEL 120)

Completely Immersion -proof Throughout
Hole Mounting for Easy

1

Installation

Movement Built to A.S.A. Specifications
Ideal Component for All Small Equipment
The smallest meter available, yet capable of performing a full-scale task in a

variety of applications.
Hermetically sealed, it can be immersed in water for as many as seven days
without harm to its mechanism.
The case, as well as the glass, is completely

waterproof-thus, if the glass

breaks, water still cannot penetrate.
Since the equipment in which this meter
terminal studs are waterproof sealed.

Supplied with the Model 120
flange to the panel.

is a

is used must

also sustain immersion,

waterproof gasket for mounting the instrument

Quickly and easily installed-only one hole-no drilling, no screws necessaryjust tighten on with a ring.
Ideal for all small equipment-present or postwar. Write for complete specifications and prices.

CORPORATION
eIJAMSCO
GENERAL

ELECTRONICS

-

OFFICE.

NORTHERN

March 1945

BLVD.

AT

45th

STREET,

LONG

ISLAND CITY

1,

N. T.
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four to six times the operating life.
Shelf life is greatly improved. The
cells are hermetically sealed and
possess the same ampere -hour
service life (within rated current range) whether the battery is
operated intermittently or continuously. Voltage (within practical
limits) is maintained constant up
to the end of the cell life. Under
normal conditions no recovery time
is required.
Licenses to manufacture these
batteries have been granted by the
Mallory Company to the following
companies: Ray -O -Vac, Magnavox
Corporation and Sprague Electric

Said the
SIGNAL

CORPS...

"Make

light...
strong!"

'em

make 'em

Company.

Speaker, Driver Unit
MODEL

We'll Pay Half the Cost!

W-J

Emergency Service
scores again! Now,

we'll deliver overnight
by air express anywhere in the
U.S.A.! Just ask for AIR EXPRESS Shipment when you
order items of unusual urgency. We'll pay half the express charges on any emergency
shipment weighing not over
three pounds!
High speed, coast -to -coast overnight
deliveries are giving Industry everywhere an entirely new conception of
emergency service on Radio and
Electronic
Industries,
Supplies.
driving hard on vital research or
production, save time and trouble;
maintain tight schedules by relying
on W.J.

Write today for table of air express
rates and the new
W -J Radio and
Electronic Equipment Book that
lists many prod.
nets never cataloged before!

,

F

DR -12 PERMANENT MAGNET

loudspeaker has a voice coil impedance of 16 ohms, and a power
rating of 15 w. Its overall length
measures 71 in. The bell diameter
measures 7 in. All internal parts
of the horn are die cast. The unit is
waterproof and has universal
mounting brackets for either surface or pipe mounting. The speaker
is supplied with type PM -27 "dynaflux" driver unit which has a diameter of 3 in. and an over-all height
of 21 in.
Atlas Sound Corp., 1443 39th St.,
Brooklyn 18, N. Y.

Relay Series
No. 50XBX IS

latch
interlock relay series and is an
addition to the manufacturer's
"Memory" relay types. A new style
positive interlock between the two
symmetrical operating elements is
utilized. This latch requires no extraneous parts other than integral
extensions of the coil armatures
A NEW 2 -coil,

FILL IN AND MAIL

COUPON, TODAY!

Raíúo

and

WALKER-JIMIESON, INC.
311

S.

WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO
PHONE CANAL 2525

12

GENTLEMEN: Please send me a free copy
of your Reference Book & Buyer's Guide.
NAME
COMPANY
CITY
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ZONE

STATE

themselves. It operates positively
from a momentary impulse. Application of power to one coil latches
the contacts into one position.
Power then applied to the other coil
throws the contacts into a latched in second position. A third unlatched position, useful for certain
applications, can be obtained by

SKYDYNE CABINETS
for Portable
Electronic Equipment
They're as rugged as the combat corpsmen they serve-yet so light, they add
only ounces to the delicate radio equipment they protect! And these famous
Skydyne cabinets, serving overseas with
the U. S. Signal Corps, are now available
for your electronic products.

.S4yd,yne
FORM -MOLDED
"SANDWICH"
CONSTRUCTION IS LIGHTER
.
STRONGER
.

.

Skydyne combines greater strength with
less weight than any other instrument -

housing material.
Form -molded to exact

specifications,
Sky dyne is laminated on
a balsa, cork or lightweight synthetic core
-faced with p ywood, metal or other surfacing material Modern electronic shielding is incorporated in
the cabinet itself.
Complex shapes and
curvatures are possible without complicated design, production or assembly problems. Skydyne
assures an attractively streamlined onepiece cabinet that stands up to rough
handling, resists heat, vibration, sound.
And Skydyne is remarkably inexpensive.
Find out how Skydyne cabinets can improve the appearance and serviceability of

your products. Write for literature today.

PORT JERVIS, NEW YORK

March 1945
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ALDEN
for Graphic Recording of any kind
OUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE, and cumulative skills, in the designing
and production of RADIO COMPONENTS, are now being used in
making equipment which covers the entire field of FACSIMILE.

Actual service, as found in war and communication work under all
conditions, has given a PRACTICAL quality to our equipment which,
under ordinary conditions, would not have been obtained in years of
engineering with limited application.
ALDEN PRODUCTS COMPANY is manufacturing practically ALL
TYPES AND SIZES of facsimile and impulse recording equipmentusing all the varied recording mediums: Photographic Paper, Film,
Electrolytic Paper, Teledeltos, and Ink.

ALFAX IMPULSE RECORDING PAPER
By

"COVERING THE

1.

2
3
4
5

ENTIRE FIELD,"

we

mean

Some of our equipment has been used for the transmitting and receiving of photographic pictures of reasonably high resolution (such as the
war pictures now appearing in the news).

Continuous Recorders-of the type whose value has been proven on
National and International news service circuits-are now on their
way to the Orient, to be used for the receiving of the so-called "picture"
languages. They use ALFAX paper.
Also, through the use of ALFAX (the first high-speed black and white
permanent recording paper), HIGH-SPEED Signal Analysis Equipment
has been made possible for various laboratories and Government
Departments. Other equipments have employed Teledeltos Paper for
message work and other purposes.
For outlying posts, where servicing equipment is an impossibility, or,
where radio or wire links are of poor quality and power, ALDEN Tape
Recorders (recording medium, ink)-have been designed to operate
with a minimum of trouble and adjustments, and have PROVED MOST
SATISFACTORY.
The ability of ALFAX Paper and ALDEN Machines to record impulses
as they occur, without the inertia problems of many previous methods,
has made possible other recorders at various speeds (including slow).

-

They will record a whole day's history of related phenomena, with
time indicated, and often
with self -calibrated linear reference marks

for ready interpretation.

ALDEN PRODUCTS COMPANY
117

North Main Street

BROCKTON (64E2), MASSACHUSETTS

ELECTRONICS -March

194.S
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REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD

Sftecc4

C.T.C. CRYSTALS

Announcing

RAWSON
ELECTROSTATIC

I. X-RAY

VOLTMETERS

ORIENTATION. Before slicing, quartz is X-rayed

Type 518

to predetermine the correct crystallographic axes so that
cutting is accurate. This assures constant frequency over a
wide temperature range from every C. T. C. CRYSTAL.

HIGH
VOLTAGE
AC or DC

2.

LAPPING. Multiple lapping operations plus edge lapping
to the correct dimensions before final finishing, guarantees
high activity in C. T. C. CRYSTALS.

3.

ETCHING.

C.T.C. CRYSTALS are etched to final

Measure true R.M.S. values on
A.C., no waveform or frequency
errors. Leakage resistance
greater than one million megohms.

fre-

No power consumption.
Very small capacity current on

quency. This retards "aging" and promotes high activity
and constant frequency throughout their long life.

A.C.
Available in ranges from 1000
volts to over 20,000 volts full

For further information on C.T.C. CRYSTALS write for
Bulletin No. 150.

Rugged, well - damped
movement.
Accuracy better than I %,.

scale.

RAWSON ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT CO.

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION
439 Concord Avenue

Cambridge 38, Moss.

111

Potter St.. Cambridge 42. Mass.

FL8X8L8

:ArTs
O

many liclds!
,444>,

LEWIS

\

AIRCRAFT

AUTO -MOTIVE

,d

Wherever
ELECTRONICS

you want

SOWER
around carries

corners.

ALL TYPES`:
AND ELECTRO
DATA SHEETS
ON REQUEST

C

hR'C

Write for

L

Manual D

F. W. STEWART MFG. CORP.
4311-13 RAVENSWOOD AVE.
°

AMERICAN CONDENSER CO.
4410 No. Ravenswood Ave.

Chicago 40, III.

CHICAGO 13, ILL.
WEST COAST BRANCH,

431

Venice Blvd.; Los Angeles 15, Cal.

March
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energizing

both coils simultanMake - before - break, or
break-bfore-make contact combineously.

ations are readily obtained.
Relays are produced in ratings
from 6 to 200 amp or more, and
with practically any desired contact
arrangement. Standard types provide for two auxiliary contacts (one
in each coil) to obtain operation
over a wide range of voltages, ac
or dc. The units are small and
compact.
A typical unit, Type
50XBX103, has DP, DT main contacts, and is rated 6 amp at 24 v dc.
It measures 3-i6. x 1;7, x 1 in.
Struthers-Dunn, Inc., 1321 Arch
St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

STEATITE

hüci

P ROTE

AGAINST

PARTS
CERAMIC ABSORPTION
AND
MOIST
MOISTURE
FUNGUS ATTACK

.

Variable Voltage

Transformer
TRANSFORMERS are designated as Vari -Former. They are
available for one or three phase use.
Voltage is continuously variable
without circuit interruption from
zero to maximum values. A self aligning solid silver contact provides small increment voltage
change throughout the range of the
device. The contact is finger-tip
controlled by a single knob. No
carbon brushes are used. Incre-

THESE

by the use of

DOW -CORNING FLUID #200
for waterproofing ceramic surfaces results
electrical resistance and improved performance
of equipment under conditions of high humidity and condensation. Application of Dow -Corning Fluid No. 200 to
ceramic bodies coats them with an extremely
thin film of silicone. It will adhere effectively even when immersed for days in sea
water and does not collect dust or corrode metals; nor will it react with organic
materials. It has a power factor of the
order of .005% and is effective up to
150°C. It also acts as a neutral' flux
for soldering, and is not removed
by contact with organic solvents.
For further applications and engineering data write or phone.
This new method
in increased

mented increase is in the order of
0.75 v or less. Standard units
(auto -transformer types) are available wound for constant current, or
taper wound for current proportional to voltage. Units are rugged,
lightweight, drip -proof constructed
and have high overload capacity,
and low no-load loss. Mechanical
damage and dust are minimized by
a ventilated, heavy gage shell. Other
features include minimum stray
field, no radio interference, class
A or B insulation, and auto -transformer winding or separate windings for isolation of circuits.
Gulow Corp., 26 Waverly Place,
New York, N. Y.
ELECTRONICS

-

PRODUCTION ENGINEERING CORP.
666 VAN HOUTEN AVENUE, CLIFTON, N.J.

March 1945

TEL. PASSAIC

2-5161
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A compact unit
for clarity in
VOICE
REPRODUCTION

I

Write for catalogue and complete information
INCORPOR

ASHLAND

A

T

...

to

ED

MASS.
HIGH -EFFICIENCY

ST O
PART 6
pART

/

C

ANNOUNCING SPEAKERS

RECO

This unit specially designed for voice re-

^a RD. HD'
32 x

production-has

3'

nouncing applications.

-

par-

Available

in two

dispersion with capacities of 12 and 10

Disl.

watts respectively. Frequency response 300
to 5000 cycles.

only 9

Both

Diameter of both units
are

water proof, shock

proof and will operate continuously out-

-

manufacturing resources, range of prodYOUR
ucts, unimpeachable quality, fast delivery service and price
SOURCE FOR FASTENERS IS IMPORTANT!
Thousands of manufacturers, large and small, have found STRONGHOLD
millions of pieces in stock for immediate delivery;
a dependable source
fast fabrication delivery dates on fasteners that require production.

doors under severest climatic conditions.

Hermetically sealed driver units and swivel

-

mounting bracket ore standard equipment
on

1

B8

and

1

BR

speakers.

Write today for

complete information and technical dato

HEX-SCRU

on

fastener with countless prºc.
tical applications and adaptability for all methods of hand
or power driving. Ask for samples. plus technical and
engineering data. Learn how HEX-SCRU will speed,
strengthen and streamline your assemblies.
A new, multi-use, multi -drive

all UNIVERSITY projectors, loudspeakers

and driver units.

UNIV RSITY

MANUFACTURERS SCREW PRODUCTS
270 West Hubbard Street.,

is

types, 1B8 and 1BR for 60° and radial

RECEIVEDr_

-

than

ticularly recommended for paging and an-

2

ROM every buying angle

capacity

any speaker of comparable size. It

SOU

-2

greater

LABORATORIES

Chicago 10, Illinois

It's Faster fo Telephone-Call Whitehall 4680

225 VARICK STREET

e)

NEW YORK 14, N. Y.

March
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Insulated Resistors
Two MANUFACTURERS announce insulated resistors. One of these is
Type CM insulated resistors which
have been specifically designed to
meet recent Army -Navy specifications. They are integrally molded
in one operation and are available
in t (RC -10) ; i (RC -21) ; and 1-w
(RC -30) sizes in all required
ranges. The units meet salt-water
immersion specifications and have
good stability under load (the average change, according to the manufacturer, is less than 5 percent
after 1000 hours under test at full
load). These are available from
Stackpole Carbon Co., St. Marys,
Pa.
The second manufacturer is the
International Resistance Company
which anhounces a new addition to
the BT line resistors. The new
series is designated BTA and is
designed particularly for applications requiring AWS RC30 Specifications. New units measure 0.718
in. long and 0.250 in. in diameter.

They are rated

1

w

at

QUALITY

40 -deg-C

ambient temperature, and a voltage
rating of 500 v. Minimum range is
330 ohms. Standard maximum
range is 20 megohms. Higher
ranges are available on special order. 401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia
48, Pa.

Fungus -Resisting
Insulating Varnish
varnish, No. PG-4 FC, protects each 'layer of wire and
therefore if the surface of the
winding is damaged in rough handling, the fungicidal protection of
the varnish is still retained. The
varnish (meets with. Army Signal
Corps specifications) can be used
for all types of electrical windings.
The degree of hardness can be controlled by altering the baking time
and temperature and although the
varnish solidifies completely in a
relatively short period of time, a
longer bake produces a finish which
is extremely hard.
John C. Dolph Co., Dept. No. 22,
168 Emmett St., Newark 5, N. J.
CLEAR BAKING

ELECTRONICS-March

1945

CONTROL
The Bubble Test
As a final check, every Hermetically Sealed
Chicago Transformer is bubble tested by immersion in hot water at +190° F. for over two
minutes,.
This concluding test, applied before packaging, assures that no Transformer with detectable
flaws in case or busiing seals can be shipped

to enter service

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER
DIVISION

3501

OF

ESSEX

WIRE CORPORATION

WEST ADDISON

CHICAGO,

STREET

18

387
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Saves hours of work cutting clean,

HAVE STOOD THE TEST OF USE! BUILT-IN
VALUE MEANS MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE.

Many jobs can be done easier and better with
Potter & Brumfield Standard Relays. We build a
complete range of standard relays that will fit many applications. They are compact, sturdy, easily mounted.
Potter & Brumfield Standard Relays cut relay costs, simplify
installation, pay off in dependable performance. If a Standard
Relay will do your work, that's the one to buy.
Full range of coil voltages. Ask for catalog giving specifications on all type of relays.
105 N. 10th St.

accurate holes in radio chassis --for connectors and other receptacles. Simply
insert cap screw in hole to be enlarged
(drill small hole if necessary), turn is ith
ordinary wrench to force punch through
the metal. No reaming or filing --hole
is smooth and clean. No distortion --die supports metal. Ten sizes from sí"
to 2h"; also up to 3 !Ii" for meters. Write
for free catalog 33E to Greenlee Tool
Co., 1923 Columbia Ave., Rockford, Ill.
l

G/qEE/VLEE

Princeton, Ind.

Ø,W44DX fIRSTI
For more than a

have been automatically deep etched by a new process. Both
the method and machines were

perfected by DX Engineers

so

that all DX Xtals can have the
nth

SILVER

year DX Crystals

WIRE

-

SHEET - TUBING

SILVER BRAZING ALLOYS & FLUXES

PLATINUM
WIRE

degree of stability and en-

-

RIBBON - FOIL

SEAMLESS

durance necessary to wartime

TUBING

FOR YEARS A LEADING SUPPLIER OF

operation.
Think about DX Products for your

new receivers and transmitters.

PRECIOUS METALS TO THE ELECTRIC

AND ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES.

THE

AMERICAN PLATINUM
WORKS
the
GENERAL
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OFFICES- 1200

N.

CLAREMONT

AVE..

CHICAGO 22, ILL., U.

S.

A.

heart of a good transmitter

N. J.

R.

R.

AVE. AT OLIVER ST.

NEWARK 5, N.

March 1945
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Precision Remote Controls
of precision remote controls which have been
used exclusively by the Navy have
been announced. These include a
FOUR BASIC TYPES

a rºeua

ffeuwcaeeúxq

MINIATURE VACUUM
BOOSTER PUMP Type VMB-1
THE Type VMB-1 was designed by Distillation Products engi-

continuously variable control which
is a non -synchronous follow-up control provided with a repeat-back
indicator for positioning the shaft
of a reversible motor to any point
of any revolution. The second type
is a multi -turn selector, motor

neers to fill the need for a booster pump which- functions between the usual ranges of a mechanical and an oil diffusion pump.
Because the VMB-1 operates against forepressures as high as
0.600 mm. Hg, the efficiency of both of the other pumps is
improved.
This booster, in conjunction with the VMF-10 two -stage oil diffusion pump, has been specifically applied to the evacuation of
electronic tubes on rotary exhaust machines. On this and similar
installations where the vacuum system is frequently subjected to
atmospheric pressure, the VMB-1 proves its usefulness by reducing the length of time required to obtain an efficient operating
forepressure for the diffusion pump. It has also found wide application with the mechanical forepump alone in situations where
pressures below 1 x 10-4 mm. Hg are not required.

CHARACTERISTICS
SPEED

L/sec. at .050 mm. Hg
mm. Hg with Butyl Sebacate
0 5 mm Hg
81/4 inches
33/4 inches
2Y lbs.
1

ULTIMATE VACUUM
REQUIRED FOREPRESSURE
HEIGHT
BOILER DIAMETER

WEIGHT

driven so its connected load can be
placed in any one of several
(usually six) adjustable positions
over one or a number of revolutions. The third type is a dual con-

1

x 10-4

IVritrliJor, further details about the
l 'M$-f
ooster Pump as well 4s
,the còmplete DPI line of vacuum
pumps, low -vapor -pressure fluids,

greases, ionization gauge controls,
Pirani gauges, molecular stilts, and
other aids for high -vacuum technology. Address Vacuum Equipment
Dii ision.

trol which incorporates the features of both the continuously variable control and the multi -turn selector. This combination enables
an operator to position the load to
any one of the pre-set positions, or
by turning a knob, to any point
ELECTRONICS-March

SDP

Jointly owned by EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY and GENERAL MILLS, INC.

INC

HIGH-

DISTILLATION PRODUCTS, INC.

VACUUM

HEADQUARTERS

1945

ROCHESTER 13, N. Y.
389
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Immediate Dvlirerg:

WIDE RANGE
VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETERS

Specialists
..

in Assembly and sub -assembly
of Precision Electronic Products
Complete Facilities for Production
and Testing of Audio Equipment

Consult us with your Production
Assembling Problems
High input impedance for both AC and
DC measurements.
Convenient, low capacity "Probe," especially adapted to high frequency radio
use
100 megacycles and over.
Self-regulating operation from power
line; no batteries.
accurate and
Multiple voltage ranges
stable.

RADELE
CORPORATION

-

-

BULLETIN ON REQUEST

6323-27 GUILFORD AVENUE, INDIANAPOLIS

5,

INDIANA

ALFRED W. BARBER
LABORATORIES
34-04 Francis Lewis Blvd.

Flushing, N. Y.

5P5ED
MINIATURE TUBE SET ASSEMBLY .
CUT TUBE FAILURES WITH THE

.

.

,*STAR
DOUBLE-CHECK SYSTEM

JANETTE CONVERTERS are specially designed for use with
A.C. apparatus used in marine service. Electronic devices used
on ships, shore stations, as well as for domestic applications,
can be operated from a D.C. power supply, by using reliable
Janette converters. Better deliveries can be made on 150, 300
phase, 60 cycle 110 volts
and 500 voltampere, 115 volts D.C. to
A.C. rating, than for converters of other capacities or voltages.
ASK FOR BULLETIN 13-25.
Wherever there are ships, you will find Janette converters.
I

Assure high set production by equipping your
Assembly Departments
with STAR MINIA-

TURE
socket

SOCKET WIRING PLUGS. to align
contacts during wiring,
and STAR

MINIATURE TUBE PIN STRAIGHTENERS'
to provide an easy, perfect fit when tube is
inserted. A simple "double-check" that insures
smoother assembly flow and fewer tube failures.
Fills a requirement for your Assembly Department and meets the specifications
Sub -Committee on Miniature Tubes.

of

WPB

For complete information
and prices-write
RADIO ACCESSORY DIVISION

STAR EXPANSION PRODUCTS CO.
147 Cedar Street, New York 6. N. Y.
390
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over the full range. The fourth control is an integrating selector
which provides automatic setting
of the load to a large number of

GET YOUR

Selena,
and Torque

positions by means of a small number of push buttons. Normal accuracy of positioning can be as
close as one one -hundredth of a
degree of the output shaft. The devices are light in weight, small in
size and depend entirely on electromechanical principles. They are
built for any current characteristic, are rugged, and may be used
in industrial, marine, aircraft and
electronic applications.
American Type Founders, Inc.,

St5141LSüi

Remote Control Div., 11 W. 42nd
St., New York 18, N. Y.

Self -Stick

these
cloth tapes are manufactured with
a new fungicide which protects
them against water, moisture, salt
spray, gases and other damaging
elements. Mystik Adhesive Products, 2635 N. Kildare, Chicago 39,
DESIGNATED

AS

Id

tltitSSMi6

CISILSS

This attractive booklet is packed full of information,
photographs and the latest specifications of G -E Deltabeston Radio Hook-up Wires. Complete specifications
of low- and high -voltage types in braided and shielded
constructions are presented in tabular form. Physical
and electrical tests, braid patterns, shipping and packing
information and other important data are included.
Every purchasing agent, engineer and producer of electronic' devices will find this booklet one of the most
helpful references on Radio Hook-up Wires in the
Electrical industry.
Deltabeston Radio Hook-up Wires are distributed
nationally by Graybar Electric Company, G -E Supply
Corp., and other G -E Merchandise Distributors.
FILL

IN

THIS COUPON
We'll rush your

copy to you

Cloth Tape

11AltEíi

84115Ktb

PA System
AN ALL-PURPOSE amplifying system
which delivers a full 60 w of undistorted output is available on a minimum AA5 priority rating for industrial paging in plants and large
offices or plant music. The amplifier has four individually controlled
microphone channels, two individually controlled phono channels, universal output for matching any arrangement of speakers, individual
controls for high and low frequencies. Amplifiers are available
separately or with any combination
of speakers and microphones.
Allied Radio Corp., 833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

üí

BUY WAR BONDS

AND

KEEP

THEM

------ - -e,-MI
Section Y354-119
Appliance and Merchandise Dept.
General Electric Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Please send me a Deltabeston Radio Hook-up Wire Booklet today.
Name.

I

Address

GENERAL

I

I

Company

City

I

State

I

ELECTRIC

Ill.
ELECTRONICS

-

March 1945
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STOP VIBRATION
GREMLINS WITH

BIRTCHER
STAINLESS STEEL - LOCKING TYPE

TUBE
CLAMPS

Where vibration is
Birtcher Locking
a

a

problem,

TUBE CLAMPS

offer

foolproof, practical solution. For

ALL

types of tubes and similar plug-

in components.

83

VARIATIONS

Audio. Chanalyst
THIS NEW AUDIO chanalyst, designated as Type 170-A, is a single
unit, for audible or visual testing,
which is comprised of several selfcontained testing sections or channels. It can be used to test any
point of any sound system from
microphone to speaker, or it can be
utilized in emergencies as a bridging unit to substitute for the defective section of an inoperative
amplifier. A calibrated high gain
amplifier is used for signal tracing,
tube checking and gain measurements. The unit sapplies its own
test signal from a built-in beat frequency oscillator which can be operated by an internal auxiliary
sweep circuit for checking multiple speaker installations. A unit called
VoltOhmyst has been modified for
flat, linear measurement of audio
frequencies, and is included as one
of the channels. Other features include an impedance tester and a
high-speed electronic indicator.
Available on priority rating from
RCA Victor Div., Radio Corp. of
America, Camden, N. J.

Send

BIRTCHER

TUBE CLAMPS

Prompt Delivery
We are fully licensed to manufacture

the complete BIRTCHER line of locking
type, stainless steel tube clamps. Orders
placed with us for prompt delivery using
BIRTCHER part and identification num-

bers will be filled at prices as favorable

red.
All clamps will be identical with those
as- ihose to which you are accustg

manufactured by the Birtcher Corporation.

SOIELICENSED MANUFACTURER
OF
RIRTCHER TUBE CLAMPS

THE GEORGE S. THOMPSON

CORPORATION
5240 HUNTINGTON. DR.
LOS ANGELES 32, CALIF.

GUAGES:

#22
TO

#12
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
FROM
tfili

USE

l

Ìl

gfiffif,r7r

for our standard catalog and

CABLES
CORD SETS

samples of corrosion-proof Birtcher
Tube Clamps.

THE

OF GENUINE

A NEW BI -METAL design is incorporated in No. 1560 switch breaker
which takes 350 deg F and 60 deg
F below zero without breaking. The
bi -metal is used as the finger which
pulls the trigger. No appreciable
mechanical load is exerted on the
bi -metal as it trips the breaker. The

to 50 amp at 32 v, do or ac. It is
capable of breaking 2500 amp on a

MILLION IN

AN ALTERNATE SOURCE

Cirfuit Breaker

unit was designed primarily for
military purposes but can be used
to protect motors and other equipment having high starting surge
currents. Its operating range is 5

OVER TWO

To Serve You Better

We Cut, Strip
and Tin, Attach

BIRTCHER CORPORATION

Manufacturers of

AIRCRAFT

A1;.ECe,

wtCt`,ltá
R.Á51.11G HOT,

g:

I-eeMe}Tsñ

fì

54t.t Ct'E
t.:01`r t
i

w..-

;AT

COLUMBIA WIRE & SUPPLY CO.

4110 N. PULASKI ROAD
CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS

and RADIO PARTS
5087 HUNTINGTON DR.

Eyelets, etc.
yew/tied `!anted

LOS ANGELES 32

March

312
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HIGH VACUUM GAUGES
The Universal line includes two types
of vacuum gauges of special interest to

10

self -synchronizing

users of electron microscopes-the
Universal highly sensitive cold cathode
ionization gauge and the rugged Univer-

facsimile

sal thermocouple gauge.

for the "newspaper" of the air

10-3
v-

E
N
N

Both gauges are standard equipment
on R. C. A. electron microscopes-and can
be supplied for other high vacuum work.
Universal offers a complete production
service in special glass and tube workincluding metal -to -glass seals of all types
and sizes. Your problems will receive our
immediate and courteous consideration.

g)

aL
10-4

ION

THERMO-COUPLE GAUGE
Measures low pressure levels with
millivoltmeter which indicates variation
in thermocouple

METER READING

voltage due to
changes in vac-

EXPERIEMED

!/kBfMrn, Me-

w,d caau
,,.

0

; EgMEN NEEDED'

200 300 400 500 600 100 800

IONIZATION GAUGE

mare
nne

was 6lnn,

100

COLD CATHODE TYPE
Measuses high vacuums with galvanometer down to 10' mm. Hg. in electron microscopes and other high vacuum
apparatus. Utilizes discharge current
between electrodes in magnetic field.

D 2_

Extremely sensitive and accurate.
Finch Telecommunications, Inc.

Passaic, N. J.

uum. Ideal for
systems requiring
rapid verification
of high vacuums.
Heater and instrument terminals fit
standard 8 -prong
tube socket.

UNIVERSAL X-RAY PRODUCTS
1800-A N. FRANCISCO AVENUE

INC.

CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS

What are YOUR Condenser Needs'
You'll find the type you need in Bud Radio's
complete line of condensers. Of modern design
and built under precision production methods,
Bud condensers guarantee a uniformly high
standard of performance. Learn how you can
use these condensers to your benefit. Write
now for your copy of Bud Radio's new catalog.

DIALS PANELS PLATES
made to your precise engineering specifications in etched
metals and finishes.

=_
SEND COUPON TODAY
BLD RADIO, INC., Dept B
Cleveland 3, Ohio
Gentlemen: At no cost to me whatsoever, please
send me a copy of your new catalog.

Name

METAL ETCHING CO.
21-03 44th AVE.

BUD RADIO, INC.

Address

CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

City

-13

Stwe

LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK
ELECTRONICS

-
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A

dependable
TEST AND MEASURING INSTRUMENT

short circuit. Tests made by the
manufacturer indicate that it meets
the requirements of holding 115
percent of the rated current for
one hour; breaks within the hour
on 138 percent of rated current;
breaks at 200 percent of its load
between 10 and 100 sec. These tests
are all at ambient temperatures of
77 deg F ± 1.8 deg F. The breaker
is enclosed in a sturdy moisture proof Bakelite case. It is panel mounted by two 6/32 screws, 1 in.
long, for e in. thickness of panels.
Overall size is 2i in. x 2 in. deep

The factory counterpart of the Q-Meter. Compares fundamental characteristics of inductance or
capacitance and Q under production line conditions with a high degree of accuracy, yet quickly
and simply. Insures uniform parts held within
close tolerances. Frequency range 100 kc. to 25 mc.

Midget Relays

below panel, x 1 in. wide.
Littelfuse Inc., El Monte, Calif.
and 4757 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, Ill.

weight are at a
minimum there is available a new,
lightweight, midget relay which
weighs 1.2 oz and measures 1Ax1e2
x::+i in., SP, ST. The relay operates
on do only and has a switch capacity
of DP, DT with 1.5 amp contacts.
Power requirement is 1.75 w. The
relay is described in bulletin No.
295 available from Guardian Elea
tric Mfg. Co., Dept. M -R, 1625 W.
Walnut Street, Chicago 12, Ill.
WHERE SPACE AND

BOONTO
BOONTON, N. J.
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

GENERATOR

.

.

.

B

EAT

THE

"0"

METER

FREQUENCY GENERATOR

Small and
Medium Size

.

..

...

'RADIO
L()
OX -CHECK

AND OTHER

ER

.

..

FREQUENCY MODULATED SIGNAL
TEST INSTRUMENTS

DIRECT READING

GEARS

Recording Unit
AN EXTREMELY RUGGED, durable and
practical film recorder, designated
as The Recordgraph, is for use

wherever a recording of sound,
speech or code is desired. The unit
is a compact, self-contained, portable machine weighing about 50 lb.
Recordings can be made even
though the machine may be upside
down or subjected to vibration.
Play-back is instantaneous. A
standard Recordgraph (Amertype)
film averages 50 ft in length and
records a total of 115 tracks. Tray -

Precision -made gears in standard
and special tooth forms, from any
kind of material, made to your
exact specifications.
Gears for electrical devices, instruments, apparatus, and other
mechanical movements. Precision
grinding of worms and threads.
Send us your blueprints for estimate.

f

ïi
8e,a,tgaC\S
,( 7nc.
fi
'I'`'h;`C
1025 PARMELE
394
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cos'

FREE!
METAL

The famous 64 -page,

fact -packed book

that has stimulated thousands of men?

5TPmPIflGS.
SMALL LOTS

IN

o

Die cut metal stampings in limited quantities can be produced to your
tools.
special requirements at 15% to 20% of the cost of permanent type
your
intricate
how
or
requirements
No matter how small your quantity
years
twenty-three
our
During
saving.
work, we can show you a definite
of specialized experience in this service, there has been no other method
of producing metal stampings in small lots that can equal the process

originated by Dayton Rogers.
Our new, illustrated booklet # 176-17 will give you full particulars.
12íh Avenue So.

2835

DAYTON ROGERS MFG. CO.

Minneapolis,

Minnesota

"Forging Ahead in Business" is

a

practical, thoughtfully -written
book with "punch" and common
sense on every page. It carries a
message of vital importance to
every man who wants to make
more money, get a better job and
improve his station in life.

Partial Contents :
Law of Success
Forging a Career

Organized Knowledge
Highway of Achievement
Making Decisions
Failure and Success

Noted Contributors
Among the prominent men who
have contributed to the Institute's
training plan, which is described
in "Forging Ahead in Business,"
are: Thomas J. Watson, President,
International Business Machines

o

TcS

Corp.; Clifton Slusser, Vice President, Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co.; Frederick W. Pickard, Vice
President and Director, E. I. du
Pont de Nemours & Co.
Simply return the coupon below,
and your FREE copy of "Forging
Ahead in Business" will be mailed
to you.

IS

AMEN

and

N X10UND
N1110115
ltREos WIRE
PRECISION

75 Winding

Backed

MAIL COUPON TODAY

Machines

ALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUTE
Dept. 250. 7 W. 23rd St., New York to, N. Y.
In Canada:
54 Wellington Street, West, Toronto 1, Ont.

txPeriente

of Winding
by 20 years 0.S

L

ACAS

WIIGHKEYS&

'TELEPHONE.

Please mail me, without cost, a copy of the
64 -page book-"FORGING AHEAD IN
BUSINESS."

Communication

Telephone Assemblies
and Cable

PROMPT
DELIVERY

Name
Firm Name
Busines ,Address

PRESTO ELECTRIC COMPANY
Manufacturers of Signalling Devices
ELFCTR(.t.IICS

-

Position
Home Address

UNION CITY, N. J.
395
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This square copper

tubing, part
an

of
important piece

of electronic equip.
ment, is brazed with
EASY-FLO.

Better, foster
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

PRODUCTIONadag

EileFLO
arAh
TH

E

BRAZING ALLOY

EASY-FLO-the !ow -temperature silver brazing
alloy originated by Handy & Harman-is ideal
for a large percentage of the Electronic Industry's metal joining operations.
For EASY-FLO joins ferrous, non-ferrous and dis-

similar metals having melting points above its
own 1175cF.-and it provides the special properties essential in many electronic applications.
EASY-FLO is first choice for structural work because it makes joints that have high strength
plus the ductility to stand up under severe
stresses and strains.
EASY-FLO is also first choice for electrical work
because the joints it makes, in addition to being
strong, are equal to the usual current -carrying
metals in electrical conductivity and in corrosion -

eling at an optional speed of either
40 or 60 ft per min, it provides
several hours of continuous recording, and many more of intermittent
recordings. The film used is a
safety film which is permanent and
non-inflammable, and requires no
treatment or processing. Starting
and stopping are controlled by
either a manual switch, electrical
impulse, voice or sound. Structural
features include a built-in automatic volume control; built-in audiotrol unit which automatically
starts the recording upon receiving
the impulse from voice or incoming
signal; built-in speaker and internal
connection; remote control operation; built-in transformer for telephone recordings; four separate
input circuits; track location which
permits the finding (in a few seconds) of any track out of the entire
recording; monitoring facilities to
check clarity and accuracy; volume indicator meter for recording;
and easy access to all tubes, without
removal of amplifier.
Several types of units available
include special models for unusual
requirements, rack or portable
models. The Recordgraph is used by
radio war correspondents, the
Army, Navy and Marine Corps,
four major radio networks, as well
as police and Government departments and agencies.
Frederick Hart & Co., Inc., Recordgraph Div (formerly Amer type Recordgraph Corp) 333 West
52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.
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(:RAMER C:OMPANYIIII,
(Electrical Timing Headquarters)
F

NTERPROOK

CONNECTICUT

resistance.

SEND FOR BULLETIN 12-A
This 16 -page bulletin gives you the complete
EASY-FLO story including the reasons for the

speed, reliability and economy
of EASY-FLO brazing-facts you can't afford to
overlook either in your present metal joining or
in your designs and plans for the future. Write
for your copy of Bulletin 12-A now.
unprecedented

Tropic Resistors
designates a
complete line of resistors which are
especially made to withstand humidity and deterioration in tropical
climates. Each component is enTROPI-PRUF RESISTORS

Again, when the war

is

won, we will be on call

..

To DESIGN,

DEVELOP

and MANUFACTURE

e

e

Radio Receivers and Transmitters

Industrial Electronic Equipment
Airport Radio Control Equipment
Marine Radio Telephone Equipment

EASY-FLO brazing of outlets to

rodio ignition shields for

B

-t7

and B-24 bombers, provides the
water -tight, vibration -and -heatproof joints these engine mounted shields must have.

82 FULTON ST., NEW YORK

7, N. Y.

e,ideepon. Conn. CM:,aBp, 111. La, AnBele Ca;.
P.orid.nee, P.
Torpnle Canada
1

Agents in Principal Cities
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Your inquiries will receive immediate action

closed in a special Bakelite case.
After complete dehydration the resistor is sealed in, a special compound, and further made impervious to atmospheric' surroundings
March 1945
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NUMBERING MACHINE
PLATFORM 45
For stamping figures, letters and
fractior:s with uniformity and speed
into brass, aluminum, zinc, unhardrned steel., iron, etc. This method
is faster than stamping either with
hand stamps, mono -wheel presses
or type.
Made in
20

I

Characters are
always properly aligned
and of uniform depth.

to

wheels.

Shank

for
hand or press
stamping.

mmer

H
Twenty-five years' experience in
Microphone
solving all types of Relay Problems
. Complete facilities for Designing, Engineering, Manufacturing
Specialists in producing Relays
of exceptional power and sensitivity for Aircraft, Intercommunications -Systems, Electronic Devices. Exclusive Kurman features provide
.
greater dependability, longer life, more precise performance

...

..

Send data for quotations. Write for new descriptive Bulletins.

Write for
Bulletin E4.5

NUMBERALL STAMP & TOOL CO.
HUGUENOT PARK

STATEN ISLAND 111, M. Y.

TEST

INSULATION

THE MODERN WAY

géyou

want
CRYSTALS
CABLES
HARNESSES

...WITH A
MODEL B-5

MEOOHMER

/el)

NEW BATTERY -VIBRATOR TYPE

No more tiresome cranking of a hand -driven
generator. Entirely self-contained. Steady
test potential of 500 volts D.C. available
at the touch of a switch. Direct reading in
insulation resistance. Various new models
and ranges.
Write cr phone for Bulletin 430
e
COMPANY, INC.

ELECTRONICS

-

CABINETS

Telephone Peru, Indiana

151

íaß tie f.die and Electronic Industries with precision engineered products.

Wm.T.WALLAE mFG.

HERMAN N.

77 PARK PLACE

ELECTRONIC
ASSEMBLIES

NEW YORK, N. Y.

General Offices: PERU, IDDIAAA
Cable Assembly Division: ROCHESTER,

[a.

If DIROR
397
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PEROPIUOT5
Wear Resistant
Non -Abrasive
Non -Corrosive
Non -Magnetic
Extraordinary long range benefits accrue from PERMOPIVOT
installation: Accurate performance of precision instruments
-o -n -g -e -r!
Ask for descriptive literature.
1

-

...

P E R 11ì 0,

Incorporated

.1lnnular(nrino .1Ic(nllura1.-1.
6427 RAVENSWOOD AVE.
CHICAGO 26, ILLINOIS

Stokes

MICROVAC

Pumps

HEART OF HIGH VACUUM SYSTEMS

GREATER
VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY

with Bakelite cap which is accurately machined to fit the Bakelite
case. Leads are bare at the point of
entrance through the case, and are
permanently
and
hermetically
sealed with special compound. No
creepage of moisture or fungus
growth can take place at any point.
Corrosion, electrolysis or oxidation
are effectively barred from the resistor unit by this method of enclosure. A No. 6-22 mounting screw is
an integral part of the housing.
After completion of the unit, a
special fungicidal coating is applied. This coating is non-toxic,
meets all Signal Corps No. 71-2202A specifications and is effective for
about one year. These components
provide complete protection from
shorts, leakage or physical deterioration resulting from warm, damp,
spore -bearing atmospheric absorption and adsorption. They are available in a diversity of resistance
values and wattage ratings. Accuracy tolerances suitable for either
general or precision applications
are available.
Instrument Resistors Co., 25
Amity St., Little Falls, N. J.

Battery -Charging
Hand Generator
generator (delivers about 40 w) provides 8 do
at 5 amp for charging batteries.
The generator (developed around
the original Magmotor types described in October ELECTRONICS) is
a unit with permanent magnet
fields which save about 10 w of primary power. The generator is
moisture -proof, the shafts of the
crank handles are sealed, and the
unit is completely enclosed. Output is to two terminals to which the
charging line is connected.
Carter Motor Co., .1608 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago; Ill.
A ONE-MAN HAND

AT

POWER REQUIREMENT
EMENT
FIVE SIZES:
from 15 to 225 cu. ft. per min.
F. J. STOKES MACHINE CO.
6046 Tabor Road
Phila. 20, Pa.

PUMPS

GAUGES

EQUIPMENT

399
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Cameras
Binoculars
Telescopes
Lined with
Cellusuede Flock

4

WE ARE

..

When used as an interior lining, black Cellusuede flock
does an efficient job of "blacking out" the insides of corn-

.

We know what close tolerances
mean . . . that precision is the
First Prerequisite in Electronics.

KIRKMOLD

SPECIAL

Injection Molding Process for
standard and made -to -measure
parts for the Electronic Industry.

FLOCK

eras, binoculars, and telescopes, because the flock doe
not reflect light rays . . . it
absorbs them. A trial application will convince you that
Cellusuede is inexpensive and
easy to apply. Available for
immediate shipment.

Write for Color Card,
Prices, Samples and Booklet explaining Uses and
Methods of Application.

molded plastics by
KIRK

MOLDING COMPANY
142 BROOK STREET

MASSACHUSETTS

CLINTON

t.1111111,i.....1114,1,,,,111,,,ll 111,,,,,,,t11,111 ll,., 141.1.ll,r1,4e...411111,,,lllllllllllllllll

KELNOR
REG. U. Z.

PAT.^.Fr.

Cee:etteC SOLDERING IRON

llll ib,301111.1,

ENGINEERS....
With
Are You Concerned

YOUR POST WAR FUTURE
The Federal Telephone & Radio Corporation,
the manufacturing unit of the International

about Vs
actual size;
weighs 1/s Ib.

desig
for most

efficient
soldering
in the

ELECTRONI

RADIO AND

ORDER

GENERAL OFFICES:

CENTRAL

JOBBER,

OR

DIRECT.

TOWER, SAN FRANCISCO

KELNOR MANUFACTURING

need the following personnel!
with long experience or recent
considered.

ENGINEERS
ELECTRONICS
ELECTRICAL
RADIO

MECHANICAL
CHEMICAL
TRANSFORMER DESIGN

APPLICAAND
TION ENGINEERS
PHYSICISTS
SALES

DESIGNERS
DRAFTSMEN
TOOL DESIGNERS
TECHNICAL WRITERS

If inconvenient to apply in person, write letter in full, detailing
about yourself, education, experience, age, etc., to Personnel Manager

Easily solders hard -to -reach connections.
Cuts down fatigue, increases accuracy.
YOUR

Men

graduates

Look Ahead With Federal!

INSTRUMENT
repairing fields
manufacturing and

FROM

We

Telephone & Telegraph Corporation with its
multiple business activities extending to all
parts of the civilized world, will accept applications from experienced men for immediate
employment with almost limitless post war
possibilities. These positions should interest
those with an eye to the future and whose
interest lies in forging ahead with this internationally known organization whose expansion plans for post war are of great magnitude covering all types of radio & telephone
communications. Advancement as rapid as
ability warrants. Majority of positions are
located in the New York area!

3

FEDERAL TELEPHONE
EAST NEWARK

&

RADIO CORP.
NEW JERSEY

39 Central Avenue

COMPANY
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,111,1mll,,,,,,,,mu.,l, ,1111111111111,.,

"When Ordering Please Mention Electronics

ELECTRONICS

-
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Panel -Type Measuring
Instruments
THESE PANEL -TYPE

measuring instruments (dc ammeters, voltmeters, milliammeters and millivoltmeters) are U. B. Air Corps approved. They are water-proof and
have flush square Bakelite cases
which measure h in. in body diameter; the front measures il in;
weight is 10 oz. For use as dc ammeters the instruments are supplied with external shunts. Current utilized by the instrument is
small so that any standard size and
length of wire leads may be used
without compensating the instrument for the resistance of the leads.
Similar 2 -inch instruments are

RESISTANCE
WIRE
ALLOYS FOR EVERY PURPOSE
ALLOY "A"-Nickel-chromium; nonmagnetic; spec. resistance 650
ohms/CMF.
ALLOY "C"-High resistance to oxidation and corrosion; for electronics
and industrial equipment.
ALLOY "D" -Nominally 30% nickel,
15% chromium, balance iron. Specific resistance 600 ohms/CMF.
'ALLOY "45"- Copper -nickel
for
winding precision resistors. Constant
resistance over wide range of temperatures.
KANTHAI-Unavailable for duration; we will be pleased to supply
data for your post-war requirements.

available in both dc and 400 -cycles
ac.

Roller -Smith Div., Realty and In11 Park Place, New
York 7, N. Y.

dustrial Corp.,

Wall -Mounting

Amplifier Cabinet
FOR UNIVERSAL

installation of their

No. 101 Series Amplifiers to any

SM Fractional H. P. Motors

flat surface, this manufacturer has
available Type 201-A wall mounting cabinets which are well venti-

for radio, communications,
aircraft and many commercial applications.

TheC.O.JELLIFFMFG.CORP.
Southport, Conn.

123 Pequot Rd.

KIRKLAND Pioneer

Whenever you need concentrated power
maximum
power per ounce of weight
and per inch of space-specify
SM Fractional H.P. Motors.
You'll get a unit engineered
and precision built to your
exact specifications, a long-life
motor of dependable performance. From 1/10th to 1/200th
H.P. Speeds from 3,000 to
20,000 R.P.M. Voltage from
6 to 220 AC -DC. Thousands
have been engineered and built
for signal corps and military
aircraft use. Plant facilities
for large volume production.
What are your requirements?

-

I
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D/E DOME TYPE LENS -CAP WITH
HEAVY WALLED, DEEPLY CUPPED
GLASS LENS. SO OUTSTANDING
THAT A COMPLETE LINE OF PILOT LIGHTS HAS BEEN EQUIPPED WITH

For Use With the Most Readily Obtainable Lamp Bulbs

lated and are designed for maximum accessibility for servicing and
convenience of installation. The
units come in an aluminum grey
finish, and measure 12 x 20 x 20 in.
The Langevin Co., 37 West 65th
St., New York, N. Y.

Cathode-ray Tube Shield
cathode-ray
tube shield (1llaco Model M-996)
for use with all three-inch cathoderay tubes. The shield has a shock absorbing cushion built into a
clamp ring, and a gum rubber gasket around the tube face to mini -

Type No. 590 D/E Unit for use with
the S6 candelabra screw base lamp on
voltage up to 120 volts.

The No. 190 D/E Unit, List Rice, (lees
lamp) $1.25.

Specifications: Mounting hole, n/s' diameter: overall depth behind the front
of the panel 2'; length of threaded
area 1 7/16'. Underwriters' Approved.

THERE IS AVAILABLE a
.

Dept. 50

1308 ELSTON AVE., CHICAGO 22, ILL.
Manufacturers of special small universal,
fractional H. P. motors, dynamotor', shaded
pole motors, heater motors, generators.

Design

Engineering

Production

4.

THE H. R. KIRKLAND CO.
MORRISTOWN, N. J.
e
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Contacts
part of all
electrical control equipment required to
make or break an electrical circuir, and
the performance of such equipment is
dependent or the satisfactory performance of the contacts. Therefore, contacts
must be designed with the same degree
of engineering study, test, and application
as other intrica'e and essential parts of
electrical equipment. For best results
the d....,ign of contacts requires the cooperation of the contact manufacturer
W

and the designer of the equipment on
which they are used, so that the interests
of the user of the equipment, the manufacturer of the equipment, and the manufacturer of the contacts may be properly

coordinated.

For more than a decade we have devoted our efforts exclusively to the Bevel
opment and production of electrical
contacts. Send for data sheet for analysis
of your contact problem.

M,r1

Gibsiloy
ntRIOUR COMMIS

Co.

`9-

'_

ta,

fosenti/al

Write for information and
catalog 968(D)

O

13, Matasìal

-

G- Z

º+.

E /6aKEE K

Dade.-.

G T!e GovrAcrc

D
2 A F3. ar

Interested in an open wire line?
The support illustrated above is one
of several types Johnson can furnish. It
mounts on o 3 inch iron pipe or a 4x4 inch
wood pole and comes complete with center insulator and hardware.
Suitable for 5, 6 or 7 wire, bolonced
Wes, for antenna power up to 50 KW,
the support is approximately 17x311/2
inches overall and the outside conductors
form a 15 inch square.

_.-Name

.

txtt

.p,TiON
n/ FS
,P G+

Op4tTACT RECOTtM
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gddseas
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COMPANY

ßIS9fN ELECTRIC.

Waseca, Minn

GIBSON ELECTRIC COMPANY

WIRE, RIBBON and
Other Metal Products
* Smaller than Commercial

Sizes;

closer than Commercial Tolerances
0v

An organization devoted to the research, development and production cf wire and ribbon and similar

products of Platinum and other
Precious Metals, as well as Rare
and Base Metals ... This metallurgical plant is completely equipped
with alloying, melting and working

When
skill of o high degree be-

comes habitual, and shows up

CABIDETS

facilities for precision production.
Equipment and staff permit specialization in smaller than commercial
sizes and closer than commercial
tolerances for the most exacting
technical requirements.

CHASSIS
PADELSt>r
RACKS

in the smallest
Craftsmanship!

detail

-

that's

Having specialized for many years, Par Metal has this habit of Craftsmanship

-

expressed throughout the entire line,
which ranges from small chassis to
housings for huge transmitters.

get a picture of what Par -Metal
can do now (and the post-war
possibilities) write for a
copy of Catalogue

To

No. 41-A.

.100,

SIGMUND COHN & CO.
44 Gold Street

ORATION

New York 7, N.Y.

QTY.' N. Y.

ELECTRONICS

-

r,porr Dept.
tºgV eit./.61,4
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mize shock and vibration. Shields
are available for either panel or
chassis mounting, on can be made
to suit special requirements. Mechanical protection for the tube is
provided by a transparent screen,
available in either plain or colored
Lucite. The shield body, formed of
Mu -metal, is cadmium plated all
over, with a black baked wrinkle
outside finish.
Metallic Arts Co., 243 Broadway,
Cambridge 39, Mass.

NEON PILOT

LIGHTS
Grid -Controlled
Rectifier Tubes

EMBODY THESE IMPORTANT FEATURES:

...

...

Low current
Penetrating orange -red glow
Long life
consumption ... Resistance to vibration and shock ... Operate
Emit practically no heat
direct on high voltage circuits
These advantages of Neon Glow Lamps are enhanced by
"SIGNAL" Pilot Light Assemblies. We manufacture a complete
line, featuring types fitted with Full -View Plastic Heads. Specialists in supplying completely assembled units, housing G.E.
or Westinghouse Lamps. Send specifications for prompt estimates and suggestions ... Write for Catalog.

...

-

A LICENSE

SIGNALINDIKATOR,
894 BROADWAY.... NEW

TO

manufacture grid-

controlled rectifier tubes has been
extended to Taylor Tubes, Inc.,
2312 Wabansia Ave., Chicago, Ill.
They are the Taylor TT-17 and the
Taylor 873. The former is comparable to the GE-FG17 and the latter
is an 872A with an added grid control. The TT -17 specifications are :
Filament 2.5-v ac at 5 amp; inverse
peak plate volts -5,000-v dc at 2
amp; average plate current i amp;
negative starting grid voltage;
mercury-vapor type; size is 61 x 2iá
in. with large plate connection at
top, ceramic insulated; small 4 -pin
ceramic base with filament and grid
connection to pins.

YORK 3, N. Y.

Telephone: ALgonquin 4-4770

PORTABLE AMMETERS & VOLTMETERS

Left, the
TT -17

Right, the
873

Reliable, sturdy, portable Ammeters and Voltmeters for testing purposes.
Chese instruments are built to maintain accuracy under hard usage in aviaion, electronic, marine, industrial service, and electrical repair work.
Hand calibrated, hand drawn dials assure accuracy at every part of the
scale. Supplied with knife-edge pointer and mirror reflector for quick, accurate reading.
Send for Latest Catalog

NORTON
59

Electrical Instrument

HILLIARD

Co.

ST., MANCHESTER, CONNECTICUT

The 873 specifications are: Filament 5 v at 6.75 amp; inverse peak
plate volts -7,500 v do at 5 amp;
average plate current 1.25 amp;
size 81 x 215g in. with large top plate
connection eeramic insulated; negative starting grid voltage; jumbo
4 -pin base ceramic insulated with
metal shell; mercury vapor type.
March 1945
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(See ad on Page

Our Electronic Equipment
For YOUR Post -War Use
We present a few items of equipment which our Post -War
Plan proposes to release to you. These items are now being
built for the U. S. Navy and other Armed Forces.
1. The original Portable Electric Megaphone`, now
highly developed, for use by the Merchant Marine,
yachts, airplanes, drydocks, shipyards, stadiums and
outdoor arenas, construction companies, and Police
and Fire Departments.

in the
One of the companies long
a
with
electronic field
for satreputation
and sound
in
. represented
isfaction
New England by
.

.

SEGEL CO.
HENRY P.
Manufacturers' Represenl.+1ii'e`
Field Engineers
143 Newbury St.
Boston 16; Mass.

Our exclusive Divers Communication Equipment for
use by marine salvage companies and manufacturers
of diving suits.
2.

3.

Other equipment will be announced when released by the
Armed Forces.

Tel. KENmore 3012-6333-975'
In Hartford:
St.; Tel. 2-9859
474 Woodland

GUIDED RADIO
TION
A

service
Our 21st year of
to
manufacturers,
schools and laboratories
in New England

jobbers,

Setbe

Interior Communication Equipment and docking sets

for all types of marine use.

161 Sixth

Avenue

New York 13, N. Y.

Patent No. 2,301,459
After the War any infringement of this patent will be prosecuted.
`

JONES 400 SERIES
PLUGS and SOCKETS
A

medium size

Plug and Socket
that fulfills practically every requirement in the
public address,

radio and kin-

of Time Tested

QUALITY!
P -406 -CCT

dred fields. Socket contacts are of
phosphor bronze,
cadmium plated.

Every Illinois Condenser

Plug contacts
are of hard

bears the label of `'TIME
TESTED QUALITY" . . .
manufacturing the best in
capacitors is our business
. . satisfying you is our
look for the "Illidesire
nois" symbol of excellence
when selecting paper and
electrolytic capacitors.

...

brass, silver
plated. Insulation is of molded Bakelite. All

ILLINOIS CONDENSER
COMPANY

Plugs and Sockets are Polarized. Made in 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 contacts.
Caps are of steel with baked black crackle
enamel. A quality item at popular prices.
Send today for catalog No. 14 listing complete line of Jones Electrical Connecting Devices-Plugs, Sockets and Terminal Strips.

1160 NORTH HOWE STREET
CHICAGO 10. ILLINOIS

fiOWflRD B. JOf1ES cOmPflfly

ELECTRONICS
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2460

W. GEO1:2G6

ST.

CHICAGO 18

DUPLICATING and PROFILING

AUTO ENGRAVER
Accurate Engraving
with Unskilled Operators
Unskilled operators will profile or accurately
eproduce in smooth lines any design, number, letter, emblem, signature; on iron, brass.
copper, aluminum, soft steels and all plastics.
Here are some of its other uses

...

Drills a series of holes, or profiles small
parts.
Cuts an even channel for wiring on panels.
Increases accuracy and production.
Works from original drawing or templates.
Etches glass and similar items.
Will not cause distortion.
or complete information on this and other

models and prices write Dept. K

AUTO ENGRAVER CO.
1116 BROADWAY, NEW 1ZIRK 19
403

Literature

5

Industrial Electronics. "Fundamentals of Industrial Electronics"
is the name of a 40 -page booklet
which is made up of a series of
articles which appeared in Steel
during 1944. The articles are by
G. M. Chute, an application engineer with G. E. The book is intended to be a handy reference on
industrial electronics as applied
to the metal producing and metalworking industries. The author
discusses electronics in motor controls, photoelectric relays, welding equipment, and electronic
heating. Many circuit diagrams
are given. General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Bulletin GEA -4309.

Modern

engineering,

production

facilities and equipment offer
straight -forward solutions to all
problems pertaining to production
tooling, stamping, forming, drawing, grinding, welding, brazing,
soldering and finishing.
With the conclusion of vital military
contracts, OLYMPIC will be available for peacetime work, including
complete design collaboration from
blueprint to, final production.

lustrated by these
metal parts, which
require particular
attention to close

tolerances."

i

J

I

Vacuum Tubes-Packaging and
Rating. The Industrial Edition
of "Eimac News" contains an article on a new spring -packaging
method for electron tubes which
resists shock, mildew and corrosion. Also discussed in this edition is the why and wherefore of
Eimac vacuum tube ratings. Eitel McCullough, Inc., San Bruno,
Calif.

Brazing Alloy. The use of a brazing alloy, called Easy-Flo, for
carbide tipping is illustrated and
described in Bulletin 11-A. The
repair of broken cutting tools
with Easy-Flo is described in Bulletin No. 14. Handy & Harmon,
82 Fulton St., New York 7, N. Y.

-Diversity in facilities are aptly il-

CRAFTSMANSHIP

Electron Tubes. "Can the electron
tube help you?" is the question
posted on the inside front cover
of a 21 -page catalog which
describes and illustrates the many
types of electron tubes available
from General Electronics Inc.,
1819 Broadway, New York 23,
N. Y. All the tubes are licensed
under patents of RCA.

I

IN METAL PARTS

Vibration - Measuring Equipment.
Bulletin GEA -4140 describes such
vibration -measuring equipment as
the dial -type indicator and lightbeam type indicator for measuring
displacement, and the velocity
meter for measuring displacement
or velocity of vibration. The range
and accuracy of each instrument is

404
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MODEL 504-A

*

THE PORTABLE LAB

-

YOU-

THAT GIVES

rverytliin9!
*

proven by over 5 years
production of thousands of this
model.

Design

*

Operation as simple as ABC. Multisection push-button switches do
all work. Simply "follow the arrows" for tube checking. No
roaming test leads for the multi meter.

Open face wide
* rugged
meter built

scale 41/4 -inch
especially for

this tester -500 microampere sen-

sitivity.

* ally
Each AC and DC range individucalibrated.
* Professional
appearance. Solid
golden oak carrying case.
* Guaranteed Rectifier.
.

SPECIFICATIONS
MICROAMPERES:

0-500
MILLIAMPERES:

DC

0-2.5.10.50.250

DC

AMPERES

0.1.10
DC

VOLTS -1000 OHMS PER VOLT:

0.5-25.100.250-500.1000-2500

AC VOLTS

0.5.10.50.250.1000

OUTPUT VOLTS:

0.5.10.50.250.1000

OHMMETER:

0.200.2000.20.000 OHMS
0-2-20 MEGOHMS

BATTERY TEST:
Check Dry Portable

teries Under Load

"A"

and

'B"

Bat-

CONDENSER CHECK:

Electrolytics checked on English Reading
Scale at Rated voltages of 25-50.100200-250.300.450 volts.

TUBE TESTER:

Emission type with noise test, floating
filaments, easy Chart operation. Checks
all receiving type tubes.

POWER SUPPLY:

115 volts 60 cycle. Special voltage and
frequency upon request.

Ute
SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP.
Greenwood, Miss.. U.S.A.

March
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1) Holds chassis in any position to step pup soldering and all other assembly
operations. 2 models (friction or positive indexing 360° around axis).
2) Adjustable to any size within base limits of the jig. Comes in 5 standard
sizes (4", 6", 9", 12" or 15" swing), or will make jigs to your specifica-

tions.

3) Sturdy, rigid construction.
4) Can be loaded and unloaded in two seconds.
5) Prices start at 511.50.
Information about our Dummy Tubes, Pin Straighteners, Precision
Gages, Test and Adapter Plugs and other Tools Is yours upon request.

ROBERT L. STEDMAN

MACHINE WORKS

SPECIALISTS IN MASS PRODUCTION TOOLS
NEW YORK

OYSTER BAY, LONG ISLAND

/4µc.
s
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This New Jig ,Speeds
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FAST
WORK ON
YOUR WAR
ORDERS
If your needs are urgent,
take advantage of our exceptionally largeand complete stock of radio-electronic supplies and parts.
Most orders can be filled
immediately from stock,
and shipped the same day
received.

And to help you order just
what you need, we have

the big Dalis catalog

PERMANENT MAGNETS
All Shapes-All Sizes-for All Purposes

COBALT-CHROME-TUNGSTEN
Stamped, formed and cost

Alnico

(

Cast or Sintered
under G. E. License )

which is yours for the asking. Write on your business letterhead for your
copy.

Try Delis-just wire,
'phone or write
.

..

Also: Laminations for Radio Transformers

TOOLS-DIES-STAMPINGS
Heat Treating of Metals and Alloys

THOMAS

&

SKINNER

STEEL

COMPANY
PRODUCTS
INDIANAPOLIS 5, INDIANA

1116 EAST 23RD STREET

G,c^v
10

Carbon brushes may be just as hard to
get AFTER the war. Dont wait! Many
Superior customers are anticipating and
ordering now for post -victory use. Materials may be scarce then-and experienced
labor, too for quite a while. Without pri.
unities and with wartime restrictions stil
lingering, deliveries may be slow... Better
place your orders right away. If special
conditions call for special study, all the more reason
for moving fast. The Superior Research Department
is very busy, but not too busy to
investigate your needs thoroughly.
Why not write now.
Get Superior Bulletin "O"

.,

-

SUPERIOR CARBON PRODUCTS, INC.
9117 George Avenue

i

Cleveland 5, Ohio

SUPERIOR

CARBON
BRUSHES

ELECTRONICS-March 1945

11. D.

DADISeist.

Wholesale Distributors
RADIO -ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES & PARTS
17 Union Square

NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
Phones: Algonquin 4-8112-3-4-5-6-7
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Concentric Transmission Line

shown in a table. These instruments
are useful for the improvement of
the quality of products, reduction
of damage to machinery and buildings, and reduction of noise. General Electric Co., Schenectady,
N. Y.

Silver Solder Flux. A 4 -page bulletin describes a new silver solder
paste flux, designated as Superior
No. 6, for use in brazing, hard soldering and silver soldering of both
ferrous and non-ferrous metals.
Characteristics and directions for
use are given in the bulletin. Superior Flux Co., 1783 E. 21st St.,
Cleveland 3, Ohio.

¿4 Sta.cdand Product
Sc cce 1934
Ten years of experience in building concentric transmission line
and associated impedance matching equipment assures .you highest
quality and workmanship.
Doolittle lines are made in seven standard sizes. Each line uses

seamless copper tubing for the
outer and inner conductor, except

Types C-1 and C-6 which use solid
inner conductors. The insulating
heads are made of low loss cera-

mic-impervious to moisture-

spaced and fastened securely for
maintaining proper electrical and
mechanical characteristics.

Carefully designed fittings and
accessories for any requirements
are also available.
Special sizes are made to order.
For engineering information concerning installation and use, feel
free to consult our engineering staff.

WRITE
FOR

CATALOG

AND
PRICES

QUICK DELIVERY
On All

Standard

Sizes Upon
Suitable Priority

RADIO, INC.
Builders of Precision Communications Equipment

Color Code Chart. A quick, easy
means of identifying color codings
and other features of resistors is
contained in a resistor color code
indicator which comes in a handy,
vest pocket size and contains complete information on resistor color
coding under the AWS specifications as well as joint Army -Navy
specifications. Stackpole Carbon
Co., St. Marys, Pa.

7421 SOUTH LOOMIS BLVD., CHICAGO 36, ILLINOIS

Electric -Welded Tubing.

CRYSTAL MANUFACTURERS!
Here is a

NEW Holder,

approved by the Signal Corps.

243

e

Q-

Featuring new materials and designs, the new
Nemco Crystal Holders have easily passed
every test to which they have been subjected
by the Signal Corps. and crystal manufacturers.
Nemco Holders are designed to prevent
deterioration of the crystal by repelling
water vapor under tropical conditions.
Because we specialize in the manufacture
of Crystal Holders exclusively, we can
give you the quality and service to help
speed your production.
Write for samples and prices; also request quotations on your requirements
for imprinting holders with metallic ink.

1

New NEMCO N5X in No. 6105
and 592 may be obtained in
all types of FT-243 Holders.

NATIONAL ELECTRONIC
MANUFACTURING CORP.
22-78 STEINWAY

ST., LONG ISLAND CITY,

N.Y.

406

Steel Tube Institute of Cleveland,
Ohio. The book is presented
through the efforts of the Institute
and fifteen welded tubing manufacturers. The book tells how tubing is
made, how it can be bent, and assembled. Several types are illustrated and described.
U -H -F and Television Homographs. The first of a series of
nomographs to be published by
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp.,

Newark, N. J. is available. The
nomographs are designed to simplify and speed up calculations for
u -h -f and television applications.
Equations and limitations are
given wherever there may be any
doubt concerning the results. The
set now being offered, twenty-five in'
number, represents the beginning
of a projected series of more thani
one hundred graphic aids to the de-.
signer of radio, u -h -f and tele-.
vision equipment. Included in the,
set are six charts for use in the,
design of double -and tripled-March 1945
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Better

products through the correct fabrication and application of electric welded tubing is the theme of a 32 page catalog prepared by Formed

-

ELECTRONICS;

"ALNICO"
PERMANENT MAGNETS
Specializing in the production of highest quality

Alnico Magnets

A

BOX

in all

grades including new triple

strength No. 5.

TO REMEMBER when

Production material checked to assure highest

you want GOOD coils

uniform quality of product.

S TA hWY CH

Castings made to customers special order on the

R.F. COILS

AND

ASSOCIATED

basis of sketches or blueprints furnished.

ASSEMBLIES

Information and suggestions furnished on request.

There is

a Stanwyck coil for every application in the Radio Frequency Spectrum
-coils that have met the requirements
of war and which will meet your requirements when the war is won
Send for
folder describing our line and facilities.

...

STANWYCK WINDING CO.
NEWBURGH

GEQNRAJ.E

COR

R

P

MANUFACTURERS OF
2126

E.

AGTN1IÇAET
A

HIGH COERCIVE

Fort Street

MAGNETIC ALLOYS

Detroit

7,

Michigan

NEW YORK

NORCO
PRODUCTION
MANAGER
Unusual

Opportunity
For

UNUSUAL MAN

Electronic
Communication
Components

TRANSFORMERS
Manufactured to your specification or furnished
for varied applications such as: audio, small
power, 400 -cycle aviation instrument, test equipment, television, high fidelity broadcast and
recording amplifiers, etc.

NORTHERN COMMUNICATIONS
210 EAST 40th STREET

MANUFACTURING CO.

Manufacturers of Transformers
Special Coils
Recorders
Equalizers
Full Range Phonograph

well-known manufacturer of high quality radio
sets and electronic equipment requires a man with
a good basic knowledge of
electronics production and
planning. He will have
complete charge of our
plant, and will get all the
cooperation he needs to do
his job efficiently. We are
prepared to offer an interesting proposition, present
and post-war, to the right
man. Please provide background and full particulars
in first letter.

NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
Sound Systems
Reactors
Coaxial Transmission Lines

A

/nit

8`

Product Design
precision
Precision
8^'
Model Building'
req
lics
ion
arts requiring
Making
d
an
supply
s
Plastics
e
Die
ation.
all

rin s for
n0
Send bblueprints
uotatio
KW
FARMS RD.'
ESt
quantity.
1541
W
in quantity
MFG. CO'

turning

YORKand

IORGENSEN

P-801. Electronics

330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
CALL

ELECTRONICS-March

ON JORGENSEN FOR SPECIAL MACHINING OR QUANTITY PRODUCTION

1995
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DATA BULLETIN!
..complete information on

E -I

Hermetically -sealed Terminals
STOCK ITEMS ... SPECIAL FORMS
CONSTRUCTION ... MATERIALS!
All questions answered in this concise,
informative literature. Contains pertinent
facts regarding all the diversified standard types of Hermetically Sealed Leadswhy you should use them, their advan-

INC
ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES,

tages, sizes and shapes, and how to
order. Also information on special high
voltage skirted types. Important toothese terminals can be supplied in quan-

tity immediately.

While special sealed leads can be designed
to meet ony specific requirements, the wide
diversity of available standard E-1 types offer
wide suitability and economy in product
designing. A staple coding system makes
possible a rapid selection of standard shapes

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES

INC

42 SUMMER AVENUE, NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY

For Fixed X'tal Controlled Reception
the XC-2 PLUG-IN UNIT

Plus ALL -BAND Operation*
For fixed frequency operation, simply plug the XC-2 unit
into the oscillator tube socket of an RME 43 or 41 receiver.
The XC-2 uses the same oscillator tube as the receiver. The
crystal, which is furnished, is ground to a frequency either
455 K.C. higher or lower than the frequency of the signal to
be received.
Because of its specific characteristics and peak reception,
the XC-2 will frequently bring in stations when general coverage equipment fails.
By writing us a card, and designating the frequency at
which you wish to operate your RME receiver, we will gladly
,
supply you with the necessary detailed information.
RME 43
li:!( COMMUNICATIONS EOUIPMENI

ority like all
RME equipment.

RIU(

Mica Ceramic Insulation. "Mykroy
Molding Bulletin", No. 103, describes glass -bonded insulators
designated as 'Mykroy. Specifications, design criteria and electrical,
mechanical and physical properties of Mykroy are given. Also included is a list of recent applications of Mykroy molding of intricate parts. Electronic Mechanics
Inc., 70 Clifton Blvd., Clifton, N. J.
Sems Fastener Units. "Fastening
Applications Bulletin" designates
the title of a leaflet which is designed to suggest to readers the
practicability of Sems units which
are pre -assembled lock washers
and screws. The lock washer is
made right on the screw so that it
can't come off or get lost. Only a
few of the hundreds of uses are
illustrated in the bulletin. Several
types of lock washers and screws
are also illustrated. Shakeproof
Inc., 2501 N. Keeler Ave., Chicago,
Ill.

YOU CAN NOW HAVE A
FIXED fRF0 UFNCY RECEIVER
WITH X'TAL CONTROL OSC.

'Subject to pri-

tuned band-pass circuits in the
u -h -f and television ranges. Two
of the charts cover series and
shunt-peaking methods of range
extension in wide -band amplifiers,
while other charts relate to impedance characteristics in various
types of transmission lines, including single wires in troughs
and in square outer conductors;
balanced two -wire and concentric
lines, air -spaced, and with solid
dielectric; quarter wave matching
sections, and sending -end impedance in uniform lines. Other
charts treat transmission line
lengths, cut-off frequencies in circular wave -guides, u -h -f path
lengths and optical line -of-sight
distances. The remainder of the
charts allow rapid calculation of
deflection sensitivities of cathoderay tubes, modulation percentages
from oscillograms, reduction in
gain caused by feedback, and dissipation of power in water-cooled
devices.

RADIO MFG. ENGINEERS,
U

.

S

.

INC.
A

Electronic Heating. "The ABC
of Electronic Heating" is the
title of a 14 -page catalog which
includes specifications of standard
generators available from this
manufacturer, as well as illustration and descriptions which serve
as introductory matter on the sub March 1945
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Wanted

ENGINEERS
Radio

* Electrical

Electronic

TRANSFORMERS

* Mechanical
* Factory Planning

Unit illustrated is a specially designed, hermetically sealed transformer
produced in quantity to
meet a war requirement.

Materials Handling
Manufacturing Planning
Work in connection with the manufacture of a wide variety of new and advanced types of communications equipment and special electronic products.

Electronic Engineering Co. is a mass production organization
devoted to the design and engineering of quality transformers
for specialized applications. For the ideal solution of your
transformer problem, look to Electronic Engineering Co.

Apply (or write), giving
full qualifications, to:
R. L. D.,

EMPLOYMENT DEPT.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING CO.

Western Electric Co,
100 CENTRAL AV., KEARNY,
Also: C. A.

735 West Ohio Street

N.J.

a

Chicago, Illinois

Associated Company

L.

Holubow and Rehfeldt Consulting Engineers

Locust St.. Haverhill. Mass.
Applicants must comply with WMC regulations

Transformer Engineers for Specialized Applications

eiy j

,0
+

! Wll/ASHERS d cm
F.icu

MAKE SURE WITH

e?

...

Quadriga Quality WASHERS

1

Whatever your requirements, standard or special, Quadriga is
equipped to produce to exact specifications. Any quantity, small or
large. Prompt delivery: Flat, Tension and Spring. Formed and
Drawn Cupped and Finishing, etc. Wire terAlso SMALL STAMPINGS, any de-

minals.

t

lj^t

for Quadriga Catalog

Send

;tlC

1

Illustrations and engineering data. Submit Specifications without obligation. Wire or write

THE QUADRIGA MANUFACTURING CO.
III.
"Halt

Inc. 1894
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221A W. Grand Ave.. Chicago 10.

COMPLETE
GAS PRODUCTION
PLANTS INSTALLED
FOR LOWEST COST

OPERATION

.

.

FORMING MIXTURES
CARBON DIOXIDE
ACETYLENE
ANY QUANTITY
DELIVERED ANYWHERE

HIGHEST QUALITIES

.

°t

TUAIpG

MpVéFCCiao

SPEEDWAY
S. 52rd
189ß
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AMERICAN GAS
HARRISON, NEW JERSEY
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CHEMICAL CO.

Contracted Complete Service on All Gases

NOW
a

really high-powered

RADIO
ENGINEERING
LIBRARY

ject of electronic heating. Scientific Electric, Div. of "S" Corrugated Quenched Gap Co., 107 Monroe St., Garfield, N. J.
ASA Radio Symbols. Copies of
booklet Z32.5-1944, "American
Standard Graphical Symbols for
Telephone, Telegraph and Radio
Use", are available on request
from Solar with a durable heavy
paper cover. This booklet contains
the final compromise schematic
symbols now being used for both

LIINUNIIIBUMBIltailing111.1111.1NZABIllilliiiMalle

I:!

TERMINALS

7

for

7,

_
==

ELECTRIC
WIRES
Condenser Plates

i
i

Small Metal Stampings

_

_.

ii

in accordance with

Customer's Prints
+

electronic and industrial circuit
diagrams. Solar Mfg. Corp., 285
Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

PRECISION
REASONABLE
DIE CHARGES

Note:
Pressed Ceramics. A second edition of the "Crolite Pressed Ceramic" catalog is available. It contains a listing and complete diaespecially selected by radio specialists of
grams of many of the pieces the
McGraw-Hill publications
manufacturer is in a position to
give most complete, dependable covmake
immediately from existing
of facts needed by all whose fields
i) erage
..rounded on radio fundamentals
dies, tools, jigs and fixtures. Some
f') available at a special price and terms
of the pieces in the catalog include
antenna insulators, coil form
bases, crystal holder parts, stand-off
These books cover circuit phenomena, tube
insulators, single r -f stage assemtheory, networks, measurements, and other
subjects-give specialized treatments of all
fields of practical design and application. They bly plates, switch and stator parts,
are books of recognized position in the literature-books you will refer to and be referred terminal blocks and boards, transto often. If you are a practical designer, researcher or engineer in any field based
radio, mission line insulators, trimmer
you want these books for the help theyongive in
hundreds ofproblems throughout the whole condenser bases, tube bases and
Reid of radio engineering.
tube socket parts and variable capacitor rotor parts. Henry Crow5 volumes, 3559 pages, 2558 illustrations
Eastman's FUNDAMENTALS OF ley & Co., Inc., West Orange,
VACUUM TUBES, 2nd edition
N. J.
selection

a

of

books

+

culled from
leading
McGraw - Hill publications in the radio
field.

SPECIAL LOW PRICE
EASY TERMS
Special price under this offer less than cost
of books bought separately. In addition,
you
have the privilege of paying in easy installments beginning with $3.00 in 10 days after
receipt of books and $8.00 monthly thereafter.
Already these books are recognized as standard
works that you are bound to require sooner or
later. Take advantage of these convenient
terms to add them to your library now.
FOR

IO

DAYS EXAMINATION

SEND THIS

roms.......ON-APPROVAL COUPON
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 930 W. 42 St.. N.Y.C. 18
Send me Radio Engineering Library
10 days'
examination on approval. In 10 days for
I will send
$3.00 plus few cents postage and $3.00
till $24 is paid, or return books postpaid.monthly
(We
pay postage on orders accompanied by remittance
of first installment.)
Name
Address

City and State

Position
Company

L. 3-45

+

NO SCREW MACHINE PARTS

+

+

PATTON-MACCUYER

and available forms of each product-group are described as a guide
to selection for various applications. Itiformation on proper handling and machining methods is
included. The catalog is neatly indexed and contains many illustrations. Mica Insulator Co., 200
Varick St., New York 14, N. Y.
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VIRGINIA

i PROVIDENCE,AVE.R.- I.
iRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlilllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1
17

Professional Services

&

COMPANY

Consulting Management Engineers
years Planning in the Fields of Research,
Development, Sales, Engineering, Production
Finance and Overall Management.
521 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.
25

STANLEY D. EILENBERGtR
Consulting Engineer
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
Design-Development-Models
Complete Laboratory and Shop Facilities
8309 -13 -27th Ave,

Kenosha, Wis.

Telephone 2-4213

DON FOSTER
Engineering Consultant
Electrical
Analysis

Specialist In
Mechanical
Sound and Electronics
Development
335 Beech Ave., Wyoming 15. Ohio

JOSEPH RAZEK, Ph.D.
Consulting Physicist

Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Problems
Instruments and control Devices
Electronics
Specialists in Colorimetry, Spectophotometry and
Industrial Color Control
Laboratory and Shop Facilities

202 Darby Road
Phone

-

Hilltop 6910

March
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COMPANY
=

WALLACE CLARK

Electrical Insulation. "Electrical
Insulating Materials" is the title
of an 86 -page, spiral -bound catalog. It contains a history of the
manufacturer. The catalog also
presents in a simple, informative
manner, the products manufactured
and distributed by the five divisions of this company: Munsell
(pure mica), Micanite (built-up
mica), Lamicoid (laminated plas
tics), Empire (varnished fabrics
and papers), and Mico (miscellaneous insulations). Characteristics

+

Modern Equipment
and Factory

I

Terman's RADIO ENGINEERING, 2nd
edition
Everitt's COMMUNICATION
ENGINEERING, 2nd edition
Hund's HIGH FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Henney's RADIO ENGINEERING HAND
BOOK, 3rd edition

+

ACCURACY

Library comprises

The

+

Llanerch, Pa.

MS- ELECTRONICS

We

Manufacture a complete line of equipment

NATION -WIDE
MAIL ORDER

AC Alti'
SPOT WELDERS, electric, from 54 to 50 K VA
TRANSFORMERS, special and standard types
WELDERS
INCANDESCENT LAMP manufacturing equipment From 100 to
EQUIPMENT
MAKING
TUBE
FLUORESCENT
400 AMD,.
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, vacuum pumps, etc. laboratory use
WET GLASS slicing and cutting machines for
GENERAL GLASS working machines and burners
COLLEGE GLASS working unite for students and laboratory
EISLER ENGINEERING CO
Newark, New Jersey
731 So. 13th St. (near Avon Ave.)

DISTRIBUTORS
SINCE 1928

Electron Tube Machinery
type,-standard, and special design

of every

Specialists in Equipment for the manufacture of Radio Tubes, Cathode Ray Tubes,
Fluorescent Lamps, Incandescent Lamps,
Neon Tubes, Photo Cells, X-ray Tubes
and other glass or electronic products, on
production or laboratory bases.

MINIATURE CALL BEARINGS
electronic dries

for precision inslremenu,

lare

AARE SOILS (se lift) I/P te 5/IF asse
PRIT SDKS S e 1f as eels
I« credal, 431W
for .e.p:.l. .p.sMkenen,,

ime

MIN IATUREirircisionBEARINGS

S

U

AND

vctRoN/c
DEVICES

96e
TRADE... INDUSTRY...

COMMUNICATION...
PUBLIC UTILITY...

p,k-.M.

KEENE, NEW HAMPSHIRE,

R4D10

1307-1309 Seventh St., North Bergen, N.

A

VOCATIONAL AND

J.

EXPERIMENTAL
YO

SEW

S

APPLICATIONS

PREECATA[OG
FOR YOU!
`.

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.

Radionic's Catalog No. 26
Helps
lists hard -to-get radio parts!

you

fill

needs.

MeerFINE

your radio and electronic
All parts are available for

ST.

KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI

OF

immediate shipment All are highest
quality. All are exceptional values.

TUNGSTEN and MOLYBDENUM
Making quality and accuracy in our farbrication of Tungsten and Molybdenum Ribbons the
chief requisite to effective collaboration with
the Engineering needs of the Electronic In-

SEND TODAY FOR YOUR
FREE COPY TO

pt,

dustry

SlRa^ErA:±+il

5

tect tubes and other

O.Y.

H.

CBANCEI(OÑEW YORK 7, N. y
RADIONIEOUIPMENPROOUCDS

To pro-

development of

A

24

170 NASSAU

1012-14 McGEE

RIBBONS

bration, get acquainted
with

New

Beekman

".

plug-in components
from loosening under viBIRTCHER

Strip Insulated Wires

:59

SOMETHING NEW!

.Speeds Production

TUNGSTEN LEADS

OUICKEiR... BETTER
with

-

Strips insulation from all types of
instantly, easily, perfectly
wire
Just press the handles and the lob
Is done. Cuts wire too. Strips 800
to 1000 wires pen hour Available
for all size solid or stranded wins

-No

8

to No

Write Dept.

30.

E

write for details 6 samples

GENERAL CEMENT

MFG. CO.

Rockford, Illinois, U.S.A.

MICROMETER

for

checking

from

within

Transmitters

1.5 to 56
0.01 per

mc.,

cent

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES
Bradenton, Fla., U. S. A.

Burned Out or Broken Electric
ELEMENTS REPAIRED

NEW AMAZING NICHROSITE PASTE
will do it in a iitfy. Simply overlap
ends, apply paste and turn on current.

Used successfully by utility companies
and others. Family size, 01: 4 dz. size
$2.50. Satisfaction guaranteed.
ADVANCE MEG. CO. Box 861G Minneapolis, Minn.

ELECTRONICS-March

write

us.

ASSURING OVERALL UNIFORMITY. EACH
TINY WIRE OF THE STRANDED CABLE IS
POSITIVELY FUSED TO THE TUNGSTEN.

List Price $6.00

METER

392 this issue
and phone, wire or

See page

PRODUCED FROM CONTINUOUS SPOOLS
OF WIRE, EITHER STRANDED OR SOLID.

For Full Particulars

HEATING

TUBE CLAMPS

sleeveless type

IRE STRIPPER

AUTOMATIC

LOCKING TYPE

GLENDALE VACUUM

PRODUCTS

CO.

Brooklyn 27,

8816 -77th Ave.

THE

N.Y.

BIRTCHER CORPORATION

Manufacturers

of AIRCRAFT

and RADIO

PARTS

5087 HUNTINGTON DR.

TUBES

NEED RADI

FROM

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS

-

PER DOLLAR

STOCK

39

BOXED

Send rem
remittance
25%

order
er balance

44

48

6SM5
6K6

DIVIDUPUY

.43
-

65A7

-4S

WITH

FOCO

DELIVERY
QUANTITIES
IMMEDIATE
ON LIMITED

EACH TUBED
AN

LOS ANGELES 32

with
de.

C.O.D.-

TRANSMITTING TUBES
Inquiries Invited-Let us explain haw
Savings are effected and the F & O
greater guarantee.

ND

REMENBERTIFICATEI
GE
L-gb5

RADIONIC

EQUIPMENT COMPANY
"CHANCELLOR" PRODUCTS
170 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

FREELAND & OLSCHNER PRODUCTS
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13.
Raymond 4756

Inc.
Lo.

High Power Tube Specialists Exclusively
(I/4 To 100 KW)

411
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If You are Doing War Work Now
We are Ready to Work with You

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
Classified Advertising)

(

EMPLOYMENT

:,,OPPORTUNITIES

BUSINESS
UNDISPLAYED

-RATES-

MINIMUM Casson $3.01.
Positions Wanted (full or part time 'Oared Indivirtual employment only), % the above rates pay-

15 CENTS

A

WORD.

able in advance.sSan Crae of publication New York, aCds,
Dos
cago or San Franelaco offices count as 10 words.
Discount of 10% if full payment is made in adrance for 4 consecutive insertions.

On

EQUIPMENT
:

DISPLAYED

Individual Hpoces with border rules for prominent
display of advertisements.
The advertising rate Is $7.50 per inch for all
advertising appearing on other than a contract
basis. Contract rates quoted on request.
An advertising inch Is measured '4' vertically on
one column, 3 columns -30 Inches-to a page.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS received by March 16th will appear in the April issue,
subject to limitations of space available.

MAUNA & ASSOCIATES
1140 Broadway, New York 1, N. Y.

MAKE EXTRA MONEY

WANTED

PLANT MANAGER
Capable taking complete charge medium sized Eastern Plant,

simply

easily - IN YOUR SPARE TIME
If you work with other industrial men, you
can earn profits in spare time by recommending McGraw-Hill technical books to
fellow workers. Write for details to

MANUFACTURING, ELECTRONIC TRANSFORMERS

E.

MUST HAVE THOROUGH Pre -War Experience in Problems

HAVE YOU BEEN LOOKING?

This is a $10,000-$15,000 year job

for

with a progressive, aggressive growing organization and requires a well qualified man

VOLTMETERS
AMMETERS

opportunity

P-807, Electronics
330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
11111111.41.111.1.4.11

POSITION VACANT
ELECTROCHEMIST OR Physlclat: Capable
of doing research and development work on
electrolytic capacitors and primary cells. Experience in either field will be an asset but not
required. Location middle west. Send complete personal history, summary of training
and experience, photograph, availability and
salary desired. Advertiser not committed to
acknowledge any replies. P-808, Electronics,
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, III.
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
SALARIED POSITIONS
This advertising
service of 35 years recognized standing
negotiates for high salaried supervisory technical and executive positions. Procedure will
be individualized to your personal requirements and will not conflict with Manpower
Commission's. Retaining fee protected by refund provision. Identity covered and present
position protected. Send for detalle. R. W.
Bixby, Inc., 278 Delward Bldg., Buffalo 2, N. Y.

-

POSITION WANTED
EXPORT MANAGER of prominent manufacturer seeks greater opportunity. 27 yearn
exceptional experience foreign sales, organizing distribution, developing markets, full
knowledge setting up efficient export department. Fluent Spanish. PW-809, Electronics,
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
REPRESENTATIVE AVAILABLE

WANTED-A good line of products upon a
direct representative basis, throughout Canada. 28 years of selling experience. Good connection. Just completed 4% years active
service with Royal Canadian Air Force. Drawing account or salary and commission. Full
particulars first letter please. C. Ferguson,
P.O. Box 544, Winnipeg, Canada.

11

SA -797, Electronics
West 42nd St., New York

lll l,,, 11,,,,,,, 1,,,,,,

Established Sales and Application Engineering organization in Chicago desires to represent an additional manufacturer. If you make products of merit
used by Radio, Electronic and other
manufacturers as part of their assemblies our efforts can secure substantial
and permanent business for you. Write
for details.
RA -782, Electronics

lll

ll ll

METERS

copy of our latest
AVAILABILITY LIST!

ELECTRO -TECH
EQUIPMENT COMPANY

329 Canal St., New York 13, N. Y.

l

Meters

Sales Engineers

BOUGHT AND SOLD
Stock of over 3000 new 2 and 3
inch panel meters
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON AA5
PRIORITY
Also 4000 used meters of all sizes
in stock.

WANT LINES

Maritime Switchboard

Michigan Ave., Chicago

520 N.

11,

Ill.

FOR PACIFIC COAST!
Now is the time to get "set" in the
rizpldly expanding industrial Pacific
Coast! We are thoroughly qualified to
give manufacturers in electro -mechanical field a low-cost full sales -coverage
of this important market. For details

Write or Wire
Sales Engineering Associates, Inc.
3907 San

F

do Road, Glendale 4, Cal.

pages
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FREQUENCYMILLIAMMETER

a

Additional
Employment Ads on
376, 399, 407, 409,
413, 414 and 415.

18, N. Y.

OAMMETERS

METERS

VARIACS, RELAYS, ETC.
If you have, do not fail to send for

SALES IN CHICAGO

Electrical engineer, twenty years unusgal business
and technical experience. Proven ability In organizing home office and Reid operations. policy
formulation, sales training. advertising and sales
promotion, sales research and pest war planning.
Aggressive, resourceful and tenacious. Especially
qualified to coordinate sales and engineering departments. Age 43. $10,000.
SA -798, Electronics
330 West 42nd St.. New York 18. N. Y.

Position desired with aggressive firm,
$6000 minimum. Eight years engineering and sales experience with large
electronic equipment manufacturer, in
broadcast transmitting equipment, radar.
and industrial heating. Welcome plenty
of responsibility.
330

iiiiiiii 111111414111011111111111 lllllllllllllllllllllllllll 111.1111.111

Technical Sales Manager Available

WEST COAST

KASK

Dept.E, 330 W. 42nd St., New York City 18

PRODUCTION CONTROL, ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING
of Small Transformers

A Real Post -War

Your Product of Tomorrow.

Our highly trained staff of experts can assist you
in the design, engineering and sale of your product.
We are equipped to help you create new, and improve old products; design Informative labels: Inject new ideas in your packaging and merchandising. We have had thirty years of experience in
selling chain stores, department stores and Jobbers
-have an attractive showroom and Mike and experienced personnel skilled In checking competition.
If you are interested in post-war sales volume and
profits, write to:

USED OR RESALE

1

412

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

336 Canal St,

SELLERS

N. Y. 13, N. Y.

BUYERS

Dollar!

& STEEL
40
Years'
PRODUCTS, Inc, Experience:

13422-A S. Brainard Ave.,

Chicago

33,

Illinois

"ANYTHING Containing IRON or STEEL"
BEST

QUALITY, USED

ELECTRON TUBE MACHINERY
Equipment for the manufacture of all kinds of
electron tubes, radio tubes. incandescent lamps,
neon tubes, photo electric cells, X-ray tubes, etc.
AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SALES CO., INC,
New York, N. T.

65-67 East 8th St.

niversal Midget Tools
DANDY SIXTEEN PIECE SET
Midget Pliers, Diagonal Cutters. Four Eldest End
Wrenches, Needle-nose Pliers, Serewbolder, Six
Punches 4 Chisel Round File, EIdeet Crescent
Wrench. $14.35. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY, Remit Today. Catalogue Free With Order.
DEALERS TOOL SUPPLY
1527 Grand E, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

March 1945
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TRADERS

More
for your IRON

-

ELECTRONICS
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Senior

Electronic Engineers
Preferably graduates of com-

munication engineering
courses are required for designing receiving -type electronic equipment covering all
frequency ranges, and other
specialized electronic apparatus. Design experience
necessary, and knowledge
of production is desirable.
Excellent post-war opportunities. Salary open. RequireProof of
ments urgent.
citizenship and certificate of
availability are necessary.
Write giving detailed qualifications, and if satisfactory,
interview will be arranged at
our expense.

RADIO
ENGINEERS
Three promising positions are open to

Submarine Signal Co.
Dept. 420

175

State St.

Boston, Mass.

men who want to be associated with a
company

progressive

reputation

and

of

established

accomplishments.

At

present there are openings for one senior

Opportunity Today,

engineer

and

two

junior

engineers.

Desire men for work on military projects

For Postwar
Position as a permanent member
of the engineering staff of a fast
growing company now engaged
in war work. 18 year peacetime
record in electronics and electro acoustics. If you have the following qualifications, please write
fully.
A degree in electrical engineering
or an equivalent knowledge obtained through direct experience in

now who will be adaptable to postwar

engineering. Prefer men with experience
in radio receiver or television laboratory,

and with college education in communication engineering.

Address your communication to

radio, acoustics or electronics.
Ability to do experimental work on
small electro - mechanical devices.
Familiarity with mass production
practices preferred.
Write direct to
MR. B. B. BAUER
Chief Engineer

MAJESTIC

RADIO & TELEVISION CORP.
2600 W. 50th Street

Chicago 32, IIIlinois

SHURE BROTHERS
Designers and Manufacturers of
Microphones and Acoustic Devices.
225 W. Huron Street
Chicago 10
ELECTRONICS

-

March 1945
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WANTED

ENGINEERS WANTED

ENGINEER
CAPACITOR
LABORATORY

ACOUSTIC EXPERIMENTAL ENGINEER

Graduate Engineer with Laboratory and design
experience. To design microphones and other electro acoustical devices.

ELECTROLYTIC OR
PAPER DESIGN

ELECTRO -MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEER

AUTOMATIC MACHINERY

DRAFTSMEN
DETAIL ON

Graduate Engineer to design Electro -Magnetic
Devices; such as phonograph pickups, etc.
Write, giving phone number, education, experience
and salary desired.

CORPORATION
1087 FLUSHING AVE.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

JUNIOR RADIO ENGINEERS

P-804, Electronics

Prefer: drafting, mechanical experience:
six years or more practical design expert
ente. Splendid opportunity with growing

WANTED

DEVELOPMENT

ENGINEERS

Mechanical and electrical. Graduate or
equivalent training. Required for development work in the following branches:
I. Electro -mechanical devices, communication systems.
Must be interested
in development and familiar with
magnetic circuits.
2. Measuring and control instruments.
Background should be in electrical
engineering, including electronics.
Statement of Availability Required.
P-806, Electronics
330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

N. Y. radio manufacturer.
P-792, Electronics
330 W. 42nd St.. New York 18. N

VACUUM TUBE DESIGNER
An Eastern manufacturer has an attractive opportunity for a graduate physicist

or electrical engineer with several years
of practical experience in vacuum tube

design. It is necessary that applicants
have sufficient production experience to
develop designs which will improve quality and reduce cost through lowered
shrinkage.
Furnish full details regarding experience,
education, age, and salary requirements.

neers. Man must be engineering graduate or
have equivalent experience in permeability
tuning systems.
2. Vibrator Power Supply engineer, thoroughly familiar with all types of vibrators,
synchronous and non-synchronous, and asociated transformer and filter circuits.
Engineering graduate or equivalent experience.
Write details on education and background to Dept. 6E. ltos 429, Gram) Central Station. New York 17, N. Y.

DESIGNER

and

Caledonia, N. Y.

Central New England manufacturer
employing over 1000 people needs
Draftsman -Designer on telephone and
signaling (mechanical) apparatus.
Knowledge of die-casting and plastic
applications desirable.
A

WMC Regulations Prevail
l'-$115, Elect conics
330 W. 42nd St.,

New York

Y

ELECTRONIC
PROJECT ENGINEER
WANTED
Man experienced in High Frequency, Ultra
High Frequency and Television. Must
have good theoretical background and experience in construction of equipment to
meet specifications of Military Tactical
Equipment. Practical experience gained
in construction of equipment essential.
Firm established since 1888, heavy postwar future in Electronics. Excellent salary,
advancement rapid. Address reply to

-

LEWYT CORPORATION
60

Brooklyn 11, N.

Broadway

Y.

RADIO ENGINEERS WANTED

WANTED

ENGINEER

DINION COIL CO., INC.

P-788, Electronics
New York Is. N.

330 W. 42nd St.,

N. Y.

1. R. F. and I. F. Coil design engineer
with knowledge of powdered iron cores for
turning. An important position involving
coordination and supervision of other engi-

WANTED

Draftsman with good mechanical sense
and as much radio knowledge as possible
for work on transformer development and
production.

I'.

ENGINERS WANTED

sion or general radio circuit experience.
The work will be to supervise and design
circuits for power tube tests and applications.
The work is not of a routine nature and
offers a real opportunity for a young,
capable and resourceful engineer. Location New York City.
Please send sufficient information relative
to age, education, experience, and salary
desired to warrant an early interview.
P-803, Electronics
33n W. 42nd St., New York IS, N. Y.

ers.

420d St., New York

EMPLOYMENT

Leading eastern manufacturer of
electronic equipment requires
graduate E. E. with project engi
neering experience to be responsible for administration of all engineering and research. Immediate
and post-war opportunity.

by Large Radio Manufacturer
for its Midwest Plant

Nationally known manufacturer of electronic devices has an opening for a junior
electrical engineer with power transmis-

Engineer with good general radio knowledge and good knowledge of fundamentals of electricity for work as designing
engineer on power and audio transform-

AVet.

Y.

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER

l'-799. Electronics
3:1e

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
POWER TUBES

DRAFTSMAN

PERMANENT

WANTED

WANTED

414

MICAMOLD RADIO

Well established West Coast concern.
68 Post St., San Francisco 4, Calif.

Att: Lincoln Walsh

WMC RULES

1S,

N. Y.

Tos radio design engineer wanted. Also Juniors
War Work -receivers etc. Post warhome radius
radio phonos, television, electronic specialties. etc
Prosperous growing medium sized N. Y. radio mfr.
Splendid opportunity. Our engineers know about
this advertisement. Send complete backgrouno
salary earned etc.
good producers.
330 W.

We pay very highest salaries to

P774, Electronics

42nd St., New York 13. N

Don't forget the
BOX NUMBER
When answering the classified advertisements In this magazine, don't forget to
put the box number on your envelope. It's
our only means of identifying the advertisement you are answering.
March 1945

-

ELECTRONICS
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ell)

INSTRUMENT
ENGINEER

LARGE EASTERN RADIO MANUFACTURER
has

an opening

for

in its BROADCAST

a

firn

WANTED

CHIEF ENGINEER

RECEIVER

Engineer needed to develop and
apply electronic instruments for
measuring vibrations, strains, pressures and temperatures. Experience with electro-mechanical
devices desirable. Position of permanent nature and at present concerned with measurement of aircraft and engine characteristics on
projects of war urgency. Apply in
writing stating education, experience and salary expected.

SECTION.

EXCELLENT opportunity for the right person. Must have adequate experience and
background. Salary $8,000 to $12,000 per

year depending upon ability and experience
of applicant. War Manpower Commission
regulations apply.

Persons now utilized at highest skill in essential industry
need not apply as all hiring
is done in accordance with

Address all replies to

Hartford

P-749, Electronics
330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

area stabilization
plan.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Installation Engineering Department
East Hartford 8, .Connecticut
Witt

WANTED

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
POWER TUBES
New York City laboratory of national
electronic manufacturing concern has a
position for a mechanical engineer who
has general tool knowledge and working
knowledge of impact on cantilever structures to supervise the mechanical design
of power tubes.

The engineer for this position should have
experience with scientific apparatus design or small machine drafting experience.
Any experience in the manufacture of

power tubes will be particularly valuable.
This opening will demand the best in
initiative and ability and should prove to
be an excellent stepping -stone in the
career of an ambitious engineer.
Please reply giving age, education, experience, and salary desired. to
P-802. Electronics
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

SENIOR
RADIO
ENGINEERS

FIELD SERVICE

Project development engineering positions open with
excellent postwar future assured. Salaries open. Con:idential inquiries respected.
:nternational Detrola Corporation.

Must Possess Good
Knowledge of Radio

P-734, Electronics
[20 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, III.

WANTED

WANTED

PRODUCT ENGINEERS

Radio or Electronic

progressive manufacturer of electrical products needs five product engineers to do trouble shooting, shrinkage analysis, materials engineering,
A

etc.

Applicants for these positions should
have a degree in either electrical engineering or physics and at least five
years' engineering experience of an
important nature, requiring the use of
independent judgment and thoroughgoing analysis of electrical engineering problems.
Early interviews will be arranged for
qualified applicants furnishing full details regarding age, education, experience and salary requirements.
P-800, Electronics
330 West 42nd St., New York 18. N. Y.

ELECTRONICS

-

ENGINEER
For design and development of
Army -Navy Electronic Equipment.
The position offers an excellent
opportunity with a well-established and expanding company
in Connecticut, employing over
100 personnel.
The company's
big postwar program in the industrial electronics, audio and aircraft
communication fields assures a
continued opportunity to engineering personnel for advancement.
P-704, Electronics
320 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

March 1945

ENGINEERS
FOR DOMESTIC AND
FOREIGN SERVICE

Essential workers need release

HAZELTINE
CORPORATION
Little Neck Parkway
Little Neck, Long Island

58-25

urgently needed!
TRANSFORMER DESIGN

ENGINEER
With five years recent experience
in design of (1) hermetically

sealed transformers and reactors
used in war equipment; (2) lowcost transformers for home receivers.
Willing to work in
Southern Conn.
Salary open.
Write details to Personnel Mgr.
today.

MAGUIRE INDUSTRIES, INC.
Electronics Division

342 W. Putnam Ave., Greenwich, Ct.

415
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a APID
METAL -COATING PROCESS
FOR

COATINGS

REQUIRES

METAL

In Active Service
Over the Entire Globe

HEAVIER

FAST AND

ECONOMICAL

-

-

RAPID
ONLY RAPID ELECTROLYTE
CLEANER
RAPID APPLICATOR

Plating current is obtained from dry
cells, storage battery, or any convenient
source of direct current at 3 to 6 V., or
use Rapid Plating Rectifier for heavy
work.
For silver surfacing bus bar connections, lugs, switch blades, etc. For plating or touching up miscellaneous surfaces with cadmium, nickel, zinc, copper
and gold. Building up limited areas.
Hard surfacing with nickel. Used in
shop or field. Special applicators designed to speed up production line jobs..
Our

laboratory

is

glad to cooperate.

No obligation

Inc.

Process,

Rapid Electroplating

1414 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, III.
237 Rialto Bldg.
621 Graybar Bldg.
San Francisco. Calif.
New York. N. Y.

STEATITE
CERAMIC

®ems®

METAL AND
PLASTIC
SPECIALTIES

STAMPINGS
SCREW

MACHINE
PARTS

fNSTRJMENl

HOUSINGS

PANELS

CHASSIS

ta rue. gefilnemegt4
service

and dependable
Expeneaced fabrication
Send
electronic ports.
and
radio
foi of types of
quotation.
for
and specifications
u drawings
us yc

STAMFORD METAL SPECIALTY CO., 428 BROADWAY, N. Y.13
'Waal Week

ed

Eves, DcavríiEuea
and Characteristics of Our
LAVITE SI -5 Steatite Ceramic Body
98,000 lbs. per square inch
Compressive Strength

Properties

1

7 200 lbs. per square
10,500 lbs. per square
20,000 lbs. per square
235 volts per

Tensile Strength
Flexural Strength
Modulus of Rupture
Dielectric Strength
Dielectric Constant

Factor
Power Factor
Bulk Specific Gravity
Density (from above gravity)
Hardness (Mohr scale)
Loss

SAFETY

-

GENERAL
416

mil

9

7 0

350'F.
009
Makers of electrical and radio apparatus desin
LAVITE
tined for war service are finding
the precise qualities called for in their

SWITCH

General Electric, Schenectady 5, New York.

i2.

Frequency

446
2 664C%
0.096 lbs. per cubic inch

Softening Temperature
Linear Coefficient of Expansion
Moisture Absorption (ASTM 0-118-42-A)

DOOR INTERLOCK
An inexpensive, dependable safety device
that breaks power circuits when access
doors are opened. Guards equipment, protects personnel. Particularly suitable for
radio transmitters, X-ray and therapeutic
machines, fire doors and burglar alarms.
Electronics Department,
For details write

6 42
2 90

inch
inch
inch

i

specifications
dielectric strength,
and resistance to
The
high heat.
of LAVITE plus
makes it ideal for
cations.
We will gladly

2

....8.13x10 -s
0

high compressive and
low moisture absorption
rot, fumes, acids, and
exceedingly low loss -factor
its excellent workability
all high frequency applisupply samples for testing.

D. M. STEWARD MFG. COMPANY

ELECTRIC

:Nain ()lice &
New York

Works, Cb.ulnnooga,

Needham. Mass.

177-09-1

March 1945
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Available in standard inductances of
.5 mh, 1.0 mh, 2.5
mh, 5.0 mh, 10 mh.

e Inductance rol.

± 3%

Write for data sheet.
Precision manufacturers of all
types of IF and RF coils,

chokes,

and

transformers.
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We proudly concentrate all our energies and
resources upon producing the finest pickups and cutters. Because we are specialists in
this field, much more is expected of us. Because the production of fine instruments like
MICRODYNE is a full time job, it stands to
reason that we could not afford to jeopardize
our reputation-EVER-by making pick-ups
a side-line.
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After Victory, you may expect further ADDAX
improvements, refinements . . . master touches to heighten the marvelous fue simile
realism of AUDAX reproduction.
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Another important
underground mov

Unsheathed buried power cable insulated with
THOSE large power cables represent an important
development in the electrical industry. As they
pass through the basement wall, they go directly into
the earth. There the thinner -than -usual coating of
GEON insulation will, without benefit of lead sheathing, resist the effects of the soil's acids and alkalies,
will keep out moisture-while its excellent electrical
properties will be maintained.

On the other extreme, GEON polyvinyl materials have
been made into thousands of miles of fine "spaghetti"
to slip on radio and switchboard wire. Through the
entire range of wire and cable insulation GEON'S unusual properties have made possible a wide variety of
applications. In addition to possessing fine electrical
properties, GEON resists oils, acids, water, flame, heat,
cold. It's practically wearproof. It's smooth -permits

Geon

easy handling and installation. Thinner coatings of

insulation mean more conductors per conduit. GEON
can be brilliantly colored in the entire NEMA range
for easy, positive identification.
Urgently needed for military uses, all the GEONS are
subject to allocation by the War Production Board.
Limited quantities are available for experiment, and our
development staff and laboratory facilities will help
you work out special problems or applications. For
more complete information write Department FF -3,
Chemical Division, The B. F. Goodrich Company, 324
Rose Building, Cleveland 15, Ohio.

CHEMICAL DIVISION
The B. F. Goodrich Company
ROSE BUILDING

CLEVELAND 13, OHIO
March 1945
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We've progressed

long way from those early war cays when, reg-ettably.

a

deliveries were too often
to the luxury of

a

hope and

a

promise. While we're not yet bark

filling many orders from the shelf, present production

schedules assure prompt Davon' Attenuator deliveries. Some standard models
are available in small quantities for almost immediate shipment. 30

day delivery may be had on

o

6C

average quantities of most standard type

Attenuators and many special types not requiring new engineerirg. Write

for details on your specific requirements.

THE

DAvEN
1

9

1

CENTRAL AVENUE

NEWARK

4,

NEW FEATURES {OF
YEW DETENT GEAR: Large gear and
roller mounted in recessed front end
of rover, separate from resistive network, g ves accurate indexing,

e1EFTA N STOP: Extrusions of detect
gear nad steel attenuator cover form
sturdy stop tc rotation, eliminating

COMPANY

N E W

J E R

9 E

i

DAVEN ATTENUATORS
ALLOY CONTACTS: witch
arm contacts and returns node of
tarnish-resis-ireg silver alloy lovers internal res'stan_:e. Other metals r-pional.

IMPROVED SHIELDING: Sturdy, snug fitting steel cover affords superb vlectrico and dust shielding and graater
all-around ruggedness,

SILVER

CAPTIVE TERMINAL BOARD: Balelite
board held securely it positíor, readily
released new, heavy duty solder lugs.

SEPARAELE COUPLINGS: (Featare of
dual an: mu tiple unit modes) units
easily seaara ed for quick a:c.ss to
switch assenalies: simple, tu able,

J3(i- ?ero fhzpse

s

`
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Simply base your designs on RCA

Preferred -Type Tubes which, in
year, dropped more than

1r

a

singl

in price.

oily have prices been lowered by the Preferred-Type
Program but the quality of the tubes has been improved, due
to lcnger production runs and increased skill of workers.

Not

How the preferred - type idea started

r

Long before Pearl Harbor, RCA found that despite the
hundreds of different
receiving -tube types being manufactured, almost every possible
circuit requirement could be satisfied by a list of less than 50 tube types.
Moreover, by limiting the number of types being manufactured,
it would be
possible to realize tremendous savings in warehousing, distribution,
test equipment, and other factors affecting cost.
The plan was promoted among equipment designers who,
quick to see the
advantages of fewer, tube types, cooperated wholeheartedly
to make the
Preferred -Type Prog, am a success.

When the war broke out, tie Army and Navy adopted the Preferred
-Type
idea and established a list of their own, including many tubes already
on RCA's
Preferred -Type list. Military equipment was designed almost exclusively
around
Army -Navy Preferred -Type Tubes. This forward -looking policy simplified
military
tube stocks and insured speedy replacements on the fighting fronts.

Which RCA tubes are preferred types
By

-

substantial indicaion of preference, designers
determine which tubes are

thernselves
not RCA
Pres'erred Type:.

-

Because the list of Preferred Types(metal,miniature
and glass) is sti!!l rather fluid, it is advisable to check
with us before }our final decisions are made regarding any specific tube. Write to Department 62-28E,
RCA, Harrison, N. J.

fountain -head of modern
rube development is RCA.
The

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION

CAMDEN, N. J.

